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Preface
The 32nd international conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical
Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012) was held at the International Institute of Information
Technology, Hyderabad, from December 15 to December 17, 2012. This proceedings volume
contains contributed papers and (extended) abstracts of invited talks presented at the
conference.
FSTTCS is the annual flagship conference of the Indian Association for Research in
Computing Science (IARCS). Over the past 32 years, the conference has consistently attracted
top-quality submissions, and the legacy continued this year as well. We wish to thank all
authors of submitted papers for helping make FSTTCS a competitive conference.
The selection of papers appearing in this volume owes a lot to the program committee
consisting of 29 distinguished colleagues spread over seven countries. The program committee
spent over two months evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the 121 submissions
received. In this, we received generous help from 183 external reviewers who together
produced a total of 394 reviews. Every paper that was found within the scope of the
conference was reviewed by at least 3 experts. After several rounds of elimination, we have
put together a program consisting of 43 contributed papers and five invited talks. We are
very grateful to the members of the program committee for contributing their valuable time
for helping us in the critical task of selecting papers. We also thank all external reviewers
for their detailed comments and critical assessment of papers.
In addition to the contributed works, the program featured talks by five eminent computer scientists. We are very grateful to Dimitris Achlioptas (University of Athens), Mikołaj
Bojañcyzk (Institute of Informatics, Warsaw University), Patrice Godefroid (Microsoft Research, Redmond), Madhusudan Parthasarathy (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
and Yuval Rabani (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem) for agreeing to travel to the
conference and share their insights.
Paper submission, reviewing and program committee discussions for the conference were
managed using EasyChair. We wish to thank the EasyChair team for making this excellent
service available to us, and for ensuring that the reviewing, discussion and paper management
processes went smoothly.
As with the past editions of the conference, FSTTCS 2012 has interesting associated
events. We are grateful to K. Narayan Kumar and Anil Seth for helping us organize the postconference workshop on Verification of Infinite-State Systems. We also thank the speakers
who agreed to participate in the workshop: Mohamed Faouzi Atig, Alain Finkel, Gennaro
Parlato, Nishant Sinha, and Parosh Aziz Abdulla. In addition, we are grateful to Ravi
Kannan, Satya Lokam and P.J. Narayanan for organising the joint MSR-IIIT winter school
on Theoretical Computer Science, and thank the speakers at the winter school: Sanjeev
Arora, Cnythia Dwork, Ravi Kannan, and R. Ravi.
We would like to thank IIIT Hyderabad for hosting FSTTCS 2012. We gratefully
acknowledge the immense efforts of the administration, faculty, staff, and students of IIIT
Hyderabad, especially the members of the organizing committee, over the past year in
planning, coordinating and running various aspects of the conference, including managing
the accounts, network services, video recordings, and the logistics. We are grateful for the
financial support the conference received from Google India Pvt. Ltd.
As in the past few years, the proceedings of FSTTCS 2012 is being published as a
volume in the LIPIcs series under a Creative Commons license, with free online access
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
Editors: D. D’Souza, T. Kavitha, and J. Radhakrishnan
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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Preface

to all, and with authors retaining rights over their contributions. We wish to thank the
editorial board of LIPIcs for agreeing to publish the current proceedings as a LIPIcs volume.
Marc Herbstritt and Michael Wagner (Dagstuhl) responded promptly and accurately to our
questions pertaining to publishing and editing. We gratefully acknowledge their help and
the help of the entire team in the LIPIcs editorial office in preparing the final version of the
proceedings.

Deepak D’Souza, Telikepalli Kavitha and Jaikumar Radhakrishnan
December 2012
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Learning Mixtures of Distributions over Large
Discrete Domains
Yuval Rabani1
1

The Rachel and Selim Benin School of
Computer Science and Engineering
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem 91904, Israel
yrabani@cs.huji.ac.il

Abstract
We discuss recent results giving algorithms for learning mixtures of unstructured distributions.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems, I.5.2 Design
Methodology
Keywords and phrases machine learning, mixture models, topic models
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.1

Summary
The past decade or so has witnessed tremendous progress in the theory of learning statistical
mixture models. The most striking example is that of learning mixtures of high dimensional Gaussians. Starting from Dasgupta’s ground-breaking paper [14], a long sequence
of improvements [15, 5, 27, 21, 1, 17, 8] culminated in the recent results [20, 7, 23] that
essentially resolve the problem in its general form. In this vein, other highly structured
mixture models, such as mixtures of discrete product distributions [22, 19, 12, 18, 9, 11] and
similar models [12, 6, 24, 21, 13, 10, 16], have been studied intensively.
Here we discuss recent results giving algorithms for learning mixtures of unstructured
distributions. More specifically, we consider the problem of learning mixtures of k arbitrary
distributions over a large discrete domain [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. This problem arises in various
unsupervised learning scenarios, for example in learning topic models from a corpus of
documents spanning several topics. We discuss the goal of learning the probabilistic model
that is hypothesized to generate the observed data, in particular the constituents (each topic
distribution) of the mixture. It is information-theoretically impossible to reconstruct the
mixture model from single-view samples (e.g., single word documents). Thus, multi-view
access is necessary. It is desirable to minimize the aperture or number of views in each sample
point, as well as the number of sample points needed, as these parameters govern both
the applicability of an algorithm and its computational complexity. We will survey some
of the results in recent papers [4, 2, 3], as well as our joint work with L.J. Schulman and
C. Swamy [25, 26]. In particular, we will discuss some of the tools that contribute to these
results, in brief: concentration results for random matrices, SVD and other factorizations,
dimension reduction, moment estimations, and sensitivity analysis.
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Abstract
We define an imperative programming language, which extends while programs with a type for
storing atoms or hereditarily orbit-finite sets. To deal with an orbit-finite set, the language has
a loop construction, which is executed in parallel for all elements of an orbit-finite set. We show
examples of programs in this language, e.g. a program for minimising deterministic orbit-finite
automata.
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Introduction
This paper introduces a programming language that works with sets with atoms, which
appear in the literature under various other names: Fraenkel-Mostowski models [2], nominal
sets [7], sets with urelements [1], permutation models [9].
Sets with atoms are an extended notion of a set – such sets are allowed to contain
“atoms”. The existence of atoms is postulated as an axiom. The key role in the theory is
played by permutations of atoms. For instance, if a, b, c, d are atoms, then the sets
{a, {a, b, c}, {a, c}}

{b, {b, c, d}, {b, d}}

are equal up to permutation of atoms. In a more general setting, the atoms have some structure, and instead of permutations one talks about automorphisms of the atoms. Suppose
for instance that the atoms are real numbers, equipped with the successor relation x = y + 1
and linear order x < y. Then the sets
{−1, 0, 0.3}

{5.2, 6.2, 6.12}

are equal up to automorphism of the atoms, but the sets
{0, 2}

{5.3, 8.3}

are not.
Here is the definition of sets with atoms. The definition is parametrized by a notion of
atoms. The atoms are given as a relational structure, which induces a notion of automorphism. (One can also consider atoms with function symbols, but we do not do this here.) A
set with atoms is any set that can contain atoms or other sets with atoms, in a well-founded
way1 . The key notion is the notion of a legal set of atoms, defined below. Suppose that
∗
1
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X is a set with atoms. If π is an automorphism of atoms, then π can be applied to X, by
renaming all atoms that appear in X, and appear in elements of X, and so on. We say that
a set S of atoms is a support of the set X if X is invariant under every automorphism of
atoms which is the identity on S. (For instance, the set of all atoms is supported by the
empty set, because every automorphism maps the set to itself.) A set with atoms is called
legal if it has some finite support, each of its elements has some finite support, and so on
recursively.
Sets with atoms were introduced in set theory by Fraenkel in 1922. Fraenkel gave a set
of axioms for set theory, call it Zermelo-Fraenkel with Atoms (ZFA), which is similar but
not identical to the standard axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF). One difference is that ZFA
does not have the extensionality axiom: two objects (think of different atoms) might have
the same elements, but not be equal. Fraenkel gave two models of ZFA: one which has the
axiom of choice, and one which does not. The first model contains all sets with atoms, while
the second model restricts to the legal ones. Legal sets with atoms were further developed
by Mostowski, which is why they are sometimes called Fraenkel-Mostowski sets.
In this paper, we are exclusively interested in sets with atoms that are legal. Therefore,
from now on all sets with atoms are assumed to be legal.
Sets with atoms (as remarked above, we implicitly restrict to legal ones) were rediscovered for the computer science community, by Gabbay and Pitts [7]. In this application
area, atoms have no structure, and therefore automorphisms are arbitrary permutations of
atoms. It turns out that atoms are a good way of describing variable names in programs or
logical formulas, and the automorphisms of atoms are a good way of describing renaming of
variables. Sets with atoms are now widely studied in the semantics community, under the
name of nominal sets (the name is so chosen because atoms describe variables names).
Sets with atoms turn out to be a good framework for other applications in computer
science. These other applications have roots in database theory, but touch other fields, such
as verification or automata theory. The motivation in database theory is that atoms can
be used as an abstraction for data values, which can appear in a relational database or
in an XML document. Atoms can also be used to model sources of infinite data in other
applications, such as software verification, where an atom can represent a pointer or the
contents of an array cell.
Sets with atoms are a good abstraction for infinite systems because they have a different,
more relaxed, notion of finiteness. A set with atoms is considered finite if it has finitely many
elements, up to automorphisms of atoms. (The formal definition is given later in the paper.)
We call such a set orbit-finite. Consider for example sets with atoms where the atoms have
no structure, and therefore automorphisms are arbitrary permutations. The set of atoms
itself is orbit-finite, actually has only one orbit, because every atom can be mapped to every
other atom by a permutation. Likewise, the set of pairs of atoms has two elements up to
permutation, namely (a, a) and (a, b) for a 6= b. Another example is the set of λ-terms which
represents the identity, with variables being atoms:
{λa.a : a is an atom};
this set has one orbit. Yet another example concerns automata with registers for storing
atoms, as introduced by Francez and Kaminski in [10]: up to permutation, there are finitely
many configurations of every such automaton.
The language of sets with atoms is so robust that one can meaningfully restate all
definitions and theorems of discrete mathematics replacing sets by (legal) sets with atoms
and finite sets by orbit-finite sets, see [3, 5] for examples in automata theory. Some of the
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restated theorems are true, some are not. Results that fail after adding atoms include all
results which depend on the subset construction, such as determinisation of finite automata,
or equivalence of two-way and one-way finite automata. Results that work after adding
atoms include the Myhill-Nerode theorem, or the equivalence of pushdown automata with
context free grammars (under certain assumptions on the structure of atoms, which will be
described below).
The papers [3, 5] were concerned with generalisations of finite state machines, like finite
monoids and finite automata. But what about general computer programs? Is there are
notion of computability for sets with atoms? One attempt at answering this question was [4],
which described a functional programming language equipped with types for storing orbitfinite sets. The present paper gives an alternative answer: an imperative programming
language, called while programs with atoms2 .
What is the advantage of having a programming language which can handle sets with
atoms, be it functional or imperative? Consider the following algorithmic tasks coming from
automata theory:
1. Given a nondeterministic finite automaton, decide if it is nonempty.
2. Given a deterministic finite automaton, compute the minimal automaton.
3. Given a finite monoid, decide if it is aperiodic.
4. Given a context-free grammar, compute an equivalent pushdown automaton.
Each of these tasks can be studied in the presence of atoms. (Finite automata with atoms
are defined in [5], finite monoids with atoms are defined in [3], context-free grammars and
pushdown automata can be defined in the same spirit.) Without a computation model
of some sort, it is not clear what it means that the above tasks are decidable. In the
papers [3, 5], the computational model depended on coding: a finite automaton with atoms
was encoded as a normal string over the alphabet {0, 1}, and then the remainder of the
algorithm used a standard Turing machine. Such coding is not a satisfactory solution, since
algorithms and correctness proofs that involve coding are tedious and error-prone.
The picture becomes much simpler when using a language that manipulates directly
objects with atoms. The coding issues have to be dealt with only once; when designing
the language and proving that its programs can be simulated by usual computers. What is
also interesting, if the syntax of the programming language is based on a classical syntax
without atoms (in this paper, we add atoms to while programs), then one can easily compare programs for the same task with and without atoms. For instance, in the four tasks
described above, one can write a program with atoms that actually has the same code as the
corresponding program without atoms, only the interpreter used to execute it has different
semantics.

1

Orbit-finite sets with atoms

In this section, we define orbit-finite sets with atoms. The definition of an orbit-finite set
can be stated for any notion of atoms (modelled as a relational structure). However, without
additional assumptions on the atoms, the notion of orbit-finite set might not be well behaved,
e.g. orbit-finite sets might not be closed under products or finitely supported subsets. An
assumption that guarantees good behaviour of orbit-finite sets is called homogeneity, and is
defined below.
2

We believe that the two programming languages are equivalent, under a suitable encoding, but we do
not prove this in the paper.
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Homogeneous structures
Recall that the notion of a set with atoms is parametrized by a relational structure for the
atoms. Examples of atoms are:
(N, =)

natural numbers (or any countably infinite set) with equality

(Q, ≤)

the rational numbers with their order

The two kinds of atoms listed above will be called, respectively, the equality atoms and
the total order atoms. In this paper, we require the atoms to be a homogeneous relational
structure, i.e. one which satisfies the following property:
Any isomorphism between two finite substructures of the atoms extends to an automorphism of the atoms.
Moreover, we assume that the atoms are countable, and the vocabulary of the relational
structure is finite. The programming language we describe in this paper will work with
any atoms satisfying the conditions above, plus an additional decidability condition to be
defined below3 .
The equality and total order atoms are countable, homogeneous and have a finite vocabulary. An example of a structure which is not homogenous is (Z, ≤), the set of integers with
their order. Indeed, the subsets {1, 2} and {1, 3} induce isomorphic substructures of (Z, ≤);
however, there is no automorphism of Z which maps 1 to 1 and 2 to 3. In the rest of the
paper, we always assume that the atoms are a countable homogeneous structure.
An interesting example of a homogeneous structure is the random (undirected) graph,
also called the Rado graph.
I Example 1 (Random graph). The universe of this structure – representing the vertices of
the graph – is the set of natural numbers. There is one binary relation, representing the
edges of the graph; it is symmetric and irreflexive. The edges are constructed as follows:
independently for each pair of vertices v, w, with probability 1/2 we declare that v and w are
connected by an edge. One can prove that two graphs constructed as above are isomorphic
with probability 1; which is why we talk about the random graph and not some random
graph. Moreover, the random graph is homogeneous.
An important property of homogeneous structures is that finitely supported relations
coincide with sets of atoms definable by quantifier-free formulas which can use constants
from the atoms. More precisely, we have the following.
I Proposition 1. Assume that the atoms are a homogeneous structure over a finite vocabulary. Let S be a finite set of atoms, and R a set of n-tuples of atoms. Then, R is S-supported
if and only if it is defined by a quantifier-free formula over the vocabulary of the atoms, extended by constant names for elements of S.
For a given S and n, there are finitely many quantifier-free formulas over n-variables
which use the (finite) vocabulary and constants from S. From the above proposition it
follows that there are finitely many S-supported sets of n-tuples of atoms, for any given S
and n.

3

With slightly more work, the programming language would also work for the more general notion of
atoms that are oligomorphic or, equivalently, ω-categorical.
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Hereditarily orbit-finite sets
The reason why we are interested in sets with atoms is that there is an interesting new
notion of finiteness, which is described below. Recall that for each legal set X there is a
finite support S, i.e. the set X is invariant under the action of automorphisms which are the
identity over S. We call such automorphisms S-automorphisms. Stated equivalently, X is a
union of S-orbits, i.e. equivalence classes of the following relation ∼S :
x ∼S y

if π · x = y for some S-automorphism π.

We say that X is orbit-finite if the union is finite, i.e. X is union of finitely many S-orbits
for some finite set of atoms S. One of the important properties of homogeneous atoms is
that the definition of orbit-finiteness does not depend on the choice of support S:
I Lemma 2. Let X be a (legal) set, which is supported by sets S and T . Then X has finitely
many S-orbits if and only if it has finitely many T -orbits.
Other advantages of homogeneous atoms include:
For every n ∈ N, every finitely supported subset of n-tuples of atoms is orbit-finite;
Orbit-finite sets are closed under products and finitely supported subsets.
In our programming language, we deal with sets that are hereditarily orbit-finite, i.e. sets
which are orbit-finite, whose elements are orbit-finite, and so on recursively until an atom or
empty set is reached. (One can show that for every hereditarily orbit-finite the nesting of set
brackets is a natural number, as opposed to other sets, where the nesting may be an ordinal
number.) As we will show, such sets can be presented in a finite way, and manipulated using
algorithms.

Decidable homogeneous structures
By the theorem of Fraïssé [6], a homogenous structure is determined uniquely (up to isomorphism) by its age, which is the class of structures that embed into it. To permit computation, we will require an effective representation of this family.
I Definition 3 (Decidable homogeneous structure). A homogeneous structure A is called
decidable if its vocabulary is finite and its age is decidable, i.e. one can decide whether a
given finite structure embeds into A.
The equality atoms and the total order atoms are decidable: the age of the equality atoms
is all finite structures over an empty vocabulary, while the age of the total order atoms is
all finite total orders. By Fraïssé’s theorem, an algorithm deciding the age defines uniquely
(up to isomorphism) the structure of Atoms. It follows that there are, up to isomorphism,
countably many decidable homogenous structures. By [8], there are uncountably many nonisomorphic homogeneous structures over the signature containing one binary symbol, so
some of them are undecidable.
The point of considering hereditarily orbit-finite sets in decidable homogeneous structures
is that they can be represented without atoms, and these representations can be manipulated
by algorithms.
I Theorem 4. Suppose that the atoms are a decidable homogeneous structure over a finite
vocabulary. Then there are data structures for representing atoms and hereditarily orbitfinite sets, which admit the following operations:
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1. Given atoms a1 , . . . , an and a n-ary relation R from the vocabulary of the atom structure,
decide if R(a1 , . . . , an ) holds;
2. Given hereditarily orbit-finite sets X, Y , decide if X = Y ;
3. Given X, which is a hereditarily orbit-finite set or an atom, compute {X};
4. Given hereditarily orbit-finite sets X, Y , compute X ∪ Y ;
5. Given a hereditarily orbit-finite set X, compute some finite support; 4
6. Given a hereditarily orbit-finite set X and a finite set S of atoms, produce all S-orbits
that intersect X; 5
7. Decide if a hereditarily orbit-finite set X is empty. If it is nonempty, produce an element.
For instance, under the equality atoms, an atom can be represented as a natural number,
encoded as its binary representation. The total order atoms are rational numbers, so they
can also be represented, and the order relation can be computed. The representation for
hereditarily orbit-finite sets is more involved.

2

Imperative programming with atoms

In this section, we present the contribution of the paper, an imperative programming language with atoms. The language extends while programs with two types: one for storing
atoms and one for storing hereditarily orbit-finite sets. To deal with an orbit-finite set, the
language has a loop construction, which is executed in parallel for all elements of an orbitfinite set. We end the paper with examples of programs in this language, e.g. a program for
minimising deterministic orbit-finite automata.

2.1

Definition of the imperative language

The language is called while programs with atoms. The definition of the language depends
on the choice of atoms (but not too much). We assume that the atoms are a decidable homogeneous relational structure over a finite vocabulary, as in the assumptions of Theorem 4.

The datatype.
We only have two datatypes in our language: atom and set. A variable of type atom stores
an atom or is undefined. A variable of type set stores a hereditarily orbit-finite set. To
have a minimal language, we encode other types inside set, using standard set-theoretic
encodings. For example, the boolean true is encoded by {∅}, and the boolean false is
encoded by ∅.

Syntax.
The language contains the following constructions:

4
5

This finite support is represented as a list of atoms.
The S-orbits that intersect X are given as a list of sets. We claim that this list is finite. Indeed, the set
X has some support, say T . Without loss of generality, we may assume that S ⊆ T , because supports
are closed under adding elements. By assumption that X is orbit-finite and by Lemma 2, X is a finite
union of T -orbits. Since S ⊆ T , every S-orbit is a union of T -orbits. It follows that X intersects at
most finitely many S-orbits.
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Constants. There are infinitely many constants of type atom: one constant for every
atom. (These constants depend on the choice of atom structure, e.g. there will be different
constants for the equality atoms and different constants for the total order atoms.) There
are constants ∅ and Atoms of type set, representing the empty set and the set of all atoms.
Expressions. Expressions (which have values in the type atom or set), can be built
out of variables and constants, using the following operations:
1. Variables and constants are expressions. We assume that the types of the variables are
declared in a designated preamble to the program; variables of type atom are initially
undefined, while variables of type set are initially set to ∅.
2. For every symbol σ in the vocabulary of the atom structure, if σ has arity n and
e1 , e2 , . . . , en are expressions of type atom, then
σ(e1 , e2 , . . . , en )
is an expression which evaluates to true or false (such an expression is of type set).
For instance, when the atom structure is the total order atoms, and x and y are
variables of type atom, then x ≤ y is an expression (we write ≤ using infix style).
3. Comparisons e ∈ f and e = f, which evaluate to true or false. In these comparisons,
e and f can be either of type atom or set.
4. Union e ∪ f, intersection e ∩ f and set difference e − f, for e and f of type set.
5. A unary singleton operation which adds one set bracket {e}. Here, e can be either of
type atom or set.
6. An operation which extracts the unique atom from a set:
(
f
when e = {f} for some f of type atom
theunique(e) =
undefined otherwise.
Values of expressions can be assigned to variables using the instruction x := e, provided
that the types match.
Programming constructions.
def

1. A conditional if e then I else J. If the value of expression e is true = {∅}, then
program I is executed, otherwise program J is executed.
2. A while loop while e do I, which executes the program I, while the value of expression
e is true.
3. A parallel for loop for x in X do I. Here X is an expression of type set and x is
a variable of either type. The general idea is that the instruction I is executed, in
parallel, with one thread for every element x (of appropriate type) of the set X. The
question is: how are the results of the threads combined? We answer this question in
more detail below.

Semantics.
We now sketch a semantics (operational style) for the language. In a given program, a
finite number of variables is used. A state of the program is a valuation ν which assigns
atoms (or the undefined value) to variables of type atom and hereditarily orbit-finite sets to
variables of type set. Essentially, a valuation is a (finite length) tuple containing atoms and
hereditarily orbit-finite sets, and therefore the set of all valuations is a legal set with atoms
(but not orbit-finite). A state of the program can be represented in a finite way using the
data structures from Theorem 4.
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The semantics of a program is a partial function, which maps one valuation to another
valuation. (The function is partial, because for some valuations, the program might not
terminate.) We will say that executing the program P on the valuation ν results in a
valuation µ if the semantics of the program transforms the valuation ν to the valuation µ.
We only explain the semantics for programs of the form
for x in X do I,
the other semantics are defined in the standard way. Suppose that we want to execute the
program on a valuation ν. Two cases need be considered: when x is a variable of type set
or when x is variable of type atom. The set ν(X) might store elements of both types set
and atom. We say that an element x ∈ ν(X) is appropriate if it matches the type of the
variable x. We define the valuation resulting from executing the above instruction on the
valuation ν as follows. For every appropriate x ∈ ν(X), we execute the instruction I on the
valuation νx which is obtained from the valuation ν by putting value x in the variable x. If
for some appropriate x the program I does not terminate, then the whole for program does
not terminate. Otherwise, for each appropriate x ∈ ν(X), we get a valuation µx obtained
from νx by executing I. We now want to aggregate the valuations µx into a single valuation
µ, which will be the result of executing the for program. If y is a variable of type atom,
then in order for µ(y) to be defined, we require that all valuations agree on the value of y:
(
a
if for all appropriate x ∈ ν(X), µx (y) = a
def
µ(y) =
(1)
undefined otherwise
Set variables are aggregated using set union, i.e. every variable y of type set gets set to
[
µ(y) =
µx (y).
(2)
appropriate x∈ν(X)

The definition of the language is now complete.

Results
One can show that our semantics is well-defined, i.e. executing instructions of our programming language does not cause a set variable to be assigned a set that is not hereditarily
orbit-finite. We also prove that the programs can be simulated without atoms, in the following way. Thanks to Theorem 4 the code of a program, as well as a valuation of the variables,
can be represented in a finite way without atoms.
I Theorem 5. There is a normal program (without) atoms P, which inputs:
a while program with atoms I;
a valuation ν of the variables that appear in I;
represented using the data structures of Theorem 4, and does the following:
if I does not terminate when starting in ν, then also P does not terminate;
if I terminates when starting in ν, reaching valuation µ, then also P terminates, and
produces a representation of valuation µ.
Since the representations do not use atoms, they can be seen as standard bit strings,
i.e. words over the alphabet {0, 1}. Therefore P can be modelled as a Turing machine, which
inputs two bit strings and outputs a single bit string (and possibly does not terminate). In
the proof of the above theorem we use the properties of the representations which are listed
in Theorem 4.
The rest of the paper is devoted to example programs.
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2.2

Example programs

Before writing example programs, we introduce some syntactic sugar which makes programming easier.

Notational conventions
Like in Python, we use indentation to distinguish blocks in programs. We write {x,y}
instead of {{x}∪{y}}. We extend the syntax with functions (with the usual semantics); the
syntax of functions is illustrated on the Kuratowski pairing function
function pair(x,y)
return {{x},{x,y}}
We write (a,b) instead of pair(a,b). Here is the function which projects a Kuratowski
pair of sets into its first coordinate, and returns ∅ if its argument is not a Kuratowski pair
of sets. All the variables are assumed to be of type set.
function first(p)
for a in p do
for b in p do
for x in a do
for y in b do
if p = {{x},{x,y}} then ret:=x;
return ret
The second coordinate of a pair is extracted the same way. Similarly, we could write functions
for projections of pairs storing atoms, or pairs storing one atom and one set. Using the
projections, we can extend the language with a pattern-matching construction
for (x,y) in X do I
which ranges over all elements of X that are pairs of elements of appropriate types. We use
a similar convention for tuples of length greater than two.
I Example 2 (The diagonal). As a warmup, we write a program that produces a specific set,
namely
{(a, a) : a ∈ Atoms}.
The following program calculates this set in variable X.
for x in Atoms do X := X ∪ {(x,x)}
The same effect would be achieved by the following program.
for x in Atoms do X := {(x,x)}
I Example 3 (Programs that use order on atoms). In the same spirit, we can produce sets
that refer to some structure on the atoms.
Consider the total order atoms. Recall that there is an expression x ≤ y that says if
the atom stored in variable x is smaller than the atom stored in variable y. For instance,
the following program generates the growing triples of atoms.
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for x in Atoms do
for y in Atoms do
for z in Atoms do
if (x ≤ y) and (y ≤ z) then X := {(x,y,z)}
I Example 4. Consider the total order atoms. The following program produces in variable
Y the family of all closed intervals.
for (x,y) in Atoms do
for z in Atoms do
if (x ≤ z) and (z ≤ y) then X := X ∪ {z}
Y := Y ∪ {X}
Actually, for every atom structure and for every hereditarily orbit-finite set X there
exists a program which produces the set X.
I Example 5 (Reachability). We write a program which inputs a binary relation R and a
set of source elements S, and returns all elements reachable (in zero or more steps) from
elements in S via the relation R. The program is written using until, which is implemented
by while in the obvious way.
function reach (R,S)
New := S
repeat
Old := New
for (x,y) in R do
if x ∈ Old then New := Old ∪ {y}
until Old = New
The program above is the standard one for reachability, without any modifications for the
setting with atoms. Why is the program still correct in the presence of atoms?
Suppose that S is a finite set of atoms that supports both the relation R and the source
set S. Let X be the set that contains S and every element that appears on either the first
or second coordinate of a pair from R. The set X is easily seen to be supported by S and to
have finitely many S-orbits. Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk denote the S-orbits of X. Therefore,
X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk .

(3)

It is easy to see that after every iteration of the repeat loop, the values of both variables New
and Old are subsets of X that are supported by S. Therefore the values of these variables
are obtained by selecting some of the orbits listed in (3). In each iteration of the repeat we
add some orbits, and therefore the loop can be iterated at most k times.
I Example 6 (Automaton emptiness). Following [5], we define an orbit-finite nondeterministic
automaton the same way as a nondeterministic automaton, with the difference that all of the
components (input alphabet, states, initial states, final states, transitions) are required to be
hereditarily orbit-finite sets. Using reachability, it is straightforward to write an emptiness
check for nondeterministic orbit-finite automata:
function emptyautomaton(A,Q,I,F,delta)
for (p,a,q) in delta do
R := R ∪ {(p,q)}
return ∅ = (reach(R,I) ∩ F)
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I Example 7 (Monoid aperiodicity). An orbit-finite monoid is a monoid where the carrier is
a hereditarily orbit-finite set, and the graph of the monoid operation is a finitely supported.
(It follows that the graph of the monoid operation is a hereditarily orbit-finite set, because
hereditarily orbit-finite sets are closed under finitely supported subsets.) Such a monoid is
called aperiodic if for every element m of the monoid, there is a natural number n such that
mn = mn+1 .

(4)

In [3] it was shown that an orbit-finite monoid is aperiodic if and only if all of the languages
it recognises are definable in first-order logic. The following program inputs a monoid (its
carrier and the graph of the monoid operation) and returns true if and only if the monoid
is aperiodic. The program simply tests the identity (4) for every element in the carrier.
function aperiodic (Carrier,Monop)
for m in Carrier do
X:=∅
new:=m
repeat
old:=new
X:=X ∪ {old}
new := Monop(old,m)
until new ∈ X
if new = old then ret := true else ret := false
return ret
In the program above, the line new := mult(old,m) is actually syntactic sugar for a
subroutine, which examines the graph of the multiplication operation mult, and finds the
unique element new which satisfies (old,m,new) ∈ mult.
In the program, the set X is used to collect consecutive powers m, m2 , m3 , . . .. To prove
termination, one needs to show that this set is always finite, even if the monoid in question
is not aperiodic. This is shown in [3].
Finally, the program relies on the particular encoding of the booleans: true is the
nonempty set {∅}, while false is ∅. If the for loop sets ret to true for some m in the carrier
of the monoid, then the whole program will return true, since the aggregation operation is
union, which behaves like ∨ for booleans.
I Example 8 (Automaton minimisation). The programs for automaton emptiness and monoid
aperiodicity were for yes/no questions. We now present a program that transforms one
automaton into another. An orbit-finite deterministic automaton is the special case of the
nondeterministic one where there is one initial state, and the transition relation is a function.
As shown in [5], such automata can be minimised. We describe the minimisation procedure
using a program in our language, i.e. a function
function minimize(A,Q,q0,F,delta)
which inputs an orbit-finite deterministic automaton and returns the minimal automaton6 .
We assume that all states are reachable, the non-reachable states can be discarded using
6

This program is particularly interesting when comparing the imperative programming language from
this paper with the functional programming language from [4]. In [4], we were unable to correctly type
a program for minimisation.
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the emptiness procedure described above. We will also assume that all states are sets (and
not atoms), so all variables in the code below are declared as set. The code is a standard
implementation of Moore’s minimisation algorithm. The only point of writing it down here
is that the reader can follow the code and see that it works with atoms.
In a first step, we compute in the variable equiv the equivalence relation, which identifies
states that recognise the same languages.
for p in Q do
for q in Q do
for a in A do
R := R ∪ {((delta(p,a),delta(q,a)),(p,q))}
base := (F × (Q-F)) ∪ ((Q-F) × F)
equiv := (Q × Q) - reach(R,base)
return ∅ = reach(R,q0) ∩ F
(The code above uses ×, which is implemented using for.) For the states of the minimal
automaton, we need the equivalence classes of the relation equiv, which are produced by
the following code.
function classes (equiv)
for (a,b) in equiv do
for (c,d) in equiv do
if a=c then class := class ∪ {c}
ret := ret ∪ {class}
return ret
The remaining part of the minimisation program goes as expected: the states are the equivalence classes, and the remaining components of the automaton are defined as usual.
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Abstract
The Lovász Local Lemma (LLL) is a powerful tool that can be used to prove that an object
having none of a set of bad properties exists, using the probabilistic method. In many applications
of the LLL it is also desirable to explicitly construct the combinatorial object. Recently it was
shown that this is possible using a randomized algorithm in the full asymmetric LLL setting [R.
Moser and G. Tardos, 2010]. A strengthening of the LLL for the case of dense local neighborhoods
proved in [R. Bissacot et al., 2010] was recently also made constructive in [W. Pegden, 2011]. In
another recent work [B. Haupler, B. Saha, A. Srinivasan, 2010], it was proved that the algorithm
of Moser and Tardos is still efficient even when the number of events is exponential. Here we
prove that these last two contributions can be combined to yield a new version of the LLL.
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1

Introduction

The Lovász Local Lemma (LLL) [4] states that if one has a collection A of “bad” events in
a probability space and each event is independent of all but “a few” other events in A, then
the probability that none of the bad events occurs is bounded away from 0. (We will give a
precise and constructive statement shortly.)
Over the years there have been numerous efforts [1, 2, 7, 11, 8] to make the LLL constructive, culminating with the recent breakthrough of Moser and Tardos [9]. Specifically,
in [9] one assumes that there is a finite set of n mutually independent random variables
P = {Pi } and that each event in A is determined by a subset of P. Let the dependency
graph G(A) have the events of A as its vertices and let two events Ai , Aj be deemed adjacent, denoted as Ai ∼ Aj , iff they share at least one variable, i.e., vbl(Ai )∩vbl(Aj ) 6= ∅. The
inclusive neighborhood of each event consists of itself and its adjacent events in G. (While
this setting is not quite as general as the original LLL setting, as shown in [6], it suffices for
the vast majority of applications of the LLL.) The goal is to find an assignment of values
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to the n variables in P such that none of the events in A occurs. To that end, Moser and
Tardos [9] showed that the following astonishingly simple algorithm suffices.
algorithm mt
Initialize the variables in P by sampling from their product measure.
While any event in A occurs, select any occurring event and resample its variables according to their product measure.
I Theorem 1 ([9]). Let P be a finite set of mutually independent random variables in a
probability space. Let A be a finite set of events with a dependency graph G determined by
these variables. Let Γi denote the inclusive neighborhood of event Ai in G.
If there exists µ : A → (0, +∞) such that
−1


∀Ai ∈ A : Pr[Ai ] ≤ µ(Ai ) · 

X Y

µ(B)

,

(1)

U ⊆Γi B∈U

then the expected number of resamplings performed by the randomized algorithm MT is
P
bounded by Ai ∈A µ(Ai ) = O(|A|) = O(m).
Clearly, since the running time of the algorithm is finite, we can trivially conclude that
whenever a collection Ai of events satisfies (1), i.e., the LLL conditions, there exists an
assignment to the variables such that none of them occurs.
In [3], Bissacot et al. gave a non-constructive strengthening of the LLL using clusterexpansion methods from statistical physics. Specifically, they proved that in the hypothesis
of the LLL, in the rhs of (1), one can replace the summation over all subsets U ⊆ Γi with a
summation over subsets forming independent sets in G(A). This improvement is significant
if the subgraphs induced by the vertex neighborhoods in G are dense. On the other hand,
the improvement is vanishing if the dependency graph is triangle-free.
In [10], Pegden made the result of Bissacot et al. constructive, by proving a theorem
identical to Theorem 1, except for the aforementioned change in the range of the summation.
In a different direction, Haeupler, Saha, and Srinivasan [5] gave a more careful analysis
of the MT algorithm, establishing that under slightly stronger assumptions the running time
of the algorithm is independent of the number of events. This speedup can be exponential
in certain applications.
I Theorem 2 ([5]). In the setting of Theorem 1, assume that there is ε > 0 such that
−1


∀Ai ∈ A : Pr[Ai ] ≤ (1 − ε)µ(Ai ) · 

X Y

µ(B)

.

(2)

U ⊆Γi B∈U

Then the expected number of resamplings performed by algorithm MT is O(ε−1 n log(n/ε)).

1.1

Our Results

We prove that the improvements of [10] and [5] stated earlier can be combined, yielding the
strongest form of the LLL known to us.
As in the setting of Moser and Tardos [9], let P be a finite set of mutually independent
random variables in a probability space. Let A be a finite set of events determined by the
variables in P and let G = G(A) be the the dependency graph of the events. Recall that Γi
denotes the inclusive neighborhood of (the vertex corresponding to) each event Ai in G.
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I Definition 3. For each Γi , let Ii consist of all subsets of Γi that are independent in G(A).
Let also Si = Ii ∪ {I ∪ {Ai } : I ∈ Ii }, i.e., Si contains every independent set of Γi along with
its version enhanced by the addition of Ai .
I Theorem 4. If there exists µ : A → (0, +∞) and ε > 0 such that
!−1
∀Ai ∈ A : Pr[Ai ] ≤ (1 − ε)µ(Ai ) ·

X Y

µ(B)

,

(3)

U ∈Ii B∈U

then the expected number of resamplings performed by MT is O ε−1 n log

P

Ai ∈A


µ(Ai ) .

By slightly strengthening the condition in (3) the bound on the running time can be
replaced by an expression that, in most applications, is independent of the number of events.
I Theorem 5. In the setting of Theorem 4, assume that (3) holds if the summation is
extended over all sets U ∈ Si (rather than over all sets U ∈ Ii ). Then the expected number
of resamplings performed by MT is bounded by O(ε−1 n log(Z/ε)), where
Z = Z(µ) =

X
Ai ∈A

µ(Ai )
.
1 + µ(Ai )

Clearly, the bound on the number of resamplings of Theorem 5 is no greater than the
bound in Theorem 4, since each term in the sum is now divided by 1 + µ(Ai ). It was further
shown in [5], that for most applications Z = O(n log n), implying that the expected number
of resamplings in the conclusion of Theorem 5 is O(ε−1 n log(n/ε)).
Indeed, our approach shows that all results from [5], e.g., the results regarding the case
ε = 0, hold under the relaxed conditions in which one sums only over independent sets (or
P
over the sets Si if one wants to replace
µ(Ai ) with Z(µ)/ε in the running time). As the
proof technique is identical for all cases, we only show here the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5.

2

Witness Trees

2.1

Definition

A witness tree W is a finite, rooted tree where each vertex is labelled by an event. The
analysis of the algorithm in [9] was made by mapping each prefix of the sequence of resampled
events to a witness tree. Specifically, let L be the sequence of resampled events and let
L(t) = [Ai1 , Ai2 , ..., Ait ] be the first t resampled events. The witness tree WL (t) is a labelled
tree constructed as follows.
Initialize WL (t) to a single node r (the root) with label Ait and depth d(r) = 0.
For s from t − 1 down to 1 do:
1. Seek the deepest node of WL (t) whose event (label) is adjacent to Ais in G(A).
2. If you find such a node b, then update WL (t) by adding a node v with label Ais as a
child of b and let d(v) = d(b) + 1.
3. If no such b exists, do nothing.
I Remark. If t1 6= t2 then WL (t1 ) 6= WL (t2 ). (To see this observe that the witness tree
associated with the k-th resampling of Ai will be the only witness tree with Ai as the root
and exactly k nodes with label Ai .)
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Moser and Tardos [9] provided an upper bound for the expected number of resamplings by
studying the size of the witness trees generated by executions of their algorithm. Specifically,
they proved the following upper bound on the probability that a specific witness tree W is
ever generated for a given dependency graph G.
I Lemma 6 ([9]). For any witness tree W , let M = M (W ) be the multiset containing the
labels of the vertices of W . Let XW be the indicator random variable that W occurs in L.
Q
Pr[XW = 1] ≤ i∈M Pr[Ai ].
The above lemma is used in [9] to bound the expected number of resamplings as follows.
Let T be the random variable equal to the number of resamplings and let Wi be the set of
all possible witness tress with root Ai . Since T = |L| and each fixed witness tree occurs at
most once in L, we get
"
#
X X
X X
X X
Pr[XW = 1] . (4)
E[T ] = E[|L|] = E
XW =
E[XW ] =
Ai ∈A W ∈Wi

2.2

Ai ∈A W ∈Wi

Ai ∈A W ∈Wi

Random generation via branching process

To bound the sum in (4), Moser and Tardos [9] defined the set of proper witness trees to
consist of all rooted, labelled trees in which the children of each node have distinct labels.
Note that the set of proper witness trees contains all witness trees that can be generated by
algorithm MT, since there cannot be two nodes with the same label at the same depth of
the tree (the node that was added later must have gone at a strictly larger depth, if nothing
else as a child of the earlier node).
To bound the total probability of all proper witness trees with root Ai , they defined
the Galton-Watson branching process below and proved that the probability the algorithm
generates any particular such witness tree W , i.e., Pr[XW = 1], is bounded by a constant
C times the probability that W is generated by the branching process. Therefore, each of
the m events Ai is expected to appear at most C times in L and, thus, the expected total
number of resamplings is bounded by Cm.
Let g(Ai ) = µ(Ai )(1 + µ(Ai ))−1 .
Create a single node r (the root) with label Ai and depth d(r) = 0.
Let d = 0.
Repeat
1. For each node A at depth d consider its neighboring events in the dependency graph.
For each such event B, with probability g(B) add to A a child node with label B.
2. d ← d + 1.
until there is no node at depth d.
The bound on Pr[XW = 1] comes by first applying Lemma 6, then substituting the
bounds on Pr[Ai ] from the LLL conditions, and finally relating the resulting expression to
the exact expression for the probability that W is generated by the branching process.

2.3

The improvement of Pegden

Observe that since witness trees for the MT algorithm are grown by adding each event
to the deepest possible level, the nodes at every level are labelled by events that form an
independent set in the dependency graph G. Using this observation, in [10], Pegden defined
witness trees in which sibling nodes must have non-adjacent events as strongly proper and
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modified the Galton Watson process above as follows. To generate the progeny of each node
we generate progeny-samples as before, i.e., via an independent trial for each neighboring
event, but continue to reject until we get a progeny that forms an independent set in G. For
this modified branching process, Pegden proved the following.
I Lemma 7 ([10]). For any strongly proper witness tree W with root labelled Ai , the probability that the branching process described above produces W is equal to

−1
Y
X Y
pW ≡ µ(Ai )−1
µ(Aj ) 
µ(B)
.
(5)
Aj ∈W

U ∈Ij B∈U

Moser and Tardos [9] had proved a similar lemma, where the summation is over all subsets
of vertices in Γj instead of just the independent sets U ∈ Ij .

3

Proof of Theorem 4

We first state without proof a lemma that gives an upper bound on the expectation of a
random variable given an exponential tail bound.
I Lemma 8. Let X be an integer-valued random variable such that for some ε > 0, C > 1,
and all i > 0, Pr[X ≥ i] ≤ C(1 − ε)i . Then E[X] ≤ ε−1 (1 + ε + log C).
Our plan is to bound the expected number of resamplings of the most frequent event.
We will do this by bounding the expected size of the largest witness tree and using the
fact that if an event A is resampled r times, then the witness tree associated with its last
resampling will contain at least r nodes, as it will have exactly r nodes with label A. So, an
upper bound on the expected size of the largest witness tree gives an upper bound on the
expected number of resamplings of the most frequent event. Multiplying by n then gives an
upper bound on the expected total number of resamplings.
For any integer k, let Y (k) be the random variable equal to the number of witness trees
that occur and have size at least k. Also, let Wis (k) denote the set of strongly proper witness
trees with root Ai and size at least k. Since the only witness trees that can possibly occur
are strongly proper,
X
X
Y (k) =
XW .
(6)
Ai ∈A W ∈Wis (k)

By Markov’s inequality, the probability that there is at least one witness tree of size at least
k is bounded by the expected number of trees of size at least k that occur. Therefore, the
probability that the largest witness tree in L has size at least k is bounded by
X
X
Pr[XW = 1] .
Ai ∈A W ∈Wis (k)

Under the conditions in (3), for every witness tree W of size at least k, Lemma 6 implies
−1


Pr[XW = 1] ≤

Y

X Y

(1 − ε) · µ(Aj ) 

Aj ∈W

−1


≤ (1 − ε)k

µ(B)

U ∈Ij B∈U

Y
Aj ∈W

µ(Aj ) 

X Y

U ∈Ij B∈U

µ(B)

,

(7)
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where the second inequality follows from the fact that W has size at least k.
Substituting (7) into (6) we get (8) below and, by Lemma 7 we get (9).
−1


X

X

Y

Ai ∈A

W ∈Wis (k)

Aj ∈W

µ(Ai )

X

E[Y (k)] ≤ (1 − ε)k

X

= (1 − ε)k

X

µ(B)

(8)

U ∈Ij B∈U

pW

(9)

W ∈Wis (k)

Ai ∈A

≤ (1 − ε)k

µ(Aj ) 

X Y

µ(Ai ) .

(10)

Ai ∈A

Thus,




Pr max |W | ≥ k ≤ E[Y (k)] ≤ (1 − ε)k
W ∈L

X

µ(Ai ) .

Ai ∈A

Lemma 8 thus implies that the expected size of the largest witness tree is bounded by
!!
X
−1
ε
1 + ε + log
µ(Ai )
(11)
Ai ∈A

which, as mentioned, implies
that the expected number of resamplings of the MT algorithm
P
is O ε−1 n log
µ(A
)
.
i
Ai ∈A

4

Proof of Theorem 5

Recall that our assumption is that there exists a function µ : A → (0, +∞) such that
!−1
∀Ai ∈ A : Pr[Ai ] ≤ (1 − ε)µ(Ai ) ·

X Y

µ(B)

.

(12)

U ∈Si B∈U

The idea is to prove that for every function µ satisfying (12), there is another function
µ0 satisfying (12) with slack somewhat less than ε, but all of whose values are bounded by
some constant depending on ε. Observe that if µ0 satisfies (12) with any slack, then µ0 also
satisfies the condition of Theorem 4 with the same slack since in that condition we only sum
over Ii ⊆ Si . Thus armed with µ0 we first apply Theorem 4 to get a bound on the expected
P 0
number of resamplings in terms of
µ (Ai ) and then exploit the boundedness of µ0 to get
a bound on the number of resamplings that depends only on Z(µ0 ), n and ε.
Recall that each set Si contains all subsets of Γi that form independent sets in G, i.e.,
Ii ⊆ Si , along with each element of Ii augmented by Ai . Therefore,
X Y
X
Y
µ(B) = (1 + µ(Ai ))
µ(u) .
(13)
U ∈Si B∈U

U ∈Ii \{Ai } B∈U

Substituting (13) into (12) we get that for each event Ai ,
−1


Pr[Ai ] ≤ (1 − ε) ·

µ(Ai ) 
1 + µ(Ai )

X

Y

µ(u)

.

(14)

U ∈Ii \{Ai } B∈U

I Lemma 9. If (12) holds for µ : A → (0, +∞), then there is µ0 : A → (0, 2/ε − 1) for
which (12) holds with ε replaced by ε/2.
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Proof. The function g(x) = x/(1 + x) with domain (0, +∞) is strictly increasing and its
range is (0, 1). So, for every i, we can find µ0 (Ai ) < µ(Ai ) such that
µ0 (Ai )
µ(Ai )
= (1 − ε/2)
1 + µ0 (Ai )
1 + µ(Ai )

(15)

< 1 − ε/2 .

(16)

This choice implies that µ0 is bounded, as desired, since starting with (16) we get
µ0 (Ai )
ε
2
< 1 − ε/2 =⇒ µ0 (Ai ) < 1 + µ0 (Ai ) − (1 + µ0 (Ai )) =⇒ µ0 (Ai ) < − 1 . (17)
1 + µ0 (Ai )
2
ε
Now, starting with (14) and using that (1−ε/2)2 > 1−ε for any ε > 0 we get (18) below.
Substituring (15) in (18) yields (19). Using that 0 < µ0 < µ yields (20). Reorganizing the
sum in (20) as in the derivation of (13) yields (21), i.e., the conclusion of the lemma.
−1


µ(A
)
i

Pr[Ai ] < (1 − ε/2)2 ·
1 + µ(Ai )

X

Y

µ(u)

(18)

U ∈Ii \{Ai } B∈U


µ0 (Ai )
·
= (1 − ε/2) ·
1 + µ0 (Ai )

−1
X

Y

µ(u)

(19)

U ∈Ii \{Ai } B∈U

0

< (1 − ε/2) ·

−1



µ (Ai )
·
1 + µ0 (Ai )

X

Y

µ0 (u)

(20)

U ∈Ii \{Ai } B∈U

!−1
0

= (1 − ε/2) · µ (Ai ) ·

X Y

0

µ (B)

.

(21)

U ∈Si B∈U

J
By Lemma 9, we know that (21) holds for all i. Since µ0 > 0 and Ii ⊆ Si , this immediately
implies that for all Ai ,
!−1
X Y
0
0
Pr[Ai ] ≤ (1 − ε/2)µ (Ai ) ·
µ (B)
,
U ∈Ii B∈U

which is precisely the condition of Theorem 4. Applying 
the theorem yields that the
P
0
expected number of resamplings is O ε−1 n log
µ
(A
)
. But by (17)
i
Ai ∈A
X
Ai ∈A

µ0 (Ai ) ≤ (1 + max µ0 (Ai ))
i

X
Ai ∈A

µ0 (Ai )
< (2/ε)Z(µ0 ) .
1 + µ0 (Ai )

(22)
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1

Automatic Code-Driven Test Generation

In this paper, we discuss the problem of automatic code-driven test generation:
Given a program with a known set of input parameters, automatically generate a set
of input values that will exercise as many program statements as possible.
Variants of this problem definition can be obtained using other code coverage criteria [48]. An
optimal solution to this problem is theoretically impossible since this problem is undecidable
in general (for infinite-state programs written in Turing-expressive programming languages).
In practice, approximate solutions are sufficient.
Although automating test generation using program analysis is an old idea (e.g., [41]),
practical tools have only started to emerge during the last few years. Indeed, the expensive
sophisticated program-analysis techniques required to tackle the problem, such as symbolic
execution engines and constraint solvers, have only become computationally affordable in
recent years thanks to the increasing computational power available on modern computers.
Moreover, this steady increase in computational power has in turn enabled recent progress
in the engineering of more practical software analysis techniques. Specifically, this recent
progress was enabled by new advances in dynamic test generation [29], which generalizes
and is more powerful than static test generation, as explained later in this paper.
Automatic code-driven test generation differs from model-based testing. Given an abstract representation of the program, called model, model-based testing consists in generating tests to check the conformance of the program with respect to the model. In contrast,
code-driven test generation does not use or require a model of the program under test. Instead, its goal is to generate tests that exercise as many program statements as possible,
including assertions inserted in the code if any. Another fundamental difference is that models are usually written in abstract formal modeling languages which are, by definition, more
amenable to precise analysis and test generation. In contrast, code-driven test generation
has to deal with arbitrary software code and systems for which program analysis is bound
to be imprecise, as discussed below.
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Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique that was introduced in the 70s (e.g.,
see [41, 5, 14, 53, 39]). Symbolic execution means executing a program with symbolic
rather than concrete values. Assignment statements are represented as functions of their
(symbolic) arguments, while conditional statements are expressed as constraints on symbolic
values. Symbolic execution can be used for many purposes, such as bug detection, program
verification, debugging, maintenance, and fault localization [15].
One of the earliest proposals for using static analysis as a kind of symbolic program
testing method was proposed by King almost 35 years ago [41]. The idea is to symbolically
explore the tree of all computations the program exhibits when all possible value assignments
to input parameters are considered. For each control path ρ, that is, a sequence of control
locations of the program, a path constraint φρ is constructed that characterizes the input
assignments for which the program executes along ρ. All the paths can be enumerated
by a search algorithm that explores all possible branches at conditional statements. The
paths ρ for which φρ is satisfiable are feasible and are the only ones that can be executed
by the actual program. The solutions to φρ characterize the inputs that drive the program
through ρ. This characterization is exact provided symbolic execution has perfect precision.
Assuming that the theorem prover used to check the satisfiability of all formulas φρ is sound
and complete, this use of static analysis amounts to a kind of symbolic testing.
A prototype of this system allowed the programmer to be presented with feasible paths
and to experiment with assertions in order to force new and perhaps unexpected paths.
King noticed that assumptions, now called preconditions, also formulated in the logic could
be joined to the analysis forming, at least in principle, an automated theorem prover for
Floyd/Hoare’s verification method, including inductive invariants for programs that contain
loops. Since then, this line of work has been developed further in various ways, leading to
various strands of program verification approaches, such as verification-condition generation
(e.g., [20, 37, 17, 3]), symbolic model checking [6] and bounded model checking [13].
Symbolic execution is also a key ingredient for precise automatic code-driven test generation. While program verification aims at proving the absence of program errors, test
generation aims at generating concrete test inputs that can drive the program to execute
specific program statements or paths.
Work on automatic code-driven test generation using symbolic execution can roughly be
partitioned into two groups: static versus dynamic test generation.

3

Static Test Generation

Static test generation (e.g., [41]) consists of analyzing a program P statically, by using symbolic execution techniques to attempt to compute inputs to drive P along specific execution
paths or branches, without ever executing the program.
Unfortunately, this approach is ineffective whenever the program contains statements
involving constraints outside the scope of reasoning of the theorem prover, i.e., statements
“that cannot be reasoned about symbolically”. This limitation is illustrated by the following
example [23]:
int obscure(int x, int y) {
if (x == hash(y)) return -1;
return 0;
}

// error
// ok
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Assume the constraint solver cannot “symbolically reason” about the function hash (perhaps
because it is too complex or simply because its code is not available). This means that the
constraint solver cannot generate two values for inputs x and y that are guaranteed to
satisfy (or violate) the constraint x == hash(y). In this case, static test generation cannot
generate test inputs to drive the execution of the program obscure through either branch
of the conditional statement: static test generation is helpless for a program like this. Note
that, for test generation, it is not sufficient to know that the constraint x == hash(y) is
satisfiable for some values of x and y, it is also necessary to generate specific values for x
and y that satisfy or violate this constraint.
The practical implication of this simple observation is significant: static test generation
is doomed to perform poorly whenever precise symbolic execution is not possible. Unfortunately, this is frequent in practice due to complex program statements (pointer manipulations, floating-point operations, etc.) and calls to operating-system and library functions
that are hard or impossible to reason about symbolically with good enough precision.

4

Dynamic Test Generation

A second approach to test generation is dynamic test generation (e.g., [42, 49, 36]): it consists
of executing the program P , typically starting with some random inputs, while performing
symbolic execution dynamically, collecting symbolic constraints on inputs gathered from
predicates in branch statements along the execution, and then using a constraint solver
to infer variants of the previous inputs in order to steer the next execution of the program
towards an alternative program branch. This process is repeated until a given final statement
is reached or a specific program path is executed.
Directed Automated Random Testing [29], or DART for short, is a recent variant of
dynamic test generation that blends it with model checking techniques with the goal of
systematically executing all feasible program paths of a program while detecting various
types of errors using run-time checking tools (like Purify, for instance). In DART, each
new input vector attempts to force the execution of the program through some new path.
By repeating this process, such a directed search attempts to force the program to sweep
through all its feasible execution paths, in a style similar to systematic testing and dynamic
software model checking [22].
In practice, a directed search typically cannot explore all the feasible paths of large
programs in a reasonable amount of time. However, it usually does achieve better coverage
than pure random testing and, hence, can find new program bugs.
A key observation [29] is that imprecision in symbolic execution can be alleviated using
concrete values and randomization: whenever symbolic execution does not know how to
generate a constraint for a program statement depending on some inputs, one can always
simplify this constraint using the concrete values of those inputs.
Let us illustrate this important point with an example. Consider again the program
obscure given above. Even though it is impossible to generate two values for inputs x and
y such that the constraint x == hash(y) is satisfied (or violated), it is easy to generate, for
a fixed value of y, a value of x that is equal to hash(y) since the latter can be observed
and known at runtime. By picking randomly and then fixing the value of y, we first run
the program, observe the concrete value c of hash(y) for that fixed value of y in that run;
then, in the next run, we set the value of the other input x either to c or to another value,
while leaving the value of y unchanged, in order to force the execution of the then or else
branches, respectively, of the conditional statement in the function obscure. The DART
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algorithm does all this automatically [29].
In summary, static test generation is unable to generate test inputs to control the execution of the program obscure, while dynamic test generation can easily drive the executions of
that same program through all its feasible program paths. In realistic programs, imprecision
in symbolic execution typically creeps in in many places, and dynamic test generation allows
test generation to recover from that imprecision. Dynamic test generation can be viewed as
extending static test generation with additional runtime information, and is therefore more
general, precise, and powerful.

5

The Quest for Maximum Precision

Dynamic test generation is the most precise general form of code-driven test generation
that is known today. It is more precise than static test generation and other forms of test
generation such as random, taint-based and coverage-heuristic-based test generation. It
is also the most sophisticated, requiring the use of automated theorem proving for solving
path constraints. This machinery is more complex and heavy-weight, but may excerise more
paths, find more bugs and generate fewer redundant tests covering the same path. Whether
this maximum precision is worth the trouble depends on the application domain.
How much more precise is dynamic test generation compared to static test generation?
In [24], it is shown exactly when the “concretization trick” used in the above hash example
helps, or when it does not help. This is done formally by simulating the process of simplifying
complex symbolic expressions using their runtime values using uninterpreted functions. Path
constraints are then extended with uninterpreted function symbols representing imprecision
during symbolic execution. For test generation, it is shown that those uninterpreted function
symbols need to be universally quantified, unlike variables representing ordinary program
inputs which are existentially quantified. In other words, this higher-order representation
of path constraints forces test generation to be done from validity proofs of first-order logic
formulas with uninterpreted functions, instead of satisfiability proofs of quantifier-free logic
formulas (without uninterpreted functions) as usual.
The bottom-line is this: the key property of dynamic test generation that makes it more
powerful than static test generation is only its ability to observe concrete values and to
record those in path constraints. In contrast, the process of simplifying complex symbolic
expressions using concrete runtime values can be accurately simulated statically using uninterpreted functions. However, those concrete values are necessary to effectively compute
new input vectors, a fundamental requirement in test generation [24].
In principle, static test generation can be extended to concretize symbolic values whenever static symbolic execution becomes imprecise [40]. In practice, this is problematic and
expensive because this approach not only requires to detect all sources of imprecision, but
also requires one call to the constraint solver for each concretization to ensure that every
synthesized concrete value satisfies prior symbolic constraints along the current program
path. In contrast, dynamic test generation avoids these two limitations by leveraging a
specific concrete execution as an automatic fall back for symbolic execution [29].

6

Whitebox Fuzzing (The Killer App)

Another significant recent milestone is the emergence of whitebox fuzzing [32] as the current
main “killer app” for dynamic test generation, and arguably for automatic code-driven test
generation in general.
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Whitebox fuzzing extends dynamic test generation from unit testing to whole-program
security testing. There are three main differences. First, inspired by so-called blackbox
fuzzing [21], whitebox fuzzing performs dynamic test generation starting from one or several
well-formed inputs, which is a heuristics to increase code coverage quickly and give the
search a head-start. Second, again like blackbox fuzzing, the focus of whitebox fuzzing
is to find security vulnerabilities, like buffer overflows, not to check functional correctness;
finding such security vulnerabilities can be done fully automatically and does not require an
application-specific test oracle or functional specification. Third, and more importantly, the
main technical novelty of whitebox fuzzing is scalability: it extends the scope of dynamic
test generation from (small) units to (large) whole programs. Whitebox fuzzing scales to
large file parsers embedded in applications with millions of lines of code and execution traces
with hundreds of millions of machine instructions.
Because whitebox fuzzing targets large applications, symbolic execution must scale to
very long program executions, and is expensive. For instance, a single symbolic execution of
Microsoft Excel with 45,000 input bytes executes nearly a billion x86 instructions. In this
context, whitebox fuzzing uses a novel directed search algorithm, dubbed generational search,
that maximizes the number of new input tests generated from each symbolic execution.
Given a path constraint, all the constraints in that path are systematically negated oneby-one, placed in a conjunction with the prefix of the path constraint leading to it, and
attempted to be solved by a constraint solver. This way, a single symbolic execution can
generate thousands of new tests. (In contrast, a standard depth-first or breadth-first search
would negate only the last or first constraint in each path constraint, and generate at most
one new test per symbolic execution.)
Whitebox fuzzing was first implemented in the tool SAGE, short for Scalable Automated
Guided Execution [32]. SAGE uses several optimizations that are crucial for dealing with
huge execution traces. SAGE was also the first tool to perform dynamic symbolic execution
at the x86 binary level. Working at the x86 binary level allows SAGE to be used on any
program regardless of its source language or build process. It also ensures that “what you
fuzz is what you ship” as compilers can perform source-code changes which may impact
security.
Over the last few years, whitebox fuzzers have found many new security vulnerabilities (buffer overflows) in many Windows [32] and Linux [46] applications, including image
processors, media players, file decoders, and document parsers.
Notably, SAGE found roughly one third of all the bugs discovered by file fuzzing during
the development of Microsoft’s Windows 7 [33], saving millions of dollars by avoiding expensive security patches for nearly a billion PCs worldwide. Because SAGE was typically
run last, those bugs were missed by everything else, including static program analysis and
blackbox fuzzing.
Since 2008, SAGE has been running non-stop on an average of 100+ machines, automatically fuzzing hundreds of applications in Microsoft security testing labs. This is over
400 machine-years and the largest computational usage ever for any Satisfiability-ModuloTheories (SMT) solver, according to the authors of the Z3 SMT solver [16], with over three
billion constraints processed to date.

7

Other Related Work

Over the last several years, other tools implementing dynamic test generation have been developed for various programming languages, properties and application domains. Examples
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of such tools are DART [29], EGT [9], CUTE [58], EXE [10], Catchconv [47], PEX [60],
KLEE [8], CREST [7], BitBlaze [59], Splat [45], Apollo [2], and YOGI [35], to name some.
Dynamic test generation has become so popular that it is also sometimes casually referred
to as “execution-generated tests” [9], “concolic testing” [58], or simply “dynamic symbolic
execution” [60].
All the above tools differ by how they perform symbolic execution (for languages such as
C, Java, x86, .NET, etc.), by the type of constraints they generate (for theories such as linear
arithmetic, bit-vectors, arrays, uninterpreted functions, etc.), and by the type of constraint
solvers they use (such as lp_solve, CVClite, STP, Disolver, Yikes, Z3, etc.). Indeed, like in
traditional static program analysis and abstract interpretation, these important parameters
depend in practice on which type of program is to be tested, on how the program interfaces
with its environment, and on the property of interest. Moreover, various cost/precision
tradeoffs are also possible, as usual in program analysis.
When building tools like these, there are many other challenges, such as: how to recover
from imprecision in symbolic execution [29, 24], how to check efficiently many properties together [10, 31], how to leverage grammars (when available) for complex input formats [44, 27],
how to deal with path explosion [23, 1, 4, 45, 35], how to precisely reason about pointers [58, 10, 18], how to deal with inputs of varying sizes [61], how to deal with floating-point
instructions [28], how to deal with input-dependent loops [55, 34], which heuristics to prioritize the search in the program’s search space [10, 32, 7], how to re-use previous analysis results
across code changes [51, 30, 52], how to leverage reachability facts inferred by static program analysis [35], etc. Other recent work has also explored how to target other application
areas, such as concurrent programs [57], database applications [19], web applications [2, 54],
or device drivers [35, 43].
More broadly, many other papers discussing test generation and program verification
have been published over the last 30+ years. It would be virtually impossible to survey
them all. We only highlighted here some key technical problems and recent milestones. We
encourage the reader to consult other recent surveys, such as [11, 56, 50, 25], which present
different, yet also partial, points of view.

8

Conclusion

Automatic code-driven test generation aims at proving existential properties of programs:
does there exist a test input that can exercise a specific program branch or statement, or
follow a specific program path, or trigger a bug? Test generation dualizes traditional program
verification and static program analysis aimed at proving universal properties which holds
for all program paths, such as “there are no bugs of type X in this program”.
Symbolic reasoning about large programs is bound to be imprecise. If perfect bit-precise
symbolic reasoning was possible, static program analysis would detect standard programming errors without reporting false alarms. How to deal with this imprecision is a fundamental problem in program analysis. Traditional static program verification builds “may”
over-approximations of the program behaviors in order to prove correctness, but at the
cost of reporting false alarms. Dually, automatic test generation requires “must” underapproximations in order to drive program executions and find bugs without reporting false
alarms, but at the cost of possibly missing bugs.
Test generation is only one way of proving existential reachability properties of programs,
where specific concrete input values are generated to exercise specific program paths. More
generally, such properties can be proved using so-called must abstractions of programs [26],
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without necessarily generating concrete tests. A must abstraction is defined as a program
abstraction that preserves existential reachability properties of the program. Sound path
constraints are particular cases of must abstractions [35]. Must abstractions can also be
built backwards from error states using static program analysis [12, 38]. This approach can
detect program locations and states provably leading to error states (no false alarms), but
may fail to prove reachability of those error states back from whole-program initial states,
and hence may miss bugs or report unreachable error states.
Most tools mentioned in the previous section are research prototypes, aimed at exploring
new ideas, but they are not used on a daily basis by ordinary software developers and testers.
Finding other “killer apps” for these techniques, beyond whitebox fuzzing of file and packet
parsers, is critical in order to sustain progress in this research area.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of automatically verifying programs that manipulate a dynamic heap,
maintaining complex and multiple data-structures, given modular pre-post conditions and loop
invariants. We discuss specification logics for heaps, and discuss two classes of automatic procedures for reasoning with these logics. The first identifies fragments of logics that admit completely
decidable reasoning. The second is a new approach called the natural proof method that builds
proof procedures for very expressive logics that are automatic and sound (but incomplete), and
that embody natural proof tactics learnt from manual verification.
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Summary
One of the most promising paradigms of software verification is automated deductive verification, which combines user written modular annotations for specifications as well as invariants
(pre/post conditions, loop invariants, assertions, ghost code, etc.) and automatic theorem
proving of the resulting verification conditions. This paradigm is extremely powerful as
it appears to be a rich enough paradigm using which any reliable software can be built
(unlike completely automatic approaches) and because the user needs to specify only modular
and loop annotations, leaving reasoning entirely to automatic techniques. Several success
stories of large software verification projects attest to the power of this paradigm (the Verve
OS project [8], the Microsoft hypervisor verification project using VCC [1], and a recent
verified-for-security OS+browser for mobile applications [5], to name a few).
Verification conditions do not, however, always fall into decidable theories. In particular,
the verification of properties of the dynamically modified heap is a big challenge for logical
methods. The dynamically manipulated heap poses several challenges, as typical correctness
properties of heaps require complex combinations of structure (e.g., p points to a tree
structure, or to a doubly-linked list, or to an almost balanced tree, with respect to certain
pointer-fields), data (the integers stored in data-fields of the tree respect the binary search
tree property, or the data stored in a tree is a max-heap), and separation (the procedure
modifies one list and not the other and leaves the two lists disjoint at exit, etc.). The fact
that the dynamic heap contains an unbounded number of locations means that expressing
the above properties requires quantification in some form, which immediately precludes the
use of most decidable theories currently handled by SMT solvers.
We will discuss two logics that have emerged in this regime— classical logic augmented
with ghost-code and separation logic [6]. We will then discuss two thrusts in automatically
verifying the resulting verification conditions— decidable logics and natural proofs.
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Decidable logics: We discuss several decidable logics that restrict classical logics with
quantification so that they are amenable to automated reasoning. In particular, we will
discuss the class of Strand logics [2, 3] that admit decision procedures for data-structures
combining tree-interpretable structure and data, with restriction of relations to be elastic.
We will explore the boundary between decidability and undecidability in this domain.
Decidable logics that are expressive enough to handle common data-structures and their
correctness quickly become awkward, and perhaps more importantly, their decision procedures
get incredibly complex, failing to mimic the simple proofs that are sufficient to prove many
correct programs correct. This leads us to the quest for simple proofs.
Natural proofs: Natural proofs [4, 7] aim at discovering simple proofs— proofs that
mimic human reasoning of programs, which often rely on induction on the shape of the
data-structure, and combine unfolding recursive definitions on data-structures followed by
unification and simple quantifier-free reasoning over specific theories. Natural proofs exploit
a fixed set of proof tactics, keeping the expressiveness of powerful logics, retaining the
automated nature of proving validity, but giving up on completeness (giving up decidability,
retaining soundness).
We discuss the logic Dryad, a dialect of separation logic, with no explicit (classical)
quantification but with recursive definitions to express second-order properties. We show
that Dryad is both powerful in terms of expressiveness, and closed under the strongest-post
with respect to bounded code segments. We also show that Dryad can be systematically
converted to classical logic using the theory of sets, and develop a natural proof mechanism
for classical logics with recursion and sets that implements a sound but incomplete reduction
to decidable theories that can be handled by an SMT solver.
We show, using a large class of correct programs manipulating lists, trees, cyclic lists, and
doubly linked lists as well as multiple data-structures of these kinds, that the natural proof
mechanism often succeeds in proving programs automatically. These programs are drawn
from a range of sources, from textbook data-structure routines (binary search trees, red-black
trees, etc.) to routines from Glib low-level C-routines used in GTK+/Gnome to routines
implementing file-systems, a routine from the Schorr-Waite garbage collection algorithm, to
several programs from a recent secure framework developed for mobile applications [5].
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce and develop the method of certifying polynomials for proving AC0 [⊕]
circuit lower bounds.
We use this method to show that Approximate Majority cannot be computed by AC0 [⊕]
circuits of size n1+o(1) . This implies a separation between the power of AC0 [⊕] circuits of nearlinear size and uniform AC0 [⊕] (and even AC0 ) circuits of polynomial size. This also implies a
separation between randomized AC0 [⊕] circuits of linear size and deterministic AC0 [⊕] circuits
of near-linear size.
Our proof using certifying polynomials extends the deterministic restrictions technique of
Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan, who showed that Approximate Majority cannot be computed by
AC0 circuits of size n1+o(1) . At the technical level, we show that for every AC0 [⊕] circuit C of
near-linear size, there is a low degree variety V over F2 such that the restriction of C to V is
constant.
We also prove other results exploring various aspects of the power
of certifying

 polynomials.
In the process, we show an essentially optimal lower bound of Ω logΘ(d) s · log 1 on the degree
of -approximating polynomials for AC0 [⊕] circuits of size s.
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F.1.3 Complexity Measures and Classes
Keywords and phrases Constant-depth Boolean circuits, Polynomials over finite fields, Size
hierarchies
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we introduce and develop the method of certifying polynomials for proving
circuit lower bounds. We begin by describing the motivation for the main new circuit lower
bound that we show, after which we will elaborate on the the method itself, and finally we
describe some other results exploring the power and limitations of this method.

1.1

The Size Hierarchy Problem for AC0 [⊕]

Our main result fits in the general theme of studying the relative power of constant depth
circuit classes. We show a near-tight circuit lower-bound for computing Approximate Majority with AND, OR, PARITY and NOT gates. This is a first step in the direction of a
uniform size-hierarchy theorem for such circuits, which is a basic open question about this
well-studied class of circuits.
We first fix some notation and conventions regarding circuits for the rest of this paper.
AC0 denotes the class of bounded depth circuits with unbounded fan-in AND, OR and NOT
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gates. AC0 [⊕] denotes the class of bounded depth circuits with unbounded fan-in AND, OR,
PARITY and NOT gates. We measure the size of a circuit by the number of gates. We use
n to denote the number of input bits to a circuit.
There is a well-developed theory giving superpolynomial and even subexponential lower
bounds for AC0 and AC0 [⊕] circuits [6, 1, 15, 7, 9, 12]. Our focus in this paper is on
complexity theory within these classes.
An influential paper of Ragde and Wigderson [8] asked if uniform AC0 circuits of linear
size are strictly weaker as uniform AC0 circuits of polynomial size. This was answered by
Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan [5], who showed that Approximate Majority functions do not
have AC0 circuits of near-linear size O(n1+d ) (where d > 0). An Approximate Majority
function is any function which maps strings of Hamming weight < n/4 to 0 and strings
of Hamming weight > 3n/4 to 1. Such functions were first considered in the context of
AC0 for the purpose of error-reduction for AC0 circuits. Ajtai and Ben-Or [2] showed that
Approximate Majority can be computed by polynomial-size AC0 circuits, and later results
of Ajtai [1] and Viola [14] showed that this can even be done by uniform polynomial-size
AC0 circuits of depth 3 and above (In fact these circuits can be made to have depth d and
size O(n1+d ), where d → 0 as d → ∞ [5]). This combined with the lower-bound of [5]
showed the conjectured separation of Ragde and Wigderson.
The method of proof of [5] is especially interesting to us, and we will discuss their method
and our extension of it in the next subsection.
A beautiful recent result of Rossman [11] showed a size-hierarchy for AC0 : for every
integer k > 0, uniform AC0 circuits of size O(nk ) are more powerful than non-uniform AC0
circuits of size O(nk/4 ). A striking follow-up result of Amano [3] in fact shows that depth-2
size O(nk ) uniform AC0 circuits can be more powerful than size O(nk− ) AC0 circuits for
arbitrary  > 0.
In this work we study the analogous questions for uniform AC0 [⊕]. Our main result is
that Approximate Majority cannot be computed by AC0 [⊕] circuits of near-linear size. In
particular this means that polynomial size uniform AC0 [⊕] circuits (and even polynomial
size uniform AC0 circuits) can be more powerful than near-linear size AC0 [⊕] circuits. Thus
we make a first step towards a size-hierarchy theorem for AC0 [⊕] circuits, analogous to the
result of Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan for AC0 . Our result also shows that randomized
AC0 [⊕] circuits of linear size can be more powerful than deterministic AC0 [⊕] circuits of
near-linear size.
Showing the full size-hierarchy for uniform AC0 [⊕] is still open and would be very interesting. Even the question of whether there exists a function that has uniform AC0 [⊕]
circuits of size nlog n but no polynomial-sized AC0 [⊕] circuits (of possibly larger, but constant, depth) remains unanswered.

1.2

Certifying Polynomials for AC0 [⊕]

The main component of the [5] lower bound for Approximate Majority is a structure theorem
for AC0 circuits of near-linear size. It states that for every AC0 circuit C of near-linear size,
there is a collection of o(n) variables and a fixing of them that simplifies the circuit C to a
constant. Equivalently, there is a large axis-parallel subcube of {0, 1}n on which C restricts
to a constant. This structure theorem immediately implies the lower bound on Approximate
Majority.
The proof of this structure theorem is by “deterministic restrictions”. Going through the
circuit in a bottom up fashion, one first finds a fixing of a small number of variables that
simplifies the circuit into one where all the gates have small fan-in. The basic observation
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is that if one considers the gates at height 1 that have large fan-in, then we can set a large
number of them to constants by setting a few input variables; continuing in this way, we
eventually remove all large fan-in gates of height 1 (there can’t be too many of them, since
C is of near-linear size), setting only a few variables in doing so. We then move on to higher
levels and repeat the process, which now becomes feasible since setting gates of small fan-in
to a constant reduces to setting only a few variables to constants. Once all the gates have
small fan-in, the entire circuit is a function of only a few variables and hence, there is a
fixing of small number of the remaining variables so that the circuit simplifies to a constant.
The main component of our lower bound is an analogous structure theorem for AC0 [⊕].
Clearly, the structure theorem for AC0 is false for even a single parity gate and hence for
AC0 [⊕]. However, here we can show that for for any AC0 [⊕] circuit C of near-linear size,
there is a polynomial of degree o(n) such that C restricts to a constant on the zero-set of
that polynomial. We call such a polynomial a certifying polynomial for the circuit C. The
proof of this structure theorem again proceeds in a bottom up fashion, but this time finds
fixings of systems of low-degree polynomials in order to simplify the circuit to one where
all the AND and OR gates have small fan-in. Again, once all the AND and OR gates have
small fan-in, it is easy to see that the circuit just computes a low-degree polynomial, and
thus fixing this low-degree polynomial simplifies the circuit to a constant.
Given this structure theorem, it remains to see that no Approximate Majority function
has this structure. This turns out to be a consequence of the general fact that a nonzero
polynomial of degree d cannot vanish at every point of a Hamming ball of radius d (this
follows from the fact that Hamming balls are interpolating sets for polynomials). In fact, it
is even true that polynomials of degree o(d) cannot vanish on all but an exponentially small
fraction of a Hamming ball of radius d (this is a consequence of the p-biased version of the
standard bound on the number of zeroes of a nonzero polynomial). We conclude that an
Approximate Majority function cannot be constant on the zero set of a nonzero polynomial
of degree < n/4. Combined with the structure theorem, this completes the proof of the
lower bound for the AC0 [⊕] complexity of Approximate Majority.
Having proved the lower bound, we then take a step back to re-examine the technique
of proving lower bounds via certifying polynomials. On the face of it, it seems like this
method is somewhat distinct from the Razborov-Smolensky method [9, 13] used to prove
lower bounds for general AC0 [⊕] circuits, which uses polynomial approximations to circuits.
The Razborov-Smolensky method gives global, approximate structure: it shows that for
any AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size M , there is a polynomial of degree poly(log(M )) which agrees
with C on most points of {0, 1}n . Our structure theorem, which only applies to circuits of
near-linear size, gives local, exact structure: we get a perfect description of the values taken
by an AC0 [⊕] circuit on a small but structured subset of {0, 1}n .
As it turns out, however, the framework of certifying polynomials is quite robust: we
demonstrate a connection between polynomial approximations and certifying polynomials for
circuits. We then use this connection along with Razborov’s approximating polynomials to
construct certifying polynomials for general AC0 [⊕] circuits. These polynomials have degree
much larger than that obtained in our structure theorem, but nevertheless, their degree is
small enough to be able to recover the exponential lower bound obtained by Razborov [9]
for AC0 [⊕] circuits computing the Majority function. We stress that most of the ideas of
this lower bound proof are already present in [9, 13], and the main aim of this exercise is
to show that the use of certifying polynomials is a unified framework that “explains” all
previous lower bound approaches for AC0 [⊕]. In the course of the above proof, we also
construct improved approximations to AC0 [⊕] circuits in the small error regime; to the best
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of our knowledge, such approximations were not known before, and may be of independent
interest.
Finally, we exploit the connection between certifying polynomials and polynomial approximations in the reverse direction to prove limits on the power of polynomial approximations.
We show that the low-error approximations we construct for AC0 [⊕] are close to the best
possible for all depths d ≥ 3. Once again, this demonstrates the flexibility of the certifying
polynomials framework.

2

Results

We begin by formally defining certifying polynomials. Throughout the paper, we identify
{0, 1} with F2 .
I Definition 1 (Certifying polynomial). A polynomial P (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ] is a
certifying polynomial for a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} if:
the set S = {x ∈ Fn2 | P (x) = 0} is nonempty,
f is constant on S.
We now define Approximate Majority.
I Definition 2 (Approximate Majority). An (a, n − a) Approximate Majority is a boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that:
f (x) = 0 for every x of Hamming weight at most a.
f (x) = 1 for every x of Hamming weight at least n − a.
If we omit the (a, n − a), we assume a = n/4.
Ajtai and Ben-Or [2] showed that for a ≤ n/2 − n/(log n)O(1) , there exists an (a, n − a)
Approximate Majority computable in AC0 . We will use a uniform and more general version
of this result, due to Ajtai [1].
I Theorem 3 (Ajtai [1]). For any n ∈ N, δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and depth d ≥ 3, there exist
((1/2 − δ)n, (1/2 + δ)n) Approximate Majorities computable by uniform AC0 circuits of
O(1/d)
size 2(1/δ)
· nO(1) and depth d.
Our main result is:
I Theorem 4. For every constant d ∈ N, there is an d > 0 such that any depth d AC0 [⊕]
circuit that computes an Approximate Majority must have size Ω(n1+d ).
By Theorem 3, this implies that uniform AC0 circuits of polynomial size are more powerful than linear-sized non-uniform AC0 [⊕] circuits.
The proof of Theorem 4 yields d = 1/2d+1 . This is marginally better than the lower
d
bound of Ω(n1+1/4 ) obtained by Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan [5] for the case of AC0
(the improvement is due to a slightly different deterministic restriction method: whereas [5]
try to remove both high fan-in and high fan-out gates from the circuit, we handle only the
high fan-in gates). Also, as already showed by [5], this lower bound cannot be substantially
improved since Approximate Majorities can be computed by AC0 circuits of depth d and
Ω(d)
size n1+1/2 .
The proof of Theorem 4 follows from two lemmas. The first states that every function
with a near-linear AC0 [⊕] circuit has a certifying polynomial of low degree, The next states
that an Approximate Majority cannot have this property. We now state these lemmas
formally (the proofs appear in Section 3).
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I Lemma 5 (Linear-size AC0 [⊕] circuits have low degree certifying polynomials). For every
constant d ∈ N, there is an d > 0 such that for every depth-d AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size
s ≤ n1+d , C has a certifying polynomial of degree o(n).
I Lemma 6 (Approximate Majority does not have any low degree certifying polynomials). For
every (a, n − a) Approximate Majority f , there do not exist any certifying polynomials for
f of degree ≤ a.
Next we state our results on certifying polynomials for general AC0 [⊕] circuits. This
result should be contrasted with the fact that every function has a certifying polynomial of
degree at most n/2.
I Theorem 7. For every s > 0 and constant d > 0, every AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size s and
depth d has a certifying polynomial of degree at most n/2 − n/(log s)Θ(d) .
We also show that this is essentially tight.
I Lemma 8. For every s > nΩ(1) , there exist AC0 [⊕] circuits C on n input bits with size s,
such that every certifying polynomial for C has degree at least n/2 − n/(log s)Θ(d) .
These results are proved in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 7 uses the well-studied
notion of approximating polynomials.
I Definition 9 (-approximating polynomial). An -approximating polynomial for a function
f is a polynomial P such that Prx∈{0,1}n [f (x) = P (x)] ≥ 1 − .
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 7 is the following strengthening of Razborov’s
original theorem on approximating polynomials.
I Lemma 10. For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), any AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size s and depth d has an
-approximating polynomial of degree at most (c log s)d−1 · (log(1/)).
We also show in Section 4 how Theorem 7 gives an alternate proof of Razborov’s fundamental result that Majority does not have subexponential size AC0 [⊕] circuits.
Finally, we state our lower bounds for the degree of approximating polynomials for
AC0 [⊕] circuits, showing the near-tightness of Lemma 10.
I Theorem 11. For every s,  > 0, and every constant d ≥ 3, there exist AC0 [⊕] circuits
C of size s and depth d such that for every polynomial P which is an -approximating
polynomial for C, we have

deg(P ) ≥

1
log s − O(log log )


Θ(d)

1
· log .


The proof appears in Section 5.

3

Superlinear AC0 [⊕] lower bounds for computing Approximate
Majority

In this section, we prove Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.
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Linear-size AC0 [⊕] circuits have low degree certifying polynomials

We now prove Lemma 5.
It will be more convenient to work with a certifying system of polynomials as opposed
to a single certifying polynomial. Given a feasible system of polynomial equations over n
variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , say

p1 (x) = 0
p2 (x) = 0
..
.
pt (x) = 0
Pt
we define the degree of the system to be i=1 deg(pi ). Clearly, the set of solutions to
Qt
the above system is exactly the set of roots of 1 − i=1 (1 − pi ), which is a polynomial of
Pt
degree at most i=1 deg(pi ).
Given a feasible system of polynomial equations P, we denote by Sol(P) the non-empty
set of solutions of P; when P sets just a single polynomial p, we denote use Sol(p) instead
of Sol(P). By a restriction, we will mean simply a feasible system of polynomial equations.
Given a restriction P and a boolean circuit C, we will denote by C|P the circuit C
restricted to inputs from Sol(P). We say a gate g of the circuit C is live under the restriction
given by P if g takes values 0 as well as 1 under inputs from Sol(P). Note that if a gate g
is not live under a restriction, we can simplify the circuit C to a smaller circuit C 0 which
computes the same function on the restricted inputs.
We say that a circuit C is live under the restriction P if every gate of C is live under P.
The above implies that, given any circuit C and restriction P, there exists a live circuit C 0
of size at most the size of C that computes the same function as C on inputs from Sol(P).
Proof of Lemma 5. The proof will proceed as follows: after restricting the given circuit C
to the roots of a well-chosen low-degree polynomial restriction P, we will obtain an equivalent
circuit C 0 that has the property that each of the AND and OR gates of C 0 have very small
fan-in (say n for   1/d). At this point, the entire circuit C 0 computes a low-degree
polynomial p and by fixing p to a feasible value, we finish the proof of the lemma.
Say we have an increasing sequence of numbers 1 < D1 < . . . < Dd (we will fix the exact
values of Di (i ≥ 1) later). We wish to obtain a restriction P under which C is equivalent to
a circuit C 0 which has the property that every AND and OR gate at height i has fan-in at
most Di . It is easy to see that this implies that the function computed by C 0 is a polynomial
of degree at most D1 D2 · · · Dd .
We proceed to construct a suitable restriction P in d steps. After the ith step, we obtain
a restriction Pi under which there is a circuit Ci of size at most s for which the above fan-in
bound holds for all heights j ≤ i. Assuming that the (i − 1)th step has been completed, we
describe how Step i is performed for i ≥ 1. (Note that nothing needs to be done for height
0.)
We assume that Ci is live. Otherwise, we can obtain and work with an equivalent circuit
that is of at most the size of Ci and satisfies the same fan-in restrictions as Ci . Let Bi denote
the “bad” gates at height i: that is, the AND and OR gates at height i that have fan-in at
least Di . We use a basic subroutine Fix(i, Ci ) that simplifies the circuit Ci by augmenting
the restriction Pi as follows:
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Fix(i, Ci ): Since there are at least |Bi |Di wires between gates in Bi and lower levels
(which contain at most s gates), there is some gate g at height less than i that is adjacent
to |Bi |Di /s gates. By the fan-in restrictions on Ci , this gate computes a polynomial pg
of degree at most D1 · · · Di−1 (the empty product in the case i = 1 is assumed to be 1).
Moreover, since the circuit Ci is live, this gate can be set to both 0 and 1. We wish to
add the restriction pg = 0 or pg − 1 = 0 to Pi corresponding to setting the gate to 0 or 1
respectively. Setting the gate g to 1 sets all the OR gates that g feeds into to 1 and setting
g to 0 sets all the AND gates that g feeds into to 0. Hence, there is some setting that sets
at least |Bi |Di /2s many gates in Bi to constant. We set the gate g to this boolean value.
Note that Fix(i, Ci ) reduces the number of live bad gates to at most |Bi |(1 − Di /2s).
We are now ready to describe Step i. Until the set of bad nodes Bi is empty, we repeatedly
call the subroutine, Fix(i, Ci0 ) where Ci0 represents the circuit we currently have. After an
application of the subroutine Fix(i, Ci0 ) adds another equation to our current restriction Pi0 ,
we fix the non-live nodes and simplify the circuit until it becomes live again (this process,
of course, does not increase the fan-in of any node). Note that since we are only fixing live
nodes, the system of polynomial equations Pi0 we maintain is feasible. Moreover, since the
size of Bi is falling by a factor of at most (1 − Di /2s) after each application of Fix(i, Ci0 )
|Bi |
and |Bi | ≤ s ≤ nO(1) , we need to apply Fix(i, Ci0 ) at most 2s log
= O(s log n/Di ) times
Di
to reduce Bi to the empty set.
Let us analyze the total degree of the equations added to the restriction during the ith
step. Each equation added is a polynomial of degree at most D1 D2 · · · Di−1 . Hence, the
total degree of the added equations is O(s log nD1 D2 · · · Di−1 /Di ).
At the end of Step d, we have a circuit Cd computing a polynomial of degree at most
0
D = D1 D2 · · · Dd that agrees with the original circuit C on a restriction of degree at most


1
D1
D1 D2
D1 D2 · · · Dd−1
00
D = O(s log n)
+
+
+ ··· +
D1
D2
D3
Dd
We would like to set D1 , · · · , Dd such that both D0 and D00 to be o(n). We will choose
i−1
K and the Di s such that D1 D2 · · · Di−1 /Di = K for each i. This implies that Di = K 2 .
d
Furthermore, we have D0 ≤ K 2 and D00 ≤ O(s log n/K).
d
1
, we get D0 as well as D00 are o(n) as long as
Setting K = n1/(2 +1) and d = 2d+1
1+d
s≤n
. Thus, by setting the polynomial p computed by the circuit Cd to some feasible
value, we obtain a restriction of degree D0 + D00 = o(n) under which the circuit C becomes
constant.
As mentioned above, this implies that there is a certifying polynomial for C of degree
o(n).
J

3.2

Approximate Majority does not have any low degree certifying
polynomials

We now prove Lemma 6.
Proof of Lemma 6. Let p be any polynomial of degree d ≤ a that takes the value 0 at some
point of Fn2 . We will show that it cannot be that f is constant on Sol(p).
Our intermediate claim is that Sol(p) intersects every Hamming ball of radius a. By
translating p if necessary, we may assume that the Hamming ball is centered at the origin,
and thus we seek to prove that there is a point of Hamming weight at most a where p
vanishes.
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Given the intermediate claim, it follows that there exist x0 , x1 ∈ Fn2 with p(x0 ) = p(x1 ) =
0 such that the Hamming weight of x0 is at most a, and the Hamming weight of x1 is at
least n − a. Thus f cannot be constant on Sol(p).
Now we prove the claim. Let p̃ denote the unique multilinear polynomial which agrees
with p on Fn2 . Since deg(p) ≤ a, we have deg(p̃) ≤ a. Now let q be the polynomial 1 − p̃.
Notice that q is multilinear and has degree at most a. Since Sol(p) is nonempty, we see
that q is non-zero. Consider the monomials of q. Since q 6= 0, there must be a minimal
Q
S ⊆ [n] (possibly empty) such that the monomial i∈S Xi appears in q (i.e., has a non-zero
Q
coefficient) but no monomial i∈T Xi for T ( S appears in q. Let x ∈ Fn2 be the input
that takes value 1 at exactly the indices in S. It is easy to see that q(x) = 1 and hence
p̃(x) = p(x) = 0. Moreover, the Hamming weight of x is equal to the size of S which is at
most deg(q) ≤ a. Hence, we see that Sol(p) does intersect the Hamming ball of radius a.
This completes the proof of the claim, and hence the proof of Lemma 6.
J

4

Certifying polynomials for general AC0 [⊕] circuits

Given the results of the previous section, it makes sense to ask what are the lowest degree
certifying polynomials we can obtain for general (i.e. significantly larger than linear-sized)
AC0 [⊕] circuits. Using an easy linear algebraic argument, it can be shown that every function, irrespective of its complexity, has a certifying polynomial of degree at most n/2 (and in
this generality, it cannot be improved). In this section, we use Razborov’s approximations
for AC0 [⊕] circuits by probabilistic polynomials to derive somewhat better certifying polynomials for functions with small AC0 [⊕] circuits. In particular, we show that polynomial-sized
AC0 [⊕] circuits have certifying polynomials of degree n/2 − n/(log n)O(1) .
Though the improvement over the trivial n/2 bound above might seem small, the existence of such certifying polynomials is quite powerful: we demonstrate this by showing how
this fact, along with Lemma 6, can be used to give a (slightly) conceptually different proof
of Razborov’s result that Majority does not have subexponential size AC0 [⊕] circuits. We
note that the proof is essentially unchanged at a technical level from the proofs of [9, 13],
but the higher-order concepts involved seem curiously different. More specifically, this seems
to provide a different ‘constructive’ (in the sense of Razborov and Rudich [10]) lower bound
criterion for lower bounds against AC0 [⊕] which is reminiscent of the work of Aspnes et al.
[4].
The main theorem of this section is the following.
I Theorem 7 (Restated from Section 2). For every s > 0 and constant d > 0, every AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size s and depth d has a certifying polynomial of degree at most n/2−n/(log s)Θ(d) .
The above theorem shows that functions computed by small subexponential size AC0 [⊕]
circuits have nontrivial certifying polynomials.
We will need to use probabilistic polynomials in the proof.
I Definition 12 (Probabilistic polynomials). An -error probabilistic polynomial of degree D
for a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is a random polynomial P of degree at most D (chosen
according to some distribution over polynomials of degree at most D) such that for any
x ∈ {0, 1}n , we have PrP [f (x) = P(x)] ≥ 1 − .
Clearly, if a function f has an -error probabilistic polynomial P of degree D, then by
averaging, it has an -approximating polynomial P of degree D as well.
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We need the following well-known theorem, due to Razborov, on the existence of -error
probabilistic polynomials for AC0 [⊕]. A node of a circuit C is said to be internal if it is not
a leaf.
I Theorem 13 (Razborov [9]). For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), any AC0 [⊕] circuit C with at most
s internal nodes and depth d ≥ 1 has an -error probabilistic polynomial of degree at
most (log(s/))d . In particular, C has an -approximating polynomial of degree at most
(log(s/))d .
Using Theorem 13 directly in our arguments would only give us a version of Theorem 7
with weaker parameters. To obtain the parameters mentioned above, we need a strengthening of Theorem 13 that does better for small . The proof follows quite simply from
Razborov’s theorem above, though to the best of our knowledge, this has not been observed
in the literature.
I Lemma 10 (Restated from Section 2 in a stronger form). For any  ∈ (0, 1/2), any AC0 [⊕]
circuit C of size s and depth d has an -error probabilistic polynomial of degree at most
(c log s)d−1 · (log(1/)) for some absolute constant c > 0. In particular, C has an approximating polynomial of degree at most (c log s)d−1 · (log(1/)).
Proof. Let C be an AC0 [⊕] circuit of size s and depth d. Let g be the output gate of the
circuit and let C1 , . . . , Ck (k ≤ s) be the depth d − 1 subcircuits of C feeding into g. By
Theorem 13, we know that each Ci (i ∈ [k]) has a (1/10s)-approximating polynomial Pi of
degree at most (O(log s))d−1 . Also by Theorem 13, we know that the function computed by
g has an AC0 [⊕] circuit with just one internal node and hence has a (1/10)-approximating
polynomial P of degree O(1). The probabilistic polynomial P0 := P(P1 , . . . , Pk ) is a 1/5error probabilistic polynomial for C, since for any x ∈ {0, 1}n ,
Pr0 [C(x) 6= P0 (x)] ≤
P

Pr

P1 ,...,Pk

[∃i ∈ [k] : Ci (x) 6= Pi (x)]+

Pr[g(C1 (x), . . . , Ck (x)) 6= P(C1 (x), . . . , Ck (x))]
P
X
≤
Pr[Ci (x) 6= Pi (x)]+
i∈[k]

Pi

Pr[g(C1 (x), . . . , Ck (x)) 6= P(C1 (x), . . . , Ck (x))]
P

≤k/10s + 1/10 ≤ 1/10 + 1/10 = 1/5
Note that P0 has degree at most (O(log s))d−1 . Let ` = c0 log(1/) for a constant c0 that
we will choose later in the proof. Let P01 , . . . , P0` be ` independent copies of the probabilistic
polynomial P0 . Let Q denote the probabilistic polynomial Maj(P01 , . . . , P0` ), where Maj is
just the polynomial of degree at most ` that computes the majority of ` bits. Clearly, Q is
of degree at most (O(log s))d−1 · ` = (O(log s))d−1 · log(1/). We claim that Q is an -error
probabilistic polynomial for C, which will finish the proof of the corollary.
For any input x ∈ {0, 1}n , each P0j (x) predicts the value of C(x) correctly with probability 4/5. Now, for Q(x) to predict C(x) incorrectly, a majority of the P0j (j ∈ [`]) must
predict the value of C(x) incorrectly and by a Chernoff bound, the probability of this is
bounded by exp{−Ω(`)}, which is at most  for a large enough constant c0 > 0.
J
The next lemma shows that functions with low-degree -approximating polynomials also
have low-degree certifying polynomials.
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I Lemma 14. Suppose f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} has a degree Dq-approximating polynomial.
Then f has a certifying polynomial of degree at most n2 − c1 n log 1 + D, where c1 is an
absolute constant.
Proof. Let P be the given -approximating polynomial. Let S be the set of points where P
differs from f . We have |S| ≤  · 2n .
Let D0 be the smallest integer such that
   
 
n
n
n
+
+ ... +
> |S|.
0
1
D0
By linear algebra, there is a non-zero polynomial Q of degree at most D0 that vanishes on
S. Note that one of Q · P and Q · (1 − P ) is a non-zero polynomial. Moreover, for any input
x s.t. Q(x) = 1, P (x) = f (x).
Thus, it follows that one of 1 − Q · P or 1 − Q · (1 − P ) is a certifying polynomial for f
with degree at most D0 + D (provided D0 + Dq
< n; if not then the result is vacuously true).
To finish the proof, we note that D0 ≤

n
2

− c1

n log 1 .

J

Proof of Theorem 7. Combining Lemma 10 and Lemma 14, we conclude that for every
 > 0. C has a certifying polynomial of degree at most
r
n
1
d−1
− c1 n · log + (c2 log s)
· log(1/),
2

where c1 , c2 > 0 are absolute constants. In particular, setting  = exp{−n/(log s)Θ(d) }
above, we get that C has a certifying polynomial of degree at most n/2 − n/(log s)Θ(d) . J
Combining Theorem 7 with Lemma 6 (and using the fact that Majority is an (n/2 −
1, n/2+1) Approximate Majority), we get an alternate proof of the fact that Majority cannot
be computed by AC0 [⊕] circuits of size smaller than exp(nΩ(1/d) ).
Finally, we show that the bound of Theorem 7 is essentially tight.
I Lemma 15 (Restated from Section 2). For every s > nΩ(1) , there exist AC0 [⊕] circuits C
on n input bits with size s, such that every certifying polynomial for C has degree at least
n/2 − n/(log s)Θ(d) .
Proof. Let δ be a parameter to be specified later. Let C be the AC0 [⊕] circuit for ((1/2 −
δ)n, (1/2 + δ)n) Approximate Majority given by Theorem 3. Then we have |C| = 2(1/δ)
1
nO(1) . We choose δ so that |C| = s; this gives δ = (log s−c log
.
n)Ω(d)
By Lemma 6, any certifying polynomial for C has degree at least n · ( 12 − δ) =
n
.
(log s)Θ(d)

5

O( 1 )
d

n
2

·

−
J

Lower bounds for approximating polynomials

We now use the tools of the previous two sections to show near-optimal lower bounds on
the degree of approximating polynomials for AC0 [⊕] circuits. It is a folklore fact that approximations for AC0 [⊕] circuits of size s and depth d are required to have degree at least
max{(log s)Ω(d) , log(1/)}. In this section, we show a stronger lower bound of Θ((log s)Ω(d) ·
log(1/)), which essentially matches the upper bound obtained in Lemma 10. Our lower
bound example is just a suitable Approximate Majority and thus holds even for AC0 circuits.
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We prove the lower bound by exploiting Lemma 14 in the contrapositive. Since there are
Approximate Majorities that are efficiently computable in AC0 , by Lemma 6, we know that
AC0 circuits can compute functions that do not have efficient certifying polynomials. We
can then use Lemma 14 to infer a lower bound on the degree of -approximations to AC0
circuits.
I Theorem 11 (Restated from Section 2). For every s,  > 0, and every constant d ≥ 3, there
exist AC0 [⊕] circuits C of size s and depth d such that for every polynomial P which is an
-approximating polynomial for C, we have

deg(P ) ≥

1
log s − O(log log )


Θ(d)

1
· log .


Proof. Let δ and m be parameters (to be specified later). Let C be an AC0 [⊕] circuit on m
inputs which computes a (( 12 − δ)m, ( 12 + δ)m)-approximate majority. By Theorem 3, such
O( 1 )

an AC0 circuit can be taken to have depth d and size at most 2(1/δ) d · mO(1) . We will
choose m and δ so that this size equals s.
Suppose P is an
q-approximating polynomial for C with degree D. By Lemma 14, there

is a degree

m
2

− c1

m log 1 + D polynomial Q which is a certifying polynomial for C.

But since C is a (( 21 − δ)m, ( 21 + δ)m) Approximate Majority, Lemma 6 tells us that that
deg(Q) ≥ ( 12 − δ) · m.
q
Putting this together, we get that D ≥ c1 m log 1 − δ · m.
q
O( 1 )
We now choose m, δ so that c1 m log 1 = 2δ · m and s = 2(1/δ) d · mO(1) . Thus:
m=


Θ(d)
1
1
· log .
log s − O(log log )



We therefore get

D≥

Θ(d)
1
1
log s − O(log log )
· log ,



as desired.
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Discussion and Open Questions

We have seen that certifying polynomials are a natural and useful notion in the context of
lower bounds for AC0 [⊕] circuits. We also saw that they have a rather interesting interaction
with the well-studied notion of approximating polynomials for AC0 [⊕] circuits.
The fundamental question we would like to answer is whether we can prove a sizehierarchy theorem for AC0 [⊕] analogous to the results of Rossman [11] and Amano [3]
for AC0 . It would even be interesting to obtain the weaker separation of uniform AC0 [⊕]
circuits of size nlog n from polynomial-sized AC0 [⊕] circuits? Good candidates for proving
these separations seem to be the parity of the number of k-cliques in a graph for the former,
and the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree log n for the latter. We have taken the
first step in this direction by demonstrating a function that has polynomial-sized uniform
AC0 circuits but not near-linear sized AC0 [⊕] circuits.
Another question that we leave open is to prove lower bounds on the degree for approximating polynomials for depth 2 AC0 [⊕] circuits. Our lower bound utilized small
AC0 [⊕] circuits for Approximate Majority, which only exist for depth 3 and higher.
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It would be interesting to see whether certifying objects (analogous to the certifying
polynomials studied here) exist for other, more powerful, circuit classes, and if they can be
used to prove new circuit lower bounds.
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Abstract
The classic k-d tree data structure continues to be widely used in spite of its vulnerability to the
so-called curse of dimensionality. Here we provide a rigorous explanation: for randomly rotated
data, a k-d tree adapts to the intrinsic dimension of the data and is not affected by the ambient
dimension, thus keeping the data structure efficient for objects such as low-dimensional manifolds
and sparse data. The main insight of the analysis can be used as an algorithmic pre-processing
step to realize the same benefit: rotate the data randomly; then build a k-d tree. Our work can be
seen as a refinement of Random Projection trees [7], which also adapt to intrinsic dimension but
incur higher traversal costs as the resulting cells are polyhedra and not cuboids. Using k-d trees
after a random rotation results in cells that are cuboids, thus preserving the traversal efficiency
of standard k-d trees.
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1

Introduction

The k-d tree, introduced by Bentley [4], is a classic data structure for nearest neighbor
search. Roughly speaking, a k-d tree is constructed by recursively partitioning space using
axis-parallel cuts, with each cut placed at the median of the point set along some axis. It is
widely used in machine learning, computer vision, bioinformatics, astronomy and other fields.
For the ubiquitous nearest neighbor problem, k-d trees are the method of choice. Although
other more sophisticated algorithms have been proposed in the nearly forty years since the
invention of k-d trees, they remain the default approach to nearest neighbor problems in
a variety of settings. They are space efficient, being only linear in size with respect to the
number of points, and they are easy to construct and query.
Although they are so popular, k-d trees do have a major weakness. As the dimension n
becomes large, in the worst case, nearest neighbor queries can take time close to linear in the
total number of points (a manifestation of the “curse of dimensionality"). Thus our current
state of knowledge is that k-d trees are an efficient heuristic approach in low dimension
(without precise knowledge of running times) and their performance can degrade significantly
as the dimension increases.
To overcome the the challenge of high dimensionality, researchers have designed other
data structures for nearest neighbor search. These include tree-based structures such as
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approximate Voronoi diagrams [12], cover trees [5], PCA trees [19] and navigating nets [17].
Another algorithmic solution is based on random projection [18], inspired by the JohnsonLindenstrauss Lemma [15]. This idea was subsequently developed by applying a series of
random projections together as locality-sensitive hash functions [14, 13, 1], leading to the
strongest known upper bounds for approximate nearest neighbor search. Roughly speaking,
these bounds allow for fixed polynomial (slightly superlinear) storage space and sublinear
query time, in return for constant-factor approximations to the nearest neighbor distance.
A different line of research has focused on exploiting some form of low-dimensional
structure in the data, e.g., cover trees [5] and random projection trees [7, 10]. The idea
here is that the ambient dimension is not the critical factor in the complexity, but rather
some much smaller quantity that corresponds to the intrinsic dimension of the data set.
An important notion of intrinsic dimension is the Assouad (or doubling) dimension [11], a
slight variant of a concept defined by Assouad [3]. Let B(x, r) be the closed ball of radius r
centered at x.
I Definition 1. The doubling dimension of a set S ⊆ Rn is the smallest integer d s.t. for
every x ∈ Rn and r > 0, B(x, r) ∩ S can be covered by at most 2d balls of radius r/2.
An interval in R has doubling dimension 1. Any subset of Rk has doubling dimension O(k);
so subsets restricted to k-dimensional subspaces in Rn have doubling dimension O(k). The
union over 1 ≤ i ≤ n of the intervals [−ei , ei ] has doubling dimension log n (where e1 , . . . , en
are the canonical unit vectors). This sparse example can be generalized — if every point in
S ⊂ Rn has at most d nonzero coordinates, then the doubling dimension of S is O(d log n)
[6].
Dasgupta and Freund’s random projection trees (RP trees) are built as follows: pick a
random direction at every partitioning step, independently for each cell, and split the current
cell at a random point within a small interval of the median of the current data points. These
trees have the property that the diameter of cells in the data structure decreases quickly
with the number of splits – it takes roughly O(d log d) splits to halve the diameter where d is
the intrinsic dimension. Dasgupta and Freund termed this behavior “adapting to Assouad
dimension”. Subsequently, the RP tree has found applications in other settings including
tree-based vector quantization [8] and regression [16]. The random directions used to build
an RP tree are not orthogonal to each other and at each level of the tree, there are many
different cuts used, leading to a data structure whose cells are general polyhedra rather than
cuboids as in standard k-d trees. One advantage of the standard k-d tree that is lost here is
that traversing the tree only needs comparison on a single coordinate at a time, while for
RP trees this goes up by at least a factor of n (since one has to compare along a random
direction). Moreover, computing the distance of a point to a cell, which is now a general
polyhedron, is substantially more complicated. Indeed, their original paper does not give a
nearest neighbor algorithm.
On the other hand, k-d trees do not have a nice dependence on doubling dimension while
RP trees do. This is seen in the example of a points distributed along n orthogonal lines,
one parallel to each axis. In this example, halving the diameter requires n splits, i.e., depth
n, even though the doubling dimension is only log(2n).
In this paper, we propose a conceptually simple and algorithmically efficient variant of k-d
trees that adapts to intrinsic dimension. In fact, our algorithm is essentially a pre-processing
step for a k-d tree. The preprocessing consists of a random rotation of the ambient space, i.e.,
instead of the standard basis for constructing a tree, we use a random basis. The overhead
in the running time could be negligible as the database would be rotated in advance, and a
query point only has to be mapped once to the chosen basis before the search is carried out.
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Our main theorem asserts that such a transformation leads to a strong guarantee for k-d
trees, namely that they adapt to the intrinsic dimension, in the same way that RP trees do.
The Randomized k-d tree algorithm is described precisely in the next section.
I Theorem 2 (Main). Let S ⊂ Rn be a finite set with m points and doubling dimension d.
Assuming d log d ≤ c0 n, for the Randomized k-d tree, with probability at least 1 − me−c1 n ,
for any cell C of the tree and every cell C 0 that is at least c2 d log d levels below C, we have
diam(C 0 ∩ S) ≤

1
diam(C ∩ S)
2

where c0 , c1 , c2 are absolute constants.
In other words, when the doubling dimension is low, it takes only a small number of rounds
of splits to halve the diameter of cells. A stronger guarantee would be to give an actual
bound on the query time based on doubling dimension. However, we are not aware of such a
connection between cell diameter and query times.
This theorem also provides an intriguing perspective on the standard use of k-d trees
showing that simply taking a random rotation of the data could yield a configuration of the
dataset more amenable to nearest neighbor search via k-d trees. Alternatively, one can also
view this result as an explanation of the success of k-d trees, namely if one assumes that the
basis in which measurements are made is essentially random, then these trees adapt to the
intrinsic dimension, i.e., they work well on average, if one views the data as coming from a
randomly chosen basis. Both these perspectives are supportive of the idea that k-d trees are
actually an excellent choice whenever the intrinsic dimension is significantly lower than the
ambient dimension.
We note that this is a technically simple paper, based heavily on techniques from the
literature. The main obstacle we overcome in the analysis is that the splits used in our method
are not independent, unlike RP trees where each splitting direction is chosen independently
of all others. As far as we know, the simple idea of a random rotation in advance does provide
the first reasonable explanation of the performance of k-d trees with increasing dimension
on real data sets (as they might have low Assouad dimension). Moreover, the insight of
the analysis can be made algorithmic: rotate the data randomly; then build a k-d tree. It
remains to be seen whether this pre-processing step is useful in practice.

2

Algorithm

As mentioned in the introduction, our algorithm is the following: we pick a random orthogonal
basis for space and then build a k-d tree using this basis. The only change we make is that
we make is that instead of splitting at the median when we partition a cell, we split at a
random point in an interval around the median (this modification was also used by Dasgupta
and Freund [7]). It is conceivable that perturbation near the median can be avoided by
adding some random points to the data before building the tree; we do not explore this here.

3

Analysis

3.1

Outline

Our goal is to show that any subset S of bounded diameter will be partitioned into cells
of at most half the diameter within O(d log d) levels of partitioning applied to the subset.
To prove this, we first cover S with balls of significantly smaller diameter, then show that
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Randomized k-d Tree.
1. Pick a random basis V = {v1 , . . . vn } of Rn .
2. Run KD-Tree(S, V, 1).
KD-Tree(S, V, i).
If |S| = 1, return S.
1. Let 2∆ be the diameter of S.
h
i
6∆ √
6∆
2. Let m be the median of S along vi and δ be uniform random in − √
,
.
n
n
3. S − = {x ∈ S : hx, vi i ≤ m + δ}; S + = S \ S − .
4. T − = KD-Tree(S − , V, i mod n + 1); T + = KD-Tree(S + , V, i mod n + 1).
5. Return [T − , T + ].
Figure 1 Randomized k-d Tree Algorithm

with good probability, our partitioning procedure separates any pair of balls that are far
enough part into different cells within O(d log d) levels of partitioning. The cells obtained
at the end of this process will have the claimed diameter bound. Dasgupta and Freund use
random independent splits for each cell, and a union bound for the failure probability. In our
case, the splits come from a single basis and the same split direction is applied to all cells
at one level, so we have to analyze the resulting conditioning and dependencies. RP trees
pick a completely random direction to make the next split, our trees pick the next vector in
the random basis. To argue that the latter achieves similar performance, we observe that a
random basis can be chosen by picking a random unit vector, then a random unit vector
orthogonal to it, and so on, each time picking a random unit vector orthogonal to the span
of the vectors chosen so far. Our analysis idea is to consider the projection orthogonal to all
basis vectors used for cuts so far and argue that this projection does not collapse points or
shrink balls too much as long as not too many vectors have been chosen. Once we condition
on this, a random vector in the remaining subspace is almost as good as a random vector in
the full space.
It is, however, necessary that we incur some dependence on the number of points, since
we are picking only a fixed basis, i.e., the total randomness is bounded. We could set up a
large enough point set such that for any chosen basis, eventually we reach a cell that takes
much more than O(d log d) cuts to halve in diameter. We get around this issue by assuming
that the total number of points is at most exponential in the ambient dimension, i.e., at
most 2cn for some constant c.

3.2

Preliminaries

Our main tool is the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [15]. For a subspace V of Rn , let πV (.)
denote orthogonal projection to the subspace V . We will use the following version from
[2, 20] (see also [9, 13]).
I Lemma 3. Fix a unit vector u ∈ Rn , let V be a random k dimensional subspace where
k < n, and  > 0 then:


2
3
k
k
2
Pr kπV (u)k > (1 + )
≤ e− 4 ( − )
n


2
3
k
k
2
Pr kπV (u)k < (1 − )
≤ e− 4 ( − ) .
n
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As a direct implication, for any finite set of points S in Rn , with probability at least
 
|S| − k (2 −3 )
1−2
e 4
,
2
we have
∀u, v ∈ S, (1 − )

k
k
2
2
2
ku − vk < kπV (u − v)k < (1 + ) ku − vk .
n
n

We also use the following standard bounds for k = 1.
I Lemma 4. Let u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rn be a random unit vector. For any β > 0,


2 − β2
β
≤
Pr kπv (u)k > √ kuk
e 2
β
n
r


β
2
.
Pr kπv (u)k ≤ √ kuk
≤ α
π
n

3.3

Projection properties

The next lemma is a structural property that uses the doubling dimension, and is similar to
what was shown in [7] for RP trees.
I Lemma 5. Let S ⊂ B(x, r) be a set of doubling dimension d. Let V be an arbitrary
k-dimensional subspace of Rn , v be a random unit vector orthogonal to V , 1 > δ > 0 and
3r p
2 (d + log(2/δ))
r0 = √
n−k
Then πv (S) ⊆ [πv (x) − r0 , πv (x) + r0 ] with probability at least 1 − δ.
Proof. We consider a projection orthogonal to the given subspace V first, then a projection
to a random vector in this subspace W = V ⊥ . Since W has sufficiently large dimension, this
will be nearly as good as projecting to a random vector in the full space.
Let C1 be a minimum cover of S consisting of balls of radius r/2. From the definition of
doubling dimension, C1 has at most 2d elements. Similarly C2 will be a cover of C1 ∩ S with
balls of radius r/4; at level i, Ci will be cover of Ci−1 ∩ S using at most 2d balls of radius
r/2i for each element of Ci−1 .
Fix a ball B(c, r/2i ) at level i and consider one of the balls, B(c0 , r/2i+1 ), which covers
it. Let W = V ⊥ . We have for c and c0 , the center of these balls that
kc − c0 k ≤

r
.
2i

Next we compute the following:
!
r
r
i
+
1
Pr kπv (c − c0 )k ≥ β i
2
n−k


kπW (c − c0 )k √
Pr kπv (c − c )k ≥ β √
i+1
n−k


kπW (c − c0 )k √
Pr kπv (πW (c − c0 ))k ≥ β √
i+1
n−k
β2
2
√
e− 2 (i+1)
β i+1
 i
δ δ
e−d(i+1)
β 2


≤
=
≤
≤

0
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p
where β = 2(d + log(2/δ)). Now we take a union bound over all balls used in covers at all
levels. For level i, there are 2id 2d = 2(i+1)d pairs we need to consider. Thus, via a standard
chaining argument a la Dudley,
!
r
 i
∞
X
r
i+1
δ
0
0
(i+1)d δ
Pr ∃c, c st kπv (c − c )k ≥ β i
≤
2
e−d(i+1)
2
n−k
β
2
i=0
δ
1
β 1 − δ/2
≤ δ.
≤

So with probability at least 1 − δ, every point y ∈ S satisfies
∞ √
βr X i + 1
3r p
√
kπv (y) − πv (x)k ≤ √
≤
2 (d + log(2/δ)).
n − k i=0 2i
n−k
J
The next lemma is from [7].
I Lemma 6. For S ⊂ B(x, ∆), δ ∈ (0, 2/e2 ] and a random unit vector v ∈ Rn , with
probability at least 1 − δ,
r
2 log (2/δ)
kmedian(πv (S)) − πv (x)k ≤ ∆
n
I Lemma 7. Let S ⊆ B(x, ∆) and z ∈ B(x, ∆). Let V be a k-dimensional subspace of Rn
with k < n/9 and v be a random unit vector orthogonal to V . Then, with probability at least
0.95,
6∆
kmedian(πv (S)) − πv (z)k ≤ √
n
√
Proof. By the triangle inequality, it suffices to show that kπv (z − x)k ≤ 3∆/ n√and that
√
kmedian(πv (S)) − πv (x)k ≤ 3∆/ n. The first bound uses Lemma 4 setting β = 8:


2 β2
1
kz − xk
≤ e− 2 ≤ √
.
Pr kπv (z − x)k ≥ β √
β
n−k
2e4
Next, since k < n/9,
kz − xk
kz − xk
β√
≤3 √
.
n
n−k
Therefore,


kz − xk
Pr kπv (z − x)k ≥ 3 √
≤
n

√

1
.
2e4

The second inequality is derived using Lemma 6 with δ = 2/e4 .
s
 
∆
2
kmedian(πv (S)) − πv (x)k ≤ √
2 log
δ
n−k
≤

3∆
√ .
n

Putting these
√ inequalities together completes the proof, with a total failure probability of at
most (1/ 2e4 ) + (2/e4 ) < 1/20.
J
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3.4

Proof of Main Theorem

We are now ready to prove the main theorem. Let S be a set of points contained in a cell C
of the tree with ∆ = diam(C ∩ S), i,e., S ⊆ B(x, ∆).
d/2
Since
balls of radius r =
√ S has doubling dimension d, we can cover it using 100d
∆/100 d.
Let k < c0 n and {v1 , . . . , vn } be a set of random orthonormal vectors with W =
⊥
span (v1 , . . . , vk ) . By by Lemma 3 and the remark following it, we have that for all
centers u and v of our ball cover (including the center x) at all of at most m nodes of the
tree,
!
2
2
9 ku − vk (n − k)
11 ku − vk (n − k)
2
Pr ∀u, v :
< kπW (u − v)k <
10
n
10
n
≥ 1 − 104 dd me−

n−k
4

1
1
− 1000
( 100
)

n

≥ 1 − 104 mec0 n e− 500
n

≥ 1 − 104 me− 1000
with c0 ≤ 1/1000. We will assume that this distortion bound holds for the rest of the proof.
Now consider two balls in this cover, B = B(z, r) and B 0 = B(z 0 , r) where z, z 0 ∈ B( x, ∆)
and are more than ∆/2 − r apart. For each split there are three possibilities: either the
partition separates B and B 0 (which we call a “good split”), or it intersects both B and B 0
(a “bad split”) or the partition only intersects one or none of the two balls (“neutral split”).
In the case of a “bad split”, we have to now separate the four parts of B and B 0 , and in the
case of a “neutral split”, we still only have to separate two objects. We will bound these
probabilities for single steps in Lemmas 8 and 9 (whose proofs we defer to the end of this
section).
I Lemma 8 (Good splits). Let S ⊂ B(x, ∆) ⊂ Rn have doubling dimension d. Fix two balls
B(z, r) and B(z 0 , r) and a subspace V of dimension k ≤ n/9 where:
1. z, z 0 ∈ B(x, ∆).
2. kz − z 0 k ≥ ∆/2
√ − r.
3. r ≤ ∆/(100 d).
4. The squared distances between x, z and z 0 are distorted by at most 1/10 in V ⊥ .
Let v be a random unit vector orthogonal to V , and s be a point uniformly at random in the
interval
√
√
[median(πv (S)) − 6∆/ n, median(πv (S)) + 6∆/ n].
Then with probability at least 1/200, πv (B) and πv (B 0 ) lie on different sides of s.
I Lemma 9 (Bad splits). Under the above hypotheses of Lemma 8, then probability at most
1/300, s is contained in the supports of πv (B) and πv (B 0 ).
We prove these lemmas at the end of this section. To complete the mian proof, following [7],
let pi , be the probability that B and B 0 share a cell after i levels, i.e., they are not completely
separated. Clearly, p1 ≤ 199/200 using Lemma 8. Moreover,
pi

≤
≤
≤

Pr (good split) × 0 + 2pi−1 Pr (bad split) + Pr (neutral split) pi−1


2
1
1
1
·0+
pi−1 + 1 −
−
pi−1
200
300
200 300
599
pi−1 .
600
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Thus we have pk as being exponentially small in k. Denote α = 599/600. If we take:
k=

1
(d log d + 5 log 10)
log(α)

rounds of partitioning, then each pair of balls is in the same cell with probability at most
1/(105 dd ). Hence, by taking a union bound over all pairs of balls, no pair is in the same
partition with probability at least 9/10.
To extend the analysis to the entire tree, we simply note that with m points in S, there
are at most m covers (one for each internal node of the tree) of 104 dd/2 balls where we have
to preserve the distances between the centers.
We conclude this section with the proofs of the claims regarding good and bad splits.
√
Proof of Lemma 8. In Lemma 5, if we p
take δ = 2/e9 and r ≤ ∆/100 d, then we find that
3r
πv (B) lies in an interval of radius √n−k
2(d + log(2/δ)):
3r p
√
2(d + log(2/δ))
n−k

s

≤

3∆
100

2(d + 9)
d(n − k)

≤

∆
√
16 n − k

Next we show that with good probability,
√
kπv (z − z 0 )k ≥ ∆/(4 n − k).
0
To see this, note that projecting z − z 0 to v is equivalent
qto projecting πW (z − z ) to a random
10
9 /4

unit vector in W . We can apply Lemma 4 with β =

kπW (z − z 0 )k
Pr kπv πW (z − z )k ≤ β √
≤
n−k


p
kz − z 0 k
Pr kπv πW (z − z 0 )k ≤ β 9/10 √
≤
n−k


∆
≤
Pr kπv πW (z − z 0 )k ≤ √
4 n−k


0

r
β

2
π

r

2
β
π
r
20 1
< 0.42.
π 12

Thus, with probability at least 0.68, there is a gap of at least
∆
∆
∆
√
−2 √
≥ √
8 n
4 n−k
16 n − k
between πv (B) and πv (B 0 ). On the other hand, by Lemma 7 applied to the centers of
√
these balls, with probability at least 0.9, they are both within 6∆/ n of the median of
the projection. Thus, with probability greater than 1/2, we have both events: a large gap
between the balls and both balls intersecting the interval around the median. The probability
that random partition hits this gap, conditioned on these events is:
√
∆/8 n
1
√ ≥
96
12∆/ n
This gives us a final success probability of at least 1/200.

J
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Proof of Lemma 9. As in the previous proof, we will assume that πv (B) and πv (B 0 ) con√
centrate in intervals of radius ∆/16 n around πv (z) and πv (z 0 ) respectively (this happens
with probability 1 − 2δ). Now the probability that s intersects πv (B) is 1/96, since πv (B) is
√
contained in a ball of diameter ∆/8 n and the partition occurs uniformly in an interval of
√
12∆/ n. Using Lemma 4, the probability that πv (B) and πv (B 0 ) intersect is bounded as
follows:


∆
Pr kπv (πW (z − z 0 ))k ≤ √
8 n
√




n−k
∆
kπW (z − z)k
0
√
√
≤ Pr kπv (πW (z − z ))k ≤
8 n kπW (z − z 0 )k
n−k
r
√
2 ∆
n−k
√
≤
π 8 n kπW (z − z 0 )k
r
r
∆
21 8
p
≤
π 8 9 9/10kz − z 0 k
r
∆
1 10
≤
18 π (∆/2) − r
≤ 0.2.
The probability of a bad split is upper bounded by
2δ + Pr (πv (B) ∩ πv (B 0 ) 6= ∅) Pr (s ∈ πv (B)) <

4
0.2
1
+
<
.
9
e
96
300
J
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Abstract
Smoothed analysis of multiobjective 0–1 linear optimization has drawn considerable attention
recently. In this literature, the number of Pareto-optimal solutions (i.e., solutions with the
property that no other solution is at least as good in all the coordinates and better in at least
one) for multiobjective optimization problems is the central object of study. In this paper, we
prove several lower bounds for the expected number of Pareto optima. Our basic result is a lower
bound of Ωd (nd−1 ) for optimization problems with d objectives and n variables under fairly
general conditions on the distributions of the linear objectives. Our proof relates the problem
of lower bounding the number of Pareto optima to results in discrete geometry and geometric
probability connected to arrangements of hyperplanes. We use our basic result to derive (1)
To our knowledge, the first lower bound for natural multiobjective optimization problems. We
illustrate this for the maximum spanning tree problem with randomly chosen edge weights. Our
technique is sufficiently flexible to yield such lower bounds for other standard objective functions
studied in this setting (such as multiobjective shortest path, TSP tour, matching). (2) Smoothed
lower bound of min{Ωd (nd−1.5 φ(d−log d)(1−Θ(1/φ)) ), 2Θ(n) } for the 0–1 knapsack problem with d
profits for φ-semirandom distributions for a version of the knapsack problem. This improves the
recent lower bound of Brunsch and Röglin.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Geometrical problems and computations
Keywords and phrases geometric probability, smoothed analysis, multiobjective optimization,
Pareto optimal, knapsack
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.58

1

Introduction

Multiobjective optimization involves scenarios where there is more than one objective function
to optimize: When planning a train trip we may want to choose connections that minimize
fare, total time, number of train changes, etc. The objectives may conflict with each other
and there may not be a single best solution to the problem. Such multiobjective optimization
problems arise in diverse fields ranging from economics to computer science, and have been
well-studied. A number of approaches exist in the literature to deal with the trade-offs
among the objectives in such situations: Goal programming, multiobjective approximation
algorithms, Pareto-optimality; see, e.g., [12, 13, 17] for references. It is the latter approach
using Pareto-optimality that concerns us in this paper. A Pareto-optimal solution is a
solution with the property that no other solution is at least as good in all the objectives
and better in at least one. Clearly, the set of Pareto-optimal solutions (Pareto set in short)
© John Q. Open and Joan R. Access;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
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contains all desirable solutions as any other solution is strictly worse than a solution in the
Pareto set. In the worst case, the Pareto set can be exponentially large as a function of the
input size (see, e.g., [14]). However, in many cases of interest, the Pareto set is typically not
too large. Thus, if the Pareto set is small and can be generated efficiently, then it can be
treated possibly with human assistance to choose among the few alternatives. Pareto sets
are also used in heuristics for optimization problems (e.g. [15]). To explain why Pareto sets
are frequently small in practice, multiobjective optimization has recently been studied from
the view-point of smoothed analysis [20]. We introduce some notation before describing this
work.

Notation.
For positive integer n, we denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n]. The multiobjective optimization
problems we study have binary variables and linear objective functions. In a general setting,
the feasible solution set is an arbitrary set S ⊆ {0, 1}n . The problem has d linear objective
P
(i)
(i)
(i)
functions v (i) : S → R, given by v (i) (x) = j∈[n] vj xj , for i ∈ [d], and (v1 , . . . , vn ) ∈ Rn
(so v (i) is also interpreted as an n-dimensional vector in the natural way). For convenience,
we will assume, unless otherwise specified, that we want to maximize all the objectives,
and we will refer to the objectives as profits. This entails no loss of generality. Thus the
optimization problem is the following.
maximize v (1) (x), . . . , maximize v (d) (x),

(1)

subject to: x ∈ S.
For the special case of the multiobjective 0–1 knapsack problem we have d + 1 objectives:
One of the objectives will be the weight w = (w1 , . . . , wn ), which should be minimized, and
(i)
(i)
the other d objectives will be the profits as before: v (i) = (v1 , . . . , vn ) for i ∈ [d], and all
the entries in w and v (i) come from [0, 1].
Let V be the d × n matrix with rows v (1) , . . . , v (d) . We will use the partial order  in Rd
defined by x  y iff for all i ∈ [d] we have xi ≤ yi . For a, b ∈ Rd we say that b dominates
a if bi ≥ ai for all i ∈ [d], and for at least one i ∈ [d], we have strict inequality. We denote
the relation of b dominating a by b  a. A solution x ∈ S is said to be Pareto-optimal (or
maximal under ) if V x ⊀ V y for all y ∈ S. For the knapsack problem, we need to modify
the definition of domination appropriately because while we want to maximize the profit, we
want to minimize the weight. It will be clear from the context which notion is being used.
For a set of points X in Euclidean space, let p(X) denote the number of Pareto-optima in X.

Smoothed analysis.
For our multiobjective optimization problem (1), in the worst case the size of the Pareto set
can be exponential even for d = 2 (the bicriteria case). Smoothed analysis is a framework for
analysis of algorithms introduced by Spielman and Teng [20] to explain the fast running time
of the Simplex algorithm in practice, despite having exponential running time in the worst
case. Since its introduction, smoothed analysis has been used for a variety of algorithms.
Beier and Vöcking [3] studied bicriteria 0–1 knapsack problem under smoothed analysis. In
our context of multiobjective optimization, smoothed analysis would mean that the instance
(specified by V ) is chosen adversarially, but then each entry is independently perturbed
according to, say, Gaussian noise with small standard deviation. In fact, Beier and Vöcking [3]
introduced a stronger notion of smoothed analysis. In one version of their model, each entry
of the matrix V is an independent random variable taking values in [0, 1] with the restriction
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that each has probability density function bounded above by φ, for a parameter φ ≥ 1. We
refer to distributions supported on [−1, 1] with probability density bounded above by φ as
φ-semirandom distributions. For more generality, one of the rows of V could be chosen fully
adversarially (deterministically). As φ is increased, the semirandom model becomes more like
the worst case model. With the exception of Theorem 4 below, we do not require adversarial
choice of a row in V .

Previous work.
Beier and Vöcking [2] showed that in the above model for the bi-criteria version of the
0–1 knapsack problem with adversarial weights the expected number of Pareto optima is
O(φn4 ). The result generalizes to other bicriteria optimization problems. [1] makes this
generalization explicit and improves the upper bound to O(φn2 ). Röglin and Teng [17]
studied the multiobjective optimization problem in the above framework. They showed
d−2
that the expected size of the Pareto set with d objectives is of the form O((φn)2 (d+1)! ).
Moitra and O’Donnell [13] improved this upper bound to 2 · (4φd)d(d+1)/2 · n2d . (Again, these
results allow one of the objectives to be chosen adversarially.) Very recently, this has been
improved to O(n2d φd ) [6] for the mildly restricted class of quasiconcave φ-smooth instances.
These papers [17, 13] raised the question of a lower bound on the expected number of Pareto
optima.
An early average-case lower bound of Ω(n2 ) was proven in [2] for the knapsack problem
with a single profit vector. Their result however required an adversarial choice of exponentially
increasing weights. Recently, Brunsch and Röglin [5] proved lower bounds of the form
Ωd (min{(nφ)(d−log2 d)·(1−Θ(1/φ)) , 2Θ(n) }),
where Ωd means that the constant in the asymptotic notation may depend on d. Unfortunately,
the instances constructed by them use S that does not seem to correspond to natural
optimization problems.

Our results.
In this paper we prove lower bounds on the expected number of Pareto optima. Our basic
result deals with the case when every entry in the matrix V is chosen independently from a
distribution with density symmetric around the origin. Note that we do not require that the
distributions be identical: Each entry can have a different distribution but we require that
the distributions have a density. This generality will in fact be useful in our lower bound for
the maximum spanning tree problem, Theorem 2. Note also that all entries of V are random
unlike the results discussed above where one of the objectives is chosen adversarially. This
makes our lower bound stronger.
I Theorem 1 (Basic theorem). Suppose that each entry of a d × n random matrix V is
chosen independently according to (not necessarily identical) symmetric distributions with a
density. Let X denote the random set {V r : r ∈ {0, 1}n }. Then
EV p(X) ≥

1
2d−1


d−1 
X
n−1
.
k

(2)

k=0

d−1
n−1
This implies the simpler bound EV p(X) ≥ 2(d−1)
.
We give two proofs of this result. The two proofs have a similar essence, but a somewhat
different form. Both proofs relate the problem at hand to some well-known results in geometry.
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This connection with geometry is new, and may be useful for future research. The first
proof lower bounds the expected number of Pareto-optima of a point set by the expected
number of vertices of its convex hull (up to a constant that depends on d but not on n)
and then invokes known lower bounds on the expected number of vertices of projections of
hypercubes, as the random set in Theorem 1 is a linear image of the vertices of the hypercube.
The second proof gives a characterization of maximality in terms of 0–1 vectors and then
relaxes integrality to get a relaxed dual characterization by means of convex separation,
which reduces the counting of Pareto-optima to lower bounding the probability that the
convex hull of n random points contains the origin. This probability is known exactly by a
theorem of Wendel (Theorem 6).
Interestingly, our lower bound is basically the same as the expected number of Pareto
optima when 2n uniformly random points are chosen from [−1, 1]d , which is shown to be
Θd (nd−1 ) in several papers [4, 9, 8]. This raises the possibility of a closer connection between
the two models; such a connection could be useful as the model of uniformly random points
is better understood.
The basic theorem above corresponds to the case when the set of feasible solutions S is
{0, 1}n . But in many interesting cases S is a strict subset of {0, 1}n : For example, in the
multiobjective spanning tree problem n is the number of edges in an underlying network,
and S is the set of incidence vectors of spanning trees in the network; similarly, for the
multiobjective shortest path problem S is the set of incidence vectors of s–t paths. We can
use our basic theorem to prove lower bounds on the size of the Pareto set for such S. Our
technique is pliable enough to give interesting lower bounds for many standard objective
functions used in multiobjective optimization (in fact, any standard objective that we tried):
Multiobjective shortest path, TSP tour, matching, arborescence, etc. We will illustrate the
idea with the multiobjective spanning tree problem on the complete graph. In this problem,
we have the complete undirected graph Kn on n vertices as the underlying graph. Each
edge e has a set of profits v (i) (e) ∈ [−1, 1] for i ∈ [d]. The set S of feasible solutions is given
by the incidence vectors of spanning trees of Kn . Notice that the feasible set here lives in
n
{0, 1}( 2 ) and not in {0, 1}n .
I Theorem 2. In the d objective maximum spanning tree problem on Kn there exists a choice
of 4-semirandom distributions such that the expected number of Pareto-optimal spanning
n−3 d−1
) .
trees is at least ( 2(d−1)
The proof of this theorem utilizes the full power of Theorem 1, namely the ability to
choose different symmetric distributions.
In our basic theorem above, Theorem 1, we required the distributions to be symmetric,
and therefore that theorem does not apply to the 0–1 knapsack problem where all profits and
weights are non-negative. With a slight loss in the lower bound we also get a lower bound for
this case. In the multiobjective 0–1 knapsack problem we have d objectives v (i) for i ∈ [d]
called profits and an additional objective w called weight. Components of p(i) and w are all
chosen from [0, 1]. We want to maximize the profits and minimize the weight, and so the
definitions of domination and Pareto-optimality are accordingly modified.
I Theorem 3. For the multiobjective 0–1 knapsack problem where all the weight components
are 1 and profit components are chosen uniformly at random from [0, 1], the expected number
of Pareto optima is Ωd (nd−1.5 ).
Theorems 1 or 3 (depending on whether one wants a bound for non-negative or unrestricted
weights and profits) can be used in a simple way as the base case of the argument with
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d + 1 objectives in [5, Section 3] to give the following improved lower bound on the expected
number of Pareto optima when the profits are φ-semirandom (actually, uniform in carefully
chosen intervals of length at least 1/φ):
I Theorem 4. For any fixed d ≥ 2 (so that the constants in asymptotic notation may depend
on d) and for n ∈ N and φ > 1 there exist
1. weights w1 , . . . , wn ≥ 0,
2. intervals [aij , bij ] ⊆ [0, 1], i ∈ [d], j ∈ [n] of length at least 1/φ and with aij ≥ 0, and
3. a set S ⊆ {0, 1}n
(i)
such that if profits vj are chosen independently and uniformly at random in [aij , bij ], then
the expected number of Pareto-optimal solutions of the (d + 1)-dimensional knapsack problem
with solution set S is at least
min{Ωd (nd−1.5 φ(d−log d)(1−Θ(1/φ)) ), 2Θ(n) }.
For general multiobjective optimization (basically without the restriction of entries being
non-negative) the exponent of n becomes exactly d.
The technique of [5] requires S to be chosen adversarially, and so this is the case for
Theorem 4 above as well. To our knowledge, no non-trivial lower bounds were known before
our work for natural choices of S. This is addressed by our Theorems 1 (S = {0, 1}n ) and 2
(S is the set of spanning trees of the complete graph) above, though these Theorems are for
a small constant value of φ, and therefore do not clarify what the dependence of φ should be.
Recently, Brunsch and Röglin improved the induction step of their lower bound [7].
Combining their improved result with our result yields the lower bound of
min{Ωd (nd−1.5 φd ), 2Θ(n) }. This lower bound should be contrasted with the aforementioned
upper bounds 2 · (4φd)d(d+1)/2 · n2d [13] and O(n2d φd ) [6] (this latter bound is only for the
mildly restricted but natural class of quasiconcave φ-smooth instances; our lower bound also
holds for such quasiconcave perturbations).

2

The basic theorem

In this section we prove Theorem 1. We will include two proofs that, while in essence the
same, emphasize the geometric and algebraic views, respectively. Also the second proof is
more self-contained. It is perhaps worth mentioning that we first discovered the second proof,
and in the course of writing the present paper we found the ideas and known results that
could be combined to get a more geometric proof.

2.1

First proof

We will use following result that relates the number of Pareto optima of a point set with the
number of vertices of its convex hull:
I Theorem 5 ([4], [16, Theorem 4.7]). Let P be a finite subset of Rd . A vertex of the convex
hull of P is maximal under  in at least one of the 2d assignments of d signs + and − to
each of the coordinates of the points of P .
First proof of Theorem 1. The convex hull of X is a random polytope, a zonotope actually,
that is, a linear image of a hypercube or, equivalently, a Minkowski sum of segments. By
Theorem 5, every vertex is maximal under our partial order  for at least one of the 2d
reflections involving coordinate hyperplanes. That is
X
|vertices of conv X| ≤
p(X with coordinates of points flipped by signs in ) (3)
∈{−1,1}d
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Our symmetry assumption followed by (3) implies1
EV (p(X)) =
≥

1
·
2d

X

E p(X with coordinates of points flipped by signs in )

∈{−1,1}d

1
· E |vertices of conv X|
2d

It is known [10, Theorem 1.8] that for V with columns in general position (that is, any d
columns are linearly independent, which happens almost surely in our case) the number of
vertices is equal to the maximal number of vertices of a d-dimensional zonotope formed as
the sum of n segments, and this number is known exactly [11, 31.1.1]. That is, almost surely:
|vertices of conv X| = 2


d−1 
X
n−1
k=0

k

.
J

The claimed bound follows.

2.2

Second proof

Some more definitions before getting into the proof: Set R+ = {x ∈ R : x ≥ 0} and
R− = {x ∈ R : x ≤ 0}. For  ∈ {−1, 1}d , the orthant associated with  is {(1 x1 , . . . , d xd ) :
(x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ Rd+ }. In particular, if  is the all 1’s vector then we call its associated
orthant the positive orthant, and if  is the all −1’s vector then we call its orthant the
negative orthant. For a finite set of points P = {p1 , . . . , pk } ⊆ Rd , the conic hull is denoted
Pk
cone(P ) = { i=1 αi pi : αi ≥ 0} (note that the conic hull is always convex).
We will use the following result by Wendel:
I Theorem 6 ([21], [19, Theorem 8.2.1]). If X1 , . . . , Xn are independent random points in
Rd whose distributions are symmetric with respect to 0 and such that with probability 1 all
subsets of size d are linearly independent, then
Pr[0 ∈
/ conv{X1 , . . . , Xn }] =

1
2n−1


d−1 
X
n−1
.
k

k=0

The linear independence condition holds in particular under the simpler assumption that no
hyperplane through the origin is assigned positive probability by any of the n distributions.
For example, it holds when the points are i.i.d. at random from the unit sphere.
Second proof of Theorem 1. By linearity of expectation we have
X
E p(X) =
Pr[V r maximal].
r

Notice that Pr[V r maximal] does not depend on r, so we can write
E p(X) = 2n Pr[V 1 maximal].
For the rest of the proof we will focus on finding a lower bound on this last probability.
To understand this probability we first rewrite the event [V 1 maximal] in terms of a different

1

This idea is from [4]. It is used there in the opposite direction, that is, to get upper bounds on the
expected number of vertices from upper bounds on the expected number of maximal points.
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event via easy intermediate steps:
[V 1 maximal]

=

[V r  V 1, ∀r ∈ {0, 1}n ]

=

[0  V (1 − r), ∀r ∈ {0, 1}n ]

=

[0  V r, ∀r ∈ {0, 1}n ].

Now we have Pr[0  V r, ∀r ∈ {0, 1}n ] ≥ Pr[0  V r, ∀r ∈ [0, 1]n ].
Event [0  V r, ∀r ∈ [0, 1]n ] is the same as the event [cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) ∩ Rd− = {0}]. That
is to say, the cone generated by the non-negative linear combinations of v1 , . . . , vn does not
have a point distinct from the origin that lies in the negative orthant.
By the separability property of convex sets (Hahn-Banach theorem) we have that there
exists a hyperplane H = {x ∈ Rd : hu, xi = 0} separating cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) and Rd− . That is,
there exists u ∈ Rd+ \ {0} such that cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) · u ≥ 0 and this implies
Pr[cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) ∩ Rd− = {0}] = Pr[∃u ∈ Rd+ \ {0} : cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) · u ≥ 0].
Now
Pr[cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) contained in some halfspace]
X
≤
Pr[cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) in a halfspace with inner normal in orthant ]
∈{−1,1}d

= 2d Pr[∃u ∈ Rd+ \ {0} : cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) · u ≥ 0].
Clearly, we have
[cone(v1 , . . . , vn ) contained in some halfspace] = [v1 , . . . , vn contained in some halfspace].
Theorem 6 and the fact that the distribution of vi is centrally symmetric and assigns measure
zero to every hyperplane through 0 imply
Pr[v1 , . . . , vn contained in some halfspace]
V

=
=

Pr[0 ∈
/ conv{v1 , . . . , vn }]
V

1
2n−1


d−1 
X
n−1
k=0

k

.

We conclude:
E p(X) ≥


d−1 
X
n−1

1
2d−1

k=0

k

.
J

The following easy corollary of Theorem 1 will be useful later.
I Corollary 7. Theorem 1 holds also when the feasible set S = {−1, 1}n .
I Corollary 8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and when the set of feasible solutions is
S ⊆ {0, 1}n we have
EV p(X) ≥

|S|
2n+d−1


d−1 
X
n−1
.
k

k=0

(4)
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Proof. For any given r ∈ S, the probability that it is Pareto-optimal in the current instance
with solution set restricted to S is at least the probability that it is Pareto-optimal in the
instance with solution set {0, 1}n . By the symmetry of the distribution this probability is
independent of r and by Theorem 1 it is at least
1
2n+d−1


d−1 
X
n−1
k=0

k

.

Linearity of expectation completes the proof.

3

J

Lower bound for multiobjective maximum spanning trees

In this section we show that our basic result can be used to derive similar lower bounds
for S other than those encountered earlier in this paper. We illustrate this for the case of
multiobjective maximum spanning tree problem on the complete graph; for this problem, S
is the set of incidence vectors of all spanning trees on n vertices. The idea of the proof is
simple: “Embed” the instance of the basic problem into the instance of the problem at hand.
The proof requires the full power of Theorem 1. It is worth noting that the direct use of
Cor. 8 does not provide any useful bound for the case of spanning trees. The proof below is
easily modified so that all profits are chosen from intervals of non-negative numbers.
We now prove Theorem 2.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to embed an instance of the case S = {0, 1}n−2 of the basic
theorem into the tree instance. We now describe our tree instance. We identify a subgraph G
of Kn (the complete graph on n vertices): The vertex set of G is the same as the vertex set of
Kn , which for convenience we denote by {s, t, u1 , u2 , . . . , un−2 }. The edge set of G consists
of the edge (s, t), and edges (s, uj ), (t, uj ). Thus, G consists of 2n − 3 edges. Now we choose
the distribution of the profits for each edge of Kn . For edges outside G, the distribution for
all profits is identical and it is simply the uniform distribution on [−1, −1/2]. For edge (s, t),
the distribution is uniform over [1/2, 1]. And for all other edges it is uniform over [−1/2, 1/2].
Let T denote the set of spanning trees which include edge (s, t), and for every other vertex
uj , exactly one of (s, uj ) and (t, uj ). Clearly |T | = 2n−2 . The result of the above choices of
distributions is that all the Pareto-optimal spanning trees come from T :
I Claim 9. For any choices of profits from the intervals as specified above, if a tree T is
Pareto-optimal then T ∈ T .
Proof. Fix any choice of profits as above. Suppose that a tree T 0 is Pareto-optimal but
T0 ∈
/ T . Then (1) either T 0 has an edge e outside E(G), or (2) all its edges are from E(G)
but it does not use edge (s, t). In case (1), remove the edges from T 0 that are not in E(G),
and then complete the remaining disconnected graph to a spanning tree using edges from
E(G). Clearly, the resulting tree is heavier than T 0 in each of the d weights. In case (2), add
edge (s, t) to T 0 , and from the resulting cycle remove some edge other than (s, t). Again, the
resulting tree is heavier than T 0 in each of the d weights.
J
In the rest of the proof, i will range over [d]. The i’th profit of a spanning tree T ∈ T , which
we will denote by v (i) (T ), can be written as follows
v (i) (T ) = v (i) (st) +

n−2
X

(v (i) (s, uj )xj + v (i) (t, uj )(1 − xj )),

j=1
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where xj = xj (T ) = 1 if edge (s, uj ) is in the tree and xj = 0 otherwise. We have
(v (i) (s, uj )xj + v (i) (t, uj )(1 − xj ))
=

v (i) (s, uj ) + v (i) (t, uj )
1
+ (v (i) (s, uj ) − v (i) (t, uj ))(xj − ).
2
2

Now, to compute the lower bound on the expected size of the Pareto set we reveal the v’s in
two steps: First we reveal (v (i) (s, uj )+v (i) (t, uj )) for all uj . Then the conditional distribution
of each (v (i) (s, uj ) − v (i) (t, uj )) is symmetric (but can be different for different i). Thus the
P
i’th profit of T ∈ T is v (i) (T ) = i∈[n−2] (v (i) (s, uj ) − v (i) (t, uj ))(xj − 1/2) + A(i) , where
P
v (i) (s,uj )+v (i) (t,uj )
A(i) = v (i) (s, t) + j∈[n−2]
. Since A(i) is common to all trees, only the first
2
sum in the profit matters in determining Pareto-optimality. Now we are in the situation dealt
with by Cor. 7: For each fixing of (v (i) (s, uj ) + v (i) (t, uj )), we get an instance of Cor. 7, and
n−3 d−1
thus a lower bound of ( 2(d−1)
) . Since this holds for each fixing of (v (i) (s, uj ) + v (i) (t, uj )),
we get that the same lower bound holds for the expectation without conditioning.
J

4

0-1 Knapsack

We prove Theorem 3.
Proof. To show our lower bound we will use the obvious one-to-one map between our basic
problem with d objectives and the profits of the knapsack problem: Let v (1) , . . . , v (d) be
(i)
an instance of our basic problem with all the vj being chosen uniformly at random from
(i)

(i)

[−1/2, 1/2]. Now the profits p are obtained from the v’s in the natural way: pj = vj + 1/2.
In general, the set of Pareto optima for these two problems (the basic problem instance and
its corresponding knapsack instance) are not the same. We will focus instead on the better
behaved set S ⊆ {0, 1}n of solutions having exactly bn/2c ones. From Corollary 8 we get
that, in the basic problem restricted to S, the expected number of Pareto optima is at least
√
n
Ωd (nd−1.5 ) (using the well-known approximation bn/2c
= Θ(2n / n)).
Now we claim that if x ∈ S is Pareto-optimal in the restricted basic problem, then it is
also Pareto-optimal in the corresponding (unrestricted) knapsack problem. Let y ∈ {0, 1}n
be different from x. There are two cases: If y has more than bn/2c ones, then it cannot
dominate x, as y has a strictly higher weight (recall that all the weights are 1). If y has
at most bn/2c ones, then enlarge this solution arbitrarily to a solution y 0  y with exactly
bn/2c ones. The maximality of x implies that y 0 is worse in some profit, and so is y, as the
profits are non-negative.
J

5

Improved lower bound in the semi-random model

We prove Theorem 4.
Proof. We only describe the differences with the argument in the proof of [5, Theorem
8]. As given by Theorem 3 (but scaling the profits by 1/φ, which does not change the set
of Pareto-optima), we start with a distribution on knapsack instances with d profits and
np objects (to be determined later) having unit weights and profits uniformly distributed
in [0, 1/φ], and expected number of Pareto-optima at least Ω(nd−1.5 ). We use nq (to be
determined later) “cloning steps”. Each step introduces d new objects while multiplying the
number of Pareto-optima by at least 2d /d. As in [5], objects used by the splitting step can
have profits that are larger than 1, therefore they are split into many objects with profits
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distributed in [0, 1], and a suitable choice of the set S ensures that objects representing the
split version of another behave as a group.
A simple modification of the argument leading to [5, Corollary 11], using our base
case with np objects described in the previous paragraph instead of their base case with 1
object, implies that the expected number of Pareto-optima of the constructed instance is
Ω(npd−1.5 (2d /d)nq ).
Now we need to choose values of np and nq to get a bound in terms of n. By [5, Lemma
11], the total number of objects is at most

 nq
2φ
2d2
(5)
np + dnq +
φ−d φ−d
We choose nq so that the second term is no more than n/4 for n and φ sufficiently large.
Such a choice of nq is given by nq = bn̂q c with
n̂q =

log φ
2φ
log φ−d

when 4d2 ≤ n/4 and φ ≥ 2d.
Clearly there can be no more than 2n Pareto optima, and therefore there must be a point
where increasing φ does not increase the lower bound. Say, for

φ≤

2φ
φ−d

n/2d
(6)

we have that the second term in (5) is no more than n/2. Finally, choosing np = bn/2c
ensures that (5) is at most n.
As explained in the first paragraph, the expected number of Pareto-optima of the whole
construction is at least
 d nq 
 d n̂q !

2
2
≥ Ω npd−1.5
≥ Ω(nd−1.5 φ(d−log d)(1−Θ(1/φ)) ).
Ω npd−1.5
d
d
When φ violates (6), we construct the same instance as above with maximum density equal
n/2d

2φ̂
to the unique φ̂ satisfying φ̂ = φ̂−d
(φ̂ is about 2n/2d ). We get n̂q = n/2d and, as
before, the expected number of Pareto-optima is at least

 d nq 
 d n/2d !
2
2
d−1.5
d−1.5
Ω np
≥Ω n
≥ Ω(2Θ(n) )
d
d
J

6

Discussion and Conclusion

We proved lower bounds for the average and smoothed number of Pareto optima by introducing
geometric arguments to this setting. Our lower bound is of the form Ω(nd−1 ), ignoring the
dependence on φ. The best upper bound we know, even for φ = 1, is that of Moitra and
O’Donnell [13] which is of the form O(n2d−2 ), again ignoring the dependence on φ. Thus
there is a gap between the upper and lower bounds. As mentioned before, the number of
Pareto optima for the case when 2n points are chosen uniformly at random from [−1, 1]d is
Θd (nd−1 ).
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Do lower bounds similar to ours hold for any sufficiently large feasible set S? Our
techniques can show this for natural objectives, but require arguments tailored to the specific
objective. It is desirable to have a general lower bound technique that works for all sufficiently
large S. Also, in smoothed lower bounds, to get a good dependence on φ we need to use the
technique of [5], which requires a very special choice of S. So, a more general question is
whether we can prove lower bounds with strong dependence on φ for all sufficiently large S.
We now briefly discuss some difficulties in proving lower bounds for general S. One
approach to this end is to show a lower bound on the expected size of the Pareto set that
depends only on |S|, n and d. Our general technique was to first reduce the problem to lower
bounding the expected number of vertices in the projection of the convex hull of the points
in S to a random subspace of dimension d. A special distribution which is instructive to
consider here, and also interesting in its own right, is given by the case when we project
to a d-dimensional space chosen uniformly at random. The expected number of vertices in
the projection has been studied for the special cases of the simplex, the cube, and the crosspolytope (see Schneider [18]). But understanding this number for arbitrary 0/1-polytopes
seems difficult. When the subspace to be projected to is of dimension n − 1, we can write
P
the expected number of vertices in the projection as C · v∈V a(v), where a(v) is the solid
angle of the cone polar to the tangent cone at vertex v, and C is a constant depending on
n. (Suitable generalizations of this formula are easy to obtain for projection to dimensions
smaller than n − 1, but the case of dimension n − 1 is sufficient for our purpose here.) This
captures the intuitive fact that if the polytope is very pointy at vertex v, then v is more
likely to be a vertex in the convex hull. It is natural to ask: Given k, what is the S ⊆ {0, 1}n
with |S| = k that minimizes this expectation? Intuitively, the sum of angles a(v) could be
minimized when the vertices are close together, as in a Hamming ball. Note the high-level
similarity of the problem at hand to the edge-isoperimetric inequality for the Boolean cube.
Unfortunately, our numerical experiments show that this is not the case: Hamming balls are
not the minimizers of the expected number of vertices of a random projection.
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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a general framework that exponentially improves the space, the
degree of independence, and the time needed by min-wise based algorithms. The authors, in
SODA11, [15] introduced an exponential time improvement for min-wise based algorithms by
defining and constructing an almost k-min-wise independent family of hash functions. Here
we develop an alternative approach that achieves both exponential time and exponential space
improvement. The new approach relaxes the need for approximately min-wise hash functions,
hence gets around the Ω(log 1 ) independence lower bound in [23]. This is done by defining and
constructing a d-k-min-wise independent family of hash functions. Surprisingly, for most cases
only 8-wise independence is needed for the additional improvement. Moreover, as the degree of
independence is a small constant, our function can be implemented efficiently.
Informally, under this definition, all subsets of size d of any fixed set X have an equal probability to have hash values among the minimal k values in X, where the probability is over the
random choice of hash function from the family. This property measures the randomness of the
family, as choosing a truly random function, obviously, satisfies the definition for d = k = |X|.
We define and give an efficient time and space construction of approximately d-k-min-wise independent family of hash functions for the case where d = 2, as this is sufficient for the additional
exponential improvement. We discuss how this construction can be used to improve many minwise based algorithms. To our knowledge such definitions, for hash functions, were never studied
and no construction was given before. As an example we show how to apply it for similarity and
rarity estimation over data streams. Other min-wise based algorithms, can be adjusted in the
same way.
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Keywords and phrases Streaming, Min-Wise, Hash Functions, Similarity, On line algorithms,
Sub-linear algorithms
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1

Introduction

Hash functions are fundamental building blocks of many algorithms. They map values from
one domain to another, usually smaller. Although they have been studied for many years,
designing hash functions is still a hot topic in modern research. In a perfect world we could
use a truly random hash function, one that would be chosen randomly out of all the possible
mappings.
Specifically, consider the domain of all hash functions h : U → U 0 , where |U | = u and
|U 0 | = u0 . As we need to map each of the u elements in the source into one of the u0 possible
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mappings, the number of bits needed to maintain each function is u log(u0 ). Since nowadays
we often have a massive amount of data to process, this amount of space is not feasible.
Nevertheless, most algorithms do not really need such a high level of randomness, and can
perform well enough with some relaxations. In such cases one can use a much smaller domain
of hash functions. A smaller domain implies lower space requirements at the price of a lower
level of randomness.
As an illustrative example, the notion of 2-wise-independent family of hash functions
assures the independence of each pair of elements. It is known that only 2 log(u0 ) bits are
enough in order to choose and maintain such a function out of the family.
This work is focused on the area of min-hashing. One derivative of min-hashing is
min-wise independent permutations, which were first introduced in [22, 6]. A family of
permutations F ⊆ Su (where Su is the symmetric group) is min-wise independent if
for any set X ⊆ [u] (where [u] = {0, . . . , u − 1}) and any x ∈ X, where π is chosen uniformly
at random in F , we have:
P r[min{π(X)} = π(x)] =

1
|X|

Similarly, a family of functions H ∈ [u] → [u] (where [u] = {0, . . . , u − 1}) is called
min-wise independent if for any X ⊆ [u], and for any x ∈ X, where h is chosen uniformly
at random in H, we have:
P rh∈H [min{h(X)} = h(x)] =

1
|X|

Min hashing is a widely used tool for solving problems in computer science such as
estimating similarity [6, 4, 7], rarity [14], transitive closure [8], web page duplicate detection
[5, 21, 26, 19], sketching techniques [11, 10], and other data mining problems [18, 13, 1, 3].
One of the key properties of min hashing is that it enables to sample the universe of the
elements being hashed. This is because each element, over the random choice of hash function
from the family, has equal probability of being mapped to the minimal value, regardless
of the number of occurrences of the element. Thus, by maintaining the element with the
minimal hash value over the input, one can sample the universe.
Similarity estimation of data sets is a fundamental tool in mining data. It is often
calculated using the Jaccard similarity coefficient which is defined by |A∩B|
|A∪B| , where A and
B are two data sets. By maintaining the minimal hash value over two sets of data inputs
A and B, the probability of getting the same hash value is exactly |A∩B|
|A∪B| , which equals the
Jaccard similarity coefficient, as described in [6, 4, 7, 8].
Indyk, in [20], was first to give a construction of a small approximately min-wise independent family of hash functions, another construction was proposed in [25]. A family of
functions H ⊆ [u] → [u] is called approximately min-wise independent, or -min-wise
independent, if, for any X ⊆ [u], and for any x ∈ X, where h is chosen uniformly at random
in H, we have:
P rh∈H [min{h(X)} = h(x)] =

1
(1 ± )
|X|

where  ∈ (0, 1) is the desired error bound, and O(log( 1 )) independence is needed. Pǎtraşcu
and Thorup showed in [23] that Ω(log 1 ) independence is needed for maintaining an approximately min-wise function, hence Indyk’s construction is optimal.
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Recently, in STOC11 [24], a new novel technique that bypasses the above lower bound was
proposed by the same authors. They showed that simple tabulation yields approximately
min-wise hash function, hence it requires constant time and space for each function.
In a previous paper [15] the authors defined and gave a construction for an approximately
k-min-wise ( -k-min-wise ) independent family of hash functions:
A family of functions H ⊆ [u] → [u] (where [u] = {0 . . . u − 1}) is called -k-min-wise
independent if for any X ⊆ [u] and for any Y ⊂ X, |Y | = k we have


1
Pr max h(y) < min h(z) = |X| (1 ± ),
h∈H

y∈Y

z∈X−Y

|Y |

where the function h is chosen uniformly at random from H, and  ∈ (0, 1) is the error bound.
It was also shown in [15] that choosing uniformly at random from a O(k log log 1 + log 1 )-wise
independent family of hash functions is approximately k-min-wise independence. Formerly,
most min-wise based applications used k different approximately min-wise independent hash
functions, i.e. they maintained k different samples. The authors, in [15], proposed to use
only one approximately k-min-wise independent hash function in order to maintain the k
samples, by using the k minimal hash values. As by the definition the k minimal elements are
fully independent, the estimators’ precision can be preserved. Furthermore, the use of this
function was found to reduce exponentially the running time of previous known results for
min-wise based algorithms. The authors offered a general framework, and gave examples of
how to apply it for estimating similarity, rarity and entropy of random graphs. In this paper
we take it a step forward and reduce exponentially the space and the degree of independence
needed by min-wise base algorithms. Recently, Porat and Bachrach in [2] proposed a general
technique for constructing fingerprints of massive data streams. The heart of their method
lies in using a specific family of pseudo-random hashes shown to be approximately min-wise
independent, where only one bit is needed to be maintained per function. In other words,
one can store just a single bit rather than the full element IDs.
Both approximately min-wise and k-min-wise hash functions, use low degree of independence (hence potentially low memory and runtime), and therefore are applicable for estimating
various metrics in the data stream models. In the unbounded data stream model, we
consider a stream, in which elements arrive sequentially. Due to the size of the stream, it
is only allowed to perform one pass over the data. Furthermore, the storage available is
poly-logarithmic in the size of the stream. In the windowed data stream model we consider a
predefined size window of size N over the stream, such that all the queries to the stream are
related to elements in the current window. Similarly to the unbounded streaming model, we
are only allowed one pass over the data and the storage available is poly-logarithmic in the
size of the window.

1.1

Our Contribution

In this paper we propose a new approach that ‘closes the gap’ and reduces exponentially
the space, the degree of independence, and the time needed by min-wise based algorithms,
in addition to the exponential time improvement achieved in SODA11[15]. We do this by
defining and constructing a small approximately d-k-min-wise independent family of hash
functions. As will be discussed here, many min-wise based estimators can be adjusted to
use our construction, and reduce exponentially the space and the degree of independence
consumed.
First, we extend the notion of min-wise independent family of hash functions by defining
a d-k-min-wise independent family of hash functions. Then, we show a construction of an
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approximately such family for the practical case where d = 2. The construction for general d
is a technical generalization of that case, and since d = 2 is enough for the improvements,
we omit the generalization to the full version. Finally, as a usage example, we show how to
apply it to estimating similarity and rarity over data streams.
Under our definition for d-k-min-wise hash function, all subsets of size d of any fixed set
X have an equal probability to have hash values among the minimal k values in X, where the
probability is over the random choice of hash function from the family. The formal definition
is given in section 2. The degree of independence and the space needed by our construction,
for d = 2, is a constant. The lack of dependency on k is surprising, but the intuition behind
that is the stability property of the k-th ranked element, for large enough k. Hence, the
randomness needed by the function is mainly for the independence of the d elements.
We argue that for most applications it is sufficient to use constant d = 2. This yields
the need of only 8-wise independent hash functions, which can be implemented efficiently in
practice. Our innovative approach gets around the Ω(log 1 ) lower bound [23] of approximately
min-wise functions, as our family, by definition, does not have to be approximately min-wise
independent.
To utilize our construction we propose a simple and general framework for exponential
space and degree of independence improvement of min-wise based algorithms, such as in
[8, 14, 5, 18, 10, 11, 1, 3, 21, 12, 16, 13, 17, 26, 19]. Formerly, min-wise based algorithms used
either k independent approximately min-wise hash functions (which can be implemented
using either [20] or [24]), or one approximately k-min-wise independent function, as was
proposed in [15]. This was done in order to sample k independent elements from the universe,
notice that even if we use tabulation [24] we would still need k independent instances of
it, hence a multiplicative factor of O(k) in independence, space and time. The k-min-wise
technique improved exponentially the time needed by min-wise based applications. Here
we take it a step forward by relaxing the need for k independent samples. We propose to
use much less degree of independence, specifically only constant degree, and amplify the
precision using probabilistic techniques. In comparison to the technique used by Porat and
Bachrach in [2], we use more space (as we maintain the elements’ IDs), but our running time
is better in more than O(log 1 ) factor.
At a high level, we propose to use several independent approximately d-k-min-wise
independent functions, where each samples less than k elements (where k is the same as in
k-min-wise ). The elements sampled by each function are d-wise independent, therefore we
can use Chebyshev’s inequality to bound the precision. Specifically, pair-wise is sufficient for
applying Chebyshev, and this is why d = 2 should be used. By taking the median out of the
independent samples, using Chernoff bound, the precision is amplified. The above procedure
does not change the algorithm itself, but only the way it samples, hence it is simple to adapt.
We found this to improve exponentially the space and the degree of independence (as it is
constant for each function), while maintaining the exponential time improvement in [15].
This approach can be applied in cases where the original estimators values are numeric.
In these cases it is possible to take the average and median of the sampled values, hence they
can be aggregated (as described above). The estimators’ values in most of the applications we
considered were indeed numerics, but for the other cases, in which this technique cannot be
applied, one can still achieve the exponential time improvement by using k-min-wise functions.
As illustrative examples, we propose algorithms which utilize the above framework for
similarity and rarity. See table 1.1 for comparison of results.
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Table 1.1 Similarity and rarity algorithms comparison in the unbounded data stream model.
Time complexity is the expected per item observed, and space is given in words, in upper bounds,
for constant failure probability.

previous [14, 9] result
Algorithm’s hashing time
Additional algorithm’s time
Space for storing functions
Space used by algorithm

1.2

1
2

log

1


previous result [15]
log

2

( 12

1
2
1
2

log

1


1
2

1
2

log log
log 12
log log 1
1
2

1
)


this paper
O(1)
O(1)
O(1)
1
2

Outline

In section 2 we define the notion of d-k-min-wise and approximately d-k-min-wise independent
families. Later, in the first part of section 3, we give an outline and the intuition behind the
approximately d-k-min-wise construction, which is given in details afterwards. In section 4
we present two usage examples of the framework, then in section 5 we conclude and propose
future work. Finally, the appendix contains a lemma needed for the completeness of the
construction given in section 3.

2

Definitions and Notations

d-k-min-wise independent family of hash functions, are generalization of min-wise and kmin-wise independent family of hash functions. Informally, under definition 2.1 below, for
any disjoint subsets of the domain X, and Y , where |X| > k  |Y | = d, the elements of Y
have an equal probability to have hash values among the minimal k values in X ∪ Y . The
probability is over the random choice of hash function from the family. In other words, all
hash values of Y are less than the k − d + 1 ranked hash value in X. This property measures
the randomness of the family, as choosing a truly random function, obviously, satisfies the
definition for d = k = |X|.
For the rest of this paper, for any set X we denote M INk (X) to be the set of k smallest
elements in X, and RAN Kk (X) to be the k-th element in X, where the elements are sorted
by value. In addition, for any set X, and hash function h we denote h(X) to be the set of all
hash values of all elements in X. Finally, we denote [u] to be the universe from which the
elements are drawn, we choose u  |X|. We use these notations to define the following:
I Definition 2.1. A family of functions H ⊆ [u] → [u] (where [u] = {0 . . . u − 1}) is called
d-k-min-wise independent if for any X ⊆ [u], |X| = n − d, and for any Y ⊆ [u], |Y | = d,
X ∩ Y = ∅, d ≤ k, we have
k
d
n
d



Pr [RAN Kd (h(Y )) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] =

h∈H

Where the function h is chosen uniformly at random from H.
For cases where we allow a small error, the respective definition is:
I Definition 2.2. A family of functions H ⊆ [u] → [u] (where [u] = {0 . . . u − 1}) is called
approximately d-k-min-wise independent if for any X ⊆ [u], |X| = n − d, and for any Y ⊆ [u],
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|Y | = d, X ∩ Y = ∅, d ≤ k, we have
k
d
n (1
d



Pr [RAN Kd (h(Y )) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] =

h∈H

± )

Where the function h is chosen uniformly at random from H, and  ∈ (0, 1) is the error
bound.
We will also use the following notation. We let Pr [·] denote a fully random probability
measure over [u] → [u], and let Prl [·] denote any l-wise independent probability measure
over the same domain, for l ∈ N. Finally, let t = k − d + 1 and m = n − d = |X|, where k, d
and n are drawn from the definitions above.

3

The d-k-min-wise Construction

3.1

Construction Outline

In this section we present the outline of the construction, which should give the reader the
essence of it. In the subsequent sections we delve into the full technical details.
The main intuition behind the construction is that high enough ranked elements are
relatively stable, as opposed to lower ranked elements. As an example, consider the minimal
element which is known to be not very stable, and in contrast we show that the probability of
a high ranked element to deviate from its expected location decreases rapidly as the deviation
increases. By definition our goal is to show that every d elements have almost the same
probability to be among the k minimal elements. By utilizing the stability property and
using large enough k, we show that the amount of independence needed, i.e. l, is surprisingly
only O(d). The relationship between d, k and the amount of independence needed are given
in the detailed construction section.
We start by showing that in the fully random case, the probability for the hash values of
any d elements to be within the k minimal values, is

k
k k−1
k−d+1
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] = nd  =
...
n
n
−
1
n
−d+1
d
which yields that a totally random function is d-k-min-wise independent. We next need to
find the amount of independence needed for any l-wise independent (l ≥ 1) family of hash
functions, in order to be close enough (within a multiplicative factor of some  ∈ (0, 1)) to
this property. In other words, for the chosen amount of independence, we will show that the
(k )
difference between the random case and l-wise independent case is  nd .
(d)
Specifically, we will divide the universe of elements into a set φ of non-overlapping
blocks bi , for i ∈ Z. We construct the blocks s.t. b0 boundaries are roughly around the
expected location of the (k − d + 1)-th hash value in X. For each block, we will estimate
the probability that the (k − d + 1)-th hash value in X, i.e. RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)), falls
within this block’s boundaries. Based on the complete probability formula, the probability
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] in the l-wise case is
X
i∈φ

Pr [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ·
l

Pr [h(y1 ), . . . , h(yd ) ≤ RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) | RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ]
l
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The construction yields a d-k-min-wise independent family if we show that the difference
(k)
between the fully random case and the above is  nd .
(d)
We aim to find the appropriate values of l and k sufficient to have the probability
1
), for each block bi .
Prl [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] decrease polynomially (roughly |i|d+1
Then, by adding to l another d degrees of independence, we can assume the elements of Y are
randomly distributed, which is utilized to bound Prl [h(y1 ), . . . , h(yd ) ≤ RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))].
Eventually, we use both in order to bound the difference, and to show that it is within the
allowed error.

3.2

Construction in Details

In this section we provide a construction for an approximately d-k-min-wise independent
family of hash functions. We use the notions defined in section 2, and divide the universe
into a set φ of non-overlapping blocks, which will be defined in the next section.
I Lemma 3.1.
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] =

k k−1
k−d+1
...
nn−1
n−d+1

Proof. Consider n ordered elements divided into two groups — one of size
 n − d, and the
other of size d. The number of possible locations of the d elements is nd . There are kd
possible locations in which the d elements are among the k smallest elements. Hence, the
probability for the d element to be among the k’th smallest elements is:

k
k k−1
k−d+1
d
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] = n =
...
n
n
−
1
n
−d+1
d
J
Since the blocks in φ are non-overlapping
lemma 3.1 we get

P

i∈φ

Prl [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] = 1, using

Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] =
k k−1
k−d+1 X
...
Pr [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ]
l
nn−1
n−d+1
i∈φ

I Lemma 3.2. Let d, k, , n, and h : [u] → [u] be as in definition 2.2, and denote ∆ =
X
Pr [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ×
i∈φ

l

#

"
Pr [h(y1 ), . . . , h(yd ) ≤ RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) | RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] −
l

k
d
n
d

Any family of l-wise independent hash functions is approximately d-k-min-wise independent if


k
k
d
d
− n ≤ ∆ ≤  n
d

d
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Proof. Based on the complete probability formula, in the l-wise independent case
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] =
l

X
i∈φ

Pr [RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ·
l

Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) | RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X)) ∈ bi ]
l

By definition, any family of l-wise independent is approximately d-k-min-wise independent if

k
d
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) < RAN Kk−d+1 (h(X))] = n (1 ± )
l

d

which is satisfied if −

3.3

k
d
n
d

k
d
n
d

()
()
≤∆≤
( )
( )
J

Blocks partitioning

We divide the universe [0, |U |] hinto non-overlapping blocks. We
 construct the blocks around
t|U |
t|U |
t|U |
, e.g.
m as follows: for i ∈ Z, bi = (1 + (i − 1)) m , (1 + i) m
h

h

h

t|U |
|
t|U |
t|U | t|U |
t|U |
. . . , b−1 = (1 − 2) t|U
,
(1
−
)
,
b
=
(1
−
)
,
,
b
=
,
(1
+
)
,...
0
1
m
m
m
m
m
m
Notice that, by the blocks partitioning and according to definition 2.2, the expected
number of hash values in X, below the upper boundary of block b0 is t. This will be utilized
for estimating the probability of any d elements in Y to be within the smallest k elements in
X ∪ Y (below the t-th ranked element in X).
We refer to blocks bi for i > 0 as ’positive blocks’ and ’negative blocks’ otherwise (i ≤ 0).
For the rest of the paper, we ignore blocks which are outside [0, |U |].

Bounding Prl [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ]

3.4

We now bound the probability that the t-th ranked element’s hash value in X falls into
block bi . We show that the probability is decreasing polynomially with the growth of
|i|. For convenience, we separate the bound for the negative and positive blocks, and
specifically we use 1 as an upper bound for the probabilities of b0 , b1 . In addition, we bound
Prl [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ], for i > 1, with the probability
hash
 ∞of the t-th ranked element’s

value falling within any block greater than i, i.e. Pr
 l ∪j=i RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj . For i < 0
we do a similar procedure by bounding it with Prl ∪ij=−∞ RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj .
2

I Lemma 3.3. For i > 1, d = 2,  ∈ (0, 1), k > d + 2 · 8 l
Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ≤
l

1+ 1
l

(6l)
2

− 1 and l = 2d + 2:

1
(i − 1)d+1

Proof. For block bi , X = {x1 , . . . , xm } we define Zj to be the following indicator variable
(
|
1
h(xj ) < (1 + (i − 1)) t|U
m
Zj =
0
otherwise
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P
In addition we define Z = j Zj , and Ei to be the expected value of Z. Notice that since Z
t
is a sum of indicator variables Ei = (1 + (i − 1)) m
(m) = t(1 + (i − 1)).
We use the above definitions to show that
Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ≤
l

Pr[number of hash values smaller than the lower boundary of block bi < t] =
l

Pr[Z < t] ≤ Pr[Ei − Z ≥ Ei − t] ≤ Pr[|Ei − Z| ≥ Ei − t] =
l

l

l

Pr[|Z − Ei | ≥ t(1 + (i − 1)) − t]
l

Using Markov’s inequality, as l is even:
Pr[|Z − Ei | ≥ t(i − 1)] ≤
l

E(|Z − Ei |l )
[ti]l

We use the following from lemma A.1:
E(|Z − Ei |l ) ≤ 8(6l)

l+1
2

l

(Ei ) 2

Thus,
Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ≤

8(6l)

l+1
2

l

2

Note that t > 2 · 8 l
8(6l)

<

2

[2 · 8 l

l+1
2

l

1+ 1
l

(6l)
2

l

] 2 [(i − 1)]l

(1 + (i − 1)) 2
(2(i −

l
1)2 ) 2

=(

l

for t = k − d + 1, and proceed as follows:

(1 + (i − 1)) 2

l

=

1+ 1
l

(6l)
2

l+1

l

(t(1 + (i − 1))) 2
8(6l) 2 (1 + (i − 1)) 2
=
l
l
[t(i − 1)]
t 2 [(i − 1)]l

=

8(6l)

l+1
2

l

l

(1 + (i − 1)) 2

=

l+1
l

22 · 8 ·

(6l) 2
l

(1 + (i − 1)) 2
l

2 2 (i − 1)l

[(i − 1)]l

l

1
1 l
+
)2 ≤ (
)2
2(i − 1)2
2(i − 1)
i−1

As l = 2d + 2 is defined,
≤(

1 d+1
)
i−1
J

The proof for the matching lemma for negative blocks is similar and thus, due to lack of
space, is omitted to the full version of the paper.
2

I Lemma 3.4. For i > 0, d = 2,  ∈ (0, 1), k > d + 2 · 8 l
Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ b−i ] ≤
l

1
id+1

1+ 1
l

(6l)
2

− 1 and l = 2d + 2:
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3.5

In this section we prove the upper and lower bounds of lemma 3.2, i.e. that −
I Lemma 3.5. For d = 2,  ∈ (0, 1), k = Ω(d +
independence:
∆≤

1+ 1
l

(l)
2

(kd)
(k)
≤ ∆ ≤  nd .
n
(d)
(d)

), l ≥ 2d + 2, and using (l + d)

(kd)
(nd)

Proof.
∞
X

Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ×

i=−∞

l+d

#

"
Pr [h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ) ≤ RAN Kt (h(X)) | RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] −

l+d

k
d
n
d

Using d degrees of independence (out of l + d) for h(y1 ), h(y2 ), . . . , h(yd ), we can assume the
elements of Y are randomly distributed:
"
#
∞
k
X
t d
d
d
≤
Pr [RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bi ] ( ) (1 + i) − n
l
m
d
i=−∞
"
≤



0
X


 i−1

Pr ∪ij=−∞ RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj − Pr ∪j=−∞
RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj

i=−∞

+

∞ 
X
i=1

"

l

Pr
l

l



∪∞
j=i RAN Kt (h(X))

t
( )d (1 + i)d −
m

∈ bj





− Pr ∪∞
j=i+1 RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj

#

l

×

#

k
d
n
d

By changing the order we get a telescoping sum as follows:
−1
X



 i
 t d
t d
d
d
=
Pr ∪j=−∞ RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj ( ) (1 + i) − ( ) (1 + (i + 1)) +
l
m
m
i=−∞
"
 0

t
Pr ∪j=−∞ RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj ( )d −
l
m

#

k
d
n
d

"
 ∞

t
Pr ∪j=1 RAN Kt (h(X)) ∈ bj ( )d (1 + )d −
l
m

+

#

k
d
n
d

+

∞
X




 t d
t d
d
d
(1
+
i)
−
(
(1
+
(i
−
1))
≤
Pr ∪∞
RAN
K
(h(X))
∈
b
(
)
)
t
j
j=i
l
m
m
i=2
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Applying lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, bounding the probabilities of blocks b0 and b1 with 1:
−1
X
i=−∞

|(

1
|i|d+1

t d
) −
m

∞
X
i=2

|(

k
d
n |
d

t d
t
) (1 + i)d − ( )d (1 + (i + 1))d |+
m
m



+ |(

t d
) (1 + )d −
m

k
d
n |+
d



t
t
1
|( )d (1 + i)d − ( )d (1 + (i − 1))d | =
(i − 1)d+1 m
m

We now substitute d (recall that d = 2)
∞
X
1 k−1 2 2
|(
) ( (2i − 1) − 2))|+
|i|3 n − 2
i=1

|(

k−1 2
k k−1
k−1 2 k k−1
) −
| + |(
) (1 + )2 −
|+
n−2
nn−1
n−2
nn−1

∞
X
i=2

1
k−1 2 2
|(
) ( (2i − 1) + 2))| ≤
3
(i − 1) n − 2
∞

2

k k−1 X 1 2
| (2i − 1) − 2|+
n n − 1 i=1 |i|3

|(

k−1 2 k k−1
k−1 2
k k−1
) −
| + |(
) (1 + )2 −
|+
n−2
nn−1
n−2
nn−1
∞

2

k k−1 X
1
|2 (2i − 1) + 2| ≤
n n − 1 i=2 (i − 1)3

8

k k−1

nn−1
J

The lemma for the lower bound, i.e. −∆ ≤ 

k
d
n
d

()
, is similar and due the lack of space is
( )

omitted to the full version of the paper.
I Lemma 3.6. For d = 2,  ∈ (0, 1), k = Ω(d +
(k)
independence:
−∆ ≤  nd .
(d)

1+ 1
l

(l)
2

), l ≥ 2d + 2, and using (l + d)

We conclude with the following theorem:
1+ 1
l

I Theorem 3.7. For d = 2,  ∈ (0, 1), k = Ω(d + (l)2 ), l ≥ 2d + 2, any 8-wise independent
family of hash functions is approximately 2-k-min-wise (-2-k-min-wise ).
Proof. Applying lemma 3.5 and lemma 3.6 to lemma 3.2 concludes the proof.

J
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General Framework for min-wise Based Algorithms

In this section we propose a general framework that utilizes the construction of 2-k-min-wise
functions for improving many min-wise based algorithms, such as in [8, 14, 5, 18, 10, 11,
1, 3, 21, 12, 16, 13, 17, 26, 19]. As was mentioned before, min-wise enables us to sample
elements from the universe. In other words, sample such that each element has an equal
probability for being sampled while ignoring repetitions. Common practice was to use some
k independent approximately min-wise hash functions, where each samples one element.
Usually k depends on the error bound  ∈ (0, 1) and the failure probability τ ∈ (0, 1), among
other constraints. The drawback is that, these functions requires super constant degree of
independence, which impacts both time and space [20, 23]. Recently, in SODA11 [15], a
new sampling method was proposed in which, instead of using and maintaining k different
functions, they used only one k-min-wise independent function. This was found to improve
exponentially the time needed for sampling in various min-wise based applications. Here
we take it a step forward by relaxing the need for k independent samples. Our technique
uses much less degree of independence, specifically only constant degree per function, and by
probabilistic techniques amplifies the precision.
We propose a procedure that does not change the algorithm itself, but only the way it
samples, hence it is simple to adapt. We found that 2-k-min-wise independent functions are
sufficient in order to preserve the precision. In details, one can use O(log τ1 ) approximately
2-k-min-wise independent functions, where each samples logk 1 elements (where k is the same
τ
as in k-min-wise ). For cases where the original min-wise based estimator values are numeric,
one can use the original min-wise based estimator on each sampled elements, and then
average the values using Chebyshev’s inequality. Notice that Chebyshev’s inequality can be
applied since the elements are 2-wise independent. Next, the precision is amplified by taking
the median out of the log τ1 groups, and by using Chernoff bound the precision becomes
as desired. This procedure improves exponentially the space and time complexity (as the
space for each function is constant). For cases where the original min-wise based estimator
values are not numeric, and therefore averaging and taking the median is not applicable, the
k-min-wise technique is still valuable for the exponential time improvement. As illustrative
examples, the rest of this section describes algorithms which utilizes the above framework
for estimating similarity and rarity.

4.1

2-k-min-wise Estimator for Similarity

One of the possible uses of our framework is similarity estimation of two data streams. As
was mentioned in the introduction, the problem was studied by [14] and recently in [15]. The
use of our construction improves exponentially the space and the degree of independence of
current known results. We will now present two algorithms for solving the problem, in the
unbounded and in the windowed data stream models. The technique we use is general, and
can be utilized to improve many min-wise based algorithms since most of them handle the
min-wise functions similarly.
Based on the k-min-wise estimator from [9] (which is also formally defined in [15]) we
construct 2-k-min-wise estimator. Let h1 (A), h2 (A), ..., hk (A) and h1 (B), h2 (B), ..., hk (B)
be k pair-wise independent min hash values for the sets A and B, respectively, and h1...k (A)
be the set containing h1 (A), h2 (A), ..., hk (A). In addition let S(A, B) be the similarity of the
two sets. We estimate the similarity by running the following procedure log τ −1 times, and
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choosing the median value of
Ŝ(A, B) =

| h1...k (A) ∩ h1...k (B) ∩ h1...k (A ∪ B) |
, 0 <  < 1, 0 < τ < 1, k ≥ 2−2
k

I Theorem 4.1. For an error bound  with success probability at least 1 − τ :
Ŝ(A, B)median ∈

|A ∩ B|
±
|A ∪ B|

Proof. Let xi be an indicator variable which equals 1 if the i-th element in h1...k (A ∪ B)
Pk
exists in h1...k (A) ∩ h1...k (B), and 0 otherwise. In addition, we define X = i=1 xi . As the
indicator variables are pair-wise independent, we can use Chebyshev’s inequality to bound
the failure probability of Ŝ(A, B).
Pr (|X − k · S(A, B)| ≥ k) ≤

1
1
k · S(A, B) · (1 − S(A, B))
≤
≤
k 2 2
4k2
4

We next define zj to be an indicator variable s.t. zj = 1 if the j-th iteration of Ŝ(A, B)
Plog 1
failed, and 0 otherwise. Respectively Z = j=1τ zi . Since the log τ −1 values of Ŝ(A, B) are
independent, we can apply Chernoff bound to increase the success probability. The following
is the overall failure probability of the estimator:
log τ1
Pr Z >
2



<(

e log τ1
22 − log τ1
22 log τ
4
4
)
)
) 4 <τ
<
(
<
(
22
e
e
J

4.2

Unbounded Data Stream Algorithm

We now present a similarity estimation algorithm in the unbounded data stream model.
Recall that in this model we consider a stream allowing only one pass over the data, and
the storage available is poly-logarithmic in the size of the stream. Our algorithm uses the
2-k-min-wise estimator, with k = 2−2 , and runs it log τ1 times as described above.
For each iteration of the estimator, we randomly choose a function from an approximately 2-k-min-wise independent family of hash functions, using a family of constant degree
polynomials over GF (n) (for prime n). In order to maintain the lowest k hash values of the
elements observed in the stream, we use a binary tree of size k for each stream. On element
arrival, we calculate its hash value and add it to the tree if the value is smaller than the
maximal value currently in the tree, and is not already in the tree. Notice that for large
enough stream, the expected time of these operations is constant.
At query time we iterate over the log τ1 pairs of trees. Each of the trees has k minimal
values of the relevant stream. For each pair we take the set of the k lowest hash values
among the 2k values, h1...k (A ∪ B), and intersect it with the two sets of k values, h1...k (A)
and h1...k (B). The result of the iteration is the size of the intersections divided by k. The
query returns the median among these results.
The space consumption is composed of O(k log τ1 ) words for the trees and O(log τ1 ) for
maintaining the hash functions. The expected running time is O(log τ1 ) per element, and
O(k log τ1 ) per query. When comparing this result to [15], notice that table 1.1 is for constant
failure probability.
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Windowed Data Stream Algorithm

The similarity estimation procedure in this case is similar to the one given in [15]. The
difference is that we run it log τ1 times in parallel, and use the 2-k-min-wise estimator (given
above). Notice that the value of k here is less than the value of k in [15] by a factor of log τ1 .
The expected running time per element, per function, is O(1) in amortized, since the
time for hashing is constant. As we run the procedure log τ1 times in parallel, we get a total
of O(log τ1 ). The space consumption is composed of O(k log N ) words per functions, hence
O(k log N log τ1 ) in total.

4.4

An Improved Rarity Estimator

Similar technique can be applied for rarity estimation. Consider a stream A. #α-rare is
defined as the number of elements that appears exactly α times, and #distinct is the number
of distinct elements in the stream. The α-rarity of the stream is defined as Rα = #α−rare
#distinct .
Datar and Muthukrishnan proposed a rarity estimator in [14], using min-wise functions.
They maintain the minimal hash value and the frequency of its corresponding element for
each of the functions. We denote the frequency of the minimal hash value for the j-th
function with freq(j), the rarity is then estimated as follows:
| {j|1 ≤ j ≤ k 0 , f req(j) = α} | ˆ
Rˆα (A) =
, Rα (A) ∈ Rα (A) ± 
k0
For 0 <  < 1 ,0 < τ < 1, and k 0 ≥ 2−2 log τ −1 for an error bound , success probability at
least 1 − τ and k 0 -min-wise functions.
Using our construction, one can utilize 2-k-min-wise functions to perform less iterations
and improve the overall complexity. This is done by choosing log τ1 independent 2-k-min-wise
hash functions, s.t. k ≥ 2−2 . For each of the functions we maintain the k minimal values
and apply the same estimator (Rˆα (A)). The desired result is the median among these values.
The precision is preserved because the k values of each function are pair-wise independent,
and the log τ1 functions are independent. Hence, we can use both Chebyshev’s inequality
and Chernoff bound, as described before for similarity in theorem 4.1.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced a general framework that exponentially improves the time, space
and the degree of independence required by min-wise based algorithms. This exponential
improvements are obtained by defining and constructing d-k-min-wise wise hash functions,
in which surprisingly for the practical case, where d = 2, only 8-wise independent is required.
Our approach gets around the Ω(log 1 ) independence lower bound in [23], as it relaxes the
need of approximately min-wise functions. Moreover, it does not change the algorithm itself,
but only the way it samples, hence it is simple to adapt.
There are few interesting directions for future work. First, to try to nail down the 8
independence required, or alternatively to find a matching lower bound for the approximately
d-k-min-wise functions. In addition, it would be interesting to try to close the space gap
for non-numeric estimators, where one can not utilize our framework as the probabilistic
techniques used are not applicable.
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A

Appendix

I Lemma A.1. Let Zj be a set of indicator variables, let Z =
value of Z, and let l = 6.
E(|Z − Ei |l ) ≤ 8(6l)

l+1
2

P

j

Zj , let Ei be the expected

l

(Ei ) 2

Proof. The proof is based on Indyk’s lemma 2.2 in [20] for the case where l is constant, in
particular for the case where l = 6. Here we show how one can reduce an exponent factor.
Notice that in the original proof the probability Pr |Z − Ei | ≥ Ei , is estimated by an upper
bound, hence one can remove the previous redundant addition in each addend of the sum:
E(|Z − Ei |l ) ≤ 2

∞
X

((j l − (j − 1)l ) · 2e

−

j2
2E 2
i

Ei

)

j=1

as l = 6 the equality is bounded by
≤2

∞
X

(6j

l−1

· 2e

−

j2
2E 2
i

Ei

)

j=1

by continuing the proof as in [20] we get, E(|Z − Ei |l ) ≤ 8(6l)

l+1
2

l

(Ei ) 2
J
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Abstract
We characterize the languages in the individual levels of the quantifier alternation hierarchy
of first-order logic with two variables by identities. This implies decidability of the individual
levels. More generally we show that two-sided semidirect products with J as the right-hand factor
preserve decidability.
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1

Introduction

It has been known for some time (Kamp [6], Immerman and Kozen [5]) that every first-order
sentence over the base < defining properties of finite words is equivalent to one containing
only three variables. The fragment FO2 [<] of sentences that use only two variables, has
been the object of intensive study; Tesson and Thérien [18] give a broad-ranging survey
of the many places in which the class of languages definable in this logic arises. Weis and
Immerman [21] initiated the study of the hierarchy within FO2 [<] based on alternation of
quantifiers. They showed, using model-theoretic techniques, that the hierarchy is infinite,
but finite for each fixed alphabet.
In [17], the second author provided an algebraic characterization of the levels of the
hierarchy, showing that they correspond to the levels of weakly iterated two-sided semidirect
products of the pseudovariety J of finite J -trivial monoids. This still left open the problem of
decidability of the hierarchy: effectively determining from a description of a regular language
the lowest level of the hierarchy to which the language belongs. This problem was apparently
solved in Almeida-Weil [2], from which explicit identities for the iterated product varieties
can be extracted. However, an error in that paper called the correctness of these results into
question. Here we show that the given identities do indeed characterize these pseudovarieties.
In particular, since it is possible to verify effectively whether a given finite monoid satisfies one
of these identities, we obtain an effective procedure for exactly determining the alternation
depth of a regular language definable in two-variable logic.
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We show more generally that the two-sided semidirect product of a pseudovariety with J
as the right-hand factor preserves decidability. That is, if we have an effective procedure
for determining if a given finite monoid belongs to a pseudovariety V, then we have such a
procedure for V ∗∗ J.
At several junctures, our proof could have been shortened by appealing to known results
about the algebra of finite categories and the topological theory of profinite monoids, which
are the principal tools of [2]. For example, Theorem 5 is really just the bonded component
theorem of Tilson [20] coupled with Simon’s Theorem [15] on J -trivial monoids. Lemma 7
closely mirrors the work of Almeida on the structure of the free profinite J -trivial monoid [1].
In order to keep our argument accessible and self-contained, we have chosen to steer clear of
these quite technical results. We do discuss finite categories, but only at the most elementary
level. Avoiding profinite techniques forces us to give explicit size bounds, but these are of
independent interest in decidability questions.
We give the necessary preliminaries from algebra in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to our
fundamental theorem, a category-based characterization of two-sided semidirect products
with J as the right-hand factor. We apply this result in Section 4 to obtain explicit identities
for the levels of the hierarchy, thus solving the decidability problem. We use these identities
in Section 5 to give a new proof of the result of Weis and Immerman that the hierarchy
collapses for each fixed input alphabet. Section 6 proves the general decidability-preserving
result for block products with J.
After we circulated an early draft of this paper, we became aware of a number of
related results. Kufleitner and Weil [9], building on earlier work of theirs [8], independently
established the decidability of the levels of the alternation hierarchy, using an entirely different
algebraic characterization. A proof that V ∗∗ J is decidable if V is appears in the unpublished
Ph.D. thesis of Steinberg [16].

2

Preliminaries

While the principal application of our results is in finite model theory, this paper contains
no formal logic per se and is entirely algebraic in content. The reader should consult [17]
and [21] for the definition of FO2 [<] and the alternation hierarchy within it. For our purposes
here, they are to be viewed simply as the language classes corresponding to certain varieties
of finite monoids, as discussed below.

2.1

Finite monoids and regular languages

See the book by Pin [11] for a detailed treatment of the matters discussed in this subsection
and the next; here we give a brief informal review.
A monoid is a set M together with an associative operation for which there is an identity
element 1 ∈ M. If A is a finite alphabet, then A∗ is a monoid with concatenation of words
as the multiplication. A∗ is the free monoid on A: this means that every map α : A → M,
where M is a monoid, extends in a unique fashion to a homomorphism from A∗ into M.
Apart from free monoids, all the monoids we consider in this paper are finite. If M is
a finite monoid, then for every element m ∈ M there is a unique e ∈ {mk : k > 1} that is
idempotent, i.e., e2 = e. We denote this element mω .
If M, N are monoids then we say M divides N, and write M ≺ N, if M is a homomorphic
image of a submonoid of N.
We are interested in monoids because of their connection with automata and regular
languages: A congruence on A∗ is an equivalence relation ∼ on A∗ such that u1 ∼ u2 ,
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v1 ∼ v2 , implies u1 v1 ∼ u2 v2 . The classes of ∼ then form a monoid M = A∗ / ∼, and the
map u 7→ [u]∼ sending each word to its congruence class is a homomorphism. If L ⊆ A∗ ,
then ≡L , the syntactic congruence of L, is the coarsest congruence for which L is a union of
congruence classes. The quotient monoid A∗ / ≡L is called the syntactic monoid of L and is
denoted M (L).
We say that a monoid M recognizes a language L ⊆ A∗ if there is a homomorphism
α : A∗ → M and a subset X of M such that α−1 (X) = L. The following proposition gives
the fundamental properties linking automata to finite monoids.
I Proposition 1. A language L ⊆ A∗ is regular if and only if M (L) is finite. A monoid M
recognizes L if and only if M (L) ≺ M.

2.2

Varieties and identities

A collection V of finite monoids closed under finite direct products and division is called
a pseudovariety of finite monoids. (The prefix ‘pseudo’ is there because of the restriction
to finite products, as the standard use of ‘variety’ in universal algebra does not carry this
restriction.)
Given a pseudovariety V, we consider for each finite alphabet A the set A∗ V of regular
languages L ⊆ A∗ such that M (L) ∈ V. We call V the variety of languages corresponding
to the pseudovariety V. The correspondence V 7→ V is one-to-one, a consequence of the
fact that every pseudovariety is generated by the syntactic monoids it contains. We are
interested in this correspondence because of its connection with decidability problems for
classes of regular languages: To test whether a given language L belongs to A∗ V, we compute
its syntactic monoid M (L) and test whether M (L) ∈ V. Since the multiplication table of
the syntactic monoid can be effectively computed from any automaton representation of
L, decidability for the classes A∗ V reduces to determining whether a given finite monoid
belongs to V.
Let Ξ be the countable alphabet {x1 , x2 , . . .}. A term over Ξ is built from the letters by
concatenation and application of a unary operation v 7→ v ω . For example, (x1 x2 )ω x1 is a
term. We will interpret these terms in finite monoids in the obvious way, by considering a
valuation ψ : Ξ → M and extending it to terms by giving concatenation and the ω operator
their usual meaning in M. For this reason, we do not distinguish between (uv)w and u(vw),
where u, v and w are themselves terms, nor between terms uω and (uω )ω , as these will be
equivalent under every valuation.
An identity is a formal equation u = v, where u and v are terms. We say that a monoid
M satisfies the identity, and write M |= (u = v), if u and v are equal under every valuation
into M. The family of all finite monoids satisfying a given set of identities is a pseudovariety,
and we say that the pseudovariety is defined by the set of identities. We must stress that
the identities we consider here are very special instances of a much more general class of
pseudoidentities. Under this broader definition, every pseudovariety is defined by a set of
pseudoidentities. See, for instance, Almeida [1]. If a pseudovariety V is defined by a finite
set of identities of the form we described, then membership of a given finite monoid M in V
is decidable, since we only need to substitute elements of V for the variables in the identities
in every way possible, and check that equality holds in each case.
We consider four particular pseudovarieties that will be of importance in this paper. (In
presenting identities we will relax the formal requirement that all terms are over the alphabet
{x1 , x2 , . . .}, and use a larger assortment of letters for the variables.)
Ap The pseudovariety Ap consists of the aperiodic finite monoids, those that contain no
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nontrivial groups. It is defined by the identity xω = xxω . If A is a finite alphabet,
then M (L) ∈ Ap if and only if L is definable by a first-order sentence over <. In other
words, the first-order definable languages form the variety of languages corresponding
to Ap (McNaughton and Papert [10]).
DA The pseudovariety DA is defined by the identity
(xyz)ω y(xyz)ω = (xyz)ω .
There are many equivalent characterizations of this pseudovariety in terms of other
identities, the ideal structure of the monoids, and logic. For us the most important
ones are these: First, DA is also defined by the identities ([14])
(xy)ω (yx)ω (xy)ω = (xy)ω , xω = xxω .
Second, let e ∈ M be idempotent, and let Me be the submonoid of M generated by
the elements m ∈ M for which e ∈ M mM. Then M ∈ DA if and only if e = eMe e
for all idempotents e of M. Finally, if L ⊆ A∗ is a language, then M (L) ∈ DA if and
only if L is definable in FO2 [<]. In other words, the two-variable definable languages
form the variety of languages corresponding to DA(Thérien and Wilke, [19]).
J The pseudovariety J consists of finite monoids that satisfy the pair of identities
(xy)ω = (yx)ω , xω = xxω .
This is equivalent to the identities
(xy)ω x = y(xy)ω = (xy)ω .
Alternatively, J consists of finite monoids M such that for all s, t ∈ M, M sM = M tM
implies s = t. Such monoids are said to be J -trivial.
A theorem due to Imre Simon [15] describes the regular languages whose syntactic
monoids are in J. Let w ∈ A∗ . We say that v = a1 · · · ak , where each ai ∈ A, is a
subword of w if w = w0 a1 w1 · · · ak wk for some wi ∈ A∗ . We define an equivalence
relation ∼k on A∗ that identifies two words if and only if they contain the same
subwords of length no more than k. In particular, w1 ∼1 w2 if and only if w1 and w2
contain the same set of letters. Simon’s theorem is:
I Theorem 2. Let φ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism onto a finite monoid. Then the
following are equivalent:
M ∈ J.
There exists k ≥ 1 such that if w ∼k w0 , then φ(w) = φ(w0 ). (In particular, M is
a quotient of A∗ / ∼k .)
It is easy to show that the second condition implies the first; the deep content
of the theorem is the converse implication. The theorem can also be formulated in
first-order logic: The variety of languages corresponding to J consists of languages
definable by Boolean combinations of Σ1 sentences over <.
J1 The pseudovariety J1 consists of all idempotent and commutative monoids; i.e., those
finite monoids that satisfy the identities x2 = x, xy = yx. A language L ⊆ A∗ is in
the variety of languages corresponding to J1 if and only if it is a union of ∼1 -classes.
It is well known, and easy to show, that J1 ⊆ J ⊆ DA ⊆ Ap, and all the inclusions
are proper.
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2.3

Two-sided Semidirect Products

In this section we describe an operation on pseudovarieties of finite monoids, the two-sided
semidirect product. This was given in its formal description by Rhodes and Tilson [12], but it
has precursors in automata theory in the work of Schützenberger on sequential bimachines [13],
Krohn, Mateosian and Rhodes [7], and Eilenberg on triple products [4]. Traditionally, one
begins with a two-sided semidirect product operation on monoids, and then uses this to
define the corresponding operation on pseudovarieties. Here we find it simpler to define the
operation on varieties directly.
Let A be a finite alphabet, and ψ : A∗ → N a homomorphism into a finite monoid. Let
Σ = N × A × N, which we treat as a new finite alphabet. We define a length-preserving
transduction (not a homomorphism) τψ : A∗ → Σ∗ by τψ (1) = 1, and
τψ (a1 · · · an ) = σ1 · · · σn , where
σi = (ψ(a1 · · · ai−1 ), ai , ψ(ai+1 · · · an )) ∈ Σ.
(If i = 1, we interpret the right-hand side as (1, a1 , ψ(a2 · · · an )), and similarly if i = n.)
Let V and W be pseudovarieties of finite monoids. Let M be a finite monoid, and let
φ : A∗ → M be a surjective homomorphism. We say that M ∈ V ∗∗ W if and only if there
exist homomorphisms
ψ : A∗ → N ∈ W,
h : (N × A × N )∗ → K ∈ V,
such that φ factors through (h ◦ τψ , ψ)—in other words, for all v, w ∈ A∗ , if ψ(v) = ψ(w) and
h(τψ (v)) = h(τψ (w)), then φ(v) = φ(w). It is not difficult to check that this is independent
of the alphabet A and the homomorphism φ, and is thus determined entirely by M, and
that furthermore V ∗∗ W forms a pseudovariety of finite monoids. We will treat this as
the definition of V ∗∗ W, but it is also straightforward to verify that this coincides with
the pseudovariety generated by two-sided semidirect products K ∗∗ N, where K ∈ V and
N ∈ W.
We define a sequence {Vi }i≥1 of pseudovarieties by setting V1 = J, and, for i ≥ 1,
Vi+1 = Vi ∗∗ J. The main result of [17] is that DA is the union of the pseudovarieties Vi ,
and that the variety of languages corresponding to Vi is the ith level of the alternation
hierarchy within FO2 [<].

2.4

Finite categories

We give a brief account of the tools from the algebraic theory of finite categories needed to
prove our main results. The original papers of Tilson [20] and Rhodes and Tilson [12] give a
complete and careful exposition of the general theory.
The categories studied in category theory are typically big categories, in which the object
class consists of something like all topological spaces, and the arrows are all continuous
functions. The work of Tilson [20] showed the utility of studying very small categories in
which the object set, as well as each set of arrows between two objects, is finite.
A category C consists of a set of objects obj(C), a set of arrows hom(A, B) from A to B for
all A, B ∈ obj(C), and associative partial binary operations ◦ : hom(A, B) × hom(B, C) →
hom(A, C) for all A, B, C ∈ obj(C) called composition, such that there is an identity in
hom(A, A) for all A ∈ obj(C).
In this view, a finite monoid is simply a category with a single object, and a finite category
is consequently a generalized finite monoid.
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Let A be a finite alphabet, M and N finite monoids with homomorphisms
φ

ψ

M ←− A∗ −→ N,
where φ maps onto M. We will define a finite category, which we call the kernel category
ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ). 1
The objects of ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) are pairs (n1 , n2 ) ∈ N × N. The arrows are represented by
triples
u
(n1 , n2 ) → (n01 , n02 ),
where u ∈ A∗ , n01 = n1 · ψ(u) and ψ(u) · n02 = n2 . Whenever we have a pair of consecutive
arrows
u
v
(n1 , n2 ) → (n01 , n02 ), (n01 , n02 ) → (n001 , n002 ),
then we can define the product arrow
uv

(n1 , n2 ) −→ (n001 , n002 ).
If this were all there were to arrows in the kernel category, we would in general have an
infinite set of arrows between two objects. However, we identify two coterminal arrows
u,u0

(n1 , n2 ) −−→ (n01 , n02 )
if for all v, w ∈ A∗ with ψ(v) = n1 , ψ(w) = n02 ,
φ(vuw) = φ(vu0 w).
It is easy to check that this identification is compatible with the product on consecutive
arrows, so the true arrows of ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) are equivalence classes modulo this identification.
In particular, the finiteness of M and N implies that there are only finitely many distinct
arrows.
If (n1 , n2 ) = (n01 , n02 ), then any pair of arrows from (n1 , n2 ) to itself are consecutive, and
thus the set of all such arrows at (n1 , n2 ) is a finite monoid, which we denote Mn1 ,n2 . This is
a base monoid. Base monoids, then, are just built from words u satisfying n1 · ψ(u) = n1 ,
and ψ(u) · n2 = n2 , and collapsing modulo the equivalence relation identifying arrows.
The following lemma concerning the structure of the base monoids will be quite useful.
I Lemma 3. Let A be a finite alphabet: M, N, N 0 finite monoids, and consider homomorphisms
φ
ψ
ψ0
M ←− A∗ −→ N −→ N 0 ,
where φ maps onto M. Then every base monoid of ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) divides some base monoid of
ker((ψ 0 ψ) ◦ φ−1 ).
Proof. Let n1 , n2 ∈ N. We denote by M1 the base monoid at (n1 , n2 ) in ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ), and
by M2 the base monoid at (n01 , n02 ) = (ψ 0 (n1 ), ψ 0 (n2 )) in ker((ψ 0 ψ) ◦ φ−1 ). Set
U = {u ∈ A∗ : n1 · ψ(u) = n1 , n2 = ψ(u) · n2 },
U 0 = {u ∈ A∗ : n01 · ψ 0 ψ(u) = n01 , n02 = ψ 0 ψ(u) · n02 }.
1

The odd notation for the kernel category is used to maintain consistency with the traditional setting
for these finite categories. ψ ◦ φ−1 is a relational morphism from M to N, and Tilson defines these
categories for arbitrary relational morphisms, not just those derived from morphisms of the free monoid.
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U and U 0 are submonoids of A∗ , and U ⊆ U 0 . M1 and M2 are the quotients of U and U 0 by the
congruences identifying equivalent arrows in the respective categories. Let u, u0 ∈ U represent
equivalent arrows of M2 , and suppose v, w ∈ A∗ are such that ψ(v) = n1 , ψ(w) = n2 . Then
ψ 0 ψ(v) = n01 , ψ 0 ψ(w) = n02 , so by equivalence in M2 we have φ(vuw) = φ(vu0 w). But this
means that u and u0 represent equivalent arrows in M1 , so M1 is a quotient of the image of
U in M2 . Thus M1 ≺ M2 .
J
It is worth keeping in mind the somewhat counterintuitive message of this lemma: The
category ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) is bigger (it has more objects) than ker((ψ 0 ψ) ◦ φ−1 ) but its base
monoids are smaller.
The reason for the construction of the kernel category in [12] is its relation to twosided semidirect products. Roughly speaking, M ∈ V ∗∗ W if and only if there exists
ψ : A∗ → N ∈ W such that the category ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) is ‘globally in V’. We will not define
this precisely, but instead note without proof one consequence, namely that if M ∈ V ∗∗ W,
then ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) satisfies a weaker condition of being ‘locally in V’:
I Proposition 4. Let φ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism mapping onto M. If M ∈ V ∗∗ W,
then there is a homomorphism ψ : A∗ → N ∈ W such that each base monoid of ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 )
is in V.

3

A local-global theorem for categories

In general, the converse of Proposition 4 is false. This section is devoted to establishing an
important instance in which it is true, namely when W = J.
I Theorem 5. Let A be a finite alphabet, M and N finite monoids with N ∈ J and
homomorphisms
φ

ψ

M ←− A∗ −→ N,
where φ maps onto M . Suppose V is a pseudovariety of finite monoids with J1 ⊆ V. If
every base monoid of ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) is in V, then M ∈ V ∗∗ J.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 that for some k > 0, ψ factors through the homomorphism
A∗ → A∗ / ∼k identifying two words that have the same subwords up to length k. By
Lemma 3 we may assume that ψ is this homomorphism, and that N = A∗ / ∼k . In particular,
if w ∈ A∗ , then we can represent ψ(w) as the set of subwords of w of length no more than k.
The set P(N × N ) of subsets of N × N forms an idempotent and commutative monoid
with union as the operation, and hence belongs to J1 ⊆ V. Let Σ = N × A × N and let
hU : Σ∗ → P(N ×N ) be the homomorphism defined by mapping σ = (P, a, S) to {(P ψ(a), S)}
for each σ ∈ Σ. Given P, S ∈ N, define a homomorphism hP,S : Σ∗ → MP,S by mapping
a
(P 0 , a, S 0 ) ∈ Σ to the arrow class of (P, S) → (P, S) if P = P 0 = P ψ(a), ψ(a)S = S 0 = S, and
to 1 ∈ MP,S otherwise. Finally, set M 0 to be the direct product
Y

M 0 = P(N × N ) ×

MP,S ,

(P,S)∈N ×N

and set
h = hU ×

Y
(P,S)∈N ×N

By our hypothesis M 0 ∈ V.

hP,S .
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Let w, w0 ∈ A∗ , with ψ(w) = ψ(w0 ) and h(τψ (w)) = h(τψ (w0 )). We will show φ(w) =
φ(w0 ), which gives the result.
We will look at the paths through ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) traced out by w and w0 . Since ψ(w) =
ψ(w0 ), the two paths are coterminal, beginning at the object (1, ψ(w)) and ending at (ψ(w), 1).
Let the ith letter of w be ai , then the ith arrow on this path is the class of
a

i
(Pi−1 , Si−1 ) −→
(Pi , Si ),

where Pj is ψ(u) for the prefix u = a1 · · · aj of length j of w, and likewise Sj = ψ(v) for the
suffix v = aj+1 · · · a|w| . Let
ai
(P, S) −→
(P 0 , S 0 )
be on the path traced by w, then we have P ⊆ P 0 and S 0 ⊆ S. Either P = P 0 and S = S 0 , in
which case this arrow belongs to one of the base monoids, or at least one of the inclusions
is proper. Since hU (τψ (w)) = hU (τψ (w0 )) and ψ(w) = ψ(w0 ), the same pairs (P, S), (P 0 , S 0 )
must occur in the path traced by w0 . Because of the inclusions, they must occur in the same
relative order in this path, with (P, S) preceding (P 0 , S 0 ). They also must be adjacent in this
path, since if there were a third pair (P 00 , S 00 ) between them, we would have
P ⊆ P 00 ⊆ P 0 , S 0 ⊆ S 00 ⊆ S,
so this new pair would have to occur in the original path traced by w, strictly between
(P, S) and (P 0 , S 0 ). Finally, the letter a labeling the arrow joining these two objects in the
respective paths is completely determined by (P, S) and (P 0 , S 0 ). This is because at least
one of the two inclusions P ⊆ P 0 and S 0 ⊆ S is proper. Assume without loss of generality
that the first of these is a proper inclusion. Then P 0 contains a word that is not in P, and
the last letter of this word is a.
Thus our two paths are depicted by the diagram below:
u0

P000 , S000

u00

u1

a001

P100 , S100

ur

a002

a00r

Pr00 , Sr00

u01

u0r

The paths traverse exactly the same sequence of distinct objects
(1, ψ(w)) = (P000 , S000 ), (P100 , S100 ), . . . , (Pr00 , Sr00 ) = (ψ(w), 1).
00
00
The arrow joining (Pj−1
, Sj−1
) and (Pj00 , Sj00 ) in both these paths is the same letter a00j . For
j = 0, . . . , r each path contains a loop at (Pj00 , Sj00 ) labeled by a factor uj of w in one path,
and a factor u0j in the other path. We have

w = u0 a001 u1 · · · a00r ur ,
w0 = u00 a001 u01 · · · a00r u0r .
Let w0 = w, wr+1 = w0 and for j = 1, . . . , r, let
wj = u00 a001 · · · u0j−1 a00j uj · · · a00r ur .
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In other words, we transform w into w0 one step at a time, changing each uj in succession
to u0j . We claim that at each step, φ(wj ) = φ(wj+1 ), so that we will get φ(w) = φ(w0 ), as
required. Let (P, S) = (Pj00 , Sj00 ). By the definition of hP,S , the image in the base monoid
MP,S of a word under hP,S ◦ τψ involves only the letters where the prefix under ψ maps to
P and suffix maps to S; in our case these are the letters of uj and u0j , respectively. So since
uj ,u0j

h(τψ (w)) = h(τψ (w0 )), (P, S) −−→ (P, S) are equivalent arrows. Thus
φ(wj ) = φ(u00 a001 · · · u0j−1 a00j uj a00j+1 · · · ur ) = φ(u00 a001 · · · u0j−1 a00j u0j a00j+1 · · · ur ) = φ(wj+1 ).
J
As we mentioned in the introduction, our argument is essentially the one used to prove
a more general result, due to Tilson [20], that every category divides a direct product of
its strongly connected components. In the special case that we consider, these components
reduce to single objects and hence are the base monoids of the category. The hypothesis
J1 ⊆ V in the statement of Theorem 5 is actually not necessary, so long as V is nontrivial:
If V is a pseudovariety of monoids that does not contain J1 , then every member of V is
a group, and it is known that the converse of Proposition 4 holds when V contains only
nontrivial groups; this also follows from results in [20]. We do not require this fact in our
main application to the alternation hierarchy.

4

Effective characterization of levels of the alternation hierarchy

We now define a sequence of identities that will allow us to characterize the varieties Vn .
We set
u1 = (x1 x2 )ω , v1 = (x2 x1 )ω ,
and for n ≥ 1,
un+1 = (x1 · · · x2n x2n+1 )ω un (x2n+2 x1 · · · x2n )ω ,
vn+1 = (x1 · · · x2n x2n+1 )ω vn (x2n+2 x1 · · · x2n )ω .
I Theorem 6. Let n ≥ 1. M ∈ Vn if and only if M |= (un = vn ), and M |= (xω = xxω ).
As we remarked above, when a pseudovariety V is defined by a finite set of identities of
this type, one can decide membership in V. Since the levels of the alternation hierarchy in
FO2 [<] are the varieties of languages corresponding to the Vi , the alternation depth of a
language in FO2 [<] is effectively computable.
Proof. The ‘only if’ part (the identities hold in Vn ) is proved in [17], so we will just give
the proof of the ‘if’ part (sufficiency of the identities).
We prove the theorem by induction on n. It is well known that the identities u1 =
v1 , xω = xxω characterize V1 = J.
So we assume n > 1 and suppose that M is an aperiodic monoid such that M |= (un = vn ).
We let φ, ψ be as in the previous section, so that φ is any morphism mapping onto M ∈ Vn ,
and ψ depends on the choice of a subword length K. We will show that if K is chosen to be
a large enough value, then each base monoid MP,S of the category ker(ψ ◦ φ−1 ) satisfies the
identity un−1 = vn−1 . By the inductive hypothesis and since MP,S is aperiodic, this implies
that each MP,S belongs to Vn−1 , and thus by Theorem 5, M ∈ Vn−1 ∗∗ J = Vn .
We let x1 , . . . , x2(n−1) be any elements of MP,S . Thus, each xi is represented by a triple
wi
(P, S) −→
(P, S), where wi ∈ A∗ , P · ψ(wi ) = P, ψ(wi ) · S = S.
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0
We construct words Wn−1 , Wn−1
∈ A∗ by replacing each xi in un−1 (respectively vn−1 )
by wi . We will think of ω in these strings as representing a finite exponent N such that
xN = xN +1 for all x ∈ M, and hence for all x ∈ MP,S , since each base monoid MP,S divides
M. Thus if n > 2,

Wn−1 = (w1 w2 · · · w2n−3 )N Wn−2 (w2n−2 w1 · · · w2n−4 )N ,
0
0
Wn−1
= (w1 w2 · · · w2n−3 )N Wn−2
(w2n−2 w1 · · · w2n−4 )N .

In the special case n = 2, we have W1 = (w1 w2 )N , W10 = (w2 w1 )N .
If w ∈ A∗ , we denote by α(w) the set of letters occurring in A∗ . We also denote by B the
0
set α(Wn−1 ) = α(Wn−1
). Let z, y ∈ A∗ with ψ(z) = P, ψ(y) = S.
I Lemma 7. If K > |M | · (|A|2 + |A|)/2, then z has a suffix z 0 with a factorization
z 0 = z1 z2 · · · z|M | where
B ⊆ α(z1 ) = α(z2 ) = · · · = α(z|M | ),
and, likewise, y has a prefix y 0 with a factorization y 0 = y1 y2 · · · y|M | where
B ⊆ α(y1 ) = α(y2 ) = · · · = α(y|M | ).
Assuming the lemma, we will now complete the proof of Theorem 6. Since M |= (un = vn ),
we obtain M |= (xy)ω (yx)ω (xy)ω = (xy)ω by setting x1 = x, x2 = y, and xk = 1 for k > 2.
Thus M ∈ DA.
We can write z = z 00 z 0 , where z 0 = z1 . . . z|M | has a factorization as in Lemma 7.
By the standard pumping argument, it follows that there are indices i ≤ j such that
φ(z1 . . . zi−1 )φ(zi · · · zj ) = φ(z1 . . . zi−1 ), and thus
φ(z1 . . . zi−1 )φ(zi · · · zj )ω = φ(z1 . . . zi−1 ).
If we now set
e = φ(zi · · · zj )ω
s2n−1 = e · φ(zj+1 · · · z|M | ), and si = φ(wi ) for i < 2n − 1,
we obtain, from the identity e · Me · e = e,
φ(z 0 )

=

φ(z1 . . . zi−1 ) · φ(zj+1 · · · z|M | )

=

φ(z1 . . . zi−1 )e · eφ(zj+1 · · · z|M | )

=


φ(z1 . . . zi−1 )e · φ(zj+1 · · · z|M | )(s1 · · · s2n−1 )ω−1 s1 · · · s2n−2 · eφ(zj+1 · · · z|M | )

=

φ(z1 . . . zi−1 )e · φ(zj+1 · · · z|M | )(s1 · · · s2n−1 )ω

=

φ(z 0 ) · (s1 · · · s2n−1 )ω .

The third equality above holds because by Lemma 7, zi · · · zj contains all the letters that
occur in the zk and the wk , and hence all the values we inserted between occurrences of e
belong to Me .
Similarly, using the part of Lemma 7 concerning the prefix of y, we find a value s2n such
that φ(y 0 ) = (s2n s1 · · · s2n−2 )ω φ(y 0 ). Since M |= (un = vn ) we obtain
φ(zWn−1 y)

=

φ(z 00 )φ(z 0 )φ(Wn−1 )φ(y 0 )φ(y 00 )

=

φ(z 00 )φ(z 0 )(s1 · · · s2n−1 )ω φ(Wn−1 )(s2n s1 · · · s2n−2 )ω φ(y 0 )φ(y 00 )

=

0
φ(z 00 )φ(z 0 )(s1 · · · s2n−1 )ω φ(Wn−1
)(s2n s1 · · · s2n−2 )ω φ(y 0 )φ(y 00 )

=

φ(z 00 )φ(z 0 )φ(Wn−1 )φ(y 0 )φ(y 00 )

=

0
φ(zWn−1
y).
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But this means that MP,S |= (un−1 = vn−1 ), as we required.

J

We now turn to the proof of Lemma 7.
Proof of Lemma 7. By symmetry, we only need to treat the part concerning the suffix of z.
Whenever we need to emphasize the dependence of ψ on the chosen subword length m, we
will write it as ψm . Recall that ψ(z) = ψK (z) is the set of subwords of length no more than
K in z, and that ψ(zb) = ψ(z) for all b ∈ B.
We will show that if B ⊆ α(z) and ψT (zb) = ψT (z) for all b ∈ B, where
T = |M | · (k 2 + k)/2,
and k = |α(z)|, then z contains a suffix with the required properties. This gives the lemma,
because ψK (zb) = ψK (z) implies ψT (zb) = ψT (z) for any α(z) ⊆ A.
The proof is by induction on |α(z)|. The base case occurs when α(z) = B. Let B =
{b1 , . . . br }. By repeated application of ψT (zbi ) = ψT (z) we find (b1 · · · br )|M | , which has
length |M ||B| ≤ |M |(|B|2 + |B|)/2, is a subword of z. In this case we can simply take z 0 = z
and factor z = z1 · · · z|M | , where each zi contains one of the factors b1 · · · br as a subword.
We thus suppose that α(z) = A0 contains B as a proper subset. Let N = |A0 |. We look
at a subword of maximal length t1 · · · tp of z such that α(ti ) = A0 . We must have p ≥ 1. If
p ≥ |M |, we can again take z 0 = z and factor z as z1 · · · z|M | , where each zi contains ti as a
subword. If p < |M |, we let s = |A0 |, then we write
t1 · · · tp = a1 a2 · · · aps , and z = z0 a1 z1 · · · aps zps .
We further suppose that this factorization represents the leftmost occurrence of a1 · · · aps as
a subword of z, in other words that zps has maximum possible length for this property. Note
that α(zps ) is a strict subset of A0 , for otherwise z would have contained a longer subword
t1 · · · tp+1 with α(ti ) = A0 . Thus |α(zps )| ≤ N − 1. Set T = |M | · ((N − 1)2 + (N − 1))/2. We
must have ψT (zps b) = ψT (zps ) for all b ∈ B. If not, there is a subword u of zps of length less
than T such that ub is not a subword of zps . However t1 · · · tp ub has length no more than
(|M | − 1) · N + T < |M | · (N + ((N − 1)2 + (N − 1))/2) = |M | · (N 2 + N )/2,
and is accordingly a subword of z, and thus there is a strictly earlier occurrence of t1 · · · tp
as a subword of z, a contradiction. We can thus apply the inductive hypothesis to zps and
conclude that zps contains a suffix of the required type.
J

5

Collapse of the hierarchy

In the original model-theoretic study of the alternation hierarchy in FO2 [<], Weis and
Immerman [21] and also Kufleitner and Weil [9] showed that while the hierarchy is strict, it
collapses for each fixed-size alphabet. An algebraic proof of strictness was given in [17], using
the identities that form the subject of the present paper. We can use similar techniques to
prove the collapse result.
I Theorem 8. Let n > 0. If M ∈ DA is generated by n elements, then M ∈ Vn .
The proof, which we omit, uses our main result Theorem 6 to conclude that if M ∈ DA,
then M |= (uN = vN ) for some N. We then use identity manipulation in DA to show that
this implies M |= (un = vn ), where n is the number of generators.
In particular for any fixed alphabet the quantifier alternation hierarchy collapses.
I Corollary 9. Any language over a k-letter alphabet definable by a two-variable sentence is
definable by one in which the number of quantifier blocks is k.
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General decidability results

Here we show that for arbitrary pseudovarieties V, the operation V 7→ V ∗∗ J preserves
decidability. This of course implies our result (a consequence of Theorem 6) that the varieties
Vj are all decidable, but Theorem 6 is a sharper result, since it gives explicit identities. As
we remarked in the introduction, the general decidability result was originally proved by
Steinberg [16], but not previously published. Our approach has the advantages both of being
relatively elementary, and yielding explicit bounds on the complexity of membership testing.
We suppose that φ : A∗ → M is a surjective homomorphism onto a finite monoid. Let
N > 0, we denote by kerN φ the category ker(ψN ◦ φ−1 ), where ψN is the natural projection
of A∗ onto the quotient A∗ / ∼N . We set
K = |M | · (|A|2 + |A|)/2
as in the statement of Lemma 7. With these notations we have:
I Theorem 10. Let V be a pseudovariety of monoids. M ∈ V ∗∗ J if and only if every base
monoid of kerK φ is in V.
We omit the proof. The idea is this: By Proposition 4, if M ∈ V ∗∗ J, then there is
some K 0 such that all the base monoids of kerK 0 φ are in V. We use Lemma 7 to show that
if K 0 > K, then every base monoid of kerK φ divides a direct product of base monoids in
kerK 0 φ, so the result follows from Theorem 5.
We can effectively compute all the objects and arrow classes of kerK φ from φ, and we can
also take A = M and φ to be the extension of the identity map on M to A∗ . The theorem
thus immediately implies:
I Corollary 11. If V is a decidable pseudovariety of finite monoids, then so is V ∗∗ J.

7

Conclusion

We have shown that the identities given in [17] indeed characterize Vn . There is, of course,
a one-sided semidirect product, which has been much more thoroughly studied. Our results,
and their proofs, can all be adapted to one-sided products, with little modification. In this
case, the hierarchy collapses at the second level: J ∗ J ∗ J = J ∗ J. (This fact is not new. It
has long been known that the closure of J under one-sided products is the pseudovariety R
of R-trivial monoids, and Brzozowski and Fich [3] showed R = J1 ∗ J.)
In their paper, Kufleitner and Weil [9] give a completely different characterization of the
levels of FO2 [<]. It would be nice to see a direct connection between these two approaches.
Acknowledgements We are grateful to Manfred Kufleitner, Benjamin Steinberg, and
Pascal Weil for detailed discussions of this work, and to the anonymous referees for their
helpful suggestions.
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Abstract
We study the satisfiability problem for XPath over XML documents of bounded depth. We
define two parameters, called match width and braid width, that assign a number to any class
of documents. We show that for all k, satisfiability for XPath restricted to bounded depth
documents with match width at most k is decidable; and that XPath is undecidable on any
class of documents with unbounded braid width. We conjecture that these two parameters are
equivalent, in the sense that a class of documents has bounded match width iff it has bounded
braid width.
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1

Introduction

This paper is about satisfiability of XPath over XML documents, modelled as data trees.
A data tree is a tree where every position carries a label from a finite set, and a data value
from an infinite set. The data values can only be tested for equality.
XPath satisfiability. XPath can be seen as a logic for expressing properties of data
trees. Here are some examples of properties of data trees that can be expressed in XPath:
“every two positions carry a different data value”, “if x and y are positions that carry the
same data value, then on the path from x to y there is at most one position that has
label b”. Our interest in XPath stems from the fact that it is arguably the most widely
used XML query language. It is implemented in XSLT and XQuery and it is used in many
specification and update languages. Query containment and query equivalence are important
static analysis problems, which are useful to query optimization tasks. These problems
reduce to checking for satisfiability: Is there a document on which a given XPath query has
a non-empty result? By answering this question we can decide at compile time whether the
query contains a contradiction and thus the computation of the query (or subquery) on the
document can be avoided. Or, by answering the query equivalence problem, one can test if
a query can be safely replaced by another one which is more optimized in some sense (e.g.,
in the use of some resource). Moreover, the satisfiability problem is crucial for applications
on security, type checking transformations, and consistency of XML specifications.
Our point of departure is that XPath satisfiability is an undecidable problem [9]. There
are two main approaches of working around this undecidability.
∗
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1. Restrict the formulas. The first way is to consider fragments of XPath that have
decidable satisfiability. For example, fragments without negation or without recursive
axes [1]; or fragments whose only navigation can be done downwards [7] or downwards and
rightwards [6] or downwards and upwards [8]. However, even though all these restrictions
yield decidable fragments, the most expressive ones have huge, non-primitive-recursive,
complexity bounds.
2. Restrict the models. When proving undecidability of XPath satisfiability, for each
Minsky machine one constructs an XPath formula ϕ, such that models of ϕ describe
computations of the Minsky machine. XML documents that describe computations of
Minsky machines seem unlikely to appear in the real world; and therefore it sounds
reasonable to place some restrictions on data trees, restrictions that are satisfied by
normal XML documents, but violated by descriptions of Minsky machines.
This paper is devoted to the second approach.

Comparison with tree width
The archetype for our research is the connection between tree width and satisfiability of
guarded second order logic, over graphs. Guarded second-order logic is a logic for expressing
properties of undirected graphs. A formula of guarded second-order logic uses a predicate
E(x, y) for the edge relation, and can quantify over nodes of the graph, sets of nodes of the
graph, and subsets of the edges in the graph. Satisfiability of guarded second-order logic
over graphs is undecidable (already first-order logic has undecidable satisfiability). However,
the picture changes when one bounds the tree width of graphs.
Bounded tree width is a sufficient condition for decidability. More precisely, for every
k ∈ N, one can decide if a formula of guarded second-order logic is satisfied in a graph
of tree width at most k [5].
Bounded tree width is also a necessary condition for decidability: if a set of graphs X has
unbounded tree width, then it is undecidable if a given formula of guarded second-order
logic has a model in X [12].

Our contribution
Our goal in this paper is to find a parameter, which is to XPath over data trees, what tree
width is to guarded second-order logic over graphs. As candidates, we define two parameters,
called the match width and the braid width of data trees. Our results are:
Bounded match width is a sufficient condition for decidability. For every k ∈ N, one can
decide if a formula of XPath is satisfied in a data tree of match width at most k.
Bounded braid width is a necessary condition for decidability: if a set of data trees X
has unbounded braid width, then it is undecidable if a given formula of XPath has a
model in X.
Observe that the two statements talk about two different parameters. We conjecture that
bounded match width is equivalent to bounded braid width, but we are unable to prove this.
Bounded depth data trees. Our results are restricted to data trees with bounded
depth, which we believe is relevant since the depth of XML documents is very small in
practice. However, we believe that our results can be extended to arbitrary data trees.

Why not tree width?
Instead of defining a new parameter for data trees, such as match width, why not simply
work with tree width, which has proved so useful in other contexts? It is not difficult to
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apply the notion of tree width to a data tree; for instance one can define the tree width of
a data tree to be the tree width of the graph where the nodes are positions, and the edges
are either tree edges (connecting a node to its parent in the tree), or data edges (connecting
positions carrying the same data value). In fact, even guarded second-order logic (which is
much more expressive than XPath) is decidable over data trees of bounded tree width.
So why not use tree width? A short answer is that because guarded second-order logic is
much more powerful than XPath, one can define data trees which are difficult for guarded
second-order logic (have high tree width), but easy for XPath (have low match width).
Another, related, point is that match width is a parameter that is more suited to analyzing data trees, with an emphasis on XML documents that store databases. A data tree
contains two kinds of structure: the underlying tree structure, and the structure induced by
comparing data values. When talking about the tree width of a data tree, these two kinds
of structure are not distinguished, and merged into a single graph. Match width, on the
other hand, is sensitive to the difference between the tree structure and the data structure.
Consider the following example. Suppose that we have a data tree, which contains two subtrees: one subtree which contains employees, and one subtree which contains departments.
Suppose that in each employee record, we have a pointer to a department record, which
maps an employee to his/her department. Such a document is illustrated below, with the
dashed lines representing links from employees to their departments.

As long as the sources of all the links (in the “employees” subtree) are located in a different
subtree than the the targets of the links (in the “department” subtree), then the match
width of the document will be small (as we shall prove in the paper), regardless of the
distribution of the links. On the other hand, by appropriately choosing the distribution of
the links (while still keeping all sources in the “employees” subtree and all targets in the
“departments” subtree), the tree width of a document can be made arbitrarily high. In
other words, the documents like the one in the picture are a class of data trees, where the
match width is bounded, and the tree width is unbounded. (We also believe that this class
of documents is rather typical for XML documents occurring in practice.) In particular, on
this class of documents, guarded second-order logic is undecidable, while XPath is decidable.

Plan of the paper
In the next section we state the main definitions: data trees, data words, and class automata.
Our main contributions are stated in terms of data words with at most two elements in each
equivalence class, called match words, since it simplifies proofs and definitions. However,
in later sections we show how to generalize our results to bounded depth data trees with
unbounded number of elements per data equivalence class. We introduce match width in
Section 3, and in Section 4 we show our main result, that class automata (or XPath) over
classes of match words with bounded match width is decidable. In Section 5 we introduce
braid width and show that XPath and class automata are undecidable over any class with
unbounded braid width. In Sections 6 and 7 we extend the definitions and results to data
words and to bounded depth data trees.
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2

Preliminaries

Data trees and data words
We work with unranked trees, where the siblings are ordered. A tree over alphabet A is a
tree where the nodes are labelled by letters from A. A data tree can be defined in two ways.
The first way is that it is an unranked tree, where every node carries a label from the input
alphabet A, and a data value from a infinite set (say, the natural numbers). The logics
that we use can only compare the data values for equality, and therefore the only thing that
needs to be known about data values in a data tree is which ones are equal. That is why
we choose to model a data tree as a pair (t, ∼), where t is a tree over the alphabet A, and
∼ is an equivalence relation on the nodes of t, which says which nodes have the same data
value. Similarly, a data word is a pair (w, ∼), where w is a word over the alphabet A and ∼
is an equivalence relation on the positions of w.

XPath
By XPath we mean the fragment capturing the navigational aspects of XPath 1.0. (called
FOXPath in [2]). Expressions of this logic can navigate the tree by composing binary
relations from a set of basic relations (a.k.a. axes): the parent relation (here noted ↑), child
(↓), ancestor (↑∗ ), descendant (↓∗ ), next sibling to the right (→) or to the left (←), and their
transitive closures (→∗ , ∗←). For example, α = ↑[a]↑↓[b], defines the relation α between two
nodes x, y such that y is an uncle of x labeled b and the parent of x is labeled a. Boolean
tests are built by using these relations. An expression like hαi (for a relation α) tests that
there exists a node accessible with the relation α from the current node. Most importantly,
a data test like hα = βi (resp. hα 6= βi) tests that there are two nodes reachable from the
current node with the relations α and β that have the same (resp. different) data value. A
formal definition of the considered fragment of XPath can be found in [2]. XPath can be
also interpreted over data words, using the sibling axes.

Class automata
In the technical parts of the paper, we will use an automaton model for XPath, which is
called class automata, introduced in [4]. Suppose that t is a tree over a finite alphabet A,
and X is a set of nodes in t. We write t ⊗ X for the tree over alphabet A × 2 (this is the
same as A × {0, 1}) obtained from t by extending the label of each node by a bit, which
indicates whether the node belongs to X. Similarly, for any two trees t1 , t2 with the same
nodes and labelled by alphabets A1 and A2 respectively, we write t1 ⊗ t2 for the tree over
alphabet A1 × A2 , which has the same nodes as t1 and t2 , and where each node is labelled
by the pair of labels from t1 and t2 .
A class automaton consists of
an input alphabet A;
a work alphabet B;
a class condition L, which is a regular language of trees over the alphabet A × B × 2.
The automaton accepts a data tree (t, ∼) if there is some tree s over the work alphabet B
with the same nodes as t, such that t ⊗ s ⊗ X ∈ L for every equivalence class X of ∼.
It was shown in [4] that class automata capture XPath.
I Theorem 1 ([4]). For every XPath boolean query, one can compute a class automaton,
which accepts the same data trees.
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In this section we define the match width of a data word. In fact, we will work with data
words whose every class has size at most 2, that we call match words. Later on, we will
comment on how to extend this definition to data words and data trees.
A split match word is a finite set of words, together with an additional set of edges,
which connect positions of these words with each other. Figure 1 (a) contains an example
of a split match word. We write τ for split match words. The words are called the segments
of the split word.
We can think of a split word as a graph where the nodes are positions of the words,
with two types of edges: successor edges, which go from one position to the next in each
segment, and data edges, which are the additional edges. We require the data edges to be a
matching. The matching need not be perfect: some nodes might not have an outgoing data
edge, such nodes are called free nodes. The nodes that are not free are called bound nodes.
These definitions are illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Note that a match word can be seen as a
special case of a split match word, which has one segment.

3.1

Operations on split match words

We will construct split match words out of simpler split match words, using the following
four operations.
Base (no arguments). We can begin with a split match word which has one segment,
with one position, and no data edges.
Union (two arguments). We can take a disjoint union of two split match words. In the
resulting split word, the number of segments is the sum of the numbers of segments of
the arguments; and there are no data edges between segments from different arguments.
Join (one argument). We can add a successor edge, joining two segments into one
segment.
Match (one argument). We can choose two distinct segments, and add any set of data
edges with sources in one segment and targets in the other segment.
The operations (except union) are not deterministic (in the sense that the result is not
uniquely determined by the operation name and the argument). The result of base depends
on the choice of a label on the only position; the result of applying join to a split match
word also depends on the choice of segments to be joined; and the result of applying match
depends on the choice of new data edges.
Derivation. A derivation is a finite tree, where each node is of one of four types (base,
union, join or match) and is labelled by a split match word, satisfying the following natural
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property. The leaves are of base type, nodes of union type have two children, and nodes of
join and match type have one child. Suppose that x is a node in a derivation. Then the
split match word in the label of node x is constructed, using the operation in the type of x,
from the split match words in the children of x. A derivation is said to generate the split
match word that labels its root.
Rank. Suppose that t is a derivation. To each node of t, we assign a number, which
is called the rank of the node. The rank of a base node is 0. The rank of a union or join
node is the maximum of the ranks of the children. The rank of a match node is 0 if the split
match word in the label of x has no free nodes; otherwise it is n + 1, where n is the rank of
the unique child of x.
Width. The rank of a derivation is the maximal rank that appears in a node of the
derivation. The segment size of a derivation is the maximal number of segments that appear
in a split match word in one of the nodes of the derivation. Finally, the width of a derivation
is the maximum of its rank and segment size. The match width of a split match word is the
minimal width of a derivation that generates it. We are most interested in the special case
of the match width of a match word, seen as a special case of a split match word.
In order to have small width, a derivation needs to have both small rank and small
segment size. In the following examples we show that requiring only the rank to be small,
or only the segment size to be small, is not restrictive enough, since all match words can be
generated that way.
I Example 2. Every split match word with one segment (which is the same thing as a
match word, with possibly some free nodes that are not matched) can be generated by a
derivation of segment size 2, but possibly unbounded rank. The proof is by induction on the
number of nodes. Consider then a split match word with n + 1 nodes. Apply the induction
assumption to the first n nodes. Now add the (n + 1)-st node as a separate segment using
a union rule, connect it if necessary with one of the first n nodes using a match rule, and
then join it using the join rule.
I Example 3. Every match word can be generated by a derivation of rank 1, but possibly
unbounded segment size. We prove the following claim: every split match word τ without
free nodes can be generated by a derivation of rank 1, but possibly unbounded segment size.
The proof is by induction on the number of nodes in τ . For the induction step, consider a
split match word τ . Choose some data edge in τ , which connects nodes x and y. Create a
new split match word, call it σ, by removing the nodes x and y together with their incident
successor edges and the data edge connecting x and y. (Observe that σ can have more
segments than τ ; for example if x and y are in separate segments, and they are not the first
or last positions in those segments, then σ will have two more segments than τ , since the
segments containing x and y will break into two segments each.) The new split match word
σ has no free nodes; and therefore by induction assumption it has a derivation of rank 1.
Since there are no free nodes, the root of the derivation has rank 0. Therefore, we can add
x and y as separate segments, connect them with an edge, and then join them to σ creating
τ . Using this claim, we can add free nodes and join all segments, creating any match word.
I Example 4. A segregated match word is a data word of even length 2n, such that every
data edge connects a node from the first half with a node in the second half.
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(a) A segregated word.

(b) The forbidden pattern.

Clearly, segregated words have match width at most 2. They can be alternatively described
as those data words not containing four elements in the configuration shown under (b).
In [4] it was shown that emptiness for class automata is decidable over segregated data
words. It is instructive to recall the argument in anticipation of the broader technique
underlying our main result. For the rest of this argument we say that a match word is free if
no data value occurs twice in it, i.e. if it is entirely devoid of data equality edges and thus, as
long as it is considered in isolation, it is hardly more than a word over a finite alphabet. It
is easy to see that it is sufficient to just consider a fixed, one-letter work alphabet B = {b}.
Let A be a class automaton with a class condition L ⊆ (A × B × 2)∗ recognized by a monoid
morphism α : (A × B × 2)∗ → M so that L = α−1 (F ) for some F ⊆ M . We define the
α-profile, πα (w), of a free match word w as the vector X ∈ NM whose every entry Xm
equals the number of positions x in w such that α(w ⊗ b|w| ⊗ {x}) = m. Observe that the set
Λα = {πα (w) | w free match word} of all profiles of free match words is the Parikh image of
a suitable regular language, whence, by Parikh’s theorem [11], it is semi-linear (Presburger
definable [10]). Indeed, for each free match word w let σ(w) be the word of the same length
satisfying σ(w)[i] = α(w ⊗ b|w| ⊗ {i}) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|. Then πα (w) is precisely the
image of σ(w) under the Parikh mapping. To see that the set {σ(w) | w a free match word}
is regular it suffices to say that {w × σ(w) | w a free match word} is recognizable by an
automaton that aggregates in a straightforward manner the value of α(v ⊗ b|v| ⊗ {0}) for
each prefix and each suffix v of w.
Whenever free match words u and v have the same length and share the same data
values, then the segregated word w = uv is accepted by the class automaton A if, and only
if, there is a matrix X ∈ NM ×M such that for all r, s ∈ M Xr,s 6= 0 only if r · s ∈ F and
P
P
s Xr,s = Yr and
r Xr,s = Zs , where Y = πα (u) and Z = πα (v). Here X represents
a family of matching by prescribing how many positions of each type within u should be
matched to how many positions of whichever type within v.
In conclusion, the class automaton α accepts some segregated word iff the above system
of linear equations has a solution for {Yr , Zs , Xr,s }r,s∈M . The set of solutions is definable
in Presburger arithmetic (viz. semilinear [10]) and can be effectively verified for emptiness.

Main result
We now announce the main results of this paper: emptiness for class automata is decidable
over match words of bounded match width.
I Theorem 5. The following problem is decidable:
Input A number n and a class automaton.
Question Does the automaton accept some match word of match width ≤ n?
In Section 4, we sketch the proof of the theorem. Before proving the theorem, we further
discuss the notion of match width, and show how it is related to tree width.
Match width and first-order logic. Match width is a measure that is adapted
specifically for class automata. If we consider monadic second-order logic, or even firstorder logic, over match words of bounded match width, then satisfiability is undecidable.
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I Lemma 6. Satisfiability of first-order logic is undecidable over segregated match words,
as defined in Example 4, which have match width at most 2.
Match width and tree width. On the other hand, bounded tree width implies
bounded match width, but the converse does not hold.
I Lemma 7. If a match word has tree width k, then it has match width at most 3k + 3.
I Lemma 8. Match words of match width 2 can have unbounded tree width.

4

Bounded match width sufficient for decidability

In this section, we present a proof sketch of Theorem 5. In fact, we show a stronger result,
Theorem 9, which implies Theorem 5.
Numbered segments. Consider a split match word τ with n segments. In this section,
it will be convenient to number the segments, so we assume that each split match word comes
with an implicit ordering of the segments. The segments will be written as τ [1], . . . , τ [n].
We write segments(τ ) for the set {1, . . . , n}.

Type of a split match word.
Consider a monoid morphism α : (A × 2)∗ → M . We define the α-type of a split match word
τ to be the following information.
The empty type, which is the vector emptytypeτ ∈ M segments(τ ) that maps
i ∈ segments(τ ) to the type α(τ [i] ⊗ ∅) ∈ M .
The free type, which is the function freetypeτ : segments(τ ) × M → N that maps (i, m)
to the number of free positions x in the word τ [i] that satisfy α(τ [i] ⊗ {x}) = m.
The bound type, which is the set boundtypeτ ⊆ M segments(τ ) which contains a vector
v ∈ M segments(τ ) if there is some matched pair of positions, call them x, y, such that on
coordinate i ∈ segments(τ ), the vector has the value α(τ [i] ⊗ {x, y}). Note that it may
be that positions x, y are not in component i, or that only one is in the component.
When the morphism α is clear from the context, we say type instead of α-type. The
type is therefore some finite information (the empty type and the bound type), together with
a vector of natural numbers (the free type). Because of the free type, the set of possible
α-types is potentially infinite. However, as we shall see below, semilinear sets can be used
to represent the vectors in the free type, at least as long as the match width is bounded.
We briefly recall semilinear sets below.

Semilinear sets
A linear space is Nk for some dimension k ∈ N. A semilinear space is a finite disjoint union
of linear spaces. The components of the disjoint union are called the components of the
`
semilinear space. We write semilinear spaces as i∈I Xi , where the index set I is finite,
`
each component Xi is a linear space, and
stands for disjoint union. Semilinear spaces are
closed under Cartesian products and disjoint unions.
A semilinear subset of a linear space is defined in the usual way. That is, as a finite
union of linear subsets, where the linear subsets of Nk are those of the following form:
Pt
Pt
v0 + j=1 Nvj = {v0 + j=1 nj vj : n1 , . . . , nt ∈ N}, for some t and fixed v0 , v1 , . . . , vt ∈
Nk . A semilinear subset of a semilinear space associates a semilinear subset to each of the
components.
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Representing α-types.
We are now ready to state the main technical result used in the proof of Theorem 5. Fix a
number k of segments. An α-type of a split match word with k segments is an element of
def

Xk =

Mk
|{z}

empty type

k×M
×N
(M k ) .
| {z } × P
| {z }
free type

bound type

The above is a semilinear space, with one linear space of dimension k × M for every pair of
empty and bound types. Therefore, it makes sense to ask if the set of possible α-types is
semilinear or not. The answer is positive, when the match width is bounded, as the following
theorem shows.
I Theorem 9. The set {typeτ : τ is a k-segment split match word of match width ≤ n},
where n ∈ N, is a semilinear subset of Xk and can be computed.
The proof of the theorem uses Parikh’s theorem, which says that the Parikh image of a
context-free language is semilinear. Here we only show that Theorem 9 implies Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. Recall that the theorem says that one can decide if a class automaton
accepts some match word of match width ≤ k. Let A be the input alphabet, B be the
work alphabet, and L ⊆ (A × B × 2)∗ the class condition of the class automaton. Let
α : (A × B × 2)∗ → M be a monoid morphism which recognizes the language L. In other
words there is some set F ⊆ M such that L is the inverse image α−1 (F ).
The match width of a word does not change after its positions have been additionally
labelled by the work alphabet B. Therefore, we want to decide the following question: is
there some match word (w, ∼) over the alphabet A × B, with match width ≤ k, and so that
w ⊗ {x, y} ∈ L for every matched positions {x, y} in ∼, and
w ⊗ {x} ∈ L for every free position {x} in ∼.
The above condition says that there is a split match word with one segment such that
the free type maps every pair (i, m) with m 6∈ F to 0 (i.e. all free positions x are so that
w ⊗ {x} ∈ L), and the bound type is a subset of F . By Theorem 9, we can compute all
possible α-types of match words with one segment, and test if there is some such α-type. J

5

A necessary condition for decidability

So far, we have defined a measure of match words, namely match width. Bounded match
width is a sufficient condition for decidable emptiness of class automata. In this section, we
define a complementary measure, called braid width, such that emptiness of class automata
is undecidable on any class of match words with unbounded braid width. Therefore, having
bounded braid width is a necessary condition for decidable emptiness of class automata.

Definition of braid width
Consider a match word, interpreted as a graph with successor edges and data edges. Split
the match word into n consecutive subwords, henceforth called segments. Consider a path,
which uses successor and data edges, and visits nodes x1 , . . . , xk . Such a path is a braid if:
the path visits all n segments, and
if a node of the path is in segment i, then subsequent nodes on the path cannot revisit
any of the segments 1, . . . , i − 2.
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(The notion of a braid is relative to some decomposition into segments.) We say that a
match word has braid width at least n if it can be split into n segments, such that one can
find n node-disjoint braids. Below there is a picture of a match word with braid width at
least 3, along with the witnessing segments and braids.
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Notice that a braid can visit the previous segment. In fact, this is necessary, as there are
classes of match word with unbounded braid width that, if we would restrict the braids to
go only forward, would otherwise have bounded braid width. Also, for any fixed k ∈ N one
can construct a class automaton Ak recognizing all match words of braid width at least k.
I Theorem 10. Let X be a class of match words of unbounded braid width. Then, emptiness
of class automata is undecidable on X. If in addition X is closed under arbitrary relabellings,
then even XPath is undecidable on X.
Proof idea. Observe that the first claim follows from the second, since class automata capture XPath by Theorem 1. The second claim is proved by reduction from the halting problem
for 2-counter Minsky machines. To every Minsky machine M we associate a boolean XPath
query whose models are match words that code accepting runs of M. It is not hard to see
that, for any k, there must be a word in X with k braids and k segments such that:
1. every braid begins in the first segment, and finishes in the last segment, and
2. consecutive nodes on every braid are either in the same or in neighboring segments.
Such a match word with an appropriate labelling will represent a run of M of length k so
that n1 + n2 ≤ k, where ni is the maximum value of counter i reached during the run.
We use labels to mark which are the nodes involved in the k braids, and for every such
node in a braid, where to find the previous and next node in the traversal of the braid (it
could be: the node to the left or to the right, or the node in the same equivalence class).
Also, labels mark the beginning and end of each segment; and for every segment and braid,
we add a special label to flag the first node of the segment in the braid traversal.
An XPath formula can verify that the labels correctly code braids with the properties 1
and 2. Now, making use of the fact that there are exactly k flagged nodes in every segment,
and that there is a way of linking these k nodes in a segment with the k flagged nodes of the
next segment, we can code configurations of M. In order to code the counters, each braid is
associated to one of the counters through a label, and each flagged element is labelled with
being active or inactive. The value of counter i ∈ {1, 2} is then the number of active flagged
nodes of braids associated to counter i inside the segment. If we further label each segment
with a state, each segment codes a configuration of M. Depending on the instruction, an
XPath formula can test whether a counter is 0: no active flagged elements in the segment.
Further, a formula can make a counter to increase (or decrease) its value: we choose an
inactive flagged node in the segment and we force that the next flagged node in the braid
traversal is active, while preserving the active/inactive state of all remaining flagged nodes.
Each of the above properties is expressible in XPath and we can therefore ensure that
an accepting run of M is encoded in the match word.
J
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Figure 2 An example of a data expansion (w, ∼) of a data word (w0 , ∼0 ).

6

Data words instead of match words

We discuss how the definition of braid and match width can be generalized to classes of data
words with arbitrarily many elements in each equivalence class. The same decidability and
undecidability results can also be transfered to this general definition.
Suppose a data word (w, ∼) with two data classes X, Y with at least two elements each,
so that the rightmost position of X is x and the leftmost position of Y is x + 1 (i.e., the next
position of x). We say that (w, ∼) is a data expansion of (w0 , ∼0 ), if (w0 , ∼0 ) is the result of
removing x + 1 from (w, ∼) and joining the data classes X and Y (cf. Figure 2). We say
that a match word (w, ∼) is a match expansion of (w0 , ∼0 ) if it is the result from applying
repeatedly data expansions to (w0 , ∼0 ). The class of match words C is the match expansion
of a class of data words C 0 , if C consists of all match expansions of data words from C 0 .
We define that a class C of data words has match width at least/at most n if the match
expansion of C has match width at least/at most n. Similarly, C has braid width at least/at
most n if the match expansion of C has braid width at least/at most n.
These definitions allow us to transfer our decidability and undecidability results for class
automata. Further, the notions of bounded match width and bounded braid width coincide
on match words if and only if they coincide on data words.
I Lemma 11. For any class of data words with unbounded braid width, the emptiness
problem for class automata is undecidable.
I Lemma 12. Given a class automaton A and a number n, the emptiness problem for A
restricted to data words with match width at most n is decidable.
Note that, by Theorem 1, Lemma 12 is also true for XPath. However, we do not know if
the undecidability result for XPath (or even regular-XPath) of Theorem 10 holds for classes
of data words of unbounded braid width.

7

Data trees instead of data words

In the previous sections we discussed the case of data words. But what about data trees?
Here we extend the notions of braid width and match width to data trees and generalize
our decidability and undecidability results.
One solution is to reduce data trees to words. For a data tree (t, ∼), we define its word
representation word(t, ∼), which is like the text representation of an XML tree. If the
labels of t are A, then the labels of word(t, ∼) are {open, close} × A. Every node of (t, ∼)
corresponds to two nodes in word(t, ∼), one with an opening tag and one with a closing tag,
with the same data value, as depicted below.
a
b

b
a

b
(t, ∼)

a

a,op

b,op

b,cl

b,op

a,op

a,cl

b,op

b,cl

a,op

a,cl

b,cl

a,cl

word(t, ∼)
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If the depth of the tree is known in advance, and can be encoded in the states of an automaton, then this representation can be decoded by a class automaton.
I Lemma 13. Fix d ∈ N. For any class automaton on data trees A, one can compute a
class automaton on data words Ad such that A accepts a data tree (t, ∼) if and only if Ad
accepts the data word word(t, ∼) provided that (t, ∼) has depth at most d.
We extend the definition of match and braid width to data trees following the (t, ∼) 7→
word(t, ∼) coding. A class of data trees has braid/match width of at least/at most n if
its data word representation has braid/match width of at least/at most n. In view of the
lemma above, we have the following.
I Lemma 14. For any class automaton on data trees A and numbers d, n, the emptiness
problem for A restricted to data trees of depth at most d and match width at most n is
decidable.

8

Discussion

We conjecture that match width and braid width are equivalent in the sense that a class
of data words has bounded match width if, and only if, it has bounded braid width. One
implication of the conjecture follows from Theorems 5 and 10. Namely, for every k, the class
of documents of match width at most k has bounded braid width, since otherwise the class
would have undecidable emptiness for class automata. In other words, unbounded braid
width means unbounded match width. The content of the conjecture is therefore the other
implication: is it the case that unbounded match width means unbounded braid width?
We also conjecture that XPath is undecidable on unbounded match width data words or
data trees, but we are unable to prove it.
Finally, we believe that the results can also be extended to arbitrary data trees, by
defining accordingly split data trees and using forest algebra [3] instead of monoids.
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Abstract
We prove, in the universe of trees of bounded height, that for any MSO formula with m variables
there exists a set of kernels such that the size of each of these kernels can be bounded by an
elementary function of m. This yields a faster MSO model checking algorithm for trees of
bounded height than the one for general trees. From that we obtain, by means of interpretation,
corresponding results for the classes of graphs of bounded tree-depth (MSO2 ) and shrub-depth
(MSO1 ), and thus we give wide generalizations of Lampis’ (ESA 2010) and Ganian’s (IPEC 2011)
results. In the second part of the paper we use this kernel structure to show that FO has the same
expressive power as MSO1 on the graph classes of bounded shrub-depth. This makes bounded
shrub-depth a good candidate for characterization of the hereditary classes of graphs on which
FO and MSO1 coincide, a problem recently posed by Elberfeld, Grohe, and Tantau (LICS 2012).
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1

Introduction

First order (FO) and monadic second-order (MSO) logics play undoubtedly crucial role in
computer science. Besides traditional tight relations to finite automata and regular languages, this is also witnessed by their frequent occurrence in the so called algorithmic
metatheorems which have gained increasing popularity in the past few years. The term
algorithmic metatheorem commonly refers to a general algorithmic toolbox ready to be applied onto a wide range of problems in specific situations, and MSO or FO logic is often
used in the expression of this “range of problems”.
One of the perhaps most celebrated algorithmic metatheorems (and the original motivation for our research) is Courcelle’s theorem [3] stating that every graph property φ
expressible in the MSO2 logic of graphs (allowing for both vertex and edge set quantifiers)
can be decided in linear FPT time on graphs of bounded tree-width. Courcelle, Makowsky,
and Rotics [4] then have analogously addressed a wider class of graphs, namely those of
bounded clique-width, at the expense of restricting φ to MSO1 logic (i.e., with only vertex
set quantification). Among other recent works on algorithmic metatheorems we just briefly
mention two survey articles by Kreutzer [16] and by Grohe–Kreutzer [15], and an interesting
recent advance by Dvořák, Král’, and Thomas [7] showing linear-time FPT decidability of
FO model checking on the graphs of “bounded expansion”.
Returning back to Courcelle’s theorem [3] and closely related [1, 4], it is worth to remark
that a solution can be obtained via interpretation of the respective graph problem into an
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MSO formula over coloured trees (which relates the topic all the way back to Rabin’s S2S
theorem [21]). However, a drawback of these metatheorems is that, when their runtimeois
.width(G)
2.
a

expressed as O f (φ, width(G)) · |G| , this function f grows asymptotically as 2
where the height a depends on φ, precisely on the quantifier alternation depth of φ (i.e., f is
a non-elementary function of the parameter φ). The latter is not surprising since Frick and
Grohe [11, 10] proved that it is not possible to avoid a non-elementary tower of exponents
even in deciding MSO properties on all trees or coloured paths (unless P=NP).
Given the importance of Courcelle’s and other related algorithmic metatheorems, it is a
bit of surprise that apparently no research paper tackled this “nonelementary exponential
tower” issue of deciding graph MSO properties until recently: The first step in this direction
occurred in a 2010 ESA paper by Lampis [17], giving an FPT algorithm for MSO2 model
checking on graphs of bounded vertex cover with only a double-exponential parameter dependence. Ganian [13] then analogously addressed MSO1 model checking problem on graphs
of bounded so-called twin-cover (much restricting bounded clique-width).

MSO on trees of bounded height
Frick–Grohe’s negative result leaves main room for possible improvement on suitably restricted subclass(es) of all coloured trees, namely on those avoiding long paths. In this respect,
our first result here (Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3) gives a new algorithm for deciding
MSO properties φ of rooted m-coloured trees T of fixed height d. This algorithm uses so
called kernelization—which means it efficiently reduces the input tree into an equivalent one
of elementarily bounded size, leading to an FPT algorithm with runtime
o
2
..

O (|V (T )|) + 2

2

O(m|φ| )

d+1

.

Informally, our algorithm “trades” quantifier alternation of φ for bounded height of the
tree. Hence there is nothing interesting brought for all trees, while on the other hand, our
algorithm presents an improvement over the previous on the trees of height ≤ d for every
fixed value d. We refer to Section 3.1 for details and exact expression of runtime.
In a more general perspective, our algorithm can be straightforwardly applied to any
suitable “depth-structured” graph class via efficient interpretability of logic theories. This
includes the aforementioned results of Lampis [17] and Ganian [13] as special cases. We
moreover extend the algorithm (Theorem 3.4) to testing MSO2 properties on all graphs of
tree-depth ≤ d (see Definition 2.1) in elementary FPT, covering a much wider graph class
than that of bounded vertex cover. This in Section 3.2 concludes the first half of our paper.

Expressive power of FO and MSO
Secondly, the existence of an (elementarily-sized) kernel for MSO properties φ of trees of
fixed height d (Theorem 3.2) is interesting on its own. Particularly, it immediately implies
that any such MSO sentence φ can be equivalently expressed in FO on the trees of height d
(simply testing the finitely many bounded-size kernels for which φ is true, Theorem 4.1).
This brings us to the very recent paper of Elberfeld, Grohe, and Tantau [9] who proved that
FO and MSO2 have equal expressive power on the graphs of bounded tree-depth. Their
approach is different and uses a constructive extension of Feferman–Vaught theorem for
unbounded partitions. We can now similarly derive the result from Theorem 3.2, as in the
tree case.
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Figure 1 The path of length 14 has tree-depth 3 + 1 = 4 since it is contained in the closure of
the depicted (red) tree of height 3. It can be proved that this is optimal.

Going a step further, we actually half-answer the main open question posted in [9];
what characterizes the hereditary graph classes on which the expressive powers of FO and
MSO1 coincide? We use Theorem 3.2 and the new notions of [14] to prove that FO and
MSO1 coincide (Theorem 4.3) on all graph classes of bounded so called shrub-depth (see
Definition 2.3). Unfortunately, due to lack of a suitable “forbidden substructure” characterization of shrub-depth, we are not yet able to prove the converse direction, but we conjecture
that a hereditary class on which FO and MSO1 coincide must have bounded shrub-depth
(Conjecture 4.4). This conjecture is also supported by the following claim in [14]; a graph
class C has an MSO1 interpretation in the class of coloured trees of height ≤ d iff C is of
shrub-depth ≤ d.

2

Preliminaries

We assume standard terminology and notation of graph theory, see e.g. Diestel [5]. Due to
limited space, we refer there [5] for the standard definition of tree-width tw(G).
For an introduction to parameterized complexity we suggest [6]. Now we just recall that
a problem P with an input hx, ki ∈ Σ∗× N is fixed parameter tractable, or FPT, if it admits
an algorithm in time O f (k) · |x|O(1) where f is an arbitrary computable function. It is
known that P is in FPT if, and only if, it has a kernel, i.e., every instance hx, ki can be in
polynomial time transformed to an equivalent instance hx0 , k 0 i such that hx, ki ∈ P ⇐⇒
hx0 , k 0 i ∈ P and |hx0 , k 0 i| ≤ g(k) for some computable g.

Measuring depth of graphs
Our paper deals with some not-so-known decompositions of graphs, too. The first one is
related to tree-decompositions of low depth.
I Definition 2.1 (Tree-depth [18]). The closure cl(F ) of a rooted forest F is the graph
obtained from F by adding from each node all edges to its descendants. The tree-depth
td(G) of a graph G is one more than the smallest height (distance from the root to all
leaves) of a rooted forest F such that G ⊆ cl(F ).
Note that tree-depth is always an upper bound for tree-width. Some useful properties
of it can be derived from the following asymptotic characterization: If L is the length of a
longest path in a graph G, then dlog2 (L + 2)e ≤ td(G) ≤ L + 1. See Figure 1. For a simple
proof of this, as well as for a more extensive study of tree-depth, we refer the reader to [19,
Chapter 6]. Particularly, it follows that td(G) can be approximated up to an exponential
error by a depth-first search, and furthermore computed exactly in linear FPT using the
tree-width algorithm of Bodlaender [2].
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Figure 2 The graph obtained from K3,3 by subdividing a matching belongs to TM3 (2). The
respective tree model is depicted on the right.

Besides tree-width, another useful width measure of graphs is clique-width; defined for a
graph G as the smallest number of labels k = cw(G) such that G can be constructed using
operations to create a new vertex with label i, take the disjoint union of two labeled graphs,
add all edges between vertices of label i and label j, and relabel all vertices with label i to
have label j. Similarly as tree-depth is related to tree-width, there exists a very new notion
of shrub-depth [14] which is (in a sense) related to clique-width, and which we explain next.
I Definition 2.2 (Tree model [14]). We say that a graph G has a tree model of m colours
and depth d ≥ 1 if there exists a rooted tree T (of height d) such that
the set of leaves of T is exactly V (G),
the length of each root-to-leaf path in T is exactly d,
each leaf of T is assigned one of m colours (this is not a graph colouring, though),
and the existence of a G-edge between u, v ∈ V (G) depends solely on the colours of u, v
and the distance between u, v in T .
The class of all graphs having a tree model of m colours and depth d is denoted by TMm (d).
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

For instance, Kn ∈ TM1 (1) or Kn,n ∈ TM2 (1). Definition 2.2 is further illustrated in
Figure 2. It is easy to see that each class TMm (d) is closed under complements and induced
subgraphs, but neither under disjoint unions, nor under subgraphs. One can also routinely
verify that each class TMm (d) is of bounded clique-width. The depth d of a tree model can
be seen as a generalization of the aforementioned tree-depth parameter, and for that reason
it is useful to work with a more streamlined notion which only requires a single parameter.
To this end we introduce the following (and we refer to [14] for additional details):
I Definition 2.3 (Shrub-depth [14]). A class of graphs G has shrub-depth d if there exists m
such that G ⊆ TMm (d), while for all natural m it is G 6⊆ TMm (d − 1).
Note that Definition 2.3 is asymptotic as it makes sense only for infinite graph classes.
Particularly, classes of shrub-depth 1 are known as the graphs of bounded neighbourhood
diversity in [17], i.e., those graph classes on which the twin relation on pairs of vertices (for
a pair to share the same set of neighbours besides this pair) has a finite index.

MSO logic on graphs
Monadic second-order logic (MSO) is an extension of first-order logic (FO) by quantification
over sets. On the one-sorted adjacency model of graphs it specifically reads as follows:
I Definition 2.4 (MSO1 logic of graphs). The language of MSO1 contains the expressions
built from the following elements:
variables x, y, . . . for vertices, and X, Y, . . . for sets of vertices,
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the predicates x ∈ X and edge(x, y) with the standard meaning,
equality for variables, the connectives ∧, ∨, ¬, →, and the quantifiers ∀, ∃ over vertex and
vertex-set variables.
Note that we do not allow quantification over edges or sets of edges (as edges are not
elements) in MSO1 . If we consider the two-sorted incidence graph model (in which the edges
formed another sort of elements), then we get:
I Definition 2.5 (MSO2 logic of graphs). The language of MSO2 contains the expressions
built from elements of MSO1 plus the following:
variables e, f, . . . for edges, E, F, . . . for sets of edges, the respective quantifiers, and
the predicates e ∈ F and inc(x, e) with the standard meaning.
Already MSO1 logic is quite powerful as it can express various common hard graph
properties; e.g., 3-colourability. The expressive power of MSO2 is even strictly larger [8]
since, for instance, Hamiltonicity has an MSO2 definition (while not MSO1 ). On the other
hand, MSO2 and MSO1 coincide on the class of trees, or on many other restricted graph
classes. Hence we will speak only about MSO1 on trees, from now on. The large expressive
power of MSO logics is the reason for their popularity in algorithmic metatheorems.
The problem to decide, for a sentence ψ in logic L, whether an input structure G satisfies
G |= ψ, is also commonly called the L model checking problem (of ψ). Hence, for instance,
the c-colourability problem for each fixed c is an instance of MSO1 model checking;where
Wc
Vc
ψ ≡ ∃X1 , . . . , Xc . ∀x. i=1 x ∈ Xi ∧ ∀x, y. i=1 (x 6∈ Xi ∨ y 6∈ Xi ∨ ¬ edge(x, y)) .

3

Trees of Bounded Height and MSO

The primary purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3.2; that for any m-coloured tree T
of constant height h there exists an efficiently computable subtree T0 ⊆ T such that, for any
MSO1 sentence φ of fixed quantifier rank r, it is T |= φ ⇐⇒ T0 |= φ, and the size of T0 is
bounded by an elementary function of r and m (the dependence on h being non-elementary,
though). Particularly, since checking of an MSO1 property φ can be easily solved in time
O∗ 2c|φ| on a graph with c vertices (in this case T0 ) by recursive exhaustive expansion of
all quantifiers of φ, this gives a kernelization-based elementary FPT algorithm for MSO1
model checking of rooted m-coloured trees of constant height h (Corollary 3.3).
We need a bit more formal notation. The height h of a rooted tree T is the farthest
distance from its root, and a node is at the level ` if its distance from the root is h − `. For
a node v of a rooted tree T , we call a limb of v a subtree of T rooted at some child node of
v. Our rooted trees are unordered, and they “grow top-down”, i.e. we depict the root on the
top. For this section we also switch from considering m-coloured trees to more convenient
t-labelled ones, the difference being that one vertex may have several labels at once (and so
m ∼ 2t ). MSO1 logic is naturally extended to labelled graphs by adding unary predicates
L(x) for every label L. We say that two such rooted labelled trees are l-isomorphic if there
is an isomorphism between them preserving the root and all labels.

3.1

The Reduction Lemma

Concretely, we preprocess a given tree T into a bounded kernel T0 ⊆ T by recursively
deleting from T all limbs which are “repeating (being l-isomorphic) too many times”. This
is formalized in Lemma 3.1. To describe the exact reduction of T to T0 , we need to define
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the following recursive “threshold” values, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . :
Ri (q, s, k)
N0 (q, s, k)
Ni+1 (q, s, k)

s

= q · Ni (q, s, k) ,
=
=

where

2k + 1 ≥ 2 and
Ni (q,s,k)
s Ni (q,s,k)
≤ 2k · 2q · Ni (q, s, k)
2k · Ri (q, s, k) + 1

(1)
(2)

For clarity, we informally in advance outline the intended meaning of these values Ri and
Ni . We say a labelled rooted tree of height i is (q, s, k)-reduced if, at any level j, 0 < j ≤ i,
each node of T has at most (1) Rj−1 (q, s, k) pairwise l-isomorphic limbs (which are of height
≤ j − 1). The value (2) Nj (q, s, k) is then an upper bound on the number of all possible
non-l-isomorphic rooted k-labelled trees T of height ≤ j that are (q, s, k)-reduced. Note that
N0 (q, s, k) accounts for all distinct k-labelled single-node trees and the empty tree.
Assume now any MSO1 sentence (closed formula) φ with q element variables and s set
variables, and height i. Then, provided a, b ≥ Ri (q, s, k) where k = t + 3q + s, we show that
the sentence φ could not distinguish between a disjoint copies and b disjoint copies of any
(q, s, k)-reduced rooted t-labelled tree of height i. Altogether formally:
I Lemma 3.1. Let T be a rooted t-labelled tree of height h, and let φ be an MSO1 sentence
with q element quantifiers and s set quantifiers. Suppose that u ∈ V (T ) is a node at level
i + 1 where i < h.
a) If, among all the limbs of u in T , there are more than Ri (q, s, t + 3q + s) pairwise
l-isomorphic ones, then let T 0 ⊆ T be obtained by deleting one of the latter limbs from T .
Then, T |= φ ⇐⇒ T 0 |= φ.
b) Consequently, there exists a rooted t-labelled tree T0 ⊆ T such that T0 is
(q, s, t + 3q + s)-reduced, and T |= φ ⇐⇒ T0 |= φ.
In the case of FO logic, a statement analogous to Lemma 3.1 is obtained using folklore
arguments of finite model theory (even full recursive expansion of all q vertex quantifiers in φ
could “hit” only bounded number of limbs of u and the rest would not matter). However, in
the case of MSO logic there are additional nontrivial complications which require new ideas
(in addition to standard tools) in the proof. Briefly saying, one has to recursively consider
the internal structure of the limbs of u, and show that even an expansion of a vertex-set
quantifier in φ does not effectively distinguish too many of them (and hence some of them
remain irrelevant for the decision whether T |= φ).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Note first that part b) readily follows by a recursive bottom-up application of a) to the whole tree. Hence we focus on a), and sketch our proof as follows:
(I) We are going to use a so called “quantifier elimination” approach.1 That means,
assuming T |= φ ⇐⇒
6
T 0 |= φ, we look at the “distinguishing choice” of the first
quantifier in φ, and encode it in the labeling of T (e.g., when φ ≡ ∃x.ψ, we give new
exclusive labels to the value of x and to its parent/children in T and T 0 ). By an
inductive assumption, we then argue that the shorter formula ψ cannot distinguish
between these newly labeled T and T 0 , which is a contradiction.
(II) The traditional quantifier elimination approach—namely of set quantifiers in φ, however, might not be directly applicable to even very many pairwise l-isomorphic limbs
in T if their size is unbounded. Roughly explaining, the problem is that a single valuation of a set variable on these repeated limbs may potentially pairwise distinguish

1

This approach has been inspired by recent [7], though here it is applied in a wider setting of MSO logic.
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ψ ∈ “L1 over K ”
H∈K

I
−−−−−→

ψ I ∈ “L2 over M ”
G∈M

GI ∼
=H
(s.t. GI |= ψ)

I
←−−−−−

G
(s.t. G |= ψ I )

Figure 3 A basic informal scheme of an interpretation of ThL1 (K ) into ThL2 (M ).

all of them. Hence additional combinatorial arguments are necessary to bound the
size of the limbs in consideration.
(III) Having successfully resolved technical (II), the rest of the proof is a careful composition
s
of inductive arguments using the formula (1) Ri (q, s, k) = q · Ni (q, s, k) .
Details can be found in the full paper [12].

3.2

J

Algorithmic applications

With some calculus, we summarize the obtained result from an algorithmic point of view.
Let exp(i) (x) be the i-fold exponential function defined inductively as follows: exp(0) (x) = x
(i)
and exp(i+1) (x) = 2exp (x) . Note that exp(h) (x) is an elementary function of x for each
particular height h. For a rooted t-labelled tree T of height ≤ h, we call the uniquelydetermined maximal (q, s, k)-reduced tree T0 ⊆ T from Lemma 3.1 b), where k = t + 3q + s,
a (q, s, k)-reduction of the tree T . Then we routinely get:
I Theorem 3.2. Let t, h ≥ 1 be integers, and let φ be an MSO1 sentence with q element
quantifiers and s set quantifiers. For each rooted t-labelled tree T of height h, the tree T0 ⊆ T
which is a (q, s, t + 3q + s)-reduction of T and T0 |= φ ⇐⇒ T |= φ, can be computed in
linear time (non-parameterized) from T . Moreover, its size is bounded by


|V (T0 )| ≤ exp(h) (2h+5 − 12) · (t + q + s)(q + s) .
I Corollary 3.3. Let T be a rooted t-labelled tree of constant height h ≥ 1, and let φ be an
MSO1 sentence with r quantifiers. Then T |= φ can be decided by an FPT algorithm in time






O exp(h+1) 2h+5 · r(t + r) + |V (T )| = O exp(h+1) (|φ|2 ) + |V (T )| .
The arguments of Corollary 3.3 can be further extended to suitable classes of general
graphs via the traditional tool of interpretability of logic theories [20]. This powerful tool,
however, has rather long formal description, and since we are going to use it only ad hoc in
some proofs anyway, we provide here only a brief conceptual sketch. Imagine two classes of
relational structures K , M and two logical languages L1 , L2 . We say there is an interpretation I of the L1 theory of K into the L2 theory of M if (see Figure 3)
there exist L2 formulas which can “define” the domain and the relations of each structure
H ∈ K inside a suitable structure G ∈ M , formally H ' GI ,
and each formula ψ ∈ L1 over K can be accordingly translated into ψ I ∈ L2 over M
such that “truth is preserved”, i.e., H |= ψ iff G |= ψ I for all such related H, G.
A simple example is an interpretation of the complement of a graph G into G itself
via defining the edge relation as ¬ edge(x, y). A bit more complex example is shown by
interpreting a line graph L(G) of a graph G inside G; the domain (vertex set) of L(G) being
interpreted in E(G), and the adjacency relation of L(G) defined by the formula α(e, f ) ≡
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e 6= f ∧ ∃x. inc(x, e) ∧ inc(x, f ). This example interprets the MSO1 theory of line graphs in
the MSO2 theory of graphs.
We now return back to the promised extensions. Since the MSO2 theory of graphs of
tree-depth ≤ d has an interpretation in coloured trees of depth ≤ d+1 (a graph G is actually
interpreted in W such that G ⊆ cl(W ), with labels determining which “back edges” of W
belong to G), we get the following generalization of Lampis’ [17] from Corollary 3.3: MSO2
model checking can be done in FPT time which depends elementarily on the checked formula,
not only for graphs of bounded vertex cover, but also for those of bounded tree-depth.
I Theorem 3.4. Let Dd denote the class of all graphs of tree-depth ≤ d, and φ be an MSO2
sentence with r quantifiers. Then the problem of deciding
 G |= φ for G ∈ Dd has an FPT
(d+2) 3d+7
2
algorithm with runtime O exp
2
· r + |V (G)| .
We also remark on an important aspect of FPT algorithms using width parameters—
how to obtain the associated decomposition of the input (here of G ∈ Dd ). In the particular
case of tree-depth, the answer is rather easy since one can use the linear FPT algorithm for
tree-decomposition [2] to compute it (while, say, for clique-width this is an open problem).
Concerning MSO1 model checking, one can go further. Graphs of neighbourhood diversity
m (introduced in [17]) are precisely those having a model in which every vertex receives one
of m colours, and the existence of an edge between u, v depends solely on the colours of u, v.
Clearly, these graphs coincide with those having a tree model of m colours and depth 1, and
so we can give an FPT algorithm for MSO1 model checking on them from Corollary 3.3,
which is an alternative derivation for another result of Lampis [17]. We can similarly derive
an estimation of the main result of [13] (here just one exponential fold worse).
A common generalization of these particular applications of Corollary 3.3 has been found,
together with the new notion of shrub-depth, in this subsequent work:
I Theorem 3.5 (Ganian et al. [14]). Assume d ≥ 1 is a fixed integer. Let G be any graph
class of shrub-depth d (Definition 2.3). Then the problem of deciding G |= φ for the input
G ∈ G and MSO1 sentence φ, can be solved by an FPT algorithm, the runtime of which
has an elementary dependence on the parameter φ. This assumes G is given on the input
alongside with its tree model of depth d.

4

Expressive power of FO and MSO

Theorem 3.2 has another interesting corollary in the logic domain. Since the size of the
reduction T0 of T is bounded independently of T , the outcome of T |= φ actually depends
on a finite number of fixed-size cases, and one can use even FO logic to express (one would
say by brute force) which of these cases is the correct (q, s, t + 3q + s)-reduction of T . The
outlined arguments lead to the following conclusions.
I Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 3.2). Let t, h ≥ 1 be integers, and let φ be an MSO1 sentence with
q element quantifiers and s set quantifiers. There exists a finite set of rooted t-labelled trees
Uh,t,φ satisfying the following: For any rooted t-labelled tree T of height ≤ h, it holds T |= φ
if and only if the (q, s, t + 3q + s)-reduction of T is l-isomorphic to a member of Uh,t,φ .
With Theorem 4.1 we get quite close to the very recent achievement of Elberfeld, Grohe,
and Tantau [9] who prove that FO and MSO2 have equal expressive power on the graphs of
bounded tree-depth (and that this condition is also necessary on hereditary graph classes).
The following weaker statement is actually an easy consequence of our findings, too:
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I Corollary 4.2 (Elberfeld, Grohe, and Tantau [9]). Let h, t be integers, and φ an MSO1
sentence. Then there is an FO sentence ψh,t,φ such that, for any rooted t-labelled tree T of
height ≤ h, it is T |= φ ⇐⇒ T |= ψh,t,φ .
It is now a natural question whether and how could our alternative approach to coincidence
between FO and MSO on graphs be extended in the same direction.
Indeed, given an MSO2 sentence φ over Dd (the graphs of tree-depth ≤ d), we can
interpret this in an MSO1 sentence φId over rooted (d + 1)-labelled trees of height ≤ d + 1.
Then, by Corollary 4.2, we immediately get an FO sentence σd equivalent to φId . The problem
is, however, that σd is a formula over rooted (d + 1)-labelled trees, and we would like to get
an interpretation of σd back in the FO theory of the class Dd , which does not seem to be an
easy task directly. Still, part of the arguments of [9] can be combined with the approach of
Corollary 4.2 to provide an alternative relatively short proof of coincidence between FO and
MSO1 on classes of bounded tree-depth (thus bypassing the Feferman–Vaught–type theorem
in [9]).
The reason for specifically mentioning Elberfeld, Grohe, and Tantau’s [9] here is actually
their main posted question—what are the sufficient and necessary conditions for a hereditary
graph class to guarantee the same expressive power of FO and MSO1 ? Using Theorem 4.1
and improved ideas based on a proof of Corollary 4.2, we provide a nontrivial sufficient
condition which we also conjecture to be necessary.
I Theorem 4.3. Let d be an integer and S be any graph class of shrub-depth d (Definition 2.3). Then for every MSO1 sentence φ there is an FO sentence ψd,φ such that, for any
G ∈ S , it is G |= φ ⇐⇒ G |= ψd,φ . Consequently, FO and MSO1 have the same expressive
power on S .
I Conjecture 4.4. Consider a hereditary (i.e., closed under induced subgraphs) graph class S .
If the expressive powers of FO and MSO1 are equal on S , then the shrub-depth of S is
bounded (by a suitable constant).
The key to proving Theorem 4.3 is the notion of twin sets. Recall that two vertices
x, y ∈ V (G) are called twins if their neighbour sets in G − x − y coincide. Though the edge
xy is not specified in this definition, it easily follows that whenever we have a set of pairwise
twins in G, then those induce a clique or an independent set.
I Definition 4.5 (Twin sets). Assume X = {x1 , . . . , xk } and Y = {y1 , . . . , yk } are disjoint
indexed sets (k-tuples) of vertices of a graph G. We say that X, Y are twin sets in G if
the subgraphs of G induced on X and on Y are identical, i.e., xi xj ∈ E(G) iff yi yj ∈ E(G)
for all pairs i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and
for i = 1, . . . , k, the set of neighbours of xi in V (G) \ (X ∪ Y ) equals that of yi .
Note that, for simplicity, we consider the twin-sets relation only on disjoint sets, and that
this relation is generally not transitive. Although we do not need more for this paper, we
suggest that the notion deserves further extended study elsewhere.
A tree model (Definition 2.2) of a graph G can be, informally, viewed as a complete
recursive decomposition (of bounded depth) of G into groups of pairwise disjoint pairwise
twin sets. Roughly, an application of Lemma 3.1 a) then says that if (at any level) the
number of pairwise twin sets in a group is “too large”, then one of these sets can be deleted
from G without affecting validity of a fixed MSO1 property on G. Our main task is to
describe “reducibility” of a large group of twin sets in G using FO (the sets having bounded
size, though), which is more complicated than in the tree-depth case due to lack of some
“nice connectivity properties” of a tree-depth decomposition.
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Proof outline (Theorem 4.3). We assume a graph G ∈ S with a tree model T of constant
depth d, and an MSO1 sentence φ. We informally continue as follows.
(I) For every fixed d, one can easily interpret φ in an MSO1 formula φId over T , such that
G |= φ ⇐⇒ T |= φId .
(II) By Definition 2.2, pairwise l-isomorphic sibling limbs in T correspond to a group of
pairwise twin sets in G. Deleting one of these sets from G is equivalent to deleting
the corresponding limb from T . Hence by (I) and Theorem 4.1, there is a finite set
Uφ of graphs (independent of G) such that G |= φ iff G “reduces” to a member of Uφ .
(III) The meaning of “reduction” is analogous to Section 3.1, to a (q, s, k)-reduced subtree of the tree model T . The minor technical differences are; (1) we can describe
the reduction using twin sets, without an explicit reference to whole T , and (2) we
actually aim at a (q, s, k)0 -reduction which means the reduction threshold values are
Rj0 (q, s, k) = max{Rj (q, s, k), 2}. (We need to guarantee that at least two twin sets
of each group remain after the reduction, even in degenerate cases.)
(IV) We provide an FO definition of the fact that G reduces to H ∈ Uφ , modulo some technical details. This FO formula %H depends mainly on d and H (actually on a suitable
tree model of H). The desired sentence ψd,φ in Theorem 4.3 is then constructed as
W
the (finite) disjunction ψd,φ ≡ H∈Uφ %H .
Now we give the crucial technical detail and the related claims which make step (IV)
working. Assume T is a tree model of a graph G, and B is a limb of a node v in T , such that
W is the set of leaves of B. We say that a tree model T 0 is obtained from T by splitting B
along X ⊆ W if a disjoint copy B 0 of B with the same parent v is added into T , and then B
is restricted to a rooted Steiner tree of W \ X while B 0 is restricted to a rooted Steiner tree
of X 0 (the corresponding copy of X). A tree model T is splittable if some limb in T can be
split along some subset X of its leaves, making a tree model T 0 which represents the same
graph G as T does. A tree model is unsplittable if it is not splittable. Notice that any tree
model can be turned into an unsplittable one; simply since the splitting process must end
eventually.
I Lemma 4.6. Let H be a graph, and R ⊆ H be an induced subgraph having a tree model T
(of m colours and depth d, but this is not relevant). Let T contain two disjoint l-isomorphic
limbs B, B 0 of a node v, and a limb C of a node u. The position of C against B, B 0 can be
arbitrary (it may be u = v or even C = B or C = B 0 ), as long as C is disjoint from one
of B, B 0 . Let W, W 0 ⊆ V (R) denote the sets of leaves of B, B 0 , respectively, and X ⊆ V (R)
denote the set of leaves of C. Assume Y, Z ⊆ V (H) \ V (R) are such that W, W 0 , Y are
pairwise twin sets in H, and that X, Z are also twin sets in H. If Y 6= Y ∩ Z 6= ∅, then the
tree model T of R is splittable.
I Lemma 4.7. Let m, d ≥ 1 and q, s be integers. Assume G ∈ TMm (d) is a graph, and
R ⊆ G is an induced subgraph having an unsplittable tree model T (of m colours and depth
d). Let xc
R = (xv : v ∈ V (R)) be a vector of free variables valued in the respective vertices of
R in G. Then there exists an FO formula %T , depending on d, m, q, s, and T , such that the
0
following holds: G |= %T (xc
R ) if, and only if, R ⊆ G and there exists a tree model T ⊇ T of
0
0
G of m colours and depth d, such that the (q, s, m + 3q + s) -reduction of T is T .
The importance of Lemma 4.6 in the proof of Lemma 4.7 is, informally, in that one can
focus just on including every vertex of G − R into some set which is twin (possibly after
recursive reduction) to suitable limbs of T , while such sets will then never overlap. See
Figure 4. With Lemma 4.7 at hand, it is then straightforward (though technical and not
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.
T

R :

X

W

W0

Y

Z

:G−R

Figure 4 A situation which cannot happen, in a graph G with an unsplittable tree model T of
an induced subgraph R ⊆ G, and with the sets W, W 0 , Y and X, Z as in Lemma 4.6.

short) to finish the proof of Theorem 4.3 along the aforementioned outline. Details can be
found in the full paper [12].
J

5

Conclusions

We briefly recapitulate the two-fold contribution of our primary result; that the MSO model
checking problem on the universe of coloured trees of bounded height can be reduced to a
kernel of size bounded by an elementary function of the formula. Firstly, it allows us to
easily obtain nontrivial extensions of Lampis’ and Ganian’s result and to fill the gap set by
Courcelle’s theorem and the negative result of Frick and Grohe.
Secondly, it provides an alternative simple and intuitive way of understanding of why on
some classes of graphs FO and MSO logics coincide. In this respect, the most important
property of our kernel is that, after seeing more than a certain number of copies of a certain
substructure in the input graph, the validity of an MSO formula in question does not change
any further. While such a behavior is natural for FO properties, it is somehow surprising to
see it for much wider MSO. This “loss of expressiveness” of MSO (getting down to the FO
level) is inherited by graph classes of bounded tree-depth and shrub-depth.
Finally, we briefly discuss why we believe Conjecture 4.4 holds true. It is known [9] that
each subgraph closed class of graphs such that FO = MSO2 has to have bounded tree-depth.
Both classes of bounded tree-depth and classes of bounded shrub-depth are interpretable
in trees of bounded depth, the main difference is how “dense” they are. By allowing “too
many” edges in graphs of bounded shrub-depth, we basically lost the ability to address edges
of the interpreted graph in the underlying tree and hence also the ability to quantify over
these edges and sets of edges (notice that this also means that our class of graphs is no longer
closed under taking subgraphs, but is still hereditary). Since this is exactly the difference
between MSO1 and MSO2 , classes of graphs of bounded shrub-depth are natural candidates
for exactly those hereditary classes where FO = MSO1 .
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Abstract
We consider two-player games played on finite graphs equipped with costs on edges and introduce
two winning conditions, cost-parity and cost-Streett, which require bounds on the cost between
requests and their responses. Both conditions generalize the corresponding classical ω-regular
conditions as well as the corresponding finitary conditions.
For cost-parity games we show that the first player has positional winning strategies and that
determining the winner lies in NP ∩ coNP. For cost-Streett games we show that the first player
has finite-state winning strategies and that determining the winner is EXPTIME-complete.
This unifies the complexity results for the classical and finitary variants of these games. Both
types of cost games can be solved by solving linearly many instances of their classical variants.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, boundedness problems arose in topics pertaining to automata and logics
leading to the development of novel models and techniques to tackle these problems. Although
in general undecidable, many boundedness problems for automata turn out to be decidable if
the acceptance condition can refer to boundedness properties of variables, but the transitions
cannot access variable values. A great achievement was made by Hashiguchi [15] who
proved decidability of the star-height problem by reducing it to a boundedness problem
for a certain type of finite automaton and by solving this problem. This led the path to
recent developments towards a general theory of bounds in automata and logics, comprising
automata and logics with bounds [1, 3], satisfiability algorithms for these logics [2, 4], and
regular cost-functions [10].
In this work, we consider boundedness problems in turn-based two-player graph games
of infinite duration. Using the acceptance condition of the automata models of [3] (namely
ωB- and ωS automata) yields games that are equivalent to ω-regular games. Hence, we
take a different route and introduce cost-parity and cost-Streett conditions which generalize
the (classical) ω-regular parity- respectively Streett condition, as well as the finitary parityrespectively finitary Streett condition [8]. While both finitary variants strengthen the classical
conditions by adding bounds, the complexity of solving these games diverges: (in the state
of the art) finitary parity games are simpler than parity games, while finitary Streett games
are harder than Streett games. Indeed solving finitary parity games can be carried out in
polynomial time [8], while no polynomial-time algorithm for parity games is yet known, and
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the decision problem is in NP ∩ coNP. The situation is reversed for Streett games, since
solving them is coNP-complete [13] while solving finitary Streett games is EXPTIMEcomplete. The latter result is shown in unpublished work by Chatterjee, Henzinger, and
Horn: by slightly modifying the proof of EXPTIME-hardness of solving request-response
games presented in [9] they prove EXPTIME-hardness of solving finitary Streett games.
A cost-parity game is played on an arena whose vertices are colored by natural numbers,
and where traversing an edge incurs a non-negative cost. Player 0 wins a play if there is a
bound b such that almost all odd colors (which we think of as requests) are followed by a
larger even color (which we think of as responses) that is reached with cost at most b. The
definition of (cost-) Streett games goes along the same lines, but the requests and responses
are independent and not hierarchically ordered as in parity conditions. The cost of traversing
an edge can be used to model the consumption of a resource. Thus, if Player 0 wins a play
she can achieve her goal along an infinite run with bounded resources. On the other hand,
Player 1’s objective is to exhaust the resource, no matter how big the capacity is.
We show that cost-parity games enjoy two nice properties of parity and finitary parity
games: Player 0 has memoryless winning strategies, and determining the winner lies in
NP ∩ coNP. Furthermore, we show that solving cost-parity games can be algorithmically
reduced to solving parity games, which allows to solve these games almost as efficiently
as parity games. We then consider cost-Streett games and prove that Player 0 has finitestate winning strategies, and that determining the winner is EXPTIME-complete. Our
complexity results unify the previous results about finitary parity and Streett games and the
results about their classical variants.
To obtain our results, we present an algorithm to solve cost-parity games that iteratively
computes the winning region of Player 0 employing an algorithm to solve parity games. As
a by-product, we obtain finite-state winning strategies for Player 0. We improve this by
showing how to transform a finite-state winning strategy into a positional winning strategy.
This construction relies on so-called scoring functions (which are reminiscent of the simulation
of alternating tree-automata by nondeterministic automata presented in [18]) and presents
a general framework to turn finite-state strategies into positional ones, which we believe
to be applicable in other situations as well. Finally, we present an algorithm that solves
cost-Streett games by solving Streett games. Here, we show the existence of finite-state
winning strategies for Player 0 in cost-Streett games.
In our proof, we reduce games with boundedness winning conditions to games with
ω-regular winning conditions. This is reminiscent of the solution of the domination problem
for regular cost-functions on finite trees [11]. In contrast to this work, which is concerned
with proving decidability, we are interested in efficient algorithms. Hence, we need a more
sophisticated reduction and a careful analysis of the memory requirements.
Adding quantitative requirements to qualitative winning conditions has been an active field
of research during the last decade. Just recently, there has been a lot of interest in so-called
energy games, whose winning conditions are boundedness requirements on the consumption
of resources. Solving energy games with multiple resources is in general intractable [14] while
so-called consumption games, a subclass of energy games, are shown to be tractable in [5].
Furthermore, energy parity games, whose winning conditions are a conjunction of an (single
resource) energy and a parity condition, can be solved in NP ∩ coNP and Player 0 has
positional winning strategies [7]. Although the first two results are similar to our results on
cost-parity games, the energy parity condition does not relate the energy consumption to the
parity condition. In contrast, the costs in cost-parity games give a qualitative measure of the
satisfaction of the parity condition.
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2

Definitions

A (cost) arena A = (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) consists of a finite, directed
Infinite Games.
graph (V, E), a partition {V0 , V1 } of V , and an edge-labeling Cst : E → {ε, i}. An edge with
label i is called increment-edge, edges labeled by ε are called accordingly ε-edges. We extend
the edge-labeling to a cost function over finite and infinite paths obtained by counting the
number of increment-edges traversed along the path. A play in A starting in v ∈ V is an
infinite path ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 · · · such that ρ0 = v. To avoid the nuisance of dealing with finite
plays, we assume every vertex to have an outgoing edge.
A game G = (A, Win) consists of an arena A and a set Win ⊆ V ω of winning plays
for Player 0. The set of winning plays for Player 1 is V ω \ Win. A strategy for Player i
is a mapping σ : V ∗ Vi → V such that (v, σ(wv)) ∈ E for all wv ∈ V ∗ Vi . We say that σ is
positional if σ(wv) = σ(v) for every wv ∈ V ∗ Vi . A play ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 . . . is consistent with σ if
ρn+1 = σ(ρ0 · · · ρn ) for every n with ρn ∈ Vi . A strategy σ for Player i is a winning strategy
from a set of vertices W ⊆ V if every play that starts in some v ∈ W and is consistent with σ
is won by Player i. The winning region Wi (G) of Player i in G is the set of vertices from which
Player i has a winning strategy. We say that a strategy is uniform, if it is winning from all
v ∈ Wi (G). We always have W0 (G) ∩ W1 (G) = ∅. On the other hand, if W0 (G) ∪ W1 (G) = V ,
then we say that G is determined. All games we consider in this work are determined. Solving
a game amounts to determining its winning regions.
A memory structure M = (M, Init, Upd) for an arena (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) consists of a
finite set M of memory states, an initialization function Init : V → M , and an update
function Upd : M × V → M . The update function can be extended to Upd∗ : V + → M in
the usual way: Upd∗ (ρ0 ) = Init(ρ0 ) and Upd∗ (ρ0 . . . ρn ρn+1 ) = Upd(Upd∗ (ρ0 . . . ρn ), ρn+1 ).
A next-move function (for Player i) Nxt : Vi × M → V has to satisfy (v, Nxt(v, m)) ∈ E
for all v ∈ Vi and all m ∈ M . It induces a strategy σ for Player i with memory M
via σ(ρ0 . . . ρn ) = Nxt(ρn , Upd∗ (ρ0 . . . ρn )). A strategy is called finite-state if it can be
implemented by a memory structure.
An arena A = (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) and a memory structure M = (M, Init, Upd) for A induce
the expanded arena A × M = (V × M, V0 × M, V1 × M, E 0 , Cst0 ) where ((v, m), (v 0 , m0 )) ∈ E 0
if and only if (v, v 0 ) ∈ E and Upd(m, v 0 ) = m0 , and Cst0 ((v, m)(v 0 , m0 )) = Cst(v, v 0 ). Every
play ρ in A has a unique extended play ρ0 = (ρ0 , m0 )(ρ1 , m1 )(ρ2 , m2 ) . . . in A × M defined
by m0 = Init(ρ0 ) and mn+1 = Upd(mn , ρn+1 ), i.e., mn = Upd∗ (ρ0 · · · ρn ). Note that every
infix of ρ and the corresponding infix of ρ0 have the same cost.
A game G = (A, Win) is reducible to G 0 = (A0 , Win0 ) via M, written G ≤M G 0 , if
0
A = A × M and every play ρ in G is won by the player who wins the extended play ρ0 in G 0 ,
i.e., ρ ∈ Win if and only if ρ0 ∈ Win0 .
I Lemma 1. Let G be a game with vertex set V and W ⊆ V . If G ≤M G 0 and Player i
has a finite-state winning strategy for G 0 from {(v, Init(v)) | v ∈ W }, then she also has a
finite-state winning strategy for G from W .
Let A = (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) and let i ∈ {0, 1}. The i-attractor of F ⊆ V in A, denoted by
AttrA
i (F ), is the set of vertices from which Player i has a strategy such that every play that
starts in this set and is consistent with the strategy visits F .
Cost-Parity Games. Let A = (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) be an arena and let Ω : V → N be a
coloring of its vertices. In all games we are about to define, we interpret the occurrence of
a color as request, which has to be answered by visiting a vertex of larger even color at a
later position. By imposing conditions on the responses, we obtain three different types of
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winning conditions. To simplify our notation, let Ans(c) = {c0 ∈ N | c0 ≥ c and c0 even} be
the set of colors that answer a request of color c. Note that Ans(c) ⊆ Ans(c0 ) for c ≥ c0 and
c ∈ Ans(c) if c is even.
The parity winning condition, denoted by Parity(Ω), requires that almost all requests
are eventually answered. Equivalently, ρ ∈ Parity(Ω) if and only if the maximal color that
occurs infinitely often in ρ is even. The finitary parity condition [8] is a strengthening of
the parity condition; it requires the existence of a bound b such that almost all requests are
answered within b steps. Formally, given a play ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 · · · and k ∈ N, we define
Dist(ρ, k) = inf{k 0 − k | k 0 ≥ k and Ω(ρk0 ) ∈ Ans(Ω(ρk ))}
where we use inf ∅ = ∞. Hence, Dist(ρ, k) is the number of steps between the request at
position k and its earliest response. The finitary parity winning condition is FinParity(Ω) =
{ρ ∈ V ω | lim supk→∞ Dist(ρ, k) < ∞}.
Note that both the parity and the finitary parity condition do not depend on the cost
function. Finally, by not bounding the number of steps between the requests and their
responses, but by bounding the cost between requests and responses, we obtain the cost-parity
condition. Given a play ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 · · · and k ∈ N, we define the cost-of-response by
Cor(ρ, k) = inf{Cst(ρk · · · ρk0 ) | k 0 ≥ k and Ω(ρk0 ) ∈ Ans(Ω(ρk ))} .
The cost-parity winning condition is CostParity(Ω) = {ρ ∈ V ω | lim supk→∞ Cor(ρ, k) < ∞}.
I Remark 2. FinParity(Ω) ⊆ CostParity(Ω) ⊆ Parity(Ω).
A game G = (A, CostParity(Ω)) is called cost-parity game. In a similar way, we define
parity and finitary parity games. Note that if A contains no increment-edges, then we have
CostParity(Ω) = Parity(Ω), and if A contains no ε-edges, then CostParity(Ω) = FinParity(Ω).
Hence, cost-parity games generalize both parity and finitary parity games.
Since cost-parity conditions can be shown to be on the third level of the Borel hierarchy,
we obtain the following result as a consequence of the Borel determinacy theorem [17].
I Remark 3. Cost-parity games are determined.
Fix a play ρ. We say that a request at position k is answered with cost c, if Cor(ρ, k) = c.
Note that a request at a position k with an even color is answered with cost 0. Furthermore,
we say that a request at position k is unanswered with cost c, if there is no position k 0 ≥ k
such that Ω(ρk0 ) ∈ Ans(Ω(ρk )), but we have Cst(ρk ρk+1 · · · ) = c, i.e., there are exactly c
increment-edges after position k. Finally, we say that a request at position k is unanswered
with cost ∞, if there is no position k 0 ≥ k such that Ω(ρk0 ) ∈ Ans(Ω(ρk )) and we have
Cst(ρk ρk+1 · · · ) = ∞, i.e., there are infinitely many increment-edges after position k. We
say that a request is unanswered, if it is unanswered with cost in N ∪ {∞}. We often use the
following equivalence.
I Remark 4. A play ρ has only finitely many unanswered requests if and only if ρ ∈ Parity(Ω).
I Example 5. Consider the cost-parity game depicted in Figure 1 where all vertices belong
to V1 , and the label of a vertex denotes its name (in the upper part) and its color (in the
lower part). Player 1 wins from {a, b, c} by requesting color 1 at vertex a infinitely often
and staying at vertex b longer and longer, but also visiting c infinitely often (and thereby
answering the request). Note that this strategy is not finite-state. Indeed, one can easily
prove that Player 1 does not have a finite-state winning strategy for this game. Player 0
wins from every other vertex, since Player 1 can raise only finitely many requests from these
vertices, albeit these requests are unanswered with cost ∞.
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Figure 1 A cost-parity game.

3

Solving Cost-Parity Games

In this section, we show how to determine the winning regions in a cost-parity game. Our
algorithm proceeds in two steps: in Subsection 3.1, we show that it suffices to solve games
whose winning condition is a strengthening of the cost-parity condition, the so-called bounded
cost-parity condition. Then, in Subsection 3.2, we show how to solve bounded cost-parity
games by solving ω-regular games. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Here, n is the number of vertices, m is the number of edges, and d is the number of colors in
the cost-parity game.
I Theorem 6. Given an algorithm that solves parity games in time T (n, m, d), there is an
algorithm that solves cost-parity games in time O(n · T (d · n, d · m, d + 2)).

3.1

From Cost-Parity Games to Bounded Cost-Parity Games

The cost-parity condition can be rephrased as follows: ρ ∈ CostParity(Ω) if and only if
there exists a b ∈ N such that all but finitely many requests are answered or unanswered
with cost less or equal than b and there are only finitely many unanswered requests.
Note that this allows a finite number of unanswered requests with cost ∞. By disallowing
this, we obtain a strengthening of the cost-parity condition. Formally, we define the bounded
cost-parity condition BndCostParity(Ω) to be the set of plays ρ satisfying the following:
there exists a b ∈ N such that every request is answered or unanswered with cost less
or equal than b and there are only finitely many unanswered requests.
A game (A, BndCostParity(Ω)) is called bounded cost-parity game.
I Example 7. Consider the game in Figure 1, this time with the bounded cost-parity
condition: Player 1 wins from every vertex but g by moving to g and then staying there ad
infinitum. Every such play contains a request of color 1 that is unanswered with cost ∞.
Since bounded cost-parity conditions are on the third level of the Borel hierarchy, bounded
cost-parity games are determined. Furthermore, the bounded cost-parity condition is indeed
a strengthening of the cost-parity condition.
I Remark 8. BndCostParity(Ω) ⊆ CostParity(Ω).
The following lemma implies that being able to solve bounded cost-parity games suffices
to solve cost-parity games.
I Lemma 9. Let G = (A, CostParity(Ω)) and let G 0 = (A, BndCostParity(Ω)).
1. W0 (G 0 ) ⊆ W0 (G).
2. If W0 (G 0 ) = ∅, then W0 (G) = ∅.
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Proof. 1. This follows directly from Remark 8: a winning strategy for Player 0 in G 0 from v
is also a winning strategy for her in G from v.
2. Due to determinacy, if W0 (G 0 ) = ∅, then we have W1 (G 0 ) = V , i.e., from every vertex v,
Player 1 has a winning strategy τv . Consider a play consistent with τv starting in v: either,
for every b, there is a request that is not answered with cost at most b, or the maximal color
seen infinitely often is odd (i.e., there are infinitely many unanswered requests).
We define a strategy τ for Player 1 as follows: it is guided by a vertex vcur and a
counter bcur . Assume a play starts in vertex v. Then, we initialize vcur by v and bcur by 1.
The strategy plays the strategy τvcur until a request is not answered with cost bcur . If this is
the case, then vcur is set to the current vertex, bcur is incremented, and τ plays according to
τvcur (forgetting the history of the play constructed so far).
We show that τ is winning (in the cost-parity game) from every vertex, which implies
W0 (G) = ∅. Let ρ be a play that is consistent with τ and distinguish two cases: if the
counter is incremented infinitely often, then ρ is winning for Player 1 in the cost-parity game.
On the other hand, if bcur is incremented only finitely often (say to value b), then there is
a suffix ρ0 of ρ with some first vertex v that is consistent with the strategy τv . Since the
counter is not incremented during ρ0 , every request in ρ0 is either answered or unanswered
with cost at most b. As ρ0 is nevertheless winning for Player 1, the maximal color seen
infinitely often during ρ0 is odd. As ρ0 and ρ only differ by a finite prefix, the maximal color
seen infinitely often during ρ is the same as in ρ0 and therefore odd. Thus, ρ is winning for
Player 1 in G.
J
To conclude this subsection, we show how Lemma 9 can be used to solve cost-parity games,
provided we are able to solve bounded cost-parity games (which is the subject of the next
subsection). Let A be an arena and Ω a coloring of its vertices, and let G = (A, CostParity(Ω)).
The following algorithm proceeds by iteratively removing parts of A that are included in the
winning region of Player 0 in G. In each step, one computes the winning region of the current
arena w.r.t. the bounded cost-parity condition. Due to Lemma 9.1, this is included in the
winning region of Player 0 in G. Furthermore, the attractor of this region also belongs to the
winning region in G, since the cost-parity condition is prefix-independent. This continues
until Player 0’s winning region of the current arena w.r.t. the bounded cost-parity condition
is empty. In this situation, Player 1 wins everywhere w.r.t. the cost-parity condition in the
current arena due to Lemma 9.2. Since Player 0 cannot leave this region (in the original
arena A), it is also winning for Player 1 in the original game G.
In Section 4, we prove that Player 0 has uniform positional winning strategies for bounded
cost-parity games. Composing such strategies for the regions Xj with positional attractor
strategies, we obtain a positional winning strategy for Player 0 in a cost-parity game. In
Example 5, we have already seen that Player 1 needs infinite memory to win.
Algorithm 1 A fixed-point algorithm for cost-parity games.
j ← 0; Wj ← ∅; Aj ← A
repeat
j ←j+1
Xj ← W0 (Aj−1 , BndCostParity(Ω))
A
Wj ← Wj−1 ∪ Attr0 j−1 (Xj )
Aj−1
Aj ← Aj−1 \ Attr0
(Xj )
until Xj = ∅
return Wj
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3.2

From Bounded Cost-Parity Games to ω-regular Games

Next, we show how to solve bounded cost-parity games. Let A be an arena. In this subsection,
we assume that no vertex of A has both incoming increment- and ε-edges. This can be
achieved by subdividing every increment-edge e = (v, v 0 ): we add a new vertex sub(e) and
replace e by (v, sub(e)) (which is an increment-edge) and by (sub(e), v 0 ) (which is an ε-edge).
Now, only the newly added vertices have incoming increment-edges, but they do not have
incoming ε-edges. Furthermore, it is easy to see that Player i wins from v in the original
game if and only if she wins from v in the modified game (where we color sub(e) by Ω(v 0 )).
Assuming this convention, we say that a vertex is an increment-vertex, if it has an
incoming increment-edge (which implies that all incoming edges have an increment). Let F
be the set of increment-vertices and denote the set of plays with finite cost by coBüchi(F ).
Furthermore, let RR(Ω) denote the set of plays ρ in which every request is answered (no
matter at which cost). Using these definitions, let

PCRR(Ω) = Parity(Ω) ∩ coBüchi(F ) ∪ RR(Ω) .
As PCRR(Ω) is ω-regular, a game with winning condition PCRR(Ω) is determined and
both players have uniform finite-state winning strategies [6]. Furthermore, PCRR(Ω) is
weaker than BndCostParity(Ω).
I Remark 10. V ω \ PCRR(Ω) ⊆ V ω \ BndCostParity(Ω).
Note that the converse implication is false, as the request-response condition does not
bound the cost between requests and their responses. However, every finite-state winning
strategy bounds the distance between requests and their responses, and thereby also the cost.
I Lemma 11. Let G = (A, BndCostParity(Ω)), and let G 0 = (A, PCRR(Ω)). Then, Wi (G) =
Wi (G 0 ) for i ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. We have W1 (G 0 ) ⊆ W1 (G) due to Remark 10. Thus, it suffices to show W0 (G 0 ) ⊆
W0 (G). So, let σ be a uniform finite-state winning strategy for Player 0 for G 0 (which exists,
since PCRR(Ω) is ω-regular). We argue that σ is also a uniform winning strategy for Player 0
for G: let ρ be consistent with σ, which implies ρ ∈ PCRR(Ω).
If ρ satisfies Parity(Ω) and has only finitely many increments, then every request is
answered or unanswered with bounded cost and there are only finitely many unanswered
requests, i.e., ρ is winning for Player 0 in G. To conclude, we consider the case ρ ∈
RR(Ω) \ (Parity(Ω) ∩ coBüchi(F )). Since σ is a finite-state winning strategy, there is a
bound b (which only depends on the size of σ and the size of the arena) such that every
request in ρ is answered with cost at most b (if not, then there would also be a play consistent
with σ with an unanswered request and with cost ∞. This play would not satisfy PCRR(Ω),
which yields the desired contradiction). Hence, ρ is winning for Player 0 in G.
J
So, to determine the winning regions of a bounded cost-parity game it suffices to solve an
ω-regular game with winning condition PCRR(Ω). This condition can be reduced to a parity
condition using a small memory structure that keeps track of the largest unanswered request
and goes to a special state ⊥ if this request is answered. Using this memory structure, the
RR(Ω)-condition reduces to a Büchi condition requiring the state ⊥ to be visited infinitely
often. We are now left with the union of a Büchi condition and an intersection of a parity
and a co-Büchi condition. First, by coloring the increment-vertices of A by an odd color that
is larger than max Ω(V ) (and leaving the colors of all other vertices unchanged), we obtain
a new parity condition that is equivalent to the intersection of Parity(Ω) and coBüchi(F ).
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Using a similar construction, we can turn the union of the new parity condition and of the
Büchi condition into an equivalent parity condition. Thus, to determine the winning regions
of a game with winning condition PCRR(Ω), if suffices to solve a linearly larger parity game.
This also concludes the proof of Theorem 6: Algorithm 1 terminates after at most n iterations
and solves a small parity game in each iteration.
Furthermore, from the previous observations we obtain an upper bound on the memory
requirements for both players, which we improve in the next section.
I Remark 12. In every bounded cost-parity game, both players have uniform finite-state
winning strategies with ` + 1 memory states, where ` is the number of odd colors in Ω(V ).
The winning regions of parity games can be determined in non-deterministic polynomial
time by guessing both regions Wi (G) and positional strategies σi for both players and then
verifying in (deterministic) polynomial time whether σi is a uniform winning strategy for
Player i from Wi (G). Algorithm 1 solves cost-parity games by solving at most n parity games,
which have at most (` + 1) · n vertices, (` + 1) · m edges, and d + 2 colors, where n, m, d, and
` denote the number of vertices, edges, colors, and odd colors in the cost-parity game. Thus,
the algorithm runs in non-deterministic polynomial time. Together with a dual argument
this implies the following result.
I Theorem 13. The following problems are in NP ∩ coNP:
1. Given a bounded cost-parity game G and a vertex v, is v ∈ W0 (G)?
2. Given a cost-parity game G and a vertex v, is v ∈ W0 (G)?

4

Half-Positional Determinacy of (Bounded) Cost-Parity Games

Next, we show that Player 0 has positional winning strategies in (bounded) cost-parity games.
I Theorem 14. In cost-parity games, Player 0 has uniform positional winning strategies.
As we have already explained while proving the correctness of Algorithm 1, the existence
of positional winning strategies for bounded cost-parity games implies Theorem 14. Thus,
the remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following lemma.
I Lemma 15. In bounded cost-parity games, Player 0 has uniform positional winning
strategies.
For bounded cost-parity games we have already proved the existence of uniform finitestate winning strategies (see Remark 12). Hence, it remains to show how to eliminate the
memory. To this end, we define a so-called scoring function for bounded cost-parity games
that measures the quality of a play prefix (from Player 0’s vantage point) by keeping track of
the largest unanswered request, the number of increment-edges traversed since it was raised,
and how often each odd color was seen since the last increment-edge.
In the following, fix an arena (V, V0 , V1 , E, Cst) and a coloring function Ω : V → N. Let
Ω(V ) ⊆ {0, . . . , d}, where we assume d to be odd, and define ` = d+1
2 to denote the number
of odd colors in {0, . . . , d}. The (score-) sheet of a play prefix w, denoted by Sh(w), is a
vector (c, n, sd , sd−2 , . . . , s1 ) ∈ N2+` containing the following information:
c denotes the largest unanswered request in w, i.e., the largest odd color in w that is not
followed by a color in Ans(c).
n denotes the cost of the suffix starting with the first unanswered occurrence of c in w.
sc0 (here, c0 is odd) denotes the number of times c0 occurred in w since the first unanswered
occurrence of c, since the last increment-edge was traversed, or since the last time a color
larger than c0 occurred in w, depending on which happened last.
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Finally, we use the empty sheet ⊥ for play prefixes without unanswered requests.
The reversed ordering of the score values sd , . . . , s1 in the sheets is due to the max-parity
condition, in which larger colors are more important than smaller ones. This is reflected by
the fact that we compare sheets in the lexicographical order induced by < on its components
and add ⊥ as minimal element. For example, (3, 3, 0, 1, 1) < (3, 3, 1, 0, 7) and ⊥ < s for
every sheet s 6= ⊥. As usual, we write s ≤ s0 , if s = s0 or s < s0 . We say that a sheet
(c, n, sd , . . . , s1 ) is bounded by b ∈ N, if we have n ≤ b and sc ≤ b for every c. Also, ⊥ is
bounded by every b. The following lemma shows that Sh is a congruence w.r.t. ≤. Here
Lst(x) denotes the last vertex of the non-empty finite play x.
I Lemma 16. If Lst(x) = Lst(y) and Sh(x) ≤ Sh(y), then Sh(xv) ≤ Sh(yv) for every v ∈ V .
We begin the proof of Lemma 15 by noting that the sheets of a play ρ being bounded is
a sufficient condition for ρ satisfying the bounded cost-parity condition.
I Lemma 17. If there exists a bound b such that the sheets of all prefixes of a play ρ are
bounded by b, then ρ ∈ BndCostParity(Ω).
The next lemma shows that finite-state winning strategies uniformly bound the sheets.
I Lemma 18. Let σ be a uniform finite-state winning strategy σ (of size m) for Player 0 in
a bounded cost-parity game G = (A, BndCostParity(Ω)). Furthermore, let ρ be starting in
W0 (G) and be consistent with σ. Then, the sheets of all prefixes of ρ are bounded by m · |V |.
Now we are able to prove our main technical result of this section: Player 0 has a uniform
positional winning strategy in every bounded cost-parity game (and therefore also in every
cost-parity game).
Proof of Lemma 15. Fix some uniform finite-state winning strategy σ 0 for Player 0 in a
bounded cost-parity game G. For every v ∈ W0 (G), let Pv denote the set of play prefixes that
begin in W0 (G), are consistent with σ 0 , and end in v. Due to Lemma 18, the sheets of the
prefixes in Pv are bounded by some b. Thus, for every v the set {Sh(w) | w ∈ Pv } is finite.
Hence, there exists a play prefix maxv ∈ Pv such that Sh(w) ≤ Sh(maxv ) for every w ∈ Pv .
We define a uniform positional strategy σ by σ(wv) = σ 0 (maxv ) and claim that it is a
uniform winning strategy for G. An inductive application of Lemma 16 shows that we have
Sh(ρ0 · · · ρn ) ≤ Sh(maxρn ) for every n and every play ρ that is consistent with σ. Hence, the
sheets of ρ are bounded by b, which implies ρ ∈ BndCostParity(Ω) due to Lemma 17.
J

5

Cost-Streett Games

In this section, we introduce cost-Streett games which generalize both Streett games and
finitary Streett games [8]. We first present an algorithm to solve these games following
the same ideas as in the previous sections, and prove EXPTIME-completeness of the
corresponding decision problem. From our algorithm, we deduce finite-state determinacy for
Player 0, while Player 1 needs infinite memory in general.
To simplify our notation, let [d] = {0, . . . , d − 1}. A d-dimensional cost-arena has the
form A = (V, V0 , V1 , E, (Cst` )`∈[d] ) where the first four components are as usual and where
each Cst` is a mapping from E to {ε, i}. Again, each of these functions induces a cost on
(infixes of) plays, denoted by Cst` as well. Let Γ = (Q` , P` )`∈[d] be a collection of (Streett)
pairs of subsets of V , i.e., Q` , P` ⊆ V . We define
(
0
if ρk ∈
/ Q` ,
StCor` (ρ, k) =
0
0
0
inf{Cst` (ρk · · · ρk ) | ρk ≥ ρk and ρk ∈ P` } if ρk ∈ Q` ,
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where we use inf ∅ = ∞, and StCor(ρ, k) = max{StCor` (ρ, k) | ` ∈ [d]}. Using this, we define
the following three winning conditions:
the (classical) Streett condition Streett(Γ) requires for every ` that P` is visited infinitely
often if Q` is visited infinitely often.
the request-response condition RR(Γ) requires for every ` that every visit to Q` is answered
by a later visit to P` .
the cost-Streett condition CostStreett(Γ) = {ρ | lim supk→∞ StCor(ρ, k) < ∞}.
A cost-Streett game (A, Γ) consists of a d-dimensional arena and a collection Γ of d
Streett pairs. Streett and request-response games are defined accordingly. As for cost-parity
games, a cost-Streett game in which every edge is an increment-edge (w.r.t. all Cst` ) is a
finitary Streett game and a cost-Streett game in which every edge is an epsilon-edge (w.r.t.
all Cst` ) is a Streett game. Furthermore, just as classical Streett games subsume parity
games, cost-Streett games subsume cost-parity games.
I Remark 19. Cost-Streett games are determined.
Our main theorem is proved along the same lines as Theorem 6.
I Theorem 20. To solve a cost-Streett game with n vertices, it suffices to solve n Streett
games which are exponentially larger (but only in the number of Streett pairs).
We say that the requests at position k are answered with cost c, if StCor(ρ, k) = c; that
the requests are unanswered with cost c, if StCor(ρ, k) = ∞, but there are at most c many
increment-edges after position k (w.r.t. all Cst` such that ρk ∈ Q` ); and that the requests are
unanswered with cost ∞, if StCor(ρ, k) = ∞ and there are infinitely many increment-edges
after position k (w.r.t. some Cst` such that ρk ∈ Q` ).
As in the case of cost-parity games, we begin by introducing a strengthening of the
cost-Streett condition. The bounded cost-Streett condition, denoted by BndCostStreett(Γ),
is the set of plays ρ that satisfy the following condition:
there exists a b such that all requests are answered or unanswered with cost at most
b, and there are only finitely many unanswered requests.
I Lemma 21. Let G = (A, CostStreett(Γ)), and let G 0 = (A, BndCostStreett(Γ)).
1. W0 (G 0 ) ⊆ W0 (G).
2. If W0 (G 0 ) = ∅, then W0 (G) = ∅.
The proof is analogously to the one for Lemma 9. Also, Algorithm 1 (where Xj is now
Player 0’s winning region in the bounded cost-Streett game) works for this pair of winning
conditions as well. To solve bounded cost-Streett games, we again assume for every ` that
no vertex has both an incoming increment-edge (w.r.t. Cst` ) and an incoming epsilon-edge
(again, w.r.t. Cst` ). Assuming this, let F` denote the vertices with incoming increment-edges
w.r.t. Cst` . Then, coBüchi(F` ) = {ρ | Cst` (ρ) < ∞} is the set of plays with finitely many
increment-edges w.r.t. Cst` . Finally, we define the ω-regular condition
\



SCRR(Γ) =
Streett(Q` , P` ) ∩ coBüchi(F` ) ∪ RR(Q` , P` ) .
`∈[d]

I Lemma 22. Let G = (A, BndCostStreett(Γ)), and let G 0 = (A, SCRR(Γ)). Then, Wi (G) =
Wi (G 0 ) for i ∈ {0, 1}.
The proof is again analogously to the one for Lemma 11 and relies on finite-state
determinacy of ω-regular games. To solve (A, SCRR(Γ)) one can reduce this game to a
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classical Streett game with 2d Streett pairs using a memory structure of size 2d to keep track
of open requests. Hence, using the algorithm for Streett games from [19], we can solve the
resulting game in exponential time (in the size of (A, SCRR(Γ))), even though the arena
is of exponential size (but only in d). Together with the EXPTIME-hardness of solving
finitary Streett games1 , which are a special case, we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 23. The problem “Given a cost-Streett game G and a vertex v, is v ∈ W0 (G)?”
is EXPTIME-complete.
Furthermore, the reduction described above (and the memory requirements for Streett
games [12]) yields upper bounds on the memory requirements in (bounded) cost-Streett.
Player 1 needs in general infinite memory in cost-Streett games.
I Corollary 24.
Player 0 has finite-state winning strategies of size 2d · (2d)! in bounded cost-Streett games
and cost-Streett games.
Player 1 has finite-state winning strategies of size 2d in bounded cost-Streett games.

6

Conclusion

We introduced infinite games with cost conditions, generalizing both classical conditions and
finitary conditions. For cost-parity games, we proved half-positional determinacy and that
solving these games is not harder than solving parity games. Furthermore, the corresponding
decision problem is in NP ∩ coNP. For cost-Streett games, we showed that Player 0
has finite-state winning strategies and that solving these games is not harder than solving
finitary Streett games and can be done by solving linearly many (classical) Streett games of
exponential size (in the number of Streett pairs). Our results unify the previous results on
both classical and finitary variants. Table 1 sums up all these results.
winning condition

computational complexity

memory Player 0

memory Player 1

parity
finitary parity
cost-parity

NP ∩ coNP
PTIME
NP ∩ coNP

positional
positional
positional

positional
infinite
infinite

Streett
finitary Streett
cost-Streett

coNP-complete
EXPTIME-complete
EXPTIME-complete

finite
finite
finite

positional
infinite
infinite

Table 1 Overview of results

There are at least three directions to extend these results: first, our winning conditions do
not cover all acceptance conditions (for automata) discussed in [3, 20]. In ongoing research,
we investigate whether our techniques are applicable to these more expressive conditions and
to winning conditions specified in weak-MSO with the unbounding quantifier [2, 4]. Second,
one could consider infinite arenas, e.g., configuration graphs of pushdown systems. This is
already open for finitary games and requires new ideas, since our techniques rely heavily on
the finiteness of the arena. Finally, one could add decrement-edges.

1

Shown in unpublished work by Chatterjee, Henzinger, and Horn, obtained by slightly modifying the
proof of EXPTIME-hardness of solving request-response games [9].
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Abstract
A t-ruling set of a graph G = (V, E) is a vertex-subset S ⊆ V that is independent and satisfies
the property that every vertex v ∈ V is at a distance of at most t from some vertex in S. A
maximal independent set (MIS) is a 1-ruling set. The problem of computing an MIS on a network
is a fundamental problem in distributed algorithms and the fastest algorithm for this problem is
the O(log n)-round algorithm due to Luby (SICOMP 1986) and Alon et al. (J. Algorithms 1986)
from more than 25 years ago. Since then the problem has resisted all efforts to yield to a sublogarithmic round algorithm. There has been recent progress on this problem, most importantly
√
an O(log ∆ · log n)-round algorithm on graphs with n vertices and maximum degree ∆, due
to Barenboim et al. (to
√ appear FOCS 2012). The time complexity of this algorithm is sub-

logarithmic for ∆ = 2o( log n) .
We approach the MIS problem from a different angle and ask if O(1)-ruling sets can be
computed faster than the currently known fastest algorithm for an MIS? As an answer to this
question, we show how to compute a 2-ruling set of an n-vertex graph in O((log n)3/4 ) rounds.
We also show that the above result can be improved for special classes of graphs. For instance,
on high girth graphs (girth 6 or more), trees, and graphs of bounded arboricity, we show how
√
to compute 3-ruling sets in exp(O( log log n)) rounds, O((log log n)2 · log log log n) rounds, and
O((log log n)3 ) rounds, respectively.
Our main technique involves randomized sparsification that rapidly reduces the graph degree
while ensuring that every deleted vertex is close to some vertex that remains. This technique
may have further applications in other contexts, e.g., in designing sub-logarithmic distributed
approximation algorithms. Our results raise intriguing questions about how quickly an MIS (or
1-ruling sets) can be computed, given that 2-ruling sets can be computed in sub-logarithmic
rounds.
1998 ACM Subject Classification G.2.2 Graph algorithms
Keywords and phrases MIS, ruling sets, graph sparsification, distributed algorithms
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.136

1

Introduction

Symmetry breaking is a fundamental theme in distributed computing and a classic example of
symmetry breaking arises in the computation of a maximal independent set (MIS) of a given
graph. About 25 years ago Alon et al. [1] and Luby [12] independently devised randomized
algorithms for the MIS problem, running in O(log n) communication rounds. Since then, all
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attempts to devise an algorithm for MIS that runs in sub-logarithmic rounds (for general
graphs) have failed. Recently, Kuhn et al. [10] proved that there exist n-vertex graphs for
which any distributed algorithm, even randomized, that solves the MIS problem requires
√
Ω( log n) communication rounds. Closing this gap between the O(log n) upper bound and
√
the Ω( log n) lower bound is one of the fundamental challenges in distributed computing.
There has been some exciting recent progress in closing this gap. Barenboim et al. [5]
√
present an algorithm that runs in O(log ∆ log√n) rounds on n-vertex graphs with maximum
degree ∆. This is sub-logarithmic for ∆ ∈ 2o( log n) . This result uses techniques developed
√
in a paper by Kothapalli et al. [8] for deriving an O( log n)-round algorithm for computing
an O(∆)-coloring of a n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆. Barenboim et al. [5] also
√
present an algorithm for computing an MIS on trees in O( log n log log n) rounds. This is
a small improvement over an algorithm from PODC 2011 for computing an MIS on trees
√
due to Lenzen and Wattenhofer [11] that runs in O( log n · log log n) rounds. Barenboim et
al. extend their result on MIS on trees to graphs with girth at least 6 and to graphs with
bounded arboricity.
A problem closely related to MIS, that also involves symmetry breaking at its core, is the
problem of computing t-ruling sets. A t-ruling set of a graph G = (V, E) is an independent
subset S of vertices with the property that every vertex v ∈ V is at a distance of at most
t from some vertex in S. Thus an MIS is a 1-ruling set1 . In this paper we investigate the
distributed complexity of the problem of computing t-ruling sets for t = O(1) with the aim of
determining whether an O(1)-ruling set can be computed more efficiently than an MIS. For
general graphs and for various graph subclasses we show that it is indeed possible to compute
t-ruling sets, for small constant t, in time that is much smaller than the best currently
known running time for a corresponding MIS algorithm. In our first result, we present an
algorithm that computes a 2-ruling set in O((log n)3/4 ) rounds on general graphs. Thus we
have a sub-logarithmic algorithm for a seemingly minor “relaxation” of the MIS problem.
We improve on this result substantially for trees, graphs of girth at least 6, and graphs of
bounded arboricity. For all these subclasses, we present algorithms for computing 3-ruling
sets whose runtime (in rounds) is exponentially faster than the fastest currently known
corresponding MIS algorithms. For example, for trees our algorithm computes a 3-ruling set
in O((log log n)2 · log log log n) communication rounds, whereas the fastest currently known
√
algorithm for MIS on trees takes O( log n log log n) rounds [5].
Our work raises intriguing questions on the possibility of faster MIS algorithms and on
the separation between the distributed complexity of O(1)-ruling sets and MIS. For example,
could we design algorithms for MIS that first compute a 2- or 3-ruling set and then quickly
convert that subset to a 1-ruling set? Is it possible that there are MIS algorithms for trees
and related graph subclasses that run in O(poly(log log n)) rounds? Alternately, could the
MIS problem be strictly harder than the problem of computing a t-ruling set for some small
constant t?
Our results should also be viewed in the context of results by Gfeller and Vicari [7].
These authors showed how to compute in O(log log n) rounds a vertex-subset T of a given
n-vertex graph G = (V, E) such that (i) every vertex is at most O(log log n) hops from some
vertex in T and (ii) the subgraph induced by T has maximum degree O(log5 n). One can use
√
the Barenboim et al. O(log ∆ log n)-round MIS algorithm on G[T ] and sparsify T into an
√
O(log log n)-ruling set in an additional O( log n · log log n) rounds. Thus, by combining the

1

In the definition of Gfeller and Vicari [7], a t-ruling set need not be independent, and what we call a
t-ruling set, they call an independent t-ruling set.
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Gfeller-Vicari algorithm with the Barenboim et al. algorithm one can compute an O(log log n)√
ruling set in general graphs in O( log n · log log n) rounds. Our result can be viewed as
extending the Gfeller-Vicari result by using t = O(1) instead of t = O(log log n). Also worth
noting is the fact that Gfeller and Vicari use their O(log log n)-ruling set computation as
an intermediate step to computing an MIS on growth-bounded graphs. While the techniques
that work for growth-bounded graphs do not work for general graphs or for the other graph
subclasses we consider, this suggests the possibility of getting to an MIS via a t-ruling set for
small t.
Our technique involves a rapid sparsification of the graph while ensuring that nodes that
are removed from further consideration are close (within one or two hops) to some remaining
node. Using this technique we show how to reduce the degrees of graphs rapidly and after
sufficiently reducing the degrees, we can apply MIS algorithms due to Barenboim et al. [5]
that take advantage of the low maximum degree. For example, given a 
graph G= (V, E) and
a parameter , 0 <  < 1, our sparsification procedure can run in O

log ∆
(log n)

rounds and

partition V into subsets M and W such that with high probability (i) G[M ] has maximum

degree O(2(log n) ) and (ii) every vertex in W has a neighbor in M . At this stage, we can
√
apply the MIS algorithm of Barenboim et al. [5] that runs in O(log ∆ · log n) rounds on

1/2+
G[M ]. Since ∆(G[M ]) = O(2(log n) ),
) rounds, leading to a
 this step takes O((log
 n)

2-ruling set algorithm that runs in O

log ∆
(log n)

+ (log n)1/2+ rounds. Picking  = 1/4 yields

the O((log n)3/4 ) rounds 2-ruling set algorithm mentioned above. We use a similar rapid
sparsification approach to derive faster ruling set algorithms for different graph subclasses.
We believe that the sparsification technique may be of independent interest in itself, especially
in designing distributed approximation algorithms that run in sub-logarithmic number of
rounds.

1.1

Model

We consider distributed systems that can be modeled by a graph G = (V, E) with the
vertices representing the computational entities and the edges representing communication
links between pairs of computational entities. We use the standard synchronous, message
passing model of communication in which each node, in each round, can send a possibly
distinct message along each incident edge. All of our algorithms are structured as a series of
“sparsification” steps interleaved with calls to subroutines implementing MIS algorithms on
low degree graphs, due to Barenboim et al. [5]. During the sparsification steps, each node
only needs to inform its neighbors of its membership in some set and therefore each node only
needs to send the same single bit to all of its neighbors. Therefore, communication during
the sparsification steps can be viewed as occuring in in a fairly restrictive communication
model in which each node is only allowed to (locally) broadcast a single bit to all neighbors.
However, some of the MIS algorithms in Barenboim et al. [5] run in the LOCAL model,
which allows each node to send a message of arbitrary size to each neighbor in each round.
Thus, due to their dependency on the MIS algorithms of Barenboim et al. [5], the algorithms
in this paper also require the use of the LOCAL model.

1.2

Definitions and Notation

Given a graph G = (V, E), we denote by N (v) the neighborhood of v and by degG (v) the
quantity |N (v)|. Let distG (u, v) refer to the shortest distance between any two vertices u and
v in G. For a subset of vertices V 0 ⊆ V , let G[V 0 ] be the subgraph induced by the subset V 0 .
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Our calculations make use of Chernoff bounds for tail inequalities on the sum of independPn
ent random variables. In particular, let X := i=1 Xi with E[Xi ] = p for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The upper tail version of Chernoff bounds that we utilize is: Pr[X ≥ E[X] · (1 + )] ≤
exp(−E[X]2 /3) for any 0 <  < 1.
In our work, we derive a 3-ruling set algorithm for graphs with bounded arboricity. Let
the density of a graph G = (V, E), |V | ≥ 2, be the ratio d|E|/(|V | − 1)e. Let the density of a
single-vertex graph be 1. The arboricity of a graph G = (V, E), denoted a(G), can be defined
as a(G) := max{density(G0 ) | G0 is a subgraph of G}. By the celebrated Nash-Williams
decomposition theorem [14], the arboricity of a graph is exactly equal to the minimum number
of forests that its edge set can be decomposed into. For example, trees have arboricity one.
The family of graphs with arboricity a(G) = O(1) includes all planar graphs, graphs with
treewidth bounded by a constant, graphs with genus bounded by a constant, and the family
of graphs that exclude a fixed minor. A property of graphs with arboricity a(G) that has been
found useful in distributed computing [2, 3, 4] is that the edges of such graphs can be oriented
so that each node has at most
 a(G)incident edges oriented away from it. However, finding
such an orientation takes Ω

log n
log a(G)

rounds by a lower bound result due to Barenboim and

Elkin [2] and since we are interested in sub-logarithmic algorithms, we cannot rely on the
availability of such an orientation for a(G) = O(1).

1.3

Our Results

Here we summarize the results in this paper.
that with high
1. An algorithm,

 probability, computes a 2-ruling set on general graphs
log ∆
1/2+
in O (log
+
(log
n)
rounds for any 0 <  < 1. Substituting  = 1/4 into this
n)
running time expression simplifies it to O((log n)3/4 ).
2. An algorithm, that with high probability, computes a 3-ruling set on graphs of girth at
√
least 6 in exp(O( log log n)) rounds.
3. An algorithm, that with high probability, computes a 3-ruling set in
O((log log n)2 log log log n) rounds on trees.
4. An algorithm, that with high probability, computes a 3-ruling set on graphs of bounded
arboricity in O((log log n)3 ) rounds.
Note that all our results run significantly faster than currently known fastest corresponding
algorithms for MIS. In fact, for trees and graphs of bounded arboricity, our results improve
the corresponding results exponentially. This is illustrated further in Table 1.
Table 1 Comparison of the best known runtimes of distributed algorithms for MIS, O(log log n)ruling sets, and 3-ruling sets. It should be noted that the algorithm for general graphs described
in this paper computes a 2-ruling set. Also, we use the notation Õ(f (n)) as a short form for
O(f (n) · polylog(f (n))).
Graph Class

MIS [5]

General
Trees

√
O(log ∆ · log n)
√
Õ( log n)

Girth ≥ 6
Bounded
arboricity
(a = O(1))

√
O(log ∆ log log n + eO( log log n) )
O(log ∆(log ∆ + logloglogloglogn n ))

O(log log n)-ruling
sets [7]
√
O( log n · log log n)

3-ruling set
[This Paper]
O((log n)3/4 )
Õ((log log n)2 )
√
eO( log log n)
O((log log n)3 )
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1.4

Related Work

The work most closely related to ours, which includes the recent work of Barenboim et al. [5]
and the work of Gfeller and Vicari [7], has already been reviewed earlier in this section.
Other work on the MIS problem that is worth mentioning is the elegant MIS algorithm of
Métivier et al. [13]. In this algorithm, each vertex picks a real uniformly at random from the
interval [0, 1] and joins the MIS if its chosen value is a local maxima. This can be viewed as
a variant of Luby’s algorithm [12] and like Luby’s algorithm, runs in O(log n) rounds. Due
to its simplicity, this MIS algorithm is used in part by the MIS algorithm on trees by Lenzen
and Wattenhofer [11] and also by Barenboim et al. [5].
The MIS problem on the class of growth-bounded graphs has attracted fair bit of attention
[9, 7, 15]. Growth-bounded graphs have the property that the r-neighborhood of any vertex
v has at most O(rc ) independent vertices in it, for some constant c > 0. In other words, the
rate of the growth of independent sets is polynomial in the radius of the “ball” around a
vertex. Schneider and Wattenhofer [15] showed that there is a deterministic MIS algorithm
on growth-bounded graphs that runs in O(log∗ n) rounds. Growth-bounded graphs have
been used to model wireless networks because the number of independent vertices in any
spatial region is usually bounded by the area or volume of that region. In contrast to growthbounded graphs, the graph subclasses we consider in this paper tend to have arbitrarily
many independent vertices in any neighborhood.
Fast algorithms for O(1)-ruling sets may have applications in distributed approximation
algorithms. For example, in a recent paper by Berns et al. [6] a 2-ruling set is computed as a
way of obtaining a O(1)-factor approximation to the metric facility location problem. Our
work raises questions about the existence of sub-logarithmic round algorithms for problems
such as minimum dominating set, vertex cover, etc., at least for special graph classes.

1.5

Organization of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows our result for general graphs.
Section 3 shows our results for graphs of girth at least 6, and for trees. Section 4 extends the
results of Section 3 to graphs of arboricity bounded by a constant.

2

2-Ruling Sets in General Graphs

In this section we describe Algorithm RulingSet-GG, that runs in sub-logarithmic rounds
and computes a 2-ruling set in general graphs. The reader is encouraged to consult the

pseudocode of this algorithm while reading the following text. Let f be the quantity 2(log n)
∗
i +1
for some parameter 0 <  < 1. Let i∗ be the smallest positive integer
such
≥ ∆.

 that f
log
∆
Thus i∗ = dlogf ∆e − 1. It is also useful to note that i∗ = O (log n) . The algorithm
proceeds in stages and there are i∗ stages, indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , i∗ . In Stage i, all “high
degree” vertices, i.e., vertices with degrees greater than f∆i , are processed. Roughly speaking,
in each stage we peel off from the “high degree” vertex set, a subgraph with degree bounded
above by O(f · log n). Following this we also peel off all neighbors of this subgraph. More
i
precisely, in Stage i each “high degree” vertex joins a set Mi with probability 6 log∆n·f (Line
6). Later we will show (in Lemma 1) that with high probability any vertex that is in V at
the start of Stage i has degree at most ∆/f i−1 . (This is trivially true for i = 1.) Therefore,
it is easy to see that any vertex in the graph induced by Mi has expected degree at most
O(f · log n). In fact, this is true with high probability, as shown in Lemma 2. This degree
bound allows the efficient computation of an MIS on the subgraph induced by Mi . Following
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the identification of the set Mi , all neighbors of Mi that are outside Mi are placed in a set
Wi (Line 9). Both sets Mi and Wi are then deleted from the vertex set V . The sets Wi play
i
a critical role in our algorithm. For one, given the probability 6 log∆n·f of joining Mi , we can
show that with high probability every “high degree” vertex ends up either in Mi or in Wi .
This ensures that all “high degree” vertices are deleted from V in each Stage i. Also, the
sets Wi act as “buffers” between the Mi ’s ensuring that there are no edges between Mi and
Mi0 for i =
6 i0 . As a result the graph induced by ∪i Mi also has low degree, i.e., O(f · log n).
Therefore, we can compute an MIS on the graph induced by ∪i Mi in “one shot” rather than
deal with each of the graphs induced by M1 , M2 , . . . one by one.
Given the way in which “high degree” vertices disappear from V , at the end of all i∗ stages,
the graph G induced by vertices that still remain in V would have shrunk to the point where
the maximum degree of a vertex in G is O(f ). The algorithm ends by computing an MIS on
the graph induced by V ∪ (∪i Mi ). As mentioned before, the Mi ’s do not interact with each
other or with V and therefore the degree of the graph induced by (∪i Mi ) ∪ V is O(f · log n).
√
We use the MIS algorithm due of Barenboim et al. [5] that runs in O(log ∆ · log n) rounds

1
for this purpose. Since ∆ = O(f · log n) and f = 2(log n) , this step runs in O((log n) 2 + )
rounds. In the algorithm described below, we denote by MIS-LOWDEG the subroutine that
implements the Barenboim et al. algorithm. We use H to denote a static copy of the input
graph G.
Algorithm RulingSet-GG(G = (V, E))

1.
f ← 2(log n) ; H ← G
2.
for i ← 1, 2, . . . , i∗ do
/* Stage i */
3.
Mi ← ∅; Wi ← ∅;
4.
for each v ∈ V in parallel do
5.
if degG (v) > f∆i then
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Mi ← Mi ∪ {v} with probability
for each v ∈ V in parallel do
if v ∈ N (Mi ) \ Mi then
Wi ← Wi ∪ {v}
V ← V \ (Mi ∪ Wi )
end-for(i)
I ← MIS-LOWDEG(H[(∪i Mi ) ∪ V ])
return I;

6 log n·f i
∆

I Lemma 1. At the end of Stage i, 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ , with probability at least 1 −
still in V have degree at most f∆i .

1
n5

all vertices

Proof. Consider a “high degree” vertex v, i.e., a vertex with degree more than ∆/f i , at the
start of Stage i. Then,

∆
1
6 log n · f i f i
≥ 1 − e−6·log n ≥ 1 − 6 .
Pr[v is added to Mi ∪ Wi ] ≥ 1 − 1 −
∆
n
Therefore, using the union bound, we see that with probability at least 1 − n15 all vertices in
V that have degree more than ∆/f i at the start of Stage i will join Mi ∪ Wi in Stage i. J
I Lemma 2. Consider a Stage i, 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ . With probability at least 1 − n2 , the subgraph
induced by Mi (i.e., H[Mi ]) has maximum degree 12 log n · f .
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Proof. We condition on the event that all vertices that are in V at the beginning of Stage i
∆
have degree at most f i−1
. For i = 1, this event happens with probability 1 and for i > 1,
Lemma 1 implies that this event happens with probability at least 1 − 1/n5 . Consider a
vertex v ∈ V that is added to Mi . Let degMi (v) denote the degree of vertex v in H[Mi ].
i

∆
∆
· 6 log∆n·f = 6 log n · f. Here we use the fact that degG (v) ≤ f i−1
Then, E[degMi (v)] ≤ f i−1
for all v ∈ V at the start of Stage i. Since vertices join Mi independently, using Chernoff
bounds we conclude that Pr[degMi (v) ≥ 12 log n · f ] ≤ 1/n2 . Therefore, with probability
at least 1 − 1/n the maximum degree of H[Mi ] is at most 12 log n · f . We now drop the
conditioning on the event that all vertices that are in V at the beginning of Stage i have
∆
degree at most f i−1
and use Lemma 1 and the union bound to obtain the lemma.
J

I Theorem 3. Algorithm RulingSet-GG computes a 2-ruling set of the input graph G in
log ∆
1/2+
O( (log
) rounds.
n) + (log n)
Proof. It is easy to see that every stage of thealgorithm
 runs in O(1) communication rounds.

log ∆
Since there are i∗ stages and since i∗ = O (log
n) , the running time of the stages all


log ∆
together is O (log n) . From Lemma 1 we see that the vertex set V remaining after all
i∗ stages induces a graph with maximum degree f with high probability. From Lemma
2 we see that the maximum degree of every H[Mi ] is bounded above by O(f · log n) with
high probability. Furthermore, since there is no interaction between any pair of Mi ’s and
also between V and the Mi ’s, the maximum degree of the graph induced by (∪i Mi ) ∪ V is
also O(f · log n). Therefore, with high probability, the MIS computation at the end of the
algorithm takes O((log n)1/2+ ) rounds using [5, Theorem 4.3]. Together these observations
yield the claimed running time.
To see that I is a 2-ruling set, first observe that every vertex v ends up in Mi ∪ Wi for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ or remains in V until the end. If v ends up in Wi , it is at most 2 hops from
a vertex in I that belongs to the MIS of H[Mi ]. Otherwise, v is at most 1 hop away from a
vertex in I.
J

Using  = 1/4 in the above theorem results
in Corollary 4. A further optimization on the
√
choice of  for graphs with degree in 2ω( log n) is shown in Corollary 5.
I Corollary 4. Algorithm RulingSet-GG computes a 2-ruling set of the input graph G in
O((log n)3/4 ) rounds.
√
I Corollary 5. (i) For a graph G with ∆ = 2O( log n) , Algorithm RulingSet-GG computes
a 2-ruling set of √
the input graph G in O((log n)1/2+ ) rounds for any  > 0. (i) For a graph
G with ∆ = 2ω( log n) ,p
Algorithm RulingSet-GG computes a 2-ruling set of the input
graph G in O((log n)1/4 log ∆) rounds.
√
Proof. We get (i) by simply plugging ∆ = 2O( log n) into the running time expression from
√
Theorem 3. (ii) In this case, we know that log ∆ = ω( log n) and log ∆ ≤ log n. Consider
log ∆
1/2+
the two expressions (log
in the running time expression from Theorem
n) and (log n)
3. At  = 0 the first term is larger and as we increase , the first term falls and the second
term increases. By the time  = 1/4 the second term is larger. We find a minimum value by
equating the two terms and solving for . This yields an “optimal” value of
=

1
log log ∆
−
2 log log n 4

and plugging p
this into the running time expression yields the running time bound of
O((log n)1/4 · log ∆) rounds.
J
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3-Ruling Sets for High Girth Graphs and Trees

Our goal in this section is to devise an O(1)-ruling set algorithm for high girth graphs and
trees that is much faster than the 2-ruling set algorithm for general graphs from the previous
section. In Algorithm RulingSet-GG we allow the graph induced by Mi to have degree as

high as O(f · log n) where f = 2(log n) . Computing an MIS on a graph with degree as high
as this is too time consuming for our purposes. We could try to reduce f , but this will result
in a corresponding increase in the number of stages. Therefore, we need to use additional
ideas to help simultaneously keep the maximum degree of the graphs H[∪i Mi ] small and
also the number of stages small.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices, maximum degree ∆, and girth at least 6.
i∗
Let i∗ be the smallest positive integer such that ∆1/2 ≤ 6 · log n. It is easy to check that
i∗ = O(log log ∆).
Let M1 and M2 be disjoints subsets of V such that the maximum vertex degree in G[M1 ]
and in G[M2 ] is bounded by O(log n). We use MIS-TWOSTAGE(G, M1 , M2 ) to denote a call to
the following algorithm for computing an MIS on G[M1 ∪ M2 ].
1. Compute an MIS I1 on G[M1 ] using the algorithm of Barenboim et al. ([5], Theorem
7.2).
2. Compute an MIS I2 on G[M2 \ N (I1 )] using the algorithm of Barenboim et al. ([5],
Theorem 7.2).
3. return I1 ∪ I2 .
√
This algorithm runs in exp(O( log log n)) rounds since the maximum degree in G[M1 ]
and in G[M2 ] is bounded by O(log n) and therefore by Theorem 7.2 [5] each of the MIS
√
computations requires exp(O( log log n)) rounds. If G were a tree, then we could use
Theorem 7.3 in Barenboim et al. [5], which tells us that we can compute an MIS on a tree
with maximum degree O(log n) in O(log log n · log log log n) rounds. From this we see that a
call to MIS-TWOSTAGE(G, M1 , M2 ) runs in O(log log n · log log log n) rounds when G is a tree.
In our previous algorithm, Algorithm RulingSet-GG, we used degree ranges ( ∆
f , ∆],
∆ ∆
( f 2 , f ], etc. Here we use even larger degree ranges: (∆1/2 , ∆], (∆1/4 , ∆1/2 ], etc. The ali

i−1

gorithm proceeds in stages and in Stage i all vertices with degrees in the range (∆1/2 , ∆1/2 ]
are processed. To understand the algorithm and why it works consider what happens in
Stage 1. (It may be helpful to consult the pseudocode of Algorithm RulingSet-HG while
reading
vertices (i.e., those with degree more
√ the following.) In Line 6 we allow “high degree”
n
than ∆) to join a set M1 with a probability 6 log
.
This
probability is small enough that it
∆
ensures that the expected maximum degree of the subgraph induced by M1 is O(log n). In
fact, this also holds with high probability, as shown in Lemma 8. However, as can be seen
easily, there are lots of “high degree” vertices that have no neighbor in M1 . We use two ideas
to remedy this situation.
The first idea is to allow “low degree” vertices (i.e., those with
√
log n
degree at most ∆) also to join a set M2 , with the somewhat higher probability of 6 √
∆
(Line 7). This probability is low enough to ensure that the graph induced by M2 has O(log n)
maximum degree, but it is also high enough to ensure that if a “high degree” node has lots
of “low degree” neighbors, it will see some neighbor in M2 , with high probability. This still
leaves untouched “high degree” vertices with lots of “high degree” neighbors. To deal with
these vertices, we remove not just the neighborhood of M1 , but also the 2-neighborhood of
M1 . The fact that G has a high girth ensures that a “high degree” vertex that has many
“high degree” neighbors has lots of vertices in its 2-neighborhood. This allows us to show that
such “high degree” vertices are also removed with high probability. The above arguments
are formalized in Lemma 6. We repeat this procedure for smaller degree ranges until the
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M1

W
M2
High Degree

Low Degree

Figure 1 Figure showing one iteration of Algorithm RulingSet-HG. The figure shows the sets
M1 , M2 and W .

degree of the graph that remains is poly-logarithmic. Figure 1 shows one iteration of the
algorithm. Pseudocode of our algorithm appears as Algorithm RulingSet-HG below.
Algorithm RulingSet-HG(G = (V, E))
1.
I←∅
2.
for i = 1, 2, · · · , i∗ do
/* Stage i */
3.
M1 ← ∅; M2 ← ∅; W ← ∅
4.
for v ∈ V in parallel do
i
5.
if deg(v) > ∆1/2 then
6.
M1 ← M1 ∪ {v} with probability
i
else if deg(v) ≤ ∆1/2 then
7.
M2 ← M2 ∪ {v} with probability
8.
I ← I ∪ MIS-TWOSTAGE(G, M1 , M2 )
9.
for v ∈ V \ (M1 ∪ M2 ) in parallel do
10.
if dist(v, M1 ∪ M2 ) ≤ 2 then
11.
W ← W ∪ {v}
12.
V ← V \ (M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W )
end-for(i)
13.
I ← I ∪ MIS(G)
return I;

6·log n
∆1/2i−1
6·log n
∆1/2i

In the following, we analyze Algorithm RulingSet-HG. We show in Lemma 6 that all
i
nodes of degree at least ∆1/2 can be processed in the ith iteration. This is followed by
Lemma 8 that argues that the degree of G[M1 ∪ M2 ] is O(log n), and finally Theorem 9 that
shows our result for graph of girth at least 6 and trees.
I Lemma 6. For 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ , with probability at least 1 − 1/n2 , all vertices still in V have
i
degree at most ∆1/2 at the end of iteration i.
i

Proof. Consider a vertex v ∈ V at the start of iteration i that has degree greater than ∆1/2 .
Vertex v can have one of two types:
i
Type I : v is of Type I if at least half of v’s neighbors have degree greater than ∆1/2 .
i
Type II : v is of Type II if fewer than half of v’s neighbors have degree greater than ∆1/2 .
i

i

i−1

If v is of Type I, then there are at least 1/2 · ∆1/2 · ∆1/2 = ∆1/2 /2 vertices in v’s
2-neighborhood. Here we use the fact that G has girth at least 6. Now note that any
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log n
vertex u in v’s 2-neighborhood is added to M1 ∪ M2 with probability at least ∆61/2
i−1 .
Therefore, the probability that no vertex in v’s 2-neighborhood is added to M1 ∪M2 is at most
log n |N2 (v)|
(1 − ∆61/2
, where N2 (v) denotes the 2-neighborhood of vertex v. Here we use the fact
i−1 )
i−1

that vertices are added to M1 ∪M2 independently. Using the lower bound |N2 (v)| ≥ ∆1/2 /2,

 ∆1/22i−1
6·log n
we see that Pr[v is added to M1 ∪M2 ∪W ] ≥ 1− 1 − ∆1/2i−1
≥ 1−e−3·log n = 1− n13 .
i

If v is of Type II, then more than half of v’s neighbors have degree less than or equal to ∆1/2 .
i
Each such “low degree” neighbor is added to M2 with probability 6 log n/∆1/2 . Therefore,
i

 ∆1/2
2
n
Pr[v is added to M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W ] ≥ 1 − 1 − 6·log
≥ 1 − e−3·log n = 1 − n13 . In either
i
∆1/2
case, v is added to M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W with probability at least 1 − 1/n3 . Therefore, by the union
i
bound every node of degree greater than ∆1/2 is added to M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W with probability at
least 1 − 1/n2 . Therefore, at the end of iteration i, with probability at least 1 − 1/n2 , there
i
are no vertices in V with degree more than ∆1/2 .
J
I Corollary 7. With probability at least 1 − 1/n2 , after all i∗ iterations of the for-loop in
Algorithm RulingSet-HG, the graph G has maximum degree at most 6 log n.
I Lemma 8. Consider an arbitrary iteration 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ and let H = G[M1 ∪ M2 ]. With
probability at least 1 − 2/n, the maximum degree of a vertex in H[Mj ], j = 1, 2 is at most
12 · log n.
Proof. We condition on the event that all vertices that are in V at the beginning of an
i−1
iteration i have degree at most ∆1/2 . For i = 1, this event happens with probability 1 and
for i > 1, Lemma 6 implies that this event happens with probability at least 1−1/n2 . Consider
a vertex v ∈ V that is added to M1 . Let degM1 (v) denote the degree of vertex v in G[M1 ].
i−1
i−1
n
Then, E[degM1 (v)] ≤ ∆1/2 · ∆6·log
= 6 · log n. Here we use the fact that deg(v) ≤ ∆1/2
1/2i−1
for all v ∈ V at the start of iteration i. Similarly, for a vertex v ∈ V that is added to M2 , let
i
n
degM2 (v) denote the degree of vertex v in G[M2 ]. Then, E[degM2 (v)] ≤ ∆1/2 · 6·log
= 6·log n.
∆1/2i
i

Here we use the fact that v is added to M2 only if deg(v) ≤ ∆1/2 . Since vertices join M1
independently, using Chernoff bounds we conclude that Pr[degM1 (v) ≥ 12 · log n] ≤ 1/n2 .
Similarly, we conclude that Pr[degM2 (v) ≥ 12 · log n] ≤ 1/n2 . Therefore, with probability
at least 1 − 1/n the maximum degree of G[M1 ∪ M2 ] is at most 12 log n. We now drop the
conditioning on the event that all vertices that are in V at the beginning of iteration i have
i−1
degree at most ∆1/2
and use Lemma 6 and the union bound to obtain the lemma.
J
I Theorem 9. Algorithm RulingSet-HG computes a 3-ruling set of G. If G is a graph
√
with girth at least 6 then RulingSet-HG terminates in exp(O( log log n)) rounds with high
probability. If G is a tree then RulingSet-HG terminates in O((log log n)2 · log log log n)
rounds with high probability.
Proof. Consider a vertex v ∈ V that is added to M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W in some iteration i. Since
the algorithm computes an MIS on G[M1 ∪ M2 ] and since every vertex in W is at most 2
hops (via edges in G) from some vertex in M1 ∪ M2 , it follows that v is at distance at most
3 from a vertex placed in I in iteration i. A vertex that is not added to M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W ends
up in the graph whose MIS is computed (in Line 13) and is therefore at most 1 hop away
from a vertex in I. Thus every vertex in V is at most 3 hops away from some vertex in I.
The total running time of the algorithm is i∗ times the worst case running time the call to
the MIS subroutine in Line 8 plus the running time of the call to the MIS subroutine in Line 13.
This implies that in the case of graphs of girth at least 6, Algorithm RulingSet-HG runs in
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Super-Fast 3-Ruling Sets
√
√
exp(O( log log n))·O(log log ∆) = exp(O( log log n)) rounds. In the case of trees, Algorithm
RulingSet-HG runs in O(log log ∆ · log log n · log log log n) = O((log log n)2 · log log log n)
rounds.
J

4

Graphs with Bounded Arboricity

In the previous section, we used the fact that the absence of short cycles induces enough
independence so that in each iteration, with high probability the “high degree” nodes join the
i
i−1
set M1 ∪M2 ∪W . This has allowed us to process nodes of degrees in the range (∆1/2 , ∆1/2 ]
in iteration i. In this section, we show that a 3-ruling set can be computed even in the presence
of short cycles provided the graph has an arboricity bounded by O(logk n) for a constant k.
The algorithm we use for this case is essentially similar to that of Algorithm RulingSet-HG
from ∗Section 3. Recall from Section 3 that i∗ refers to the smallest positive integer such that
i
∆1/2 ≤ 6 · log n. We make the following changes to Algorithm RulingSet-HG to adapt it
to graphs of arboricity a = a(G).
i

In iteration i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ , a node v that has a degree at least ∆1/2 joins the set M1
6·a log n
. (See Line 6 of Algorithm RulingSet-HG.)
with probability ∆
1/2i−1
i

In iteration i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ , a node v with degree less than ∆1/2 joins M2 with
log n
probability 6·a
. (See Line 7 of Algorithm RulingSet-HG).
∆1/2i
In the following, we show lemmas equivalent to Lemma 6 and 8 for a graph with
a ∈ O(logk n) for a constant k.
I Lemma 10. Consider any iteration i for 1 ≤ i ≤ i∗ . With probability at least 1 −
i
nodes still in V have degree at most ∆1/2 at the end of iteration i.

1
n2 ,

all

Proof. For i = 0, we see that each vertex has degree at most ∆ with probability 1. Hence,
the lemma holds for i = 0. Let us assume inductively that the lemma holds through the first
i − 1 iterations and let us consider the ith iteration.
i
Consider a node v still in V at the start of iteration i that has degree at least ∆1/2 . We
distinguish between two cases. Recall that for a vertex v, N2 (v) refers to the 2-neighborhood
of v.
i

v has at least half its neighbors each with degree at least ∆1/2 . In this case, we notice
i−1
that v has at least ∆1/2 /2a nodes at a distance of 2 from v. Otherwise, the graph
induced by the set N (v) ∪ N2 (v) has an arboricity greater than a, which is a contradiction.
6·a log n
Each of the vertices u ∈ N2 (v) joins M1 ∪ M2 with probability at least ∆
. Therefore,
1/2i−1
i−1

Pr(v ∈ M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W ) ≥ 1 − (1 −

6·a log n ∆1/2
)
∆1/2i−1

/2a

≥ 1 − e6 log n/2 = 1 − 1/n3 .
i

v has at most half its neighbors each with degree at least ∆1/2 . In this case, each such
log n
neighbor of v joins M2 with probability c·a
. Therefore, we can compute the probability
∆1/2i
i

that v ∈ M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W as follows. Pr(v ∈ M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W ) ≥ 1 − (1 −
1 − e6 log n/2 = 1 − 1/n3 .

6·a log n ∆1/2 /2a
)
∆1/2i

≥

In either case we see that v joins M1 ∪ M2 ∪ W with a probability of 1/n3 . Using the
i
union bound, as in the proof of Lemma 6, vertices still in V have degree at most ∆1/2 with
probability at most 1 − n12 .
J
Lemma 8 also holds with the change that the graph H[Mj ] for j = 1, 2 as defined in
Lemma 8 has a degree at most 12 · a log n. Since a ∈ O(logk n), the above degree is in
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O(logk+1 n), with high probability. The following theorem can be shown along the lines of
Theorem 9.
I Theorem 11. Algorithm RulingSet-HG computes a 3-ruling set of a graph G of arboricity
a = O(1) in O((log log n)3 ) rounds.
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Introduction

Graphs are among the most basic discrete structures, and deciding whether graphs have
certain properties (being connected, containing a perfect matching, being 3-colorable, . . . ) is
among the most basic computational tasks. The complexity of such tasks has been studied
in a number of different settings.
Much research has gone into the query complexity of graph properties, most of it focusing
on the so-called Aandera-Karp-Rosenberg conjecture. Roughly, this says that all monotone
graph properties have query complexity Ω(n2 ). Here the vertex set is [n] = {1, . . . , n} and
input graph G = ([n], E) is given as an adjacency matrix whose entries can be queried. This
conjecture is proved for deterministic algorithms [25], but open for randomized [13, 4].
Less—but still substantial—effort has gone into the study of the communication complexity
of graph properties [22, 2, 12, 8]. Here the edges of G are distributed over two parties, Alice
and Bob. Alice receives set of edges EA , Bob receives set EB (these sets may overlap), and
the goal is to decide with minimal communication whether the graph G = ([n], EA ∪ EB )
has a certain property. Here we obtain new bounds for the communication complexity of a
number of graph properties, both in the classical and the quantum world:
An Ω(n) lower bound on the quantum communication complexity of deciding whether G
is connected, nearly matching the trivial classical upper bound of O(n log n) bits.
Hajnal et al. [12] state as an open problem to determine the communication complexity of
deciding if a bipartite graph contains a perfect matching (i.e., a set of n/2 vertex-disjoint
edges). We prove a deterministic upper bound of O(n3/2 log n) bits for this, and a
quantum lower bound of Ω(n).
For deciding if a graph contains an Eulerian tour we show that the quantum communication
complexity is Θ(n3/2 ) while the randomized communication complexity is Θ(n2 ).
Our quantum lower bounds for the first two problems are proved by reductions from the hard
Pn
inner product problem, which is IPn (x, y) = i=1 xi yi mod 2. Babai et al. [2, Section 7]
Pn
showed how to reduce the disjointness problem (Disjn (x, y) = 1 iff i=1 xi yi = 0) to these
graph problems, but left reductions from inner product as an open problem (they did reduce
inner product to a number of other problems [2, Section 9]). In the classical world this does
not make much difference since both Disj and IP require Ω(n) communication (the tight
lower bound for Disj was proved only after [2] in [16]). However, in the quantum world Disj
is quadratically easier than IP, so reductions from IP give much stronger lower bounds here.
While investigating the communication complexity of graph properties is interesting in its
own right, there have also been applications of lower bounds for such problems. For instance,
communication complexity arguments have recently been used to show new and tight lower
bounds for several graph problems in distributed computing in [7]. These problems include
approximation and verification versions of classical graph problems like connectivity, s-t
connectivity, and bipartiteness. In their setting processors see only their local neighborhood in
a network. Paper [7] use reductions from Disj to establish their lower bounds. Subsequently
some of these results have been generalized to the case of quantum distributed computing
[10], employing for instance the new reductions from IP given in this paper, which in the
quantum case establish larger lower bounds than the previous reductions from Disj.

2

Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with communication complexity, referring to [18] for more details
about classical communication complexity and [32] for quantum communication complexity
(for information about the quantum model beyond what’s provided in [32], see [21]).
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Given some communication complexity problem f : X × Y → R we use D(f ) to denote
its classical deterministic communication complexity, R2 (f ) for its private-coin randomized
communication complexity with error probability ≤ 1/3, and Q2 (f ) for its private-coin
quantum communication complexity with error ≤ 1/3. Our upper bounds for the quantum
model do not require prior shared entanglement; however, all lower bounds on Q2 (f ) in this
paper also apply to the case of unlimited prior entanglement.
Among others we consider two well-known communication complexity problems, with
X = Y = {0, 1}n and R = {0, 1}. For x, y ∈ {0, 1}n we define x ∧ y ∈ {0, 1}n as the bitwise
AND of x and y, and |x| = |{i ∈ [n] : xi = 1}| as the Hamming weight of x.
Inner product: IPn (x, y) = |x ∧ y| mod 2. The quantum communication complexity
of this problem is Q2 (IPn ) = Θ(n) [17, 5] (in fact even its unbounded-error quantum
communication complexity is linear [11]).
Disjointness: Disjn (x, y) = 1 if |x ∧ y| = 0, and Disjn (x, y) = 0 otherwise. Viewing x and
y as the characteristic vectors of subsets of [n], the task is to decide whether these sets are
√
disjoint. It is known that R2 (Disjn ) = Θ(n) [16, 23] and Q2 (Disjn ) = Θ( n) [3, 1, 24].
In fact, the Aaronson-Ambainis protocol [1] can find an i such that xi = yi = 1 (if such
√
an i exists), using an expected number of O( n) qubits of communication. This saves a
log-factor compared to the distributed implementation of Grover’s algorithm in [3].
We will make use of both undirected and directed graphs. We use {i, j} to refer to an
undirected edge between vertex i and j, and (i, j) for an edge directed from i to j.

3

Reduction from Parity

We begin with a reduction from the n-bit Parity problem to the connectedness of a 2n-vertex
graph in the model of query complexity. This reduction was used by Dürr et al. [9, Section 8],
who attribute it to Henzinger and Fredman [14]. The same reduction can be used to reduce
Parity to determining if an n-by-n bipartite graph contains a perfect matching. Our hardness
results for communication complexity in later sections follow by means of simple gadgets to
transfer this reduction from the query world to the communication world.
I Claim 1. For every z ∈ {0, 1}n there is a graph Gz with 2n vertices (where for each possible
edge, its presence or absence just depends on one of the bits of z), such that if the parity of
z is odd then Gz is a cycle of length 2n, and if the parity of z is even then Gz is the disjoint
union of two n-cycles.
Proof. We construct a graph G with 2n vertices, arranged in two rows of n vertices each.
We will label the vertices as ti and bi for i ∈ [n] indicating if it is in the top row or the
bottom row. For i ∈ [n − 1], if zi = 0 then add edges {ti , ti+1 } and {bi , bi+1 }; if zi = 1 then
add {ti , bi+1 } and {bi , ti+1 }. For i = n make the same connections with vertex 1, wrapping
around. See Figure 1 for illustration. If the parity of z is odd then the resulting graph G
will be one 2n-cycle, and if the parity is even then it will be two n-cycles.
J

4

Connectivity

We first focus on the communication complexity of deciding whether a graph G is connected
or not. Denote the corresponding Boolean function for n-vertex graphs by Connectivityn
(we sometimes omit the subscript when it’s clear from context). Note that it suffices for
Alice and Bob to know the connected components of their graphs; additional information
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Figure 1 The string z determines the edges present in Gz . If z5 = 1 there are edges connecting
A with D, and B with C (omitted for clarity). When the parity of z is odd, the graph is a 2n-cycle,
and when it is even the graph is the disjoint union of two n-cycles.

about edges within their connected components is redundant for deciding connectivity.
Hence the “real” input length is O(n log n) bits, which of course implies the upper bound
D(f ) = O(n log n). Hajnal et al. [12] showed a matching lower bound for D(f ). As far
as we know, extending this lower bound to R2 (Connectivity) is open. The best lower
bound known is R2 (Connectivity) = Ω(n) via a reduction from Disjn [2]. Since Disj
is quadratically easier for quantum communication than for classical communication, the
√
reduction from Disjn only implies a quantum lower bound Q2 (Connectivity) = Ω( n).
We now improve this by a reduction from IPn , answering an open question from [2].
Since we know Q2 (IPn ) = Ω(n), this will imply Q2 (Connectivity) = Ω(n), which is tight
up to the log-factor. We modify the graph from Claim 1 originally used in the context of
query complexity to give a reduction from IP to connectivity in the communication world.
I Theorem 1. Ω(n) ≤ Q2 (Connectivityn ) ≤ D(Connectivityn ) ≤ O(n log n).
Proof. Let x ∈ {0, 1}n and y ∈ {0, 1}n be Alice and Bob’s inputs, respectively. Set z = x ∧ y,
then the parity of z is IPn (x, y). We define a graph G which is a modification of the graph Gz
from Claim 1 by distributing its edges over Alice and Bob, in such a way that if IPn (x, y) = 1
(i.e., |z| is odd) then the resulting graph is a 2n-cycle, and if IPn (x, y) = 0 (i.e., |z| is even)
then G consists of two disjoint n-cycles, and therefore is not connected. To do that we
replace every edge with a “gadget” that adds two extra vertices. Formally, we will have the
bb tb bt
2n vertices ti , bi , and 8n new vertices kitt , kibb , kitb , kibt , `tt
i , `i , `i , `i , for i ∈ [n]. See Figure 2
for a picture of the gadgets.
We describe the gadget corresponding to the ith horizontal edge on the top. It involves
the vertices ti , kitt , `tt
i , ti+1 and depends only on xi and yi . The gadget corresponding to the
ith horizontal bottom edge is isomorphic but defined on vertices bi , kibb , `bb
i , bi+1 . If xi = 0
tt
tt
then {ti , ki } ∈ EA , and if yi = 0 then {ti , `i } ∈ EB . Independently of the value of xi , the
edges {kitt , ti+1 } and {`tt
i , ti+1 } are in EA . Note that this gadget is connected iff xi yi = 0.
Now we describe the gadget corresponding to the ith diagonal edge {ti , bi+1 }, the gadget
corresponding to {bi , ti+1 } is isomorphic to this one on the appropriate vertex set. If xi = 1
tb tb
tb
then {ti , `tb
i } ∈ EA , if yi = 0 then {ki , `i } ∈ EB , and if yi = 1 then {`i , ti+1 } ∈ EB .
tb
Finally {ti , ki } ∈ EA no matter what xi is. Note that this gadget is connected iff xi yi = 1.
In total the resulting graph G will have 10n vertices, and disjoint sets EA and EB of
O(n) edges. If IPn (x, y) = 1 then the graph consists of one cycle of length 4n, with a
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few extra vertices attached to it. If IPn (x, y) = 0 then the graph consists of two disjoint
cycles of length 2n each, again with a few extra vertices attached to them. (Observe
that `tb
i is always connected to ti or to ti+1 even when xi = yi = 0). Accordingly, a
protocol that can compute Connectivity on this graph computes IPn (x, y), which shows
Q2 (IPn ) ≤ Q2 (Connectivity10n ).
Our gadgets are slightly more complicated than strictly necessary, to ensure the sets of
edges EA and EB are disjoint. This implies that the lower bound holds even for that special
case. Note that the lower bound even holds for sparse graphs, as G has O(n) edges.
J

tb

k tt
i

ki

yi =0

0
x =i

ti

yi =

t i+1

0

ti

xi =1

l tb
i

yi =1

bi+1

tt

li

Figure 2 Two gadgets used to modify the reduction from Parity in the query complexity model
to one for Inner Product in communication complexity. On the left the gadget replacing the top
zi = 0 edge in Fig 1; on the right the gadget for the diagonal top-to-bottom zi = 1 edge.

5

Matching

The second graph problem we consider is deciding whether an n×n bipartite graph G contains
a perfect matching. We denote this problem by Bipartite Matchingn . First, we show
that the above reduction from IP can be modified to also work for Bipartite Matching.
I Theorem 2. Q2 (Bipartite Matchingn ) ≥ Ω(n).
Proof. Let x ∈ {0, 1}n and y ∈ {0, 1}n be respectively the inputs of Alice and Bob. As
previously, we set z = x ∧ y, and observe again that the parity of z is IPn (x, y). We go back
to the query world and the 2n-vertex graph Gz of Claim 1. Assume n is odd. Then in case
the parity of z is odd, Gz is a cycle of even length 2n and so has a perfect matching. On
the other hand, in case the parity of z is even, Gz consists of two odd cycles and so has no
perfect matching.
Now we again use gadgets to transfer this idea to a reduction from inner product to
matching in the communication complexity setting. For simplicity we first describe the
reduction where the edge sets of Alice and Bob can overlap. We then explain a modification
to make them disjoint.
The vertices of the graph G will consist of the 2n vertices ti , bi as in Figure 1 with the
addition of 4n new vertices kit , kib , `ti , `bi for i ∈ [n]. For every i there is a unique gadget on
vertex set {ti , bi , kit , kib , `ti , `bi , ti+1 , bi+1 }. The edges {kit , `bi } and {kib , `ti } are always present
in the graph, and will be given to Alice. If xi = 0 then we give Alice the edges {ti , ti+1 }
and {bi , bi+1 }. If yi = 0 we do the same thing for Bob (this is where edges may overlap). If
xi = 1 we give Alice the edges {ti , kit } and {bi , kib }. If yi = 1 we give Bob the edges {ti+1 , `ti }
and {bi+1 , `bi }. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Now in case the parity of z is odd, we will have a cycle of even length, with possibly
some additional disjoint edges and attached paths of length two. Thus there will be a perfect
matching. In case the parity of z is even, we will have two odd cycles, and again some
additional disjoint edges or attached paths of length two. Suppose, by way of contradiction,
that there is a perfect matching in this case. In case xi yi = 0, this matching must include
the edge {kit , `bi }, since at least one of these vertices has degree one, and similarly for
{kib , `ti }. Thus a perfect matching in this case gives a perfect matching of two odd cycles, a
contradiction. To make the edge sets disjoint, we replace horizontal edges between vertex i
and i + 1 by the gadget in the left of Figure 3. It can be seen that this does not change the
properties used in the reduction.
J

xi

=0

x

i=

ti
y

=i

0

yi

0

=0

t i+1

ti

yi =1

xi =1
t
ki

b
li

b i+1

Figure 3 Two gadgets used to modify the reduction from Parity in the query complexity model
to one for matching in the communication complexity model. On the right is the gadget for the top
to bottom diagonal zi = 1 edge. On the left, the gadget used to replace the top zi = 0 horizontal
edge in the graph from Figure 1 such that Alice and Bob receive disjoint sets of edges.

Second, we show a non-trivial deterministic upper bound D(Bipartite Matchingn ) =
O(n3/2 log n) by implementing a distributed version of the famous Hopcroft-Karp algorithm
for finding a maximum-cardinality matching [15]. Let us first explain this algorithm in
the standard non-distributed setting. The algorithm starts with an empty matching M ,
and in each iteration grows the size of M until it can no longer be increased. It does this
by finding, in each iteration, many augmenting paths. An augmenting path, relative to a
matching M , is a path P of odd length that starts and ends at “free” (= unmatched in
M ) vertices, and alternates non-matching with matching edges. Note that the symmetric
difference of M and P is another matching, of size one greater than M . Each iteration of the
Hopcroft-Karp algorithm does the following (using the notation of [15], we call the vertex
sets of the bipartition X and Y , respectively).
1. A breadth-first search (BFS) partitions the vertices of the graph into layers. The free
vertices in X are used as the starting vertices of this search, and form the initial layer
of the partition. The traversed edges are required to alternate between unmatched and
matched. That is, when searching for successors from a vertex in X, only unmatched
edges may be traversed, while from a vertex in Y only matched edges may be traversed.
The search terminates at the first layer k where one or more free vertices in Y are reached.
2. All free vertices in Y at layer k are collected into a set F . That is, a vertex v is put into
F iff it ends a shortest augmenting path (i.e., one of length k). The algorithm finds a
maximal set of vertex-disjoint augmenting paths of length k. This set may be computed
by depth-first search (DFS) from F to the free vertices in X, using the BFS-layering to
guide the search: the DFS is only allowed to follow edges that lead to an unused vertex
in the previous layer, and paths in the DFS tree must alternate between unmatched and
matched edges. Once an augmenting path is found that involves one of the vertices in F ,
the DFS is continued from the next starting vertex. After the search is finished, each of
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the augmenting paths found is used to enlarge M .
The algorithm stops when a new iteration fails to find another augmenting path, at which
point the current M is a maximal-cardinality matching. Hopcroft and Karp showed that
√
this algorithm finds a maximum-cardinality matching using O( n) iterations. Since each
iteration takes time O(n2 ) to implement, the overall time complexity is O(n5/2 ).
Now consider what happens in a distributed setting, where Alice and Bob each have
some of the edges of G. In this case, one iteration of the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm can be
implemented by having each party perform as much of the search as possible within their
graph, and then communicate the relevant vertices and edges to the other. To be more
specific, the BFS is implemented as follows. For each level, first Alice scans the vertices
on the given level and lists the set of vertices which belong to the next level due to edges
seen by Alice, and then Bob lists the remaining vertices of the next level. When doing a
DFS, first Alice goes forward as much as possible, then Bob follows. If Bob cannot continue
going forward he gives the control back to Alice who will step back. Otherwise Bob goes
forward as much as he can and then gives the control back to Alice who can either step back
or continue going forward. During both types of search, when a new vertex is discovered
Alice or Bob communicates the vertex as well as the edge leading to the new vertex. (Note
that both the BFS and the DFS give algorithms of communication cost Θ(n log n) for the
constructive version of connectivity.)
Since each vertex needs to be communicated at most once per iteration, implementing
√
one iteration takes O(n log n) bits of communication. Since there are O( n) iterations, the
whole procedure can be implemented using O(n3/2 log n) bits of communication. Finding
the maximum-cardinality matching of course suffices for deciding if G contains a perfect
matching, so we get the same upper bound on D(Bipartite Matchingn ) (we don’t know
anything better when we allow randomization and quantum communication). We proved:
I Theorem 3. D(Bipartite Matchingn ) ≤ O(n3/2 log n).
In the usual setting of computation (not communication), Lovász [20] gave a very elegant
randomized method to decide whether a bipartite graph contains a perfect matching in
matrix-multiplication time. Briefly, it works as follows. The determinant of an n × n matrix
P
Qn
A is det(A) = σ∈Sn sgn(σ) i=1 Ai,σ(i) . Thus det(A) is a degree-n polynomial in the matrix
entries. Suppose we replace the nonzero entries of Aij by variables xij . This turns det(A)
into a polynomial p(x) of degree n in (at most) n2 variables xij . Note that the monomial
Qn
i=1 xi,σ(i) vanishes iff at least one of the Ai,σ(i) equals 0. Hence a graph G has no perfect
matching iff the polynomial p(x) derived from its bipartite adjacency matrix A is identically
equal to 0. Testing whether a polynomial p is identically equal to 0 is easy to do with a
randomized algorithm: randomly choose values for the variables xij from a sufficiently large
field, and compute the value of the polynomial p(r). If p ≡ 0 then p(r) = 0, and if p 6≡ 0
then p(r) 6= 0 with high probability by the Schwartz-Zippel lemma [26, 33]. Since p(x) is
the determinant of an n × n matrix, which can be computed in matrix-multiplication time
O(nω ),1 we obtain the same upper bound on the time needed to decide with high probability
whether a graph contains a perfect matching.
One might hope that a distributed implementation of Lovász’s algorithm could improve
the above communication protocol for matching, using randomization and possibly even
quantum communication. Unfortunately this does not work, because it turns out that
computing the determinant of an n × n matrix whose n2 entries are distributed over Alice and

1

The current best bound is ω ∈ [2, 2.373) [6, 27, 31].
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Bob, takes Ω(n2 ) qubits of communication. In fact, even deciding whether the determinant
equals 0 modulo 2 takes Ω(n2 ) qubits of communication. We show this by a reduction from
IPn2 . Let DETn be the communication problem where Alice is given an n-by-n Boolean
matrix X, Bob an n-by-n Boolean matrix Y , and the desired output is det(X ∧ Y ), where
X ∧ Y is the bitwise AND of X and Y .
I Theorem 4. Ω(n2 ) ≤ Q2 (DETn ).
Proof. As before, we first explain a reduction in the query world from Parity of n2 bits to
computing the determinant of a (2n + 2) × (2n + 2) matrix. The basic idea of the proof
goes back to Valiant [30]. Say that we want to compute the parity of the bits of an n2 -bit
string Z, and arrange the bits of Z into an n-by-n matrix. We construct a directed bipartite
graph GZ with 2n + 2 vertices, n + 1 on each side (we will refer to these as left-hand side
and right-hand side). Label the vertices on the left-hand side as t and `i for i ∈ [n], and
those on the right-hand side as s and ri for i ∈ [n]. For every i ∈ [n], we add the edges (s, `i )
and (ri , t). For every (i, j) with Z(i, j) = 1 we put an edge (`i , rj ). Finally we put the edge
(t, s), and self-loops are added to all vertices but s and t.
I Claim 2. det(GZ ) = −|Z|.
P
Q
Proof. Note that det(GZ ) = σ (−1)χ(σ) i GZ (i, σ(i)). Consider a permutation that contributes to this sum. In this case, σ(`i ) = rj for some i, j for which Z(i, j) = 1. We then
must have σ(rj ) = t, σ(t) = s, σ(s) = `i and that σ fixes all other vertices. The sign of σ is
negative, and we get such a contribution for every i, j such that Z(i, j) = 1.
J
Now again we transfer this reduction to the communication complexity setting by means of a
gadget. Say that Alice has X, an n-by-n matrix and similarly Bob has Y and they want to
compute |X ∧ Y | mod 2. We will actually count the number of zeros in X ∧ Y , which clearly
then allows us to know the number of ones and so the parity.
We give Alice the set of edges EA and Bob the set of edges EB . Unlike in the previous
reductions, in this case EA and EB will not be disjoint (we do not know how to do the
reduction with disjoint EA , EB ). Put (s, `i ), (`i , `i ) ∈ EA for all i ∈ [n] and similarly
(ri , t), (ri , ri ) ∈ EB for all i ∈ [n]. For all (i, j) where X(i, j) = 0 put (`i , rj ) ∈ EA , and
similarly for all (i, j) where Y (i, j) = 0 put (`i , rj ) ∈ EB . Thus in EA ∪ EB there is an edge
(`i , rj ) if and only if X(i, j)Y (i, j) = 0. Thus by Claim 2 from the determinant of the graph
with edges EA ∪ EB we can determine the number of zeros in X ∧ Y .
J

t

s
out degree n

in degree n

li

Z(i
,j)

=1

rj
Figure 4 The construction of the graph GZ . Self-loops omitted for clarity.

In fact what our proof shows is that even computing the determinant over F2 already
requires Ω(n2 ) qubits of communication. Independently of our work, Sun and Wang [28]
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recently proved a stronger result: for every prime p, deciding singularity over the finite
field Fp requires Ω(n2 log p) qubits of communication. Their proof is substantially more
complicated than ours.

6

Eulerian tour

An Eulerian tour in a graph G is a cycle that goes through each edge of the graph exactly
once. A well-known theorem of Euler states that G has such a tour iff it is connected and all
its vertices have even degree. Denote the corresponding communication complexity problem
for n-vertex graphs by Eulern . Note that when the sets EA and EB are allowed to overlap,
deciding if the degree deg(v) of a fixed vertex v ∈ [n] is even is essentially equivalent to
IPn−1 , as follows. Let x ∈ {0, 1}n−1 be the characteristic vector of the neighbors of v in
EA , and y ∈ {0, 1}n−1 the same for EB , then we have deg(v) = |x ∨ y| = |x| + |y| − |x ∧ y|.
Since Alice and Bob can send each other the numbers |x| and |y| using a negligible log n bits,
computing deg(v) mod 2 is essentially equivalent to computing |x ∧ y| mod 2 = IPn−1 (x, y).
Now we show how to embed into Euler3n+4 an ORn of disjoint IPn ’s. As usual, we first
explain the reduction in the query world. For i ∈ [n], let z i ∈ {0, 1}n , and suppose that we
want to compute ORn (|z 1 | mod 2, . . . , |z n | mod 2). We construct a graph G with n + 2 left
vertices `i and n + 2 right vertices ri for 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, and n middle vertices mi for i ∈ [n].
Independently from the strings z i , the graph G always has the edges {`i , `i+1 } and {ri , ri+1 }
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n and the edges {mi , mi+1 } for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. It also contains the following 5
edges: {`0 , m1 }, {r0 , m1 }, {`n+1 , mn }, {rn+1 , mn }, {m1 , mn }. We call these edges fixed edges.
Finally, for every (i, j) with zji = 1 we add the edges {`i , mj } and {ri , mj }. Observe that G
is already connected by the fixed edges. See Figure 5 for an illustration.
I Claim 3. G is Eulerian if and only if ORn (|z 1 | mod 2, . . . , |z n | mod 2) = 0.
Proof. In the subgraph restricted to the fixed edges every vertex has even degree. Therefore
we can restrict our attention to the degrees with respect to the remaining edges that depend
on the values zji . All the middle vertices have even degrees since for all (i, j), we add 0 or 2
edges adjacent to mj . For every i ∈ [n], the degrees of `i and ri are the same since we add
the edge {`i , mj } exactly when we add the edge {ri , mj }. The degree of `i is the Hamming
weight of z i . Therefore G is Eulerian iff |z i | is even for all i ∈ [n].
J

l0

r0
m1

m3
l4

r4

Figure 5 Illustration of the graph to reduce OR of parities to Eulerian tour in the query model.
In this example, n = 3 and z 1 = 010, z 2 = 101, z 3 = 000.

The transfer of this reduction to the communication complexity setting is quite simple.
Suppose that for each i ∈ [n] Alice has string xi ∈ {0, 1}n , and Bob has y i ∈ {0, 1}n , and
they want to compute the function ORn (IPn (x1 , y 1 ), . . . , IPn (xn , y n )). Let us suppose that
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P
n is even, then IPn (xi , y i ) = j (x̄ij ∨ ȳji ) mod 2. For all (i, j) such that xij = 0 we put
the edges {`i , mj } and {ri , mj } in EA , and similarly, for yji = 0 we put the edges {`i , mj }
and {ri , mj } in EB . Thus in EA ∪ EB the edges {`i , mj } and {ri , mj } exist iff x̄ij ∨ ȳji = 1.
Therefore, by Claim 3 ORn (IPn (x1 , y 1 ), . . . , IPn (xn , y n )) = 0 iff G is Eulerian.
We can easily reduce Disjn2 on n2 -bit instances with intersection size 0 or 1 to ORn ◦ IPn .
Since even that special case of Disjn2 requires linear classical communication [23], we obtain
a tight lower bound R2 (Eulern ) = Ω(n2 ).
The quantum communication complexity of ORn (IPn (x1 , y 1 ), . . . , IPn (xn , y n )) is Ω(n3/2 ).
This follows because for any f (g(x1 , y 1 ), . . . , g(xn , y n )) where g is strongly balanced (meaning
that all rows and columns in the communication matrix M (x, y) = (−1)g(x,y) sum to zero),
the quantum communication complexity of f is at least the approximate polynomial degree
of f , times the discrepancy bound of g [19, Cor. 3]. In our case, ORn has approximate degree
√
Ω( n) and IPn contains a 2n−1 -by-2n−1 strongly balanced submatrix with discrepancy
bound Ω(n). Thus we get Q2 (Eulern ) ≥ Q2 (ORn ◦ IPn ) ≥ Ω(n3/2 ).
This quantum lower bound is in fact tight: we first decide if G is connected using
O(n log n) bits of communication (Section 4), and if so then we use the Aaronson-Ambainis
protocol to search for a vertex of odd degree (deciding whether a given vertex has odd degree
can be done deterministically with O(n) bits of communication). Thus we have:
I Theorem 5. R2 (Eulern ) = Θ(n2 ) and Q2 (Eulern ) = Θ(n3/2 ).

7

Other problems

In this section we look at the quantum and classical communication complexity of a number
of other graph properties. Most results here are easy observations based on previous work,
but worth making nonetheless.
Suppose we want to decide whether G contains a triangle. Papadimitriou and Sipser [22,
pp. 266–7]2 gave a reduction from Disjm to Trianglen for m = Ω(n2 ), which implies
√
R2 (Trianglen ) = Θ(n2 ). Since we know that Q2 (Disjm ) = Θ( m), it also follows that
Q2 (Trianglen ) = Ω(n).
This quantum lower bound is actually tight, which can be seen as follows. First Alice
checks if there already is a triangle within the edges EA , and Bob does the same for EB . If
not, then Alice defines the set of edges SA = {(a, b) | ∃ c s.t. (a, c), (b, c) ∈ EA } which would
complete a triangle for her, and uses the Aaronson-Ambainis protocol to try
 to find one
n
among Bob’s edges (i.e., she searches for an edge in SA ∩ EB ). Since |SA | ≤ 2 , this process
will find a triangle if Alice already holds two of its edges, using O(n) qubits of communication.
Bob does the same from his perspective. If G contains a triangle, then either Alice or Bob
has at least two edges of this triangle. Hence this protocol will find a triangle with high
probability if one exists, using O(n) qubits of communication. Thus we have:
I Theorem 6. R2 (Trianglen ) = Θ(n2 ) and Q2 (Trianglen ) = Θ(n).
Deterministic protocols can decide whether a given graph G is bipartite using O(n log n)
bits of communication, as follows. Being bipartite is equivalent to being 2-colorable. Alice
starts with some vertex v1 , colors it red, and colors all of its neighbors (within EA ) blue.
Then she communicates all newly-colored vertices and their colors to Bob. Bob continues

2

Word of warning: Papadimitriou and Sipser [22] use the term “inner product” for what is now commonly
called the “intersection problem,” i.e., the negation of disjointness.
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coloring the neighbors of v1 blue, and once he’s done he communicates the newly-colored
vertices and their colors to Alice. If all vertices have been colored then Alice stops, otherwise
she chooses an uncolored neighbor v2 of a blue vertex, colors v2 red, and continues as above
coloring v2 ’s neighbors blue. A connected graph is 2-colorable iff this process terminates
without encountering a vertex colored both red and blue (if the graph is not connected then
Alice and Bob can treat each connected component separately). Since each vertex will be
communicated at most once, the whole process takes O(n log n) bits.
Babai et al. [2, Section 9] state a reduction from IPn to bipartiteness (see also [29]
for details of such a reduction), which implies a nearly-matching quantum lower bound
Q2 (Bipartitenessn ) = Ω(n).
I Theorem 7. Ω(n) ≤ Q2 (Bipartitenessn ) ≤ D(Bipartitenessn ) ≤ O(n log n).

8

Conclusion and open problems

We studied the communication complexity (quantum and classical) of a number of natural
graph properties, obtaining nearly tight bounds for many of them. Some open problems:
For Connectivityn , can we improve the quantum upper bound from the trivial O(n log n)
to O(n), matching the lower bound? One option would be to run a distributed version
of the O(n)-query quantum algorithm of Dürr et al. [9], but this involves a classical
preprocessing phase that seems to require O(n log n) communication. Another option
would be to run some kind of quantum random walk on the graph, starting from a random
vertex, and test whether it converges to a superposition of all vertices.
For Bipartite Matching, can we show that the deterministic O(n3/2 log n)-bit protocol
3/2
is essentially optimal, for instance by means of a 2Ω(n ) lower bound on the rank of the
associated communication matrix? Can we improve this upper bound using randomization
and/or quantum communication, possibly matching the Ω(n) lower bound?
Can we extend the D(Bipartite Matchingn ) ≤ O(n3/2 log n) bound to general graphs?
Acknowledgements We thank Rahul Jain for several insightful discussions.
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Abstract
We show that bisimulation equivalence of order-two pushdown automata is undecidable. Moreover, we study the lower order problem of higher-order pushdown automata, which asks, given
an order-k pushdown automaton and some k 0 < k, to determine if there exists a reachable
configuration that is bisimilar to some order-k 0 pushdown automaton. We show that the lower
order problem is undecidable for each k ≥ 2 even when the input k-PDA is deterministic and
real-time.
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1

Introduction

Among the various notions of equivalence in concurrency theory [29] bisimulation equivalence
(bisimilarity for short) is undoubtedly the central one in formal verification. For instance,
elegant characterizations of the bisimulation-invariant fragments of well-known logics like
first-order logic, monadic second-order logic or monadic path logic have been obtained in
terms of modal logic [28], the modal µ-calculus [9], and CTL∗ [17], respectively.
The resulting decision problem, given two transition systems and a state of each of them,
to decide whether the two states are bisimilar, is well-known to be complete for deterministic polynomial time on finite systems [2]. The status of decidability and of computational
complexity of bisimilarity on infinite state systems is significantly less clear. A prominent
such example is the class of systems described by pushdown automata (pushdown systems):
Decidability was proven by Sénizergues [21], extending his famous decidability result on language equivalence of deterministic pushdown automata [20] (see [25] for a primitive recursive
upper bound and [11] for a recent proof); however, the best known lower bound is EXPTIME
[15]. Unfortunately, there are only few classes of infinite state systems, where bisimilarity is
decidable and the precise complexity is known [10, 3].
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Worse still, bisimilarity is not known to be decidable on PA-processes, ground tree rewrite systems, nor on higher-order pushdown systems, whereas its weaker variant (weak
bisimilarity) is not known to be decidable on BPP nor on BPA, just to mention some prominent examples. We refer to [23] for an up-to-date record on the decidability and complexity
status of bisimilarity of infinite state systems in Mayr’s Process Rewrite Systems hierarchy.
A milestone technique for proving lower bounds for bisimilarity on infinite state systems
entitled “Defender’s Forcing” has been introduced by Jančar and Srba [12]. Bisimulation
equivalence can be seen as a game between “Attacker” and “Defender”, where Defender wins
the game if and only if the pair of states are bisimilar. When aiming at showing hardness of
bisimilarity via reduction from a hard problem, the simple but powerful idea of “Defender’s
Forcing” is to construct, whenever necessary, a subgame that allows Defender to make a
choice. This is important since, in a certain sense, Attacker has much more freedom in the
bisimulation game, as in each round he is the one who chooses an outgoing transition of one
of the two states, whereas Defender has to respond with a matching transition in the other
system. With this technique lower bounds on various classes of infinite systems have been
proven, for instance Σ11 -completeness of bisimilarity on prefix-recognisable graphs [12].
A further natural question is to decide whether a given infinite system is bisimilar to a
finite one, the so-called regularity problem. It seems that even less is known about this problem, for instance, decidability is open for any class of systems that lies between pushdown
systems (resp. PA-processes) and Mayr’s class of Process Rewrite Systems [23]. However
for deterministic pushdown automata decidability follows from [27, 24].
Higher-order pushdown automata were introduced by Maslov [16] and independently by
Damm and Goerdt [7]. They generate the same class of trees as safe higher order recursion
schemes [14], which have applications to software verification for higher-order programs.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge the decidability status of bisimilarity on higherorder pushdown automata is open so far, but not explicitly stated as such in the literature.
In our first result we show that bisimilarity of higher-order pushdown automata is already
undecidable at order two. Inspired by [12] we show undecidability via a reduction from
the infinitary version of the Modified Post’s Correspondence Problem (MPCP). We must,
however, restrict ourselves to instances of the infinitary MPCP for which all homomorphisms
are non-erasing for our proofs to work (in contrast to [12]). To obtain this result, we use
the above-mentioned technique “Defender’s Forcing”. Our undecidability result confirms
that to some extent the decidability of bisimilarity of equational graphs with finite outdegree [21] cannot be significantly improved. It is worth mentioning that transition graphs
of higher-order pushdown automata have finite out-degree and decidable monadic secondorder theories [4, 5]. Deciding equivalence of deterministic order-k pushdown automata is
an interesting open problem, although some progress has been made on this by Stirling [26].
In the second part of the paper, we study the lower order problem, which asks, given
some configuration c of some order-k pushdown automaton and some k 0 < k, whether c
can reach a configuration that is bisimilar to some configuration of some order-k 0 pushdown
automaton. When k 0 = k −1 this question can be seen to ask whether the order-k pushdown
automaton always exhibits behaviour that is ‘inherently order-k’. When k 0 = 0, it is a weaker
variant of the regularity problem, which asks whether a k-PDA is bisimilar to some finite
state system. The property queried by the latter implies the property queried by the ‘lower
order problem’ with k 0 = 0, but not vice versa.
We show that the lower order problem is undecidable whenever k ≥ 2 even when the
input order-k pushdown automaton is deterministic and real-time (i.e. free of ε-transitions).
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2

Preliminaries
def

Transition systems and bisimulation equivalence. By N = {1, 2, . . .} we denote the
def

naturals. For each n ∈ N we define [1, n] = {1, . . . , n}. Let us fix a countable set of actions
a
A. A labeled transition system is a tuple T = (S, A, {−→| a ∈ A}), where S is a set of states,
a
A ⊆ A is a finite set of actions, and −→⊆ S × S is a binary transition relation for each a ∈ A.
a
A state s ∈ S is called deterministic if for each a ∈ Σ we have |{s0 ∈ S | s −→ s0 }] ≤ 1. We
say T is deterministic if every state of T is deterministic. We naturally extend the transition
a
ε def
wa def
relation −→ inductively to words, as follows: −→ = {(s, s) | s ∈ S} and −→ = {(s, t) | ∃u ∈
w
a
w
w
0
S : s −→ u and u −→ t}. We write s −→ in case s −→ s for some state s0 , for each word
w ∈ Σ∗ . A binary relation R ⊆ S × S is called bisimulation if for each (s1 , s2 ) ∈ R, for each
a
a
a ∈ A and for each i ∈ {1, 2} we have that if si −→ s0i for some s0i ∈ S, then s3−i −→ s03−i
for some s03−i ∈ S such that (s01 , s02 ) ∈ R.
We write s1 ∼ s2 if there is some bisimulation R with (s1 , s2 ) ∈ R. It is also sometimes
useful to think of bisimulation equivalence as a game played between Attacker and Defender.
Starting from a pair of states (s1 , s2 ) the game proceeds in rounds in which Attacker makes
a
the first move by choosing some label a and some transition si −→ s0i for some i ∈ {1, 2}.
a
Defender has to respond with some transition s3−i −→ s03−i and the new game position is
(s01 , s02 ). If one of the players cannot make an appropriate move, then the other player wins,
and moreover Defender wins every infinite game.
Higher-order pushdown automata. Let us inductively define the set of k-stacks,
for each k ≥ 1, over some finite stack alphabet Γ with [, ] 6∈ Γ and where ⊥ 6∈ Γ is a special
bottom-of-stack symbol:
A 1-stack is an element of Γ∗ ⊥.
A (k + 1)-stack is a finite sequence [α1 ][α2 ] · · · [αn ], where n ≥ 1 and αi is a k-stack for
each i ∈ [1, n].

Let us denote by Stacksk (Γ) the set of all k-stacks over Γ. The empty order k-stack ⊥k is
def

def

inductively defined as ⊥1 = ⊥ and ⊥k+1 = [⊥k ] for each k ∈ N.
Over each 1-stack α we define the (partial) operation swapw for each w ∈ Γ∗ ∪ Γ∗ ⊥ as

def

swapw (α) =

and



wa2 · · · an

w


undefined

def

top1 (α) =

(
a1
⊥

if w ∈ Γ∗ , α = a1 · · · an ⊥, n ≥ 1 and ai ∈ Γ for each i ∈ [1, n],
if w ∈ Γ∗ ⊥ and α = ⊥, and
otherwise

if α = a1 · · · an ⊥ with n ≥ 1 and ai ∈ Γ for each i ∈ [1, n] and
otherwise.

def

Let us define the partial operation pop1 (α) = swapε (α) and for each k-stack α =
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[α1 ][α2 ] · · · [αn ] with k ≥ 2 let us define:
swapw (α)
pushk (α)
push` (α)
popk (α)
pop` (α)
topk (α)
top` (α)

def

=

[swapw (α1 )][α2 ] · · · [αn ]

def

=

[α1 ][α1 ][α2 ] · · · [αn ]

def

[push` (α1 )][α2 ] · · · [αn ] for each 2 ≤ ` < k
(
[α2 ] · · · [αn ] if n ≥ 2

=

def

=

def

=

def

undefined

otherwise

[pop` (α1 )][α2 ] · · · [αn ] for each 2 ≤ ` < k

=

α1

def

top` (α1 ) for each 1 ≤ ` < k

=

def

Let Opk = {swapw | w ∈ Γ∗ ∪ Γ∗ ⊥} ∪ {pop` | ` ∈ [1, k]} ∪ {push` | ` ∈ [2, k]} denote the set
of k-operations. Note α ∈ Stacksk and op ∈ Opk implies op(α) ∈ Stacksk if op(α) is defined.
For each k ≥ 1, an order-k pushdown automaton (k-PDA) is a tuple P = (Q, A, Γ, ∆),
where Q is a finite set of control locations, A ⊆ A is a finite set of actions, Γ is a finite stack
alphabet, and where ∆ ⊆ Q × (Γ ∪ {⊥}) × A × Q × Opk is a finite set of stack rewrite rules,
where each (q, x, a, q, op) ∈ ∆ satisfies (i) x = ⊥ and op = swapw implies w ∈ Γ∗ ⊥ and (ii)
a
x ∈ Γ and op = swapw implies w ∈ Γ∗ . We abbreviate (q, x, a, q 0 , op) ∈ ∆ by qx ,→P q 0 op.
def

a

The transition system of P is T (P) = (Q × Stacksk (Γ), A, {−→P | a ∈ A}), where
a
a
(q, α) −→P (q 0 , α0 ) if there is qx ,→P q 0 op in ∆ such that top1 (α) = x and α0 = op(α) for
each q, q 0 ∈ Q, each a ∈ A and each α, α0 ∈ Stacksk . Thus, states of T (P) are elements of
Q × Stacksk (Γ) that we also denote as configurations of P. We call a configuration (q0 , α0 )
a
of P normed if there exists some control location qf ∈ Q with (qf , ⊥k ) −→
6
(emits no atransition) for each a ∈ Σ, and such that every configuration (q, α) with (q0 , α0 ) −→∗ (q, α)
S
a
we have (q, α) −→∗ (qf , ⊥k ), where −→∗ is the reflexive transitive closure of a∈Σ −→.
We can now state the decision problem which we study in the next section.
k-PDA-Bisimilarity
A k-PDA P = (Q, A, Γ, ∆) and two configurations (q, α), (q 0 , α0 ) ∈ Q ×
Stacksk (Γ).
QUESTION: Does (q, α) ∼ (q 0 , α0 ) hold in T (P)?
INPUT:

The following proposition is folklore and essentially follows from the fact that every configuration of a k-PDA has only finitely many successors.
I Proposition 1. The problem k-PDA-Bisimilarity is in Π01 for each k ≥ 1.
Post’s Correspondence Problem and Variants of it. For two words u, v over some
finite alphabet Σ we write u  v if uw = v for some w ∈ Σ∗ , that is if u is a prefix of v. For
def
a word w = a1 · · · an with ai ∈ Σ for each i ∈ [1, n] we denote its reverse by wR = an · · · a1 .
For a finite (resp. infinite) sequence of finite words u1 , . . . , un (resp. u1 , u2 , . . .) we write
Q
Q
def
def
i∈[1,n] ui = u1 u2 · · · un (resp.
i≥1 ui = u1 u2 · · · ) to denote their concatentation.
An instance of Post’s Correspondence Problem is given by a tuple X = ([1, n], Σ, h1 , h2 ),
where n ∈ N, Σ is a finite word alphabet, and where h1 , h2 : [1, n]∗ → Σ∗ are homomorphisms. We call X increasing if |h1 (j)| ≤ |h2 (j)| for each j ∈ [1, n]. We call X non-erasing if
h1 (j), h2 (j) 6= ε for each j ∈ [1, n]. A solution to X is a mapping s : [1, m] → [1, n] (equivalently a word w ∈ [1, n]∗ ), where m ≥ 1 such that s(1) = 1 and moreover h1 (s(1) · · · s(m)) =
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h2 (s(1) · · · s(m)). An ω-solution to X is a mapping s : N → [1, n] with s(1) = 1 such that
Q
Q
the following equality over ω-words holds: i≥1 h1 (s(i)) = i≥1 h2 (s(i)).
I Remark. When X is non-erasing and increasing, the following two statements are equivalent for each s : N → [1, n]:
The mapping s is an ω-solution to X .
s(1) = 1 and h1 (s(1) · · · s(`))  h2 (s(1) · · · s(`)) for every ` ∈ N.
The classical problem MPCP asks, given an instance X , whether X has a solution. The
infinitary variant ω-MPCP asks, given an instance X , whether X has an ω-solution.
It was shown in [19] that ω-MPCP is Π01 -complete. As already observed in [12], Sipser’s
0
Σ1 -hardness reduction [22] from the halting problem of Turing machines to MPCP can be
transferred to a Π01 -hardness reduction to ω-MPCP even when restricting instances to be
increasing (by only using Steps 1 to 5 and avoiding Steps 6 and 7 in Section 5.2 of [22]). In
fact, by inspecting the homomorphisms constructed by Sipser, one can additionally assume
that the instances are non-erasing; the latter was not necessary in the undecidability proofs
from [12], but is essential in our hardness proofs. This leads us to the following:
ω-NonErasing-Increasing-MPCP
An instance X = ([1, n], Σ, h1 , h2 ) that is non-erasing and increasing, i.e.
such that h1 (j), h2 (j) 6= ε and |h1 (j)| ≤ |h2 (j)| for each j ∈ [1, n].
QUESTION: Does X have an ω-solution?
INPUT:

I Theorem 1 ([22]). The problem ω-NonErasing-Increasing-MPCP is Π01 -complete.

3

Undecidability of 2-PDA-Bisimilarity

We prove Π01 -hardness of 2-PDA-Bisimilarity by giving a many-to-one reduction from
ω-NonErasing-Increasing-MPCP. For this, let us fix an instance X = (J, Σ, h1 , h2 ) of
ω-NonErasing-Increasing-MPCP. We will construct a 2-PDA P = (Q, A, Γ, ∆) and
two configurations (q, [1⊥]) and (q 0 , [1⊥]) such that X has an ω-solution if and only if
(q, [1⊥]) ∼ (q 0 , [1⊥]) holds in T (P).
Overview of the Construction.
We start from the pair of configurations (q, [1⊥]) (the initial left configuration) and
(q 0 , [1⊥]) (the initial right configuration), thus both initial configurations consist of just one
order-1 stack. We partition the bisimulation game into three phases.
def
Defining j1 = 1, in phase 1 we repeatedly push indices j2 , j3 , . . . ∈ [1, n] onto the
order-1-stack of both configurations and we let Defender choose them by using the technique
of “Defender’s Forcing”. The idea is that Defender’s job is to push an infinite sequence of
indices that is an ω-solution to X onto both order-1 stacks ad infinitum. At any situation
in the game of the form (q, [j` · · · j1 ⊥]) and (q 0 , [j` · · · j1 ⊥]) Attacker can play the action f
to challenge Defender by claiming that h1 (j1 · · · j` ) is not a prefix of h2 (j1 · · · j` ).
This leads us to phase 2 in which Defender wishs to prove h1 (j1 · · · j` )  h2 (j1 · · · j` ).
Let w = j` · · · j1 ⊥. We let the game get to the pair of configurations (t, [w][w][w]) and
(t0 , [w][w][w]). From this position, by again using the “Defender’s Forcing” technique and
popping on the top-most order-1 stack, we allow Defender to choose a situation of the form
(x, [uR jk−1 · · · j1 ⊥][w][w]) and (x0 , [uR jk−1 · · · j1 ⊥][w][w]), where 1 ≤ k ≤ `, where u is a
prefix of h2 (jk ), and moreover h1 (j1 · · · j` ) = h2 (j1 · · · jk−1 )u.
From the latter pair of configurations, phase 3 deterministically prints from the left
configuration essentially (plus some intermediate symbols) the string h1 (j1 · · · j` )R by first
performing a pop2 , and from the right configuration essentially (plus some intermediate
symbols) the string uR h2 (j1 · · · jk−1 )R by continuing with the current top order-1-stack.
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Since we had three copies of w at the end of phase two, we can now perform a pop2
followed by a single ‘wait’ on the left configuration, and two pop2 s on the right configuration,
so that both then have stack [w]. This allows them both to empty their stacks using the
same number of pop1 operations, allowing our 2-PDA to be normed. Thus our suggested
generalisation of normedness standard for 1-PDA does not help recover decidability.
When describing the rules in detail, we list the rewrite rules of P in reverse order, i.e. first
for phase 3, then for phase 2 and finally for phase 1. Adapting the notation from [12], the
rewrite rules that are presented in a
represent the moves added to implement “Defender’s
Forcing”. These moves allow Defender to render the two configurations equal, and hence
trivially bisimilar, if Attacker does not allow Defender to “decide the stack operations”.
The Details.
def

Let Γ = [1, n] ∪ Σ. The set of states Q, the set of actions A and the transitions ∆ of P
are implicitly given by the following rewrite rules. We describe the rules for phase 3 first.

f

x γ ,→P y pop2
a
y a ,→P y pop1
a
y j ,→P y swapvR

and
and

f

x0 γ ,→P y 0 swapγ
a
y 0 a ,→P y 0 pop1
a

y 0 j ,→P y 0 swapvR
⊥

y ⊥ ,→P z1 swap⊥

and

z1 ⊥ ,→P z pop2

and

p

p

for
for
for
for

each
each
each
each

γ ∈ Γ ∪ {⊥}
a∈Σ
j ∈ [1, n], where h1 (j) = va
j ∈ [1, n], where h2 (j) = va

⊥

y 0 ⊥ ,→P z10 pop2
p

z10 j ,→P z pop2

for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n]

z j ,→P z pop1

For the following lemma, observe that from both the initial configurations in the lemma
there is a unique maximal (w.r.t. ) word that can be traced.

I Lemma 2. Assume j1 , · · · , j` ∈ [1, n] with ` ≥ 1 and let 0 ≤ k ≤ `. Assume some 2-stack
α = [uR jk · · · j1 ⊥][j` · · · j1 ⊥][j` · · · j1 ⊥], where u ∈ Σ∗ . Then we have

(x, α) ∼ (x0 , α)

if and only if

h1 (j1 · · · j` ) = h2 (j1 · · · jk )u.

Let us add the following rules to ∆ in order to implement phase 2.
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f

r1 j ,→P r2 push2
f

r2 j ,→P t push2
⊥

t ⊥ ,→P x swap⊥
p

t j ,→P t0↓ swapj
p
t j ,→P t swapj
p
t j ,→P t0j (w) swapj

and
and

f

r10 j ,→P r20 push2
f

r20 j ,→P t0 push2
0

⊥

for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n]

0

and

t ⊥ ,→P x swap⊥

and

t0 j ,→P t0↓ swapj

p

for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n]

p

and

t0 j ,→P t0j (w) swapj

and

t0↓

for each j ∈ [1, n] and
each prefix w of h2 (j)

↓

t j ,→P t pop1

↓

0

j ,→P t pop1
↓

t0j (w) j ,→P t pop1

for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n] and each
prefix w of h2 (j)

hj,wi

t j ,→

P

x swapwR

hj,wi

and

t0j (w)j ,→

and

t0↓ j ,→

hj,wi
P

P

x0 swapwR

for each j ∈ [1, n] and each

x swapwR

hj,vi

t0j (w) j ,→ P x swapvR

prefix w of h2 (j)
for each j ∈ [1, n] and all
prefixes v, w of h2 (j)
s.t. v 6= w

I Lemma 3. Let α = j1 · · · j` ∈ [1, n]` with ` ≥ 1. Then we have
(r1 , [αR ⊥]) ∼ (r10 , [αR ⊥])

if and only if

h1 (α)  h2 (α).

Proof. When inspecting the first two pairs of rules from the previous block, it is clear
that (r1 , [αR ⊥]) ∼ (r10 , [αR ⊥]) if and only if (t, [αR ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥]) ∼ (t0 , [αR ⊥][αR ⊥]αR ⊥]).
def

Define the configuration αk = [jk · · · j1 ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥] for each 0 ≤ k ≤ `.
“If”: Assume h1 (α)  h2 (α). By assumption we have h1 (j1 · · · j` ) = h2 (j1 · · · jk0 −1 )u,
where 1 ≤ k0 ≤ ` and where u ∈ Σ∗ is some non-empty prefix of h2 (jk0 ). First, we have that
there exists some bisimulation relation R that relates (x, [uR jk0 −1 · · · j1 ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥]) and
(x0 , [uR jk0 −1 · · · j1 ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥]) by Lemma 2. For each configuration ζ ∈ Q × Stacks2 (Γ),
def

v

let us define cl(ζ) = {(ζ 0 , ζ 0 ) | ∃v ∈ Σ∗ : ζ −→ ζ 0 }. The reader verifies that the symmetric
closure of the following relation is indeed a bisimulation that relates (t, [αR ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥]) =
(t, α` ) and (t0 , [αR ⊥][αR ⊥]αR ⊥]) = (t0 , α` ):
{(ht, αk i, ht0 , αk i) | k0 ≤ k ≤ `} ∪ {(ht, αk i, ht0↓ , αk i) | k0 < k ≤ `}
S
S
0
∪
cl(ht0k (w), αk i) ∪
wh2 (k0 ),w6=u cl(htk0 (w), αk0 i)
 k0 <k≤`,wh0 2 (k)

∪
ht, αk0 i, htk0 (u), αk0 i
∪ cl(ht, αk0 −1 i)
∪ R
“Only if”: Assume h1 (j1 · · · j` ) 6 h2 (j1 · · · j` ). First, recall that we have
(x, [uR jk−1 · · · j1 ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥]) 6∼ (x0 , [uR jk−1 · · · j1 ⊥][αR ⊥][αR ⊥])

(1)

for every k ∈ [1, `] and each prefix u of h2 (jk ) by Lemma 2.
For proving (t, [α⊥][α⊥][α⊥]) 6∼ (t0 , [α⊥][α⊥][α⊥]) we will show (t, αk ) 6∼ (t0 , αk ) for
each 0 ≤ k ≤ ` by induction on k.
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Induction base. We have to prove (t, [⊥][α⊥][α⊥]) 6∼ (t0 , [⊥][α⊥][α⊥]). When performing
action ⊥ on both configurations we obtain the pair (x, [⊥][α⊥][α⊥]) and (x0 , [⊥][α⊥][α⊥])
which is not bisimilar by Lemma 2 since |α| ≥ 1 and h2 is non-erasing by assumption.
Induction step. Let 0 ≤ k < `. Consider the bisimulation game starting from the pair of
configurations (t, αk+1 ) and (t0 , αk+1 ). We will describe a winning strategy for Attacker.
p
Attacker plays (t, αk+1 ) −→ (t, αk+1 ). We make a case distinction on the answers of Dep
fender. Firstly, assume Defender responds (t0 , αk+1 ) −→ (t0↓ , αk+1 ). In the next round, At↓

↓

tacker plays (t0↓ , αk+1 ) −→ (t0 , αk ) and Defender can only respond with (t, αk+1 ) −→ (t, αk ).
For the resulting pair of configurations it holds (t, αk ) 6∼ (t0 , αk ) by induction hypothesis.
p
Secondly, assume Defender responds (t0 , αk+1 ) −→ (t0jk+1 (w), αk+1 ) for some w  h2 (jk+1 ).
hjk+1 ,wi

Then Attacker can play (t0jk+1 (w), αk+1 ) −−−−−→ (x0 , [wR jk · · · j1 ][α⊥][α⊥]) and Defender
hjk+1 ,wi

can only respond with (t, αk+1 ) −−−−−→ (x, [wR jk · · · j1 ][α⊥][α⊥]) and the resulting pair of
configurations is not bisimilar by (1).
J
Finally, let us add the following rules to ∆ for implementing phase 1.

↑

q k ,→P qj0 swapk

and

↑

q 0 k ,→P qj0 swapk

↑

for each k ∈ [1, n]

q k ,→P q swapk
j

for each k, j ∈ [1, n]

q k ,→P q swapjk
qj0

j

0

k ,→P q swapjk
j0

qj0 k ,→P q swapj 0 k
f

q k ,→P r1 swapk

for each j, k ∈ [1, n]

and

f

q 0 k ,→P r10 swapk

for each k, j ∈ [1, n]
for each k, j, j 0 ∈ [1, n] with j 0 6= j
for each k ∈ [1, n]

I Lemma 4. We have (q, [1⊥]) ∼ (q 0 , [1⊥]) if and only if X has an ω-solution.
One can easily verify that both configurations (q, [1⊥]) and (q 0 , [1⊥]) are normed. For
the following theorem, the lower bound follows from Theorem 1 and and Lemma 4, whereas
the upper bound follows from Proposition 1.
I Theorem 5. The problem 2-PDA-Bisimilarity is Π01 -complete, even when both input
configurations are normed.

4

The Lower Order Problem

We consider the following class of lower order problems for k ≥ 2 and k 0 ∈ [0, k − 1] (where
a 0-PDA is a finite automaton):
LOk,k0
INPUT:
A deterministic k-PDA P and a configuration (q, α) of P.
QUESTION: Does there exist a configuration (r, β) of P with (q, α) −→∗ (r, β) such that
(r, β) ∼ (r0 , β 0 ), where (r0 , β 0 ) is a configuration of some k 0 -PDA P 0 ?
This problem is related to determining whether a program employing order-k functions can
ever reach a state from which it could continue using code only constructed with order-k 0
functions. The case when k 0 = 0 is thus related to the problem of determining whether a
(higher-order) recursive program is equivalent to one using only constant memory.
The following holds whether or not P 0 is restricted to being deterministic:
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I Theorem 6. LOk,k0 is undecidable for every k ≥ 2 and k 0 ∈ [0, k − 1].
To our knowledge the decidability of LO1,0 and the variant of LOk,k0 for which we require
(r, β) = (q, α) remain open when k 0 ≥ 1 (and k 0 ≥ 0 if P is allowed to be non-deterministic).
These stronger problems would be even more pertinent to practical applications.

4.1

Language Recognition

Our construction requires us to use k-PDA as language recognisers. In order to do this
we extend the model further to: R = (Q, q0 , F, A, Γ, ∆) where q0 ∈ Q is an initial control
location and F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting control locations. The language recognised by R is:
def

w

L(R) = { w ∈ A∗ | (q0 , ⊥k ) −−→ (q, α) for some q ∈ F and α ∈ Stacks(Γ) }
For simplicity, we allow ε ∈ A and for language recognisers view this as a silent transition.
w
A reachable configuration (q, α) is one such that (q0 , ⊥k ) −→ (q, α) for some w ∈ Σ∗ .
We say that the language L ⊆ Σ∗ is k-complete if it is recognised by a deterministic
k-PDA but not by any (k − 1)-PDA (whether deterministic or non-deterministic). A kcomplete language exists for every k ≥ 1 [6, 7, 16].
In the spirit of [1], we say that a language is visibly k-complete for k ≥ 2 if it is kcomplete and we can partition A into A = A↑ ] A< ] A↓ such that it is recognised by a
a
visible k-PDA R. A k-PDA R is visible if it has a transition of the form qγ ,→R q 0 op only
if a ∈ A↑ implies op = pushk , a ∈ A↓ implies op = popk and a ∈ A< implies op ∈ Opk−1 .
Thus the language is ‘marked’ with the order-k pushes and pops performed by some k-PDA
recognising it. It is clear that the existence of k-complete languages implies the existence of
visibly k-complete languages (pick a k-complete language and some k-PDA recognising it,
then convert the k-PDA to recognise a visibly k-complete language by marking the symbols
labelling pushk and popk transitions—any (k − 1)-PDA generating the annotated language
could also generate the original by removing the annotations).
Let us further say that a deterministic k-PDA R is total if R is real-time (i.e. without
ε-transitions) and for every reachable configuration (q, α) and every a ∈ A, there exists a
a
transition of the form q top1 (α) ,→R q 0 op such that op(α) is defined.
We say that a deterministic visible k-PDA R recognising a visibly k-complete language
is visibly-total if R is real-time and for every reachable configuration (q, α) and every a ∈ A<
a
there exists a transition of the form q top1 (α) ,→R q 0 op such that op(α) is defined, for every
a
a ∈ A↑ a transition q top1 (α) ,→R q 0 pushk and for every a ∈ A↓ there is a transition of the
a
form q top1 (α) ,→R q 0 popk (whether or not popk (α) is defined).
I Lemma 7. For every k ≥ 1 there exists a (visibly) k-complete language that is recognised
by a deterministic (visibly)-total k-PDA.

4.2

Outline of the undecidability of LOk,k‘ with k ≥ 2

In all cases we work by a reduction from (the finitary variant of) MPCP. We fix an MPCP
instance X = ([1, n], Σ, h1 , h2 ) and for each LOk,k0 we construct a k-PDA PX such that
there is a solution to the lower order problem if and only if there is a solution to X . We
have two separate constructions, one for the case k − k 0 ≥ 2 and one for the case k 0 = k − 1.
First, let us assume k − k 0 ≥ 2. The idea is that for each potential solution w to X there
is a configuration cw that is reachable from a configuration (q0 , ⊥k ) whose k-stack is of the
form [α][swapw (⊥k−1 )] for some (k − 1)-stack α. From cw the deterministic k-PDA PX can
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simulate on its stack α some deterministic (k − 1)-PDA recognizing some (k − 1)-complete
language. However, at any point PX threatens to pop [α] and then deterministically output
h1 (w)R in case the current control location of the simulation is in some accepting control
location or else to deterministically output h2 (w)R in case the current control location of
the simualation is in some non-accepting control location. In case h1 (w) = h2 (w) the
distinction between accepting and rejecting control locations cannot be made by observing
this behaviour and so there will be a finite automaton bisimilar to PX .
Let us now assume k 0 = k − 1. We follow a similar idea, but this time simulate an
automaton for a k-complete language. However this simulation may lead to k-stacks of the
form [αm ] · · · [α1 ][swapw (⊥k−1 )] for arbitrarily large m. This means that to carry out the
threat of printing h1 (w)R or h2 (w)R it is necessary to make an unbounded number of popk
operations. If w is a solution to X so that h1 (w) = h2 (w) then a bisimilar P 0 will need
to ‘know’ m in order to synchronise with this preparation to print h1 (w) or h2 (w). It thus
needs to be equipped with a counter, but since k − 1 ≥ 1, this is possible. Concerning the
proof, there is a simple modification exploiting visibly total automata recognising k-complete
visible languages, thus we have decidided to relegate this case to the long version.

The undecidability of LOk,k0 for k ≥ 2 and k − 2 ≥ k 0 ≥ 0.

4.3

We fix a deterministic (k−1)-PDA R = (QR , q0 R , FR , AR , ΓR , ∆R ) that recognises a (k−1)complete language. Due to Lemma 7 we may assume that it is total-deterministic. We do not
require any visibility assumption in this section. We construct a k-PDA PX = (Q, A, Γ, ∆)
and take a configuration (q0 , ⊥k ) as input to the problem. We will progressively introduce
∆ (and thereby Q, A, and Γ).
First we have rules responsible for ‘guessing’ a solution to MPCP and spawning R:
#1

q0 ⊥ ,→PX q0 swap1⊥
#

q0 j ,→PX q00 swapj
q000

#

j ,→PX

q000

pop1

and

#j 0

q0 j ,→ PX q0 swapj 0 j
#

and

q00 j ,→PX q000 pushk

and

q000

#

⊥ ,→PX q0 R swap⊥

for each j, j 0 ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each j ∈ [1, n]

We then add every rule in ∆R to ∆. Finally we have rules responsible for printing out the
image of the alleged solution under either h1 or h2 :
#

qf γ ,→PX y1− popk
#

y1− j ,→PX y1 pushk
a
y1 a ,→PX y1 pop1
a
y1 j ,→PX y1 swapv1R
reset

y1 ⊥ ,→ PX q00 popk

#

and

q γ ,→PX y2− popk

and
and
and

y2− j ,→PX y2 pushk
a
y2 a ,→PX y2 pop1
a
y2 j ,→PX y2 swapv2R

and

y2 ⊥ ,→ PX q00 popk

#

for each γ ∈ ΓR , qf ∈ FR ,
q ∈ QR − FR
for each j ∈ [1, n]
for each a ∈ Σ
f. e. j ∈ [1, n]: h1 (j) = v1 a,
h2 (j) = v2 a

reset

We have borrowed the rules for y1 and y2 from the previous construction, and so from
the proof of Lemma 2 we get:
I Lemma 8. Suppose that we have a stack α = [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )]
ureset

where j1 , . . . , j` ∈ [1, n]. Then we have (yi , α) −−−−−→ (q00 , popk (α)) if and only if u =
hi (j1 · · · j` )R , for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
We have the following characterisation of reachable configurations of PX :
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I Lemma 9. Let (p, α) be a configuration of PX with (q0 , ⊥k ) −→∗ (p, α). Then one of the
following holds:
p ∈ {q0 , q00 , y1− , y2− } and α = [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] for some j1 , . . . , j` ∈ [1, n] with j1 = 1.
p = q000 and α = [swapj`0 ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] for some j1 , . . . , j` ∈ [1, n] with
j1 = 1 and 0 ≤ `0 ≤ `.
p ∈ {y1 , y2 } and α = [swapwj`0 ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] for some j1 , . . . , j` ∈
[1, n] with j1 = 1 and 0 ≤ `0 ≤ ` and w ∈ Σ∗ .
p ∈ QR and α = [β] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] for some j1 , . . . , j` ∈ [1, n] with j1 = 1 and
0 ≤ `0 ≤ ` where (p, β) is a reachable configuration of R.
Proof. By induction on the length of a run from (q0 , ⊥k ) witnessing reachability.

J

Thanks to the reset transitions we have the following:
I Lemma 10. Assume (q0 , ⊥k ) −→∗ c for some configuration c of P such that c ∼ c0
for some configuration c0 of some k 0 -PDA with k − k 0 ≥ 2. Then (q0 , ⊥k ) −→∗ c0 where
c0 = (q00 , [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )]), for some j1 , . . . , j` ∈ [1, n] and j1 = 1. Moreover, there is
some configuration c00 of P 0 with c0 −→∗ c00 and c0 ∼ c00 .
Proof. Since c = (p, α) must satisfy one of the conditions Lemma 9, by considering each
u
case in turn it can easily be verified that c −−→ c0 for c0 of the requisite form with u ∈ A∗ .
u
Since c ∼ c0 we must have c0 −−→ c00 with c0 ∼ c00 for some configuration c00 of P 0 .
J
Let us first consider the case when X has no solution. Due to Lemma 10 it is sufficient
to consider P-configurations c of the form (q00 , α). Since the image of the sequence of indices
in α under h1 and h2 must differ, it can be shown that any automaton with configuration
bisimilar to c could be converted to one recognising L(R). Completeness then gives:
I Lemma 11. If X has no solution, then there is no reachable configuration c of P and
k 0 -PDA P 0 with configuration c0 such that c ∼ c0 .
Now we prove the converse.
I Lemma 12. If X has a solution, then (q0 , ⊥k ) −→∗ c for some configuration c of P and
a deterministic real-time k 0 -PDA P 0 with configuration c0 such that c ∼ c0 .
def

Proof. Let j1 · · · j` be a solution to X . Let c = (q00 , [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )]) with h1 (j1 · · · j` ) =
a
h2 (j1 · · · j` ) = a1 · · · am with ai ∈ Σ for each i ∈ [1, m]. We then take F = (S, A, {−→F |
a ∈ A}) to be the following deterministic finite transition system, which in particular is the
def

def

transition system of a k 0 -PDA and set c0 = s. We set S = {s, t, u} ∪ {xi | 0 ≤ i ≤ `} ∪ {yi |
a
0 ≤ i ≤ m} and define and −→F for each a ∈ A as follows:
#

s −→F x`
#

x0 −→F t
#

t −→F u
reset
y¯0 −→ s

and
and
and
and

#

x` −→F xi−1
a

t −→F t

for each i ∈ [1, `]
for each a ∈ AR

#

u −→F y¯m
ai
y¯i −→
¯
F yi−1

for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m

Recalling that R is total-deterministic and real-time and so from every configuration
may make an a-transition for any a ∈ ΣR , the reader can verify that the symmetric closure
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of the following relation is a bisimulation:
{(c, s)} ∪ {((qR , β), t) | c −→∗ (qR , β) and qR ∈ QR }
∪

{((yj− , α), u) | c −→∗ (yj− , α)}

∪

{((q000 , α`0 ), x`0 ) | α`0 = [swapj`0 ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )])

∪

{((yj , αji ), y¯i ) | (yj , [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )] [swapj` ···j1 ⊥ (⊥k−1 )]) −−−−−−→ (yj , αji ),

0 ≤ `0 ≤ `}

am ···ai+1

1 ≤ j ≤ 2, 0 ≤ i ≤ m}
J

5

Further Directions

We believe some limited generalisation of undecidability for LOk,k0 to the case when P 0 may
also range over collapsible pushdown automata [8] is possible. We expect it to be possible
to adapt the construction to use the recent hierarchy theorem by Kartzow and Parys for
deterministic CPDA [13]. Indeed in the light of [18] one might expect to get a version where
P is a 2-CPDA and P 0 can range over deterministic PDA of any order. One obstacle is
when (k − k 0 ) = 1 and P 0 needs to be able to keep track of the height of the k-stack of P,
meaning that a simple extension to the CPDA case would require one to prohibit ‘k-links’.
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Abstract
We present a novel fixed-point algorithm to solve reachability of multi-stack pushdown systems
restricted to runs where matching push and pop transitions happen within a bounded number of
context switches. The followed approach is compositional, in the sense that the runs of the system
are summarized by bounded-size interfaces. Moreover, it is suitable for a direct implementation
and can be exploited to prove two new results. We give a sequentialization for this class of
systems, i.e., for each such multi-stack pushdown system we construct an equivalent single-stack
pushdown system that faithfully simulates the behavior of each thread. We prove that the
behavior graphs (multiply nested words) for these systems have bounded tree-width, and thus a
number of decidability results can be derived from Courcelle’s theorem.
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1

Introduction

Multi-stack pushdown systems (Mpds) accurately capture the control-flow of concurrent
programs communicating via shared memory, and thus, are widely used as an abstract model
of such programs in several analysis problems, such as reachability and more in general
model-checking.
It is well known that Mpds with two stacks can simulate Turing machines. A recent line
of research has concerned with decidable syntactic restrictions that limit the behaviors of
the general model, such as bounding the number of context-switches [21] or the number of
phases [9, 10] in a run.
Last year in [15], a new restriction that limits the scope of matching push and pop
transitions in terms of number of context switches (scope-bounded restriction) has been
considered. With this limitation, the analysis is carried over only the system executions
where each symbol pushed onto a stack is either popped within a bounded number of context
switches or is never popped. As a matter of fact, the scope-bounded restriction is strictly more
permissive than bounded-context switching, in fact it allows us to account for computations
with unboundedly many contexts, and thus, with an unbounded number of interactions
between the threads (see [15]).
∗
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Also, in [15] the reachability of Mpds under the scope-bounded restriction is shown
to be Pspace-complete. For an n stack Mpds, the given decision algorithm characterizes
the configurations which are k-scoped reachable by computing tuples which store: (1) the
reached control state, (2) the (top) portion of the stack contents of all the symbols that have
been pushed in the last k rounds, and (3) the control states at the context-switches in the
last round (computations are arranged in rounds of thread executions where each thread is
activated exactly once). The stack contents are summarized as finite automata of a fixed
form: each automaton has as states k copies of the control states along with an initial state,
and differ from each other only in the transitions.
In this paper, we adopt the same restriction on the Mpds computations and contribute
to this research in several ways.
As a first result, we develop a new algorithm to solve the scope-bounded reachability
problem for Mpds. The solution we propose is fixed-point and uses the concept of interface of
a thread computation introduced in [13]. A thread-interface simply summarizes the executions
of a thread in consecutive rounds of executions of a system computation, by storing the
control states of the starting and ending configurations in each round. An interesting feature
of thread-interfaces is that they can be used compositionally to summarize entire runs. A key
result that we prove here and exploit to design our fixed-point algorithm is that it is sufficient
to store n-tuples of fragments of thread-interfaces over at most k rounds, to reconstruct the
summaries of entire k-scoped runs of an Mpds with n stacks.
The proposed algorithm have a simpler formulation than that given in [15] and seems to be
more suitable for efficient implementation. Thread interfaces are a simpler artifact than finite
automata and can be easily encoded for efficient symbolic search. In fact, our fixed-point
algorithm has a direct implementation in the tool Getafix, a framework that supports the
writing in a fixed-point calculus of model-checkers for sequential and concurrent Boolean
programs (see [11]). Moreover, dealing with simpler tuples seems to avoid some redundancy.
In fact, if on the one side computing such automata is computationally equivalent to compute
thread interfaces, on the other side our algorithm searches over essentially Q2kn tuples while
2 2
the previous one over Qn 2n(k Q +µ) tuples, where Q denotes the set of control states and µ
denotes subquadratic terms in k and Q.
The approach followed in our above fixed point algorithm can be used in two directions
to obtain interesting results which constitute the other contributions of this paper.
First, the fixed-point rules used to compose, accumulate and simplify the thread-interfaces
in our algorithm can be re-used to construct a single-stack pushdown system that simulates
the k-scoped runs of an n-stack Mpds. For computer programs, this corresponds to a
sequentialization, i.e., a transformation of a concurrent program into an equivalent sequential
one. Sequentializations have recently received great attention in the context of program
verification with the goal of performing the analysis of concurrent programs via tools designed
for sequential ones (e.g., see [18, 5]). Several tools have been developed on this paradigm
and have allowed to find bugs that could not be found with other approaches [8], or even
prove programs entirely correct [13].
Second, we show that multiply nested words, which allow us to represent runs of Mpds
with graphs, have a bounded tree-width when restricting to bounded scope. Again, the
executions of the fixed point algorithm are the key concept of this proof. Moreover, since
this class of multiply nested words can be captured in the MSO logic, we can inherit all the
decidability results of [20]. In particular, all properties that can be expressed in MSO can be
shown decidable using this result, including the decidability of linear temporal logic.
Related work. Besides the already cited research there are a few other works which
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are related to ours. We start mentioning some recent results that have concerned Mpds
restricted to scope-bounded computations that have followed the results presented in this
paper. In [7], the authors show that bounded-scoped multiply nested words have bounded
tree-width using the notion of split-width there introduced. In [1], the model-checking
of scope-bounded Mpds is shown to be Exptime-complete for linear-time temporal logic
(LTL). Independently, in [16], a logic for multiply nested words which extends LTL and
allows to capture the call-return relations within each tread (MultiCaRet) is introduced and,
among other results, the related model-checking and satisfiability problems are shown to be
Exptime-complete when restricting to scope-bounded computations.
The notion of bounded-context switching has been successfully used for: model-checking
tools for concurrent Boolean programs [11, 18, 22] and Boolean abstractions of parameterized
programs [13]; sequentializations of shared-memory concurrent programs [12, 18] and their use
with SMT solvers to find errors in concurrent programs [8];sequentialization of multiprocessor
programs communicating through asynchronous message passing [4]; sequentializations of
shared-memory parameterized programs [14]; translation of concurrent programs under total
store ordering memory model to concurrent programs under sequential consistency memory
model [2]; model-checking of programs with dynamic thread creation [3]; analysis of systems
with heaps [6], and weighted pushdown systems [19].

2

Multistack Pushdown Systems

Given two positive integers i and j, i ≤ j, we denote with [i, j] the set of integers k with
i ≤ k ≤ j, and with [j] the set [1, j].
A multi-stack pushdown system consists of a finite number of pushdown automata each of
which with its local stack, that communicate through the shared control states. Multi-stack
pushdown system is a faithful model to represent concurrent Boolean programs, where each
pushdown component models a single thread and the shared control states can be used to
allow shared communication among them.
I Definition 1. (Multi-stack PushDown Systems) Let n ∈ N. A n-stack pushdown
system (n-Mpds) is a tuple M = (Q, q0 , Γ, {(δiint , δipush , δipop )}i∈[n] ) where Q is a finite set of
control states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, and for every i ∈ [n],
δiint ⊆ (Q × Q) is a set of internal transitions and δipush , δipop ⊆ (Q × Γ × Q) are respectively
push and pop transitions involving the i’th stack. For every i ∈ [n], with Mi we denote the
i’th thread of M , i.e., the 1-Mpds (Q, q0 , Γ, {(δiint , δipush , δipop )}).
J
An M configuration is a tuple C = hq, {wi }i∈[n] i, where q ∈ Q and each wi ∈ Γ∗ is the
content of the i’th stack. Moreover, C is initial if q = q0 and wi = ε, for every i ∈ [n]. Let
S
Act i = {int i , push i , popi } be the set of actions of thread Mi , and Act = i∈[n] Act i be the
set of all actions of M . A transition between two configurations over an action σ ∈ Act is
defined as follows:
σ
hq, {wi }i∈[n] i −
→M hq 0 , {wi0 }i∈[n] i if one of the following holds for some i ∈ [n]
[Internal] σ = int i , (q, q 0 ) ∈ δiint , and wh0 = wh for every h ∈ [n].
i
[Push] σ = push i , (q, γ, q 0 ) ∈ δpush
, wi0 = γ.wi , and wh0 = wh for h ∈ ([n] \ {i}).
0
i
[Pop] σ = popi , (q, γ, q ) ∈ δpop , wi = γ.wi0 , and wh0 = wh for h ∈ ([n] \ {i}).
A run ρ of M from C0 to Cm , with m ≥ 0, denoted C0 ;M Cm , is a possibly empty
σj
sequence of transitions Cj−1 −→M Cj , for every j ∈ [m]. Furthermore, ρ is a computation of
M if C0 is initial.
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σ

σ

σ

1
2
Scope-bounded Runs. Let ρ = C0 −→
C1 −→
. . . Cm−1 −−m
→M Cm be a run of an n-Mpds
M . We associate to each transition in ρ a round number. The map round ρ : [m] → N is
inductively defined as follows:


1



round ρ (r − 1) + 1
round ρ (r) =



round ρ (r − 1)

if r = 1;
if (r > 1) & (σr−1 ∈ Act i )
& (σr ∈ Act i0 ) & (i > i0 );
otherwise.

For any M run ρ and i ∈ [n], µρi (s, t) is the predicate that holds true whenever the t’th
transition of ρ pops the symbol pushed on stack i at the s’th transition. Formally, µρi is the
unique predicate over the set [m]2 such that: if µρi (s, t) holds true then s < t, σs = push i ,
σt = popi , and
for every t0 ∈ [m] with s < t0 < t, if σt0 = popi then there is an index s0 ∈ [m] with
s < s0 < t0 such that σs0 = push i and µρi (s0 , t0 ) holds true;
for every s0 ∈ [m] with s < s0 < t, if σs0 = push i then there is an index t0 ∈ [m] with
s0 < t0 < t such that σt0 = popi and µρi (s0 , t0 ) holds true.
Furthermore, if σt = popi then there is an s such that µρi (s, t) holds true.
For k ∈ N, ρ is k-scoped iff for every i ∈ [n] and two indices s, t ∈ [m] if µρi (s, t) holds true
then (round ρ (t) − round ρ (s)) < k. In other words, in any k-scoped run any pop operation
retrieves from the stack a symbol that has been pushed within the last k rounds.
To illustrate the
above concepts conThread 1
Thread 2
int 2
a2
int 1
b1
a1
sider the run of
q5
−→
q4 −−→
q3
q2 −−→
−→
q1 −→
q0
int 2
b2
ā2
int 1
d1
b̄1
c̄1
c1
a 2-Mpds in Figq13
q12 −−→
−→
q11 −→
q10
q9 −−→
q8 −→
q7 −→
−→
q6 −→
q5
int 2
c2
int 1
d¯1
ure 1. To simplify
q17
−→
q16 −−→
q15
−→
q14 −−→
q13
the representation,
we have omitted the
Figure 1 A sample 3-round run of a 2-Mpds.
stack contents and
reported only the control state of the configurations. Also, we have repeated the control
location ending a row at the beginning of the following one such that each row corresponds
to a whole round. The states where the control switches from the first to the second thread
in each round have been aligned under a column. To emphasize the matching of push and
pop we use a different alphabet letter for denoting each push and the same letter with a bar
for the matching pop. We use subscripts to distinguish among the different threads.
The run of Figure 1 is k-scoped for any k ≥ 2 since matching push/pop spans over at
most 2 rounds, and it is not 1-scoped, in fact for example the push denoted b1 in round 1 is
matched in round 2.

3

Interfaces

In this section, we introduce the concept of thread-interface which is central for the paper.
Informally, a thread-interface summarizes for a single thread the computation within consecutive rounds, and under some conditions, can be composed with the thread-interfaces of
the other threads to summarize entire runs of an Mpds. We show that when restricting to
k-scoped runs, the whole computation of a single thread across unboundedly many rounds
can be indeed captured by composing thread-interfaces over at most k rounds. This will be
exploited in the next section to give a fixed-point algorithm to solve the reachability problem
restricted to k-scoped runs of an Mpds.
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I Definition 2. (Thread-interface) Let M = (Q, q0 , Γ, {(δiint , δipush , δipop )}i∈[n] ) be an
n-Mpds. For each i ∈ [n], an i-thread-interface of M is a possibly empty tuple I =
hin j , out j ij∈[r] , for some r ∈ N (the dimension of I, also denoted dim(I)), such that if r > 0
there exist r runs π1 , π2 , . . . , πr of Mi in which
for every j ∈ [r], πj = hin j , wj i ;Mi hout j , wj0 i is a run of Mi ;
w1 = , and for every j ∈ [r − 1], wj+1 = wj0 .

J

Fix for the rest of the section a 2-Mpds P with a run as in Figure 1. From the above
definition the tuple T1 = (hq0 , q3 i, hq5 , q10 i, hq13 , q15 i) is a 1-thread-interface of P of dimension
3 and T2 = (hq3 , q5 i, hq10 , q13 i, hq15 , q17 i) is a 2-thread-interface of P of dimension 3. Note
that since a run has possibly zero transitions, also T3 = (hq0 , q3 i, hq5 , q5 i, hq5 , q10 i, hq13 , q15 i)
and T4 = (hq3 , q5 i, hq10 , q13 i, hq15 , q15 i) are thread-interfaces.
For h = 1, 2, let Ih = hin hj , out hj ij∈[rh ] be an i-thread-interface of M , for some i ∈ [n]. We
define two internal operations over thread-interfaces of a given thread. With I1 11 I2 we
denote the tuple obtained by appending I2 to I1 . Formally, I1 11 I2 = hin j , out j ij∈[r1 +r2 ]
where in j = in 1j and out j = out 1j for j ∈ [r1 ], and in r1 +j = in 2j and out r1 +j = out 2j for
j ∈ [r2 ]. The other operation is a variation of 11 where the last pair of I1 is composed with
the first pair of I2 . It is defined when I1 and I2 are both not empty. Formally, if r1 , r2 > 0 and
out 1r1 = in 21 , then we denote with I1 12 I2 the tuple hin j , out j ij∈[r1 +r2 −1] where in j = in 1j
and out j = out 1j for j ∈ [r1 − 1], in r1 = in 1r1 , out r1 = out 21 , and in r1 +j = in 2j+1 and
out r1 +j = out 2j+1 for j ∈ [r2 − 1].
Directly from the definition of thread-interface we get that both compositions define
thread interfaces.
I Lemma 3. Let Ih = hin hj , out hj ij∈[rh ] be a i-thread-interface of M , for some i ∈ [n] and
h = 1, 2.
I1 11 I2 is a i-thread-interface of dimension r1 + r2 .
If out 1r1 = in 21 , then I1 12 I2 is a i-thread-interface of dimension r1 + r2 − 1.
The two compositions 11 and 12 are sufficient to fully characterize, by thread-interfaces of
bounded dimension all the thread-interfaces “canonically” defined by scope-bounded runs of
an Mpds. Given an m-round run ρ of an n-Mpds M , a i-thread-interface I = hin j , out j ij∈[m]
is canonical for ρ if along ρ for each round j the computation of thread Mi starts at in j and
ends at out j . The idea is thus to capture with each i-thread-interface a portion ρ0 of the run,
where all the occurrences of pushes over the i’th stack are either matched within ρ0 or are
never matched in the whole run. Due to the k-scoped restriction, for all matched pushes
the matching pop transition must occur within k rounds, and since the matching pairs of
push/pops define a nested relation, each such portion ρ0 can be taken such that it spans over
at most k rounds.
As an example, consider again the 2-scoped run from Figure 1. Note that T1 and T2
are canonical thread-interfaces for it, and T1 = (hq0 , q3 i, hq5 , q8 i) 12 (hq8 , q10 i, hq13 , q15 i) and
T2 = (hq3 , q5 i, hq10 , q13 i) 11 (hq15 , q17 i) (the interfaces used in the compositions are all of
dimension at most 2).
The above result is formally stated in the following lemma.
I Lemma 4. Let k ∈ N, M be an n-Mpds, ρ be a k-scoped run of M , and I be a canonical
i-thread-interface for ρ, i ∈ [n].
There exist i-thread-interfaces I0 , . . . , Is of dimension at most k such that I = I0 1j1
I1 . . . 1js Is with j1 , . . . js ∈ [2].
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For i=1,2, let Ii = hin ij , out ij ij∈[ri ] be a thread-interface of M . We say that I1 stitches to
I2 up to index r (shortly, r-stitches) if r ≤ min{r1 , r2 }, and out 1j = in 2j for every j ∈ [r]. Also,
I2 wraps with I1 up to index r (shortly, r-wraps) if r ≤ min{r2 , r1 − 1} and out 2j = in 1j+1 for
every j ∈ [r]. Note that, in particular, if either I1 or I2 is empty (i.e., dimension is 0), I1
does not r-stitch to I2 and I1 does not r-wrap with I2 for any r > 0.
In our running example, T1 3-stitches to T2 and T2 2-wraps with T1 , and the two interfaces
correspond to the run in Figure 1, and similarly the pair T1 , T4 corresponds to the run portion
from q0 through q15 .
In general, we can show that runs of Mpds can be fully characterized by tuples of
thread-interfaces. In fact, by definition, each m-round run of an n-Mpds M exactly defines
a canonical thread-interface Ii where i ∈ [n] such Ii m-stitches to Ii+1 , for every i ∈ [n − 1],
and In (m − 1)-wraps with I1 . Vice-versa given the i-thread-interfaces Ii with dim(Ii ) = m,
i ∈ [n], such that Ii m-stitches to Ii+1 , for every i ∈ [n−1], and In (r −1)-wraps with I1 , from
the definition of thread-interface we can construct an m-rounds run of M by concatenating
the runs corresponding to each interface. Also, observe that I1 , . . . , In are the canonical
thread-interfaces of the constructed run, and for j ∈ [m], their j’th pairs contain the states
at which the constructed run context-switches in round j. Thus, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 5. Let M be an n-Mpds, and q be an M control state. Then, there is a run
of M reaching q iff there are n thread-interfaces I1 , I2 , . . . , In all of dimension r, where
Ii = hin ij , out ij ij∈[r] is a i-thread-interface of M , such that
Ii r-stitches to Ii+1 , for every i ∈ [n − 1];
In (r − 1)-wraps with I1 ;
in11 , the first input state of I1 , is the initial state of M and
outnr , the last output state of In , is q.

4

Fixed-Point Algorithm for Scope-Bounded Reachability

In this section, we describe a new algorithm to solve the scope-bounded reachability problem
for Mpds. We recall that this problem has been recently shown to be decidable in [15].
Besides the differences in the approach, the solution we present here is fixed-point and has
several advantages. First, our algorithm has a direct implementation in the tool Getafix
[11]. Moreover, from our fixed-point characterization, we can easily derive a straightforward
sequentialization algorithm, as well as prove that multiply nested words of scope-bounded runs
have bounded tree-width, and therefore, a number of properties (including scope-bounded
reachability) can be shown to be decidable by Courcelle’s theorem (see Section 5). We start
defining the scope-bounded reachability problem.
I Definition 6 (Scope-bounded Reachability Problem). Fix k ∈ N. For an n-Mpds M
and an M control state q, the k-scoped reachability problem asks whether there is a k-scoped
run of M from an initial configuration to any configuration of the form hq, {wi }i∈[n] i.
J
The algorithm. One way to solve the scope-bounded reachability problem is to first nondeterministically compute n thread-interfaces of the same dimension, one for each thread,
and then by Lemma 5 check whether they form an M computation reaching state q. The
drawback of this approach is that it gives a semi-algorithm as we do not know, a priori, the
number of rounds that would be needed to conclude that q is not reachable. In contrast,
the solution we propose, as a fixed-point algorithm, would implement the same approach
as outlined above with the difference that we do not generate thread interfaces one after
another, but rather in parallel, as the components of a tuple.
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At each step, we append via the operators 11 and 12 a thread-interface to the component
of the tuple that has the least dimension (thread-interface progression rule). In doing so, we
also check that the appended thread-interface is compatible with the rest of the tuple (i.e.,
it appropriately stitches to its neighbours in the tuple and for the first/last component it
wraps with the opposite end-tuple).
By computing the canonical thread-interfaces this way, as soon as the pairs of states of
index j have been added to all components of the tuple, all of them can be safely removed
(provided that if the first component does not have the pair of index j + 1, we store the
out-state removed from the last component). This corresponds to advancing the starting
round of the tuple to the next round in a run matching the tuple of canonical thread-interfaces
(round deletion rule).
To minimise the size of the components in the stored tuples, we apply the round deletion
rule with higher priority than the thread-interface progression rule. This way, we can keep the
dimension of each tuple component not larger than k, and this ensures also the convergence
of the algorithm.
Our algorithm maintains tuples of the form ν = [I1 , . . . , In ] where each Ii is a fragment
of an i-thread-interface: if ν is computed by our algorithm, then there exist n canonical
thread-interfaces I10 , . . . , In0 , where Ii0 is an i-thread interface, which satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 5, and furthermore, Ii0 11 Ii is an i-thread-interface. Note that each Ii may not be a
thread-interface.
We implement the above mentioned priority by firing the thread-interface progression rule
only on tuples containing a basic fragment of thread interface. For a tuple ν = [I1 , . . . , In ], Ij
is basic if it is empty, or has dimension 1 and does not match completely the corresponding
execution context in ρ (in particular, it matches the state when context-switching into such
context but does not match the state when context-switching out of it). Formally, we say
that Ij , j ∈ [n], is basic for [I1 , . . . , In ] if either one of the following conditions holds:
(i) Ij = ∅, or
(ii) j < n, dim(Ij ) = 1, Ij+1 6= ∅, and Ij does not 1-stitch to Ij+1 , or
(iii) j = n, dim(In ) = 1, dim(I1 ) > 1, and In does not 1-wrap with I1 .
A thread-interface I = hin j , out j ij∈[r] is initial if r > 0 and in 1 = q0 . Denoting with
∅ the empty thread-interface, the set of tuples computed by the algorithm, denoted I, is
initialized to all n-tuples [I, ∅, . . . , ∅] where I is an initial 1-thread-interface.
The detailed rules of the algorithm are given in Figure 2. There, we have denoted with
1 the extension of 12 such that I 1 J is J, if I = ∅, and I 12 J, otherwise. Note that
1 is defined as 11 when the first argument is ∅, and thus captures the composition of
thread-interfaces via 11 in the thread-interface progression rule. Also, in the thread-interface
progression rule we do not force the matching on the last index value for J. This is to
capture the cases when the composition of the canonical thread-interface requires the use of
the 12 operator. Finally, observe that for tuples where the 1-thread-interface has dimension
1, with the round deletion rule we do not simply delete this thread-interface but we replace
it with the 1-thread-interface (hout 1 , out 1 i) where out 1 is the out-state of the first pair of
the last fragment in the tuple. The reason we handle the first thread differently from the
others resides in the fact that the matching of state out 1 with the corresponding in-state
of the 1-thread-interface (wrapping condition) cannot be checked at this time since this
thread-interface has dimension 1. Therefore, it is necessary to store it for future matching.
The thread-interfaces of dimension at most k can be computed in a standard way, see for
example [11], and thus we omit it. The algorithm halts when no more tuples can be added
to the set I.
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Initialization.
I = {[I, ∅, . . . , ∅] | I is an initial 1-thread-interface of M with dim(I) ≤ k}
Thread-interface progression—append thread-interface to basic thread-interface fragment.
Let [I1 , . . . , In ] ∈ I and for some j ∈ [n], Ij be basic for [I1 , . . . , In ].
Add to I any tuple obtained from [I1 , . . . , In ] by replacing Ij with J = Ij 1 J 0 such that:
1. J 0 is a j-thread-interface of M of dimension s ≤ k,
2. (For every h ∈ [n], let rh be the dimension of Ih )
- if j = 1 then In r-wraps with J for r = min{s, rn − 1}
- if j > 1 then Ij−1 r-stitches to J for r = min{s, rj−1 − 1}
- if j < n then J r-stitches to Ij+1 for r = min{s − 1, rj+1 }
- if j = n then J r-wraps with I1 for r = min{s − 1, r1 }
Round deletion—remove completed rounds from tuples.
Let [I1 , . . . , In ] ∈ I be s. t. Ij 1-stitches to Ij+1 for j ∈ [n − 1]
and either: (a). In 1-wraps with I1 or (b). dim(I1 ) = 1.
Add [I100 , . . . , In00 ] to I such that:
1. for j ∈ [2, n], Ij = Ij0 11 Ij00 and dim(Ij0 ) = 1
2. if (a) holds then also I1 = I10 11 I100 and dim(I10 ) = 1
else (i.e., (b) holds) I100 = (hout 1 , out 1 i), where In = hin j , out j ij∈[dim(In )] .

Figure 2 Rules of the fixed-point algorithm solving the k-scoped reachability problem.

As an example, consider again the run of Figure 1. Our fixed-point algorithm computes
the canonical thread-interface of the first thread as (hq0 , q3 i, hq5 , q8 i) 12 (hq8 , q10 i, hq13 , q15 i)
and that of the second thread as (hq3 , q5 i, hq10 , q13 i) 11 (hq15 , q17 i). Thus, only fragments of
dimension at most 2 are stored (3 is the dimension of the canonical thread-interfaces).
Transition system. The computation of the fixed-point algorithm described above on an
n-Mpds M naturally defines a finite-state nondeterministic transition system. The states of
the system are the tuples of fragments of thread-interfaces of dimension at most k, and the
initial states and the transitions are given by the rules in Figure 2.
Formally, we define the transition system AkM = (I0 , I, δ) where I0 = {[I, ∅, . . . , ∅] | I
is an initial 1-thread-interface of M and dim(I) ≤ k} is the set of initial states, I is the
set of states, and δ ⊆ I × {1, 2} × I is the transition relation and contains all tuples
(ν, i, ν 0 ) such that ν 0 is obtained from ν by applying the thread-interface progression rule,
if i = 1, and the round deletion rule, otherwise (i.e., i = 2). A run of AkM is any sequence
m1
m2
mt
π = ν0 7−→
ν1 7−→
. . . 7−→
νt such that ν0 is initial, (νj−1 , mj , νj ) ∈ δ for every j ∈ [t], and
νt is of the form [(hq, qi), ∅, . . . , ∅] for some M state q.
Correctness. Fix a n-Mpds M = (Q, q0 , Γ, {(δiint , δipush , δipop )}i∈[n] ) and k ∈ N. Given
a run π of AkM , let J1 , . . . , Jm be the sequence of thread-interfaces that are used in the
application of the thread-interface progression rule along π (transitions labeled with 1) in the
ordering they appear in π. Furthermore, we assume that Ji is appended to the ji component
of the state. With Tuple(π) we denote the tuple [I1 , . . . , In ] that is obtained starting from
ν0 (the first state of π) by iteratively appending for i = 1, . . . , n, Ji to the ji ’th component
via 11 if Ji replaces the ∅ by the effect of the corresponding transition, and 12 , otherwise.
By Lemma 4, we can show the following:
I Lemma 7. [I1 , . . . , In ] is the n-tuple of canonical thread-interfaces of a k-scoped computation of M iff there is a run π of AkM such that Tuple(π) = [I1 , . . . , In ].
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Let [I1 , . . . , In ] be the tuple of canonical thread-interfaces of a k-scoped run of M . By
following the decomposition of each Ij given by Lemma 4 and then deleting rounds via
transitions labeled with 2, it is possible to show that there is a run π of AkM such that
Tuple(π) = [I1 , . . . , In ], which ends in a state [(hout, outi), ∅, . . . , ∅], where out is the last
out-state of In .
Therefore, since the set I computed by the fixed-point algorithm given earlier in this
section is also the set of states of AkM , by Lemmas 5 and 7 we get:
I Theorem 8. Let M be an n-Mpds, q be an M control state, and k ∈ N. Then, q is
reachable in a k-scoped computation of M iff [(hq, qi), ∅, . . . , ∅] ∈ I.
k
Sequentialization. It is possible to construct a pushdown system (1-Mpds) PM
such that
the scope-bounded reachability problem on a given n-Mpds M can be reduced to standard
k
k
reachability on PM
. The pushdown system PM
is essentially obtained by composing the
k
transition system AM with the threads Mi such that each transition (ν, 1, ν 0 ) of AkM involving
an i-thread-interface is replaced by a computation of Mi that computes this i-thread-interface
followed by a thread-switch.
By Theorem 8, we can show the following:

I Theorem 9. Let M be an n-Mpds and k ∈ N. Then, the k-scoped reachability for M can
k
be reduced to reachability for the pushdown system PM
.

5

Tree-width of bounded scoped multiply nested words

In this section, we show that the set of multiply nested words corresponding to k-scoped
runs of any n-Mpds has tree-width bounded by 2kn.
To each k-scoped computation ρ of an n-Mpds M we associate a labelled graph nw ρ ,
σ1
σ2
σ
called the multiply nested word of ρ, as follows. Let ρ = C0 −→
C1 −→
. . . −−m
→ Cm .
Then, nw ρ = (V, EL , {Eh }h∈[n] ) where V = {vi | i ∈ [0, m]} is the set of vertices of nw ρ ,
EL = {(vi−1 , vi ) | i ∈ [m]} is the set of all linear edges, and Eh is the set of all edges (vi , vj )
such that µρh (i, j) holds true. Figure 3 shows the multi-nested word of the run of Figure 1.
I Definition 10 (Tree-Width). A tree-decomposition of a graph (V, E1 , . . . , Em ) is (T, bag),
where T is a binary tree with set of nodes N , and bag : N → 2V s.t.
For every v ∈ V , there is a node n ∈ N such that v ∈ bag(n),
S
For every (u, v) ∈ i∈[m] Ei , there is a node n ∈ N such that u, v ∈ bag(n),
If u ∈ bag(n) and u ∈ bag(n0 ), for nodes n, n0 ∈ N , then for every n00 that lies on the
unique path connecting n and n0 , u ∈ bag(n00 ).
The width of a tree decomposition (T, bag) is the size of the largest bag in it, minus one; i.e.
maxn∈N {|bag(n)|} − 1. The tree-width of a graph is the smallest of the widths of any of its
tree decompositions.
J
The tree-width of boundedscoped multiply nested words.
1
1
We show that, for any k-scoped com1
putation ρ of an n-Mpds M , the tree0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
width of the corresponding multiply
2
ρ
nested words nw is bounded by 2nk.
For each nw ρ , we describe a tree deFigure 3 The 2-nested word of the run of Fig. 1.
composition that uses as basic blocks
the tree decompositions of the subgraphs corresponding to thread-interfaces and arrange
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them into a tree decomposition for the entire graph according to the corresponding run of
the transition system AkM (defined in Section 4).
For the rest of the section, fix an n-Mpds M , a k-scoped run ρ of M and a run
mt−1
m1
m2
π = ν1 7−→
ν2 7−→
. . . 7−→ νt of AkM such that Tuple(π) is the tuple of canonical threadinterfaces of ρ. Also, denote nw ρ = (V, EL , {Eh }h∈[n] ).
1

Let J1 be the 1-thread-interface of ν1 , and for j ∈ [2, m], νij −1 7−→ νij be all the 1transitions of π (i.e., those related to the application of the thread-interface progression rule)
and Jj be the thread-interface there used. For i ∈ [m], let ρi1 , . . . , ρiri be the portions of ρ
that correspond to Ji . Note that, except for the starting and the ending configurations each
ρij is disjoint from each other, and ρ can be constructed by stitching the ρij , one to another,
on the starting and ending configurations in some order.
We define Gi = (V i , ELi , {Ehi }h∈[n] ) as the subgraph of nw ρ over the vertices V i ⊆ V
that correspond to the configurations visited in the runs ρi1 , . . . , ρiri . Note that, ELi contains
all the edges of EL that connect two vertices of V i , Ehi is empty for h 6= i, h ∈ [n], and Eii
contains all the edges of Ei that connect two vertices of V i . We denote with B i the subset of
V i containing all the vertices that correspond to the starting and the ending configurations
of each ρij , j ∈ [ri ].
We observe that all the edges of nw ρ except for those in Gi , i ∈ [m], do not connect
vertices in V i \ B i , and thus B i contains all the vertices that connect Gi with the rest of the
graph nw ρ .
Given two graphs G0 = (V 0 , EL0 , {Eh0 }h∈[n] ) and G00 = (V 00 , EL00 , {Eh00 }h∈[n] ) the union of
0
G and G00 , denoted G0 ∪ G00 , is the graph (V 0 ∪ V 00 , EL0 ∪ EL00 , {Eh0 ∪ Eh00 }h∈[n] ).
For all the above, clearly nw ρ can be seen as the union of Gi for i ∈ [m].
We recall that any subgraph G of a multi-nested word which corresponds to a threadinterface I of dimension k has a tree-decomposition of width at most 2k + 1 [20]. In this
decomposition, the bag of the root contains exactly the vertices corresponding to the starting
and ending configurations of the runs corresponding to I, therefore its size is at most 2k.
For each Gi , i ∈ [m], denote with TD i = (Ti , bagi ) the tree-decomposition of Gi as in
[20]. Observe that the bag of the root of each Ti is exactly B i .
Now, define the sequence B1 , . . . , Bt as follows. The element B1 is the set of vertices B 1 .
For each i ∈ [2, t] such that νi = νij , i.e., in π the transition from νi−1 to νi is an application
of the thread-interface progression rule, we set Bi = Bi−1 ∪ B j . Otherwise, i.e., the transition
from νi−1 to νi is an application of the round-deletion rule, we set Bi = Bi−1 \ Di , where
with Di we denote the vertices of Bi−1 which correspond to the elements that are deleted
from the fragments of thread-interface moving from νi−1 to νi in π. Note that for i ∈ [m],
|Bi | ≤ n(k + 2).
A tree-decomposition TD = (T, bag) for nw ρ is
B1
thus as follows (see Figure 4). The leftmost path
u1
of T corresponds to the sequence ν1 νi2 . . . νim . PreBi2
cisely, denoting with u1 . . . um the leftmost path of T ,
TD1
u2
bag(u1 ) = B1 , and for j ∈ [2, m], bag(uj ) = Bij .
Bij
TD2
uj
By the definition of AkM , if a vertex v is in the bag
of two nodes ui and uj , i ≤ j, then v is also in all the Bim
TDj
um
bags of the nodes of the path ui ui+1 . . . uj .
The rest of TD is given by adding TD j as right
TDm
child of the nodes uj , j ∈ [m].
Recall that the edges outside of Gi cannot have
Figure 4 Tree-decomposition TD.
as an end-point a vertex of Gi which is not in B i .
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Moreover, we have that if a vertex v is in the bags
of two nodes on the leftmost path, then it is also in bags of all the nodes in the between.
Therefore, since each subtree TD i is a tree-decomposition and the bag of the root of each Ti
is exactly B i , we can conclude that TD is a tree decomposition for nw ρ . Moreover, since TD i
has tree-width at most 2k and |bag(ui )| ≤ n(k + 2), for i ∈ [m], we get that the tree-width of
nw ρ is at most 2kn.
I Lemma 11. For any k, n ∈ N, the class of all k-scoped n-nested word graphs has tree-width
bounded by 2nk.
Multiply nested word graphs are Monadic Second Order (MSO) definable (see [20]).
Furthermore, the bounded scope restriction is easily expressible in MSO on multiply nested
words. Thus, following the approach of [20] we have.
I Theorem 12. The satisfiability problem of any MSO sentence on the class of all k-scoped
n-nested word graphs is decidable.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a new algorithm for solving the reachability problem on scope-bounded
Mpds. Our solution is fixed-point and allows a new sequentialization algorithm, which is
useful for the analysis of concurrent programs by means of sequential verification tools. We
have also shown that the class of multiply nested words for scope-bounded executions has
bounded tree-width. Below we describe possible implications and further explorations that
we believe it is worth to pursue.
Our fixed-point formulation for the reachability problem of scope-bounded Mpds has
direct encoding in Getafix [11], an efficient verification tool for sequential and concurrent
Boolean programs. It would be interesting to empirically evaluate our solution in Getafix on
several abstractions of device drivers.
The sequentialization we propose can be extended to real programming languages and
can be realised as a code-to-code translation from concurrent to sequential programs. We
plan to implement this sequentialization for the C language by using the frama-C framework,
and employ several sequential verification tools for the analysis, such as Corral [17] which
has been optimized for sequentializations of concurrent programs.
Recently, Madhusudan and Parlato have shown that the reachability problem of several
restrictions of Mpds is decidable by providing a uniform decidability schema [20]. In this
paper we show that also the scope-bounded restriction fits in this framework. Furthermore,
in [20], it is shown the decidability smoothly extends to any MSO property as well as to
infinite runs. This allows us to get a series of new decidability results for scope-bounded
Mpds, such as the decidability of Linear Temporal Logic and the concurrent temporal logic
introduced in [16].
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Abstract
We consider single processor preemptive scheduling with job-dependent setup times. In this
model, a job-dependent setup time is incurred when a job is started for the first time, and each
time it is restarted after preemption. This model is a common generalization of preemptive
scheduling, and actually of non-preemptive scheduling as well. The objective is to minimize the
sum of any general non-negative, non-decreasing cost functions of the completion times of the jobs
— this generalizes objectives of minimizing weighted flow time, flow-time squared, tardiness or
the number of tardy jobs among many others. Our main result is a randomized polynomial time
O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation algorithm for this problem. Without speedup, no polynomial
time finite multiplicative approximation is possible unless =
.
We extend the approach of Bansal et al. (FOCS 2007) of rounding a linear programming
relaxation which accounts for costs incurred due to the non-preemptive nature of the schedule. A
key new idea used in the rounding is that a point in the intersection polytope of two matroids can
be decomposed as a convex combination of incidence vectors of sets that are independent in both
matroids. In fact, we use this for the intersection of a partition matroid and a laminar matroid, in
which case the decomposition can be found efficiently using network flows. Our approach gives a
randomized polynomial time offline O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation algorithm for the broadcast
scheduling problem with general cost functions as well.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we consider a very general preemptive scheduling problem with job-dependent
setup times. This model captures the necessity of performing a setup whenever a job is
started for the first time, or restarted after being preempted. Such a setup time might
be needed for a variety of practical reasons, such as loading the job context or acquiring
the necessary resources. Furthermore, we set as our goal the minimization of the sum of
arbitrarily given non-decreasing cost functions of the completion times of the jobs. (For this
paper we will restrict our attention to non-negative cost functions.) This problem is general
enough to capture several interesting min-sum cost functions such as weighted flow-time,
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flow-time squared, tardiness or the number of tardy jobs. One can also encode min-max cost
functions such as makespan or maximum stretch by doing binary searches on the optimum
cost and setting job deadlines appropriately.
P
We now define our problem, which can be classified as 1 | pmtn, rj , setup = sj | fj (Cj ).
We call this problem a general scheduling problem or gsp. Let Z+ denote the set of nonnegative integers, and R the set of all reals. Consider a set J of jobs, where each job j ∈ J
is associated with release time rj ∈ Z+ , setup time sj ∈ Z+ , processing time pj ∈ Z+ and a
non-decreasing cost function1 fj : Z+ → Z+ ∪ {∞}. A feasible schedule on a single processor
works on no job before its release time and works on at most one job at any time. The jobs
can be preempted. However, every time a job j is started or restarted, a setup time of sj
must be spent before processing can begin. Thus, without loss of generality, any schedule
which starts or restarts job j works on it for at least sj time before preempting or completing
it. A job j requires a total of pj time for processing.2 Thus if job j is preempted k times
before it completes, the total amount of time (including time for setup and processing) it
requires is (k + 1) · sj + pj . Given a feasible schedule, let Cj denote the completion time of
P
job j. The objective is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes the total cost j∈J fj (Cj ).
The above problem generalizes both preemptive scheduling (when sj = 0 for all j) and
non-preemptive scheduling (when pj = 0 for all j). As a result, obtaining small multiplicative
approximation factors for gsp in polynomial time can be ruled out. More precisely, it is
impossible to obtain an n1/2− -approximation for any  > 0 in polynomial time even for
minimizing non-preemptive unweighted flow-time (i.e., fj (t) = max{0, t − rj }) on n-job
instances unless P = NP [11].
A commonly used method for dealing with such problems is resource augmentation
analysis, first proposed by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [10] and named so by Phillips
et al. [12]. In this methodology, one compares the candidate algorithm, equipped with a
faster processor, to an optimum algorithm with a unit speed processor. Define an s-speed
ρ-approximation algorithm to be one which, using a processor of speed s, can achieve an
objective value no more than ρ times the optimum value on a processor of speed 1. One also
considers an analogous notion of extra processors instead of or in addition to extra speed: an
m-processor s-speed ρ-approximation algorithm is one which, using m processors of speed s
each, can achieve an objective value no more than ρ times the optimum value on a single
processor of speed 1. This method of analysis can help elucidate the problem structure. For
example, it can be used to explain why some algorithms work well in practice. It can also
be used to explain why hardness proofs fall apart when hard instances are perturbed even
slightly, for example a reduction from 3-Partition that shows non-preemptive flow-time is
hard. We refer the reader to Bansal et al. [3] for further explanation. In this paper, we use
resource augmentation analysis.

1.1

Our Results

We summarize our results now. The main result is given in Theorem 1.
I Theorem 1. There exists a randomized polynomial time O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation
algorithm for gsp.

1
2

We assume that fj is given by a value oracle that given t ∈ Z+ returns fj (t).
In the case with pj = 0 for some job j, we insist that job j must get its setup time sj contiguously at
least once.
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I Lemma 2. For any  > 0, there exists a randomized polynomial time (1 + )-speed
(1 + 1 )(1 + )-approximation for preemptive scheduling (sj = 0 for all j) and a randomized
polynomial time 12-speed 2(1 + )-approximation for non-preemptive scheduling (pj = 0 for
all j).
I Theorem 3. There exists a randomized polynomial time O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation
algorithm for the broadcast version of gsp.
To determine if there exists a randomized polynomial time (1+)-speed f ()-approximation
algorithm for gsp for any  > 0, where f () is any computable function of  alone, is an
interesting open question. However it is easy to show that a speedup, greater than 1, is needed
to obtain any finite multiplicative approximation, even for the special case of non-preemptive
scheduling to minimize the number of tardy jobs, if P 6= NP, as shown by the lemma below.
I Lemma 4. Consider a special case of non-preemptive scheduling (i.e., pj = 0 for all j ∈ J)
to minimize the number of tardy jobs (i.e., fj (t) = 0 if t ≤ dj , and 1 otherwise for deadline
dj ∈ Z+ ). It is strongly NP-hard to distinguish between the instances that have zero optimum
cost and the instances that have positive optimum cost.
The definition of broadcast scheduling problem and proofs of Lemma 2, Theorem 3 and
Lemma 4 are omitted from this version due to lack of space.

1.2

Our Techniques

Our algorithm is based on rounding a linear programming relaxation. Our LP relaxation and
overall approach are motivated by the work of Bansal et al. [3], who consider min-sum nonpreemptive scheduling problems like weighted flow-time, weighted tardiness and unweighted
number of tardy jobs on single processor. The LP has a time-indexed formulation that pays
a job-dependent setup time in each fractional processing of a job, and also gets partial credit
for completing jobs fractionally. The LP also has the obvious constraints to ensure that each
job is scheduled to the full extent and that at most one job is scheduled at any single time.
Apart from these, the LP has one more crucial set of constraints used to lower bound the
cost of any feasible schedule. These constraints are similar to those used by Bansal et al. [3]
and are based on the following non-preemptive nature of the problem. Consider a job k that
the LP decides to schedule continuously in a certain time interval [t, t + `). Then any job j
that is released in the interval [t, t + `) must start no earlier than t + `. Thus it must pay at
least fj (t + `) cost in the objective function. These constraints provide a good lower bound
that a rounding scheme can charge against when the penalty function fj of job j increases
significantly between rj and t + `.

1.2.1

New: rounding using total unimodularity of network flows

The main technical contribution of this paper as compared to Bansal et al. [3], however, is in
rounding the fractional LP solution. The rounding scheme of Bansal et al. [3] works only
when the fractional solution is so-called laminar. Intuitively, being laminar means that if
the fractional schedule “preempts” job j in favor of scheduling job k, it starts processing job
j again only after finishing job k. Such a property holds, for example, when there exists a
total ordering ≺ on the jobs, such that j ≺ k iff the partial credit that the fractional solution
gets by scheduling job k is at least that for job j at any point in time. Such an ordering
exists for the case of weighted flow-time: j ≺ k iff k has higher weight than j, or if they have
same weight and k is released before j.
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The fractional solution may not be laminar, however, for arbitrary non-decreasing cost
functions. Consider, for example, a cost function that encodes weighted completion time and
a strict deadline, so that fj (t) = ωj t if t ≤ dj and ∞ otherwise. Suppose two jobs j and k
have a cost function of this form with release dates rj < rk , weights ωj < ωk and deadlines
dj < dk . In the absence of any other jobs, the fractional solution schedules job j starting at
rj . Once job k is released, it preempts job j in favor of job k because of the partial credit
due to ωk > ωj . At some point later, it preempts job k in favor of job j to finish it by its
deadline. It then schedules job k again. Thus the fractional solution is not laminar. There
may not be a general way to massage such a solution to make it laminar without increasing
its cost by too much.
Our approach works even if the fractional solution is not laminar. It first partitions the
time into “aligned” intervals of length a power of β, an integer greater than 1. Thus these
intervals are of the form [a · β c , (a + 1) · β c ) where a and c are integers. We refer to c as the
class of an interval of this type. It is easy to see that aligned intervals from all classes form a
laminar family.3 Intuitively speaking, our algorithm uses a rounding procedure on bipartite
graphs where jobs on one side are fractionally assigned to aligned intervals from a certain
class on the other side. We would like to convert this assignment into an integral assignment
randomly while preserving the expectation and ensuring that the maximum number of jobs
in any aligned interval is at most the ceiling of its expectation. We reduce this problem
to rounding a fractional max-flow to an integral max-flow in a network with integral arc
capacities. This can be done using the total unimodularity of network flow matrices, see
details in Section 2.4. Our rounding is reminiscent of the bipartite graph based dependent
rounding of Gandhi et al. [8]. Their rounding, however, cannot be used here, because our
problem cannot be formulated as a rounding problem on bipartite graphs since we need to
satisfy the so-called “degree-preservation constraints” for all aligned intervals which form a
laminar family.
From a more general perspective, one can see this rounding as decomposing a point in the
intersection polytope of a partition matroid and a laminar matroid as a convex combination
of incidence vectors of sets which are independent in both the matroids. It turns out that
the intersection polytope of a partition and a laminar matroid can be expressed as the set
of feasible source-sink flows in a network with integral arc capacities. Thus the problem
of decomposing a point in such a polytope as a convex combination of integral extreme
points can be reduced to network flow computations. An algorithm, for rounding a point in
the intersection polytope of two matroids, with some concentration properties was recently
presented by Chekuri et al. [6]. We do not need their complex rounding scheme since we do
not need the concentration properties in our analysis.

1.3

Related Work

The closest works to ours are Bansal et al. [3] and Bansal and Pruhs [4]. As mentioned
before, Bansal et al. [3] consider non-preemptive single processor scheduling for min-sum
objectives like weighted flow-time, weighted tardiness, unweighted number of tardy jobs.
We generalize their rounding procedure to work with arbitrary cost functions. Bansal and
Pruhs [4] consider single processor scheduling with the same general cost functions as we
do, plus preemption and release dates. There are, however, no setup times. Reducing this
problem to a particular geometric set-cover problem yields a randomized polynomial time

3

A laminar family is not to be confused with a non-laminar fractional solution.
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algorithm with approximation ratio O(log log(nP )), where P is the maximum job size. They
also give an O(1) approximation in the special case of identical release times. Recently, Im
et al. [9] showed that the Highest-Density-First algorithm is (2 + )-speed O(1)-competitive
for general monotone penalty functions. On the one hand, their algorithm is online, which is
stronger, but on the other hand, they allow job preemption without any setup time penalty.
Several models for preemption penalties have been considered before. These include
sequence-dependent, job-dependent or processor-dependent penalties. See Potts and van
Wassenhove [13] and Allahverdi et al. [2] for surveys of the area. Most of the results deal
with specific cost functions such as total completion time, total flow-time, or makespan.
Schuurman and Woeginger [14], for example, present (4/3 + )-approximation for minimizing
makespan in the context of multiple parallel processors, with preemption, job-migration
and job-dependent setup times. There has also been some work in online scheduling with
preemption penalties as well. For example, Divakaran and Saks [7] consider the single
processor online problem with release times and setup times. The goal is to minimize the
maximum flow time for a job. They present an O(1)-competitive algorithm for this problem.
They also show that the offline problem is NP-hard. Chan et al. [5] study the online flow
time scheduling in the presence of preemption overheads and present a simple algorithm that
is (1 + )-speed (1 + 1/)-competitive.

2
2.1

Algorithm for gsp
Outline of the Algorithm

We give a randomized polynomial time O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation algorithm. Our
algorithm and analysis have the following high-level steps.
1. Incurring a constant speedup factor, we argue that gsp can be reduced to a problem
called multi-piece non-preemptive scheduling problem (mpsp) and one can restrict the
search to so-called “aligned” schedules.
2. We then create and solve an LP relaxation to lower bound the cost of the optimum
schedule.
3. We next perform randomized rounding of the fractional solution using network flow
techniques to obtain a “pseudo”-schedule.
4. Losing another constant speedup factor, we convert the pseudo-solution into a feasible
schedule.
5. Finally, incurring yet another constant speedup factor, we get a feasible solution with
cost at most constant times the LP lower bound.
We remark that steps 1, 2 and 4 are very similar to the corresponding steps of the
algorithm of Bansal et al. [3]. Our main contribution is in step 3. Step 5 is a final (and
simple) wrap-up needed to bound the cost of the computed solution.

2.2

Step 1: Reduction to mpsp and Restricting to Aligned Schedules

We begin by reducing our problem to multi-piece non-preemptive scheduling problem (mpsp),
defined as follows. The input to mpsp consists of a set J of jobs, where each job j ∈ J is
associated with release time rj ∈ Z+ , number of pieces nj ∈ Z+ , processing time pj ∈ Z+ of
each piece and a non-decreasing cost function4 fj : Z+ → Z+ ∪ {∞}. A feasible schedule on
4

We again assume that fj is given by a value oracle that given t ∈ Z+ returns fj (t).
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a single processor works on no job before its release time and works on at most one job at
any time. A feasible schedule also schedules each job j in exactly nj intervals, each of length
exactly pj . Given a feasible schedule, let Cj denote the completion time of job j, i.e., the
maximum end time of any interval corresponding to job j. The mpsp is to find a feasible
P
schedule that minimizes the total cost j∈J fj (Cj ).
I Lemma 5. If there is a polynomial-time σ-speed ρ-approximation algorithm for mpsp,
there is a polynomial-time 2σ-speed ρ-approximation algorithm for gsp.
Proof. Given instance (J, {(rj , sj , pj , fj ) | j ∈ J}) of gsp, define an instance (J, {(rj0 , n0j , p0j , fj0 ) |
j ∈ J}) of mpsp by letting rj0 = rj , n0j = max{1, dpj / max{1, sj }e}, p0j = max{1, 2sj } and
fj0 = fj for each job j ∈ J. Let opt(gsp) denote the optimum value of the gsp instance and
let opt(mpsp) denote the optimum value of the mpsp instance on a processor with twice the
speed. We first argue that opt(mpsp) ≤ opt(gsp). Consider the optimum schedule S of the
gsp instance. We construct a feasible solution S 0 for the mpsp instance on a processor with
twice the speed as follows. Consider an interval [t, t + sj + t0 ) in which S schedules a job
j. Let S 0 schedule dt0 / max{1, sj }e pieces of length p0j = max{1, 2sj } each in this interval.
Since there is at least one such interval and the sum of processings t0 over all such intervals is
pj , the total number of pieces scheduled for job j is at least n0j . Therefore S 0 gives a feasible
solution for the mpsp instance on a processor with twice the speed. It is easy to see that the
cost of S 0 is at most that of S.
Now it is enough to show that given a solution S 0 for the mpsp instance, one can construct
a solution S for the gsp instance feasible on a processor with the same speed and with cost
at most that of S 0 . Consider an interval [t, t + p0j ) in which S 0 schedules a piece of job j. Let
S schedule job j in this interval so that it spends sj time in setup and max{1, sj } time in
processing. Thus job j gets n0j · max{1, sj } ≥ pj processing overall. It is easy to see that the
cost of S is at most that of S 0 .
J
In light of this lemma, we focus on designing an O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation algorithm
for mpsp. Fix an instance (J, {(rj , nj , pj , fj ) | j ∈ J}) of mpsp. Let β > 1 be an integer to
be determined later. Incurring a speedup factor of β, we assume that all processing times
in the instance are integer powers of β by replacing pj by β blogβ pj c . We define a notion of
aligned schedules.
I Definition 6. We say that a schedule for mpsp is aligned if each piece of each job j is
scheduled in an interval of the form [apj , (a + 1)pj ) where a ≥ 0 is an integer.
I Lemma 7. On a processor with speedup factor 2, there exists an aligned schedule with cost
at most that of the original mpsp instance.
Proof. Fix an optimum schedule S for mpsp. Suppose S processes a piece of job j in the
interval [t, t + pj ). Let t0 ∈ [t, t + pj /2) be an integral multiple of pj /2. On a processor with
twice the speed, we can process this piece of job j in the interval [t0 , t0 + pj /2). It is easy to
see that the resulting schedule is aligned and has cost at most that of S.
J
To summarize, by incurring an overall speedup factor of 4β, we reduce gsp to mpsp,
assume that each pj is an integer power of β and set our goal to finding the aligned schedule
with minimum cost. Let opt denote the cost of an optimum aligned schedule of the new
mpsp instance.
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Step 2: Solving the Linear Programming Relaxation

We now present a linear programming relaxation for lower bounding opt. Since any schedule,
P
without loss of generality, completes all jobs by time T = maxj rj + j nj pj , it is enough
to work within this time horizon. We introduce a variable x(j, t) for each job j and each
multiple t of pj such that t ≥ rj . In the “intended” solution, x(j, t) = 1 if a piece of job j
is scheduled in the interval [t, t + pj ). We also introduce a variable Wj intended to lower
bound the cost of job j.
X
minimize
Wj
(1)
j

∀j ∈ J,
∀τ ∈ Z+ ,

nj

=

X

1 ≥

∀j ∈ J,

Wj

∀j ∈ J,

Wj

X

X

j

t:τ ∈[t,t+pj )

(2)

x(j, t)

x(j, t)

1 X
x(j, t) · fj (t + pj )
nj t
X
X
x(k, t) · fj (t + pk )
≥
≥

k6=j

∀j, t,

x(j, t)

t

(3)
(4)
(5)

t:rj ∈(t,t+pk )

≥ 0

(6)

I Lemma 8. The optimum value of the LP (1)-(6) is at most opt.
Proof. Consider an optimal aligned schedule S with cost opt. Using S, we construct a
feasible solution {x∗ , W ∗ } to the LP with value at most opt. Let x∗ (j, t) = 1 if S schedules
a piece of j in the interval [t, t + pj ) and 0 otherwise. Let Wj∗ = fj (Cj ) denote the cost of job
j in S, where Cj denotes the completion time of j in S. It is easy to see that constraints (2)
and (3) are satisfied by this solution, since each job j has exactly nj pieces scheduled and S
works on at most one job at a time, respectively. We now argue that the cost of job j in
S is at least the right-hand-side of constraint (4) (the “average lower bound”) or (5) (the
“displacement lower bound”) for job j. Fix a job j and let [ti , ti + pj ) for i = 1, 2, . . . be the
intervals containing the pieces of job j. The right-hand-side of constraint (4) for job j is the
average of fj (ti + pj ) for i = 1, 2, . . . which is clearly at most Wj∗ = maxi fj (ti + pj ), the cost
of job j in S. Thus the constraint (4) is satisfied. Now note that there is at most one job
k 6= j that has x∗ (k, t) > 0 for values of t with rj ∈ (t, t + pk ). This is because S works on at
most one job at a time. If such a job does not exist, it is easy to see that the constraint (5)
is satisfied. If such a job k exists, the earliest time the first piece of job j can start is at
least t + pk . Thus its cost is at least fj (t + pk ). Since x∗ (k, t) = 1 holds in such a case, the
constraint (5) is satisfied.
J
The number of variables and constraints in this LP is pseudo-polynomial. Using an
approach similar to Bansal et al. [3], we can make this LP polynomial-sized at a small loss.
We omit detailed from this version due to lack of space. For now, let us assume that we can
compute a fractional optimum, denoted by x∗ (j, t) and Wj∗ for j ∈ J and 0 ≤ t ≤ T , of this
LP.

2.4

Step 3: Obtaining a Pseudo-Schedule via Network Flows

We say that a job j belongs to class c ≥ 0 if pj = β c . Let Jc denote the set of jobs in class
c. We obtain a pseudo-schedule for jobs in Jc for each class c separately. Fix a class c. To
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obtain a pseudo-schedule for class c, we create an instance of the network flow problem. For
an integer d ≥ 0, we call an interval of the form [a · β d , (a + 1) · β d ) an aligned β d -interval or
simply an aligned interval, where a ≥ 0 is an integer.

2.4.1

Creating a flow network

Refer to Figure 1 for an example for the case of β = 2. The flow network we create is a
layered directed acyclic graph with all arcs going between consecutive layers from top to
bottom. The first layer consists of the source node. The second layer has a node vj for each
job j ∈ Jc . For k ≥ 0, the (k + 3)rd layer has a node vI for each aligned β c+k -interval I. The
last layer has a node for the single aligned interval spanning the entire instance – we call this
node the sink.
P
We add an arc from the source to vj with capacity nj = t x(j, t), i.e., the total x-value
job j receives. We add an arc from vj to vI for β c -aligned interval I = [t, t + β c ) such that
x(j, t) > 0. We assign such an arc a capacity of
dx(j, t)e ,
i.e., the x-value that job j receives in aligned β c -interval I rounded up to the nearest
integer. For k ≥ 0, we add an arc from vI to vI 0 for an aligned β c+k -interval I and aligned
β c+k+1 -interval I 0 such that I ⊂ I 0 , provided vI is not the sink. We give this arc a capacity
of


X
X

x(j, t)

,
j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I

i.e., the total x-value all jobs in Jc receive in aligned β c -intervals contained in I rounded up
to the nearest integer. Thus the flow network below layer 3 looks like an inverted β-ary tree.
Note also that all arc-capacities in this network are integral.
Observe that the fractional solution {x(j, t) | j ∈ Jc , 0 ≤ t ≤ T } gives a fractional
P
feasible maximum flow in this network from source to sink of total value j∈Jc nj =
P
P
P
j∈Jc
t x(j, t) as follows. Send a flow of nj =
t x(j, t) on (source, vj ) for all j ∈
Jc , a flow of x(j, t) on (vj , v[t,t+β c ) ) for all j ∈ Jc and t with x(j, t) > 0 and a flow of
P
P
j∈Jc
t:[t,t+β c )⊆I x(j, t) on the unique out-going arc (vI , vI 0 ) for all aligned intervals I
except the one corresponding to the sink.
We now use the fact that a network flow matrix is totally unimodular and hence the
polytope of flows in a network with integral arc capacities has integral extreme points.
Therefore any point inside such a polytope can be decomposed as a convex combination of
integral flows.
I Lemma 9. Consider a flow network with a source node, a sink node and integral arc
capacities. Given a fractional maximum flow f in the network, one can compute a collection
P
of integral maximum flows F1 , . . . , Fq and corresponding λ1 , . . . , λq ≥ 0 with i λi = 1 such
P
that f = i λi Fi . Furthermore, the size q of the convex combination and its computation
time is bounded polynomially in the input size.
Proof. We cast the problem of decomposing the given maximum flow f as a convex combination of integral maximum flows as a linear program. Introduce a variable λi for each integral
maximum flow Fi (that satisfies the arc capacity constraints). There may be exponentially
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Figure 1 Creating a network flow instance. Consider the adjacent example with 3 jobs and 8
aligned intervals in a certain class. Assume that β = 2. The total x-values white, grey and black
jobs receive are 2, 1 and 1 respectively. The corresponding flow network has a source node in the
top layer, 3 nodes corresponding to jobs in the second layer and nodes corresponding to aligned
intervals arranged in form of a β-ary tree. The bottom layer has a sink node. The numbers on the
arcs denote their flows/integral capacities. The fractional maximum flow given is computed from
the fractional solution.

many such flows. Now consider the following LP and its dual.
X
X
Primal:
max{
λi |
λi Fi (e) = f (e) ∀ arcs e, λi ≥ 0 ∀ i},
i

Dual:

i

X
X
min{
f (e)le |
Fi (e)le ≥ 1 ∀ i, le ∈ R ∀ arcs e}.
e

e

The dual has exponentially many constraints but only polynomially many variables. We
can solve the dual using the ellipsoid algorithm using the separation oracle that given notnecessarily-positive “arc-lengths” {le } computes a maximum flow Fi with “minimum cost”
P
e Fi (e)le . Several polynomial time algorithms exist for this well-known min-cost max-flow
problem [1]. Recall that since all arc capacities are integral, this oracle returns an integral
flow. The ellipsoid algorithm finds polynomially many maximum flows while computing the
dual optimum solution. We can then restrict our attention to these maximum flows (i.e.,
set λi = 0 for all maximum flows Fi not found in the ellipsoid algorithm) and solve the new
primal that now has polynomially many variables and constraints. Since each Fi as well as f
are maximum flows, it is easy to see that the optimum primal solution thus computed has
P
value i λi = 1.
J
Our rounding procedure to obtain a pseudo-schedule for class c works as follows.
Procedure round: Use Lemma 9 to compute a convex combination of integral flows.
Pick exactly one integral flow Fi with probability λi . Schedule Fi (vj , vI ) pieces of job j
in the aligned β c -interval I for all jobs j and aligned β c -intervals I.
I Lemma 10. The pseudo-schedule for all classes constructed by the above rounding procedure
satisfies the following properties.
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1. The expected number of pieces any job j receives in an aligned interval [t, t + β c ) is x(j, t).
2. With probability 1, each job j has exactly nj pieces scheduled overall.
P
P
3. With probability 1, at most d j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I x(j, t)e pieces of jobs in class c, counting
multiplicities from the same job, are scheduled in any interval I of a class d ≥ c.
4. Consider any interval in class d. With probability 1, the total size of all pieces of jobs in
1
classes 0, . . . , d scheduled in this interval is at most β d (2 + β−1
).
Proof. The properties 1, 2 and 3 hold directly from the rounding. To see property 4, fix an
interval I in class d. Summing the volume constraint (3) that the fractional solution satisfies
over all τ ∈ I


d
X
X
X
βc 
x(j, t) ≤ β d .
c=0

j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I

P
P
Now from property 3, at most d j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I x(j, t)e pieces of jobs in class c are
scheduled in I. Therefore the total size of all the pieces of jobs in classes 0, . . . , d scheduled
in I is at most
d
X




X

X

βc 
x(j, t)

<
j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I

c=0
≤

d
X


β c 1 +

c=0
d
X


X

X

x(j, t)

j∈Jc t:[t,t+β c )⊆I

βc + βd

c=0

= βd

2.5




β
+1 .
β−1

J

Step 4: Converting the Pseudo-Schedule into a Feasible Schedule

1
We use a factor (2 + β−1
) speedup to convert the pseudo-schedule into a feasible schedule
that schedules at most one job at any single time. Consider the pseudo-schedule produced
in step 3. Call an aligned interval maximal if it contains a piece of a job of equal size and
does not overlap with any other piece of a job of larger size. There can be multiple pieces
corresponding to any maximal aligned interval. Fix a maximal interval I. We associate a
natural β-ary tree corresponding to all the pieces overlapping with I. The tree-nodes in level
d correspond to the aligned β d -intervals overlapping with I. See Figure 2 for an example of
such a tree for the case β = 2.
1
We give a procedure that uses a speedup factor of (2+ β−1
), and given a tree corresponding
to a maximal interval I, feasibly schedules all the pieces in that tree in the aligned β c -interval
corresponding to the root. The schedule is feasible in the sense that pieces of each job are
not scheduled before its release time and no two pieces overlap with each other. Since all the
maximal intervals are non-overlapping, applying the above procedure to each corresponding
tree produces a schedule for the entire instance.
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Figure 2 Example of a pseudo-schedule output by the rounding procedure for β = 2 and its
corresponding β-ary tree. Each shaded box (and the respective tree-node) corresponds to one or more
pieces of one or more jobs. From Lemma 10-4, the total size of pieces in any sub-tree (containing a
1
node and all its descendants) is at most (2 + β−1
) times the size of the root of the sub-tree. The
black boxes/tree-nodes represent pieces of early jobs while grey boxes/tree-nodes represent pieces of
late jobs. A box/tree-node can be both black or grey. (Source: Bansal et al. [3])

1
Procedure fit: We first shrink all pieces in JI by a factor of (2 + β−1
). We then
5
compute the postorder traversal of the β-ary tree TI . We schedule all pieces of early
jobs in the order they appear in postorder(TI ), pieces of equal lengths overlapping
with each other ordered arbitrarily. We then compute the preorder traversal of TI .
We schedule all pieces of late jobs in the order they appear in preorder(TI ), pieces of
equal lengths overlapping with each other ordered arbitrarily. These pieces of late jobs
are then “right-justified”, shifted as far right as possible so that the last piece completes
at the end-point of interval I.

Consider a maximal interval I = [τ, τ + β c ). Let JI denote the set of jobs corresponding
to pieces scheduled in the interval I, and let TI denote the β-ary tree associated with the
pseudo-schedule in I. We partition the jobs JI into two sets, denoted early and late. The
early jobs are the jobs {j ∈ JI | rj ≤ τ } that are released not later than time τ . The pieces of
these jobs can be scheduled anywhere in I. Note that even though an early job k is scheduled
during the interval I, it does not pay the “penalty term” in the constraint (5). The late jobs
are the jobs {j ∈ JI | τ < rj < τ + β c } that are released in I. A piece of a late job j can be
scheduled no earlier than its release time rj . Note that a late job j pays the “penalty term”
in the constraint (5). We now describe our procedure fit, to convert the pseudo-schedule
into a feasible schedule. The following lemma shows that the schedule computed by the fit
procedure is feasible.
I Lemma 11. The schedule output by the fit procedure satisfies the following properties.
1. The pieces of jobs in JI are scheduled in the interval I such that no two pieces overlap.
2. Each piece of each early job in JI completes no later than its completion time in the
pseudo-schedule.
3. Each piece of each late job in JI starts no earlier than its start time in the pseudo-schedule,
and it completes within I.

5

The postorder traversal of a single-node tree v is defined as postorder(v) := v and that of a β-ary
tree T with root r and left-to-right sub-trees T1 , . . . , Tβ is recursively defined as postorder(T ) :=
postorder(T1 ), . . . , postorder(Tβ ), r. Similarly, the preorder traversal of a single-node tree v is
defined as preorder(v) := v and that of a β-ary tree T with root r and left-to-right sub-trees T1 , . . . , Tβ
is recursively defined as preorder(T ) := r, preorder(T1 ), . . . , preorder(Tβ ).
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Proof. The first property follows from the observation that the total size of all the jobs in
1
JI is at most (2 + β−1
) times the length of the interval I and the fact that we shrink all the
1
). We now prove the second property. Consider a piece π of an
pieces by a factor of (2 + β−1
early job in JI . Let its completion time in the pseudo-schedule be τ + τπ . It is sufficient to
argue that the total size of pieces of early jobs (including π) that come no later than π in
1
postorder(TI ) is at most τπ (2 + β−1
) before shrinking. To this end, consider the prefix
of postorder(TI ) up to the tree-node corresponding to π. Let T1 , . . . , Tq be the disjoint
subtrees of TI that are traversed in postorder(TI ) up to node π. Note that the root of Tq
is π. Now let I1 , . . . , Iq be the (disjoint) intervals occupied by the roots of T1 , . . . , Tq . Note
that the total size of I1 , . . . , Iq is precisely τπ . Furthermore, from Lemma 10-4, the total size
1
of pieces of jobs in JI that are contained in intervals I1 , . . . , Iq is at most (2 + β−1
) times
the total size of these intervals. Thus, in particular, the total size of pieces of the early jobs
1
in these intervals is at most τπ (2 + β−1
), and the property follows. The third property can
be proved analogously, but with late jobs and preorder(TI ).
J

2.6

Step 5: Final Wrap-up

1
The solution obtained in step 4 is feasible on a processor with speedup factor 4β(2 + β−1
).
We now define pieces-wise average costs of a job j ∈ J in the pseudo-schedule and a schedule
computed by procedure fit.
Pnj
I Definition 12. Consider a job j ∈ J. Let Aj = n1j i=1
fj (ti + pj ) be the average cost of
job j in the pseudo-schedule where {[ti , ti + pj ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ nj } denotes the set of intervals in
which the pseudo-schedule computed by Procedure round schedules job j. Furthermore let
Pnj
A0j = n1j i=1
fj (t0i + p0j ) be the average cost of job j in the feasible schedule computed by
1
Procedure fit. Here p0j = pj /(2 + β−1
) denotes the processing time of job j after the scaling
0 0
0
and {[ti , ti + pj ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ nj } denotes the set of intervals in which Procedure fit schedules
job j.

The following lemma bounds the expected average cost of a job in the feasible schedule.
I Lemma 13. For any job j ∈ J, the expected value of A0j is at most 2Wj .
Proof. From Lemma 10-1 and the constraint (4), it is clear that the expected value of Aj is
at most Wj . We next prove that the expected value of A0j − Aj is at most Wj .
To this end, fix a job j ∈ J and consider a piece πi = [ti , ti + pj ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ nj in
the pseudo-schedule. During Procedure fit, job j was labelled as early for πi with a certain
probability and late for πi with a certain probability. From Lemma 11, if job j was labelled
as early for πi , the piece πi completed in the feasible schedule at or before its completion time
in the pseudo-schedule and thus its contribution to A0j − Aj is non-positive. Now suppose
that job j was labelled as late for πi . Let Imax denote the random variable denoting the
maximal interval that contains πi . For any interval I = [t, t + `) 3 rj , we have Imax = I
P
P
with probability at most t,`:rj ∈(t,t+`) k:k6=j,pk =` x(k, t). This follows from Lemma 10-1.
In the event that Imax = I, from Lemma 11, the piece πi completes by time t + `. Thus the
expected contribution of πi to A0j − Aj is at most
1
nj

X

X

t,`:rj ∈(t,t+`) k:k6=j,pk =`

x(k, t) · fj (t + `) =

1 X
nj

X

x(k, t) · fj (t + pk ).

k6=j t:rj ∈(t,t+pk )

Summing this over all pieces πi of job j, we get from constraint (5) that the expected value
of A0j − Aj is at most Wj . Hence the lemma holds.
J
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Note that the actual cost of job j is the maximum value of fj (t0i + p0j ) over all of its
pieces {[t0i , t0i + p0j ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ nj }. For any non-decreasing cost function fj , this cost can be
arbitrarily larger than its average cost A0j . Using a simple trick to bound the actual cost of
the solution, we incur another factor α in speedup, where α > 1 is an integer to be fixed
later. We use the following simple observation. For a random variable x with range ∈ Z+
and a non-decreasing function w : Z+ → Z+ , we have E[w(x)] ≥ Pr[x ≥ x0 ] · w(x0 ) for all
x0 ∈ Z+ , where E denotes the expectation operator.
Suppose the pieces [t0i , t0i + p0j ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ nj are sorted in the increasing order of their
completion times t0i + p0j in the feasible schedule. For any job j, shrink its processing time by
factor α and schedule α pieces in each of the intervals [t0i , t0i + p0j ) for 1 ≤ i < i0 := dnj /αe
and at most α pieces in the interval [t0i0 , t0i0 + p0j ). It is easy to see that the actual cost of job
j is at most
A0j
A0j
αA0j
fj (t0i0 + p0j ) ≤
≤
=
.
bn /αc
α−1
1 − α1
1− j
nj

Thus the expected actual cost of job j is at most 2αWj /(α − 1).
In summary, we obtain a randomized algorithm that gives a feasible schedule on a processor
1
with 4β(2 + β−1
)α speedup having expected cost at most 2α/(α − 1) times the optimum.
If α = β = 2, we get a randomized polynomial time 48-speed 4-approximation algorithm
for mpsp, and (from Lemma 5) a randomized polynomial time 96-speed 4-approximation
algorithm for gsp.
Acknowledgements. We thank Nikhil Bansal for useful discussions.
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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the problem of choosing a minimum cost set of resources for executing
a specified set of jobs. Each input job is an interval, determined by its start-time and end-time.
Each resource is also an interval determined by its start-time and end-time; moreover, every
resource has a capacity and a cost associated with it. We consider two versions of this problem.
In the partial covering version, we are also given as input a number k, specifying the number
of jobs that must be performed. The goal is to choose k jobs and find a minimum cost set of
resources to perform the chosen k jobs (at any point of time the capacity of the chosen set of
resources should be sufficient to execute the jobs active at that time). We present an O(log n)factor approximation algorithm for this problem.
We also consider the prize collecting version, wherein every job also has a penalty associated
with it. The feasible solution consists of a subset of the jobs, and a set of resources, to perform
the chosen subset of jobs. The goal is to find a feasible solution that minimizes the sum of the
costs of the selected resources and the penalties of the jobs that are not selected. We present a
constant factor approximation algorithm for this problem.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords and phrases Approximation Algorithms, Partial Covering, Interval Graphs
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.199

1

Introduction

We consider the problem of allocating resources to schedule jobs. Each job is specified by
its start-time, end-time and its demand requirement. Each resource is specified by its starttime, end-time, the capacity it offers and its associated cost. A feasible solution is a set of
resources satisfying the constraint that at any timeslot, the sum of the capacities offered by
the resources is at least the demand required by the jobs active at that timeslot, i.e., the
selected resources must cover the jobs. The cost of a feasible solution is the sum of costs of
the resources picked in the solution. The goal is to pick a feasible solution having minimum
cost. We call this the Resource Allocation problem (ResAll).
The above problem is motivated by applications in cloud and grid computing. Consider
jobs that require a common resource such as network bandwidth or storage. The resource
may be available under different plans; for instance, it is common for network bandwidth to
be priced based on the time of the day to account for the network usage patterns during the
day. The plans may offer different capacities of the resource at different costs. Moreover,
© V.T. Chakaravarthy, A. Pal, S. Roy, and Y. Sabharwal;
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Figure 1 Illustration of the input

It may be possible to lease multiple units of the resource under some plan by paying a cost
proportional to the number of units.
Bar-Noy et al. [2] presented a 4-approximation algorithm for the ResAll problem (See
Section 4 therein). We consider two variants of the problem. The first variant is the partial
covering version. In this problem, the input also specifies a number k and a feasible solution
is only required to cover k of the jobs. The second variant is the prize collecting version
wherein each job has a penalty associated with it; for every job that is not covered by the
solution, the solution incurs an additional cost, equivalent to the penalty corresponding to
the job. These variants are motivated by the concept of service level agreements (SLA’s),
which stipulate that a large fraction of the client’s jobs are to be completed. We study
these variants for the case where the demands of all the jobs are uniform (say 1 unit) and
a solution is allowed to pick multiple copies of a resource by paying proportional cost. We
now define our problems formally.

1.1

Problem Definition

We consider the timeline T to be uniformly divided into discrete intervals ranging from 1
to T . We refer to each integer 1 ≤ t ≤ T as a timeslot. The input consists of a set of jobs
J , and a set of resources R.
Each job j ∈ J is specified by an interval I(j) = [s(j), e(j)], where s(j) and e(j) are the
start-time and end-time of the job j. We further assume that s(j) and e(j) are integers in the
range [1, T ] for every job j. While the various jobs may have different intervals associated
with them, we consider all the jobs to have uniform demand requirement, say 1 unit.
Further, each resource i ∈ R is specified by an interval I(i) = [s(i), e(i)], where s(i) and
e(i) are the start-time and the end-time of the resource i; we assume that s(i) and e(i) are
integers in the range [1, T ]. The resource i is also associated with a capacity w(i) and a
cost c(i); we assume that w(i) is an integer. We interchangeably refer to the resources as
resource intervals. A typical scenario of such a collection of jobs and resources is shown in
Figure 1.
We say that a job j (resource i) is active at a timeslot t, if t ∈ I(j) (I(i)); we denote this
as j ∼ t (i ∼ t). In this case, we also say that j (or i) spans t.
We define a profile P : T → N to be a mapping that assigns an integer value to every
timeslot. For two profiles, P1 and P2 , P1 is said to cover P2 , if P1 (t) ≥ P2 (t) for all t ∈ T .
Given a set J of jobs, the profile PJ (·) of J is defined to be the mapping determined by the
cumulative demand of the jobs in J, i.e. PJ (t) = |{j ∈ J : j ∼ t}|. Similarly, given a
P
multiset R of resources, its profile is: PR (t) = i∈R : i∼t w(i) (taking copies of a resource
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into account). We say that R covers J if PR covers PJ . The cost of a multiset of resources
R is defined to be the sum of the costs of all the resources (taking copies into account).
We now describe the two versions of the problem.
PartialResAll: In this problem, the input also specifies a number k (called the partiality parameter) that indicates the number of jobs to be covered. A feasible solution is a
pair (R, J) where R is a multiset of resources and J is a set of jobs such that R covers
J and |J| ≥ k. The problem is to find a feasible solution of minimum cost.
PrizeCollectingResAll: In this problem, every job j also has a penalty pj associated
with it. A feasible solution is a pair (R, J) where R is a multiset of resources and J is a
set of jobs such that R covers J. The cost of the solution is the sum of the costs of the
resources in R and the penalties of the jobs not in J. The problem is to find a feasible
solution of minimum cost.
Note that in both the versions, multiple copies of the same resource can be picked by paying
the corresponding cost as many times.

1.2

Related Work and Our Results

Our work belongs to the space of partial covering problems, which are a natural variant of
the corresponding full cover problems. There is a significant body of work that consider
such problems in the literature, for instance, see [9, 3, 10, 11, 8].
In the setting where resources and jobs are embodied as intervals, the objective of finding
a minimum cost collection of resources that fulfill the jobs is typically called the full cover
problem. Full cover problems in the interval context have been dealt with earlier, in various
earlier works [2, 4, 7]. Partial cover problems in the interval context have been considered
earlier in [5].
Our Main Result. We present an O(log(n + m)) approximation for the PartialResAll problem, where n is the number of jobs and m is the number of resources
respectively.
The work in existing literature that is closest in spirit to our result is that of Bar-Noy
et al.[2], and Chakaravarthy et al.[5]. In [2], the authors consider the full cover version,
and present a 4-approximation algorithm. In this case, all the jobs are to be covered, and
therefore the demand profile to be covered is fixed. The goal is to find the minimum cost
set of resources, for covering this profile. In our setting, we need to cover only k of the jobs.
A solution needs to select k jobs to be covered in such a manner that the resources required
to cover the resulting demand profile has minimum cost.
In [5], the authors consider a scenario, wherein the timeslots have demands and a solution
must satisfy the demand for at least k of the timeslots. In contrast, in our setting, a solution
needs to satisfy k jobs, wherein each job can span multiple timeslots. A job may not be
completely spanned by any resource, and thus may require multiple resource intervals for
covering it.
We also show a constant factor approximation algorithm for the PrizeCollectingResAll problem, by reducing it to the zero-one version of the ResAll problem. Jain
and Vazirani [10] provide a general framework for achieving approximation algorithms for
partial covering problems, wherein the prize collecting version is considered. In this framework, under suitable conditions, a constant factor approximation for the prize collecting
version implies a constant factor approximation for the partial version as well. However,
their result applies only when the prize collecting algorithm has a certain strong property,
called the Lagrangian Multiplier Preserving (LMP) property. While we are able to achieve a
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Figure 3 A Mountain Range M = {M1 , M2 , M3 }
Figure 2 A Mountain M

constant factor approximation for the PrizeCollectingResAll problem, our algorithm
does not have the LMP property. Thus, the Jain-Vazirani framework does not apply to our
scenario. Due to space constraints, we defer the proof of our algorithm for the PrizeCollectingResAll problem to the full version of the paper [6].

2

Outline of the Main Algorithm

In this section, we outline the proof of our main result:
I Theorem 1. There exists an O(log(n + m))-approximation algorithm for the
PartialResAll problem, where n is the number of jobs and m is the number of resources.
The proof of the above theorem goes via the claim that the input set of jobs can be
partitioned into a logarithmic number of mountain ranges. A collection of jobs M is called
a mountain if there exists a timeslot t, such that all the jobs in this collection span the
timeslot t; the specified timeslot where the jobs intersect will be called the peak timeslot of
the mountain (see Figure 2; jobs are shown on the top and the profile is shown below). The
justification for this linguistic convention is that if we look at the profile of such a collection
of jobs, the profile forms a bitonic sequence, increasing in height until the peak, and then
decreasing. The span of a mountain is the interval of timeslots where any job in the mountain
is active. A collection of jobs M is called a mountain range, if the jobs can be partitioned
into a sequence M1 , M2 , . . . , Mr such that each Mi is a mountain and the spans of any two
mountains are non-overlapping (see Figure 3). The decomposition lemma below shows that
the input set of jobs can be partitioned into a logarithmic number of mountain ranges. For
a job j with start- and end-times s(j) and e(j), let its length be `j = (e(j) − s(j) + 1)). Let
`min be the shortest job length, and `max the longest job length. The proof of the lemma
is inspired by the algorithm for the Unsplittable Flow Problem on a line, due to Bansal et
al. [1], and it is given in Appendix A.
I Lemma 2. The input set of jobs can be partitioned into groups, M1 , M2 , . . . , ML , such
e.
that each Mi is a mountain range and L ≤ 4 · dlog ``max
min
Theorem 3 (see below) provides a c-approximation algorithm (where c is a constant) for
the special case where the input set of jobs form a single mountain range. We now prove
Theorem 1, assuming Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let J be the input set of jobs, R be the input set of resources and
k be the partiality parameter. Invoke Lemma 2 on the input set of jobs J and obtain a partitioning of J into mountain ranges M1 , M2 , . . . , ML , where L = 4 · dlog(`max /`min )e. Theorem 3 provides a c-approximation algorithm A for the PartialResAll problem wherein
the input set of jobs form a single mountain range, where c is some constant. We shall
present a (cL)-approximation algorithm for the PartialResAll problem.
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For 1 ≤ q ≤ L and 1 ≤ κ ≤ k, let A(q, κ) denote the cost of the (approximately optimal)
solution returned by the algorithm in Theorem 3 with Mq as the input set of jobs, R as the
input set of resources and κ as the partiality parameter. Similarly, let OPT(q, κ) denote the
cost of the optimal solution for covering κ of the jobs in the mountain range Mq . Theorem 3
implies that A(q, κ) ≤ c · OPT(q, κ).
The algorithm employs dynamic programming. We maintain a 2-dimensional DP table
DP[·, ·]. For each 1 ≤ q ≤ L and 1 ≤ κ ≤ k, the entry DP[q, κ] would store the cost of
a (near-optimal) feasible solution covering κ of the jobs from M1 ∪ M2 ∪ · · · ∪ Mq . The
entries are calculated as follows.
DP[q, κ] = min
{DP[q − 1, κ − κ0 ] + A(q, κ0 )}.
0
κ ≤κ

The above recurrence relation considers covering κ0 jobs from the mountain Mq , and
the remaining κ − κ0 jobs from the mountain ranges M1 , · · · , Mq−1 . Using this dynamic
program, we compute a feasible solution to the original problem instance (i.e., covering k
jobs from all the mountain ranges M1 , M2 , . . . , ML ); the solution would correspond to
the entry DP[L, k]. Consider the optimum solution OPT to the original problem instance.
Suppose that OPT covers kq jobs from the mountain range Mq (for 1 ≤ q ≤ L), such that
k1 + k2 + · · · + kL = k. Observe that
DP[L, k] ≤

L
X

A(q, kq )

q=1

≤ c·

L
X

OPT(q, kq ),

q=1

where the first statement follows from the construction of the dynamic programming table
and the second statement follows from the guarantee given by algorithm A. However the
maximum of OPT(q, kq ) (over all q) is a lower bound for OPT (we cannot say anything
stronger than this since OPT might use the same resources to cover jobs across multiple
subsets Mq ). This implies that DP[L, k] ≤ c · L · OPT. This proves the (cL)-approximation
ratio.
It is easy to see that L is O(log(n + m)) as argued below. It suffices if we consider the
timeslots where some job or resource starts or ends; the other timeslots can be ignored. Such
a transformation will not affect the set of feasible solutions. Thus, without loss of generality,
we can assume that the number of timeslots T ≤ 2(n + m). Therefore, `max ≤ 2(n + m) and
`min ≥ 1. Hence, the overall algorithm has an O(log(n + m)) approximation ratio.
J
I Theorem 3. There exists a constant factor approximation algorithm for the special case
of the PartialResAll problem, wherein the input set of jobs form a single mountain range
M.
The first step in proving the above theorem is to design an algorithm for handling the
special case where the input set of jobs form a single mountain. This is accomplished by the
following theorem. The proof is given in Section 3.
I Theorem 4. There exists an 8-approximation algorithm for the special case of the PartialResAll problem wherein the input set of jobs for a single mountain M .
We now sketch the proof of Theorem 3. Let the input mountain range be M consisting of
mountains M1 , M2 , . . . , Mr . The basic intuition behind the algorithm is to “collapse” each
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Figure 4 The LSPC problem

mountain Mq into a single timeslot. A resource interval i is said to intersect a mountain M
if the interval i and the span of M overlap; the resource i is said to fully span the mountain
M , if the span of M is contained in the interval i; the resource i is said to be contained in
the mountain M , if the interval i is contained in the span of M . It may be possible that
for a resource interval i and a mountain M , neither i fully spans M nor is i contained in
M . However, at a factor three loss in the approximation ratio, we can transform an input
instance into an instance satisfying the following property. The resource intervals in the
modified instance can be classified into two categories: (1) narrow resources i having the
property that the interval i is contained in the span of a specific single mountain M ; (2)
wide resources i having the property that if i intersects any mountain M , then it fully spans
the mountain.
The notion of collapsing mountains into timeslots is natural when the input instance consists only of wide resources. This is because we can collapse the mountains M1 , M2 , . . . , Mr
into timeslots 1, 2, . . . , r. Furthermore, for each wide resource i, consider the sequence of
mountains Mp , Mp+1 , . . . , Mq (for some p ≤ q) that are fully spanned by the resource i; then
we represent i by an interval that spans the timeslots [p, q]. However, the case of narrow
resources is more involved because a narrow resource does not fully span the mountain containing it. Based on the above intuition, we define a problem called the Long Short Partial
Cover (LSPC). The algorithm for handling a mountain range goes via a reduction to the
LSPC problem.
Problem Definition (LSPC): We are given a demand profile over a range [1, T ], which
specifies an integral demand dt at each timeslot t ∈ [1, T ]. The input resources are of two
types, short and long. A short resource spans only one timeslot, whereas a long resource
can span one or more timeslots. Each resource i has a cost c(i) and a capacity w(i). The
input also specifies a partiality parameter k. A feasible solution S consists of a multiset of
resources S and a coverage profile. A coverage profile is a function that assigns an integer
kt for each timeslot t satisfying kt ≤ dt . The solution should have the following properties:
P
(i) t kt ≥ k; (ii) at any timeslot t, the sum of capacities of the resource intervals from S
active at t is at least kt ; (iii) for any timeslot t, at most one of the short resources spanning
the timeslot t is picked (however, multiple copies of a long resource may be included). The
objective is to find a feasible solution having minimum cost. See Figure 4 for an example
(in the figure, short resources are shaded).
The advantage with the LSPC problem is that the demands are restricted to single
timeslots; in contrast, in the PartialResAll problem, the demands or jobs can span multiple timeslots. Theorem 5 (see below) shows that the LSPC problem can be approximated
within a factor of 16. The reduction from the PartialResAll problem restricted to a
single mountain range (as in Theorem 3) to the LSPC problem goes by representing each
mountain in the input mountain range M by a single timeslot in the LSPC instance; the
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wide resources will correspond to long resources in the LSPC instance. The reduction
handles the narrow resources using the short resources; the constraint (iii) in the LSPC
problem definition is crucially employed in this process. The reduction from the case of
single mountain range to the LSPC problem is deferred to the full version of the paper[6]
and a complete proof of Theorem 3 also appears there.
I Theorem 5. There exists a 16-approximation algorithm for the LSPC problem.
The algorithm claimed in the above theorem is inspired by the work of [5]. In that paper,
the authors study a variant of the problem; in that variant, there are only long resources
and a solution S must satisfy a set of k timeslots t1 , t2 , . . . , tk ∈ [1, T ], where a timeslot t is
satisfied, if the sum of capacities of the resources in S active at t is at least the demand dt ; a
solution is allowed to pick multiple copies of any resource (both long and short). The LSPC
problem differs in two ways: first, a solution can satisfy the demand at a timeslot partially
and secondly, only one copy of a short resource can be picked. These two differences give rise
to complications and as a result, our algorithm is more involved. The algorithm is provided
in Section 4.

3

A Single Mountain: Proof of Theorem 4

In this section, we give an 8-factor approximation algorithm for the case of the PartialResAll problem, where the input jobs form a single mountain.
The basic intuition is as follows. Given the structure of the jobs, we will show that there
is a near-optimal feasible solution that exhibits a nice property: the jobs discarded from the
solution are extremal either in their start-times or their end-times.
I Lemma 6. Consider the PartialResAll problem for a single mountain. Let J =
{j1 , j2 , . . . , jn } be the input set of jobs. Let S = (RS , JS ) be a feasible solution such that RS
covers the set of jobs JS with |JS | = k. Let CS denote its cost. Let L =< l1 , l2 , . . . , ln >
denote the jobs in increasing order of their start-times. Similarly, let R =< r1 , r2 , . . . , rn >
denote the jobs in decreasing order of their end-times. Then, there exists a feasible solution
X = (RX , JX ) having cost at most 2 · CS such that
J \ JX = {li : i ≤ q1 } ∪ {ri : i ≤ q2 }

(1)

for some q1 , q2 ≥ 0 where |J \ JX | = n − k.
Proof. We give a constructive proof to determine the sets JX and RX .
We initialize the set JX =J . At the end of the algorithm, the set JX will be the desired
set of jobs covered by the solution. The idea is to remove the jobs that extend most to the
right or the left from the consideration of JX . The most critical aspect of the construction
is to ensure that whenever we exclude any job from consideration of JX that is already part
of JS , we do so in pairs of the leftmost and rightmost extending jobs of JS that are still
remaining in JX . We terminate this process when the size of JX equals the size of JS , i.e.,
k. We also initialize the set U = φ. At the end of the algorithm, this set will contain the
set of jobs removed from J that belonged to JS while constructing JX .
We now describe the construction of JX formally. We maintain two pointers l-ptr and
r-ptr; l-ptr indexes the jobs in the sequence L and r-ptr indexes the jobs in the sequence R.
We keep incrementing the pointer l-ptr and removing the corresponding job from JX (if it
has not already been removed) until either the size of JX reaches k or we encounter a job
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(say l-job) in JX that belongs to JS ; we do not yet remove the job l-job. We now switch to
the pointer r-ptr and start incrementing it and removing the corresponding job from JX (if
it has not already been removed) until either the size of JX reaches k or we encounter a job
(say r-job) in JX that belongs to JS ; we do not yet remove the job r-job. If the size of JX
reaches k, we have the required set JX .
Now suppose that |JX | =
6 k. Note that both l-ptr and r-ptr are pointing to jobs in JS .
Let l-job and r-job be the jobs pointed to by l-ptr and r-ptr respectively (note that these two
jobs may be same).
We shall remove one or both of l-job and r-job from JX and put them in U . We classify
these jobs into three categories: single, paired and artificially paired.
Suppose that |JX | ≥ k + 2. In this case, we have to delete at least 2 more jobs; so we
delete both l-job and r-job and add them to U as paired jobs. In case l-job and r-job are the
same job, we just delete this job and add it to U as a single job. We also increment the l-ptr
and r-ptr pointers to the next job indices in their respective sequence. We then repeat the
same process again, searching for another pair of jobs.
Suppose that |JX | = k + 1. In case l-job and r-job are the same job, we just delete this
job and get the required set JX of size k; We add this job to the set U as a single job. On
the other hand, if l-job and r-job are different jobs, we remove l-job from JX and add it to
U as artificially paired with its pair as the job r-job ; note that we do not remove r-job from
JX .
This procedure gives us the required set JX . We now construct RX by simply doubling
the resources of RS ; meaning, that for each resource in RS , we take twice the number of
copies in RX . Clearly CX = 2 · CS . It remains to argue that RX covers JX . For this, note
that U = JS − JX and hence |U | = |JX − JS | (because |JX | = |JS | = k). We create an
arbitrary bijection f : U → JX − JS . Note that JX can be obtained from JS by deleting
the jobs in U and adding the jobs of JX − JS .
We now make an important observation:
I Observation 7. For any paired jobs or artificially paired jobs j1 , j2 added to U , all the jobs
in JX are contained within the span of this pair, i.e., for any j in JX , sj ≥ min{s(j1 ), s(j2 )}
and ej ≤ max{e(j1 ), e(j2 )}. Similarly for any single job j1 added to U , all jobs in JX are
contained in the span of j1 .
For every paired jobs, j1 , j2 , Observation 7 implies that taking 2 copies of the resources
covering {j1 , j2 } suffices to cover {f (j1 ), f (j2 )}. Similarly, for every single job j, the resources
covering {j} suffice to cover {f (j)}. Lastly for every artificially paired jobs j1 , j2 where
j1 ∈ U and j2 ∈
/ U , taking 2 copies of the resources covering {j1 , j2 } suffices to cover
{f (j1 ), j2 }.
Hence the set RX obtained by doubling the resources RS (that cover JS ) suffices to cover
the jobs in JX .
J
Recall that Bar-Noy et al. [2] presented a 4-approximation algorithm for the ResAll
problem (full cover version). Our algorithm for handling a single mountain works as follows.
Given a mountain consisting of the collection of jobs J and the number k, do the following
for all possible pairs of numbers (q1 , q2 ) such that the set JX defined as per Equation 1
in Lemma 6 has size k. For the collection of jobs JX , consider the issue of selecting a
minimum cost set of resources to cover these jobs; note that this is a full cover problem.
Thus, the 4-approximation of [2] can be applied here. Finally, we output the best solution
across all choices of (q1 , q2 ). Lemma 6 shows that this is an 8-factor approximation to the
PartialResAll problem for a single mountain.
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LSPC Problem: Proof of Theorem 5

Here, we present a 16-approximation algorithm for the LSPC problem.
We extend the notion of profiles and coverage to ranges contained within [1, T ]. Let
[a, b] contained in [1, T ] be a timerange. By a profile over [a, b], we mean a function Q that
assigns a value Q(t) to each timeslot t ∈ [a, b]. A profile Q defined over a range [a, b] is
said to be good, if for all timeslots t ∈ [a, b], Q(t) ≤ dt (where dt is the input demand at
t). In the remainder of the discussion, we shall only consider good profiles and so, we shall
simply write “profile” to mean a “good profile”. The measure of Q is defined to be the sum
P
t∈[a,b] Q(t).
Let S be a multiset of resources and let Q be a profile over a range of timeslots [a, b]. We
say that S is good, if it includes at most one short resource active at any timeslot t. We say
that S covers the profile Q, if for any timeslot t ∈ [a, b], the sum of capacities of resources
in S active at t is at least Q(t). Notice that S is a feasible solution to the input problem
instance, if there exists a profile Q over the entire range [1, T ] such that Q has measure k
and S is a cover for Q. For a timeslot t ∈ [1, T ], let Qsh
S (t) denote the capacity of the unique
short resource from S active at t, if one exists; otherwise, Qsh
S (t) = 0.
Let S be a good multiset of resources and let Q be a profile over a range of timeslots
[a, b]. For a long resource i ∈ S, let fS (i) denote the number of copies of i included in S. The
multiset S is said to be a single long resource assignment cover (SLRA cover) for Q, if for
any timeslot t ∈ [a, b], there exists a long resource i ∈ S such that w(i)fS (i) ≥ Q(t) − Qsh
S (t)
(intuitively, the resource i can cover the residual demand by itself, even though other long
resources in S may be active at t).
We say that a good multiset of resources S is an SLRA solution to the input LSPC
problem instance, if there exists a profile Q over the range [1, T ] having measure k such that
S is an SLRA cover for Q. The lemma below shows that near-optimal SLRA solutions exist.
I Lemma 8. Consider the input instance of the LSPC problem. There exists an SLRA
solution having cost at most 16 times the cost of the optimal solution.
The lemma follows from a similar result proved in [5] and the proof is deferred to the
full version of the paper[6]. Surprisingly, we can find the optimum SLRA solution S ∗ in
polynomial time, as shown in Theorem 9 below. Lemma 8 and Theorem 9 imply that S ∗ is
a 16-factor approximation to the optimum solution. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
I Theorem 9. The optimum SLRA solution S ∗ can be found in time polynomial in the
number of resources, number of timeslots and H, where H = maxt∈[1,T ] dt .
The rest of the section is devoted to proving Theorem 9. The algorithm goes via dynamic
programming. The following notation is useful in our discussion.
Let S be a good set consisting of only short resources, and let [a, b] be a range. For a
profile Q defined over [a, b], S is said to be an h-free cover for Q, if for any t ∈ [a, b],
Qsh
S (t) ≥ Q(t) − h. The set S is said to be an h-free q-cover for [a, b], if there exists a
profile Q over [a, b] such that Q has measure q and S is a h-free cover for Q.
Let S be a good multiset of resources and let [a, b] be a range. For a profile Q defined
over [a, b], the multiset S is said to be an h-free SLRA cover for Q, if for any timeslot
t ∈ [a, b] satisfying Q(t) − Qsh
S (t) > h, there exists a long resource i ∈ S such that
w(i)fS (i) ≥ Q(t) − Qsh
(t).
For
an integer q, we say S is an h-free SLRA q-cover for the
S
range [a, b], if there exists a profile Q over [a, b] such that Q has measure q and S is a
h-free SLRA cover for Q.
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Intuitively, h denotes the demand covered by long resources already selected (and their
cost accounted for) in the previous stages of the algorithm; thus, timeslots whose residual
demand is at most h can be ignored. The notion of “h-freeness” captures this concept.
We shall first argue that any h-free SLRA cover S for a profile Q over a timerange [a, b]
exhibits certain interesting decomposition property. Intuitively, in most cases, the timeline
can be partitioned into two parts (left and right), and S can be partitioned into two parts
S1 and S2 such that S1 can cover the left timerange and S2 can cover the right timerange
(even though resources in S1 may be active in the right timerange and those in S2 may be
active in the left timerange). In the cases where the above decomposition is not possible,
there exists a long resource spanning almost the entire range. The lemma is similar to a
result proved in [5] (see Lemma 4 therein). The proof is deferred to the full version of the
paper[6].
I Lemma 10. Let [a, b] be any timerange, Q be a profile over [a, b] and let h be an integer.
Let S be a good set of resources providing an h-free SLRA-cover for Q. Then, one of the
following three cases holds:
The set of short resources in S form a h-free cover for Q.
Time-cut: There exists a timeslot a ≤ t∗ ≤ b − 1 and a partitioning of S into S1 and
S2 such that S1 is an h-free SLRA-cover for Q1 and S2 is an h-free SLRA-cover for Q2 ,
where Q1 and Q2 profiles obtained by restricting Q to [a, t∗ ] and [t∗ + 1, b], respectively.
Interval-cut: There exists a long resource i∗ ∈ S such that the set of short resources in
S forms a h-free cover for both Q1 and Q2 , where Q1 and Q2 are the profiles obtained
by restricting Q to [a, s(i∗ ) − 1] and [e(i∗ ) + 1, b] respectively.
We now discuss our dynamic programming algorithm. Let H = maxt∈[1,T ] dt be the
maximum of the input demands. The algorithm maintains a table M with an entry for each
triple h[a, b], q, hi, where [a, b] ⊆ [1, T ], 0 ≤ q ≤ k and 0 ≤ h ≤ H. The entry M ([a, b], q, h)
stores the cost of the optimum h-free SLRA q-cover for the range [a, b]; if no solution exists,
then M ([a, b], q, h) will be ∞. Our algorithm outputs the solution corresponding to the entry
M ([1, T ], k, 0); notice that this is optimum SLRA solution S ∗ .
In order to compute the table M , we need an auxiliary table A. For a triple [a, b], q and
h, let A([a, b], q, h) be the optimum h-free q-cover for [a, b], (using only the short resources);
if no solution exists A([a, b], q, h) is said to be ∞. We first describe how to compute the
auxiliary table A. For a triple consisting of t ∈ [1, T ], q ≤ k and h ≤ H, define γ(t, q, h)
as follows. If q > dt , set γ(t, q, h) = ∞. Consider the case where q ≤ dt . If q ≤ h, set
γ(t, q, h) = 0. Otherwise, let i be the minimum cost short resource active at t such that
w(i) ≥ q − h; set γ(t, q, h) = c(i); if no such short resource exists, set γ(q, t, h) = ∞.
Then, for a triple h[a, b], q, hi, the entry A([a, b], q, h) is governed by the following recurrence relation. Of the demand q that need to be covered, the optimum solution may cover
a demand q1 from the timeslot t, and a demand q − q1 from the range [a, b − 1]. We try all
possible values for q1 and choose the best:
A([a, b], q, h) =

min

q1 ≤min{q,db }

A([a, b − 1], q − q1 , h) + γ(b, q1 , h).

It is not difficult to verify the correctness of the above recurrence relation.
We now describe how to compute the table M . Based on the decomposition lemma
(Lemma 10), we can develop a recurrence relation for a triple [a, b], q and h. We compute
M ([a, b], q, h) as the minimum over three quantities E1 , E2 and E3 corresponding to the
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= A([a, b], q, h).

E2

=

min
t∈[a,b−1]
q1 ≤q
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M ([a, t], q1 , h) + M ([t + 1, b], q − q1 , h).


α · c(i)
 +A([a, s(i) − 1], q1 , h) 


min
(i∈L,α≤H) : αw(i)>h +M ([s(i), e(i)], q2 , αw(i))
q1 ,q2 ,q3 : q1 +q2 +q3 =q
+A([e(i) + 1, b], q3 , h)


E3

=

Figure 5 Recurrence relation for M

three cases of the lemma. Intuitive description of the three quantities is given below and
precise formulas are provided in Figure 5. In the figure, L is the set of all long resources1 .
Case 1: No long resource is used and so, we just use the corresponding entry of the
table A.
Case 2: There exists a time-cut t∗ . We consider all possible values of t∗ . For each
possible value, we try all possible ways in which q can be divided between the left and
right ranges.
Case 3: There exists a long resource i∗ such that the timeranges to the left of and
to the right of i∗ can be covered solely by short resources. We consider all the long
resources i and also the number of copies α to be picked. Once α copies of i are picked,
i can cover all timeslots with residual demand at most αw(i) in an SLRA fashion, and
so the subsequent recursive calls can ignore these timeslots. Hence, this value is passed
to the recursive call. We also consider different ways in which q can be split into three
parts - left, middle and right. The left and right parts will be covered by the solely short
resources and the middle part will use both short and long resources. Since we pick α
copies of i, a cost of αc(i) is added.
We set M ([a, b], q, h) = min{E1 , E2 , E3 }. For the base case: for any [a, b], if q = 0 or h = H,
then the entry is set to zero.
We now describe the order in which the entries of the table are filled. Define a partial
order ≺ as below. For pair of triples z = ([a, b], q, h) and z 0 = ([a0 , b0 ], q 0 , h0 ), we say that
z ≺ z 0 , if one of the following properties is true: (i)[a0 , b0 ] ⊆ [a, b]; (ii) [a, b] = [a0 , b0 ] and
q < q 0 ; (iii) [a, b] = [a0 , b0 ], q = q 0 and h > h0 . Construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
G where the triples are the vertices and an edge is drawn from a triple z to a triple z 0 , if
z ≺ z 0 . Let π be a topological ordering of the vertices in G. We fill the entries of the table
M in the order of appearance in π. Notice that the computation for any triple z only refers
to triples appearing earlier than z in π.
Using Lemma 10, we can argue that the above recurrence relation correctly computes all
the entries of M .
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Proof of Lemma 2

We first categorize the jobs according to their lengths into r categories C1 , C2 , · · · , Cr ,
where r = dlog ``max
e. The category Ci consists of all the jobs with lengths in the range
min
[2i−1 `min , 2i `min ). Thus all the jobs in any single category have comparable lengths: any
two jobs j1 and j2 in the category satisfy `1 < 2`2 , where `1 and `2 are the lengths of j1 and
j2 respectively.
Consider any category C and let the lengths of the jobs in C lie in the range [α, 2α). We
claim that the category C can be partitioned into 4 groups G0 , G1 , G2 , G3 , such that each Gi
is a mountain range. To see this, partition the set of jobs C into classes H1 , H2 , . . . , Hq , . . .
where Hq consists of the jobs active at timeslot q · α. Note that every job belongs to some
class since all the jobs have length at least α; if a job belongs to more than one class, assign
it to any one class arbitrarily. Clearly each class Hq forms a mountain. For 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, let
Gi be the union of the classes Hq satisfying q ≡ i mod 4. Since each job has length at most
2α, each Gi is a mountain range. Thus, we get a decomposition of the input jobs into 4r
mountain ranges.
J
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Abstract
Regular Expressions (RE) are an algebraic formalism for expressing regular languages, widely
used in string search and as a specification language in verification. In this paper we introduce
and investigate Visibly Rational Expressions (VRE), an extension of RE for the well-known class
of Visibly Pushdown Languages (VPL). We show that VRE capture the class of VPL. Moreover,
we identify an equally expressive fragment of VRE which admits a quadratic time compositional
translation into the automata acceptors of VPL. We also prove that, for this fragment, universality, inclusion and language equivalence are EXPTIME-complete. Finally, we provide an extension
of VRE for VPL over infinite words.
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1

Introduction

Visibly Pushdown Languages (VPL), introduced by Alur et al. [4, 5], represent a robust and
widely investigated subclass of context-free languages which includes strictly the class of regular languages. A VPL consists of nested words, that is words over an alphabet (pushdown
alphabet) which is partitioned into three disjoint sets of calls, returns, and internal symbols.
This partition induces a nested hierarchical structure in a given word obtained by associating
to each call the corresponding matching return (if any) in a well-nested manner. VPL are
accepted by Visibly Pushdown Automata (VPA), a subclass of pushdown automata which
push onto the stack only when a call is read, pops the stack only at returns, and do not use
the stack on reading internal symbols. Hence, the input controls the kind of operations permissible on the stack, and thus the stack depth at every position [4]. This restriction makes
the class of VPL very similar in tractability and robustness to that of regular languages. In
particular, VPL are closed under intersection, union, complementation, renaming, concatenation and Kleene closure [4]. Moreover, VPA (over finite words) are determinizable, and
decision problems like universality, equivalence and inclusion – which are undecidable for
context-free languages – become EXPTIME-complete for VPL. Furthermore, various alternative and constructive characterizations of VPL have been given in terms of operational and
descriptive formalisms: logical characterizations by standard MSO over nested words extended with a binary matching-predicate (MSOµ ) [4] or by fixpoint logics [10], a context-free
grammar based characterization [4], alternating automata based characterizations [6, 10],
and a congruence-based characterization [3].
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The theory of VPL has relevant applications in the formal verification and synthesis of
sequential recursive programs with finite data types modeled by pushdown systems [7, 5,
2, 18]. Runs in these programs can be seen as nested words capturing the nested calling
structure, where the call to and return from procedures capture the nesting. Additionally,
VPL have applications in the streaming processing of semi-structured data, such as XML
documents, where each open-tag is matched with a closing-tag in a well-nested manner
[20, 16, 19, 1, 21]. Examples include type-checking (validation) and dynamic typing of XML
documents against schema specifications [16], and evaluation of MSOµ queries on streaming
XML documents [19].
Contribution. Regular Expressions [15, 14] (RE) are an algebraic formalism for describing
regular languages. RE are widely adopted as a descriptive specification language, for example in string search [22], and for extensions of temporal logics for hardware model checking [13, 17]. In this paper, we introduce and investigate a similar algebraic formalism for the
class of VPL, that we call Visibly Regular Expressions (VRE). VRE extend RE by adding two
novel non-regular operators which are parameterized by an internal action: (1) the binary
Minimally Well-Matched Substitution operator (M -substitution for short), which allows to
substitute occurrences of the designated internal action by minimally well-matched (MWM )
words;1 (2) and the unary Strict Mimimally Well-Matched Closure operator (S-closure for
short), which corresponds to the (unbounded) iteration of the M -substitution operation.
We also consider a third operator which can be expressed in terms of M -substitution and
S-closure. The class of pure VRE is obtained by disallowing the explicit use of this operator. Intuitively, M -substitution and S-closure, when applied to languages L of MWM
words, correspond to classical tree language concatenation and Kleene closure applied to the
tree language encoding of the (nested) word languages L (in accordance with the standard
encoding of MWM words by ordered unranked finite trees [1]).
Our results are as follows. First, we establish that VRE capture exactly the class of VPL.
Like the classical Kleene theorem [15], the translation from automata (VPA) to expressions
(VRE) involves a singly exponential blow-up. For the converse direction (from VRE to VPA),
the proposed construction requires again single exponential time (it is an open question if
this exponential blow-up can be avoided). On the other hand, we show that pure VRE (which
are equivalent to unrestricted VRE) can be compositionally converted in quadratic time into
equivalent VPA. The key of this translation is given by a novel subclass of VPA. Next, we
prove that universality, inclusion, and language equivalence for pure VRE are EXPTIMEcomplete. Finally, we also provide an algebraic characterization of VPL over infinite words.
A potential application of our algebraic formalism is as a schema specification language
for semi-structured data such as XML documents. In fact, usually, XML schema specifications
are context-free grammars and their derivation trees give the tree representation of the
associated sets of XML documents. So, these specifications are typically compiled into tree
automata. However, it has been shown [16, 19, 1, 21] that VPA are often more natural (and
sometime exponentially more succinct) than tree automata, and moreover preferable in the
streaming processing of XML documents.
Related Work. Another algebraic characterization of VPL has been given in [8], where
regular expressions are extended with an infinite family of operators, which are implicit
least fix-points. In fact, these operators encode in a linear way a subclass of context-free
grammars. In comparison, we introduce just two operators which make our formalism

1

MWM words are words whose first symbol is a call and whose last symbol is the matching return.
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really more lightweight and intuitive to use. In [12] a characterization of VPL is given
by morphisms to suitable algebraic structures. Moreover, [12] introduces an extension of
the Kleene-closure free fragment of regular expressions obtained by adding a variant of
our substitution operator, and shows that this extension captures exactly the first-order
fragment of MSOµ over well-matched words.

2

Visibly pushdown languages

In this section, we recall the class of visibly pushdown automata and visibly pushdown
languages [4].
e = hΣcall , Σret , Σint i consisting
Pushdown Alphabet. A pushdown alphabet is a tuple Σ
of three disjoint finite alphabets: Σcall is a finite set of calls, Σret is a finite set of returns,
e the support of Σ
e is Σ =
and Σint is a finite set of internal actions. For any such Σ,
Σcall ∪ Σret ∪ Σint . We will use c, c1 , ci , . . . for elements of Σcall , r, r1 , ri , . . . for elements of
Σret , 2, 21 , 2j , . . . for elements of Σint , and σ, σ1 , σi , . . . for arbitrary elements of Σ.
Visibly Pushdown Automata and Visibly Pushdown Languages. A Nondetermine = hΣcall , Σret , Σint i is
istic Visibly Pushdown Automaton on finite words (NVPA) [4] over Σ
a tuple P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i, where Q is a finite set of (control) states, qin ∈ Q is the initial
state, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, ∆ ⊆ (Q × Σcall × Q × Γ) ∪ (Q × Σret × (Γ ∪ {⊥}) × Q) ∪ (Q ×
Σint ×Q) is a transition relation (where ⊥ ∈
/ Γ is the special stack bottom symbol), and F ⊆ Q
is a set of accepting states. A transition of the form (q, c, q 0 , γ) ∈ Q × Σcall × Q × Γ is a push
transition, where on reading the call c, the symbol γ 6= ⊥ is pushed onto the stack and the
control changes from q to q 0 . A transition of the form (q, r, γ, q 0 ) ∈ Q × Σret × (Γ ∪ {⊥}) × Q
is a pop transition, where on reading the return r, γ is read from the top of the stack and
popped, and the control changes from q to q 0 (if the top of the stack is ⊥, then it is read
but not popped). Finally, on reading an internal action 2, P can choose only transitions of
the form (q, 2, q 0 ) which do not use the stack.
A configuration of P is a pair (q, β), where q ∈ Q and β ∈ Γ∗ · {⊥} is a stack content.
A run π of P over a finite word σ1 . . . σn−1 ∈ Σ∗ is a finite sequence of the form π =
σn−1
σ1
(q1 , β1 ) −→
(q2 , β2 ) . . . −→ (qn , βn ) such that (qi , βi ) is a configuration for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and the following holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1:
Push If σi is a call, then for some γ ∈ Γ, (qi , σi , qi+1 , γ) ∈ ∆ and βi+1 = γ · βi .
Pop If σi is a return, then for some γ ∈ Γ ∪ {⊥}, (qi , σi , γ, qi+1 ) ∈ ∆, and either γ 6= ⊥ and
βi = γ · βi+1 , or γ = ⊥ and βi = βi+1 = ⊥.
Internal If σi is an internal action, then (qi , σi , qi+1 ) ∈ ∆ and βi+1 = βi .
σj−1
σi
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, the subsequence of π given by πij = (qi , βi ) −→
. . . −→ (qj , βj )
is called subrun of π (note that πij is a run over σi . . . σj−1 ). The run π is initialized if
q1 = qin and β1 = ⊥. Moreover, the run π is accepting if the last state is accepting, that
is, if qn ∈ F . For two configurations (q, β) and (q 0 , β 0 ) and a finite word w ∈ Σ∗ , we write
w
(q, β) −→ (q 0 , β 0 ) to mean that there is a run of P over w starting at (q, β) and leading to
(q 0 , β 0 ). The language of P, L(P), is the set of finite words w ∈ Σ∗ such that there is an
initialized accepting run of P on w. A language of finite words L ⊆ Σ∗ is a visibly pushdown
e if there is a NVPA P over Σ
e such that L = L(P).
language (VPL) with respect to Σ
We also consider Visibly Pushdown Automata on infinite words (ω-NVPA). Formally, a
e [4] is a tuple P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i, where Q, qin , Γ, ∆, and F are
Büchi ω-NVPA over Σ
e A run π over an infinite word σ1 σ2 . . . ∈ Σω is an infinite
defined as for NVPA over Σ.
σ1
sequence π = (q1 , β1 ) −→ (q2 , β2 ) . . . that is defined using the natural extension of the defin-
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ition of runs on finite words. The run is accepting if for infinitely many i ≥ 1, qi ∈ F . The
notions of initialized run and (finite) subrun are defined as for NVPA. The ω-language of P,
L(P), is the set of infinite words w ∈ Σω such that there is an initialized accepting run of
P on w. An ω-language L ⊆ Σω is an ω-visibly pushdown language (ω-VPL) with respect to
e if there is a Büchi ω-NVPA P over Σ
e such that L = L(P ).
Σ
e = hΣcall , Σret , Σint i. For a finite
Matched calls and returns. Fix a pushdown alphabet Σ
or infinite word w over Σ, |w| is the length of w (we set |w| = ω if w is infinite). For all
1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, w(i) is the ith symbol of w. A position 1 ≤ i ≤ |w| of w is a call (resp., return,
internal) position if w(i) ∈ Σcall (resp., w(i) ∈ Σret , w(i) ∈ Σint ).
e of well-matched words is the subset of Σ∗ inductively defined as follows:
The set WM (Σ)
e where  denotes the empty string, (ii) 2 · w ∈ WM (Σ)
e if 2 ∈ Σint and
(i)  ∈ WM (Σ),
0
e
e
e
w ∈ WM (Σ), and (iii) c · w · r · w ∈ WM (Σ) if c ∈ Σcall , r ∈ Σret , and w, w0 ∈ WM (Σ).
Let i be a call position of a word w. If there is j > i such that j is a return position
of w and w(i + 1) . . . w(j − 1) is a well-matched word (note that j is uniquely determined
if it exists), we say that j is the matching return of i along w, and i is the matching call of
e of minimally well-matched words is the set of well-matched
j along w. The set MWM (Σ)
words of the form c · w · r such that c is a call, r is a return, and w is well-matched
(note that r corresponds to the matching return of c). For a language L ⊆ Σ∗ , we define
def
e that is the set of words in L which are minimally well-matched.
MWM (L) = L∩MWM (Σ),
I Example 1. Let Σcall = {c}, Σret = {r}, and Σint = {2}. Consider the word w below.
The word w is not well-matched, in particular, the call at position 1 has no matching return
in w. Moreover, note that the subword w[2] . . . w[10] is minimally well-matched.

3

1

2

3

4

w = c

c

 c

5

6

7

8

9

10

 r

c

r

 r

Visibly Rational Expressions (VRE)

In this section, we introduce and investigate the class of Visibly Rational Expressions (VRE),
an extension of regular expressions obtained by adding two novel non-regular operators: the
binary M -substitution operator and the unary S-closure operator. First, we define the
corresponding operations on languages of finite words and show that VPL are effectively
closed under these operations. Then, in Subsection 3.1, we introduce VRE and establish
their effective language equivalence to the class of NVPA.
e = hΣcall , Σret , Σint i. For two languages L, L0 ⊆ Σ∗ of
Let us fix a pushdown alphabet Σ
0
finite words on Σ, we use L · L to denote the standard concatenation of L and L0 , and L∗
to denote the standard Kleene closure of L.
I Definition 2 (M -substitution). Let w ∈ Σ∗ , 2 ∈ Σint , and L ⊆ Σ∗ . The M -substitution
of 2 by L in w, denoted by w x2 L, is the language of finite words over Σ obtained by
replacing occurrences of 2 in w by minimally well-matched words in L. Formally, w x2 L
is inductively defined as follows:
def

ε x2 L = {ε};
def

(2 · w0 ) x2 L =
def



MWM (L) · (w0 x2 L) ∪ ({2} ∩ L) · (w0 x2 L)

(σ · w0 ) x2 L = {σ} · (w0 x2 L) for each σ ∈ Σ \ {2}.
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For two languages L, L0 ⊆ Σ∗ and 2 ∈ Σint , the M -substitution of 2 by L0 in L, written
L x2 L0 , is defined as
[
def
L x2 L0 =
w x2 L 0
w∈L

Note that x2 is associative. Moreover, if {2} ∩ L = ∅, then {2} x2 L = MWM (L).
I Example 3. Let Σcall = {c1 , c2 }, Σret = {r}, and Σint = {2}. Let us consider the
languages L = {cn1 2 2 rn | n ≥ 1} and L0 = {c2 }∗ · {r}∗ . Then L x2 L0 is given by
m k k n
{cn1 cm
2 r c2 r r | n, m, k ≥ 1}.
I Definition 4 (M -closure and S-closure). Given L ⊆ Σ∗ and 2 ∈ Σint , the M -closure of L
through 2, denoted by Lx2 , is defined as:
def

Lx2 =

[
n≥0

L x2 (L ∪ {2}) x2 . . . x2 (L ∪ {2}) .
|
{z
}
n occurrences of x2

The S-closure of L through 2, denoted by L 2 , is defined as (MWM (L))x2 . Note that
e The M -closure operator is a derived operator, since it can
L 2 is contained in MWM (Σ).
be expressed in terms of S-closure and M -substitution as follows:
Lx2 = L x2 (L

2

∪ {2})

I Example 5. Let Σcall = {c1 , c2 }, Σret = {r1 , r2 }, and Σint = {2}. Let us consider
the languages L = {2, c1 2 r1 , c2 2 r2 } and L0 = {c1 r1 , c2 r2 }. Then, Lx2 x2 L0 =
{ci1 ci2 . . . cin rin . . . ri2 ri1 | n ≥ 1, i1 , . . . , in ∈ {1, 2}}. One can easily show that there is no
regular language Lreg such that MWM (Lreg ) = Lx2 x2 L0 .
Now we show that VPL are closed under M -substitution, M -closure and S-closure.
0
e
I Theorem 6. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i and P 0 = hQ0 , qin
, Γ0 , ∆0 , F 0 i be two NVPA over Σ,
and 2 ∈ Σint . Then, one can construct in polynomial time:
1. an NVPA accepting (L(P)) 2 with |Q| + 2 states and |Γ| · (|Q| + 2) stack symbols.
2. an NVPA accepting L(P)x2 L(P 0 ) with |Q| + |Q0 | states and |Γ| + |Γ0 | · (|Q| + 1) stack
symbols.
3. an NVPA accepting (L(P))x2 with 2|Q| + 2 states and 2|Γ| · (|Q| + 1) stack symbols.

Proof. Here, we sketch the construction of the NVPA for Condition 1. Fix an NVPA P =
hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i. The construction consists of two steps. In the first step, we construct an
0
b ∆0 , F 0 i accepting MWM (L(P)), where Q0 ⊇ Q, |Q0 | = |Q| + 2,
NVPA P 0 = hQ0 , qin
, Γ ∪ Γ,
0
b
and Γ is a fresh copy of Γ; moreover, each push transition from qin
pushes onto the stack a
b
symbol in Γ and each internal transition is in ∆. In the second step, we construct an NVPA
b ∪ Q × Γ.
b Hence, the result
P 00 accepting (L(P 0 )) 2 with |Q0 | states and stack alphabet Γ ∪ Γ
00
follows. Here, we informally describe the construction of P . Essentially, P 00 simulates P 0
step by step, but when P 0 performs an internal transition of the form (q, 2, q 0 ), then from the
current state q, P 00 can choose to either process 2 as P 0 , or recursively process instead some
guessed word w ∈ L(P 0 ) 2 as follows. P 00 guesses a call c that is the initial symbol of w,
0
and chooses a push transition (qin
, c, p, γ) ∈ ∆0 from the initial state of P 0 (the construction
0
b
of P ensures that γ ∈ Γ). In the same step, P 00 pushes onto the stack both γ and the target
state q 0 ∈ Q of the internal transition (q, 2, q 0 ) of P 0 , and moves to state p. This compound
step allows P 00 to guarantee that when the stack is popped on reading the matching return
of c (corresponding to the last symbol of the guessed word w), P 00 can restart the simulation
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of P 0 from the desired control state q 0 . Moreover, when the matching return of c is read, P 00
guarantee that the pair (q 0 , γ) is popped from the stack if and only if from the current state
of P 00 , there is some pop transition of P 0 which pops γ and leads to some accepting state in
F 0 . Note that since P 0 accepts only minimally well-matched words, the pair (q 0 , γ) pushed
onto the stack is eventually popped.
J

3.1

VRE and Equivalence Between VRE and NVPA

e is defined as:
I Definition 7 (VRE). The syntax of VRE E over the pushdown alphabet Σ
E := ∅

ε

σ

(E ∪ E)

(E · E)

E∗

(E x2 E)

E

2

E x2

where σ ∈ Σ and 2 ∈ Σint . A pure VRE is a VRE which does not contain occurrences of the
M -closure operator x2 . A VRE E denotes a language of finite words over Σ, written L(E),
which is defined in the obvious way as follows:
L(∅) = ∅, L(ε) = {ε}, and L(σ) = {σ} for each σ ∈ Σ;
L(E1 ∪ E2 ) = L(E1 ) ∪ L(E2 ), L(E1 · E2 ) = L(E1 ) · L(E2 ), and L(E ∗ ) = [L(E)]∗ ;
L(E1 x2 E2 ) = L(E1 ) x2 L(E2 ), L(E 2 ) = [L(E)] 2 , and L(E x2 ) = [L(E)]x2 .
As usual, the size |E| of a VRE E is the length of the string describing E.
I Remark. By Definition 4, the M -closure operator is a derived operator. Hence, pure VRE
and unrestricted VRE capture the same class of languages.
It is known [1] that for the class of regular languages (over a pushdown alphabet), NVPA
can be exponentially more succinct than nondeterministic finite-state automata (NFA). We
establish an analogous result for VRE and regular expressions.
e and a family {Ln }n≥1 of regular languages
I Theorem 8. There are a pushdown alphabet Σ
e
over Σ such that for each n ≥ 1, Ln can be denoted by a VRE of size O(n) and every regular
expression denoting Ln has size at least 2Ω(n) .
e = hΣcall , Σret , {2}i with Σcall = {c1 , c2 } and Σret = {r1 , r2 }. For n ≥ 1,
Proof. Let Σ
let Ln be the finite (hence, regular) language {ci1 ci2 . . . cin rin . . . ri2 ri1 | i1 , . . . , in ∈ {1, 2}}.
Evidently, Ln can be expressed by the VRE of size O(n) given by E x2 E x2 . . . x2 E x2
{z
}
|
n−1 times

(c1 · r1 ∪ c2 · r2 ), where E = (c1 · 2 · r1 ∪ c2 · 2 · r2 ). However, as shown in [1], any NFA
accepting Ln requires at least 2n states. Thus, since regular expressions can be converted
in linear time into equivalent NFA, the result follows.
J
In the following, we show that VRE and NVPA are effectively language equivalent. First,
we recall the following known result [4].
0
I Theorem 9 (From [4]). Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i and P 0 = hQ0 , qin
, Γ0 , ∆0 , F 0 i be two
e
NVPA over Σ. Then, one can construct in linear time:
1. an NVPA accepting L(P) ∪ L(P 0 ) (resp. L(P) · L(P 0 )) with |Q| + |Q0 | states and |Γ| + |Γ0 |
stack symbols.
2. an NVPA accepting [L(P)]∗ with 2|Q| states and 2|Γ| stack symbols.

By Theorems 6 and 9, a given VRE can be effectively and compositionally translated
into an equivalent NVPA. However, due to Condition 3 in Theorem 6 (concerning the M closure operator) and Condition 2 in Theorem 9 (concerning the Kleene closure operator),
the translation can involve a singly exponential blow-up. In the next section, we show that
this exponential blow-up is due essentially to the presence of the M -closure operator (in
particular, we propose a quadratic time translation of pure VRE into equivalent NVPA).
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I Corollary 10. Given a VRE E, one can construct in singly exponential time an NVPA
accepting L(E).
Now, we show that any NVPA can be converted into an equivalent VRE. First, we need
some additional notation. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i be an NVPA over a pushdown alphabet
e Given p, p0 ∈ Q, a summary of P from p to p0 is a run π of P over some word w ∈
Σ.
e from a configuration of the form (p, β) to a configuration of the form (p0 , β 0 ) for
MWM (Σ)
e from
some stack contents β and β 0 . Observe that if π is such a run over w ∈ MWM (Σ)
0
0
0
(p, β) to (p , β ), then β = β and the portion of the stack corresponding to β is never read
in π. In particular, there is also a run of P from (p, ⊥) to (p0 , ⊥) over w which uses the same
transitions used by π. Given a run π of P over some word w and S ⊆ Q × Q, we say that
the run π uses only sub-summaries from S whenever for all q, q 0 ∈ Q, if there is subrun of π
which is a summary from q to q 0 , then (q, q 0 ) ∈ S. Given a finite alphabet Λ disjoint from
e Λ the pushdown alphabet hΣcall , Σret , Σint ∪ Λi obtained by interpreting
Σ, we denote by Σ
the elements in Λ as internal actions.
I Theorem 11. Given an NVPA P, one can construct in single exponential time a VRE E
such that L(E) = L(P).
Proof. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i. We construct a finite alphabet Λ disjoint from Σ and a
e Λ denoting L(P); the additional symbols in Λ are used only as parameters
VRE E over Σ
for intermediate substitutions. The alphabet Λ is given by {2pp0 | p, p0 ∈ Q}. Moreover,
e Λ obtained from P by adding for
we define PΛ = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆Λ , F i as the NVPA over Σ
0
each (p, p ) ∈ Q × Q, the internal transition (p, 2pp0 , p0 ). Given q, q 0 ∈ Q, S ⊆ Q × Q,
and Λ0 ⊆ Λ, we define R(q, q 0 , S, Λ0 ) as the language of finite words w over ΣΛ0 (ΣΛ0 is the
e Λ0 ) such that there is a run of PΛ over w from (q, ⊥) to some configuration of
support of Σ
0
the form (q , β) which uses only sub-summaries from S.2 By construction, L(P) is the union
of the sets R(q, q 0 , Q × Q, ∅) such that q = qin and q 0 ∈ F . Thus, the theorem follows from
the fact that for all q, q 0 ∈ Q, S ⊆ Q × Q, and Λ0 ⊆ Λ, the languages R(q, q 0 , S, Λ0 ) and
WM (R(q, q 0 , S, Λ0 )) can be effectively denoted by VRE of sizes singly exponential in the size
def
e The proof of this fact proceeds
of P, where WM (R(q, q 0 , S, Λ0 )) = R(q, q 0 , S, Λ0 ) ∩ WM (Σ).
by induction on the cardinality of the finite set S.
Base case: S = ∅. The proof of the base case is simple. In particular, the languages
R(q, q 0 , ∅, Λ0 ) and WM (R(q, q 0 , ∅, Λ0 )) are regular.
Induction step: S = S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )} with (p, p0 ) ∈
/ S 0 . Let Pp→p0 be the set:
{(s, c, r, s0 ) ∈ Q × Σcall × Σret × Q | there is γ ∈ Γ.(p, c, s, γ), (s0 , r, γ, p0 ) ∈ ∆}
So, Pp→p0 is the set of tuples (s, c, r, s0 ) such that there is a push transition from p to s
reading the call c and a matching pop transition from s0 to p0 reading r. Moreover, let
S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) be the language over ΣΛ0 defined as follows:
S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) :=

[
x2 0 
pp
{c} · WM (R(s, s0 , S 0 , Λ0 ∪ {2pp0 })) · {r}
x2pp0
(s,c,r,s0 )∈Pp→p0



[

{c} · WM (R(s, s0 , S 0 , Λ0 )) · {r}



(s,c,r,s0 )∈Pp→p0

2

e Λ0 ), then β = ⊥.
note that if w ∈ WM (Σ
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e Λ0 ) such
Note that S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) represents the set of words w ∈ MWM (Σ
0
that there is a summary of PΛ over w from p to p which uses only sub-summaries from
S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}. By the induction hypothesis, the sets WM (R(s, s0 , S 0 , Λ0 ∪ {2pp0 })) and
WM (R(s, s0 , S 0 , Λ0 )) used in the definition of S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) can be effectively dee Λ denoting the language S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪
noted by VRE. Thus, one can construct a VRE over Σ
0
0
{(p, p )}, Λ ). Now, we observe that:
WM (R(q, q 0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 )) = WM (R(q, q 0 , S 0 , Λ0 )) ∪
WM (R(q, q 0 , S 0 , Λ0 ∪ {2pp0 })) x2pp0 S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 )
R(q, q 0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) = R(q, q 0 , S 0 , Λ0 ) ∪
R(q, q 0 , S 0 , Λ0 ∪ {2pp0 }) x2pp0 S(p, p0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 )
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, it holds that the languages WM (R(q, q 0 , S 0 ∪{(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ))
and R(q, q 0 , S 0 ∪ {(p, p0 )}, Λ0 ) can be effectively denoted by VRE. Moreover, by expanding
recursively the above equalities until the base case (the number of iterations is at most |Q|2 ),
we deduce that each of the constructed VRE has size singly exponential in the size of the
NVPA P. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
J
By Corollary 10 and Theorem 11, we obtain the following result.
I Corollary 12. (Pure) Visibly Rational Expressions capture the class of VPL.

4

Pure VRE

In this section, first, we show that pure VRE can be compositionally translated in quadratic
time into equivalent NVPA. The key of the proposed efficient and elegant translation is
represented by a subclass of NVPA, we call strong NVPA. Then, in Subsection 4.1, we
establish the exact complexity of some language decision problems for pure VRE. Fix a
b
e In the following, we use an additional special stack symbol ⊥.
pushdown alphabet Σ.
e is an NVPA P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i over Σ
e such that
I Definition 13. A strong NVPA over Σ
b
⊥ ∈ Γ and the following holds:
Initial State Requirement: qin ∈
/ F and there are no transitions leading to qin .
Final State Requirement: there are no transitions from accepting states.
Push Requirement: every push transition from the initial state qin pushes onto the stack the
b
special symbol ⊥.
b p) ∈ ∆.
Pop Requirement: for all q, p ∈ Q and r ∈ Σret , (q, r, ⊥, p) ∈ ∆ iff (q, r, ⊥,
Well-formed (semantic) Requirement: for all w ∈ L(P), every initialized accepting run of
b ∗ · ⊥.
P over w leads to a configuration whose stack content is in {⊥}
Note that the initial state requirement implies that ε ∈
/ L(P).
The push requirement is used in particular to implement in an efficient way M -substitution
and S-closure. Moreover, the pop requirement ensures that pop operations which pop
b have the same effect as popping the empty stack (i.e., the
the special stack symbol ⊥
stack containing just the special bottom symbol ⊥). This requirement and the well-formed
requirement are used in particular to implement in an efficient way concatenation and Kleene
closure. In the following, we first show that strong NVPA are “efficiently" closed under union,
concatenation, and Kleene closure.
0
I Theorem 14. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i and P 0 = hQ0 , qin
, Γ0 , ∆0 , F 0 i be two strong NVPA
e Then, one can construct in linear time
over Σ.
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1. a strong NVPA accepting L(P) ∪ L(P 0 ) (resp., L(P) · L(P 0 )) with |Q| + |Q0 | + 1 states
and |Γ| + |Γ0 | − 1 stack symbols, and
2. a strong NVPA accepting [L(P)]∗ \ {ε} with |Q| + 1 states and |Γ| stack symbols.
Proof. We prove Condition 2 (Condition 1 is simpler). Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i be a
e an q 0 be a fresh control state. Define P 0 = hQ ∪ {q 0 }, q 0 , Γ, ∆0 , F i,
strong NVPA over Σ
in
in
in
0
where ∆ is obtained from ∆ by adding new transitions as follows. First, for each transition
t ∈ ∆ leading to an accepting state, we add the transition obtained from t by replacing the
target state of t with the initial state qin . Let ∆0 be the resulting set of transitions. Then,
∆0 is obtained from ∆0 by adding the following transitions: for each transition t ∈ ∆0
from the initial state qin , we add the transition obtained from t by replacing the source
0
state of t with the new initial state qin
. Note that the construction is identical to the
classical one used for regular languages. Now, we prove that P 0 is a strong NVPA accepting
[L(P)]∗ \{ε}. Hence, the result follows. Since P is a strong NVPA, by construction, it follows
that P 0 satisfies the initial and final state requirements and the push and pop requirements
of Definition 13. Thus, it remains to show that L(P 0 ) = [L(P)]∗ \ {ε} and P 0 satisfies the
well-formed requirement.
Here, we show that L(P 0 ) ⊆ [L(P)]∗ \ {ε} and P 0 satisfies the well formed requirement.
Let w ∈ L(P 0 ) (note that w 6= ε since P 0 satisfies the initial state requirement) and π be an
w
0
initialized accepting run of P 0 over w of the form (qin
, ⊥) −→(qacc , β) for some stack content
∗
b ∗ · ⊥. By construction,
β and qacc ∈ F . We need to show that w ∈ [L(P)] \ {ε} and β ∈ {⊥}
w is of the form w = w1 · . . . · wn for some n ≥ 1, such that w1 , . . . , wn are non-empty and
there are runs π1 ,. . ., πn of P over w1 , . . ., wn , respectively, of the form
w

w

1
2
π1 = (qin , ⊥) −→
(p1 , β1 ), π2 = (qin , β1 ) −→
(p2 , β2 ), . . . ,

w

n
πn = (qin , βn−1 ) −→
(pn , βn )

where pi ∈ F for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and β = βn . We show by induction on i that wi ∈ L(P) and
b ∗ · ⊥ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, hence the result follows. Since π1 is an initialized accepting
βi ∈ {⊥}
run of P over w1 and P satisfies the well-formed requirement, the result for the base case
wi
holds. For the induction step, let us consider the run πi = (qin , βi−1 ) −→
(pi , βi ) with i > 1.
∗
b
b m ·⊥
By the induction hypothesis, βi−1 ∈ {⊥} · ⊥. Moreover, βi is of the form βi = βi0 · {⊥}
0
for some m ≥ 0, where βi consists of the symbols pushed on the stack along πi on reading the
unmatched call positions of wi . Since P satisfies the pop requirement, we easily deduce that
wi
there is also an initialized accepting run of P over wi of the form πi = (qin , ⊥) −→
(pi , βi0 · ⊥).
b ∗ . Hence, βi ∈ {⊥}
b ∗ · ⊥, and we are
Since P satisfies the well-formed requirement, βi0 ∈ {⊥}
done. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
J
Next we show that strong NVPA are “efficiently" closed under M -substitution and Sclosure. For this, we need the following preliminary result.
e Then, one can construct
I Lemma 15. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i be a strong NVPA over Σ.
e
in linear time a strong NVPA over Σ accepting MWM (L(P)) with |Q| states and |Γ| + 1
stack symbols.
0
I Theorem 16. Let P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i and P 0 = hQ0 , qin
, Γ0 , ∆0 , F 0 i be two strong NVPA
e and 2 ∈ Σint . Then, one can construct in linear time: (1) a strong NVPA accepting
over Σ,
(L(P)) 2 with |Q| states and |Q| + |Γ| + 1 stack symbols, and (2) a strong NVPA accepting
L(P)x2 L(P 0 ) with |Q| + |Q0 | states and |Γ| + |Γ0 | + |Q| stack symbols.

Proof. Here, we focus on Condition (1). Given a strong NVPA P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i over
e such that L(P) ⊆ MWM (Σ),
e we construct a strong NVPA P 0 accepting (L(P)) 2 with
Σ
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|Q| states and |Q| + |Γ| stack symbols. Hence, by Lemma 15, Condition (1) in the theorem
follows. W.l.o.g. we assume that Q and Γ are disjoint and all the transitions from the initial
state are push transitions. The NVPA P 0 is given by P 0 = hQ, qin , Γ ∪ Q, ∆0 , F i, where ∆0
is obtained from ∆ by adding the following transitions:
New Push transitions: for each internal transition (q, 2, p) ∈ ∆ – note that q 6= qin –
b ∈ ∆, we add
and for each push transition from the initial state of the form (qin , c, q 0 , ⊥)
0
the new push transition (q, c, q , p).
b qacc ) ∈ ∆ which pops the special
New Pop transitions: for each pop transition (q, r, ⊥,
b and leads to an accepting state qacc ∈ F , we add for each p ∈ Q \ {qin },
stack symbol ⊥
the new pop transition (q, r, p, p).
Correctness of the construction directly follows from the following claim.
e accepting [L(P)] 2 .
Claim: P 0 is a strong NVPA over Σ

J

Now, we can prove the main result of this section.
I Theorem 17. Let E be a pure VRE. Then, one can construct in quadratic time an NVPA
P accepting L(E) with at most |E| + 1 states and |E|2 stack symbols.
Proof. Since one can trivially check in linear time whether ε ∈ L(E), it suffices to show
that one can construct in quadratic time a strong NVPA accepting L(E) \ {ε} with at most
|E| + 1 states and |E|2 stack symbols. The proof is by induction on |E|. The base case
is trivial. For the induction step, the result easily follows from the induction hypothesis
and Theorems 14 and 16. As example, we illustrate the case where E = E1 x2 E2 . By the
1
induction hypothesis, one can construct two strong NVPA P1 = hQ1 , qin
, Γ1 , ∆1 , F1 i and
2
P2 = hQ2 , qin
, Γ2 , ∆2 , F2 i accepting L(E1 ) \ {ε} and L(E2 ) \ {ε}, respectively. Moreover,
|Q1 | ≤ |E1 |+1, |Q2 | ≤ |E2 |+1, |Γ1 | ≤ |E1 |2 , and |Γ2 | ≤ |E2 |2 . By Theorem 16, one can construct in linear time a strong NVPA P = hQ, qin , Γ, ∆, F i accepting (L(E1 )\{ε})x2 (L(E2 )\
{ε}) = L(E) \ {ε}. Moreover, |Q| = |Q1 | + |Q2 | and |Γ| = |Γ1 | + |Γ2 | + |Q1 |. Hence,
|Γ| ≤ |E1 |2 + |E2 |2 + |E1 | + 1 ≤ (|E1 | + |E2 | + 1)2 = |E|2 and |Q| ≤ |E1 | + |E2 | + 2 = |E| + 1,
and the result follows.
J

4.1

Decision Problems for pure VRE

In this section, we show the following result.
I Theorem 18. The universality, inclusion, and language equivalence problems for pure
VRE are EXPTIME-complete.
Sketched proof. The upper bounds directly follow from Theorem 17 and EXPTIME-completeness of universality, inclusion, and equivalence for NVPA [4]. For the lower bounds, it
is sufficient to show EXPTIME-hardness for the universality problem. This is proved by a
polynomial time reduction from the word problem for polynomial space bounded alternating
Turing Machines (TM) with a binary branching degree, which is a well-known EXPTIMEcomplete problem [11]. Fix such a machine M with input alphabet A and set of states Q.
Since M is polynomial space bounded, there is an integer constant k ≥ 1 such that for each
α ∈ A∗ , the space needed by M on the input α is bounded by |α|k . Fix an input α and let
n = |α|. W.l.o.g. we can assume that k = 1, n > 1, and each (reachable) TM configuration
(from the fixed input α) can be described by a word in A∗ · (Q × A) · A∗ of length exactly
n. Let Tfull be the configuration-labeled binary tree corresponding to the unwinding of M
from the initial configuration associated with the input α. A computation tree T of M
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(over α) is a finite tree obtained from Tfull by pruning subtrees rooted at children of nodes
labeled by existential configurations; T is accepting if each leaf is labeled by an accepting
TM configuration. M accepts α if there is an accepting computation tree (over α). We use
a standard encoding of computation trees T by minimally well-matched words wT over a
e [9, 4], where the given tree T is processed in depth-first order.
suitable pushdown alphabet Σ
This encoding ensures the following crucial property: for all nodes x and y of T labeled by
TM configurations Cx and Cy such that y is the child of x, there is a subword of wT encoding
e encoding accepting
Cx · Cy or its reverse. Let Codes(α) be the set of words w ∈ MWM (Σ)
computation trees (over α). Then, we show that it is possible to construct in time polynomial
e which denotes the language Σ∗ \ Codes(α). Hence,
in n and the size of M a pure VRE over Σ
the result follows.
J

5

ω-Visibly Rational Expressions (ω-VRE)

In this section, we introduce the class of ω-Visibly Rational Expressions (ω-VRE) and provide
e For a
a Büchi-like theorem for ω-VPL in terms of ω-VRE. Fix a pushdown alphabet Σ.
ω
language L of finite words over Σ, we denote by L the standard ω-Kleene closure of L.
e is inductively defined as follows:
I Definition 19. The syntax of ω-VRE I over Σ
I := (E)ω

(I ∪ I)

(E · I)

e Note that ω-VRE are defined similarly to ω-regular expressions.
where E is a VRE over Σ.
An ω-VRE I is pure if every VRE subexpression is pure. An ω-VRE I denotes a language
of infinite words over Σ, written L(I), defined in the obvious way: L(E ω ) = [L(E)]ω ,
L(I ∪ I 0 ) = L(I) ∪ L(I 0 ), and L(E · I) = L(E) · L(I).
We show that ω-VRE capture the class of ω-VPL. For this, we need the following preliminary result establishing that ω-VPL can be expressed in terms of VPL in the same way as
ω-regular languages can be expressed in terms of regular languages.
e Then, there are n ≥ 1 and VPL
I Theorem 20. Let L be a ω-VPL with respect to Σ.
Si=n
0
0
e
L1 , L1 , . . . , Ln , Ln with respect to Σ such that L = i=1 Li · (L0i )ω . Moreover, the characterization is constructive.
Since ω-VPL are effectively closed under ω-Kleene closure and under (left) concatenation
with VPL (and the constructions can be done in linear time) [4], by Corollary 10, it follows
that ω-VRE can be converted into equivalent ω-NVPA in single exponential time. Moreover,
by using strong NVPA and constructions very similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 14, we can show that pure ω-VRE can be converted into equivalent Büchi ω-NVPA in
quadratic time. Thus, by Theorem 20 we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 21. (Pure) ω-VRE capture the class of ω-VPL. Moreover, pure ω-VRE can be
converted in quadratic time into equivalent Büchi ω-NVPA.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have provided a Kleene/Büchi theorem for VPL. From a theoretical point of
view, there are some interesting open questions. For example, the succinctness gap between
VRE and NVPA (it is well-known that NFA are exponentially more succinct than regular
expressions). From a practical point of view, it remains to be seen whether VRE are useful
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as a specification language for nested word search and for XML schemas. Another line of
future work is the combination of VRE with temporal logics for nested words (like CaRet [2]),
as done for word regular languages [13, 17].
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Abstract
In order to verify protocols that tag messages with integer values, we investigate the decidability
of the reachability problem for systems of communicating one-counter machines. These systems
consist of local one-counter machines that asynchronously communicate by exchanging the value
of their counters via, a priori unbounded, Fifo channels. This model extends communicating
finite-state machines (Cfsm) by infinite-state local processes and an infinite message alphabet.
The main result of the paper is a complete characterization of the communication topologies that
have a solvable reachability question. As already Cfsm exclude the possibility of automatic verification in presence of mutual communication, we also consider an under-approximative approach
to the reachability problem, based on rendezvous synchronization.
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1

Introduction

One of the most challenging and imperative problems in computer science today is the
verification of the nowadays ubiquitous distributed systems, as these are increasingly applied
in vital and sensitive areas. Such systems consist of several processes that asynchronously
exchange data over a network topology. A well-established model, known as communicating
finite-state machines (Cfsm), combines local finite-state machines with point-to-point,
unbounded Fifo queues that pass messages from a finite alphabet. Cfsm laid the foundation
for a family of infinite-state models parametrized by the computational power of the local
machines, such as communicating Petri nets [10] and pushdown systems [14, 13].
However, basic safety verification questions, like reachability, are known to be undecidable
for Cfsm already on simple topologies [6, 17]. One important line of current research is the
influence of the underlying communication topology to these verification questions when
we restrict the interplay between communication and the local machine’s power [14, 7, 13].
In this paper, we extend this research towards the verification of communicating machines
that locally use counters and can exchange these via message passing, thus introducing two
additional sources of infinity to Cfsm’s unbounded channels. Infinite message alphabets are
demanded in practice to model protocols based on (a priori unbounded) sequence numbers.
Motivating Example. A simple sliding window protocol is depicted in Figure 1. A sender
transmits a sequence number (ignoring additional data) to a receiver that advances the
expected sequence number if it got the right message, demands to resend the expected
© A. Heußner, T. Le Gall, G. Sutre;
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c2 !x

Figure 1 A simple sliding window protocol: sender on the left, receiver on the right.

message, or fails if the sequence number was already received. Checking the correctness of
such protocols (here, whether the error state is reachable) is the main topic of this paper.
Contributions. We present the formal model of systems of communicating one-counter
machines. This model is parametrized by a communication topology, specifying point-topoint Fifo channels between processes. Processes are one-counter machines that can send or
receive the contents of their local counter. We consider an extension of one-counter machines
where tests are not limited to zero-tests x = 0, but can be any unary Presburger predicate
ϕ(x). Channels are a priori unbounded, and messages are natural numbers. Different ways of
relating these messages to the machine’s local counters are investigated. As our main result,
we establish a complete classification of the topologies over which the reachability problem for
systems of communicating one-counter machines is decidable. The underlying proof relies, on
the one hand, on a reduction from the well-known undecidability of the reachability problem
for two-counters Minsky machines. On the other hand, we use a reduction technique that
inductively combines one-counter machines along a hierarchical order, which is based on the
topology. This way, the reachability problem is reduced to the case of two processes that are
connected by one channel. We show that the reachability problem is decidable in this setting.
Our decidability results are based on summarizing the behavior of a process between
each communication action. Recall that the reachability relation of a one-counter machine is
definable in Presburger arithmetic (see, e.g., [11]). But Presburger-definable binary relations
are not closed under transitive closure, which makes them unsuitable for our summarizationbased approach. As key ingredient to our proofs, we exhibit a class of binary Presburger
predicates that corresponds exactly to one-counter reachability relations. Our characterization
entails that this class is effectively closed under transitive closure, and that one-counter
reachability relations are effectively closed under intersection.
As the undecidable topologies include cyclic architectures, that nevertheless are important
in practice to permit mutual communication, we also consider an under-approximative
approach based on eager runs, i.e., runs where a send action is directly followed by its
reception. We characterize the strongly-connected topologies that have a decidable eagerreachability problem. In particular, the topology of our motivating example, which is a cycle
of length two, allows to decide the verification problem (for eager runs).
Related Works. The basic undecidability result for Cfsm [6] is the corner stone for most
ongoing research on models based local machines that communicate over Fifo channels.
Prominent approaches to regain decidability for reachability/safety are restrictions on the
size of the channels or the message alphabets (already in [6, 17]), as well as the focus on lossy
channel systems [9, 1]. Recent research dealt with the influence of the underlying topology on
decidability questions, e.g., systems mixing lossy and perfect channels [7]. Communicating
pushdown machines focus on a typing of channel ends that forces the decoupling of pushdown
and channel actions [14, 13]. Restricting the local pushdown alphabet to a singleton, but
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extending the finite message alphabet to an infinite one leads in our case to an incomparable
model. However, we similarly arrive at favorable decidability results for tree-like architectures,
which are more restricted than those in [13] even when regarding only eager communication.
Cfsm-style systems with infinite message alphabets were discussed in [15], but this work
focused on the definition of a static analysis technique, and thus the practical implementation
of verification algorithms. Also closely related are data words and their different underlying
automata models that rely on an infinite input/output alphabet and local registers [3, 4].
However, these automata only allow to use an equality test on the infinite data alphabet and
not to modify and test registers like counters do.
Counter machines are a classical formalism in computer science [16]. Besides the twocounters (Minsky) machines, which are Turing-complete, the verification of one-counter
automata has gained a renewed interest recently [8, 12, 2]. Using one-counter automata with
Presburger tests also appears in [5], yet only as symbolic representation of reachability sets
and not as operational model for the underlying programs.
Outline. We introduce systems of communicating one-counter machines in Section 2. Section 3 presents our main result: the characterization of communication topologies that have
a solvable reachability question. The proof of the positive case is provided in Section 4.
Section 5 presents preliminary results on the decidability of the reachability question when
we only consider eager runs. Some conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 6.

2

Systems of Communicating One-Counter Machines

Given a (possibly infinite) alphabet M , let M ∗ denote the set of all finite words over M ,
ε ∈ M ∗ the empty word, and u · v the concatenation of two words u, v ∈ M ∗ . For a set
of values X and a finite set of indices I, we write X I for the set of all mappings from I
to X. Such mappings may be interpreted as I-indexed X-valued vectors. Let xi denote the
i-th component of a vector x ∈ X I . Two constant vectors are introduced, for convenience:
0 ∈ NI , which maps every index to 0, and ε ∈ (M ∗ )I , which maps every index to ε.
Communication Topologies. In our framework, channels are point-to-point. Each channel c
has a source endpoint src(c), and a destination endpoint dst(c). These endpoints are pairs (p, ∗)
where p is the process communicating at the endpoint, and ∗ ∈ {•, ◦} is the communication
type of the endpoint. We introduce the types • and ◦ to model two communication policies
that relate the message and the local counter of a machine before and after communication
on an endpoint. We assert that ◦ is more restrictive than •, namely, that the value of the
local counter is “lost” by a communication with type ◦. This difference is formalized in the
semantics introduced subsequently. First, let us formally define communication topologies.
I Definition 2.1. A topology is a quadruple T = hP, C, src, dsti where P is a finite, non-empty
set of processes, C is a finite, possibly empty set of channels, src : C → P × {•, ◦} is a source
mapping, and dst : C → P × {•, ◦} is a destination mapping.
For better readability, we slightly abuse notation by identifying an endpoint (p, ∗) with its
process p or its type ∗, depending on the context. For instance, we write src(c) = p instead
of src(c) = (p, ∗) for some ∗ ∈ {•, ◦}. Given a process p ∈ P , we let C(p) denote the set of
all channels with source or destination p. Formally, C(p) = {c ∈ C | src(c) = p ∨ dst(c) = p}.
The communication type of a process p on a channel c ∈ C(p) that is not a self-loop, written
typ(p, c), is the unique ∗ ∈ {•, ◦} such that (p, ∗) is an endpoint of c.
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c

For each channel c ∈ C, we let
denote the binary relation on the set of processes
c
P defined by p
q if p = src(c) and q = dst(c). Naturally, any topology may be viewed
c
as the labeled directed graph (P, { }c∈C ). We assume some familiarity with classical
notions on directed graphs, such as weak connectedness, strong connectedness, leaf nodes,
c
c
c
etc. We also introduce the undirected binary relation
, defined by p
q if p
q or
c
p
q. An undirected path in T is an alternating sequence (p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn ), of processes
c
pi ∈ P and channels ci ∈ C, such that pi−1 i pi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Moreover, the
undirected path is called simple when p0 , . . . , pn are distinct. A simple undirected cycle in
T is an undirected path (p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn ), with n ≥ 1, such that p1 , . . . , pn are distinct,
c1 , . . . , cn are distinct, and p0 = pn . A simple undirected shunt in T is a simple undirected
path (p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn ), with n ≥ 2, such that typ(p0 , c1 ) = • and typ(pn , cn ) = •.
I Definition 2.2. Let T be a topology. T is called cycle-free if it contains no simple
undirected cycle. T is called shunt-free if it contains no simple undirected shunt.
I Remark. Our notion of shunt is close to the confluence criterion presented in [13] for
communicating pushdown processes. Simply put, confluence permits to synchronize two
pushdown stacks, and a shunt permits to synchronize two counters, as will be seen later.
However, shunts require at least one additional, intermediary process whereas confluence can
c
q with channel
be established directly between two processes. In our case, the topology p
endpoints of type • is shunt-free, and will be shown to have a decidable reachability problem.
Systems of Communicating One-Counter Machines. Classically, one-counter machines
are finite-state automata, equipped with a counter, represented by a variable x, that holds
a non-negative integer value. The counter is initially set to zero, and can be incremented,
decremented (provided that it remains non-negative), and tested for zero. In this paper, we
consider an extension of counter machines where tests can be any unary Presburger predicate
ϕ(x). Such Presburger tests do not increase the expressive power of one-counter machines in
terms of recognized languages [5]. We will show in the next section that the same property
holds for their binary reachability relations. Presburger tests will be handy to merge several
communicating one-counter machines in a single communicating one-counter machine.
Recall that Presbuger arithmetic is the first-order theory of the natural numbers with
addition. A n-ary Presburger predicate is a Presburger formula ϕ with exactly n free variables.
As usual, we write ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ) to indicate that x1 , . . . , xn are the free variables of ϕ. We
let Pn denote the set of all n-ary Presburger predicates.
I Definition 2.3. A system of communicating one-counter machines is a pair
S = hT , (Mp )p∈P i where T is a topology and, for each process p in P , Mp is a quintuple
Mp = hS p , I p , F p , Ap , ∆p i, called a communicating one-counter machine, where
S p is a finite set of states,
I p , F p ⊆ S p are subsets of initial states and final states,
Ap ⊆ Acnt ∪ Apcom is a finite set of actions, where
Acnt = {add(k) | k ∈ Z} ∪ {test(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ P1 }
Apcom = {c ! | c ∈ C ∧ src(c) = p} ∪ {c ? | c ∈ C ∧ dst(c) = p}
∆p ⊆ S p × Ap × S p is a finite set of transition rules.
We give the operational semantics JS K of a system of communicating one-counter machines S as a labeled transition system. A configuration of JS K is triple σ = (s, x, w) where
s maps each process p to a state in S p , x maps each process p to a counter value in N, and
w maps each channel c to a word over the set of natural numbers. Formally, the set of
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Q
configurations of JS K is ( p∈P S p ) × NP × (N∗ )C . An initial configuration is a configuration
(s, x, w) such that x = 0, w = ε, and sp ∈ I p for all p ∈ P . Analogously, a final configuration
is a configuration (s, x, w) such that x = 0, w = ε, and sp ∈ F p for all p ∈ P . The transition
relation of JS K, written →, is the set of all triples (σ1 , a, σ2 ), where σ1 = (s1 , x1 , w1 ) and
σ2 = (s2 , x2 , w2 ) are configurations, and a is an action in Ap , for some p ∈ P , satisfying the
following conditions:
(sp1 , a, sp2 ) ∈ ∆p and sq1 = sq2 for all q ∈ P with q 6= p,
if a = add(k) then xp2 = xp1 + k, xq1 = xq2 for all q ∈ P with q 6= p, and w1 = w2 ,
if a = test(ϕ(x)) then the valuation {x 7→ xp1 } satisfies ϕ(x), x1 = x2 and w1 = w2 ,
if a = c !, then
w2c = w1c · xp1 and w1d = w2d for all d ∈ C with d 6= c, and
if src(c) = • then x1 = x2 ; otherwise xq1 = xq2 for all q ∈ P with q 6= p.
if a = c ?, then
w1c = xp2 · w2c and w1d = w2d for all d ∈ C with d 6= c, and
if dst(c) = • then x1 = x2 ; otherwise xq1 = xq2 for all q ∈ P with q 6= p.
a

For readability, we write σ1 −
→ σ2 in place of (σ1 , a, σ2 ) ∈ →. Notice that we do not
explicitly index actions by the process that fires them, but we assert that one implicitly
knows which process moves on each transition. A run of JS K is a finite, alternating sequence
ai
ρ = (σ0 , a1 , σ1 , . . . , an , σn ) of configurations σi and actions ai , satisfying σi−1 −→
σi for all i.
∗
We say that ρ is a run from σ0 to σn , and, abusing notation, we shortly write ρ = σ0 −
→ σn .
The length of ρ is n, and is denoted by |ρ|. A run of length zero consists of a single
configuration. A full run of JS K is a run from an initial configuration to a final configuration.
The semantics of counter operations add(k) and test(ϕ) is the usual one. A send or
receive action on a channel appends or removes a message in N, as one would expect. However,
there are additional restrictions on the interplay of the communicated message and the local
counter. If the endpoint of the channel has type •, the message must equal the value of
the counter before and after the action. So the value of the counter is not modified by a
communication on this endpoint. On the contrary, if the endpoint has type ◦, then the local
counter value is “lost” by a communication on this endpoint:
an emission transfers the value of the counter from the process to the channel; the counter
is non-deterministically set to an arbitrary value after the emission.
a reception transfers the message from the channel to the local counter; the behavior
mirrors that of an emission.
Exchange of Messages from a Finite Alphabet. On the contrary to classical communicating
finite-state machines (Cfsm), communicating one-counter machines cannot (directly) send
or receive messages from an arbitrary finite alphabet M . However, they are able to perform
these actions indirectly, as follows. Assume, without loss of generality, that M is a finite set
of natural numbers. Sending a message m ∈ M on a channel c, like a Cfsm would, simply
amounts to setting the local counter to m, and performing an emission on c. Receiving a
message m ∈ M from a channel c, like a Cfsm would, is done by performing a reception
from c, and checking that the received message is m. To realize this check, the machine
simply sets its counter to m before the reception, for an endpoint with type •,
or checks that the counter equals m after the reception, for an endpoint with type ◦.
Note that in this simulation of Cfsm-style communications, the counter is forcibly set to
the (bounded) value corresponding to the message being exchanged, even for endpoints with
type •. We show, in the next section, another simulation of Cfsm-style communications
where one of the two peers is able to retain the value of its counter.
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A Characterization of Topologies with Solvable Reachability

We investigate the power of systems of communicating one-counter machines with regard to
their communication topology. Therefore, we introduce the reachability problem parametrized
by a given topology. Recall that a full run of JS K is a run from an initial configuration to a
final configuration.
I Definition 3.1. Given a topology T , the reachability problem for systems of communicating
one-counter machines with topology T , denoted by Rp-Sc1cm(T ), is defined as follows:
Input: a system of communicating one-counter machines S with topology T ,
Output: whether there exists a full run in JS K.
The main result of the paper is a complete classification of the topologies that have a
solvable reachability problem. We observe that, in absence of shunts, systems of communicating one-counter machines are still more expressive than Cfsm, but their reachability
problems are decidable for the same topologies, namely, cycle-free topologies [17].
I Theorem 3.2. Given a topology T , Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is decidable if and only if T is cycle-free
and shunt-free.
The proof of the theorem is presented at the end of this section for the “only if” direction,
and in Section 4 for the “if” direction. Before that, let us provide a decomposition of
topologies that are cycle-free and shunt-free. Observe that a weakly-connected topology is
cycle-free if and only if there is a unique simple undirected path between every two processes.
I Proposition 3.3. Let T be a weakly-connected topology with at least two processes. If
c
T is cycle-free and shunt-free, then there are two distinct processes r, r0 , with r
r0 for
some channel c, such that, for every simple undirected path (p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn , d, q) with
p0 ∈ {r, r0 } and q 6∈ {r, r0 }, the process q has type ◦ on the channel d.
An example illustrating the proposition is provided in Figure 2(a). This weakly-connected
topology is cycle-free and shunt-free. Therefore, its underlying undirected graph is a tree.
The processes r and r0 may be seen as two “roots”, connected by a channel. All other
processes are descendants of these two “roots”, and have type ◦ on the channel (input or
output) that leads to the root, as required by Proposition 3.3. Note, however, that r and r0
are allowed to have type • on all channels. Recall that a process with type ◦ on a channel
“loses” the value of its counter when it communicates over this channel. On the contrary, no
loss of information occurs with type •. But an endpoint with type • can simulate an endpoint
with type ◦, by artificially “losing” the value of the local counter. We formalize this property
by introducing the partial order v on {◦, •} defined by ◦ < •. This partial order is extended
to endpoints in the natural way: (p, ∗) v (p0 , ∗0 ) if p = p0 and ∗ v ∗0 . Given two topologies
T = hPT , CT , srcT , dstT i and U = hPU , CU , srcU , dstU i, we say that U is a sub-topology of T
if PU ⊆ PT , CU ⊆ CT , and, for every channel c ∈ CU , it holds that srcU (c) v srcT (c) and
dstU (c) v dstT (c). As one would expect, sub-topologies have an easier reachability problem.
I Proposition 3.4. For every topology T and for every sub-topology U of T , Rp-Sc1cm(U)
is reducible to Rp-Sc1cm(T ).
Cycle-freeness and Shunt-freeness of Decidable Topologies. In the remainder of this
section, we prove the “only if” direction of Theorem 3.2, namely that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is
undecidable if T contains a simple undirected cycle or a simple undirected shunt. As seen
in Section 2, systems of communicating one-counter machines can simulate Cfsm, and
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Figure 2 Topologies: (a) weakly connected cycle-free and shunt-free topology, (b) topology
containing a leaf process q with type ◦ on its pendant channel, (c) decidable two-processes case.

the simulation preserves the topology. Moreover, the reachability problem for Cfsm with
topology T is known to be undecidable if T contains a simple undirected cycle [17, 14].
It follows that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is undecidable if T contains a simple undirected cycle. The
following lemma completes the proof of the “only if” direction of Theorem 3.2.
I Lemma 3.5. For every topology T containing a simple undirected shunt, Rp-Sc1cm(T )
is undecidable.
c

d

We explain the main ideas of the proof on the topology p
r
q where r has type ◦
on channels c and d, p has type • on c and q has type • on d. Let us call this topology T .
Notice that (p, c, r, d, q) is a simple undirected shunt. We show that the reachability problem
for two-counters (Minsky) machines, which is known to be undecidable [16], is reducible to
Rp-Sc1cm(T ). Given a two-counters machine M, one counter, say x, is maintained by p,
and the other, say y, is maintained by q. Both processes p and q run a copy of M, but they
internalize (as add(0) actions) the counter actions of M that do not involve their counter.
We only need to make sure that p and q take the same control path of M. To this end, p
and q send to r the transition rules that they traverse, and r checks that these rules are
the same. However, p and q must not lose the value of their counter when communicating
with r. So the simulation of Cfsm presented in Section 2 cannot be used. Instead, p and q
encode the transition rules within the counter value itself, send it to r, and let r decode and
check this information.
Assume that M contains K > 0 transition rules, encoded as 0, . . . , K − 1. Instead of
storing the values x and y of x and y in their local counters, p and q store K · x and K · y,
respectively. So, increments and decrements in M are multiplied by the constant K in p
and q. On the sender side, when p or q takes a transition rule encoded by δ ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1},
it increments its counter by δ, sends it to r, and decrements its counter by δ to restore its
value. On the receiver side, when r performs a c ? action, its counter is set to the message
m = δ + (K · x) sent by p, and r extracts the transition rule δ by computing (m mod K).
The transition rules taken by q are decoded by r similarly.
The simulation guarantees that the two-counters machine has a full run if and only if
the constructed system of communicating one-counter machines, with topology T , has a
full run. It follows that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is undecidable. Note that, by Proposition 3.4, the
reachability problem Rp-Sc1cm(T ) would also be undecidable (and even more so) if r had
type • instead of ◦ on its output channels.
I Remark. We need at least one intermediary process r between p and q, to decode and
check their messages. Indeed, direct communications between p and q would synchronize
their local counters, thus making it impossible to maintain two counters.
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Decidability of Cycle-free and Shunt-free Topologies

This section is devoted to the proof of the “if” direction of Theorem 3.2, namely that
Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is decidable if T is cycle-free and shunt-free. Without loss generality, we only
consider weakly-connected topologies. The proof comprises three independent parts. Firstly,
we provide a characterization, in terms of Presburger predicates, of reachability relations of
one-counter machines. Secondly, we show that any leaf process with type ◦ on its pendant
channel may be merged into its parent, thereby reducing the size of the topology. Iterating
this reduction leads to a topology with only two processes and one channel. We show, in the
third part, that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is decidable for such topologies.
Counter reachability relations of one-counter machines. A one-counter machine is a
communicating one-counter machine M = hS, I, F, A, ∆i with no communication action,
i.e., A ⊆ Acnt . To fit our framework, we identify M with the system hU, (Mp )p∈{p} i of
communicating one-counter machines, where U = h{p}, ∅, src, dsti is the topology with a single
process p and no channel. We let Rp-1cm denote the reachability problem for one-counter
machines, formally Rp-1cm = Rp-Sc1cm(U). It is well-known that Rp-1cm is decidable
since reachability is decidable for the more general class of pushdown systems.
In the next subsections, we show that, under certain conditions, two processes can be
merged in a single “product” process (with only one counter). To do so, we summarize the
behavior of a process between each communication action. This subsection is devoted to the
characterization and computation of these summaries.
Let M = hS, I, F, A, ∆i be a one-counter machine. The counter reachability relation of
M is the set of all pairs (x, y) ∈ N × N such that, for some s ∈ I and t ∈ F , there exists a
run from (s, x) to (t, y). To characterize counter reachability relations, we introduce the
following class of binary Presburger predicates. We consider two distinguished Presburger
variables x and y. In short, one-counter Presburger predicates can express properties of x, of
y, and of their differences x − y and y − x. Formally, the class of one-counter Presburger
predicates is generated by the grammar:
ψ ::= ϕ(x) | ϕ(y) | ∃z · (x = y + z ∧ ϕ(z)) | ∃z · (y = x + z ∧ ϕ(z)) | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | tt | ff
where ϕ ranges over the set P1 of unary Presburger predicates. The binary relation defined
by a one-counter Presburger predicate ψ is the set of all pairs (x, y) ∈ N × N such that the
valuation {x 7→ x, y 7→ y} satisfies ψ.
We first show that counter reachability relations are definable by one-counter Presburger
predicates, for the class of one-counter machines with zero-tests only. Formally, a one-counter
machine M = hS, I, F, A, ∆i is called basic if A ⊆ {add(k) | k ∈ Z} ∪ {test(x = 0)}.
I Lemma 4.1. For every basic one-counter machine M, the counter reachability relation of
M is defined by a one-counter Presburger predicate.
However, the converse of the lemma does not hold. Consider, for instance, the one-counter
Presburger predicate ψ = ∃k · (x = k + k) ∧ (x = y). In a basic one-counter machine, it is not
possible to check that a given, a priori unknown value x is even without “losing” this value.
We need the additional expressive power stemming from Presburger tests.
We now show that counter reachability relations (of arbitrary one-counter machines)
are precisely the relations definable by one-counter Presburger predicates. This entails, in
particular, that counter reachability relations are closed under intersection. We will use this
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property in the proof of Lemma 4.4. On the logical side, we obtain that the class of relations
definable by one-counter Presburger predicates is closed under transitive closure.
I Theorem 4.2. For every binary relation R ⊆ N × N, the two following assertions are
equivalent:
R is the counter reachability relation of a one-counter machine,
R is defined by a one-counter Presburger predicate.
I Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is constructive, in the sense that a one-counter
Presburger predicate is computable from a given one-counter machine, and vice versa.
Merging leaf processes. We show how to reduce the number of processes in a system of
communicating one-counter machines, by merging a leaf process with type ◦ on its pendant
channel into its parent. Let U = hPU , CU , srcU , dstU i be a topology, and select a distinguished
process p in PU . We add to the topology a new process q 6∈ PU and a new channel c 6∈ CU
between p and q. Formally, we consider any topology T = hP, C, src, dsti with set of processes
P = PU ∪ {q} and set of channels C = CU ∪ {c}, whose source and destination mappings
c
coincide with those of U on C, and such that p
q. Observe that C(q) = {c}, hence, q is a
leaf process with pendant channel c. The topology T is depicted on Figure 2(b).
I Lemma 4.3. If p has type • on c and q has type ◦ on c then Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible
to Rp-Sc1cm(U).
c

Let us explain the main ideas of the proof. Assume that c is directed as p
q. Consider
a system of communicating one-counter machines S = hT , (Mp )p∈P i. To simulate S over the
topology U, we merge processes p and q in a single “product” process b
p. So, the communicating
p
one-counter machines M are kept unchanged for all processes in p ∈ P \ {p, q}. But the
p must simulate both processes p and q, as well as the channel c in-between. We
process b
choose a specific interleaving of p and q where c is almost always empty, and such that b
p,
which has a single counter, is able to retain both p’s counter and q’s counter.
In essence, b
p behaves as p, but also maintains, in its state, the local state of q as well as
an abstraction of q’s counter. We abstract q’s counter by the set {0, ⊥, =}, where 0 means
zero, ⊥ means some unknown value, and = means that q’s counter holds the same value as
p’s counter. Furthermore, the process q is always scheduled first. Since c is the only channel
with source or destination q, this means, in particular, that every reception by q from c
occurs immediately after the matching emission by p on c. When b
p simulates an emission
by p on c and the matching reception by q, it internalizes this synchronization c ! · c ?, and
sets q’s abstract counter to =. Indeed, since q has type ◦ on c, the reception by q from c
overwrites its counter with the value of p’s counter. Then, b
p simulates, in one step, the
behavior of q from this matching reception to the next reception. Observe that the next
reception of q from c will, again, overwrite its counter. Therefore, thanks to Theorem 4.2,
this behavior of q can be summarized in a single Presburger test, that accounts for the local
state reached by q. This way, b
p does not need to maintain the value held by q’s counter.
The construction guarantees that S has a full run if and only if the resulting system of
communicating one-counter machines, with topology U, has a full run.
The proof for the other direction q
it is now scheduled last.

c

p is similar. However, instead of scheduling q first,

Two processes connected by one channel. We now consider the topology depicted on
Figure 2(c), with two distinct processes p and q and a channel from p to q with type • on
both endpoints. Formally, T = h{p, q}, {c}, src, dsti with src(c) = (p, •) and dst(c) = (q, •).
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I Lemma 4.4. Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible to Rp-1cm.
Informally, given a system of communicating one-counter machines S = hT , (Mp )p∈P i,
we construct a one-counter machine N that simulates the “product” of p and q. As in the
proof of Lemma 4.3, we schedule the sender last (here, p) and the receiver first (here, q).
Thus, emissions c ! and receptions c ? occur consecutively, with no other action in between.
Since p and q have type • on c, each sequence of actions c ! · c ? may occur only if p’s
counter and q’s counter hold the same value. So N internalizes each synchronization c ! · c ?,
and simulates, in one step, the behavior of p and q from one synchronization to the next.
This is possible thanks to Theorem 4.2, which entails that counter reachability relations are
(effectively) closed under intersection. The construction guarantees that S has a full run if
and only if the constructed one-counter machine N has a full run.
Wrap up. We now have the necessary ingredients to prove the “if” direction of Theorem 3.2.
Consider a weakly-connected topology T that is both cycle-free and shunt-free. We show
that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible to Rp-1cm. If T contains only one process, then T contains
no channel as it is cycle-free, hence, Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is obviously reducible to Rp-1cm.
Assume that T contains at least two processes. By Proposition 3.3, there exists two distinct
c
processes r, r0 and a channel c, with r
r0 , such that, for every simple undirected path
0
(p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn , d, q) with p0 ∈ {r, r } and q 6∈ {r, r0 }, the process q has type ◦ on the
channel d. Moreover, according to Proposition 3.4, we may replace some endpoints (p, ◦) by
(p, •), as the reachability problem Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible to the reachability problem for
the transformed topology. So we assume, without loss of generality, that for every simple
undirected path (p0 , c1 , p1 , . . . , cn , pn , p, d, q) with p0 ∈ {r, r0 }, the process p has type • on
the channel d. In particular, r and r0 have type • on c.
c

Since T is cycle-free, its underlying undirected graph (P, { }c∈C ) is a tree. Pick a leaf
process q that is distinct from r and r0 (if any). Let T − q denote the topology obtained from
T by removing the process q as well as its pendant channel. The simple undirected path from
d
r to q ends with a channel p
q that satisfies C(q) = {d}, p has type • on d and q has type
◦ on d. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible to Rp-Sc1cm(T − q). By
iterating this elimination technique in a bottom-up fashion, we obtain that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is
reducible to Rp-Sc1cm(U) where U is the topology consisting of the two processes r, r0 and
the single channel c. According to Lemma 4.4, Rp-Sc1cm(U) is reducible to Rp-1cm. We
conclude that Rp-Sc1cm(T ) is reducible to Rp-1cm. Since the latter decidable, we get that
the former is decidable, too.

5

Systems with Eager Communication

As seen in our motivating example of Figure 1, cyclic topologies are the backbone of
communication protocols. However, already for Cfsm, the reachability problem is undecidable
in presence of cycles, which is also mirrored in Theorem 3.2. In this section, we consider a
restriction to so-called eager runs. This restriction provides an under-approximative answer
to the reachability problem Rp-Sc1cm(T ) considered in the previous sections. Eager runs
are close to globally 1-bounded runs, and have been successfully applied, in combination with
other restrictions, to the reachability analysis of communicating pushdown processes [13].
I Definition 5.1. A full run ρ = (σ0 , a1 , σ1 , . . . , an , σn ) in JS K is called eager if, for every
channel c and for every index i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, it holds that ai = c ! if and only if ai+1 = c ?.
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Thus, eagerness transforms asynchronous message-passing communications into rendezvous
synchronizations. This may seem rather restrictive. Actually, eagerness is equivalent, up
to re-ordering1 , to the requirement that all other channels be empty when one channel is
transferring a message [13]. Therefore, eagerness encompasses half-duplex communication.
The eager-reachability problem Rp-Sc1cm-eager(T ) is defined in the same way as
Rp-Sc1cm(T ) except that we search for a full run that must be eager. By definition, this problem provides an under-approximative answer to Rp-Sc1cm(T ). This under-approximation
is exact when the topology is cycle-free. Indeed, for such topologies, full runs can be
re-ordered into eager ones [13]. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that, for every cycle-free topology T , Rp-Sc1cm-eager(T ) is decidable if and only if T is shunt-free. Hence, eagerness
is only interesting in presence of cycles. For the remainder of this section, we focus on
cyclic communication. The following proposition establishes the decidability frontier of the
eager-reachability problem for the particular case of strongly-connected topologies.
I Proposition 5.2. Given a strongly-connected topology T , Rp-Sc1cm-eager(T ) is decidable if and only if T contains at most two processes.
c

d

We first consider the simplest strongly-connected topology with two processes p
q
p,
where all channel endpoints have type •. Then, eagerness allows us to reverse the direction
c
d
of a channel, leading to p
q
p. With the same encoding as in Lemma 3.5, we may
tag each message by the channel c or d that it is sent over. As eager message passing only
uses one channel at a time, we can assert that all messages are now passed over one common
channel. Hence we can apply the decidability result of Lemma 4.4 on two processes connected
by one channel. This construction can be extended to more than two channels between p
and q. A strongly-connected topology may also contain self-loops, but they become irrelevant
by the restriction to eager runs. Finally, we extend this result to topologies with channel
endpoints of type ◦ by Proposition 3.4 (generalized to eager-reachability).
For the converse, consider a strongly-connected component with at least three processes.
We may assume, without loss generality, that all channel endpoints have type ◦. The
component necessarily contains (a) a directed cycle of length at least three, i.e., assuming
c
d
e
for simplicity that the length is three, a sub-topology Ta of the form p
q
r
p, or
(b) two directed cycles, each of length two, that are disjoint except for one common process,
c
d
e
f
i.e., a sub-topology Tb of the form q
p
r
p
q. We show a reduction from the
reachability problem for two-counters machines. The restriction to eager runs guarantees
that each send is immediately followed by the matching receive. We use this restriction to
implement a protocol that gives one distinguished process access to the two counters, the
latter being stored and passed around in the topology without getting lost. In the case of
Ta , process p simulates the two-counters machine by maintaining one of the counters locally,
and the other at r. To let p use the other counter, the protocol ensures that we switch the
counters by using q as buffer. In the case of Tb , the two-counters machine is simulated by p,
while q and r are used as registers for either one of the two counters.
Let us come back to the sliding window protocol of Figure 1. Assume that, in both
processes, receptions have precedence over transmissions. This priority ensures that channels
are used in a half-duplex way. By [13], every full run can then be re-ordered into an eager
one. Since the topology of Figure 1 falls in the scope of the previous proposition, we can
decide whether the protocol is safe or not (when priority is given to receptions).
1

A run ρ can be re-ordered into a run ρ0 if ρ can be transformed into ρ0 by iteratively commuting adjacent
transitions that (i) are from different processes, and (ii) do not form a matching send/receive pair.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

Systems of communicating one-counter machines introduce two additional sources of infinity
with respect to Cfsm, namely, the infinite message alphabet and the local counters. Thanks
to a characterization of one-counter reachability relations in terms of binary Presburger
predicates, we have obtained a complete classification of the topologies having a solvable reachability question. This shows, in particular, that decidable topologies are the same as for the
weaker model of Cfsm (provided that they contain no shunt). To address topologies allowing
mutual communications, we have considered an under-approximative approach by restricting
runs to eager ones. As a preliminary result, we have characterized the strongly-connected
topologies that have a solvable eager-reachability question. A complete characterization of
decidable topologies for eager reachability is currently under investigation. Further, we plan
to extend our results from counters to stacks, i.e., to systems of communicating pushdown
machines that can exchange the value of their stacks.
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the problem of finding the densest subset subject to co-matroid constraints. We are given a monotone supermodular set function f defined over a universe U , and
the density of a subset S is defined to be f (S)/|S|. This generalizes the concept of graph
density. Co-matroid constraints are the following: given matroid M a set S is feasible, iff the
complement of S is independent in the matroid. Under such constraints, the problem becomes
NP-hard. The specific case of graph density has been considered in literature under specific
co-matroid constraints, for example, the cardinality matroid and the partition matroid. We show
a 2-approximation for finding the densest subset subject to co-matroid constraints. Thereby we
improve the approximation guarantees for the result for partition matroids in the literature.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we consider the problem of computing the densest subset with respect to a
monotone supermodular function subject to co-matroid constraints. Given a universe U of n
elements, a function f : 2U → R+ is supermodular iff
f (A) + f (B) 6 f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B)
for all A, B ⊆ U . If the sign of the inequality is reversed for all A, B, then we call the function
submodular. The function f is said to be monotone if f (A) 6 f (B) whenever A ⊆ B; we
assume f (∅) = 0. We define a density function d : 2U → R+ as d(S) , f (S)/|S|. Consider
the problem of maximizing the density function d(S) given oracle access to the function f .
We observe that the above problem can be solved in polynomial time (see Theorem 6).
The main problem considered in this paper is to maximize d(S) subject to certain
constraints that we call co-matroid constraints. In this scenario, we are given a matroid
M = (U, I) where I ⊆ 2U is the family of independent sets (we give the formal definition of
a matroid in Section 2). A set S is considered feasible iff the complement of S is independent
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i.e. S ∈ I. The problem is to find the densest feasible subset S given oracle access to f and
M. We denote this problem as DEN-M.
We note that even special cases of the DEN-M problem are NP-hard [14]. The main result
in this paper is the following:
I Theorem 1. Given a monotone supermodular function f over a universe U , and a matroid
M defined over the same universe, there is a 2-approximation algorithm for the DEN-M
problem.
Alternatively one could have considered the same problem under matroid constraints
(instead of co-matroid constraints). We note that this problem is significantly harder, since
the Densest Subgraph problem can be reduced to special cases of this problem (see [2, 14]).
The Densest Subgraph problem is notoriously hard: the best factor approximation known to
date is O(n1/4+ ) for any  > 0 [3].
Special cases of the DEN-M problem have been extensively studied in the context of graph
density, and we discuss this next.

1.1

Comparison to Graph Density

Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), the density d(S) of a subgraph on vertex set S is
defined as the quantity |E(S)|
|S| , where E(S) is the set of edges in the subgraph induced by the
vertex set S. The densest subgraph problem is to find the subgraph S of G that maximizes
the density.
The concept of graph density is ubiquitous, more so in the context of social networks. In
the context of social networks, the problem is to detect communities: collections of individuals
who are relatively well connected as compared to other parts of the social network graph.
The results relating to graph density have been fruitfully applied to finding communities
in the social network graph (or even web graphs, gene annotation graphs [15], problems
related to the formation of most effective teams [9], etc.). Also, note that graph density
appears naturally in the study of threshold phenomena in random graphs, see [1].
Motivated by applications in social networks, the graph density problem and its variants
have been well studied. Goldberg [11] proved that the densest subgraph problem can be
solved optimally in polynomial time: he showed this via a reduction to a series of max-flow
computations. Later, others [7, 14] have given new proofs for the above result, motivated by
considerations to extend the result to some generalizations and variants.
Andersen and Chellapilla [2] studied the following generalization of the above problem.
Here, the input also includes an integer k, and the goal is to find the densest subgraph
S subject to the constraint |S| > k. This corresponds to finding sufficiently large dense
subgraphs in social networks. This problem is NP-hard [14]. Andersen and Chellapilla [2]
gave a 2-approximation algorithm. Khuller and Saha [14] give two alternative algorithms:
one of them is a greedy procedure, while the other is LP-based. Both the algorithms have
2-factor guarantees.
Gajewar and Sarma [9] consider a further generalization. The input also includes a
partition of the vertex set into U1 , U2 , · · · , Ut , and non-negative integers r1 , r2 , · · · , rt . The
goal is to find the densest subgraph S subject to the constraint that for all 1 6 i 6 t,
|S ∩ Ui | > ri . They gave a 3-approximation algorithm by extending the greedy procedure of
Khuller and Saha [14].
We make the following observations: (i) The objective function |E(S)| is monotone and
supermodular. (ii) The constraint |S| > k (considered by [2]) is a co-matroid constraint;
this corresponds to the cardinality matroid. (iii) The constraint considered by Gajewar and
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Sarma [9] is also a co-matroid constraint; this corresponds to the partition matroid (formal
definitions are provided in Section 2). Consequently, our main result Theorem 1 improves
upon the above results in three directions:
Objective function: Our results apply to general monotone supermodular functions f
instead of the specific set function |E(S)| in graphs.
Constraints: We allow co-matroid constraints corresponding to arbitrary matroids.
Approximation Factor: For the problem considered by Gajewar and Sarma [9], we
improve the approximation guarantee from 3 to 2. We match the best factor known for
the at-least-k densest subgraph problem considered in [2, 14].

1.2

Other Results

Knapsack Covering Constraints:
We also consider the following variant of the DEN-M problem. In this variant, we will have
a weight wi (for i = 1, · · · , |U |) for every element i ∈ U , and a number k ∈ N. A set S of
P
elements is feasible if and only if the following condition holds:
i∈S wi > k. We call this a
knapsack covering constraint. We extend the proof of Theorem 1 to show the following:
I Theorem 2. Suppose we are given a monotone supermodular function f over a universe U ,
weights wi for every element i ∈ U , and a number k ∈ N. Then there is a 3-approximation
algorithm for maximizing the density function d(S) subject to knapsack covering constraints
corresponding to the weights wi and the number k.
Dependency Constraints:
Saha et. al[15] consider a variant of the graph density problem. In this version, we are
given a specific collection of vertices A ⊆ V ; a subset S of vertices is feasible iff A ⊆ S. We
call this restriction the subset constraint. The objective is to find the densest subgraph among
subsets satisfying a subset constraint. Saha et. al[15] prove that this problem is solvable in
polynomial time by reducing this problem to a series of max-flow computations.
We study a generalization of the subset constraint problem. Here, we are given a monotone
supermodular function f defined over universe U . Additionally, we are given a directed
~ over the universe U . A feasible solution S has to satisfy the following
graph D = (U, A)
property: if a ∈ S, then every vertex of the digraph D reachable from a also has to belong
~ implies that b ∈ S. We call the digraph D as the
to S. Alternatively, a ∈ S and (a, b) ∈ A
dependency graph and such constraints as dependency constraints. The goal is to find the
densest subset S subject to the dependency constraints. We call this the DENdep problem.
We note that the concept of dependency constraints generalizes that of the subset constraints:
construct a digraph D by drawing directed arcs from every vertex in U to every vertex in A.
The motivation for this problem comes from certain considerations in social networks, where
we are to find the densest subgraph but with the restriction that in the solution subgraph all
the members of a sub-community (say, a family) are present or absent simultaneously. In
literature, such a solution S that satisfies the dependency constraints is also called a closure
(see [18], Section 3.7.2). Thus our problem can be rephrased as that of finding the densest
subset over all closures.
We note that dependency constraints are incomparable with co-matroid constraints. In
fact dependency constraints are not even upward monotone: it is not true that if S is a
feasible subset, any superset of S is feasible.
Our result is as follows:
I Theorem 3. The DENdep problem is solvable in polynomial time.
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The salient features of the above result are as follows:
While the result in [15] is specific to graph density, our result holds for density functions
arising from arbitrary monotone supermodular functions.
Our proof of this result is LP-based. The work of [15] is based on max-flow computations.
We can extend our LP-based approach (via convex programs) to the case for density
functions arising from arbitrary monotone supermodular f , while we are not aware as to
how to extend the max-flow based computation.
The proof technique, inspired by Iwata and Nagano [13] also extends to show “small
support” results: thus, for instance, we can show that for the LP considered by [14] for
the at-least-k-densest subgraph problem, every non-zero component of any basic feasible
solution is one of two values.
Combination of Constraints:
We also explore the problem of finding the densest subset subject to a combination of the
constraints considered. We are able to prove results for the problem of maximizing a density
function subject to (a) co-matroid constraints and (b) subset constraints. Suppose we are
given a monotone supermodular function f over a universe U , a matroid M = (U, I), and
a subset of elements A ⊆ U . A subset S is called feasible iff (1) S satisfies the co-matroid
constraints wrt M (i.e. S ∈ I) and (2) S satisfies the subset constraint wrt A (i.e. A ⊆ S).
We show the following:
I Theorem 4. There is a 2-approximation algorithm for the problem of maximizing the
density function d(S) corresponding to a monotone supermodular function f , subject to the
co-matroid and subset constraints.

1.3

Related Work

Recently, there has been a considerable interest in the problems of optimizing submodular
functions under various types of constraints. The most common constraints that are considered
are matroid constraints, knapsack constraints or combinations of the two varieties. Thus for
instance, Calinescu et. al [5] considered the problem of maximizing a monotone submodular
function subject to a matroid constraint. They provide an algorithm and show that it yields
a (1 − 1/e)-approximation: this result is essentially optimal (also see the recent paper [8] for
a combinatorial algorithm for the same). Goemans and Soto [10] consider the problem of
minimizing a symmetric submodular function subject to arbitrary matroid constraints. They
prove the surprising result that this problem can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, their
result extends to the significantly more general case of hereditary constraints; the problem of
extending our results to arbitrary hereditary functions is left open.
The density functions that we consider may be considered as “close” to the notion of
supermodular functions. To the best of our knowledge, the general question of maximizing
density functions subject to a (co-)matroid constraint has never been considered before.

1.4

Proof Techniques

We employ a greedy algorithm to prove Theorems 1 and 2. Khuller and Saha [14] and Gajewar
and Sarma [9] had considered a natural greedy algorithm for the problem of maximizing
graph density subject to co-matroid constraints corresponding to the cardinality matroid and
partition matroid respectively. Our greedy algorithm can be viewed as a natural abstraction
of the greedy algorithm to the generalized scenario of arbitrary monotone supermodular
functions. However, our analysis is different from that in [14, 9]. In both of the earlier papers
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[14, 9], a particular stopping condition is employed to define a set D` useful in the analysis.
For instance, in Section 4.1 of [9] they define D` using the optimal set H ∗ directly. We choose
a different stopping condition to define the set D` ; it turns out that this choice is crucial
for achieving a 2-factor guarantee. Another reason for our improvement is the following:
a straightforward generalization of the arguments given in [9] (to the scenario of arbitrary
monotone supermodular functions) would imply a version of Claim 4 with a factor of d∗ /4
(instead of d∗ /2 as provided in Claim 4).
We prove Theorem 3 using LP-based techniques. Our technique also provides another
proof of the basic result that graph density is computable in polynomial time. The proof
method is inspired by Iwata and Nagano [13].

1.5

Organization

We present the relevant definitions in Section 2. We proceed to give the proof of Theorem 1
in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in Section 4. For space considerations, we
include the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4 in a fuller version of the paper available at [6].

2

Preliminaries

In this paper, we will use the following notation: given disjoint sets A and B we will use
A + B to serve as shorthand for A ∪ B. Vice versa, when we write A + B it will hold implicitly
that the sets A and B are disjoint.
Monotone: A set function f is called monotone if f (S) 6 f (T ) whenever S ⊆ T .
Supermodular: A set function f : 2U → R+ over a universe U is called supermodular if
the following holds for any two sets A, B ⊆ U :
f (A) + f (B) 6 f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B)
If the inequality holds (for every A, B) with the sign reversed, then the function f is called
submodular. In this paper, we will use the following equivalent definition of supermodularity:
given disjoint sets A, B and C,
f (A + C) − f (A) 6 f (A + B + C) − f (A + B)
We can think of this as follows: the marginal utility of the set of elements C to the set A
increases as the set becomes “larger" (A + B instead of A).
It is well known (see [12, 16]) that supermodular functions can be maximized in polynomial
time (whereas submodular functions can be minimized in polynomial time). Let us record
this as:
I Theorem 5. Any supermodular function f : 2U → R+ can be maximized in polynomial
time.
We also state the following folklore corollary:
I Corollary 6. Given any supermodular function f : 2U → R+ , we can find maxS
polynomial time.

f (S)
|S|

in

A proof of this Corollary is provided in the full version [6].
Density Function: Given a function f over U , the density of a set S is defined to be
(S)
d(S) = f|S|
.
Matroid: A matroid is a pair M = (U, I) where I ⊆ 2U , and
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i←1
(X)
Hi ← arg maxX f|X|
Di ← Hi
while Di infeasible do
(Di )
Hi+1 ← arg maxX:X∩Di =∅ f (Di +X)−f
|X|
Di+1 ← Di + Hi+1
i←i+1
end while
L←i
for i = 1 → L do
Add arbitrary vertices to Di to make it minimal feasible
Call the result Di0
end for
Output the subset among the Di0 ’s with the highest density
Figure 1 Main Algorithm

1. (Hereditary Property) ∀B ∈ I, A ⊂ B =⇒ A ∈ I.
2. (Extension Property) ∀A, B ∈ I : |A| < |B| =⇒ ∃x ∈ B \ A : A + x ∈ I
Matroids are generalizations of vector spaces in linear algebra and are ubiquitous in combinatorial optimization because of their connection with greedy algorithms. Typically the sets
in I are called independent sets, this being an abstraction of linear independence in linear
algebra. The maximal independent sets in a matroid are called the bases (again preserving
the terminology from linear algebra). An important fact for matroids is that all bases have
equal cardinality – this is an outcome of the Extension Property of matroids.
Any matroid is equipped with a rank function r : 2U → R+ . The rank of a subset S
is defined to be the size of the largest independent set contained in the subset S. By the
Extension Property, this is well-defined. See the excellent text by Schrijver [17] for details.
Two commonly encountered matroids are the (i) Cardinality Matroid: Given a universe U
and r ∈ N, the cardinality matroid is the matroid M = (U, I), where a set A is independent
(i.e. belongs to I) iff |A| 6 r. (ii) Partition Matroid: Given a universe U and a partition of
U as U1 , · · · , Ur and non-negative integers r1 , · · · , rt , the partition matroid is M = (U, I),
where a set A belongs to I iff |A ∩ Ui | 6 ri for all i = 1, 2, · · · , t.
Convex Programs: We will need the definition of a convex program, and that they can be
solved to arbitrary precision in polynomial time, via the ellipsoid method(see [12]). We refer
the reader to the excellent text [4].

3

Proof of Theorem 1

We first present the algorithm and then its analysis. To get started, we describe the intuition
behind the algorithm.
Note that co-matroid constraints are upward monotone: if a set S is feasible for such
constraints, then any superset of S is also feasible. Thus, it makes sense to find a maximal
subset of U with the maximum density. In the following description of the algorithm, one
may note that the sets D1 , D2 , · · · , Di are an attempt to find the maximal subset with the
largest density. Given this rough outline, the algorithm is presented in Figure 1.
(Di )
We note that we can find the maximum maxX:X∩Di =∅ f (Di +X)−f
in polynomial time.
|X|
This is because the function f (Di + X) for a fixed Di is supermodular (and we appeal to
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Corollary 6).
Let H ∗ denote the optimal solution, i.e. the subset that maximizes the density d(S) subject
to the co-matroid constraints. Let d∗ denote the optimal density, so that f (H ∗ ) = d∗ ·|H ∗ |.
We can make the following easy claim:
I Claim 1. The subset D1 obeys the inequality d(D1 ) > d∗ .
This is because D1 is the densest subset in the universe U , while d∗ is the density of a specific
subset H ∗ .
In the following, we will have occasion to apply the following lemmas.
I Lemma 7. Let a, b, c, d, θ ∈ R+ be such that the inequalities ab > θ and
a
c
a+c
c
c
it is true that a+c
b+d > θ. Thus, if b > d , then b+d > d (by setting θ = d ).

c
d

> θ hold. Then

Also,
I Lemma 8. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R+ be real numbers such that ab >
a
Suppose a > c, b > d. Then the inequality a−c
b−d > b holds.
c−a
c
Suppose c > a, d > b. Then the inequality d > d−b holds.

c
d

holds.

We make the following claim:
I Claim 2. The sequence of subsets D1 , D2 , · · · , DL obeys the following ordering:
f (D1 )
f (D2 ) − f (D1 )
f (Di+1 ) − f (Di )
f (DL ) − f (DL−1 )
>
> ··· >
> ··· >
|D1 |
|D2 | − |D1 |
|Di+1 | − |Di |
|DL | − |DL−1 |
f (Di+1 )−f (Di )
|Di+1 |−|Di | . Note that Hi+1
f (Di +X)−f (Di )
i+1 )−f (Di )
maxX
= f (D
|X|
|Di+1 |−|Di | .

Proof. Consider any term in this sequence, say
(Di )
as arg max of f (Di +X)−f
. Therefore,
|X|
f (Di+2 )−f (Di )
quantity is larger than |Di+2 |−|Di | (as long

was chosen
Hence this

as Di+2 is well defined). Now from the second

part of Lemma 8, we get that
f (Di+2 ) − f (Di )
f (Di+2 ) − f (Di+1 )
f (Di+1 ) − f (Di )
>
>
|Di+1 | − |Di |
|Di+2 | − |Di |
|Di+2 | − |Di+1 |
J
Via an application of Lemma 7, we then have:
I Claim 3. Given any i (1 6 i 6 L), the following holds:
f (Di )
f (Di ) − f (Di−1 )
>
|Di |
|Di | − |Di−1 |
Proof. We will the prove the statement by induction.
Base Case: We implicitly assume that D0 = ∅, and hence the case for i = 1 holds.
Induction Step: Assume the statement by induction for i = k, and we prove it for i = k + 1.
Thus, by hypothesis we have
f (Dk )
f (Dk ) − f (Dk−1 )
>
|Dk |
|Dk | − |Dk−1 |
Now by Claim 2 we have that
f (Dk ) − f (Dk−1 )
f (Dk+1 ) − f (Dk )
>
|Dk | − |Dk−1 |
|Dk+1 | − |Dk |
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Thus,
f (Dk )
f (Dk+1 ) − f (Dk )
>
|Dk |
|Dk+1 | − |Dk |
Applying Lemma 7, we get:
f (Dk+1 )
f (Dk+1 ) − f (Dk )
>
|Dk+1 |
|Dk+1 | − |Dk |
J

Thus we have proven the Claim by induction.

The analysis will be broken up into two parts. We will consider the set D` in the sequence
D1 , D2 , · · · , DL such that the following hold:
d∗
f (D` ) − f (D`−1 )
>
|D` | − |D`−1 |
2
but
f (D`+1 ) − f (D` )
d∗
<
|D`+1 | − |D` |
2
Since d(D1 ) ≥ d∗ by Claim 1, such an ` will exist or ` = L. If ` = L, then we have a feasible
∗
L )−f (DL−1 )
solution DL with the property that f (D
> d2 . Therefore, by Claim 3 we have
|DL |−|DL−1 |
∗

that d(DL ) > d2 and we are done in this case.
So we may assume that ` < L so that D` is not feasible. In this case, we will prove that
∗
D`0 has the correct density, i.e. that d(D`0 ) > d2 .
To this end, we will prove two facts about D` and that will yield the desired result:
I Claim 4.
f (D` ) − f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) >

d∗
(|D` | − |D` ∩ H ∗ |)
2

Proof. Note that D` = H1 + H2 + · · · + H` . For brevity, for 1 6 i 6 `, denote Hi ∩ H ∗ as
Ai (thus, Ai ⊆ Hi for every i). Thus, D` ∩ H ∗ = A1 + A2 + · · · + A` .
We will prove the following statement by induction on i (for 1 6 i 6 `):
f (H1 +H2 +· · ·+Hi )−f (A1 +A2 +· · ·+Ai ) >

d∗
(|H1 +H2 +· · ·+Hi |−|A1 +A2 +· · ·+Ai |)
2

Base Case: For i = 1, we have to prove that:
f (H1 ) − f (A1 )
d∗
>
|H1 | − |A1 |
2
Since H1 is the densest subset, we have
f (H1 )
f (A1 )
>
|H1 |
|A1 |
and we may apply (the first part of) Lemma 8 to obtain the desired.
Induction Step: Assume the statement to be true for i, and we will prove it for i + 1.
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Consider the following chain:
f (H1 + · · · + Hi + Hi+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi )
|Hi+1 |
f (H1 + · · · + Hi + Ai+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi )
|Ai+1 |
f (A1 + · · · + Ai + Ai+1 ) − f (A1 + · · · + Ai )
|Ai+1 |

Hi+1 arg max

>
supermodular

>

We would now like to apply Lemma 8 to the first and last terms in the above chain. To
this end, let us check the preconditions:
f (H1 + · · · + Hi + Hi+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi )
f (H1 + · · · + Hi + Ai+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi )

monotone

>
supermodular

>

f (A1 + · · · + Ai + Ai+1 ) − f (A1 + · · · + Ai )
Since, clearly |Hi+1 | > |Ai+1 |, the preconditions in Lemma 8 hold and we have:
f (H1 + · · · + Hi+1 ) − f (A1 + · · · + Ai+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi ) + f (A1 + · · · + Ai )
>
|Hi+1 | − |Ai+1 |
f (H1 + · · · + Hi + Hi+1 ) − f (H1 + · · · + Hi )
d∗
>
|Hi+1 |
2
Applying Lemma 7 to the first term in the above chain and the induction statement for i,
we obtain the desired result for i + 1. Hence done.
J
The next claim lower bounds the value f (D` ∩ H ∗ ).
Building up to the Claim, let us note that D` ∩ H ∗ =
6 ∅. If the intersection were empty,
then H ∗ is a subgraph of density d∗ , and so H`+1 would be a subgraph of density at least d∗ .
But then,
f (D` + H`+1 ) − f (D` )
|H`+1 |

supermodular

>

f (H`+1 )
> d∗
|H`+1 |

But this contradicts the choice of D` .
I Claim 5.
f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) >

d∗
d∗
|D` ∩ H ∗ | + |H ∗ |
2
2

Proof. Let X = H ∗ −D` ∩H ∗ . Then, X ∩D` = ∅ and D` +X = D` ∪H ∗ . Then by definition
(D` )
`+1 )−f (D` )
∗
∗
of D` , we know that f (D` +X)−f
6 f (D
|X|
|D`+1 |−|D` | < d /2. Thus, f (D` ∪ H ) − f (D` ) 6
d∗
∗
2 (|H |

− |D` ∩ H ∗ |).
∗
Therefore, f (D` ∪ H ∗ ) + f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) 6 f (D` ) + f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) + d2 (|H ∗ | − |D` ∩ H ∗ |).
Applying supermodularity we have that f (D` ∪ H ∗ ) + f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) > f (D` ) + f (H ∗ ).
∗
Thus, cancelling f (D` ) gives us that f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) + d2 (|H ∗ | − |D` ∩ H ∗ |) > f (H ∗ ). The claim
∗
(H )
follows by observing that d∗ = f|H
J
∗| .
Note that this claim also implies that the density of the set D` ∩ H ∗ is at least d∗ .
Intuitively, D` ∩ H ∗ is a subset that has “enough f -value” as well as a “good” density.
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We may now combine the statements of Claim 4 and Claim 5 to get the following chain
of inequalities:
Claim 4

f (D` )

>

f (D` ∩ H ∗ ) +

Claim
d∗
d∗
|D` | − |D` ∩ H ∗ | >
2
2

5

d∗
d∗
|D` | + |H ∗ |
2
2

Consider D`0 : this is obtained from D` by adding suitably many elements to make D`
feasible. Let r be the minimum number of elements to be added to D` so as to make it
feasible. Since H ∗ is a feasible solution too, clearly, r 6 |H ∗ |. With this motivation, we
define the Extension Problem for a matroid M. The input is a matroid M = (U, I) and a
subset A ⊆ U . The goal is to find a subset T of minimum cardinality such that A ∪ T ∈ I.
Lemma 9 shows that we can find such a subset T in polynomial time. Thus, we would have
that:
d(D`0 ) =

f (D`0 )
f (D` )
f (D` )
>
>
> d∗ /2
|D` | + r
|D` | + r
|D` | + |H ∗ |

and we are done with the proof of Theorem 1, modulo the proof of Lemma 9.
We proceed to present the lemma and its proof:
I Lemma 9. The Extension Problem for matroid M and subset A can be solved in polynomial
time.
Proof. The proof considers the base polyhedron of the matroid (see the text by Schrijver [17]).
We will have a variable xi for each element i ∈ U \ A, where xi = 1 would indicate that we
pick the element i in our solution T . For brevity, we will also maintain a variable yi that
indicates whether i is absent from the solution T . Thus for every i, we will maintain that
xi + yi = 1. Given an arbitrary set S, we will let r(S) denote the rank of the subset S in the
matroid M.
The following is a valid integer program for the Extension Problem (where y(S) is
P
shorthand for i∈S yi ). The linear program to the right is the relaxation of the integer
program, and with variables xi eliminated.
X
X
min
xi
min
(1 − yi )
i∈U
s.t.
IP1 :

xi + yi = 1

for all i ∈ U

y(S) 6 r(S)

for all S ⊆ U

xi = 1

for all i ∈ A

xi , yi ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ U .

i∈U

LP1 : s.t.

y(S) 6 r(S)

for all S ⊆ U

yi = 0

for all i ∈ A

yi > 0

for all i ∈ U .

The linear program LP1 can also be formulated as a maximization question. To be precise,
let VAL(LP1 ) denote the value of the program LP1 . Then VAL(LP1 ) = |U | − VAL(LP2 ),
where LP2 is as follows:
X
max
yi
i∈U

LP2 : s.t.

y(S) 6 r(S)

for all S ⊆ U

yi = 0

for all i ∈ A

yi > 0

for all i ∈ U .

Now, by folklore results in matroid theory (cf. [17]), we have that solutions to LP2 are
integral and can be found by a greedy algorithm. Thus, we can solve IP1 in polynomial time,
and this proves the statement of the Lemma.
J
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4

Proof of Theorem 3

We will present the proof for the case of the graph density function, i.e. where f (S) = |E(S)|.
The proof for arbitrary f will require a passage to the Lovász Extension Lf (x) of a set
function f (S) and is deferred to the full version [6].
We will augment the LP that Charikar [7] uses to prove that graph density is computable
in polynomial time. Given a graph G = (V, E), there are edge variables ye and vertex
~ on the
variables xi in the LP. We are also given an auxiliary dependency digraph D = (V, A)
vertex set V . In the augmented LP, we also have constraints xi 6 xj if there is an arc from i
~ The DENdep problem is modelled by the linear program LP3 .
to j in the digraph D = (V, A).
X
X
max
ye
max
min{xi , xj }
e∈E
X
e=(i,j)∈E
X
s.t.
xi = 1
s.t.
xi = 1
i
LP3 :
CP1 :
i
ye 6 xi
∀e ∼ i, e ∈ E
~
xi 6 xj
∀(i, j) ∈ A
~
xi 6 xj
∀(i, j) ∈ A
xi > 0
∀i ∈ V (G)
xi > 0
∀i ∈ V (G)
Suppose we are given an optimal solution H ∗ to the DENdep problem. Let VAL(LP3 )
denote the feasible value of this LP: we will prove that VAL(LP3 ) = d(H ∗ ).
VAL(LP3 ) > d(H ∗ ):
We let |H ∗ | = `, and xi = 1/` for i ∈ H ∗ , and 0 otherwise. Likewise, we set ye = 1/` for
~ then it
e ∈ E(H ∗ ), and 0 otherwise. Note that H ∗ is feasible, so if a ∈ H ∗ and (a, b) ∈ A,
∗
also holds that b ∈ H . We may check that the assignment x and y is feasible for the LP.
∗
)|
So, d(H ∗ ) = |E(H
is achieved as the value of a feasible assignment to the LP.
`
∗
VAL(LP3 ) 6 d(H ):
In the rest of the proof, we will prove that there exists a subgraph H such that VAL 6 d(H).
First, it is easy to observe that in any optimal solution of the above LP, the variables ye
will take the values min{xi , xj } where e = (i, j). Thus, we may eliminate the variables ye
from the program LP3 to obtain the program CP1 . We claim that CP1 is a convex program.
Given two concave functions, the min operator preserves concavity. Thus, the objective
function of the above modified program is concave. Hence we have a convex program: here,
the objective to be maximized is concave, subject to linear constraints. We may solve the
program CP1 and get an output optimal solution x∗ . Relabel the vertices of V such that the
following holds: x∗1 > x∗2 > · · · > x∗n . If there are two vertices with (modified) indices a and b
~ then we have the equalities x∗ = x∗ = · · · = x∗ .
where a < b and there is an arc (a, b) ∈ A,
a
a+1
b
We will replace the inequalities in the program CP1 as follows:
X
max
xj
LP4 :

s.t.

e=(i,j)∈E:i<j
X
xi = 1
i

xi > xi+1
xn > 0

for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , (n − 1)}
.

where some of the inequalities xi > xi+1 may be equalities if there is an index a with a 6 i
~ Note also that because of the ordering of
and an index b with b > (i + 1) such that (a, b) ∈ A.
the variables of this LP, the objective function also simplifies and becomes a linear function.
Clearly x∗ is a feasible solution to this LP. Thus the value of this LP is no less than the
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value of CP1 . Consider a BFS x to LP4 . The program LP4 has (n + 1) constraints, and n
variables. Given the BFS x, call a constraint non-tight if it does not hold with equality under
the solution x. Thus, there may be at most one non-tight constraint in LP4 . In other words,
there is at most one constraint xi > xi+1 that is a strict inequality. This, in turn, implies
that all the non-zero values in x are equal. Let there be ` such non-zero values. From the
P
equality i xi = 1, we get that each non-zero xi = 1/`. Let H denote the set of indices i
that have xi > 0. The objective value corresponding to this BFS x is |E(H)|/` = d(H).
Thus we have proven that d(H) > VAL(LP4 ) > VAL(CP1 ) = VAL(LP3 ), as required.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Remarks about the proof:
We remark that the objective in the convex program CP1 is precisely the Lovász Extension
Lf (x) for the specific function f = |E(S)|. Thus our proof shows that the LP provided
by Charikar [7] is precisely the Lovász Extension for the supermodular function |E(S)|.
Note that there are other proofs possible for this result. For instance, one can follow the
basic argument of Charikar to show that LP3 satisfies d(H ∗ ) = VAL(LP3 ). The proof we
provide above is new, and is inspired by the work of Iwata and Nagano [13].
Via our proof, we also prove that any BFS for the basic graph density LP has the property
that all the non-zero values are equal. This fact is not new: it was proven by Khuller and
Saha [14] but we believe our proof of this fact is more transparent.
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Efficient on-line algorithm for maintaining k-cover
of sparse bit-strings
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Abstract
We consider the on-line problem of representing a sparse bit string by a set of k intervals, where
k is much smaller than the length of the string. The goal is to minimize the total length of
these intervals under the condition that each 1-bit must be in one of these intervals. We give an
efficient greedy algorithm which takes time O(log k) per update (an update involves converting a
0-bit to a 1-bit), which is independent of the size of the entire string. We prove that this greedy
algorithm is 2-competitive. We use a natural linear programming relaxation for this problem,
and analyze the algorithm by finding a dual feasible solution whose value matches the cost of the
greedy algorithm.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords and phrases On-line algorithms, string algorithms
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.249

1

Introduction

In many applications, we need to maintain representations of sparse bit vectors. Such
representations should be compact, and one should be able to update them efficiently even
in the on-line setting. One way of achieving this is to cluster the 1-bits into small number of
intervals. More formally, given a long bit vector and a (relatively) small integer k, we would
like to find a set of k (disjoint) intervals such that each 1-bit is in one of these intervals. Such
a representation can lead to significant compression of data, and fast retrieval of information.
The goal here would be find these intervals such that they contain as few 0-bits as possible,
i.e., we would like to minimize the total length of these intervals. We call this the k-Cover
problem. Such representations have applications in many areas of computer science including
compilers, architecture and databases. In this paper, we address this problem in the online
or streaming setting: in each time step, one of the 0-bits becomes 1, and we would like to
update our representation in time depending on k only. Indeed, in many applications n could
be very large, and even running time of O(log n) per time step could be prohibitive.
Toussi et al. [1] proposed a new algorithm for compressing the information stored in a
traditional points-to[2] analysis pass in a compiler. In a points-to analysis, a compiler first
makes a list of all possible objects that are in the scope of a function, and then marks a subset
of them that can be possibly accessed by the function under consideration. There are both
off-line and online variants of this algorithm. If the analysis is done in one pass, then we can
consider it as an on-line version. If the analysis takes multiple passes especially after taking
© Amit Kumar, Preeti R. Panda and Smruti Sarangi;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
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inter-procedural information into account, we can consider it to be an off-line variant. Toussi
et al. [1] proposed to save this information in the form of a bit vector. Each bit corresponds
to a unique object/variable in the system. If a bit is 1, then there is a possibility that a given
function might access a certain variable. This bit vector can further be compressed to form
a ranged bit vector that saves only intervals containing the 1-bits. The authors do entertain
the possibility of having intermittent 0’s similar to our definition of a k-Cover problem. In
this case, if we decrease the value of k, then we have better compression, yet the compiler is
more conservative.
In the area of scientific databases, Sinha et al. [7, 8] reported the use of a scheme similar
to the k-Cover problem. They consider a variant of binning for bit vector databases that
is tailored for storing sparse vectors. They consider a hierarchical structure, where each
level stores a bit vector as a sequence of intervals. At the highest level, they store a set of k
intervals, where k might possibly be a variable. To filter out false positives, they introduce
additional levels to store each interval further as a set of intervals. The last level does not
have any false positives. This helps them answer range queries with different degrees of
approximation. There is clearly a tradeoff between time and accuracy.
In the area of computer architecture, similar ideas have been used to compress post-silicon
debug information [9, 10, 11]. In each epoch, the authors propose to mark a cache line with
1 if it is written to in that interval. The default state of each line is 0. Vishnoi et al. [11]
proposed to save this information in the form of a large bit vector. Panda et al. [10] tried to
further improve upon this work by trying to compress the bit vector using LZW compression.
We can also use the idea of covering by k intervals in this context, because the bit vectors
were found to be fairly sparse.
It is easy to solve the off-line version of the k-Cover problem. Indeed, the following
simple greedy algorithm works – define a gap in a bit-string as a maximal sequence of 0’s.
Then, the optimal solution should construct the k intervals such that it leaves out the largest
k − 1-gaps (excluding the leftmost and rightmost gaps). In fact, we can easily convert this to
an on-line algorithm which maintains a suitable data-structure for storing the gaps – each
update can be achieved in O(log n)-time. But as pointed out above, in many applications,
k could be much smaller than n, and we would like an algorithm whose running time per
update depends on k only.
Our Results We give a simple greedy 2-competitive algorithm for the k-Cover problem.
Further our algorithm only takes O(log k)-time per update. The analysis of our algorithm
requires non-trivial ideas. We do not have any natural charging or potential function based
arguments for bounding the competitive ratio of our algorithm. Instead, we use a dual fitting
argument. We first write a natural LP relaxation for this problem (which has integrality gap
of 1). We then show that we can assign values to the variables in the dual LP such that the
values are feasible and the objective function is close to the cost of the greedy algorithm. We
expect our techniques to be useful for analyzing other on-line string algorithms.
Related Work There is a vast amount of literature on string algorithms and string compression techniques [5, 6]. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been considered
before in this context. Our problem is a special case of the clustering problem which minimizes
the sum of cluster diameters [4]. A constant factor approximation algorithm is known for
the latter problem (for any arbitrary metric) [3].
In Section 2, we define the problem formally and describe the greedy algorithm. Subsequently, we analyze the greedy algorithm by first giving an LP relaxation for our problem
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(Section 3) and then setting the dual variables (Section 4). Finally, we show that the greedy
algorithm cannot be better than 2-competitive (Section 5).

2

Preliminaries
(t)

We are given a sequence of n bits. At time t, let St denote the sequence of these bits. Let bi
denote the ith bit at time t. Initially, in S0 , all the bits are 0. At each point of time t, one of
the bits which was 0 at time (t − 1) becomes 1. The input instance also specifies a parameter
k. The algorithm needs to maintain a set of k disjoint intervals (which we will call covers) at
all points of time t – these covers must satisfy the property that any bit which is 1 should lie
(t)
(t)
in one of these covers. Let C1 , . . . , Ck denote the set of covers at time t. For an interval I,
l(I) and r(I) will denote the left and the right end-points of I. Define a gap as the sequence
(t)
(t)
of 0’s between two consecutive covers. We shall use Gi to denote the gap between Ci and
(t)
(t)
(t)
Ci+1 , i.e., the open interval (r(Ci ), l(Ci+1 )). Our goal is to minimize the total length of
Pr
(t)
covers at any time, i.e., i=1 |Ci |. Let optt be the value of the optimal solution at time t.
We propose a simple greedy algorithm A. Suppose at time t, the bit dt becomes one. If dt
lies in one of the covers at time t, we do not need to do anything. Otherwise, we tentatively
create one more cover consisting of the singleton element dt . Now we have a set of k + 1
covers (which cover all the 1 bits). Among these k + 1 covers, we find two consecutive covers
with the minimum gap between them – call these C and C 0 , and assume that C lies to the
left of C 0 . We merge them into a single cover, i.e., we replace C and C 0 by [l(C), r(C 0 )].
Thus we again have only k covers at time t + 1 and they contain all the 1 bits. Note that we
always grow the current covers.
For the sake of simplifying the analysis, we shall make the following assumption : at any
point of time t, the bit dt that becomes 1 does not lie in any of the existing covers. This
assumption is without loss of generality – if we forbid such bits from becoming 1, we do not
affect our algorithm A, and this can only reduce the value of the optimum solution.

3

A Linear Programming Relaxation and its dual

In order to bound the cost of A, we need to have a handle on the value of the optimum
(for any time t). Although it is easy to understand what the optimum is, it will be more
convenient to deal with a lower bound given by a linear programming relaxation. For a time
t, consider the following LP relaxation.

min

X

(t)

l(I)xI

(1)

I
(t)

X

xI ≥ 1

(t)

for all bits i such that bi = 1

(2)

I:i∈I

X
I
(t)
xI

(t)

xI ≤ k
≥0

(3)
for all intervals I
(t)

For any interval I, it has a variable xI , which is supposed to be 1 if I gets chosen in the
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set of covers at time t, otherwise it should be 0. Let l(I) denote the length of I. The objective
function in (1) measures the total length of the chosen intervals. The first constraint (2)
says that for any bit which is 1, one of the covers must contain it. The second constraint (3)
requires that we can choose only k intervals. Given any solution to our problem instance, we
(t)
can define a solution to this LP (where we set xI to 1 iff we take I in our set of covers at
time t) which satisfies all the constraints. Therefore, the optimal value of this LP is a lower
bound on optt .
Now, we write the dual of the above LP. Note that the optimal value of the dual is at
(t)
most the optimal value of the LP above. We have variables αi for all bits i such that
(t)
bi = 1 (corresponding to constraints (2)) and β (t) for constraint (3).
X (t)
max
αi − kβ (t)
(4)
(t)

i:bi =1

X

(t)

αi − β (t) ≤ l(I)

for all intervals I

(5)

(t)
i:i∈I,bi =1

(t)

αi , β (t) ≥ 0
(t)

Our goal is to show that for any t, we can construct a feasible solution αi , β (t) to the
dual LP above such that the cost of the solution is at least half of the cost of our algorithm
A at time t. Once we can show this, then the cost of our algorithm will be at most twice the
cost of the dual LP, and hence at most twice the cost of the primal LP. This will show that
A is 2-competitive. In the next section, we show how to set these dual variables.

4

Setting the Dual Variables
(t)

(t)

Recall that C1 , . . . , Ck denote the set of covers constructed by A at time t. We shall
assume that t ≥ k, otherwise the greedy algorithm will also output the optimal covers
(t)
(t)
(t)
consisting of singleton elements. Further Gi denotes the gap between Ci and Ci+1 . Note
(t)
that there will be k − 1 gaps. At time t, let γ denote the length of the smallest gap. We
(t)
set β (t) = maxk≤t0 ≤t γ (t) . The values αi will be more subtle. Instead of specifying their
exact value, we will write some invariants which will be satisfied at all times. Once we prove
these invariants, it will be easy to check that the dual constraints are satisfied. Suppose bit
(t)
(t)
(t)
bi = 1 and it lies in cover Cr . The values αi will satisfy the following conditions :
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(i) If bi is the right end-point of Cr , then αi = min(β (t) , |Gi |) + 1 (if bi lies in the
(t)
rightmost cover, we treat |Gi | as infinity).
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(ii) If bi is not the right end-point of Cr , let bu be the next bit to the right of bi which
(t)
(t)
is 1 (so bu also lies in Cr ). Let d(i, u) = u − i − 1 be the gap between the two bits (it
(t)
counts the number of 0’s in between). Then αi will have a value which will be at most
min(β (t) + 1, 2d(i, u) + 2).
P (t)
Pk
(t)
(t)
(iii)
is at least r=1 |Cr |.
r αr − kβ
(t)

We now prove that it is possible to set the values αi such that the above three conditions
are satisfied. We proceed by induction on t.
Base Case : Consider time t = k : we have exactly k bits which are 1. The k covers will
(k)
contain these singleton elements each. We set αi = γ (k) + 1 for each i = 1, . . . , k. Also,
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β (k) = γ (k) . Clearly, condition (i) holds. The requirements of condition (ii) do not hold for
P (k)
any cover, so it is vacuously true. For condition (iii), note that r αr = kγ (k) + k, and so
it is satisfied as well.
l

Cjt

r

li

Cit

ri

v

t
li+1Ci+1

ri+1

∆1 ∆2

∆
Figure 1 Covers at time t and arrival of new 1-bit at v

Induction Step : Suppose the induction hypothesis holds at some time t, i.e., there are
(t)
variables αi satisfying the three invariants. We will prove that the hypothesis holds at time
t + 1 as well. Suppose at time t + 1, the bit bv becomes 1. Assume that bv lies between the
(t)
(t)
covers Ci and Ci+1 . For the ease of notation, let us denote the end-points of these covers as
(t)

(t+1)

Ci = [li , ri ], Ci
= [li+1 , ri+1 ]. Let the sequence of 0’s between ri and v be of length ∆1 ,
and that between v and li+1 be of length ∆2 (see figure above). There are three possibilities
on what our algorithm can do. We show how to set the dual variables in each of these cases.
(t)

(a) We merge v with the right end point ri of Ci : first of all, observe that γ (t+1) ≤ γ (t) ,
because we are only reducing the size of one of the gaps. Hence, β (t+1) stays at β (t) .
Also, it must be the case that ∆1 ≤ ∆2 , and ∆1 ≤ γ (t) (because our greedy algorithm
always includes the smallest gap in a cover). We change the dual variables as follows :
αv(t+1) = 1+min(β (t+1) , ∆2 ), αr(t+1)
= 1+∆1 +min(∆1 +∆2 +1, β (t+1) )−min(∆2 , β (t+1) ).
i
Rest of the dual variables do not change. Let us now check the invariants. We need
to check condition (i) for v because it is the new right end-point of its cover. But the
(t+1)
definition of αv
is in accordance with this condition. Condition (ii) now needs to be
checked for ri : recall that ∆1 ≤ γ t , which is at most β (t+1) . So,
αr(t+1)
≤ 1 + ∆1 + ∆1 + 1 + min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) − min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) = 2∆1 + 2,
i
and
αr(t+1)
≤ 1 + ∆1 + β (t+1) − min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) ≤ 1 + β (t+1) .
i
Let us now check condition (iii). The induction hypothesis applied to (i) says that the
(t)
(t+1)
dual value αri was 1 + min(∆
1 + ∆2 + 1, β
!
!). So,
X
X
αr(t+1) − kβ (t+1) −
αr(t) − kβ (t)
= αv(t+1) + αr(t+1)
− αr(t)
i
i
r

r

= ∆1 + 1,
which is exactly the increase in the cost of our solution.
(t)
(b) We merge v with the left end point li+1 of Ci+1 : Similar to the argument above,
(t)
(t+1)
(t)
∆2 ≤ ∆1 , ∆2 ≤ γ and β
= β . We again change the dual variables for v and ri
only :
αv(t+1) = 1+∆2 +min(∆1 +∆2 +1, β (t+1) )−min(∆1 , β (t+1) ), αr(t+1)
= 1+min(∆1 , β (t+1) ).
i
Let us check the invariants. Condition (i) holds for ri again. We need to check (ii) for v.
Again, note that
αv(t+1) ≤ 1 + ∆2 + min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) + 1 + ∆2 − min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) = 2∆2 + 2,
and
αv(t+1) ≤ 1 + ∆2 + β (t+1) − min(∆1 , β k+1 ) ≤ 1 + β (t+1) .
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(t)

Finally, we see the change in the objective function. As in the previous case, αri =
1 + min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β t ). So the increase in the objecive function is
αv(t+1) + αr(t+1)
− αt = 1 + ∆2 ,
i
which is also the increase in our cost.
(t)

(c) We merge covers Cj

(t)

and Cj+1 , where j 6= i. So, we add a new cover consisting of the
(t)

(t)

(t)

singleton element v. Let ∆ denote the length of the gap Gj (between Cj and Cj+1 ).
So, ∆ ≤ min(∆1 , ∆2 ). Further ∆ = γ t . Also, it is possible that γ (t+1) is larger than γ (t) .
(t)
So β (t+1) = max(β (t) , γ (t+1) ). Let the end-points of Cj be [l, r]. For this, we consider
two sub-cases.
β (t+1) = β (t) : We set
αr(t+1)
= min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) + 1, αv(t+1) = min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) + 1,
i
and
αr(t+1) = 2∆ + 1 + min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β (t+1) ) − min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) − min(∆2 , β (t+1) ).
All other dual variables remain unchanged. Note that the bit at position r is no longer
the end-point of a cover, so we need to check condition (i) for ri and v only. Again,
by definition, the conditions hold here. We need to check condition (ii) for bit r now.
Observe that
αr(t+1) ≤ 2∆ + 1 + 1 = 2∆ + 2,
and because ∆ ≤ ∆1 , ∆2 , β (t+1) ,
αr(t+1) ≤ 1 + min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) + min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) + min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β (t+1) )
− min(∆1 , β (t+1) ) − min(∆2 , β (t+1) ) ≤ 1 + β (t+1) .
Finally, we calculate the change in the objective function. By induction hypothesis
and condition (i), we know that
αr(t) = ∆ + 1, αr(t)
= min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β (t+1) ) + 1.
i
So, the change in objective function is
αr(t+1) + αr(t+1)
+ αv(t+1) − αr(t) − αr(t)
i
i

=

2∆ + 3 + min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β (t+1) ) − ∆
−1 − min(∆1 + ∆2 + 1, β (t+1) ) − 1

=

∆ + 1,

which is exactly the increase in the cost of the algorithm.
β (t+1) = γ (t+1) > β (t) : It must be the case that ∆1 , ∆2 > β (t) . For all the right end
points rj of the covers in the solution at time (t + 1) (which includes the singleton
(t+1)
element v), we set αrj
= β (t+1) + 1. Rest of the dual variables remain unchanged.
(t+1)
Note that the bit at position r is no longer the end-point of a cover, and so, αr
=
(t)
αr = ∆ + 1. Condition (i) is satisfied because gap between any two covers is at least
β (t+1) . Condition (ii) is also trivially satisfied – for bit r, note that the gap to the
next 1 bit on the right is ∆. So, we just need to check the change in the objective
function. Note that we have change the dual value of the right end point of all covers
(t)
except r at time t. Also, we added a new cover {v}. Since αi ≤ β (t) + 1 for all bits
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(invariant (i)), the change is
!
!
X
X
αr(t+1) − kβ (t+1) −
αrt − kβ t
r

r



≥ k(β (t+1) + 1) − (k − 1)(β (t) + 1)) − k(β (t+1) − β (t) )



= β (t) + 1 ≥ ∆ + 1
which is again the increase in our cost.
Thus, we have shown that the invariants hold at all times. We now need to show that the
dual variables are approximately feasible to the dual LP.
I Lemma 1. For any interval I and time t,
X
(t)
αi − β (t) ≤ 2l(I).
(t)

i:i∈I,bi =1
(t)

(t)

Proof. Consider an interval I = [a, b]. Suppose a ∈ Cj and b ∈ Cl (j ≤ l). If i ∈ I
and bi = 1, let n(i) be the next bit (on the right) which is 1. Let A be the set of all bit
positions which are 1 in I except for the last such bit. So if i ∈ A, then n(i) ∈ I. Also,
P
l(I) − 1 ≥ i∈A (n(i) − i) (we are not counting the last 1-bit, so we subtract 1 from LHS).
(t)
For any i ∈ A, αi ≤ 2(n(i) − i). Indeed, for any bit i ∈ A which is not the last bit in the
cover containing it, this follows from condition (ii). For bits i which are the right end-point
of a cover, this follows from condition (i) (in fact, we do not need the factor 2 here). Let u
(t)
be the last bit in I which is 1. By condition (ii) or (i), αu ≤ β (t) + 1. Putting, everything
together, we have
X (t)
X
X
(t)
αi =
αi + αu(t) ≤
(n(i) − i) + β (t) + 1 ≤ 2l(I) + β (t) .
(t)

i:i∈I,bi =1

i∈A

i∈A

J

This proves the lemma.
(t)

The lemma shows that αi /2, β (t) /2 are dual feasible. Condition (iii) implies that the cost
of this solution is at least half the cost of our algorithm. So our algorithm is 2-competitive.

5

Lower Bound for the Greedy Algorithm

In this section, we show that the competitive ratio of our algorithm can be close to 2.
I Lemma 2. Given any constant c < 2, there is an instance for which our algorithm has
competitive ratio at least c.
Proof. We consider a bit string of length n, where n is large enough. We also fix a parameter
k (which is much smaller than n). Our instance is required to maintain k covers. Initially
all bits are 0. Now suppose the first k + 1 rounds, the bits which become 1 are at positions
0, D, 2D, . . . , kD for some parameter D ( assume n > kD). Our greedy algorithm must have
some interval which contains two of these 1’s. Assume that one of the greedy covers includes
[iD, (i + 1)D] for some i. Now, we pick a j different from i, and in the next D − 1 rounds,
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we set all the bits in the positions [jD, (j + 1)D] to 1. So the greedy algorithm must have
cost at least 2D. However, the optimal off-line algorithm will pay at most D + K : it will
have one of the covers as [jD, (j + 1)D] and the remaining 1-bits can be covered by k − 1
intervals of unit length. Now if D is much larger than K, then we get the desired result. J
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Abstract
We present a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining approximate maximum weight matching in
general weighted graphs. The algorithm maintains a matching M whose weight is at least 18 M ∗
where M ∗ is the weight of the maximum weight matching. The algorithm achieves an expected
amortized O(log n log C) time per edge insertion or deletion, where C is the ratio of the weights
of the highest weight edge to the smallest weight edge in the given graph.
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1

Introduction

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph on n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. Let there
be a weight function w : E → R+ such that w(e), for any e ∈ E, represents the weight of
e. The weight function for a set of edges M ⊆ E is represented by w(M ) and is defined as
P
e∈M w(e).
A subset M of E is a "matching" if no vertex of the graph is incident on more than
one edge in M . In an unweighted graph, a maximum matching is defined as the maximum
cardinality matching (MCM). In a weighted graph, maximum matching is defined as the
matching having maximum weight (MWM). For any α > 1, a matching is called α-MWM(αMCM) if it is at least α1 factor of MWM(MCM).
A dynamic graph algorithm maintains a data structure associated with some property
(connectivity, transitive closure, matching) of a dynamic graph. The aim of a dynamic
graph algorithm is to handle updates in the graph and answer queries associated with the
corresponding property. The updates in the graph can be insertion or deletion of edges (V
is assumed to be fixed). The dynamic algorithms which handle only insertions are called

∗
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incremental algorithms and those that can handle only deletions are called decremental
algorithms. An algorithm that can handle both insertions and deletions of edges is called a
fully dynamic algorithm. In this paper, we present a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining
an approximate maximum weight matching.

Previous Results
The fastest known algorithm for finding MCM in general graphs is by Micali and Vazirani[7]
√
that runs in O(m n) time. Their algorithm can be used to compute a matching having
size (1 − ) times the size of maximum matching in O(m/) time. Mucha and Sankowski[8]
designed an algorithm that computes MCM in O(nω ), where ω < 2.376 is the exponent of
n in the fastest known matrix multiplication algorithm. Relatively, fewer algorithms are
known for maintaining matching in a dynamic graph. The first algorithm was designed by
Ivkovic and Lloyd[5] with amortized update time O(n + m)0.7072 . Onak and Rubinfeld[9]
presented an algorithm that achieves expected amortized polylogarithmic update time and
maintains an α-approximate MCM where α was claimed to be some large constant but not
explicitly calculated. Baswana, Gupta and Sen[1] presented a fully dynamic randomized
algorithm for maintaining maximal matching in expected amortized O(log n) update time.
It is well known that a maximal matching is a 2-MCM as well.
For computing maximum weight matching Gabow[4] designed an O(mn + n2 log n) time
algorithm. Preis[10] designed a O(m) time algorithm for computing a 2-MWM. Drake
and Hougardy[2] designed a simpler algorithm for the same problem. Vinkemeier and
Hougardy[11] presented an algorithm to compute a matching which is (2/3 − ) times the
size of MWM in O(m/) time. Duan, Pettie and Su[3] presented an algorithm to compute a
matching which is (1−) times the size of MWM in O(m−1 log −1 ) time. To the best of our
knowledge, there have been no sublinear algorithm for maintaining MWM or approximate
MWM in dynamic graphs.

Preliminaries
Let M be a matching in a graph G = (V, E). A vertex in the graph is called free with
respect to M if it is not incident on any edge in M . A vertex which is not free is called
matched. Similarly, an edge is called matched if it is in M and is called free otherwise. If
(u, v) is a matched edge, then u is called be the mate of v and vice versa. A matching M
is said to be maximal if no edge can be added to the matching without violating the degree
bound of one for a matched vertex. An alternating path is defined as a path in which edges
are alternately matched and free, while an augmenting path is an alternating path which
begins and ends with free vertices.

Our Results
We present a fully dynamic algorithm that achieves expected amortized O(log n log C) update
time for maintaining 8-MWM. Here C is the ratio of the weights of the highest weight edge
to the smallest weight edge in the given graph. Our algorithm uses, as a subroutine, the
algorithm of Baswana, Gupta and Sen [1] for maintaining a maximal matching. We can
state the main result of [1] formally in the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. Starting from an empty graph on n vertices, a maximal matching in the
graph can be maintained over any arbitrary sequence of t insertion and deletion of edges in
O(t log n) time in expectation and O(t log n + n log2 n) time with high probability.
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Note that for the above algorithm, the matching(random bits) at any time is not known
to the adversary1 for it to choose the updates adaptively.
The idea underlying our algorithm has been inspired by the algorithm of Lotker, PattShamir, and Rosen[6] for maintaining approximate MWM in distributed environment. Their
algorithm maintains a 27-MWM in a distributed graph and achieves O(1) rounds to update
the matching upon any edge insertion or deletion.

Overview of our approach
Given that there exists a very efficient algorithm [1] for maintaining maximal matching
(hence 2-MCM), it is natural to explore if this algorithm can be employed for maintaining
approximate MWM. Observe that MCM is a special case of MWM with all edges having
the same weight. Since a maximal matching is 2-MCM, it can be observed that a maximal
matching is 2-MWM in a graph if all its edges have the same weight. But this observation
does not immediately extend to the graphs having non-uniform weights on edges. Let us
consider the case when the edge weights are within a range, say, [αi , αi+1 ), where α > 1 is a
constant. In such a graph the maximal matching gives a 2α approximation of the maximum
weight matching. So, a maximal matching can be used as an approximation for MWM in
a graphs where the ratio of weights of maximum weight edge to the smallest weight edge is
bounded by some small constant. To exploit this observation, we partition the edges of the
graph into levels according to their weight. We select a constant α > 1 whose value will be
fixed later on. Edges at level i have weights in the range [αi , αi+1 ) and the set of edges at
level i is represented by Ei , viz., ∀e ∈ Ei , w(e) ∈ [αi , αi+1 ).
Observe that in this scheme of partitioning, any edge is present only at one level. The
subgraph at level i is defined as Gi = (V, Ei ). We maintain a maximal matching Mi for
Gi using the algorithm of Baswana, Gupta and Sen[1]. The maximal matching at each
level provides an approximation for the maximum weight matching at that level. However,
∪i Mi is not necessary a matching since a vertex may have multiple edges incident on it
S
from ∪i Mi . Let H = (V, Mi ) be the subgraph of G having only those edges which are
part of the maximal matching at some level. Our algorithm maintains a matching in the
subgraph H which is guaranteed to be 8-MWM for the original graph G. The algorithm
builds on the algorithm in [1], though the analysis of algorithm for maintaining 8-MWM is
not straightforward.

2

Fully Dynamic 8-MWM

Our algorithm maintains a partition of edges according to their levels. A maximal matching
Mi is maintained at each level using the fully dynamic algorithm in [1]. While processing
any insertion or deletion of an edge, this algorithm will lead to change in the status of
edges from being matched to free and vice-versa. This leads to deletion or insertion of edges
from/to H. However, since the algorithm [1] achieves expected amortized O(log n) time per
update, so the expected amortized number of deletions and insertions of edges in H will
also be O(log n) only. Our algorithm will maintain a matching M in the subgraph H taking
advantage of the hierarchical structure of H. Since H is formed by the union of matchings
at various levels, a vertex can have at most one neighbor at each level. The matching M is
maintained such that for every edge of H which is not in M there must be an edge adjacent

1

The oblivious adversarial model is also used in randomized data-structure like universal hashing
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to it at a higher level which is in M. For an edge e, let Level(e) denote its level. In precise
words, the algorithm maintains the following invariant after every update.
∀e ∈ E(H), either e ∈ M or e is adjacent to an edge e0 ∈ M such that Level(e0 ) >
Level(e).

Notations
The algorithm maintains the following information at each stage.
Ml - A maximal matching at the level l.
F ree(v) - A variable which is true if v is free in the matching M, and false otherwise.
M ate(v) - The mate of v, if it is not free.
Level((u, v)) or Level(e) - The level at which the edge e or the edge (u, v) is present
according to the condition that ∀e ∈ Gi , w(e) ∈ [αi , αi+1 ).
OccupiedLevels - The set of levels where there is at least one edge from H.
Lmax - The highest occupied level.
Lmin - The lowest occupied level.
N (v, i) - The neighbor of v in Mi , if any, and null otherwise.
M - The matching maintained by our algorithm.
For a better understanding of our fully dynamic algorithm, the following section describes
its static version for computing M in the graph H.

Static Algorithm to obtain M from H
Procedure 2.1: StaticCombine()
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

M = φ;
for i = Lmax to Lmin do
M = M ∪ Mi ;
for (u, v) ∈ Mi do
for j = i − 1 to Lmin do
for (x, y) ∈ Mj do
if u = x or u = y or v = x or v = y then
Mj = Mj \ {(x, y)};

The static algorithm divides the edges of the graph G into levels and a maximal matching Mi is obtained for each of the levels. Using these maximal matchings we get the
graph H. Thereafter the level numbers Lmax and Lmin are computed and the procedure
StaticCombine is executed.
The procedure StaticCombine starts by picking all the edges in H at the highest level
and adds them to the matching M. For every edge (u, v) added to the matching M, all
the edges in the graph H incident on u and v have to be removed from the graph. The
same process is repeated for the next lower level. Note that every edge in H is either in the
matching M or its neighboring edge at some higher level is in M and thus the invariant is
maintained. Observe that the matching M is a maximal matching in H because of the way
it is being computed.
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Dynamic Algorithm to maintain M
After each insertion or deletion of any edge, our algorithm maintains a matching M satisfying
the invariant described above. Our algorithm processes insertions and deletions of edges in H
to update M. An addition and deletion of the edges in H is caused due to addition/deletion
of an edge in the original graph G. We describe some basic procedures first. Then the
procedures for handling addition and deletion of edges in H are described and finally the
procedures for handling addition and deletion of edges in G are described.
Procedure 2.2: AddToMatching(u, v)
1
2
3

F ree(u) = F alse; F ree(v) = F alse;
M ate(u) = v; M ate(v) = u;
S
M = M {(u, v)};

Procedure 2.3: DelFromMatching(u, v)
1
2

F ree(u) = T rue; F ree(v) = T rue;
M = M \ {(u, v)};

The procedure AddToMatching adds an edge to the matching M updating the free and
mate fields accordingly. The procedure DelFromMatching deletes an edge from the matching
M updating the mate and the free fields correctly. Both of them execute in O(1) time.
Procedure 2.4: HandleFree(u, lev)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

for l from lev to Lmin do
v = N (u, l);
if v is not null then
if v is free then
AddToMatching (u, v);
return;
else if Level((v, Mate(v))) < l then
v 0 = M ate(v);
DelFromMatching (v, v 0 );
AddToMatching (u, v);
HandleFree (v 0 , Level((v, v 0 )));
return;

The procedure HandleFree takes as an input a vertex u which has become free in M
and a level number lev from where it has to start looking for a mate. Note that it follows
from the invariant that u does not have any free neighbor at any level above lev. The
procedure HandleFree proceeds as follows. It searches for a neighbor of u in the decreasing
order of levels starting from lev. In this process, on reaching a level l ≤ lev if it finds a
free neighbor of u, the corresponding edge is added to the matching M and the procedure
stops. Otherwise if some neighbor v is found which already has a mate at some lower level
than l, then notice that we are violating the invariant as (u, v) does not belong to M and
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is neighboring to an edge in M at a lower level. So, the edge (v, M ate(v)) is removed from
the matching M, and the edge (u, v) is added to the matching M. This change results in a
free vertex which is at a lower level and so we proceed recursively to process it. Note that
the recursive calls to HandleFree are all with lower level numbers. So, the procedure takes
O(Lmax − Lmin ) time.
Procedure 2.5: AddEdge(u, v)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

l = Level((u, v));
N (u, l) = v;
N (v, l) = u;
if u is free and v is free then
AddToMatching (u, v);
else if u is free and v is not free then
if Level((u, Mate(u))) < l then
v 0 = M ate(v);
DelFromMatching (v, v 0 );
AddToMatching (u, v);
HandleFree (v 0 , Level((v, v 0 )));
else if u is not free and v is free then
if Level((v, Mate(v))) < l then
u0 = M ate(u);
DelFromMatching (u, u0 );
AddToMatching (u, v);
HandleFree (u0 , Level((u, u0 )));
else if Level((v, Mate(v))) < l and Level((u, Mate(u))) < l then
u0 = M ate(u); v 0 = M ate(v);
DelFromMatching (u, u0 ); DelFromMatching (v, v 0 );
AddToMatching (u, v);
HandleFree (u0 , Level((u, u0 )));
HandleFree (v 0 , Level((v, v 0 )));

The procedure AddEdge handles addition of edges to H. Suppose the edge (u, v) is added
to H. If both u and v are free with respect to M, then the edge (u, v) is added to the
matching M. Otherwise, there must be some edge(s) in M adjacent to (u, v). This follows
due to the fact that M is a maximal matching in H. If (u, v) is adjacent to a higher level
edge in M, then nothing is done. If (u, v) is adjacent to some lower level edge(s) in M, then
notice that the invariant maintained by the algorithm gets violated. Therefore, we remove
these lower level edge(s) (adjacent to (u, v)) from the matching M and adds the edge (u, v)
to the matching. At most 2 vertices can become free due to the addition of this edge to M
and we handle them using the procedure HandleFree. If u0 was the previous mate of u, then
the edge (u, u0 ) is removed from M. Since M satisfied the invariant before addition of this
edge, all the neighboring edges of u0 at higher level than Level(u, u0 ) are matched to a vertex
at higher levels. So u0 has to start looking for mates from the level of (u, u0 ). The procedure
makes a constant number of calls to HandleFree and thus runs in O(Lmax − Lmin ) time.
The procedure DeleteEdge does nothing if an unmatched edge from H is deleted. If
a matched edge (u, v) is deleted at level l, it calls HandleFree for both the end points to
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Procedure 2.6: DeleteEdge(u, v)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

l = Level((u, v));
N (u, l) = null;
N (v, l) = null;
if (u, v) ∈ M then
DelFromMatching (u, v);
HandleFree (u, l);
HandleFree (v, l);

restore the invariant in the matching. HandleFree is called with the level l because our
invariant implies that all the neighbors of u and v are matched at higher levels. So they
cannot find a mate at higher levels. This again takes O(Lmax − Lmin ) time.
Procedure 2.7: EdgeUpdate(u, v, type)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

l = Level((u, v)) = blogα w(u, v)c;
if type is addition and Ml is φ then
S
OccupiedLevels = OccupiedLevels {l};
Update Lmax and Lmin ;
Update Ml using the algorithm in [1];
if type is deletion and Ml is φ then
OccupiedLevels = OccupiedLevels \ {l};
Update Lmax and Lmin ;
Let D be the set of edges deleted from Ml in step 5;
Let A be the set of edges added to Ml in step 5;
for (x, y) ∈ D do
DeleteEdge (x, y);
for (x, y) ∈ A do
AddEdge (x, y);

The function EdgeUpdate handles addition and deletion of an edge in G. It finds out
the level of the edge and updates the maximal matching at that level using the algorithm
of Baswana, Gupta and Sen [1]. It updates the OccupiedLevels set accordingly. This set is
required because the values of Lmax and Lmin are to be maintained. The algorithm [1] can
be easily augmented to return the set of edges being added or deleted from the maximal
matching during each update in the graph G. As discussed before, expected amortized
O(log n) edges change their status in H per update in G. Our algorithm processes these
updates in H as described above. So, overall our algorithm has an expected amortized
update time of O(log n · (Lmax − Lmin )). Let emax and emin represent the edges having the
maximum and the minimum weight in the graph. Recall that C = w(emax )/w(emin ).

max

L

min

−L

< logα w(e

max

) − logα w(e

min



w(emax )
= O(log C)
) + 1 = O log
w(emin )

So we can claim that
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I Claim 2.1. The expected amortized update time of the algorithm per edge insertion or
deletion is O(log n log C).
In the next section we analyze the algorithm to prove that the matching M maintained
by it at each stage is indeed 8-MWM.

2.1

Analysis

To get a good approximation ratio, we bound the weight of M ∗ with the weight of M. We
now state a few simple observations which help in understanding the analysis.
I Observation 2.1. Since M ∗ is a matching, no two edges of M ∗ can be incident on the same
vertex.
I Observation 2.2. For any edge e ∈
/ M ∗ , there can be at most two edges of M ∗ which are
adjacent to e, one for each endpoint of e.
To bound the weight of M ∗ using the weight of M, we define a many to one mapping
φ : M ∗ → M. This mapping maps every edge in M ∗ to an edge in M. Using this mapping,
we find out all the edges which are mapped to an edge e ∈ M and bound their weight using
the weight of e. Let this set be denoted by φ−1 (e). For an edge e∗ ∈ M ∗ , the mapping is
defined as:
1. If e∗ ∈ E(H) and e∗ ∈ M then φ(e∗ ) = e∗ .
2. If e∗ ∈ E(H) and e∗ ∈
/ M then our invariant ensures that e∗ is adjacent to an edge
e ∈ M such that Level(e) > Level(e∗ ). In this case, we define φ(e∗ ) = e. If e∗ is adjacent
to two matched edges in M, map e∗ to any one of them. As a rule, if two edges are
available for mapping, then we will map e∗ to any one of them.
3. If e∗ ∈
/ E(H), then consider its level, say i. Since we maintain a maximal matching Mi
at level i, at least one of the end point of e∗ must be present in Mi . Let e ∈ Mi be
adjacent to e∗ . If e ∈ M, we define φ(e∗ ) = e.
4. If e∗ ∈
/ E(H) and the edge e ∈ Mi adjacent to e∗ is not present in M then e must
be adjacent to an edge e0 ∈ M such that Level(e0 ) > Level(e). In this case, we define
φ(e∗ ) = e0 .
An edge e∗ ∈ M ∗ can either be present or absent from E(H). If it is in E(H), then
it is mapped using type 1 and type 2 mapping else it is mapped using type 3 and type 4
mapping. This implies all the edges in M ∗ are mapped by φ. Now that we have defined a
many to one mapping, we find out the edges of M ∗ which are mapped to an edge e ∈ M.
An edge which is mapped to an edge e ∈ M can either be e itself or be adjacent to e or
not adjacent to e. If an edge of M ∗ , which is mapped to e ∈ M, is e itself or is adjacent to
e, then it is called a Directly mapped edge. An edge of M ∗ which is mapped to e ∈ M and
−1
is not adjacent to e is called an Indirectly mapped edge. Let φ−1
D (e) and φI (e) be the set
of edges from M ∗ mapped directly and indirectly respectively to an edge e ∈ M. Directly
mapped edges are of type 1, 2 and 3 and indirectly mapped edges are of type 4.
If an edge e ∈ M has an edge of type 1 directly mapped to it, then e will not have
any other edge directly mapped to it. This follows from the definition of a directly mapped
edge and Observation 2.1. There can be at most two directly mapped edges of the type 2
(Observation 2.2). These edges mapped to e are always from a level < Level(e). There can
be at most two directly mapped edges of type 3 also if they are not in H but are adjacent
to e. By Observation 2.2, there can only be two such edges.
I Claim 2.2. For an edge e ∈ M, there can be at most two edges from M ∗ that are directly
mapped to e.
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Figure 1 e ∈ M. The edges marked ∗ are not in H and are in M ∗ . The edges which are not
marked ∗ are all in H. All the edges marked by ∗ are indirectly mapped to e.

The total weight of the edges directly mapped to e will be maximum when both of them
are from the same level as e. Assume that e is at level i. Summing the weights of the edges
which are directly mapped to e, we get
X
w(e∗ ) < 2 ∗ αi+1 < 2αw(e)
(1)
−1
e∗ ∈φD
(e)

An edge e∗ ∈ M ∗ mapped indirectly to an edge e ∈ M can only be of type 4. In this
case e∗ is not in H, but is adjacent to an edge in H, which in turn is adjacent to e. By
definition, these edges are from a level lower than that of e. There can be at most two edges
from each level lower than Level(e) which are in H and are adjacent to e(see Figure 1).
I Claim 2.3. There can be at most two indirectly mapped edges to an edge e ∈ M at level
< Level(e).
Note that there can be a large number of edges which are indirectly mapped to e. Still we
will be able to get a good bound on their total weight. This is because there can be at most
two indirectly mapped edges from each level and the weight of edges in the levels decreases
geometrically as we go to lower levels.
Assume that e is at level i. Summing the weight of edges which are indirectly mapped
to e, we get
X

∗

w(e ) < 2

e∗ ∈φI−1 (e)

min
LX

αj+1 <

j=i−1

2αw(e)
2αi+1
<
α−1
α−1

(2)

Thus, the total weight mapped to e is X

∗

w(e ) =

e∗ ∈φ−1 (e)

X
e∗ ∈φ−1
(e)
D

∗

w(e ) +

X

∗



w(e ) < w(e)

e∗ ∈φ−1
(e)
I

2α
+ 2α
α−1



As reasoned before, an edge in M ∗ is mapped to some edge in M. So summing this over
all the edges in M, we get

 X X
X
X
2α
w(e∗ ) =
w(e)
+ 2α >
w(e∗ )
α−1
∗
∗
∗
−1
e∈M

e∈M e ∈φ

(e)

e ∈M
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2α
The function f (α) = α−1
+ 2α attains its minimum value of 8 at α = 2. So, if the
value of α is picked to be 2, we get an 8 approximate maximum weight matching algorithm.
We can state the following theorem.
I Theorem 2. There exists a fully dynamic algorithm that maintains 8-MWM for any graph
on n vertices in expected amortized O(log n log C) time per update.

3

Conclusion

We presented a fully dynamic algorithms for maintaining matching of large size or weight in
graphs. The algorithm maintains a 8-MWM with expected O(log n log C) amortized update
time.
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Abstract
We study the Unsplittable Flow Problem (UFP) and related variants, namely UFP with
Bag Constraints and UFP with Rounds, on paths and trees. We provide improved constant factor approximation algorithms for all these problems under the no bottleneck assumption
(NBA), which says that the maximum demand for any source-sink pair is at most the minimum
capacity of any edge. We obtain these improved results by expressing a feasible solution to a
natural LP relaxation of the UFP as a near-convex combination of feasible integral solutions.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we give new results for several variants of the Unsplittable Flow Problem
on paths and trees. The setting for all of these problems is as follows: we are given a graph
G = (V, E), where G is either a path or a tree, with edge capacities ce for each edge
e ∈ E, a set of demands D1 , . . . , Dm , where each demand Di consists of a source-sink pair
si , ti , a bandwidth requirement di , and a profit wi . In order to route a demand Di , we
send di amount of flow from si to ti along the (unique) path between them in G. A set
of demands is said to be feasible if they can be simultaneously routed without violating
any edge capacity. In the Max-UFP problem, we would like to find a feasible subset of
demands of maximum total profit. In the Round-UFP problem, we would like to color
the demands with minimum number of colors such that demands with a particular color
form a feasible subset. Another interesting variant is the Bag-UFP problem, where we are
given sets D1 , . . . , Dk , where each set (or bag) Di consists of a set of demands, and has an
associated profit (the individual demands in each set do not have profits, though they could
have different bandwidth requirements). A solution needs to pick at most one demand from
each bag such that these demands are feasible. The goal is to maximize the total profit of
bags from which a demand is picked.
All of the above problems are NP-Hard (even for a path), and there has been lot of recent
work on obtaining constant factor approximation algorithms for them. An assumption often
made in these settings is the so-called no-bottleneck assumption: the maximum bandwidth
requirement of any demand is at most the minimum edge capacity, i.e., maxi di ≤ mine ce .
Obtaining constant factor approximation algorithms for the above problems without the
© Khaled Elbassioni, Naveen Garg, Divya Gupta, Amit Kumar, Vishal Narula, Arindam Pal;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
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no-bottleneck assumption remains a challenging task; the only exception being the recent
result of Bonsma et al. [4] which gives a constant factor approximation algorithm for MaxUFP on the line. We will assume that the no-bottleneck assumption holds in subsequent
discussions.
Max-UFP and Bag-UFP are weakly NP-Hard, since they contain the Knapsack problem as a special case, where there is just a single edge. Recently, it has been proved that
the problem is strongly NP-hard, even for the restricted case where all demands are chosen
from {1, 2, 3} and all capacities are uniform [4]. However, the problem is not known to be
APX-hard, so a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) may still be possible. For
the special case of (Knapsack), an FPTAS is well-known. When all capacities, demands
and profits are 1, Max-UFP specializes to Max-EDP, the maximum edge-disjoint paths
problem.
Chakrabarti et al. [7] gave the first constant approximation algorithm for Max-UFP on
paths and the approximation ratio was subsequently improved to 2 + ε, for any constant
ε > 0 by Chekuri et al. [8]. They also gave a constant factor approximation algorithm
for Max-UFP on trees. These algorithms are based on the idea of rounding a natural LP
relaxation of the Max-UFP problem.
Round-UFP is NP-Hard, since it contains the Bin Packing problem as a special case,
where there is just a single edge. Bin Packing is known to be APX-hard. However, it
has an asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme (APTAS). There are also simple
greedy algorithms like first-fit and best-fit, which give constant-factor approximations (see
e.g. [1]). When all capacities and demands are 1, Round-UFP reduces to the interval
coloring problem on paths, for which a simple greedy algorithm gives the optimal coloring.
The Round-UFP problem for paths has been well-studied in the context of on-line
algorithms as well. Here the intervals arrive in arbitrary order, and we need to assign them
a color on their arrival so that all intervals with one color form a feasible packing, i.e. total
demand on any edge does not exceed its capacity. When all capacities and demands are 1, i.e.
when no two intersecting intervals can be given the same color, the first-fit algorithm achieves
a constant competitive ratio ([15, 16, 18]). Kierstead and Trotter [14] gave a different online
algorithm which uses at most 3ω − 2 colors. They also proved that any deterministic online
algorithm in the worst case will require at least 3ω − 2 colors. For the case of arbitrary
edge capacities and demands with the no-bottleneck assumption (NBA), which is same as
Round-UFP, Epstein et al. [12] gave a 78-competitive algorithm. Prior to our work, this
was the best known result for Round-UFP in the off-line setting as well.
problem was introduced by Chakaravarthy et al. [6], who gave an

TheBag-UFP
-approximation
algorithm. Here cmax and cmin are the maximum and minO log ccmax
min
imum edge capacities of the path respectively. They gave the first constant factor approximation algorithm for the Bag-UFP problem on paths – the approximation ratio is 120. A
related

 problem is the job interval selection problem for which Chuzhoy et al. [11] gave an
e
e−1 -approximation algorithm. See also Erlebach et al. [13] for some additional results.

1.1

Our Contributions

In this paper, we give a unified framework for these problems. We give a simple algorithm
for Round-UFP on paths. We use this to give a constant factor approximation algorithm
for Max-UFP as well. The idea is to start with a natural LP relaxation for Max-UFP.
We show that using our algorithm for Round-UFP, one can express a fractional solution
to the LP as a convex combination of integer solutions (up to a constant factor). This
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idea generalizes to Bag-UFP as well. This leads to improved approximation algorithms for
several of these problems. More specifically, our results are:
We give a 24-approximation algorithm for Round-UFP on paths. This is much simpler
than the 78-competitive algorithm of [12], and gives an improved approximation ratio.
We give a 65-approximation algorithm for Bag-UFP on paths, thus improving the constant approximation factor of 120 given by Chakaravarthy et al. [5] for this problem.
For trees, we give the first constant factor approximation algorithm for Round-UFP –
the approximation factor is 64.

1.2

Other Related Work

Recently, Bonsma et al. [4] gave the first constant factor approximation algorithm for MaxUFP on a path without assuming NBA. They also proved that the problem is strongly
NP-hard, even for the restricted case where all demands are chosen from {1, 2, 3} and all
capacities are uniform.
The round version of Bag-UFP is hard to approximate, because scheduling jobs with
interval constraints is a special case of this problem. In the latter problem, we have a
collection of jobs, where each job has a set of intervals associated with it. We can schedule a
job in any of the intervals from its set. The goal is to color the jobs with minimum number
of colors, such that the set of jobs with a particular color are feasible, i.e., one can pick an
interval from the set associated with each job, such that these intervals are disjoint. Chuzhoy
et al. [10] proved that it is NP-hard to get better than O(log log n)-approximation algorithm
for this problem. In the continuous version of this problem, the intervals associated with a
job form a continuous time segment, described by a release date and a deadline. Chuzhoy
and Codenotti [9] gave a constant factor approximation algorithm for the continuous version.

1.3

Organization of the Paper

In Section 2, we define the problems considered in this paper. We give a constant factor
approximation algorithm for Round-UFP on paths in Section 3. In Section 4, we use the
ideas developed in Section 3 to get a constant factor approximation algorithm for Max-UFP
on paths, which we then extend to Bag-UFP on paths in Section 5. In Section 6 we give a
constant factor approximation algorithm for Round-UFP on trees.

2

Preliminaries

We formally define the problems considered in this paper. In all of these problems, an
instance will consist of a graph G = (V, E), which is either a path or a tree, with edge
capacities ce for all edges e ∈ E. In case of Round-UFP and Max-UFP, we are also given
a set of demands D1 , . . . , Dm . Demand Di has an associated source-sink pair, (si , ti ), a
bandwidth requirement di and a profit wi . We shall use Ii to denote the associated unique
path between si and ti in G (in case of a path, we shall also call this an interval). A subset
of demands will be called feasible if they can be routed without violating the edge capacities.
In Max-UFP, the goal is to find a feasible subset of demands of maximum total profit. In
Round-UFP, the goal is to partition the set of demands into minimum number of colors,
such that demands with a particular color are feasible.
Finally, we define the Bag-UFP problem. We will consider this problem for the case
of paths only. Here, we are given sets, which we will call bags, D1 , . . . , Dk , where each set
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Dj consists of a set of demands D1j , . . . , Dnj j . As before, each demand Dij is specified by an
interval Iij and a bandwidth requirement dji . We are also given profits pj associated with
each of the bags Dj . A feasible solution to such an instance picks at most one demand from
each of the bags – the selected demands should form a feasible set of routable demands. The
profit of such a solution is the total profit of the bags from which we select a demand. The
goal is to maximize the total profit.
We require our instances to satisfy the so called no-bottleneck assumption. This assumption states that maxi di ≤ mine ce , where i varies over all the demands, and e varies over all
the edges in G. We now give some definitions which will be used by all the algorithms. We
will divide the set of demands into two classes – large and small demands.
I Definition 1. The bottleneck capacity bi of a demand Di is the smallest capacity of an
edge in the (unique) path between si and ti – such an edge is called the bottleneck edge for
demand Di . A demand Di is said to be small if di ≤ 14 bi , else it is a large demand.

3

Approximation Algorithm for Round-UFP

We consider an instance I of the Round-UFP problem given by a path G on n points, and
a set of demands D1 , . . . , Dm as described in Section 2. Let O denote an optimal solution,
and col(O) denote the number of colors used by O. We begin with a few definitions.
P

i:e∈Ii di
I Definition 2. The congestion of an edge e, re , is defined as
, i.e., the ratio of
ce
the total demand through the edge e to its capacity. Let rmax = maxe re be the maximum
congestion on the path.
I Definition 3. The clique size on an edge e, Le , is defined as the number of large demands
containing the edge e. Let Lmax = maxe Le be the maximum clique size on the path.
Clearly, col(O) ≥ rmax . We give an algorithm A which uses O(rmax ) colors. This will
give a constant factor approximation algorithm for this problem. We first consider the case
of large demands.
I Lemma 4. We can color all large demands with at most Lmax colors. Further, Lmax ≤
8col(O).
Proof. We will use the following result of Nomikos et al. [17].
I Lemma 5. [17] Consider an instance of Round-UFP where all capacities are integers
and all demands Di have bandwidth requirement di = 1. Then, one can color these demands
with rmax colors.
We first scale all capacties and demand requirements such that cmin becomes equal to
1. Now, we round all capacities down to the nearest integer, and we scale all the demand
requirements di to 1. Note that this will affect the congestion of an edge e by a factor of at
most 8 – since ce was at least 1, rounding it down to the nearest integer will reduce it by
a factor of at most 1/2. Since all demands were of size at least 1/4 (because they are large
demands), we may increase the requirement of a demand by factor of at most 4. Thus, the
value of rmax will increase by factor of at most 8. Now, we invoke the result in Lemma 5.
This proves the lemma.
J
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We now consider the more non-trivial case of small demands. We divide the edges into
classes based on their capacities. We say that an edge e is of class l if 2l ≤ ce < 2l+1 . We
use cl(e) to denote the class of e. For a demand Dj , let lj be the smallest class such that
the interval Ij contains an edge of class lj . The critical edge of demand Dj is defined as the
first edge (as we go from left to right from sj to tj ) in Ij of class lj . Note that the critical
edge could be different from the bottleneck edge, though both of them would be of class lj .
I Lemma 6. The small demands can be colored with at most 16rmax colors.
Proof. We maintain 16rmax different solutions to the instance I, where a solution routes
a subset of the demands. We will be done if we can assign each demand to one of these
solutions. Let us call these solutions S1 , . . . , SK , where K = 16rmax . We first describe the
routing algorithm and then show that it has the desired properties.
We arrange the demands in order of their left end-points – let this ordering be D1 , . . . , Dm .
Let ej be the critical edge of Dj . When we consider Dj , we send it to a solution Sl for
which the total requirements of demands containing ej is at most cej /16. At least one such
16rmax ·ce /16

j
solution must exist, otherwise re >
= rmax , a contradiction. This completes
cej
the description of how we assign each demand to one of the solutions. We now prove that
each of the solutions Sl is feasible.
Fix a solution Sl and an edge e. Suppose e is of class i. Let D(Sl ) be the demands routed
in Sl which contain the edge e. Among such demands, let Du be the last demand for which
the critical edge is to the left of e (including e) – let e0 be such an edge. Clearly, cl(e0 ) ≥ i.
0
For an integer i0 ≤ i, let e(i ) be the first edge of class i0 to the right of e (so, e(i) is same as
e).
First consider the demands in D(Sl ) which are considered before (and including Du ).
All of these demands go through e0 (because all such demands begin before Du does and
contain e). So, the total requirement of such demands, excluding Du , is at most ce0 /16 –
otherwise we would not have assigned Du to this solution. Because Du is a small demand
and cl(e0 ) ≥ i, the total requirements of such demands (including Du ) is at most

ce
ce
ce
3ce
2i+1
+
≤
+
=
.
16
4
8
4
8
Now consider the demands in D(Sl ) whose critical edges are to the right of e – note that,
0
such an edge must be one of e(i ) for some i0 < i. Similar to the argument above, the total
requirements of such demands is at most
!
0
X 2i0 +1
2i +1
5 · 2i+1
5ce
+
≤
≤
.
16
4
16
8
0
i <i

Thus, we see that the total requirements of demands in D(Sl ) is at most
3ce
5ce
+
≤ ce .
8
8
Hence the solution is feasible. This proves the lemma.

J

Combining the above two lemmas, we get the following theorem.
I Theorem 7. Given an instance of Round-UFP, there is an algorithm for this problem
which uses at most 24·col(O) colors, and hence it is a 24-approximation algorithm. Further,
if all demands are small, then one can color the demands using at most 16 · col(O) colors.
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4

Approximation Algorithms for Max-UFP

In this section we show how ideas from Round-UFP can be used to derive a constant factor
approximation algorithm for Max-UFP. Consider an instance I of Max-UFP. As before,
we divide the demands into small and large demands. For large demands, Chakrabarti et
al. [7] showed that one can find the optimal solution by dynamic programming.
I Lemma 8. [7] The number of δ-large demands crossing any edge in a feasible solution is
2
at most 2δ 1δ − 1 . Hence, an optimum solution can be found in nO(1/δ ) time using dynamic
programming.
Note that, according to our definition, large demands are 41 -large. Now we consider the
small demands. The following lemma gives an approximation algorithm for small demands.
I Lemma 9. If there are only small jobs, then there is a 16-approximation algorithm for
Max-UFP.
Proof. We write the following natural LP relaxation for this problem – a variable xi for
demand Di which is 1 if we include it in our solution, and 0 otherwise.
X
w i xi
max
i

X

di xi ≤ ce

for all edges e

(1)

i:e∈Ii

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

for all demands i

?

Let x be an optimal solution to the LP relaxation. Let K be an integer such that all
the variables x?i can be written as αKi for some integer αi . Now we construct an instance
I 0 of Round-UFP as follows. For each (small) demand Di in I, we create αi copies of it.
Rest of the parameters are same as those in I. First observe that inequality (1) implies that
P
0
i:e∈Ii di αi ≤ Kce , ∀e ∈ E. Thus, the congestion of each edge in I is at most K. Using
Lemma 6 for small demands, we can color the demands with at most 16K colors. It follows
P
1
that the best solution among these 16K solutions will have profit at least 16
· i wi x?i . J
Thus, we get the following theorem.
I Theorem 10. There is a 17-approximation algorithm for the Max-UFP problem.
Proof. Given an instance I, we divide the demands into large and small demands. For large
demands, we compute the optimal solution using Lemma 8, whereas for small demands we
compute a solution with approximation ratio 16 using Lemma 9. Then we pick the better
of the two solutions.
Consider an optimal solution O with profit profit(O). Let profitl (O) be the profit
for large demands and profits (O) be the profit for small demands. If profitl (O) ≥
1
1
17 · profit(O), then our solution for large demands will also be at least 17 · profit(O).
16
s
Otherwise, profit (O) ≥ 17 · profit(O). In this case, our solution for small demands will
1
1
have value at least 16
· 16
J
17 · profit(O) = 17 · profit(O).

5

Approximation Algorithms for Bag-UFP

We now extend the above algorithm to the Bag-UFP problem. Consider an instance I
of this problem. As before, we classify each of the demands Dij as either large or small.
For each bag, Dj , let Dj,l be the set of large demands in Dj and Dj,s be the set of small
demands in Dj . Again, we have two different strategies for large and small demands.
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I Lemma 11. If there are only large jobs, then there is a 48-approximation algorithm for
Bag-UFP.
Proof. Suppose we have the further restriction that the selected intervals need to be disjoint.
Lemma 8 implies that this will worsen the objective value by a factor of at most 24. However,
for the latter problem, we can use the 2-approximation algorithm of Berman et al. [3] and
Bar-Noy et al. [2]. This gives a 48-approximation algorithm.
J
I Lemma 12. If there are only small jobs, then there is a 17-approximation algorithm for
Bag-UFP.
Proof. As in the case of Max-UFP problem, we first write an LP relaxation, and then use
an algorithm similar to the one used for the Round-UFP problem. We have a variable xji
for demand Dij , which is 1 if we include it in our solution and 0 otherwise, and a variable
y j which is 1 if we choose a demand from the bag Dj and 0 otherwise. The LP relaxation
is as follows.
X
max
pj y j
j

X

dji xji

≤ ce

for all edges e

(2)

for all bags Dj

(3)

i:e∈Iij

X

xji ≤ y j

i

0 ≤ xji ≤ 1
j

0≤y ≤1

for all demands i
for all bags Dj

Let x, y be an optimal solution to the LP above. Again, let K be a large enough integer
j

βj

such that y j = αK , xji = Ki , where αj and βij are integers for all j and i. Now we consider
an instance of Round-UFP where we have βij copies of the demand Dij . The only further
restriction is that no two demands from the same bag can get the same color. Inequality (2)
P
j j
implies that
i:e∈Iij di βi ≤ Kce , ∀e ∈ E. So the congestion bound is K. We proceed
as in the proof of Lemma 6, except that now we have 17K different solutions. When we
consider the demand Dij , we ignore the solutions which contain a demand from the bag
P
Dj . Inequality (3) implies that i βij ≤ αj ≤ K, ∀j. Hence, there will be at most K such
solutions. For the remaining 16K solutions, we argue as in the proof of Lemma 6.
J
I Theorem 13. There is a 65-approximation algorithm for the Bag-UFP problem.
Proof. This follows from the two previous lemmas. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 10.
J

6

Approximation Algorithms for Round-UFP on Trees

We now consider the Round-UFP problem on trees. Consider an instance I of this problem
as described in Section 2. We consider the case of large and small demands separately. Let
Dl be the set of large demands and Ds be the set of small demands.
I Lemma 14. There is a 32-approximation algorithm for the above instance when we only
have demands in Dl .
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Proof. Chekuri et al. [8] gave a 4-approximation algorithm for coloring a set of demands
when all demands have requirement 1, and the capacities are integers. In fact, their algorithm
uses at most 4rmax colors. We can reduce our problem to this case by losing an extra factor
of 8 in rmax – we proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.
J
I Lemma 15. There is a 32-approximation algorithm for the above instance when we only
have demands in Ds .
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 6. We maintain 16rmax solutions. For a
demand Di , let ai denote the least common ancestor of si and ti . We consider the demands
in a bottom-up order of ai . For a demand Di , we define two critical edges: the si -critical
edge is the critical edge on the ai − si path, and the ti -critical edge is the critical edge on
the ai − ti -path. We send Di to the solution in which both these critical edges have been
1
used till 16
of their total capacity only. Again it is easy to check that such a solution will
exist. The rest of the argument now follows as in the proof of Lemma 6.
J
Combining the above two lemmas, we get
I Theorem 16. There is a 64-approximation algorithm for the Round-UFP problem on
trees.

7

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper, we studied the Unsplittable Flow Problem and some of its variants, such
as UFP with Bag Constraints and UFP with Rounds. We gave improved constant
factor approximation algorithms for all these problems under the no bottleneck assumption.
One important open question is, can we improve the approximation factors further? A
related question is, are there lower bounds (hardness results, bad examples or integrality
gap examples) for these problems matching these upper bounds? Another important open
problem is the approximability of these problems without NBA. For Max-UFP on paths,
a (7 + ε)-approximation is known, but for the other problems the question is not settled.
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a novel way of constructing concise causal histories (pathways) to
represent how specified structures are formed during simulation of systems represented by rulebased models. This is founded on a new, clean, graph-based semantics introduced in the first
part of this paper for Kappa, a rule-based modelling language that has emerged as a natural
description of protein-protein interactions in molecular biology [1]. The semantics is capable
of capturing the whole of Kappa, including subtle side-effects on deletion of structure, and its
structured presentation provides the basis for the translation of techniques to other models. In
particular, we give a notion of trajectory compression, which restricts a trace culminating in
the production of a given structure to the actions necessary for the structure to occur. This is
central to the reconstruction of biochemical pathways due to the failure of traditional techniques
to provide adequately concise causal histories, and we expect it to be applicable in a range of
other modelling situations.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.1.1 Models of Computation, F.3.1 Specifying and Verifying
and Reasoning about Programs, J.3 Biology and genetics, I.6.6 Simulation Output Analysis
Keywords and phrases concurrency, rule-based models, graph rewriting, pathways, causality
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1

Introduction

Kappa [8] has emerged as a powerful tool in modelling biochemical systems, supporting
sophisticated and efficient simulation [5] and static analysis [6] techniques. It is centered
around rules that describe how links between sites on entities called agents are modified
when local conditions on the link structure (or, more generally, the state of sites) are satisfied.
In biological applications, agents typically represent proteins and links correspond to noncovalent associations between domains (sites) of proteins; rules then are intended to capture
empirically sufficient conditions for modifications in the binding (or other) state of protein
molecules. The use of rule-based approaches has the potential to make a profound impact
in these fields [1], making it possible to analyze systems that would be intractable using
traditional systems of ordinary differential equations.
Kappa has an intuitive graphical interpretation. In this paper, we formalise the structures
involved and characterize the rewriting operation using a single-pushout (SPO) technique
[13]. The aim is to develop a natural, stable foundation for Kappa, and the use of morphisms
© Vincent Danos, et al;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
Editors: D. D’Souza, J. Radhakrishnan, and K. Telikepalli; pp. 276–288
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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illuminates choices made in earlier work. The foundation will provide a basis for connections
to existing work (such as [3, 9]) on graph rewriting. Critically, the semantics captures
side-effects in the application of rules; these are important in the efficient and natural
representation of complex systems, so the careful analysis of them underpins the provision
of a rewriting semantics for the whole of Kappa. This is a significant progression from the
rewriting semantics presented in [7], where, with the aim of developing a theory of dynamic
restriction of reductions by type, it was appropriate to study a side-effect free form of Kappa,
specifically one without external links and where only whole connected components could be
deleted, that permitted a double-pushout (DPO) semantics. As we shall see, DPO rewriting
could not have been used without restricting to a side-effect-free fragment of Kappa.
In the second half of the paper, we introduce forms of trajectory compression, novel
causality analyses that have been implemented in KaSim, the Kappa simulator [14]. When a
specified pattern is seen in the state during simulation, for example two of a particular kind of
agent being linked together, they allow the automatic generation of a refined causal account
of the rule applications that led to the production of the pattern, called by biologists its
pathway. Traditional techniques fail to provide sufficiently concise histories, leaving in place
rule applications that a biologist would not expect to see in a pathway; compression addresses
this important problem. The forms of compression introduced progressively increase in
their ability to remove actions that are irrelevant to the production of the pattern, for
example being able to remove pairs of events that remove and subsequently re-introduce
structure upon which the pattern depends. It should be emphasized that, though we present
compression for Kappa, we see these as general operations. When a user is involved in
verifying any kind of model based on rewriting and the model indicates that a specified kind
of event of interest can occur, there is the potential to apply these forms of compression to
provide the modeller with a concise diagnosis for the event’s occurrence.

2

Kappa

Kappa models how structures called mixtures are affected by rules. A mixture describes the
state of sites on entities called agents. Agents and sites are labelled; each agent has at most
one site with each label, and a signature governs which sites are allowed on each type of
agent. Sites can be linked to other sites and can also be tagged to record any other internal
properties that hold. A natural level of abstraction for viewing biochemical pathways is to
view proteins as agents, the signature lists the (functional) sites of each type of protein, and
internal properties can be used for example to model the phosphorylation state of each site.
Rules are applied to transform mixtures. Each rule consists of three site graphs (patterns):
a left-hand side, a domain of definition and a right-hand side. A rule can be applied when
its left-hand side is matched in the mixture. The domain of definition is a sub-pattern of
the left-hand side; anything matched by something in the left-hand outside the domain of
definition is deleted by application of the rule. The right-hand side extends the domain of
definition with new agents, links and properties to be added to the mixture.
Significantly, to reduce the number of rules that need to be written, the test pattern of
a rule does does not need to specify the full state of all agents involved, but only a partial
aspect of some agents; this is neatly summed-up as: “Don’t care? Don’t write.” If whether
the action can occur is not determined by the state of a site, the site does not have to occur
in the test pattern. However, the application of a rule induces a reaction, i.e. a transition in
which agents are fully specified, in the mixture.
Example rules and a sequence of reactions, called a trajectory, are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Example set of rules (left) and trajectory (right). Reaction β1 is obtained by applying
r1 to the top two agents; β2 by applying r2 to the bottom two agents; β3 by applying r3 to the
top-left agent; β4 by applying r4 to the lower-left agent.

We adopt the convention of drawing agents as large circles (labelled K and P ), sites as small
circles (labelled a and s) and using a sans-serif font to indicate the internal properties that
hold at sites (u for unphosphorylated and p for phosphorylated).
Since rules do not have to fully specify the state of all agents involved, rule applications
can have side-effects: changes to the mixture outside the image of the test pattern. For
example, the rule r4 in Figure 1 deletes a K-agent without reference to any of its sites;
as seen in the reaction labelled β4 in the trajectory, its application has the side-effect of
removing the link to the lower X-agent. As mentioned in the introduction, Kappa allows
such actions to allow the efficient representation of systems, and this will motivate our use of
SPO rewriting to capture these highly intricate operations. This is in contrast to rewriting as
described in [7], which considered a side-effect free fragment of Kappa, in which, for example,
any deleted agent has to have all its sites specified in the rule.
To allow further compact representation, test patterns do not need to specify both ends
of links: links can be one-ended, signifying the existence of a link to some agent; we call such
links external links. Rule r3 which allows reaction β3 shows such a link being used to specify
a link to be deleted. External links in a pattern can additionally specify the type of agent
to which the link must connect and, optionally, the identifier of the site. In this paper, for
conceptual clarity, we shall take the view that the right-hand side of an applied rule should
be matched in the produced mixture. Some care will therefore be needed to manage the
interaction of side-effects and external links; we shall do so by requiring the images of external
links under matchings to connect to agents outside the image of the matching. Thereby,
s

a

s

a

X
K
X
for example, we rule out application of the rule K
(with domain of
definition equal to the right-hand side) to the mixture M4 since it would specify that the
link connecting the lower two agents were simultaneously to be destroyed and preserved.
The techniques presented in this paper are, however, completely amenable to other design
decisions such as choosing to favour deletion in these cases, and the more abstract framework
referred-to in the conclusion is of use when studying them.

We briefly remark that, in full Kappa, rules can be equipped with rate constants: values
that influence how likely it is that an occurrence of a rule’s test pattern in the mixture leads
to application of the rule. In this paper, however, it will not be necessary to consider any
stochastic aspects of the calculus.
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Σ-graphs and morphisms

Graphs with a given signature, Σ-graphs, shall play a central rôle in the semantics for the
Kappa that we now proceed to give: they shall include mixtures and represent patterns (site
graphs), and can be used to represent types (contact graphs).
I Definition 1. A signature is a 4-tuple Σ = (Σag , Σst , Σag−st , Σprop ), where Σag is a set of
agent types, Σst is a set of site identifiers, Σag−st : Σag → Pfin (Σst ) is a site map, and Σprop is
a set of internal property identifiers.
The set of agent types Σag consists of labels to describe the nature of the agents of interest,
for example the set of kinds proteins to be considered, and we use capital letters A, B, A0 , . . .
to range over them. The set Σst represents the set of labels that can appear to identify sites
on agents and is ranged over by i, j, i0 , . . .. The function Σag−st specifies the site identifiers
that can be present on agents: any site on an agent of type A must be labelled with an
identifier in Σag−st (A). Finally, the set Σprop indicates the set of internal properties that sites
might possess; for example, {u, p} to represent ‘unphosphorylated’ and ‘phosphorylated’.
As discussed in the previous section, there are three forms of external link. The first
form, written −, indicates just that the link connects to some other site. The second form,
written A for some A ∈ Σag , indicates that the link connects to some site on some agent of
type A. The final form, written (A, i) for some A ∈ Σag and i ∈ Σag−st (A), indicates that the
link connects to site i on some agent of type A. The set of all possible external link labels is
defined to be Ext = {−} ∪ Σag ∪ {(A, i) : A ∈ Σag & i ∈ Σag−st (A)}.
I Definition 2. A Σ-graph comprises a set A of agents, an agent type assignment type : A →
Σag , a set S of sites satisfying S ⊆ {(n, i) : n ∈ A & i ∈ Σag−st (type(n))}, a symmetric link
relation L ⊆ (S ∪ Ext)2 \ Ext2 , and a property set pk for each k ∈ Σprop satisfying
pk ⊆ {(n, i) : n ∈ A & i ∈ Σag−st (type(n))}
Note that any agent has at most one site with any given identifier: an agent n cannot have
two sites identified i. In patterns, we will represent the absence of any link on a site through
the site being in S but not occurring in any element of the link relation. Finally, the set pk
represents the set of sites that have internal property k. It is not in general the case that
pk ⊆ S. The intuition is that we wish the set S to be the set of sites for which we represent
knowledge of linkage. In a mixture, this will be all sites, but in a pattern it will be the sites
that we require either to be or not to be linked. If we do not care about a site’s link state in
a pattern, it will not be in S, but we may still wish to modify or test its internal properties,
so it may be in the set pk for some k.
It is useful to introduce a few notational conventions. For a Σ-graph G, we write AG
for its set of agents, typeG for its typing function, SG for its set of link sites, LG for its link
relation and pk,G for the set of sites satisfying property k. We use m, n to range over agents
and x, y to range over elements of S ∪ Ext.
Mixtures, representing the state to which rules are applied, and site graphs, representing
patterns, are forms of Σ-graph. In particular, site graphs have no links that immediately
loop back to the same site and have at most one link from any site. Mixtures additionally
specify the link state of all sites and have no external links.
I Definition 3. A site graph is a Σ-graph such that its link relation L is irreflexive and if
((n, i), x) ∈ L and ((n, i), y) ∈ L then x = y, for all n, i, x and y. A mixture is a site graph
that additionally satisfies L ⊆ S × S and S = {(n, i) : n ∈ A & i ∈ Σag−st (type(n))}.
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It should be noted that Kappa as presented here is slightly different from past presentations
in that we allow a set of properties to hold at a site in a mixture instead of precisely one.
This streamlines the coming account of rewriting, makes no difference to expressivity, and
the old definition could be handled with a few straightforward minor changes.

3.1

Homomorphisms and partial morphisms

Homomorphisms between Σ-graphs are structure-preserving functions from the agents of one
Σ-graph to the agents of another. They preserve structure in the sense of preserving the
presence of sites, preserving properties held on sites and ensuring that if there is a link on a
site, the corresponding site on the image of the agent has a link higher in the link information
order. Given a typing function type, this is the least reflexive, transitive relation ≤type s.t. for
all A ∈ Σag and i ∈ Σag−st (A) and n s.t. typeG (n) = A: − ≤type A ≤type (A, i) ≤type (n, i)
I Definition 4. A homomorphism of Σ-graphs h : G → H is a (total) function on agents
h : AG → AH satisfying:
typeG (n) = typeH (h(n)) for all n ∈ AG
if (n, i) ∈ SG then (h(n), i) ∈ SH
{(h(n), i) : (n, i) ∈ pk,G } ⊆ pk,H for all k ∈ Σprop
if ((n, i), x) ∈ LG then there exists y s.t. ((h(n), i), y) ∈ LH and ĥ(x) ≤typeH y, where
ĥ(m, j) = (h(m), j) for any (m, j) ∈ SG and ĥ(x) = x for any x ∈ Ext.
It is worth remarking that we could have taken homomorphisms to be functions on agents,
sites, links and properties as in [7]. Since in this paper we will primarily focus on site graphs,
no difference arises from using this simpler definition.
I Definition 5. A partial morphism h : G * H between site graphs G and H is a span
? _ D h / H where h is a homomorphism and D is a site graph that is a subgraph
Go
of G, i.e.: AD ⊆ AG and SD ⊆ SG and LD ⊆ LG and pk,D ⊆ pk,G for all k ∈ Σprop .
We will write dom(h) for the site graph representing the domain of definition of a partial
morphism h, and allow ourselves to write n ∈ dom(h) to mean that n is in its set of agents,
(n, i) ∈ dom(h) to mean that (n, i) is in its set of link sites, and so on. We additionally write
(n, i) ∈ domprop ,k (h) if (n, i) is in its set representing the property k.
Partial morphisms f : G * H and g : H * K compose in the usual way, with the
domain of definition of their composition dom(g ◦ f ) containing elements (agents/sites/links)
of dom(f ) such that their image under f is in dom(g). This corresponds to taking a pullback
of the homomorphism f0 : dom(f ) → H against dom(g) ,→ H in the category Σ-Site of
site graphs with homomorphisms between them. We write Σ-Site∗ for the category of site
graphs connected by partial morphisms.

4

Rewriting

Matchings will be used to express how patterns (site graphs) are found in mixtures. There
are three key aspects. Firstly, distinct agents in patterns must match distinct agents in the
mixture. Secondly, sites with no link in the pattern should have no link in the mixture,
allowing patterns to express the absence of links on sites. Finally, as discussed in Section 2,
the image of an external link in the pattern cannot connect to any agent in the image of the
pattern. We write e : G  H to signify that e is a matching.
I Definition 6. A matching of the site graph G in H is an injective homomorphism e : G → H
such that, for all (n, i) ∈ SG :
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Figure 2 An SPO application (left) that cannot be a DPO application (right)

if there exists y s.t. ((e(n), i), y) ∈ LH then there exists x such that ((n, i), x) ∈ LG , and
if there exist m and j s.t. ((e(n), i), (e(m), j)) ∈ LH then ((n, i), (m, j)) ∈ LG .
Every rule is associated with a single action map, a special kind of partial morphism, to
describe its effect. Via matchings, action maps specify what is deleted from the mixture
when they are applied and what is added: anything matched by the left-hand side but not
in the domain of definition is deleted by application of the rule, and anything added to the
domain of definition in the progression to the right hand side is created.
Action maps have three important aspects. Firstly, the right leg of the span is injective,
so rules cannot ‘merge’ agents together. Secondly, we wish it always to be the case that if
the left-hand side of a rule matches part of the mixture, following application of the rule to
that part, it matches the right-hand side of the rule. Finally, we wish to ensure that action
maps preserve the property of being a mixture. Property (2) below ensures that sites are
not added to or deleted from existing agents: we might otherwise introduce a site onto a
preserved agent that failed to match due to the presence/absence of links, or fail to generate
a mixture by deleting a site from a preserved agent. Property (3) ensures that any preserved
external link is not promoted up the link information order; this is again to ensure that the
right-hand side of the pattern will be consistent with the obtained mixture. Property (4)
ensures that any link that is created is not an external link. Property (5) ensures that if an
agent is created then so are all the sites consistent with the signature.

_

Definition 7. An action map α : L
R is a partial morphism of site graphs s.t.
α is partial injective, i.e. for all m, n ∈ dom(α), if α(n) = α(m) then n = m
for any n ∈ dom(α), (n, i) ∈ SL iff (α(n), i) ∈ SR iff (n, i) ∈ dom(α)
for any x ∈ Ext and ((m, i), x) ∈ dom(α), ((α(m), i), x) ∈ LR
if ((m, i), x) ∈ LR and @n, y s.t. α(n) = m and ((n, i), y) ∈ dom(α) then there exists
(p, j) ∈ SR s.t. x = (p, j).
5. if m ∈ AR and m 6∈ image(α) then (m, i) ∈ SR for all i ∈ Σag−st (type(m)).

I
1.
2.
3.
4.

The effect of applying a rule to a mixture is characterized abstractly as the following
pushout in Σ-Site∗ ; this result will be used extensively in the following section on compression
and causality. The result is dependent on the definitions of matchings and action maps since,
in general, Σ-Site∗ does not have pushouts.

_

I Theorem 8. Given an action α : L
R and a matching e : L  M , there is a pushout
in the category Σ-Site∗ as follows. Furthermore, N is a mixture, u is a matching and β is
α  ,2
an action map.
L
R


e


M

u

β

 ,2 N

We now give a simple example showing the necessity, due to side-effects, of SPO rather
than DPO rewriting. The SPO characterization gives the application to the left of Figure 2
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where the deletion of an A-agent has the side-effect of deleting a link. DPO rewriting allows
a rule with an action map α : L
R with domain D and right leg α0 : D → R to be applied
to M to yield M 0 if there is a morphism d : D → D0 such that M is the pushout of D ,→ L
against d and M 0 is the pushout of α0 : D → R against d. Hence, for DPO rewriting to
produce the same derivation, there would have to exist D0 that would allow both the squares
in the diagram to the right of Figure 2 to be pushouts, which is clearly impossible.

_

5

Trajectory compression

The pushout theorem described in the previous provides a foundation for understanding how
KaSim, the Kappa simulator, simulates biochemical systems. Given an initial mixture and
a set of rules described by action maps, KaSim rewrites mixtures to obtain a trajectory, a
finite sequence of mixtures connected by action maps. Each step in the sequence is justified
by a pushout in which each action map αi is associated with a rule ri :
 ,2
Li
Ri
αi


β1 
βn 
ei
ui
2
,
2
,
M1
M2
Mn
Mn+1 where


βi 
,2 Mi+1
Mi
One of the key practical uses of a trajectory is to form a causal account called a pathway
of how specified patterns (site graphs) called observables come to exist in the mixture. The
occurrence of an observable can be regarded simply as the application of a rule that tests if
a given pattern is matched, making no change to the mixture. A natural first approach is
therefore based on consideration of the independence of consecutive actions, called sequential
independence in graph rewriting, the intention being to draw upon the well-developed theory
of independence models for concurrency. Approximately, two consecutive rule applications
are independent if they overlap only on their preserved parts. Critically, any consecutive
pair of independent rule applications can be permuted, applying the same rules to the same
agents, to yield another valid trajectory to the same ultimate state. Using independence,
we may derive from the trajectory a partial order of causal dependence: a rule application
causally depends on the rule applications that it always occurs after, under any sequence
of permutations of consecutive independent rule applications. This construction forms part
of the adjunction between event structures and Mazurkiewicz trace languages in [15] . The
pathway of a given observable in a trajectory is the restriction of this partial order to the rule
applications upon which the rule application representing the observable causally depends.
In general, since the pathway is constructed by removing unnecessary rule applications from
the trajectory, we call it the Mazurkiewicz compression of the original trace.
In practice, however, this classical approach produces pathways that contain rule applications that a biologist would normally ignore, leaving in place sequences of rule applications
that have no combined effect from the perspective of the ultimate production of the observable.
For example, consider the following two rules:
A

b a

B

A

b a

B

A

b a

B

A

b a

B

C

A

b a

B

Application of r to a mixture exactly the same as its left-hand side followed by application
of r0 first destroys the link and then re-creates it, in the process creating a C agent. Let the
observable be that sites a and b are linked, giving the rule robs :
A

b a

B

A

b a
0

B

A

b a

B

There is a trajectory consisting of r, then r and then finally robs . Considering consecutive
rule applications, the observable cannot occur immediately prior to the application of r0 , and
r0 cannot be applied until r has applied, so no Mazurkiewicz compression of this trajectory
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with respect to the observable can take place. Mazurkiewicz compression therefore cannot
compress to show that the observable is matched by the same part of the graph in the initial
mixture. In general, it leaves in place sequences of events that needlessly cycle in removing
and adding structure tested by the observable.
The weakness of Mazurkiewicz compression is addressed by weak compression, a novel
technique that draws its power from the ability simply to test if rules can be applied to
the same agents at arbitrary prior points in the given trajectory whilst ensuring that the
observable is eventually matched in the same way. This is in contrast to the consideration
of independence of rules only with their immediately prior rule application. Though in this
paper we only discuss its application to Kappa, there is potentially great scope for applying
it in other rewriting settings such as traditional graph rewriting and multiset rewriting.
Finally, we introduce strong compression, which lifts the requirement above that the rule
generating the action being compressed is applied to same agents. Though this seemingly
loses a significant amount of fidelity in trajectories, in many situations the particular identity
of the agents to which rules are applied is not of significance. For example, a kinase may
be required to be linked to a protein for a particular sequence of phosphorylation rules
to be applied (this is called processive phosphorylation); we often wish to disregard the
possibility of the link being broken mid-sequence and then some other instance of the same
kind of kinase re-establishing the link for the process to continue. It is also worth noting that
strongly-compressed traces of a given observable can be extracted statically, i.e. without the
need to run any simulation.
Though in this paper we focus on their foundations, both weak and strong compression
have been implemented using constraint satisfaction techniques, weak in KaSim and both in
the earlier simplx simulator, and they have been found to be of real value when analysing
realistic models. The syntax to invoke them and further examples are available at [14].

5.1

Weak compression

Define the equivalence ∼ag to relate partial morphisms f, g : G → H iff Adom(f ) = Adom(g)
and ∀n ∈ Adom(f ) : f (n) = g(n). Partial morphisms are ∼ag -related iff they are between
the same site graphs and are equally defined on agents, though not necessarily on sites,
properties or links.
Suppose that we have an action map β : M
M0 and there is a rule r0 with action
R0 and a matching e0 : L0  M0 . The application of r0 to M0 can be
map α0 : L0
weakly compressed to occur prior to the action β, which may represent the composition of
action maps induced by rule applications, if there is a matching e00 : L0  M such that
β ◦ e00 ∼ag e0 . This implies that r0 can be applied to the same agents (tracking their identity
through β) in M as it was in M0 through the original matching.

_

_

_

_

I Lemma 9. Let β : M
M0 and α0 : L0
R0 and there be a matching e0 : L0  M0 . Let
M1 be a pushout of α0 against e0 with pushout morphisms β0 : M0
M1 and u0 : R0  M1 .
0
0
If there is a matching e0 : L0  M such that β ◦ e0 ∼ag e0 then, letting M00 be the pushout
of α0 against e00 with pushout morphisms β00 : M
M00 and u00 : R0  M00 , there is a
0
morphism γ0 : M0 → M1 , unique up to ∼ag , such that γ0 ◦ β00 ∼ag β0 ◦ β and γ0 ◦ u00 ∼ag u0 .
Furthermore, γ0 is an action map.

_

_

The situation can be summarized as in the left of Figure 3, drawing the pushouts M00 and
M1 described in Theorem 8. Note that the map γ0 might not be derivable as a trajectory
of rules in the given Kappa system. It describes the residual of the compression: an action
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Figure 3 Steps of compression. Left: A single step of compression. Right: Multiple steps of
compression, each justified by a single step of compression as drawn on the left.

summarizing the effect of the intermediate actions on the mixture formed by moving the
application of the action map α0 : L0
R0 forward, excluding the modified part.
0
0
If β ◦e0 = e0 as opposed to β ◦e0 ∼ag e0 , we call the compression simple. All permutations
of independent individual actions will be simple, though the discussion following the example
at the end of this section will explain why weak compression is more often of interest. In the
case of simple compressions, ∼ag in Lemma 9 can be replaced by equality, and the partial
morphism γ0 exists as a consequence of the left-hand pushout.

_

βn−1

β1

βn

Suppose that we are given a trajectory M1 −→ · · · −→ Mn −→ Mn+1 derived as shown
at the beginning of Section 5 and that we wish to produce a causal account for the last
action, βn : Mn → Mn+1 . Intuitively, the goal is to remove as many rule applications as
possible from this original trajectory, leaving in place βn , to yield a valid trajectory from M1
where each of the rule applications that are selected to remain involve matching the same
agents as in the original trajectory. The standard notions of independence on the compressed
trajectory can then be applied to obtain a pathway.
Formally, a set of indices {i, j, k, . . . , m} ⊆ {1, . . . , n − 1}, taking i < j < k < . . . < m,
represents a weak compression if there is a sequence of compression steps as drawn in the
right of Figure 3. The first step is generated by a matching e0i : Li → M1 commuting (on
agents) with the original matching through the composition of the prior rule applications,
i.e. ei ∼ag βi−1 ◦ . . . ◦ β1 ◦ e0i . This generates a rule application βi0 : M1 → Mi0 and a residual
γi : Mi0 → Mi+1 . Each later step requires there to exist a matching that commutes (on agents)
through the composition of the prior rule applications and the previous residual. For example,
for j, there must exist a matching e0j : Lj → Mi0 such that βj−1 ◦ . . . ◦ βi+1 ◦ γi ◦ e0j ∼ag ej ;
this generates a rule application βj0 : Mi0 → Mj0 and a residual γj : Mj0 → Mj+1 . Finally, we
require a single step of compression to establish that there is an application of the same rule
0
as that generating βn in Mm
, with the matching being unchanged on agents.
If {i, j, k, . . . , m} is a minimal (with respect to set inclusion) representation of a weak

_ M ··· _ M _ M
respect to the rule application M _ M
.
compression, the trajectory M1

βi0

0
i

0
βm

0
m

0
βn

0
n

is maximally weak compressed with

βn

n

n+1

I Example 10. Consider the following site graph G0 :
p

a X

aX

This represents an observable matched when there are two X-type agents with no link at
their a sites and, on at least one, a is phosphorylated.
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Figure 4 An example of weak compression. Sites on X are a and on K are s.

Returning to the Kappa rules and trajectory in Figure 1, this matches the mixture M5 .
Let the matching e0 : G0  M5 take the left X in G0 to the top X in M5 and the right X
in G0 to the bottom X in M5 . Weak compression can be applied as shown in Figure 4 to

_ _ _ _ _
β1

β2

β3

β4

β0

compress the trajectory M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M5 where β0 is the action testing
the observable G0 . The residual map γ3 records the creation of a link between the bottom two
agents. The domain of definition of γ0 is equal to M4 with the lower K-agent removed, but
otherwise γ0 acts as the identity on agents. The result is a maximally compressed trajectory
with the sequence of rule applications β10 , β30 and β00 , showing that the pattern can be matched
in the same way as it was for the original trajectory simply following application of the rule
r1 to phosphorylate the site a on the top X, and r3 to remove the created link. We have
‘compressed’ the trajectory by removing the actions that unnecessarily affected the bottom
X-agent. Mazurkiewicz compression could not have been applied to this trajectory since
the action that tests the observable is not independent of the rule application that removes
the link from the lower X-agent, which itself is not independent of the rule application that
creates this link.
In fact, the example above shows a simple compression. Whilst, as we have seen, simple
compression allows a rule application to be pushed back along a trajectory that temporarily
adds and then removes links or properties that prevent application of the rule, it does not
allow the event to be pushed back if links or properties are temporarily removed. This
asymmetry is addressed by requiring commutation up to ∼ag in weak compression.
We conclude this section by noting that, in contrast with Mazurkiewicz compression,
there are trajectories that have more than one maximal weak compression. For example,
recalling the rules in Figure 1, from an initial mixture where an X-agent is linked to a
K-agent, r3 , r2 and r4 could be applied in sequence followed by an observable testing that
the site a on X is unlinked. Both the application of r3 followed by the observable and the
application of r4 followed by the observable are maximal weak compressions.

5.2

Strong compression

Weak compression tests whether rules can be applied to act on the same agents at earlier
points in the given trajectory. Strong compression relaxes this requirement: it asks whether
a given rule in a trajectory can be applied through any matching; the rule does not have to
be applied to the same agents. Though seemingly a very strong notion, as mentioned at the
beginning of Section 5, it is appropriate in situations where we wish to ignore the identity of
agents, for example in pathways for processive phosphorylation.
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We begin by saying that a sequence of rules s1 . . . sm is realisable from mixture N1 if
σ1
σ2
σm
there is a trajectory N1
N2
...
Nm+1 and the rule applied to generate σi is si .

_ _ _
Consider a trajectory M _ M _ . . . _ M
β1

β2

βn

n+1 where the rule applied to generate
βi is ri . A strong compression with respect to the rule application βn : Mn
Mn+1 is
a sequence s1 . . . sm that is realisable from M1 for which there is a monotone injection
f : {i : 0 < i ≤ m} → {j : 0 < j ≤ n} such that si = rf (i) and f (m) = n. The compression
is maximal if no rule can be removed from the sequence to yield a shorter strong compression.
Labelling the action maps with the rules that generate them, we obtain:
σ1
σ2
/ N2
/ Mf (3)
N1
1

s1

=

M1

}

β1
r1

_

2



/

Mf (1)

βf (1)
s1

{
/ Mf (1)+1

s1



βf (1)+1

/

Mf (2)

rf (1)+1

βf (2)
s2

{
/ Mf (2)+1



βf (2)+1

/

Mf (3)

rf (2)+1

Any simple or weak compression is a strong compression, in which case the earlier
constructions yield action maps for the dotted arrows. In the case of simple compression, the
dotted areas commute up to equality, whereas they commute up to ∼ag for weak compression
I Example 11. The following example shows how strong compression can be applied to
disregard the identity of kinase agents in processive phosphorylation. In the following three
rules, for clarity we have omitted site identifiers. The first is a reversible rule, so it can be
applied in either direction, representing a kinase binding to/unbinding from a protein. The
second and third rules represent the phosphorylation of upper and lower sites on the protein.
K

P

K

u
P

K

P

K

p

K

P

K

P
u

P
p

Taking the observable to be a P -type agent with upper and lower sites phosphorylated, we
have the following trajectory (labelling reactions only with the rules that give rise to them).
K
K

u
P
u

t

K
K

p
P
u

r

K
K

p
P
u

r'

K
K

p
P
u

b

K
K

p
P
p

robs

K
K

p
P
p

Strong compression can be applied to this to obtain a trajectory consisting of rules t and b
without the intervening r0 and r events, where now only one of the two kinases acts.
K
K

6

u
P
u

t

K
K

p
P
u

b

K
K

p
P
p

robs

K
K

p
P
p

Related work and conclusion

In this paper, we have seen how a semantics based on SPO graph rewriting [13] can be
given to Kappa through the careful specification of various kinds of morphism. We then
studied forms of trajectory compression, novel techniques that used the SPO characterization
of rewriting and underlie the automatic reconstruction of biochemical pathways. This was
motivated by traditional techniques based on the permutation of consecutive independent
rule applications providing causal accounts with too much redundant information.
The necessity of an SPO instead of DPO semantics, due to Kappa allowing side-effectful
actions, was shown in Section 4. It is worth remarking on the related work in [7] which
developed a theory of dynamic restriction by type, where reduction is restricted to graphs
over a given contact graph. There, a side-effect-free fragment of Kappa was considered, ruling
out side effects by not having external links and only allowing rules to delete fully-specified
connected components, and was shown to permit a DPO semantics.
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The SPO result and characterization of compression provide an important concrete
foundation for a number of areas of further research. Firstly, though there has not been space
to present it here, the work in [7] on dynamic restriction translates to the SPO semantics.
The analogue of the adjunction representing change of contact graph presented there, with the
presence of external links introduced in this paper, can furthermore be used as a foundation
for understanding views, special kinds of graph that are important in techniques based on
static analysis for computing an approximation of the set of reachable connected components
(complexes) [6]. We also intend to study how this adjunction can be used to describe techniques
for providing a flexible degree of context-sensitivity in the abstraction of information flow that
is used for reducing quantitative semantics [4]. Additionally, demonstrating the generality
of the approach to rewriting, in [10] it is shown how it supports the addition of regions to
site graphs to represent membranes. More abstractly, it would be interesting to determine
whether sesqui-pushout rewriting [3] could fruitfully be applied to model Kappa, and to
connect to the wider graph-rewriting literature, for example by comparing to [9]. Another
potentially interesting connection that could be made is to the framework recently introduced
in [11], which shows how negative application conditions in DPO rewriting can be specified
using ‘open maps’. Negative application conditions should allow us to understand abstractly
constraints of the form seen in matchings, where we require the image of any unlinked site
under a matching to itself be unlinked. Finally on rewriting, the work here suggests a more
general framework in which to characterize pushouts of partial maps, where we represent how
the preservation of elements such as links depends on the preservation of other elements such
as their corresponding agents. This can be used to tease-apart the concrete proofs presented
here and reveals the robustness of the pushout result when the ‘externality’ constraint on
matchings is relaxed.
On compression, though we chose to formulate the technique for Kappa, we see such
techniques for automatically providing more concise causal accounts of rule applications as
being applicable much more widely in the verification of concurrent and distributed systems.
Towards this, in future work we shall give an abstract framework to describe compression
in any category of structures with distinguished forms of action and matching morphisms
alongside a full description of its algorithmic techniques. This shall be used to show how it
translates equally-well to other models such as Petri nets, traditional graph rewriting and
other models for biochemical pathways such as BioNetGen[2], which differs from Kappa in
allowing rules to have non-local tests (though, in terms of complexity, there is an inherent
cost in dealing with these). The more abstract framework for compression may also provide
a useful setting for a comparison with [12], which can be seen as defining when a single
rule application can be permuted with a number of prior rule applications in the style of
Mazurkiewicz compression. This would provide a form of compression between Mazurkiewicz
and weak compression, in which the residual represents the composition of a number of rule
applications. It is worth noting that this will be less powerful than weak compression since it
will leave in place rule applications in asymmetric conflict with production of the observable.
Finally, we are currently studying a framework that allows the description of other more
sophisticated forms of compression lying between weak and strong, for example compression
allowing the identity only of particular types of agent to be disregarded.
Acknowledgments: JH and GW gratefully acknowledge the support of the ERC through
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Abstract
We investigate the impact of dynamic topology reconfiguration on the complexity of verification
problems for models of protocols with broadcast communication. We first consider reachability
of a configuration with a given set of control states and show that parameterized verification is
decidable with polynomial time complexity. We then move to richer queries and show how the
complexity changes when considering properties with negation or cardinality constraints.
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1

Introduction

Broadcast communication is often used in networks in which individual nodes have no precise
information about the underlying connection topology (e.g. ad hoc wireless networks). As
shown in [4, 14, 15, 18, 19], this type of communication can naturally be specified in models
of computation in which a network configuration is represented as a graph and in which
individual nodes run an instance of a common protocol. A protocol typically specifies a
sequence of control states in which a node can send a message (emitter role), wait for a
message (receiver role), or perform an update of its internal state.
Already at this level of abstraction, verification of protocols with broadcast communication turns out to be a very difficult task. A formal account of this problem is given
in [3, 4], where parameterized control state reachability is proved to be undecidable in an
automata-based protocol model in which configurations are arbitrary graphs. The parameterized control state reachability problem consists in verifying the existence of an initial
network configuration (with unknown size and topology) that may evolve into a configuration in which at least one node is in a given control state. If such a control state represents
a protocol error, then this problem naturally expresses (the complement of) a safety verification task in a setting in which nodes have no information a priori about the size and
connection topology of the underlying network.
In presence of non-deterministic reconfigurations of the network topology during an execution, parameterized control state reachability becomes decidable [3]. Reconfiguration
models spontaneous node movement, i.e. each node can dynamically connect (resp. disconnect) to (resp. from) any other node in the network. Furthermore, it also models the
dynamic addition (resp. removal) of nodes by means of connection to the network of a previously disconnected idle node (resp. the definitive disconnection of a previously connected
© G. Delzanno, A. Sangnier, R. Traverso, and G. Zavattaro;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
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node). The decidability proof in [3] does not give exact complexity bounds of the problem; it
simply gives a reduction to Petri net coverability, an ExpSpace-complete problem [13, 20].
The precise complexity of parameterized reachability was left as an open problem in [3].
In this paper we present a comprehensive analysis of the complexity of reachability
problems for reconfigurable broadcast networks. We start by generalizing the problem by
considering reachability queries defined over assertions that: (i) check the presence or absence of control states in a given configuration generated by some initial configuration, and
(ii) cardinality queries that define lower and upper bounds for the number of occurrences
of control states in a reachable configuration. In any case the problems require, at least in
principle, the exploration of an infinite-state space. Indeed they are formulated for arbitrary
initial configurations, and upper bounds to the number of processes per control state are
not mandatory in case (ii). We then move to the analysis of the complexity of the considered problems by showing that reachability queries for constraints that only check for
the presence of a control state can be checked in polynomial time. When considering both
constraints for checking presence and absence of control states the problem turns out to be
NP-complete. Finally, we show that the problem becomes PSpace-complete for cardinality
queries.
Related Work. As mentioned in the introduction no precise complexity bounds were
given for the parameterized control state reachability problem proved decidable in [3] via a
reduction to Petri net marking coverability. In the present paper we attack this problem for
different types of reachability queries. The interreducibility of control state reachability in
models with dynamic reconfiguration, spontaneous mobility, and node-, message-, or linkfailures has been formally studied in [5]. Based on the results in [5], the PTime-algorithm
presented in the current paper can be applied not only to reconfigurable networks but also
to a variety of protocols models with failures.
Symbolic backward exploration procedures for network protocols specified in graph rewriting have been presented in [11] (termination guaranteed for ring topologies) and [17]
(approximations without termination guarantees). Decidability issues for broadcast communication in unstructured concurrent systems (or, equivalently, in fully connected networks)
have been studied, e.g., in [8], whereas verification of unreliable communicating FIFO systems has been studied, e.g., in [1].
To our knowledge, exact algorithms (and relative complexity) for parameterized verification has not been studied in previous work on graph-based models of synchronous or
asynchronous broadcast communication like [16, 18, 19, 15, 7, 9, 10, 14, 17, 11].
Notes. Sketches of the proofs are included in the body of the paper; detailed proofs are
given in [6].

2
2.1

A Model for Reconfigurable Broadcast Networks
Syntax and semantics

Our model for reconfigurable broadcast networks is defined in two steps. We first define
graphs used to denote network configurations and then define protocols running on each
node. The label of a node denotes its current control state. Finally, we give a transition
system for describing the interaction of a vicinity during the execution of the same protocol
on each node.
◮ Definition 2.1. A Q-graph is a labeled undirected graph γ = hV, E, Li, where V is a finite
set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V \ {hv, vi | v ∈ V } is a finite set of edges, and L is a labeling function
from V to a set of labels Q.
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We use L(γ) to represent all the labels present in γ (i.e. the image of the function L). The
nodes belonging to an edge are called the endpoints of the edge. For an edge hu, vi in E, we
use the notation u ∼γ v and say that the vertices u and v are adjacent one to another in
the graph γ. We omit γ, and simply write u ∼ v, when it is made clear by the context.
◮ Definition 2.2. A process is a tuple P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i, where Q is a finite set of control
states, Σ is a finite alphabet, R ⊆ Q × ({!!a, ??a | a ∈ Σ}) × Q is the transition relation, and
Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial control states.
The label !!a [resp. ??a] represents the capability of broadcasting [resp. receiving] a message
a ∈ Σ. For q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ, we define the set Ra (q) = {q ′ ∈ Q | hq, ??a, q ′ i ∈ R} which
contains the states that can be reached from the state q when receiving the message a.
We assume that Ra (q) is non empty for every a and q, i.e. nodes always react to broadcast
messages. Local transitions (denoted by the special label τ ) can be derived by using a special
message mτ such that hq, ??mτ , q ′ i ∈ R implies q ′ = q for every q, q ′ ∈ Q (i.e. receivers do
not modify their local states).
Given a process P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i, in the corresponding Reconfigurable Broadcast Network (RBN) a configuration is a Q-graph and an initial configuration is a Q0 -graph. We
use Γ [resp. Γ0 ] to denote the set of configurations [resp. initial configurations] associated
to P. Note that even if Q0 is finite, there are infinitely many possible initial configurations
(the number of Q0 -graphs). We assume that each node of the graph is a process that
runs a common predefined protocol defined by a communicating automaton with a finite
set Q of control states. Communication is achieved via selective broadcast, which means
that a broadcasted message is received by the nodes which are adjacent to the sender. Nondeterminism in reception is modeled by means of graph reconfigurations. We next formalize
this intuition.
Given a process P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i, a reconfigurable broadcast network is defined by the
transition system RBN (P) = hΓ, →, Γ0 i where the transition relation →⊆ Γ × Γ is such
that: for γ, γ ′ ∈ Γ with γ = hV, E, Li, we have γ → γ ′ iff γ ′ = hV, E ′ , L′ i and one of the
following conditions holds:
Broadcast E ′ = E and ∃v ∈ V s.t. hL(v), !!a, L′ (v)i ∈ R and L′ (u) ∈ Ra (L(u)) for every
u ∼ v, and L(w) = L′ (w) for any other node w.
Graph reconfiguration E ′ ⊆ V × V \ {hv, vi | v ∈ V } and L = L′ .
We use →∗ to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of →. RBN is an adequate formalism
to abstractly represent broadcast communication with features like spontaneous mobility,
node-, message- and link-failures.

2.2

Parameterized Reachability Problems

Given a process P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i, a cardinality constraint ϕ over P is a formula which
defines lower and upper bounds for the number of occurrences of each control state in a
configuration. The formulae are defined by the following grammar, where a ∈ N, q ∈ Q, and
b ∈ (N \ {0}) ∪ {+∞}:
ϕ ::= a ≤ #q < b | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ
We denote by CC the class of cardinality constraints, by CC[≥ 1] the class in which negation
is forbidden and atomic proposition have only the form #q ≥ 1 (there exists at least one
occurrence of q), and finally by CC[≥ 1, = 0] the class of cardinality constraints as in CC[≥ 1]
but where atoms can also be of the form #q = 0. Given a configuration γ = hV, E, Li
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of P and q ∈ Q, we denote by #γ(q) the number of vertices in γ labeled by q, that is
#γ(q) = |{v ∈ V | L(v) = q}|. The satisfaction relation |= for atomic formulas is defined as
follows γ |= a ≤ #q < b iff a ≤ #γ(q) < b. It is defined in the natural way for compound
formulas.
We are now ready to state the cardinality reachability problem (CRP):
Input: A process P with RBN (P) = hΓ, →, Γ0 i and a cardinality constraint ϕ.
Output: Yes, if ∃γ0 ∈ Γ0 and γ1 ∈ Γ s.t. γ0 →∗ γ1 and γ1 |= ϕ; no, otherwise.
If the answer to this problem is yes, we will write P |= ♦ϕ. Note that when dealing with
the complexity of this problem we will suppose that the size of the input is the size of the
process defined by the product of the number of states times the number of edges added to
the size of the formula in which the integer values are encoded in unary.
We use the term parameterized to remark that the initial configuration is not fixed a
priori. In fact, the only constraint that we put on the initial configuration is that the nodes
have labels taken from Q0 without any information on their number or connection links.
As a special case we can define the control state reachability problems studied in [3] as the
CRP for the simple constraint #q ≥ 1 (i.e. is there a reachable configuration in which the
state q is exposed?). Similarly, we can define the target reachability problem studied in [3]
as an instance of CRP in which control states that must not occur in a target configuration
are constrained by formulas like #q = 0.
According to our semantics, the number of nodes stays constant in each execution starting
from the same initial configuration. As a consequence, when fixing the initial configuration
γ0 , we obtain finitely many possible reachable configurations. Thus, checking if there exists
γ1 reachable from a given γ0 s.t. γ1 |= ϕ for a constraint ϕ is a decidable problem. On
the other hand, checking the parameterized version of the reachability problem is in general
much more difficult. E.g. consider constraints of the form #q ≥ 1: CRP is undecidable
for a semantics without non-deterministic graph reconfigurations [3]. In [3] it is also proved
that CRP for the same class of constraints is decidable. However, the proposed decidability
proof is based on a reduction to the problem of coverability in Petri nets which is known to
be ExpSpace-complete [20, 13]. Since no lower-bound was provided, the precise complexity
of CRP with simple constraints was left as an open problem that we close in this paper by
showing that it is PTime-complete.

3

CRP restricted to constraints in CC[≥ 1]

In this section, we study CRP restricted to CC[≥ 1]. These constraints characterize configurations in which a given set of control states is present but they cannot express neither the
absence of states nor the number of their occurrences. We first give a lower bound for this
problem.
◮ Proposition 3.1. CRP restricted to CC[≥ 1] is PTime-hard.
Sketch of proof.
The idea for the proof is based on a LogSpace-reduction from the
Circuit Value Problem (CVP), which is know to be PTime-complete [12]. The protocol
P built from the CVP instance has an initial state for each of the input variables which
broadcasts its truth assignment, and another one for each gate of the input circuit. In the
sub-protocol associated to individual gates, a process waits for messages representing inputs
and then broadcasts messages representing outputs in such a way that CVP is satisfied iff
P |= ♦#ok ≥ 1, where ok is a state reached only when the last gate produces the expected
output.
◭
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We now show that CRP restricted to CC[≥ 1] is in PTime. We first observe that,
in order to decide if control state q can be reached, we can focus our attention on initial
configurations in which the topology is fully connected (i.e. graphs in which all pairs of
nodes are connected). Indeed, graph reconfigurations can be applied to non-deterministically
transform a topology into any other one.
Another key observation is that if the control state q is reached once from the initial
configuration γ0 , then it can be reached an arbitrary number of times by considering larger
and larger initial configurations γ0′ . More specifically, the initial configuration γ0′ is obtained
by replicating several times the initial graph γ0 . The replicated parts are then connected
in all possible ways (to obtain a fully connected topology). We can then use dynamic
reconfiguration in order to mimic parallel executions of the original system and reach a
configuration with several repeated occurrences of state q.
For what concerns constraints in CC[≥ 1] this property of CRP avoids the need of
counting the occurrences of states. We just have to remember which states can be generated by repeatedly applying process rules. As a consequence, in order to define a decision
Algorithm 1 Computing the set of control states reachable in a RBN
Input : P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i a p r o c e s s
Output : S ⊆ Q the s e t o f r e a c h a b l e c o n t r o l s t a t e s i n RBN (P)
S := Q0
oldS := ∅
while S 6= oldS do
oldS := S
f o r a l l hq1 , !!a, q2 i ∈ R s uch t h a t q1 ∈ oldS do
S := S ∪ {q2 } ∪ {q ′ ∈ Q | hq, ??a, q ′ i ∈ R ∧ q ∈ oldS}
end f o r
end while

procedure for checking control state reachability we can take the following assumptions: (i)
forget about the topology underlying the initial configuration; (ii) forget about the number
of occurrences of control states in a configuration; (iii) consider a single symbolic path in
which at each step we apply all possible rules whose preconditions can be satisfied in the
current set and then collect the resulting set of computed states.
We now formalize the previous observations. Let P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i be a process with
RBN (P) = hΓ, →, Γ0 i and let Reach(P) be the set of reachable control states equals to
{q ∈ Q | ∃γ ∈ Γ0 .∃γ ′ ∈ Γ. s.t. γ →∗ γ ′ and q ∈ L(γ ′ )}. We will now prove that Algorithm
1 computes Reach(P). Let S be the result of the Algorithm 1 (note that this algorithm
necessarily terminates because the while-loop is performed at most |Q| times). We have
then the following lemma.
◮ Lemma 3.2. The two following properties hold:
(i) There exist two configurations γ0 ∈ Γ0 and γ ∈ Γ such that γ0 →∗ γ and L(γ) = S.
(ii) S = Reach(P).
Proof. We first prove (i). We denote by S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn the content of S after each iteration
of the loop of the Algorithm 1. We recall that an undirected graph γ = hV, E, Li is complete
if hv, v ′ i ∈ E for all v, v ′ ∈ V . We will now consider the following statement: for all
j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, for all k ∈ N, there exists a complete graph γj,k = hV, E, Li in Γ verifying
the two following points:
1. L(γj,k ) = Sj and for each q ∈ Sj , the set {v ∈ V | L(v) = q} has more than k elements
(i.e. for each element q of Sj there are more than k nodes in γj,k labeled with q),
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2. there exits γ0 ∈ Γ0 such that γ0 →∗ γj,k .
To prove this statement we reason by induction on j. First, for j = 0, the property is true,
because for each k ∈ N, the graph γ0,k corresponds to the complete graphs where each of the
initial control states appears at least k times. We now assume that the property is true for
all naturals smaller than j (with j < n) and we will show it is true for j + 1. We define Ca
as the set {hhq1 , !!a, q2 i, hq, ??a, q ′ ii ∈ R × R | q1 , q ∈ Sj } and M its cardinality. Let k ∈ N
and let N = k + 2 ∗ k ∗ M . We consider the graph γj,N where each control state present in
Sj appears at least N times (such a graph exists by the induction hypothesis). From γj,N ,
we build the graph γj+1,k obtained by repeating k times the following operations:
for each pair hhq1 , !!a, q2 i, hq, ??a, q ′ ii ∈ Ca , select a node labeled by q1 and one labeled
by q and update their label respectively to q2 and q ′ (this simulates a broadcast from
the node labeled by q1 received by the node labeled q in the configuration in which all
the other nodes have been disconnected thanks to the reconfiguration and reconnected
after). Note that the two selected nodes can communicate because the graph is complete.
By applying these rules it is then clear that γj,N →∗ γj+1,k and also that γj+1,k verifies
the property 1 of the statement. Since by induction hypothesis, we have that there exists
γ0 ∈ Γ0 such that γ0 →∗ γj,N , we also deduce that γ0 →∗ γj+1,k , hence the property 2 of
the statement also holds. From this we deduce that (i) is true.
To prove (ii), from (i) we have that S ⊆ Reach(P) and we now prove that Reach(P) ⊆ S.
Let q ∈ Reach(P). We show that q ∈ S by induction on the minimal length of an execution
path γ0 →∗ γ such that γ0 ∈ Γ0 and q ∈ L(γ). If the length is 0 then q ∈ Q0 hence also q ∈ S.
Otherwise, let γ ′ → γ be the last transition of the execution. We have that there exists
q1 ∈ L(γ ′ ) such that hq1 , !!a, qi ∈ R [or q1 , q2 ∈ L(γ ′ ) such that hq1 , !!a, q3 i, hq2 , ??a, qi ∈ R].
By induction hypothesis we have that q1 ∈ S [or q1 , q2 ∈ S]. By construction, we can
conclude that also q ∈ S.
◭
Since constraints in CC[≥ 1] check only the presence of states and do not contain negation,
given a configuration γ and a constraint ϕ in CC[≥ 1] such that γ |= ϕ, we also have that
γ ′ |= ϕ for every γ ′ such that L(γ) ⊆ L(γ ′ ). Moreover, given a process P, by definition of
Reach(P) we have that L(γ) ⊆ Reach(P) for every reachable configuration γ, and by Lemma
3.2 there exists a reachable configuration γf such that L(γf ) = Reach(P). Hence, to check
P |= ♦ϕ it is sufficient to verify whether γf |= ϕ for such a configuration γf . This can be
done algorithmically as follows: once the set Reach(P) is computed, check if the boolean
formula obtained from ϕ by replacing each atomic constraint of the form #q ≥ 1 by true if
q ∈ Reach(P) and by false otherwise is valid. This allows us to state the following theorem.
◮ Theorem 3.3. CRP restricted to CC[≥ 1] is PTime-complete.
Proof. The lower bound is given by Proposition 3.1. To obtain the upper bound, it suffices
to remark that the Algorithm 1 is in PTime since it requires at most |Q| iterations each
one requiring at most |R|2 look-ups (of active broadcast/receive transitions) for computing
new states to be included, and also that evaluating the validity of a boolean formula can be
done in polynomial time.
◭

4

CRP restricted to constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0]

We consider now decidability and complexity of CRP for constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0]. This
kind of queries can be used to specify that a given control state is not present in a configuration (using atomic constraints of the form #q = 0).
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◮ Proposition 4.1. CRP for constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0] is NP-hard.
Sketch of proof. The proof is based on a reduction of the boolean satisfiability problem
(SAT), which is known to be NP-complete. The encoding of the SAT instance for a boolean
formula Φ with variables in V is based on a protocol with only local transitions from a single
initial state into states that encode truth assignments in {v, v | v ∈ V }. A CC[≥ 1, = 0] query
is then built in order to guarantee that there are no contradicting assignments to variables.
The query also ensures that the selected assignments satisfy the formula Φ, where positive
literals v are replaced by #v ≥ 1 and negative literals ¬v are replaced by #v = 0.
◭
We will now give an algorithm in NP to solve CRP for constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0]. As
for Algorithm 1, this new algorithm works on sets of control states. The algorithm works
in two main phases. In a first phase it generates an increasing sequence of sets of control
states that can be reached in the considered process definition. At each step the algorithm
adds the control states obtained from the application of the process rules to the current set
of labels. Unlike the Algorithm 1, this new algorithm does not merge different branches,
i.e. application of distinct rules may lead to different sequences of sets of control states. In
a second phase the algorithm only removes control states applying again process rules in
order to reach a set of control states that satisfies the given constraint.
Algorithm 2 Solving CRP for constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0]
Input : P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i a p r o c e s s and ϕ a c o n s t r a i n t o v e r P i n CC[≥ 1, = 0]
Output : Does P |= ♦ϕ ?
guess S0 , . . . , Sm , T1 , . . . , Tn ⊆ Q with m, n ≤ |Q|
i f S0 6⊆ Q0 then return f a l s e
f o r a l l i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} do
i f Si+1 6∈ postAdd(P, Si ) then return f a l s e
end f o r
T0 = Sm
f o r a l l i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} do
i f Ti+1 6∈ postDel(P, Ti ) then return f a l s e
end f o r
I f Tn s a t i s f i e s ϕ then return true e l s e return f a l s e

For a process P = hQ, Σ, R, Q0 i and a set S ⊆ Q, we define the operator postAdd(P, S) ⊆
2Q as follows: S ′ ∈ postAdd(P, S) if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied:
(i) S ⊆ S ′ and (ii) for all q ′ ∈ S ′ \ S, there exists a rule hq, !!a, q ′ i ∈ R such that q ∈ S
(q ′ is produced by a broadcast) or there exist rules hp, !!a, p′ i and hq, ??a, q ′ i ∈ R such that
q, p ∈ S and p′ ∈ S ′ (q ′ is produced by a reception). In other words, all the states in S ′ ∈
postAdd(P, S) are either in S or states obtained from the application of broadcast/reception
rules to labels in S. Similarly, we define the operator postDel(P, S) ⊆ 2Q as follows: S ′ ∈
postDel(P, S) if and only if S ′ ⊆ S and one of the following conditions hold: either S\S ′ = ∅
or [S \ S ′ = {q} and there exists a rule hq, !!a, q ′ i ∈ R such that q ′ ∈ S ′ ] or [S \ S ′ = {q} and
there exist two rules hp, !!a, p′ i, hq, ??a, q ′ i ∈ R such that p, p′ , q ′ ∈ S ′ (q is consumed by a
broadcast)] or [S \ S ′ = {p, q} and there exist two rules hp, !!a, p′ i, hq, ??a, q ′ i ∈ R such that
p′ , q ′ ∈ S ′ (p and q are consumed by a broadcast)].
Finally, we say that a set S ⊆ Q satisfies an atom #q = 0 if q 6∈ S and it satisfies an
atom #q ≥ 1 if q ∈ S; satisfiability for composite boolean formulae of CC[≥ 1, = 0] is then
defined in the natural way. We have then the following Lemma.
◮ Lemma 4.2. There is an execution of Algorithm 2 which answers YES on input P and ϕ
iff P |= ♦ϕ.
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Figure 1 Simulation of a transition t with • t = {p1 , . . . , pn } and t• = {q1 , . . . , qm }.

It is then clear that each check performed by the Algorithm 2 (i.e. S0 ⊆ Q0 and Si+1 ∈
postAdd(P, Si ) and Ti+1 ∈ postAdd(P, Ti ) and Tn satisfies ϕ) can be performed in polynomial time in the size of the process P and of the formula ϕ and since m and n are smaller
than the number of control states in P, we deduce the following theorem (the lower bound
being given by Proposition 4.1).
◮ Theorem 4.3. CRP for constraints in CC[≥ 1, = 0] is NP-complete.

5

Complexity of CRP in Full CC

In this section we will show that CRP for the entire class of cardinality constraints CC is
PSpace-complete. First we prove the lower bound.
◮ Proposition 5.1. CRP is PSpace-hard.
Proof. We use a reduction from reachability in 1-safe Petri nets. A Petri net N is a tuple
N = hP, T, m
~ 0 i, where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions t, such that
•
•
t and t are multisets of places (pre- and post-conditions of t), and m
~ 0 is a multiset of
places that indicates how many tokens are located in each place in the initial net marking.
~′
Given a marking m,
~ the firing of a transition t such that • t ⊆ m
~ leads to a new marking m
•
•
′
~ =m
obtained as m
~ \ t ∪ t . A Petri net P is 1-safe if in every reachable marking every
place has at most one token. Reachability of a specific marking m
~ 1 from the initial marking
m
~ 0 is decidable for Petri nets, and PSpace-complete for 1-safe nets [2].
Given a 1-safe net N = hP, T, m
~ 0 i and a marking m
~ 1 , we encode the reachability problem
as a CRP problem for the process P and cardinality constraint ϕ defined next. For each
place p ∈ P , we introduce control states p1 and p0 to denote the presence or absence of the
token in p, respectively. Furthermore, we introduce a special control state ok. The control
state is used to control the net simulation. Transitions of the controller are depicted in the
upper part of Fig. 1. The first rule of the controller selects the current transition to simulate.
The simulation of the transition t with • t = {p1 , . . . , pn } and t• = {q1 , . . . , qm } is defined
via two sequences of messages (we denote • t and t• as sets instead of multisets because
we are considering a 1-safe net and it is hence not possible that a transition consumes or
produces more than one token for each place). The first one is used to remove the token
from p1 , . . . , pn , whereas the second one is used to put the token in q1 , . . . , qm . To guarantee
that every involved place reacts to the protocol —i.e. messages are not lost— the controller
waits for an acknowledgement from each of them. Transitions of places are depicted in
the lower part of Fig. 1. It is not restrictive to assume that there is only one token in
the initial marking m
~ 0 (otherwise we add an auxiliary initial place and a transition that
generates m
~ 0 by consuming the initial token). Let p0 be such a place. We define the
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initial states Q0 of the process P as {p01 , ok} ∪ {p0 | p ∈ P \ {p0 }}, in order to initially
admit control states representing the controller, the presence of the initial token, and the
absence of tokens in other places. The reduction does not work if there are several copies of
controller nodes and/or place representations (i.e. p1 , p0 , . . .) interacting during a simulation
(interferences between distinct nodes representing controllers/places may lead to incorrect
results). However we can ensure that the reduction is accurate by checking the number of
occurrences of states exposed in the final configuration: it is sufficient to check that only one
controller and only one node per place in the net are present. Besides making this check,
the cardinality constraint ϕ should also verify that the represented net marking coincides
with m
~ 1 . Namely, we define ϕ as follows:
^

ϕ=
#p1 = 1 ∧ #p0 = 0 ∧ #auxat,p = 0 ∧ #auxbt,p = 0 ∧
p∈m
~1 ,t∈T

^


#q1 = 0 ∧ #q0 = 1 ∧ #auxat,q = 0 ∧ #auxbt,q = 0 ∧ #ok = 1∧

q6∈m
~1 ,t∈T

^
t∈T

(#okt = 0) ∧

^

ack
#at,q = 0 ∧ #bt,q = 0 ∧ #aack
t,q = 0 ∧ #bt,q = 0



t∈T,q∈P

Since the number of nodes stays constant during an execution, the post-condition specified
by ϕ is propagated back to the initial configuration. Therefore, if the protocol satisfies CRP
for ϕ, then in the initial configuration there must be one single controller node with state ok,
and for each place p one single node with either state p1 or state p0 . Under this assumption,
it is easy to check that a run of the protocol corresponds precisely to a firing sequence in the
1-safe net. Thus an execution run satisfies ϕ if and only if the corresponding firing sequence
◭
reaches the marking m
~1.
We now show that there exists an algorithm to solve CRP in PSpace. The main idea
is to use a symbolic representation of configurations in which the behavior of a network is
observed exactly for a fixed number of nodes only. For all the other nodes, we only maintain
the control state they are labeled with and not their precise number.
Without loss of generality, we consider for simplicity only processes with Q0 = {q0 }, as
multiple initial states can be encoded through local transitions from q0 . Given a process
P = hQ, Σ, R, {q0 }i and a cardinality constraint ϕ over P we denote by val(ϕ) ∈ N the largest
natural constant that appears in ϕ. We then denote by psize(ϕ) the natural |Q| ∗ val(ϕ).
Intuitively psize(ϕ) is the number of witness nodes we keep track of: we reserve val(ϕ)
processes to each control state that may appear in ϕ.
A symbolic configuration for P and ϕ is then a pair θ = hv, Si where v ∈ Qpsize(ϕ) is a
vector of psize(ϕ) elements of Q and S ⊆ Q. For q ∈ Q, we then write #v(q) to indicate the
number of occurrences of q in the vector v. Note that by definition 0 ≤ #v(q) ≤ psize(ϕ)
P
for every q ∈ Q and that q∈Q #v(q) = psize(ϕ). This allows us to describe the set of
configurations [[θ]] ⊆ Γ characterized by a symbolic configuration θ = hv, Si as follows: we
have γ ∈ [[θ]] if and only #γ(q) > #v(q) for every q ∈ S and #γ(q) = #v(q) for every
q ∈ Q \ S. Hence a symbolic configuration θ = hv, Si represents all the configurations such
that the number of occurrences of a control state q is greater than the number of occurrences
of q in v if q ∈ S, or equal when q ∈
/ S. We will say that a symbolic configuration θ satisfies
the cardinality constraint ϕ, written θ |= ϕ, iff γ |= ϕ for all γ ∈ [[θ]]. We use Θ to represent
the set of symbolic configurations.
We make the following non restrictive assumptions: there is no constraint on the unique
initial state q0 in the cardinality constraints, the only outgoing transitions from the state q0
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are local transitions (labelled with τ ), in the symbolic configurations hv, Si we always have
q0 ∈ S, and the initial configuration θ0 is h(q0 , . . . , q0 ), {q0 }i. The most important assumption is the first one about the absence of constraints on q0 : it is needed to guarantee the correctness of our symbolic procedure. For instance, consider a process P = h{q0 }, Σ, R, {q0 }i
and a cardinality constraint ϕ of the form 1 ≤ #q0 < 2. We have then psize(ϕ) = 2 and the
symbolic configurations are of the form h(q0 , q0 ), Si. It is then obvious that all the symbolic
configurations do not satisfy ϕ while the initial concrete configuration with only one node
does. The above assumptions are not restrictive because given a process P = hQ, Σ, R, {q0 }i
and a cardinality constraint ϕ, we can define a new process P ′ = hQ′ , Σ, R′ , {qinit }i where
Q′ = Q ∪ {qinit } and R′ = R ∪ {hqinit , τ, q0 i}, i.e. qinit is a new initial state from which the
process is enabled to go to q0 thanks to a local transition. As there is no constraint in ϕ
about qinit it is immediate to prove the following Lemma:
◮ Lemma 5.2. P |= ♦ϕ if and only if P ′ |= ♦ϕ.
We now define a relation on the symbolic configurations to represent the effect that
process rules have on symbolic configurations. Let P = hQ, Σ, R, {q0 }i be a process, ϕ a
cardinality constraint and θ the associated set of symbolic configurations. For each rule
r ∈ R of form hq, !!a, q ′ i, we define the symbolic transition relation r ⊆ Θ × Θ as follows,
we have hv, Si r hv ′ , S ′ i if and only if at least one of the two following conditions holds:
1. (broadcast from a state in v) there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , psize(ϕ)} such that v[i] = q and
v ′ [i] = q ′ (i.e. the sending process switches state according to r) and:
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , psize(ϕ)}\{i} we have either v[j] = v ′ [j] or there exists hqr , ??a, qr′ i ∈
R such that v[j] = qr and v ′ [j] = qr′ (i.e. other processes in the pool may or may not
react to the broadcast);
for each qs ∈ Q \ {q0 }:
if qs ∈ S ′ \ S then there exists qs′ ∈ S and hqs′ , ??a, qs i ∈ R,
if qs ∈ S \ S ′ then there exists qs′ ∈ S ′ and hqs , ??a, qs′ i ∈ R.
2. (broadcast from a state in S) we have q ∈ S and q ′ ∈ S ′ (note that we could have that
q ∈ S ′ or q ∈
/ S ′ ), and the following conditions hold:
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , psize(ϕ)} we have either v[j] = v ′ [j] or there exists hqr , ??a, qr′ i ∈ R
such that v[j] = qr ∧ v ′ [j] = qr′ ;
for each qs ∈ Q \ {q, q ′ }, we have:
if qs ∈ S ′ \ S then there exists hqs′ , ??a, qs i ∈ R with qs′ ∈ S,
if qs ∈ S \ S ′ then there exists hqs , ??a, qs′ i ∈ R with qs′ ∈ S ′ .
We denote by ⊆ Θ × Θ the relation such that θ
θ′ if and only if there exists a
′
∗
rule r ∈ R such that θ r θ , and
represents its reflexive and transitive closure. The
intuition behind this construction is that we do not perform any abstraction on the states
present in the vector v but only on the states present in S, this because the states present
in v are used as witnesses to satisfy the cardinality constraint ϕ.
As an example, for psize(ϕ) = 5, let h(q1 , q2 , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2 }i be a symbolic configuration, and hq1 , !!a, q1′ i and hq2 , ??a, q2′ i be two transition rules. With a broadcast from
a process in the vector we may reach, among others, h(q1′ , q2 , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2 }i, h(q1′ ,
q2′ , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2 , q2′ }i, or h(q1′ , q2′ , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2′ }i, whereas a broadcast from a
process in the set may lead to h(q1 , q2 , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2 , q1′ }i, h(q1 , q2 , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 ,
q1′ , q2′ }i, h(q1 , q2′ , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1 , q2 , q1′ , q2′ }i, or h(q1 , q2′ , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q1′ , q2′ }i.
We will now prove that the symbolic configurations are well-suited to solve CRP. First, we
show that if a symbolic configuration which satisfies ϕ is reachable from the initial symbolic
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configuration, then there is a concrete configuration reachable from an initial configuration
in γ0 which also satisfies ϕ. This ensures a sound reasoning on symbolic configurations.
◮ Lemma 5.3. If there exists θ ∈ Θ such that θ0

∗

θ and θ |= ϕ, then P |= ♦ϕ.

Sketch of proof. For a symbolic θ = hv, Si in Θ and N ∈ N, we denote by [[θ]]N = {γ ∈ [[θ]] |
∀q ∈ S.#γ(q) > (N + #v(q))}, i.e. the set of configurations which belong to [[θ]] in which
for each q ∈ S, there are at least N vertices (in addition to those already in the vector v).
Note that with this definition [[θ]]0 = [[θ]]. We then can prove the following property: given
θ ∈ Θ such that θ0 ∗ θ, there exists N ∈ N such that for all γ ∈ [[θ]]N , there exists an
initial configuration γ0 ∈ Γ0 such that γ0 →∗ γ. To show that this property is true, we
reason by induction on the length of the execution choosing the N adequately at each step
of the induction. Then if there exists θ ∈ Θ such that θ0 ∗ θ and θ |= ϕ, then there exists
γ0 ∈ θ0 and γ ∈ [[θ]] such that γ0 →∗ γ, and by the definition of |= for symbolic configuration
we deduce also that γ |= ϕ. Hence P |= ♦ϕ.
◭
We will now show that a reasoning on symbolic configurations leads to completeness, in
other words that if there is a reachable configuration that satisfies the cardinality constraint
ϕ, then there is a reachable symbolic configuration that satisfies ϕ.
◮ Lemma 5.4. If P |= ♦ϕ, then there exists θ ∈ Θ such that θ0

∗

θ and θ |= ϕ.

Sketch of proof. In order to prove this Lemma, we need to introduce some auxiliary notations.
Given a configuration γ ∈ Γ, we define ↑q0 γ as the set {γ ′ ∈ Γ | ∀q ∈ Q \ {q0 }. #γ ′ (q) =
#γ(q)}. The above definition is needed because we could reach a configuration γ which
does not have enough processes to be represented by a symbolic configuration, but we
can complete it by adding new vertices labelled by the initial state q0 in order to solve the
problem. We can then prove the following property by induction on the length of the concrete
execution: for γ0 ∈ Γ0 and γ ∈ Γ such that γ0 →∗ γ, for all θ ∈ Θ verifying ↑q0 γ ∩ [[θ]] 6= ∅,
we have θ0 ∗ θ. Basically, this property stipulates that given a reachable configuration γ,
each symbolic configuration θ whose semantics [[θ]] contains γ (modulo processes in state q0 )
is also reachable.
The next step consists in proving that if γ ∈ Γ is a configuration satisfying γ |= ϕ then
there exists θ ∈ Θ such that ↑q0 γ ∩ [[θ]] 6= ∅ and θ |= ϕ. This can be proved providing an
algorithm that builds θ = hv, Si such that, for each q ∈ Q, either the processes in state q can
be exactly represented within v only when #γ(q) ≤ val(ϕ), or #v(q) = val(ϕ) and q ∈ S
when #γ(q) > val(ϕ) (i.e. v is not large enough, recall that, apart for the states q0 used to
fill the "holes" in v, we reserve only up to val(ϕ) processes per state in v). Consider, e.g.,
a process with states Q = {q0 , q1 , q2 }, the formula ϕ = 0 ≤ #q1 < 3 ∧ 1 ≤ #q2 < +∞ and
the configuration with five processes γ = hq1 , q2 , q2 , q2 , q2 i such that γ |= ϕ. The symbolic
configuration θ obtained is then h(q1 , q2 , q2 , q2 , q0 , q0 , q0 , q0 , q0 ), {q0 , q2 }i.
Since P |= ♦ϕ, there exists an initial configuration γ0 ∈ Γ0 and a configuration γ ∈ Γ
such that γ0 →∗ γ and γ |= ϕ. By the second property we know there exists θ ∈ Θ such
that ↑q0 γ ∩ [[θ]] 6= ∅ and θ |= ϕ, and the first property allows us to say that θ0 ∗ θ.
◭
We will now explain why CRP is in PSpace. The main idea is that we can reason on the
graph of symbolic configurations. Note that by definition, since Θ = Qpsize(ϕ) × 2Q , the total
number of symbolic configurations is |Θ| = |Q|psize(ϕ) ∗ 2|Q| . Furthermore, checking whether
a symbolic configuration satisfies a cardinality constraint can be done in PTime and checking
whether two symbolic configurations belong to the symbolic transition relation
can also
be done in PTime. The PSpace algorithm (which is in reality an NPSpace algorithm)
at each step guesses a new symbolic configuration, checks whether it is reachable from the
previous guessed one and verifies whether it satisfies ϕ. When it encounters a symbolic
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configuration that satisfies ϕ, it returns that P |= ♦ϕ. Note that this algorithm needs only
to store the number of configurations it has seen until now, and when this number reaches
psize(ϕ)
|Q|
∗2|Q| , it means that the algorithm have seen all the symbolic configurations. Hence
to store this number and the current and next symbolic configurations, the algorithm needs
psize(ϕ)
polynomial space (a number smaller than |Q|
∗ 2|Q| can be stored into a counter which
requires at most psize(ϕ) ∗ log (|Q|) + |Q| log (2) space). Finally, lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 ensure
us that such an algorithm is sound and complete and from Proposition 5.1 we have also a
lower bound for CRP. Hence we deduce the main result of this paper.
◮ Theorem 5.5. CRP is PSpace-complete.
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Extending the Rackoff technique to Affine nets
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Abstract
We study the possibility of extending the Rackoff technique to Affine nets, which are Petri nets
extended with affine functions. The Rackoff technique has been used for establishing Expspace
upper bounds for the coverability and boundedness problems for Petri nets. We show that this
technique can be extended to strongly increasing Affine nets, obtaining better upper bounds
compared to known results. The possible copies between places of a strongly increasing Affine
net make this extension non-trivial. One cannot expect similar results for the entire class of Affine
nets since coverability is Ackermann-hard and boundedness is undecidable. Moreover, it can be
proved that model checking a logic expressing generalized coverability properties is undecidable
for strongly increasing Affine nets, while it is known to be Expspace-complete for Petri nets.
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Keywords and phrases Complexity of VASS, Affine nets, Rackoff technique, model checking,
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1

Introduction

Context Petri nets are infinite state models and have been used for modelling and verifying
properties of concurrent systems. Various extensions of Petri nets that increase the power
of transitions have been studied, for example Reset/Transfer (Petri) nets [8], Self-Modifying
nets [21] and Petri nets with inhibitory arcs [17]. In [9], Well Structured nets are defined as
another extension where transitions can be any non-decreasing function. The same paper
also defines Affine Well Structured nets (shortly: Affine nets) that can be seen as the affine
restriction of Well Structured nets, or as a restriction of the Self-Modifying nets of [21] to
matrices with only non-negative integers.
While reachability is decidable for Petri Nets [11, 15, 13], it is undecidable for extensions with at least two extended transitions like Double/Reset/Transfer/Zero-test arcs [8].
However, it remains decidable for Petri Nets with one such extended arc [2] or even with hierarchical zero-tests [17]. The framework of Well-Structured Transition Systems [10] provides
the decidability of coverability, termination and boundedness for Petri nets and some of its
monotonic extensions [8, 9]. However, boundedness is undecidable for Reset nets (and hence
for Affine nets) [8]. Complexity results on Petri nets extensions are scarce, two notable results being that coverability is Ackermann-complete for Reset nets [20, 19] (while reachability
∗
†
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and boundedness are undecidable) and boundedness is Expspace-complete for a subclass
of (strongly increasing) Affine nets [7].
Other extensions of Petri nets increase the state space of the transition system. These
are for example branching Vector Addition Systems [6], ν-Petri nets [18], or Data nets [12]
(equivalent to Timed Petri nets [3]). As ν-Petri nets and Data nets subsume Reset nets,
boundedness and reachability are undecidable, and coverability is Ackermann-hard. On the
other hand, while reachability is an (important) open problem for branching Vector Addition
Systems, coverability and boundedness are known to be AltExpspace-complete by a proof
that uses the Rackoff technique [6].
Finally, we note that some recent papers [5, 1] have extended the Rackoff technique to
show Expspace upper bounds for the model-checking of some logics (that generalizes the
notion of coverability and boundedness) for Petri nets.
Our contribution The goal is to exhibit a class of extensions of Petri nets for which
the Rackoff technique can be extended in order to give an Expspace upper bound for
coverability and boundedness. We do not look at extensions that change state spaces, as the
complexity of coverability and boundedness for those is known to be either AltExpspacecomplete (branching Vector Addition Systems) or Ackermann-hard (ν-Petri nets, Data nets).
Moreover, as this technique relies heavily on the monotonicity of Petri Nets, it is natural
to consider only monotonic extensions. The largest classes of such extensions are Affine
nets and Well Structured nets, that both include most of the usually studied Petri net
extensions. As we know that coverability and boundedness are respectively Ackermannhard and undecidable for Reset nets, we must forbid resets in order for our generalization
to work. This is done by disallowing any 0 in the diagonal of the matrices associated with
the functions of Affine nets, yielding again the class of strongly increasing Affine nets, as
defined in [9], that are equivalent to the Post-Self-Modifying nets (PSM) defined by Valk
in [21]. This class is interesting because it strictly subsumes Petri nets. For example, PSM
can recognize the language of palindromes, which Petri nets can not. More generally, all
recursively enumerable languages are recognized by PSM [21], while boundedness (and other
properties) is still decidable [21].
While the complexity of the reachability problem for Petri nets is unknown, the complexity of coverability √and boundedness has been shown to be Expspace-complete (lower
bound of Space(O(2c n )) by Lipton [14] and Space(O(2cn log n )) upper bound by Rackoff [16], where n is the size of the net). In [7], the boundedness problem is shown to be
2
in Space(O(2cn log n )) for Post-Self-Modifying nets: the proof associates a standard Petri
net that weakly simulates the original Post-Self-Modifying net and then applies the Rackoff
theorem [16] as a black box (Expspace upper bound for coverability could also be shown
by the same construction).
We give two results: (1) We extend the Rackoff technique to work directly on strongly
increasing Affine nets, improving the upper bounds for coverability and boundedness (from
2
Space(O(2cn log n )) to Space(O(2cn log n ))). (2) We state the limit of strongly increasing
Affine nets by proving that model checking a fragment of CTL (which can express generalizations of boundedness and various other problems) is undecidable for strongly increasing
Affine nets, while it is Expspace-complete for Petri nets [1].
Following are the three main difficulties in extending the Rackoff technique to strongly
increasing Affine nets.
1. Showing upper bounds for the lengths of sequences certifying coverability or unboundedness is not enough — short sequences can give rise to large numbers.
2. We can no longer rely on ignoring places that go above some value. The effect of a
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transition on a place will depend on the exact value at other places.
3. The effect of firing a sequence of transitions can not be determined by its Parikh image.
To overcome the first difficulty, we define transition systems that abstract the real ones,
where markings from short sequences of transitions will have either small numbers or ω.
This also overcomes the second difficulty, since ignored places will have the value ω in the
abstract transition systems. If such a place affects another place, the affected place will also
get the value ω. To overcome the third difficulty, we classify the set of places according to the
way they affect each other. Places that have high values and interfere among themselves will
always be unbounded so that they can be “ignored” (implemented by introducing another
abstraction), leaving behind places that are amenable to analysis by Petri net techniques.
Since this technique depends on the observation that places interfering with one another
are unbounded, it can not be used for problems that require more precise answers than
unboundedness. Model checking the fragment of CTL mentioned above does require such
precise answers and turns out to be undecidable for strongly increasing Affine nets.
The following table summarises the complexity of various problems on Petri nets and
strongly increasing Affine nets, with the contributions of this paper in bold. Abbreviations
used in the table: SIAN for Strongly increasing
Affine nets, MC(eiPrCTL)
for model checking
√
√
cn log n
c n
c n
:2
) for Space(2
) lower bound and
eventually increasing Presburger CTL, Sp(2
Space(2cn log n ) upper bound.

Reachability
Coverability
Boundedness
MC(eiPrCTL)

Petri nets

SIAN

Affine nets

Decidable [15, 11]
√
Sp(2c n : 2cn log n ) [14, 16]
√
Sp(2c n : 2cn log n ) [14, 16]
Expspace-complete [1]

Undecidable [8]
√
Sp(2c n : 2cn log n )
√
Sp(2c n : 2cn log n )
Undecidable

Undecidable [8]
Ackermann-hard [20]
Undecidable [8]
Undecidable [8]

Due to space constraints, proofs have been skipped in the following, as are the details
of model checking eventually increasing Presburger CTL. All missing details and proofs can
be found in the full version of this paper [4].

2

Preliminaries

Let Z be the set of integers, N be the set of non-negative integers and N+ be the set of
positive integers. For any set P , card(P ) is the cardinality of P .
A transition system S = (S, →) is a set S endowed with a transition relation “→”, i.e.,
+
with a binary relation on the set S. We write s → t to mean that there exist r ∈ N+ and a
∗
sequence of states s0 = s, s1 , . . . , sr = t such that s0 → s1 → · · · → sr . We write s → t to
+
mean that s → t or s = t. A state t ∈ S of a transition system S = (S, →) is reachable from
∗
a state s if s → t. The reachability set of S from the state s0 is denoted by RS(S, s0 ) and
is defined to be the set of states reachable from s0 .
Let P be a finite non-empty set of places with card(P ) = m ∈ N+ and let hp1 , . . . , pm i be
an arbitrary but fixed order on the set of places. A function M : P → N is called a marking.
We denote by 0 the marking such that 0(p) = 0 for all p ∈ P . Given a subset Q ⊆ P
and markings M1 , M2 , we write M1 =Q M2 (resp. M1 ≥Q M2 ) if M1 (p) = M2 (p) (resp.
M1 (p) ≥ M2 (p)) for all p ∈ Q. We write M1 > M2 if M1 ≥ M2 and M1 6= M2 . We denote by
Id the identity matrix, whose dimension will be clear from context. We denote by A1 ≥ A2 ,
where A1 , A2 ∈ Nm×m , the condition that A1 (p1 , p2 ) ≥ A2 (p1 , p2 ) for all p1 , p2 ∈ P . We
consider (positive) affine functions from Nm into Nm defined by f (M ) = AM + B, where
A is a (positive) matrix in Nm×m and B is a vector in Zm . It can be verified that for every
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affine function f (M ) = AM + B with an upward closed domain (i.e., domf ⊆ NP such
that M1 ∈ domf and M1 ≤ M2 imply M2 ∈ domf ), there exists a finite set of vectors
{C1 , . . . , Ck } ⊆ Zm such that domf = ∪1≤i≤k {M ∈ Nm | AM + B ≥ 0 and M + Ci ≥ 0}.
With A ∈ Nm×m and B, C ∈ Zm , we denote by f , (A, B, C) the affine function such that
f (M ) = AM + B and domf = {M ∈ Nm | AM + B ≥ 0 and M + C ≥ 0}. In terms of
Petri nets, the vector C restricts the markings to which the transition can be applied. For
example, if the transition should not subtract anything from a place p but should only be
applicable to markings M with M (p) ≥ 1, we can set A(p, p) = 1, B(p) = 0 and C(p) = −1.
In the following, we just write (A, B, C) if the name f is not important.
I Definition 1. An Affine net N (of dimension m) is a tuple N = (m, F ) where m ∈ N+
and F is a finite set of affine functions with upward closed domains in Nm .
f

The application of the transition function f to M1 resulting in M2 is denoted by M1 −→
F
M2 . The associated Affine transition system SN = (S, −→) is naturally defined by S = NP
f

and M1 −→ M2 iff M1 ∈ domf and f (M1 ) = M2 . If there is a sequence σ = f1 f2 · · · fr of
f1

f2

fr

σ

transition functions such that M −→ M1 −→ · · · · · · −→ Mr , we denote it by M −→ Mr .
The markings M, M1 , . . . , Mr are called intermediate markings arising while firing σ from
σ
M . We say a sequence σ of transition functions is enabled at a marking M if M −→ M 0
for some marking M 0 . We denote the length of σ by |σ|. We denote the set of transition
functions of N occurring in σ by alph(σ). A sequence σ 0 is called a sub-sequence of σ if σ 0
can be obtained from σ by removing some transition functions.
I Definition 2. An affine function (A, B, C) is strongly increasing [9, Section 2.2] if A ≥ Id.
An Affine net N = (m, F ) is strongly increasing if each of its functions is strongly increasing.
f

Note that if M1 −→ M2 and M10 > M1 , then the fact that f is strongly increasing
f

implies that M10 −→ M20 for some M20 > M2 and for every p ∈ P , M10 (p) > M1 (p) implies
M20 (p) > M2 (p).
I Definition 3. Given an Affine net N with an initial marking Minit and a target marking
Mcov , the coverability problem is to determine if there exists a marking M ∈ RS(SN , Minit )
such that M ≥ Mcov . The boundedness problem is to determine if there exists a number
B ∈ N such that for all markings M ∈ RS(SN , Minit ), M (p) ≤ B for all p ∈ P .
For an Affine net N , RN will denote the maximum absolute value of any entry in A, B
or C for any transition function (A, B, C) of N . When N is clear from context, we skip the
subscript N and write R. We also write function instead of transition function when it is
clear from context that it is a transition function in an Affine net. The size of N with initial
marking Minit is defined to be (card(F )(m2 + m) log R + m logkMinit k∞ ), where kMinit k∞
is the maximum entry in Minit . If A = Id for each function (A, B, C) of N , then N is a
Petri net.
In Affine nets, markings cannot decrease too much.
σ

I Proposition 4. If M1 −→ M2 , then M2 (p) ≥ M1 (p) − R|σ| for all p ∈ P .

3

Value Abstracted Semantics

In Affine nets, a short sequence of functions can generate markings with large values. Beyond
some value, it is not necessary to store the exact values of a marking to decide coverability
and boundedness. Let Nω = N ∪ {ω} and Zω = Z ∪ {ω} where addition, multiplication
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and order are as usual with the extra definition of ω × 0 = 0 × ω = 0. To avoid using
excessive memory space to store large values of markings, we introduce extended markings
W : P → Nω . The domains of transitions functions are extended to include extended
markings: for a function f = (A, B, C) and an extended marking W , we have W ∈ domf
iff W + C ≥ 0 and AW + B ≥ 0. The result W 0 of applying f to W ∈ domf is given by
f
W 0 = AW + B, denoted by W −→ W 0 .
For an extended marking W : P → Nω , let ω(W ) = {p ∈ P | W (p) = ω} and ω(W ) =
P \ ω(W ). For a function t : {0, . . . , m} → N (which will be used to denote thresholds) and
an extended marking W , we define [W ]t→ω and [W ]ω→t by:
(
W (p) if W (p) < t(card(ω(W ))),
([W ]t→ω )(p) =
ω
otherwise.
(
W (p)
if W (p) ∈ N,
([W ]ω→t )(p) =
t(card(ω(W )) + 1) otherwise.
The threshold function t gives the threshold beyond which numbers can be abstracted. In
the extended marking [W ]t→ω , values beyond the threshold given by t are abstracted by
ω. In the marking [W ]ω→t , abstraction is reversed by replacing ω with the corresponding
threshold value.
I Definition 5. Let t : {0, . . . , m} → N be a threshold function and N be a strongly
F
increasing Affine net. The associated t-transition system SN ,t = (St , −→t ) is defined by
(A,B,C)

−−−−−→t W2 iff W1 ≥ C and W2 = [(AW1 + B)]t→ω ∈ NP
St = NP
ω . We write
ω and W1 −
fi

σ

W0 −→t Wr if σ = f1 · · · fr and Wi−1 −→t Wi for each i between 1 and r. The extended
σ
markings W0 , . . . , Wr are called intermediate extended markings in the run W0 −→t Wr .
f

Note that for any W1 −→t W2 , ω(W2 ) ⊇ ω(W1 ). In the t-transition system, a place
having the value ω will retain it after the application of any function. The following propositions establish some relationships between t-transition systems and natural transition
systems.
σ

I Proposition 6. Let W1 −→t W2 , card(ω(W2 )) = card(ω(W1 )) < m and t(card(ω(W1 )) +
σ
1) ≥ R|σ| + x for some x ∈ N. Then [W1 ]ω→t −→ M2 such that M2 =ω(W2 ) W2 and
M2 (p) ≥ x for all p ∈ ω(W2 ).
A routine induction on |σ| allows to prove the following:
σ

σ

I Proposition 7. If M1 −→ M2 , then M10 −→t W2 ≥ M2 for any M10 ≥ M1 .

4

Coverability

In this section, we give a Space(O(2c2 n log n )) upper bound for the coverability problem
in strongly increasing Affine nets, for some constant c2 . Let R0 = max({Mcov (p) | p ∈
P } ∪ {R}), where Mcov is the marking to be covered. In the rest of this section, we fix a
strongly increasing Affine net N = (m, F ) with an initial marking Minit and the marking
to be covered Mcov . The set of places is P = {p1 , . . . , pm }.
We briefly recall the Rackoff technique for the Expspace upper bound for the coverability
problem in Petri nets. The idea is to define a function ` : N → N and prove that for a Petri
net with m places, coverable markings can be covered with sequences of transitions of length
at most `(m). This is done by induction on the number of places. In a Petri net with i + 1
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σ

places, suppose Minit −→ M 0 ≥ Mcov and M is the first intermediate marking where one
of the values is more than R`(i) + R0 − 1 (this is the intuition behind the definition of
the threshold function t1 below). If there is no such marking, all intermediate markings
have small values and it is easy to bound the length of σ by (R`(i) + R0 )i+1 . Otherwise,
σ2
σ1
M 0 ≥ Mcov . The length of σ1 is bounded by
M −→
let σ = σ1 σ2 such that Minit −→
0 i+1
(R`(i) + R ) . Temporarily forgetting the existence of place p (where M (p) ≥ R`(i) + R0 ),
we conclude by induction hypothesis that starting from M , Mcov can be covered (in all
places except p) with a sequence σ20 of length at most `(i). Since M (p) ≥ R`(i) + R0 and
σ20 reduces the value in p by at most R`(i), σ20 in fact covers all places, including p. Hence,
σ1 σ20 covers Mcov from Minit and its length is at most (R`(i) + R0 )i+1 + `(i) + 1. This
is the intuition behind the definition of the length function `1 below. The counterpart of
“temporarily forgetting p” is assigning it the value ω.
I Definition 8. The functions `1 , t1 : N → N are as follows.
`1 (0) = 0

t1 (0) = 0
t1 (i + 1) = R`1 (i) + R

0

`1 (i + 1) = (t1 (i + 1))i+1 + `1 (i) + 1

I Definition 9. A covering sequence enabled at M is a sequence σ of functions such that
σ
M −→ M 0 and M 0 ≥ Mcov . A t1 -covering sequence enabled at W is a sequence σ of functions
σ
such that W −→t1 W 0 and W 0 ≥ Mcov .
The following lemma shows that even after abstracting values that are above the ones
given by the threshold function t1 , there is still enough information to check coverability.
I Lemma 10. If a t1 -covering sequence σ is enabled at W , then Mcov is coverable from
[W ]ω→t1 .
I Lemma 11. If there is a covering sequence σ enabled at Minit , there is a t1 -covering
sequence σ 0 enabled at Minit such that |σ 0 | ≤ `1 (m) (recall that m = card(P )).
I Lemma 12. For all i ∈ N, `1 (i) ≤ (6RR0 )(i+1)! .
I Theorem 13. For some constant c1 , the coverability problem for strongly increasing Affine
nets is in Nspace(O(2c1 m log m (log R0 + logkMinit k∞ ))).
Taking n = (card(F )(m2 + m) log R + m logkMinit k∞ ) + m logkMcov k∞ as the size of the
input to the coverability problem, we can infer from the above theorem an upper bound of
Space(O(2c2 n log n )).

5

Boundedness

In this section, we give a Space(O(2c4 n log n )) upper bound for the boundedness problem in
strongly increasing Affine nets, for some constant c4 . In the rest of this section, we fix a
strongly increasing Affine net N = (m, F ) with an initial marking Minit . The set of places
is P = {p1 , . . . , pm }.
I Definition 14. A self-covering pair enabled at M is a pair (σ1 , σ2 ) of sequences of functions
σ1
σ2
such that M −→
M1 −→
M2 and M2 > M1 .
Since all transition functions are strongly increasing and their domains are upward closed,
σ2
we can infer from the above definition that Mi −→
Mi+1 and Mi+1 > Mi for all i ∈ N+ .
Hence, if a self covering pair is enabled at Minit , then N is unbounded. Conversely, if N
is unbounded, infinitely many distinct markings can be reached from Minit . Since there
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are only finitely many transition functions, König’s lemma implies that there is an infinite
sequence of functions enabled at Minit such that all intermediate markings are distinct. We
infer from Dickson’s lemma that there are two markings M1 , M2 along this sequence such
σ1
σ2
that M2 is after M1 and M2 > M1 . Let Minit −→
M1 −→
M2 . By Definition 14, (σ1 , σ2 )
is a self-covering pair enabled at Minit .
The Rackoff technique again defines a length function `0 : N → N and shows that if a
Petri net with m places is unbounded, there is a self-covering pair of total length at most
`0 (m). As an example, let us consider giving an upper bound for `0 (2). Consider the sequence
of markings shown below, produced by a self-covering pair. Let σ2 be the portion occurring


180
90
190
p1 : 1
100

140
270
280
p2 : 2
150




100
100
90
p3 : 1
100




p4 : 3 · · · 200 · · · 200 · · · 190 · · · 200


 1
3
1 
p5 : 0
2
4
3
3
p6 : 1
4
after the first marking where p1 has the value 100. Since p5 , p6 have low values throught,
we would like to abstract the remaining places and reduce the length of σ2 to get an upper
σ2
. In the block of intermediate markings shown
bound on `0 (2). We denote {p5 , p6 } by P<ω
above enclosed in [ ], the first and last markings are identical when projected to p5 and p6 .
Since this block does not change p5 and p6 , we can remove this block, provided that after
removal, the abstracted places p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 will still have values at least 100, 150, 100, 200
respectively. To decide whether this is the case, the effect of the block on p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 is
calculated in a Petri net by simply summing up the effect of each transition in the block.
In a strongly increasing Affine net, this is however not possible since the effect of the block
depends not only on the transitions in it, but also on the values in the marking at the
beginning of the block. In addition, affine functions can copy the value of one place to
another one.
If some transition copies the value of some place among p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 into p5 or p6 , a large
value will result in p5 or p6 , so that they too can be abstracted, letting us use induction
hypothesis to deal with the remaining fewer number of non-abstracted places. To deal with
the other case, we assume that no transition in σ2 does this kind of copying (σ2 isolates
{p5 , p6 } from {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }). Next, suppose a function f = (A, B, C) occurs inside the
block, where A and B are as shown in Fig. 1 in the next page. Let the rows and columns
of A correspond to p1 , p2 , . . . , p6 in that order. The function f doubles the value in p2 and
copies the value of p3 to p1 , but isolates {p3 , p4 } from {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }. In the following, we will
σ2
say f “crosses” P×σ2 = {p1 , p2 } and isolates Pisσ2 = {p3 , p4 } from P \ P<ω
= {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }.
Since p1 , p2 had large values to begin with, they will have even larger values after crossed
by f . We will see that this will result in crossed places becoming unbounded, and so we can
forget the exact effect of a block on such places, and just remember that they are crossed
by some function. The forgetting part is done in Definition 16 by simplifying the matrix A,
and the remembering part is done by setting the corresponding entry in B to 1. To decide
σ2
whether a block can be removed or not, it remains to compute the effect of P<ω
= {p5 , p6 }
σ2
on Pis = {p3 , p4 }. This can be achieved since we know the exact values in p5 , p6 . This is
formalised in the proof of Lemma 20.
I Definition 15. Let f = (A, B, C) be a function.
f multiplies a place p if A(p, p) ≥ 2.
f copies p0 to p if A(p, p0 ) ≥ 1 for any two places p 6= p0 .
f isolates Q1 from Q2 , where Q1 , Q2 ⊆ P , if A(p, p0 ) = 0 for all p ∈ Q1 and p0 ∈ Q2 \{p}.
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σ2
Although the sets P<ω
, P×σ2 and Pisσ2 are determined by σ2 , we avoid heavy notation in
the following definition and instead use an arbitrary partition of P into P<ω , P× and Pis .

I Definition 16. Let ρ = (P<ω , P× , Pis ) be a triple such that the sets P<ω , P× and Pis
partition the set of places P . To each function f = (A, B, C), we associate another function
f [ρ] = (A[ρ], B[ρ], C), where A[ρ] and B[ρ] are as follows.



/ P×
B(p) if p ∈



A(p, p0 ) if p ∈
/ P×


1

if
f
multiplies
p
∈
P


×

1
if p ∈ P×
(B[ρ])(p) = 1
if f copies p0 to p ∈ P× , (A[ρ])(p, p0 ) =


and p = p0




0


p
∈
(P
∪
P
\
{p})
×
is



0
otherwise

0
otherwise
Associated with the triple ρ is the ρ-transition system SN ,ρ = (Sρ , −→ρ ), defined by Sρ = NP
ω
(A,B,C)

σ

and W1 −−−−−−→ρ W2 iff W1 +C ≥ 0 and W2 = A[ρ]W1 +B[ρ] ∈ NP
ω . We write W0 −→ρ Wr
fi

if σ = f1 · · · fr and Wi−1 −→ρ Wi for each i between 1 and r. We write σ[ρ] to denote the
sequence of functions obtained from σ by replacing each function f of σ by f [ρ].
For any extended marking W , if W (p) ∈ N for all p ∈ P (i.e., if W is a marking), then
applying any function to W in the ρ-transition system will result in another marking (new
ω values are not introduced). In the example given before Definition 15, partition the set of
places into P× = {p1 , p2 }, Pis = {p3 , p4 } and P<ω = {p5 , p6 }. The corresponding matrices
A[ρ] and B[ρ] defining f [ρ] are as shown below.
Figure 1 Examples of transition functions


1
0


0
A=
0

0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
2
0

 

0
0
0
0
 

 

1
−1
 B= 
2
0
 

0
0
−1
1


1
0


0
A[ρ] = 
0

0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
2
0


0
0


1

0

0
1




1
1
 
 
−1
B[ρ] =  
2
 
0
−1

We obtain A[ρ] from A by replacing the first two rows by the corresponding rows of the
identity matrix. The fact that {p1 , p2 } is the set of places “crossed” by f is instead indicated
by setting B[ρ](p1 ) = B[ρ](p2 ) = 1. The other entries of B[ρ] are not changed. Places with
high values and crossed by some function will always be unbounded and this technique
can not be applied for problems that need more precise answers. For example, eventually
increasing existential Presburger CTL (eiPrECTL≥ (U)), introduced in [1], can express the
presence of sequences along which the value of one place grows unboundedly while another
place remains bounded. Model checking eiPrECTL≥ (U) is shown to be Expspace-complete
[1] for Petri nets by extending the Rackoff technique. We show in the full version that model
checking eiPrECTL≥ (U) is undecidable for strongly increasing Affine nets.
I Definition 17. Let ρ = (P<ω , P× , Pis ) be a triple such that the sets P<ω , P× and Pis
partition the set of places P . A sequence of functions σ is a ρ-pumping sequence enabled at
a marking M0 if
σ
1. M0 −→ρ M1 and M1 > M0 ,
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2. for all places p ∈ P× , some function (A, B, C) in σ has B[ρ](p) = 1,
3. each function in σ isolates Pis ∪ P<ω from P× ∪ Pis and
4. no function in σ multiplies p for any place p ∈ Pis .
Next we develop formalisations needed to show that if there are ρ-pumping sequences,
σ
there are short ones. Suppose W1 −→t W2 and ω(W1 ) = ω(W2 ). Then each function in σ
isolates ω(W1 ) from ω(W1 ) (otherwise, we could not have ω(W1 ) = ω(W2 )). The following
proposition establishes a relationship between t-transition systems and ρ-transition systems.
σ

I Proposition 18. Let t be a threshold function, W1 −→t W2 and ω(W1 ) = ω(W2 ). Let ρ =
σ
(ω(W1 ), P× , Pis ). If [W1 ]ω→t −→ρ M2 , then M (p) < t(card(ω(W1 ))) for every intermediate
marking M arising while firing σ[ρ] from [W1 ]ω→t and every p ∈ ω(W1 ).
The following definition of loops will be used only in the proof of Lemma 20.
I Definition 19. Suppose W1 is an extended marking such that ω(W1 ) = P<ω and σ is
a sequence such that all functions in σ[ρ] isolate P<ω from P \ P<ω . Suppose σ can be
π2
π1
π
decomposed as σ = π1 ππ2 and W1 −→
ρ L −→ρ L −→ρ W2 . The pair (π, L) is a P<ω -loop
if all extended markings (except the last one) arising while firing π[ρ] from L are distinct
from one another.
I Lemma 20. There exists a constant d such that for any strongly increasing Affine net N
and for every ρ-pumping sequence σ enabled at some marking M0 , there exists a ρ-pumping
3
sequence σ 0 enabled at M00 such that |σ 0 | ≤ (2eR)dm , where:
ρ = (P<ω , P× , Pis ) is a triple such that P<ω , P× and Pis partition the set of places P ,
e = 1 + max{M (p) | p ∈ P<ω and M is an intermediate marking occurring while firing
σ from M0 } and
M00 is any marking such that M00 =P<ω M0 and M00 (p) ≥ R|σ 0 | for all p ∈ Pis ∪ P× .
σ

Proof. Let M0 −→ρ Mk . Removing all P<ω -loops from σ may not result in a ρ-pumping
sequence. As in the Rackoff technique, we use the existence of small solutions to linear
Diophantine equations to show that a small number of loops can be retained to get a shorter
ρ-pumping sequence. Some intermediate steps of this proof deal with sub-sequences of σ
that may not be enabled at M00 . They will however be enabled at the extended marking W0
where W0 =P<ω M0 and W0 (p) = ω for all p ∈ P× ∪ Pis . The proof is organised into the
following steps.
Step 1: We first associate a vector with each sub-sequence of σ to measure the effect of
the sub-sequence on P× ∪ Pis .
Step 2: Next we remove some P<ω -loops from σ to obtain σ 00 such that for every intermediate extended marking W arising while firing σ[ρ] from W0 , W also arises while firing
σ 00 [ρ] from W0 .
Step 3: The sequence σ 00 obtained above is not necessarily a ρ-pumping sequence. With
the help of the vectors defined in step 1, we formulate a set of linear Diophantine equations to encode the fact that the effects of σ 00 and the P<ω -loops that were removed
combine to give the effect of a ρ-pumping sequence. This step uses the fact that in ρtransition systems, B[ρ](p) is set to 1 for each place p ∈ P× , indicating that p is “crossed”
by some function.
Step 4: Then we use the result about the existence of small solutions to linear Diophantine equations to infer that only a small number of P<ω -loops need to be retained to
ensure that the essential properties of pumping sequences (as encoded by the Diophantine equations) are satisfied. We use this to construct a sequence σ 0 that meets the length
constraint of the lemma.
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Step 5: Finally, we prove that σ 0 is a ρ-pumping sequence enabled at M00 .
Step 1 is where this proof differs substantially from the ideas used by Rackoff in [16]. We
give details of Step 1 here. The missing details are in the full version.
Step 1: Suppose π ∈ alph(σ)∗ is a sequence consisting of functions occurring in σ.
Suppose W1 is an extended marking such that W1 (p) ∈ N for all p ∈ P<ω and W1 (p0 ) = ω
π
for all p0 ∈ P× ∪ Pis . Also suppose that W1 −→ρ Wr . We want to measure the effect of
π on places in P× ∪ Pis when we replace ω by large enough values in W1 . We define a
vector ∆[π, W1 ] of integers for this measurement. For a place p ∈ P× , all that a function
(A[ρ], B[ρ], C) can do to p is add 0 or 1 (this is due to the way A[ρ] and B[ρ] are defined in
Definition 16). So we take ∆[π, W1 ](p) to be the sum of all B[ρ](p) for all functions (A, B, C)
occurring in π. For a place p ∈ Pis , we have to take into account the “interference” from
other places. Since from Definition 17, each function in π isolates Pis from P× ∪ Pis , the
f1

only places that can interfere with p are those in P<ω . Let π = f1 f2 · · · fr and W1 −→ρ
f2

fr−1

W2 −→ρ · · · −−−→ρ Wr . For each i between 1 and r − 1, let fi = (Ai , Bi , Ci ). Following is
the formal definition of ∆[π, W1 ]:


r−1
X
X

∆[π, W1 ](p) =
Ai (p, p0 )Wi (p0 ) + Bi (p) for all p ∈ Pis
i=1

∆[π, W1 ](p) =

r−1
X

p0 ∈P<ω

Bi [ρ](p) for all p ∈ P×

i=1

Since all functions in π isolate P<ω from P× ∪ Pis , we infer that ω(Wr ) = ω(W1 ) = P<ω . It
is routine to infer the following two facts from the definition of ∆[π, W1 ].
π
If M1 is any marking such that M1 =P<ω W1 and M1 −→ρ M2 , then M2 (p) − M1 (p) =
∆[π, W1 ](p) for all p ∈ P× ∪ Pis .
π1
0 π2
0 π3
0
Suppose π = π1 π2 π3 , W1 −→
ρ W −→ρ W −→ρ Wr and (π2 , W ) is a P<ω -loop. Then
∆[π, W1 ] = ∆[π1 π3 , W1 ] + ∆[π2 , W 0 ].
The above two facts are sufficient to extend the technique used in [16] to ρ-transition systems.
This technique was developed for Petri nets, where the effect of a sequence of functions can
be determined from its Parikh image. This is not true in general for strongly increasing
Affine nets, but the core idea can be lifted to ρ-transition systems.
Details of Steps 2–4 can be found in the full version.
J
The following lemma establishes what value is “large enough” at the initial marking to
ensure that crossed places are unbounded.
I Lemma 21. Let ρ = (P<ω , P× , Pis ) be a triple such that the sets P<ω , P× and Pis partition
the set of places P . Suppose σ is a ρ-pumping sequence enabled at M0 . If M0 (p) ≥ 3R|σ| +
σ
R + 1 for all p ∈ P× ∪ Pis , then M0 −→ M1 and M1 > M0 .
I Definition 22. Let c = 2d. The functions `2 , t2 : N → N are as follows:
t2 (0) = 0
t2 (i + 1) = 4R`2 (i) + R + 1

`2 (0) = (2R)cm

3

`2 (i + 1) = (2t2 (i + 1)R)cm
3

3

3

Due to the selection of the constant c above, we have (2xR)cm ≥ xi + (2Rx)dm for all
x ∈ N and all i ∈ {0, . . . , m}.
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I Definition 23. A t2 -pumping pair enabled at W is a pair (σ1 , σ2 ) of sequence of functions
satisfying the following conditions.
σ2
σ1
1. W −→
t2 W1 −→t2 W2 ,
2. ω(W2 ) = ω(W1 ) and
3. for some partition of ω(W1 ) into P× and Pis , σ2 is a ρ-pumping sequence enabled at
[W1 ]ω→t2 , where ρ = (ω(W1 ), P× , Pis ).
The following two lemmas prove that unboundedness in strongly increasing Affine nets
is equivalent to the presence of a short t2 -pumping pair enabled at Minit . The ideas of these
two lemmas are similar to those of Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 respectively. Lemma 20 is
used in Lemma 25.
I Lemma 24. If (σ1 , σ2 ) is a t2 -pumping pair enabled at W , there is a self-covering sequence
(σ10 , σ20 ) enabled at [W ]ω→t2 .
I Lemma 25. If a self covering pair is enabled at Minit , there is a t2 -pumping pair (σ10 , σ20 )
enabled at Minit such that |σ10 | + |σ20 | ≤ `2 (m).
I Lemma 26. Let k = 8c. Then `2 (i) ≤ (2R)k

i+1

m3(i+1)

for all i ∈ N.

I Theorem 27. For some constant c3 , the Boundedness problem for strongly increasing
Affine nets is in Nspace(O(2c3 m log m (log R + logkMinit k∞ ))).
With the size of the input n = (card(F )(m2 + m) log R + m logkMinit k∞ ), we can infer from
the above theorem an upper bound of Space(O(2c4 n log n )) for the boundedness problem.

6

Conclusions and Perspectives

We proved that coverability and boundedness are in Space(O(2cn log n )) for strongly increasing Affine nets. The main difficulty in adapting Rackoff technique is that one cannot simply
ignore places that have large enough values, as transitions may copy values from one place to
another. From this result, we may immediately deduce the same result for the termination
problem as one can add a new place ptime which is incremented by every transition. Then,
the system terminates iff it is bounded. A natural question is to identify the properties that
could be proved (with Rackoff techniques) to be Expspace-complete for strongly increasing
Affine nets. At least two (recent) classes of properties are candidates: the generalized unboundedness properties of Demri [5] and the CTL fragment of Blockelet and Schmitz [1]. As
this last logic is proved undecidable for strongly increasing Affine nets, a natural restriction
of this logic would be defined. We conjecture that replacing the predicates on the effect of a
path by predicates on the Parikh image of the path would put the model checking problem
for the logic in Expspace.
As we have limited our study to Affine nets, another question would be to consider not
only affine functions, but to find classes of recursive functions (that still forbids resets) for
which the Rackoff techniques can still be applied. It is likely that the proof of coverability
could be adapted by altering Prop. 6 to take into account the “maximum reduction” that
functions can perform. For example, if we allow functions to halve the value in a place, it
would suffice to say that the initial value is 2`1 (i) times higher (of course, this would change
the final upper bound obtained). However, the proof of boundedness relies heavily on the
fact that a place is either fully copied, or not at all, so how to generalize it is unclear.
Coverability and boundedness for Petri nets with an unique Reset/Transfer/Zero-test
extended arc have been recently proved to be decidable [2]. For the Zero-test case, the
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complexity of coverability is at least as hard as reachability for Petri Nets, so there is not
much hope of applying this technique. We conjecture that it could be applied to the one
Reset or Transfer case, even if it would yield an upper bound greater than Expspace.
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Abstract
We study the problem of computing the transitive closure of tree-automatic (binary) relations,
which are represented by tree automata. Such relations include classes of infinite systems generated by pushdown systems (PDS), ground tree rewrite systems (GTRS), PA-processes, and
Turing machines, to name a few. Although this problem is unsolvable in general, we provide
a semi-algorithm for the problem and prove completeness guarantee for PDS, GTRS, and PAprocesses. The semi-algorithm is an extension of a known semi-algorithm for structure-preserving
tree-automatic relations, for which completeness is guaranteed for several interesting parameterized systems over tree topology. Hence, there is a single generic procedure that solves reachability for PDS, GTRS, PA-processes, and several parameterized systems in a uniform way. As an
application, we provide a single generic semi-algorithm for checking repeated reachability over
tree-automatic relations, for which completeness is guaranteed for the aforementioned classes.
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1

Introduction

Real-world systems are complex and many sources of infinity naturally arise when modeling
them formally, e.g., recursions in function calls, data structures (lists, trees, etc.) of
unbounded size, numeric variables of unbounded size, multi-threading (unbounded number of
threads spawned). Given the modeling power of infinite-state systems, even checking simple
properties (e.g reachability) easily becomes undecidable over simple classes of infinite systems
(e.g. those represented by counter machines). Despite this, many interesting properties (e.g.
safety, liveness, temporal-logic specifications) have been shown to be decidable over many
classes of infinite-state systems (e.g. pushdown systems, timed systems, Petri nets, lossy
channel systems, ground tree rewrite systems, and process rewrite systems). We refer the
reader to [1, 12, 24, 26, 25, 27, 31] for a glimpse of these decidability results.
Another common approach to infinite-state model checking is to start with expressive
(“Turing-powerful”) formalisms that can capture many complex real world features and
develop semi-algorithms for model checking that can solve many practical instances. A
popular framework for reasoning about complex infinite-state systems has been proposed
under the rubric of regular model checking (e.g. see [5, 7, 9, 28]), in which systems are
represented by “regular” symbolic representations including finite-state automata (over
words, trees, ω-words, etc.) or logical formulas over a decidable theory (e.g. Presburger
formulas). Many regular model checking frameworks (differing in expressive power) have
been considered in the literature, including (extended) counter systems (e.g. see [9, 7]),
rational graphs (e.g. see [18, 5]), word-automatic graphs with length-preserving relations (e.g.
see [5, 28]), tree-automatic graphs with structure-preserving relations (e.g. see [4, 14]), tree
transducers (e.g. see [14]), and a natural subclass of ω-word automatic graphs (e.g. see [11]).
© Anthony W. Lin;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
Editors: D. D’Souza, J. Radhakrishnan, and K. Telikepalli; pp. 313–324
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Two commonly considered problems in regular model checking are: (1) given a regular
symbolic representation of a set X of configurations, compute a regular symbolic representation of the set post∗ (X) (or pre∗ (X)) of reachable configurations, and (2) compute a
regular symbolic representation of the transitive closure R∗ of the transition relation R. The
second problem is more general than the first (e.g. see [5, 29]). Although these problems
are uncomputable in general, semi-algorithms have been developed which can solve these
problems for many interesting practical instances (e.g. see [4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18, 28]), which
include parameterized systems (i.e. distributed protocols with any number of components
with some underlying topology, e.g., the dining philosopher problem), which cannot easily
be captured by known decidable subclasses. Such semi-algorithms usually employ certain
acceleration techniques, which compute the effect of arbitrarily long sequences of transitions.
From a theoretical perspective, an important problem when designing semi-algorithms in
regular model checking is undoubtedly the question of convergence and completeness. As has
been pointed out in [7], many existing semi-algorithms in regular model checking lack general
completeness criteria. For example, it was not known if there is a generic semi-algorithm in
regular model checking with completeness guarantee (i.e. always terminates and gives correct
solution) over the full class of pushdown systems, let alone strictly more powerful formalisms
like ground tree rewrite systems.
Contributions. We investigate regular model checking under the framework of treeautomatic structures [8]. More precisely, we study the problem of computing the transitive
closure of a given tree-automatic (binary) relation [8]. Such relations are represented by the
standard tree-automata over a product alphabet (extended by a padding symbol) allowing
configurations (i.e. trees) to grow unboundedly in some paths in the systems. Tree-automatic
relations are expressive, i.e., can model the transition graphs of pushdown systems (PDS),
PA-processes (PA), ground tree rewrite systems (GTRS), Petri nets, and even Minsky’s
counter machines and Turing machines.
Our contributions are as follows. We start by showing that the bounded local depth
acceleration technique given in [4] for structure-preserving tree-automatic relations (i.e. which
only relate trees with the same structure) can be extended to the full class of tree-automatic
relations. Roughly speaking, for each k and a tree-automatic relation R, the resulting
algorithm computes a tree-automatic relation bRck such that each pair (T, T 0 ) ∈ bRck has
a witnessing path in R, wherein each node is “modified” at most k times. In the case
when bRck is transitive (which can be effectively checked), we have R∗ = bRck . The semialgorithm simply tries to find a number k such that bRck is transitive. Abdulla et al. has
given some interesting instances of parameterized systems with tree topology for which the
semi-algorithm (for structure-preserving case) is guaranteed to terminate [4]. Our main
contribution is to show that the extended semi-algorithm is also guaranteed to terminate
for several well-studied classes of infinite systems including PDS, PA-processes, and GTRS.
As an application, we combine this with the result from [29] to obtain a semi-algorithm for
testing repeated reachability, which is guaranteed to terminate for PDS, PA, and GTRS.
Hence, we have a uniform solution for (repeated) reachability for PDS, PA, and GTRS.
Discussion and Related Work. There are known specialized algorithms for computing
the reachability relations (i.e. transitive closure) for PDS [15], PA-processes [26], and GTRS
[19, 16] in polynomial time. Although our semi-algorithm has worse upper bounds on the
running time, it is more general since it can solve instances of parameterized systems with tree
topology [4]. The purpose of this paper has never been to provide more efficient algorithms
for PA-processes, GTRS, and PDS. Rather, we only intend to show the possibility of devising
a single generic semi-algorithm that is guaranteed to terminate for the aforementioned classes
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of systems, as well as other systems that cannot be easily captured by known decidable
subclasses. We leave it for future work to evaluate how the semi-algorithms perform in
practice on PA-processes, PDS, and GTRS, and if better acceleration techniques can be
devised for them.
Bouajjani & Touili [14] gave a semi-algorithm for computing the reachability sets in the
framework of regular tree model checking, where tree transducers (and structure-preserving
tree-automatic relations) are adopted. Among others, their semi-algorithms are guaranteed
to compute the reachability sets (but not reachability relations) for process rewrite systems
(which subsume PA), GTRS (and its extensions), provided that the relations are well-founded
(i.e. have no infinite decreasing chain). Process rewrite systems and GTRS are in general
not well-founded, but they showed that PA can be transformed into a well-founded PA while
preserving reachability. The class of relations generated by tree transducers is more expressive
than tree-automatic relations in general, but is less well-behaved than tree-automatic relations
(e.g. see [16] and [8]). In particular, it is open whether we can decide repeated reachability,
given a tree transducer that generates R∗ (which is the case for tree-automatic relations
[29]). There are also other acceleration techniques in regular tree model checking (e.g. see
[3, 6, 13]), but they do not have termination guarantee for PA-processes, PDS, and GTRS.
Using flat acceleration techniques [7, 17], semi-algorithms for computing the reachability
sets (e.g. represented as Presburger formulas) over extended counter systems can be developed
that are guaranteed to solve the subcases of reversal-bounded counter systems, and many
interesting subclasses of Petri nets (e.g. 2-dim vector addition systems). A similar result
of this form can be found in [10], which provides a semi-algorithm which is guaranteed to
compute the reachability sets of timed automata (and more general hybrid systems).

2

Preliminaries

General notations For two given natural numbers i ≤ j, we define [i, j] = {i, i + 1, . . . , j}.
Define [k] = [0, k]. Given a set S, we use S ∗ to denote the set of all finite sequences of elements
from S. The set S ∗ always includes the empty sequence which we denote by . Given two
sets of words S1 , S2 , we use S1 · S2 to denote the set {v · w : v ∈ S1 , w ∈ S2 } of words formed
by concatenating words from S1 with words from S2 . Given two relations R1 , R2 ⊆ S × S,
we define their composition as R1 ◦ R2 = {(s1 , s3 ) : (∃s2 )((s1 , s2 ) ∈ R1 ∧ (s2 , s3 ) ∈ R2 )}.
Transition systems Let ACT be a finite set of action symbols. A transition system over
ACT is a tuple S = hS, {→a }a∈ACT i, where S is a set of configurations, and
 →a ⊆ S × S
S
is a binary relation over S. We use → to denote the relation
→
a . The notation
a∈ACT
+
∗
→ (resp. → ) is used to denote the transitive (resp. transitive-reflexive) closure of →. We
say that a sequence s1 → · · · → sn is a path (or run) in S (or in →). Given two paths
π1 : s1 →∗ s2 and π2 : s2 →∗ s3 in →, we may concatenate them to obtain π1 π2 (by
gluing together s2 ). Given a relation →⊆ S × S and subsets S1 , . . . , Sn ⊆ S, denote by
Rec→ ({Si }ni=1 ) to be the set of elements s0 ∈ S for which there exists an infinite path
s0 → s1 → · · · visiting each Si infinitely often, i.e., such that, for each i ∈ [1, n], there are
infinitely many j ∈ N with sj ∈ Si .
Trees, automata, and languages A ranked alphabet is a nonempty finite set of symbols
Σ equipped with an arity function ar : Σ → N. A tree domain D is a nonempty finite subset
of N∗ satisfying (1) prefix closure, i.e., if vi ∈ D with v ∈ N∗ and i ∈ N, then v ∈ D, (2)
younger-sibling closure, i.e., if vi ∈ D with v ∈ N∗ and i ∈ N, then vj ∈ D for each natural
number j < i. The elements of D are called nodes. Standard terminologies (e.g. parents,
children, ancestors, descendants) will be used when referring to elements of a tree domain.
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For example, the children of a node v ∈ D are all nodes in D of the form vi for some i ∈ N.
A tree over a ranked alphabet Σ is a pair T = (D, λ), where D is a tree domain and the
node-labeling λ is a function mapping D to Σ such that, for each node v ∈ D, the number of
children of v in D equals the arity ar(λ(v)) of the node label of v. We use the notation |T |
to denote |D|. Write Tree(Σ) for the set of all trees over Σ. We also use the standard term
representations of trees (cf. [16]).
A nondeterministic tree-automaton (NTA) over a ranked alphabet Σ is a tuple A =
hQ, ∆, F i, where (i) Q is a finite nonempty set of states, (ii) ∆ is a finite set of rules of the
a
form (q1 , . . . , qr ) −→ q, where a ∈ Σ, r = ar(a), and q, q1 , . . . , qr ∈ Q, and (iii) F ⊆ Q is a
a
a
set of final states. A rule of the form () −→ q is also written as −→ q. A run of A on a tree
T = (D, λ) is a mapping ρ from D to Q such that, for each node v ∈ D (with label a = λ(v))
a
with its all children v1 , . . . , vr , it is the case that (ρ(v1 ), . . . , ρ(vr )) −→ ρ(v) is a transition in
∆. For a subset Q0 ⊆ Q, the run is said to be accepting at Q0 if ρ() ∈ Q0 . It is said to be
accepting if it is accepting at F . The NTA is said to accept T at Q0 if it has an run on T
that is accepting at Q0 . Again, we will omit mention of Q0 if Q0 = F . The language L(A) of
A is precisely the set of trees which are accepted by A. A language L is said to be regular if
there exists an NTA accepting L. In the sequel, we use kAk to denote the size of A.
A context with (context) variables x1 , . . . , xn is a tree T = (D, λ) over the alphabet
Σ ∪ {x1 , . . . , xn }, where Σ ∩ {x1 , . . . , xn } = ∅ and for each i = 1, . . . , n, it is the case that
ar(xi ) = 0 and there exists a unique context node ui with λ(ui ) = xi . In the sequel, we
will sometimes denote such a context as T [x1 , . . . , xn ]. Intuitively, a context T [x1 , . . . , xn ]
is a tree with n “holes” that can be filled in by trees in Tree(Σ). More precisely, given
trees T1 = (D1 , λ1 ), . . . , Tn = (Dn , λn ) over Σ, we use the notation T [T1 , . . . , Tn ] to denote
Sn
the tree (D0 , λ0 ) obtained by filling each hole xi by Ti , i.e., D0 = D ∪ i=1 ui · Di and
λ0 (ui v) = λi (v) for each i = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Di . Given a tree T , if T = C[t] for some
context tree C[x] and a tree t, then t is called a subtree of T . If u is the context node of C,
then we use the notation T (u) to obtain this subtree t. Given an NTA A = hQ, ∆, F i over Σ
and states q̄ = q1 , . . . , qn ∈ Q, we say that T [x1 , . . . , xn ] is accepted by A from q̄ (written
T [q1 , . . . , qn ] ∈ L(A)) if it is accepted by the NTA A0 = hQ, ∆0 , F i over Σ ∪ {x1 , . . . , xn },
xi
where ∆0 is the union of ∆ and the set containing each rule of the form −→
qi .

3

Tree-automatic relations

Fix a nonempty ranked alphabet Σ. We reserve a special symbol ⊥ such that ⊥ ∈
/ Σ with
ar(⊥) := 0. Let Σ⊥ = Σ ∪ {⊥}, and ⊥ := (⊥, ⊥). In order to define the notion of treeautomatic relations, we will need to first define the convolution operator ⊗, which maps a pair
of trees over Σ into a tree over the “product alphabet” Σ⊥ := (Σ⊥ × Σ⊥ ) \ ⊥ containing labels
of the form (a, b) with arity ar((a, b)) := max{ar(a), ar(b)}. Given two trees T1 = (D1 , λ1 )
and T2 = (D2 , λ2 ) over Σ, their convolution is the tree T1 ⊗ T2 := (D1 ∪ D2 , λ) over Σ⊥
such that λ(v) = (λ01 (v), λ02 (v)), where λ0i is the extension of the function λi to the domain
D1 ∪ D2 such that λ0i (w) = ⊥ whenever w ∈
/ Di .
Consider a binary relation R ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ). We say that the relation is treeautomatic [8] (also see [16, Chapter 3]) if the language {T ⊗ T 0 : (T, T 0 ) ∈ R} over Σ⊥ is
regular. In this case, a presentation of R is any NTA recognizing the language. In the sequel, a
presentation of tree-automatic relations is also referred to as a synchronous (tree)-automaton.
The relation R ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ) is said to be structure-preserving if it contains only
pairs (T, T 0 ) of trees with the same tree domains. Therefore, a synchronous automaton
presenting a structure-preserving binary relation runs over the alphabet Σ := Σ × Σ (i.e.
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may not take tuples involving ⊥).
A tree-automatic transition system [8] is a transition system of the form S = hS,
{→a }a∈ACT i, where for some ranked alphabet Σ: (1) the domain S is the language of some
NTA ADom over Σ, and (2) for each action a ∈ ACT, →a ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ) is a
tree-automatic relation presented by some NTA Aa . The tuple υ = hADom ; {Aa }a∈ACT i
is said to be a presentation for the transition system S. Given a first-order formula
ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ) over the vocabulary {→a }a∈ACT , we write [[ϕ]]S for the set of interpretations
(T1 , . . . , Tn ) ∈ Tree(Σ)n such that S satisfies the formula ϕ, i.e., S |= ϕ(T1 , . . . , Tn ). When
S is understood, we simply write [[ϕ]]. The following are basic results from the theory of
(tree)-automatic structures.
I Proposition 1 ([8]). Given a tree-automatic transition system S presented by the presentation υ and a first-order sentence ϕ over the vocabulary of S, checking whether S |= ϕ is
decidable. In fact, if ϕ has free variables x1 , x2 , then a synchronous automaton for [[ϕ]]S is
computable.
When the input formula is existential, model checking is solvable in exponential time [8].
This implies that given an NTA A presenting the relation R, checking whether R is transitive
can be done in exponential time. This is because non-transitivity can be expressed as
∃x, y, z(R(x, y) ∧ R(y, z) ∧ ¬R(x, z)). A simple analysis of the proof of Proposition 1 (e.g. see
[29]) also shows that given an automatic transition system S presented by the presentation
υ and a fixed existential positive (i.e. negation-free) first-order formula ϕ(x1 , x2 ), we may
compute a synchronous automaton for [[ϕ]] in time polynomial in the size kυk of υ.

4

Synchronized automata of finite local depth

In this section, we consider an arbitrary tree-automatic binary relation R ⊆ Tree(Σ) ×
Tree(Σ) presented by any given synchronous automaton A = hQ, ∆, F i over the alphabet
Σ⊥ . We shall keep our terminologies as close to [4] as possible.
The suffix of a state q ∈ Q is the set of contexts T [x] accepted by A from q, i.e.,
S
suff(q) := {T [x] : T [q] ∈ L(A)}. For a subset Q0 ⊆ Q, define suff(Q0 ) := q∈Q0 suff(q). A
context T [x] = (D, τ ) over the alphabet Σ⊥ , with the unique node u such that τ (u) = x, is
said to be copying if for each v ∈ D \ {u} it is the case that τ (v) = (a, a) for some a ∈ Σ.
The state q is said to be idempotent if suff(q) contains only copying contexts, and that, for
(a,b)

each transition (q1 , . . . , qm ) −→ q, we have a, b =
6 ⊥. [The latter restriction is not imposed
in the definition of copying contexts in [4], but is a necessary technical restriction.]
The prefix pref(q) of a state q ∈ Q is defined to be the set of trees accepted by A at {q}.
A tree T = (D, τ ) over Σ⊥ is said to be copying if each v ∈ D satisfies τ (v) = (a, a) for some
a ∈ Σ. The state q is said to be a copying (prefix) state if pref(q) contains only copying trees.
Local depth Let Q0 ⊆ Q. Consider a run π := T0 = (D0 , τ0 ), . . . , Tm = (Dm , τm ) through
R such that Ti ⊗ Ti+1 ∈ L(A) with a witnessing run ρi of A, for each i ∈ [m − 1]. Let D
Sm
denote the set i=0 Di , and let ρ̄ denote the sequence ρ0 , . . . , ρm−1 . The Q0 -local depth of a
node v ∈ D in π with respect to the runs ρ̄ is defined to be the number of indices i ∈ [m − 1]
such that ρi (v) ∈ Q0 . Intuitively, it is the number of times v is “touched” by Q0 in the runs
ρ̄. The Q0 -local depth of π with respect to ρ̄ is the maximum of Q0 -local depths of nodes
v ∈ D in π wrt ρ̄. The Q0 -local depth of the run π is the minimum of Q0 -local depths of π
with respect to some witnessing runs of A. The Q0 -local depth of a pair (T, T 0 ) ∈ R∗ of trees
(with respect to A) is the minimum of Q0 -local depths of runs π = T0 , . . . , Tm through R,
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where T0 = T and Tm = T 0 . The Q0 -local depth of the relation R (with respect to A) is the
supremum over all Q0 -local depths of pairs (T, T 0 ) ∈ R∗ . [To understand this last concept,
an analogy to the notion of “diameter” of a graph G (supremum of lengths of paths in G) can
be drawn.] Whenever Q0 is clear, we shall omit mention of Q0 and simply say “local depth”.
I Example 1. Let Σ = {0, 1, 0̂, 1̂} with ar(0) = ar(1) = 0 and ar(0̂) = ar(1̂) = 2. Define
the relation R ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ) containing tuples (T, T 0 ), where T = C[i] (i = 0, 1)
and T 0 = C[î(j, k)] for some context tree C[x], and some j, k ∈ {0, 1}. It is easy to give
an NTA N = hQ, ∆, F i for this relation, where Q = {q, qcpy , qidm } with a copying (resp.
idempotent) state qcpy (resp. qidm ), with {q}-local depth 1. For example, for each i = 0, 1,
(i,i)

(⊥,i)

(î,î)

(i,î)

add to ∆ the following transitions: −→ qcpy , −→ q, (qcpy , qcpy ) −→ qcpy , (q, q) −→ qidm ,
(î,î)

(î,î)

(qcpy , qidm ) −→ qidm , and (qidm , qcpy ) −→ qidm . The unique final state is qidm .
Bounded local depth accelerations Given a positive integer k, the k-local depth acceleration bRck,Q0 of the relation R with respect to the state-set Q0 ⊆ Q is the relation
containing all pairs (T, T 0 ) ∈ R∗ of Q0 -local depth at most k. Define the identity relation
Rid = {(T, T ) : T ∈ Tree(Σ)}. Observe that R ∪ Rid ⊆ bRck,Q0 ⊆ R∗ for each positive
integer k. In the case when R has finite Q0 -local depth, we have bRck,Q0 = R∗ for some k.
Again, whenever Q0 is clear from the context, we will simply write bRck .
I Theorem 2. Given a copying state qcpy and an idempotent state qidm of A, the k-local
depth acceleration bRck := bRck,Q\{qcpy ,qidm } of R is tree-automatic. Furthermore, an NTA
presenting bRck can be computed in time polynomial in kAk and exponential in k.
The above theorem is proven by a reduction to the computation of k-local depth acceleration
of a structure-preserving relation with two special copying states; the latter can be proven
by a simple adaptation of the proof for the subcase shown in [4] with one special copying
state qcpy . [In the technical report of [4], an extension is given with several special copying
states but has a different condition from the above theorem.] This reduction itself is achieved
by “reserving” enough space in the resulting structure-preserving relation (by means of
padding) to simulate computation paths in the original system. Details for the reduction
and adaptation of the proof of [4] are given in the full version.
Using Theorem 2, we can design a simple semi-algorithm (call it bounded local depth
acceleration semi-algorithm) for computing an NTA A∗ for the reachability relation R∗ of
the tree-automatic relation R presented by A:
1. Let k := 1;
2. Repeat
3.
Construct A∗ presenting bRck ; let k := k + 1;
4. Until the relation presented by A∗ is transitive
Checking transitivity of a tree-automatic relation is done using Proposition 1 (see the related
remark). Since R ∪ Rid ⊆ bRck ⊆ R∗ for each positive integer k, termination implies that
the output is an NTA presenting R∗ .
We will see other examples of (presentations of) tree-automatic relations with finite local
depth in the subsequent sections. The reader is also referred to [4] for nice examples of
parameterized systems modeled by structure-preserving tree-automatic relations.
Checking (generalized) repeated reachability The problem of generalized repeated
reachability for tree-automatic relations is defined as follows: given an NTA presenting a
tree-automatic relation →⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ) and a set {Ni }m
i=1 of m NTAs over Σ,
compute the set Rec→ ({L(Ni )}m
)
of
trees
from
which
there
exists
a path visiting each
i=1
L(Ni ) infinitely often. As for checking safety, this problem is also undecidable (in fact,
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Σ11 -complete); see [29]. However, it is known that whenever →∗ is given as an NTA A∗ as
part of the input, the problem becomes decidable:
I Proposition 2 ([29, 30]). Given two NTAs A and A∗ presenting, respectively, a relation
→ and its closure →∗ , and given the set {N }m
Σ, we may
i=1 of m NTAs over the alphabet
Qm
m
∗
compute the set Rec→ ({L(Ni )}i=1 ) in time polynomial in kAk × kA k × i=1 kNi k.
This proposition (proven in [29]) is a corollary of the result on repeated reachability with
m = 1, which initially appeared in [30] and was proven using Ramsey theory on infinite
graphs. Thus, we may combine this proposition with the bounded local depth acceleration
semi-algorithm to obtain a semi-algorithm for generalized repeated reachability, which is
guaranteed to terminate for relations → of finite local depth. In the sequel, we refer to this
semi-algorithm as bounded local depth repeated reachability semi-algorithm.

5

PA-processes

PA-processes [27] are a well-known generalization of basic parallel processes (BPP) and
pushdown systems with one-state (a.k.a. BPA). They are known to be incomparable to both
pushdown systems and Petri nets, and are an important class in the well-known process
rewrite systems hierarchy [27].
We follow the presentation of [25] to define PA-processes. Let V = {X, Y, . . .} be a given
finite set whose elements are called process constants. A Process term over V is simply a
tree in Tree(Γ), where Γ = V ∪ {0, k, ◦} and ar(0) = ar(X) = 0, for each X ∈ V, and
ar(k) = ar(◦) = 2. Let FV = Tree(Γ). Here, 0 denotes a “nil” process, and ◦ (resp. k)
is the sequential (resp. parallel) composition. Process terms are usually represented using
standard term representation of trees where k and ◦ are written in infix notations. A PA
declaration P over V is a set of PA transition rules of the form X → t, where X ∈ V and
t ∈ FV . The PA declaration P defines a relation RP ⊆ FV × FV , which we will also write as
→P (in infix notation), as given by the following inference rules:
t1
t1 kt2
t2
t1 kt2

→P
→P
→P
→P

t01
t01 kt2
t02
t1 kt02

t1
t1 ◦ t2
t2
t1 ◦ t2

→P
→P
→P
→P

t01
t01 ◦ t2
t02
t1 ∈ IsNil
t1 ◦ t02

X →P t

(X → t) ∈ P

Here IsNil = Tree({0, ◦, k}) is the set of “terminated” process terms.
t2 →P t02

t ∈ IsNil

Due to the condition t1 ∈ IsNil in the inference rule t1 ◦ t2 →P t1 ◦ t02 1
, an NTA
presenting RP will need two special copying states (one to cater for copying trees in
IsNil, and another for copying trees that are not in IsNil), which is prohibited in our
framework1 . In order to capture PA within our framework, we will have to modify the
above semantics slightly. Extend the ranked alphabet Σ with a new binary symbol ◦R , i.e.,
Σ = Γ ∪ {◦R } with ar(◦R ) = 2. The PA declaration P now gives rise to another relation
RP,1 ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ) (also written →P,1 ) obtained from the above inference rules,
t2 →P,1 t02

t ∈ IsNil

but replacing the inference rule t1 ◦ t2 →P,1 t1 ◦ t02 1
by the following two inference rules:
(R1) t1 →P,1 t2 , where t1 = (D, τ1 ) and t2 = (D, τ2 ) such that there exists a unique v ∈ D
t2 →P,1 t02

with τ1 (v) = ◦, τ2 (v) = ◦R , and τ1 (u) = τ2 (u) for each u ∈ D \ {v} (R2)

1

t1 ◦R t2 →P,1 t1 ◦R t02 .

It is possible to extend our framework to allow several special copying states in a way that subsumes
PA, which we refrain from doing for space reasons
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Intuitively, trees rooted at a node with label ◦ (resp. ◦R ) can only modify its left (resp.
right) subtrees; the only exception to this is an application of Rule (R1). Note that, once ◦
is relabeled to ◦R by Rule (R1), then it cannot be further relabeled.
We now show that the two semantics are equivalent in some precise sense. Let IsNil0 :=
Tree({0, ◦, ◦R , k}), i.e., the set IsNil where each ◦-labeled node may possibly be relabeled by
◦R . Let FV0 be the set of trees T ∈ Tree(Σ) such that (i) the left subtree of each ◦R -labeled
node is in IsNil0 , and (ii) the left subtree of each ◦-labeled node is not in IsNil0 (i.e. some
process constant must be found at a leaf). Observe that we can easily construct an NTA
of size O(|Σ|) recognizing FV0 . Let R← ⊆ FV0 × FV consists of tuples (T, T 0 ) where T 0 is
obtained by relabeling each ◦R -labeled node in T by ◦. Notice that this is also a bijective
function (by virtue of the conditions (i) and (ii) above), and additionally a tree-automatic
relation which can be presented by an NTA A← of size O(|Σ|).
I Proposition 3. The following statements are equivalent for all trees T1 , T10 , T2 , T20 with
(T10 , T1 ), (T20 , T2 ) ∈ R← :
1. (T1 , T2 ) ∈ R∗P
2. (T10 , T20 ) ∈ R∗P,1
Hence, given a synchronous automaton A∗P,1 presenting R∗P,1 , we may compute a synchronous
automaton A∗P presenting R∗P in time polynomial in kA∗P,1 k.
The proof can be found in the full version.
The relation RP,1 is tree-automatic and can be presented by the NTA AP,1 = hQ, ∆, F i
over Σ⊥ defined as follows. Suppose that there are n rules in P, where the ith rule is
Xi → ti where ti = (Di , τi ). The set Q includes the states qcpy , qidm , q◦ , and a state qi,v
for each i ∈ [1, n] and v ∈ Di . The set F of final states is {qidm , q◦ } ∪ {qi, : i ∈ [1, n]}.
(a,a)

For each (a, a) ∈ Σ with ar((a, a)) = k, we add the transition (q1 , . . . , qk ) −→ qcpy to ∆,
(k,k)

(k,k)

where q1 = · · · = qk = qcpy . Add the transitions (qcpy , qF ) −→ qidm , (qF , qcpy ) −→ qidm ,
(◦R ,◦R )

(◦,◦)

(qcpy , qF ) −→ qidm , and (qF , qcpy ) −→ qidm , for each final state qF ∈ F , to ∆. Add the
(◦,◦R )

transition (qcpy , qcpy ) −→ q◦ to ∆. For each i ∈ [1, n] and  6= v ∈ Di with ar(τi (v)) = k,
add the transition (qi,v0 , . . . , qi,v(k−1) )

(⊥,τi (v))

−→

qi,v to ∆. For each i ∈ [1, n] with ar(τi ()) = k,

(Xi ,τi ())

add the transition (qi,0 , . . . , qi,k−1 ) −→ qi, to ∆. It is easy to see that AP,1 presents
the relation RP,1 and has size O(kPk). Furthermore, it is easy to see that qcpy (resp. qidm )
is a copying (resp. idempotent) state. In the sequel, we shall not distinguish P from AP,1 .
I Theorem 3. The local depth of a PA AP,1 is at most O(kPk). Therefore, bounded local
depth acceleration and repeated reachability semi-algorithms terminate on the class of PA.
The proof idea is as follows. Suppose T1 →∗P,1 T2 . If a rule X → t with |t| > 1 is applied to
an X-labeled node v along a witnessing path, the label of v will next be in {k, ◦, ◦R }. So,
the only rule that may modify v in the rest of the path is (R1), which can only be applied
at most once at any node. The only problematic case is when we apply rule of the form
X → Y , where X, Y ∈ V. To account for this case, observe that once such rules are applied
for more than |V| times at node v, we have detected redundant applications of PA rules and
may remove them to ensure that such rules are applied at most |V| times at node v. The full
proof is given in the full version.

6

Ground tree rewrite systems

Ground-tree rewrite systems (e.g. [24]) are an extension of prefix-rewrite systems (equivalently,
pushdown systems), where rewrite rules are given as pairs of trees over some ranked alphabet
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and they rewrite subtrees (instead of word prefixes). They are incomparable to PA-processes
up to strong bisimulations, but subsume PA-processes up to branching bisimulations [20].
Although local model checking (e.g. fragments of LTL) of PA-processes can be reduced to
the same problem over GTRS in polynomial time [20], the same is not known for global
model checking (e.g. computing pre∗ (S) or reachability relations).
A ground-tree rewrite systems (GTRS) [24] over the ranked alphabet Σ is a set P of rules
of the form t1 → t2 , where t1 , t2 ∈ Tree(Σ). A pushdown system (PDS) is a GTRS where Σ
contains no label a with ar(a) > 1. We write Dom(P) for the set of trees t on the l.h.s. or
r.h.s. of some rule in P. The GTRS P defines a binary relation RP ⊆ Tree(Σ) × Tree(Σ)
as follows: given two trees T1 , T2 ∈ Tree(Σ), we have (T1 , T2 ) ∈ RP iff there exists a context
C[x] such that T1 = C[t1 ] and T2 = C[t2 ] for some rule (t1 → t2 ) ∈ P. For convenience, we
will also denote (T1 , T2 ) ∈ RP by T1 →P T2 .
We now give an obvious presentation of the relation RP as a synchronous automaton
AP = hQ, ∆, F i over the alphabet Σ⊥ . In the sequel, when understood from the context,
we will confuse GTRS and their presentations. Suppose that there are n rules in P, where
the ith rule is ri : ti → t0i with ti = (Di , τi ) and t0i = (Di0 , τi0 ). We extend the function τi
(resp. τi0 ) to N∗ so that whenever v ∈
/ Di (resp. v ∈
/ Di0 ) we have τi (v) = ⊥ (resp. τi0 (v) = ⊥).
Then, for each i ∈ [1, n] and each node v ∈ Di ∪ Di0 , we add a state qi,v to Q. We also
add two states qidm and qcpy to Q. We now define the transition relation ∆. For each
(a,a)

a ∈ Σ with ar(a) = k, we add the transition (q1 , . . . , qk ) −→ qcpy , where q1 = · · · qk = qcpy .
Such a transition will be used in the subtrees that are not rewritten by P. Likewise, for
each i ∈ [1, n] and node v ∈ Di ∪ Di0 with children v0, . . . , v(k − 1) (so vk ∈
/ Di ∪ Di0 ), add
(τi (v),τ 0 (v))

the transition (qi,v0 , . . . , qi,v(k−1) )
−→i
qi,v to ∆. Such a transition will occur in the
subtree that is rewritten by P. Finally, for each a ∈ Σ with arity ar(a) = k, we add each
(a,a)

possible transition of the form (q1 , . . . , qk ) −→ qidm , where: (1) for a unique index j ∈ [1, k]
we have qj = qidm or qj = qi, for some i ∈ [1, n], and (2) for each other index j 0 6= j, we
have qj 0 = qcpy . The set F of final states consists of qidm and qi, for each i ∈ [1, n]. Note
that kAP k = O(kPk). Observe that qcpy is a copying state, and qidm an idempotent state.
Moreover, it is easy to see that AP presents the relation RP .
I Theorem 4. The local depth of a GTRS AP is bounded exponentially by kAP k. So, bounded
local depth acceleration and repeated reachability semi-algorithms terminate on GTRS.
The proof of this theorem is much more involved than the proof for the case of PA-processes.
This is because in GTRS (and PDS) a subtree may be rewritten (expanded and shrunk) ad
infinitum, unlike for PA-processes where applying any rewrite rule of the form X → t (with t
has more than one node) at a node v guarantees that v can only be touched once more with
rule (R1). The proof idea for the theorem is as follows. We will first prove a path factorization
lemma for GTRS, which allows us to consider “simpler” paths. Intuitively, simpler paths are
paths that visit Dom(P), i.e., of the form π : T →∗ t →∗ T 0 , where t ∈ Dom(P). We then
prove upper bounds on the local depths of such paths, which will transfer to local depths for
P. We will spend the rest of this section to sketch the proof of Theorem 4. We first need the
following path factorization lemma for GTRS.
I Lemma 5. For two arbitrary trees T1 , T2 ∈ Tree(Σ), it is the case that T1 →∗P T2 iff
there exists a context tree C[x1 , . . . , xn ] for some n ∈ N such that
1. T1 = C[t1 , . . . , tn ] for some trees t1 , . . . , tn ∈ Tree(Σ).
2. T2 = C[t01 , . . . , t0n ] for some trees t01 , . . . , t0n ∈ Tree(Σ).
3. for each i ∈ [1, n], there exists a tree t00i ∈ Dom(P) such that ti →∗P t00i →∗P t0i .
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Notice that the condition on the r.h.s. of Lemma 5 allows context trees with no variables
(i.e. an element of Tree(Σ)), which accounts for the case when T1 →∗P T2 within zero step
(i.e. T1 = T2 ). We give the proof of Lemma 5 in the full version.
Let us now prove Theorem 4. Consider any path σ : T1 →∗ T2 in RP . Let Acpy denote
(a,b)

the NTA obtained from AP by removing all transitions in AP of the form (q1 , . . . , qk ) −→ q
with q, q1 , q2 , . . . , qk ∈ Q \ {qcpy , qidm }. That is, we remove the transitions which rewrite
subtrees.
Suppose now that T1 →∗P T2 . By Lemma 5, there exists a context tree
C[x1 , . . . , xn ] = (DC , τC ), along with trees ti , t0i , t00i ∈ Tree(Σ) (for each i ∈ [1, n]), satisfying
the three stated conditions. Let u1 , . . . , un denote the context nodes of C. Let C denote
the context tree (DC , τC0 ) obtained from C by replacing each label a in non-context nodes
by (a, a) and leave variables in context nodes as they are, i.e., C is over the alphabet
Σid := {(a, a) : a ∈ Σ} ∪ {x1 , . . . , xn } with ar((a, a)) = ar(a) such that, if v is not a context
node in C, then τC0 (v) = (τC (v), τC (v)); otherwise, τC0 (v) = τC (v). Then, for each i ∈ [1, n],
we see that C[q1 , . . . , qn ] ∈ L(Acpy ), for every q̄ satisfying qi ∈ F and qj = qcpy (j 6= i). We
now need the following lemma.
I Lemma 6. Given two trees t ∈ Dom(P) and T ∈ Tree(Σ), if t →∗P T , then there exists a
witnessing run π : t →∗P T of bounded local depth that is exponentially bounded by kPk.
By considering the new GTRS P −1 obtained by swapping the l.h.s. with the r.h.s. of each
rule in P, this lemma also implies that T →∗P t has a witnessing run of local depth that
is exponentially bounded by kPk. By condition (3) in Lemma 5, this lemma gives a path
π : T1 →∗P T2 in RP of local depth that is exponentially bounded by kPk, which implies
Theorem 4.
It remains to prove Lemma 6. To this end, we will need two ingredients. The first
ingredient (Lemma 7) is an upper bound on local depth of a given tuple (T1 , T2 ) with
T1 →∗P T2 , which will be given by bounds on the length of the shortest witnessing paths.
The second ingredient (Lemma 8) is a lemma for using the first ingredient to derive the
maximum of local depths of all tuples (T1 , T2 ) with T1 →∗P T2 .
I Lemma 7. Given two trees T1 , T2 ∈ Tree(Σ), if T1 →∗P T2 , then T1 can reach T2 within
at most k steps, where k is exponentially bounded by kPk + kT1 k + kT2 k.
I Lemma 8. Let T1 = (D1 , τ1 ), T2 = (D2 , τ2 ) ∈ Tree(Σ). Then, T1 →∗P T2 implies that
there exists a context tree C[x1 , . . . , xn ] = (D0 , τ 0 ), for some n ∈ N, with context nodes
u1 , . . . , un such that
1. {u1 , . . . , un } ⊆ D2 , {u1 , . . . , un } ∩ D1 = ∅ and D0 \ {u1 , . . . , un } = D1 ∩ D2 , i.e., each ui
is a node of D2 of the form vj for some leaf node v in D1 and some j ∈ N.
2. for some trees t1 , . . . , tn ∈ Tree(Σ) with |ti | ≤ kPk for each i ∈ [1, n], we have T1 →∗P
C[t1 , . . . , tn ],
3. T2 = C[t01 , . . . , t0n ] for some trees t01 , . . . , t0n ∈ Tree(Σ) with ti →∗P t0i for each i ∈ [1, n],
Lemma 7 is an immediate corollary of [23, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2]. Intuitively, Lemma 8
means that T1 →∗P T2 can go via a tree C[t1 , . . . , tn ], which is not much bigger than T1 , such
that T2 = C[t01 , . . . , t0n ] and ti →∗P t0i for each i = 1, . . . , n. That is, if we assume that T1 is
small, the intermediate configuration C[t1 , . . . , tn ] is also small, and we can use Lemma 7 on
the path from T1 to C[t1 , . . . , tn ] and apply the same reasoning on the path from ti to t0i , for
each i ∈ [1, n], since each ti is small.
Proof of Lemma 8. Let us take the unique context tree C[x1 , . . . , xn ] = (D0 , τ 0 ) as defined
by Condition 1 of the statement of the lemma (note that this context tree depends only on
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T1 and T2 ). Let t01 , . . . , t0n ∈ Tree(Σ) be the unique trees such that T2 = C[t01 , . . . , t0n ]. It
suffices to show that Condition 2 and 3 are satisfied. Let π : G0 →P · · · →P Gm be a path
such that G0 = T1 and Gm = T2 . Then, for each i ∈ [1, m] there exists a context tree Ci [x]
with context node vi ∈ N∗ and a rule αi → αi0 in P such that Gi−1 = Ci [α] and Gi = Ci [αi0 ].
For each i ∈ [1, n], let ni be the maximum index j ∈ [1, m] such that vj ≺ ui (i.e. vj is an
ancestor of ui excluding ui ), which must exist since ui ∈
/ D1 . Intuitively, ni denotes the last
point in the path π which modifies ancestors of ui (excluding itself). This means also that ui
is not a node of Gni −1 , but is a node of Gni (introduced by the rule αni → αn0 i of P). Let ti
denote the subtree of Gni +1 rooted at the node ui . We have |ti | ≤ |αi0 | ≤ kPk. It is also easy
to see that ti →∗P t0i . A witnessing path is the sequence Gni +1 (ui ), . . . , Gm (ui ) (removing
duplicates). [Recall that T (u) denotes the subtree of T rooted at u.] Furthermore, the path
witnessing T1 →∗P C[t1 , . . . , tn ] can be obtained from π by removing each application of rules
that operate on descendants of ui after Gni +1 (for each i ∈ [1, n]).
J
To prove Lemma 6, we use Lemma 8 starting with T1 = t ∈ Dom(P). Reaching
C[t1 , . . . , tn ] requires a path of length exponential in kPk by Lemma 7. We now apply the
same reasoning again to ti →∗P t0i , for each i ∈ [1, n], and so build the path from C[t1 , . . . , tn ]
to C[t01 , . . . , t0n ] in this fashion. Since each application of this reasoning can only modify
descendants of the root of T1 of at most exponential distance, the constructed path witnessing
t →∗P T has local depth that is exponential in kPk, which completes the proof of Lemma 6.
A more detailed argument is given in the full version.
I Remark. Even for PDS, an exponential upper bound on the local depth of P is tight. It
is well-known that the shortest path from a configuration C to another configuration C 0 in
PDS can be exponential in the size of the PDS P (more precisely, in the number of states).
A witnessing PDS exhibiting this lower bound (e.g. see [21]) simply represents a number
with k bits in the stack in binary, and counts from 0 to 2k − 1. Since the least significant bit
has to be toggled 2k − 1 times, the local depth of the PDS also has 2k − 1 as the lower bound.

7

Future work

We mention two possible future avenues: (1) Can other interesting classes of infinite systems
(e.g. PAD-processes [27] and order-2 collapsible pushdown automata [22]) be captured within
bounded local depth acceleration framework? (2) Improve the framework of bounded local
depth acceleration techniques so that the semi-algorithm has faster termination guarantee
for PA-processes, PDS, and GTRS. One technique that might also help the latter is the
simulation-based antichain technique for language inclusion proposed in [2].
Acknowledgements Many thanks to P. Abdulla for answering questions about [4], M. Hague
and anonymous reviewers for their comments, and EPSRC (H026878) for the support.
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Abstract
In this paper we study the k-delivery traveling salesman problem (TSP) on trees, a variant of the
non-preemptive capacitated vehicle routing problem with pickups and deliveries. We are given n
pickup locations and n delivery locations on trees, with exactly one item at each pickup location.
The k-delivery TSP is to find a minimum length tour by a vehicle of finite capacity k to pick
up and deliver exactly one item to each delivery location. We show that an optimal solution for
the k-delivery TSP on paths can be found that allows succinct representations of the routes. By
exploring the symmetry inherent in the k-delivery TSP, we design a 53 -approximation algorithm
1
for the k-delivery TSP on trees of arbitrary heights. The ratio can be improved to ( 32 − 2k
) for the
problem on trees of height 2. The developed algorithms are based on the following observation:
under certain conditions, it makes sense for a non-empty vehicle to turn around and pick up
additional loads.
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1

Introduction

In the capacitated vehicle routing problem with pickups and deliveries (CVRPPD), we
are given an undirected complete graph G=(V , E), with edge costs satisfying the triangle
inequality, and each vertex is associated with a pickup or a delivery load. A vehicle, or a
fleet of vehicles with finite capacity k, traverses the edges of G and serves all the pickup
and delivery nodes. During the traversal, the vehicle should never exceed its capacity. The
objective is to find a minimum length tour, which starts at the depot and traverses all
the nodes of G while satisfying the pickup/delivery demands of the nodes. CVRPPD can
capture many real-world transportation and distribution problems. It is a generalization
of the traveling salesman problem, and is therefore NP-hard. The problem can further be
generalized based on whether preemption of loads of vehicles is allowed. The preemptive
version allows the vehicle to temporarily unload the items at an intermediate point of the
network which will later be picked up for the delivery. In this note we consider the case
where the preemption of loads is not allowed. It is not difficult to see that any solution to
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CVRPPD without preemption is an upper bound on the optimal solution where preemption
is allowed. A survey of these problems can be found in [5, 6].
In this paper, we focus on a variant of CVRP with pickups and deliveries, called the
k-delivery traveling salesman problem.

1.1

k-Delivery traveling salesman problem (k-delivery TSP)

Here the vertex set V = Vp ∪ Vd is partitioned into a set Vp of pickup vertices and a set Vd of
delivery vertices. Each vertex of Vp provides an item, and each vertex of Vd requires one item.
A vehicle with capacity k starts from a depot and gathers items from the pickup vertices,
and delivers them to the delivery vertices before returning to the depot. All the items are
identical, therefore an item picked up from a vertex in Vp can be delivered to any vertex in
Vd . We assume here |Vp | = |Vd |, and the capacity k < |Vp |. The objective of the k-delivery
TSP is to determine a minimum cost tour of the nodes of G subject to the vehicle capacity
constraint.
The k-delivery TSP is also called the capacitated pickup and delivery TSP (CPDTSP) in
[8]. Lim et al. [8] showed that the problem can be solved optimally in time O(n2 /min(k, n))
on paths, where n is the number of vertices of G. The authors proved in the same paper
that the k-delivery TSP is NP-hard in the strong sense even for trees with height 2, using
a reduction from the 3-partition problem. A 2-approximation algorithm for the k-delivery
TSP on trees is later given in [7]. This algorithm follows a rule that the vehicle would
continue to pick up (or deliver) items if possible. The best known approximation ratio of 5
for the k-delivery TSP on general graphs is due to Charikar et al. in [4]. The first constant
factor approximation algorithm for the problem was proposed by Chalasani et al. in [2]. A
restricted version of the problem was considered in [1].

1.2

Our results

Our results described in this paper are summarized as follows:
1. For the k-delivery TSP on paths, a linear time algorithm is proposed to find the optimal
solution. This improves the running time O(n2 /k) of the algorithm in [8].
2. For the k-delivery TSP on trees, we improve the approximation ratio to 53 . The best
known approximation ratio 2 is due to Lim et al. in [7]. This ratio can be improved to
3
1
2 − 2k for trees with height 2.
All the developed algorithms use a come-back rule. Under this rule the vehicle would
not be allowed to cross a particular edge e if some certain condition is met. According to
the come-back rule, the vehicle postpones delivering its load immediately and picks up more
items instead for a better solution. As a consequence, on its way to pick up more loads,
the vehicle may traverse several edges without delivering any items, even when it has a
non-empty load. This is somewhat contrary to our intuition. However, in this paper we show
that this strategy is effective for the k-delivery TSP on paths and trees.

2

Lower bounds

We describe a widely used lower bound, called the flow bound, for tree networks for the
considered problems. Some notations used to describe the lower bound are similar to the
one used in [3] and [8].
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It is assumed in this paper that the depot node is located at the root of the tree network.
The vehicle starts and ends its tour at the depot node. The flow bound for the k-delivery
TSP on trees is described below. Denote a subtree rooted at vertex u by Tu and the parent
of u by p(u). For each vertex v of G, we associate a label a(v) with it, which is set to 1 if it
P
is a pickup vertex, and -1 if it is a delivery vertex. For trees, we define g(v) = t∈Tv a(t) to
be the net number of items of all the vertices in Tv . Then any k-delivery TSP tour must
traverse edge e = (p(v), v) at least 2max{d |g(v)|
k e, 1} times.
Note here that the flow bound described above is a preemptive lower bound. For all the
problems we solved, we bound our solutions to the optimum of the preemptive version of
these problems.

3

Linear time algorithm for the k-delivery TSP on paths

As implied by the flow bound, an optimal solution of the problem on paths may contain
O(n2 /k) edges. The algorithm in [8] takes O(n2 /k) time since it constructs the final optimal
solution by explicitly enumerating its edge sequences. However, in this paper we show that
our optimal schedule has a succinct linear size representation and the optimal schedule can
be computed in linear time.
u

v
e

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

Figure 1 A succinct representation of an optimal solution for the k-delivery TSP on a path where
k=2. A white circle represents a pickup vertex and a black circle represents a delivery vertex.

In the succinct representation (see Figure 1), the solution comprises several subroutes,
r1 , r2 , · · · , rt . Each vertex is marked to be picked up or delivered by one such subroute. For
each subroute ri , where 1 ≤ i ≤ t, the vehicle travels along the path from the leftmost vertex
to the rightmost vertex, which are marked by this subtour. In the meantime, the vehicle
services all the vertices marked by the subtour. After reaching the rightmost vertex, the
vehicle comes back to the leftmost vertex marked by the next subtour ri+1 , and the above
process continues. It is clear that such a representation needs only O(n) space.
Let P =< v1 , v2 , ..., vn > be the path network where the depot is located at v1 . Note that
Pi
v1 could be a pickup or a delivery vertex. Define g(vi ) = t=1 a(vt ) to be the net number
of items among vertices to the left of v (including v). Using the values g(v) of the nodes
v of P , we partition P into path segments Pi with endpoints qi and qi0 , i = 1, 2, .., where
g(qi0 ) = 0, and g(w) is nonzero for all the remaining vertices w of the segment Pi . The vehicle
traverses Pi from the left if g(qi ) > 0, otherwise Pi is traversed from the right. Note that
any feasible schedule will traverse every edge of the path at least twice. Therefore, without
any loss of generality we assume that, except the last vertex, g(w) > 0 for all w of P . The
main contribution of our algorithm is a strategy called come-back-path. The procedure scans
the path from left to right and maintains a route number and two stacks. The route number
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represents the number of the current subtour, and is used to mark each vertex for a succinct
representation. A stack called vehicle-stack is used to simulate the behaviour of the vehicle;
pushing a vertex to vehicle-stack has the same effect as loading one item from the vertex
into the vehicle, and popping a vertex from vehicle-stack means the vehicle delivers one item
to the vertex. During the processing, a pickup vertex is put into vehicle-stack if the current
vehicle load is less than k, otherwise, it is stored in another stack called repository-stack.
The algorithm can be briefly stated as follows:
Procedure come-back-path {
Scan the vertices from left to right.
Step (a) (The vertex is a pickup vertex.) The vertex is pushed into vehicle-stack if
the size of the stack is less than k. Otherwise it is pushed into repository-stack.
Step (b) (The vertex is a delivery vertex.) An item from vehicle-stack is popped and
delivered to the delivery vertex.
If the next vertex to be processed is also a delivery vertex, check if the total size
of the two stacks is a multiple of k.
If the condition is true, the action is not to proceed to the next delivery vertex.
Instead a new subroute is created, and the vehicle goes back to pick up more
loads. This is accomplished by transferring loads from repository-stack to fill up
vehicle-stack. The size of vehicle-stack is now k.
}
We define b1 (t) and b2 (t) to be the number of items in vehicle-stack and repository-stack
respectively at time step t. By our assumption, the vehicle is moving from left to right.
Let the vehicle reach a delivery vertex u at time step t0 . The come-back-path strategy
applies when the next vertex v is also a delivery vertex. The triggering condition for the
come-back-path strategy here is whether (b1 (t0 ) + b2 (t0 )) mod k = 0. In other words, the
vehicle is allowed to cross edge e = (u, v) from delivery vertex u to delivery vertex v only if
(b1 (t0 ) + b2 (t0 )) mod k 6= 0. Otherwise, the current subtour is terminated and the vehicle
comes back to pick up the topmost (b2 (t0 ) mod k) items in repository-stack. To ease the
analysis, we assume that the vehicle picks up these items on its way back from u (when
the vehicle is moving leftwards). This is achieved by increasing the route number by 1 and
transferring the topmost b2 (t0 ) mod k items of repository-stack to vehicle-stack.
The come-back-path strategy guarantees that the solution produced by this procedure
satisfies the flow bound for the k-delivery TSP. This is stated in the following lemma.
I Lemma 1. For an edge e of the path segment, let the subtours found by procedure comeback-path passing through e be r1 , r2 , · · · , rm . The vehicle crosses e from left to right in
each of the routes r3 , · · · , rm , with exactly k items. Moreover, the vehicle carries the rest
(more than k) items in r1 and r2 .
Proof. Omitted.

J

The following theorem is implied by the above lemma.
I Theorem 2. For an edge e = (u, v) of the path segment, the tour determined by procedure
come-back-path crosses e exactly 2d |g(u)|
k e times which is the flow bound of e.

4

A 53 -approximation algorithm for the k-delivery TSP on trees

Wang et al. [8] showed that the problem is NP-complete in the strong sense even on trees
of height 2. In this section we present a 53 -approximation algorithm called half-load for the
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k-delivery TSP on trees of arbitrary heights. The half-load algorithm is also based on the
1
come-back rule and it achieves a ( 32 − 2k
)-approximation for the k-delivery TSP on trees
of height 2. Our initial focus is on height 2 tree networks. The methodology will then be
generalized to accommodate arbitrary height tree networks.
Let T = (V, E) denote the tree network containing n vertices. Let Vp and Vd be the set
of pickup and delivery vertices of T . We are assuming that the tree network is rooted and
the depot location is at the root. We call a subtree Tu positive (negative) if it contains
more (less) vertices from Vp than from Vd . An edge e = (p(u), u) or the vertex u is positive
(negative) if subtree Tu is positive (negative). Here p(u) is the parent node of the non-root
node u. For an edge e = (p(u), u), we say some vertices/items are picked up from (delivered
to) e or u, if we pick up (deliver) these vertices/items from (to) the subtree Tu ; we say e has
a pickup (delivery) load of g(e) if exactly g(e) (which is equal to |g(u)|) net number of items
need to be picked (delivered) through e. We say the vehicle visits (crosses, traverses) e if the
vehicle moves from p(u) to u. Finally we write LBe = d g(e)
k e. Any optimal solution to the
k-delivery TSP will traverse edge e at least 2LBe times.

4.1

Exploring the symmetry of the k-delivery TSP

Our improvements for the k-delivery TSP on trees explore the symmetry inherent in the
problem. In the k-delivery TSP, the underlying graph has only two types of vertices, it’s not
difficult to see that if we flip the type of each vertex, to get a new graph, say G, then the
k-delivery TSP has the following property.
I Lemma 3. Any feasible solution of the k-delivery TSP on G can be converted to a feasible
solution of G with the same edge cost, by reversing its edge directions of the routes.
This property allows us to design approximation algorithms for the k-delivery TSP on
trees in the following way. We partition edge set E of the graph into two sets D(G) and
E − D(G) based on some definition D. Assume D(G) = E − D(G). We have
I Lemma 4. Let A be an algorithm that produces tours where each edge in D(G) and
E − D(G) is traversed at most α and β times LBe respectively. Then there exists a solution
P
generated by A with cost no more than e α+β
2 LBe .
Proof. Let τ1 be a tour after applying algorithm A on G. Flip the type of each vertex and
obtain a second tour τ2 by running the same algorithm on G. Since D(G) = E − D(G), each
edge e would be crossed at most (α + β) · LBe times in the two tours. The tour with the
smaller cost is the desired solution.
J
Assume algorithm A stated in Lemma 4 is particularly “good” to D(G), in the sense
that α < β. Then Lemma 4 shows that the approximation ratio of A can be further reduced
to α+β
2 . In the proposed half-load algorithm, D(G) is defined to be the set of positive edges
of G. For the k-delivery TSP on trees of height 2, this algorithm achieves α = 1 and β = 2.

4.2

Two phases of the half-load algorithm

The half-load algorithm being proposed here for the k-delivery TSP on trees uses a strategy
called come-back-tree. The algorithm contains two phases, the planning phase and the route
generating phase. In the planning phase, the original graph G is transformed to a multi-graph
G0 as follows. In G0 each positive tree edge e = (p(u), u) is split into several pseudo edges
with total load equal to g(e). Intuitively a pseudo edge e = (p(u), u) records the number
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of items that to be collected from Tu during one visit from p(u) to u. Examples of the
transformation are given in Figures 2 and 3.
A pseudo edge is treated as a scheduling unit in the second route generating phase. Each
time when the vehicle crosses a positive tree edge e = (p(u), u) to service nodes in T (u),
we make sure that the vehicle picks up the full load assigned to a distinct pseudo edge
between p(u) and u. Thus under the half-load algorithm the number of times e is crossed, is
determined by the number of pseudo edges incident to p(u) and u.
p(u)

r
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Figure 2 An example of the pseudo
edges on a tree of height 2. k=8.
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Figure 3 An example of building pseudo
edges for a vertex u. k=8.

In the example in Figure 2, the capacity k is set to 8. A pseudo edge of the transformed
tree is represented by a dashed line, and a subtree is represented by a triangle with a number
showing the net number of items inside this subtree. We assume in G0 all the pickup and
delivery demands are on the leaves. This can be done easily by adding a pseudo vertex u0 for
each non-leaf vertex u of G, and attaching an edge between u and u0 with zero cost. Since
the first positive tree edge in Figure 2 has a load of more than k, it is split into two edges
with loads 8 and 4 respectively. Other tree edges do not split, since they are either negative
or their loads are less than k.
Note that in the planning phase issues related to route generation, such as the route
feasibility constraints, are not considered. The final schedule is computed in the second phase
by nested recursive calls of several procedures. A brief description of the second phase is as
follows. First a procedure called come-back-tree that adopts the come-back rule is applied on
the first level of the tree to get the servicing sequence of the involved pseudo and negative
tree edges. During the process, two recursive procedures, pickup and deliver, are called to
service the pseudo and negative tree edges respectively. Besides some special processing for
picking up and delivering items, procedure come-back-tree is invoked in both procedures on
the second level of the tree. This process is continued until a leaf node is met. In all the
procedures the vehicle capacity constraint and the non-preemptive scheduling constraint are
always obeyed. This guarantees the feasibility of the generated routes.

4.3

Planning phase of the half-load algorithm

In this subsection we discuss in more detail the procedure to build pseudo edges. On a tree
of height 2 (Figure 2), a positive edge e = (p(u), u) is split into d g(u)
k e pseudo edges. Except
the last, all pseudo edges have a load of k items. The last pseudo edge contains the residual
g(u) mod k items.
For trees with arbitrary heights, the pseudo edges and their links are built recursively
in a bottom-up fashion. The pseudo edges are created from the leaves, and then spread to
higher levels of the tree. For a positive vertex u, let L+ and L− consist of the pseudo and
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negative tree edges from u to its children respectively. The pseudo edges incident to p(u)
and u are generated through the following steps.
First, we select a minimal size subset S of edges from L+ whose load is just enough to
service the edges in L− . The edges in S and L− are then merged together to form a new
pseudo edge e1 . This merging is in the sense that linking the edges in S and L− together as
a group and setting g(e1 ) to be the total load of the involved edges. Let S 0 consist of e1 and
the remaining pseudo edges in L+ .
Second, a procedure called merge is applied on S 0 to produce a new set S 00 of pseudo
edges. The merge procedure repeatedly merges two arbitrary pseudo edges with loads ≤ k2 .
It is easy to see that each pseudo edge (except possibly one) in S 00 should have load more
than k2 . We then create a new edge e0 between p(u) and u for each edge e ∈ S 00 . The two
edges are linked together through a children link of e0 to remember where the load of e0 is
from. In the second phase, when the load of e0 is requested, the children and group links
can be used to locate all the edges ever participated in generating e (reachable from e by
following the links). An example of building pseudo edges is shown in Figure 3.

4.4

Come-back-tree strategy for the k-delivery TSP on trees

The come-back-tree strategy is applied in the scenario when we are given two lists L+ and
L− and a vertex u where the vehicle with load α is currently at. The negative edges of L−
will be serviced by the items from the positive pseudo edges of L+ and load α of the vehicle.
To ease the explanation, we assume that the tree is of height 2. This procedure also works
for trees with arbitrary heights. The explanations for the general tree networks will be given
later in this paper.
We maintain two pointers z+ and z− pointing to the heads of lists L+ and L− respectively.
Recall that under the come-back rule, the vehicle may not be allowed to cross an edge if
some condition occurs. The triggering condition is raised when the load of the next pseudo
edge pointed to by z+ fits the remaining capacity of the vehicle. In this case the vehicle will
come back from delivering any new load and instead pick up the entire load from the pseudo
edge pointed to by z+ . When the triggering condition is not raised, the vehicle begins to
deliver all or part of its current load to the subtree pointed to by z− . When the load of a
pseudo edge is fully consumed, this edge is removed from L+ . Similarly when the subtree
pointed to by z− is fully served, this edge is removed from L− . The above process continues
until L+ or L− becomes empty. The procedure then returns the route constructed and the
remaining edges in L+ or L− .
We explain the algorithm in [7] (which we call the full-load algorithm) as follows. For
−
−
+
+
a vertex u, let L+ = {c+
1 , c2 , · · · , ci } and L− = {ci+1 , · · · , cl } be two lists consisting of
the positive and negative children of u respectively. We also assume that in L+ and L−
the vertices and the subtrees rooted at these vertices are sorted arbitrarily. In the full-load
algorithm, the vehicle would pick up k items at a time consecutively from the subtrees
Tc+ , · · · , Tc+ , and deliver the k items consecutively to the subtrees Tc− , · · · , Tc− . This also
1
i
i+1
l
means that the vehicle services the subtrees in the sorted order, and when the vehicle starts
to pick up (deliver), the vehicle would continue to load (consume) items if possible.
An example is given in Figure 4 to show the effectiveness of our come-back-tree strategy. In
this example, k = 8, the input to the algorithm is a list L+ which contains edges e1 , e2 , · · · , e5
with loads 6, 6, 6, 6, 2 respectively, and a list L− which contains edges e01 , e02 , e03 , e04 with loads
5, 7, 7, 7 respectively. It is not difficult to verify that only e03 will be traversed twice if the
come-back-tree strategy is followed. Therefore e1 , · · · , e5 , e01 , · · · , e04 will be traversed 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1 times respectively. If we flip the types of the vertices and apply the same rule,
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then only e1 needs to be visited twice. In this case e1 , · · · , e5 , e01 , · · · , e04 will be traversed 2,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 times respectively. However, if we follow the full-load algorithm, then
e1 , · · · , e5 , e01 , · · · , e04 will be traversed 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2 times respectively. It is not
difficult to see that the come-back rule outperforms the full-load strategy in this example.
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Figure 4 An example of the come-back rule with k=8.

On average, e1 , · · · , e5 , e01 , · · · , e04 will be visited 32 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 32 , 1 times respectively
in the two tours (one using G and one using G) after applying the come-back rule. For
trees of height 2, picking up (delivering) vertices through a pseudo edge (tree edge) can be
done optimally (Figure 2). The following lemma shows that the approximation ratio of the
half-load algorithm for the k-delivery TSP on trees of height 2 is 23 .
I Lemma 5. The half-load algorithm approximates the k-delivery TSP on trees of height 2
within 23 of its optimum.
Proof. According to the come-back rule, each positive pseudo edge is only visited once,
and the vehicle starts to deliver its load, if and only if its load plus the load of the next
positive pseudo edge is more than k. Let r1 , r2 , · · · , rt be all the routes that pass through
edge e = (p(u), u). We show that t ≤ 2LBe . It is trivially true if t = 1 or 2 since LBe ≥ 1,
so we assume t ≥ 3 in what follows. It is clear that, for q = 1, 2, · · · (2q + 1 ≤ t), the
half-load algorithm makes the vehicle carry a total of at least k + 1 units from Tu in any two
consecutive routes, r2q−1 and r2q , when crossing e from p(u) to u.
Case 1: t is odd. Excluding rt , the vehicle dumped at least (t−1)(k+1)/2 ≥ (t−1)k/2+1
t+1
items to Tu . Thus LBe = dg(e)/ke ≥ t−1
2 + 1 = 2 , which implies that t ≤ 2LBe − 1.
Case 2: t is even. Excluding rt−1 and rt , the vehicle dumped at least (t − 2)(k + 1)/2 ≥
t
(t − 2)k/2 + 1/2 items to Tu . Therefore LBe = dg(e)/ke ≥ t−2
2 + 1 = 2 , which implies that
t ≤ 2LBe .
Because of the symmetry, e is visited at most 3 ∗ LBe in the two solutions.
J
We can improve the result as descirbed below. The proof is omitted.
I Lemma 6. There is a ( 32 −
of height 2.

4.5

1
2k )-approximation

algorithm for the k-delivery TSP on trees

Pickup procedure for the half-load algorithm on trees of arbitrary
heights

Assume L+ and L− contain the pseudo and tree edges respectively at the first level of the
transformed tree. Our solution can be computed by invoking come-back-tree(α,L+ , L− ) with
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α = 0, where the first argument indicates that the vehicle is initially empty. The half-load
algorithm would be complete if we have appropriate pickup and deliver procedures.
Both our pickup and deliver procedures run recursively. Given a positive pseudo edge
e = (p(u), u), the pickup procedure is applied when the vehicle with a load α tries to cross
e to pick up g(e) items from Tu . Let S be the set of pseudo edges involved in generating
e, and let the pseudo edges of S induce subtree TS (reachable from e). The vehicle should
service all the delivery vertices of TS and leave e (from u to p(u)) with α + g(e) items. This
is achieved by calling the come-back-tree procedure on edges from u to its children. When
this call is completed and there are still some pseudo edges unserviced, the pickup procedure
will be invoked separately on these edges to collect their loads. Note that because of the
non-preemptive nature, the vehicle may enter e and leave e with no items in common. An
example of the pickup scheme is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 An example of picking up vertices from an edge e = (p(u), u). k = 8 and
the vehicle has an initial load of 2.
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Figure 6 An example of delivering vertices to
an edge e = (p(u), u). k = 8 and r is the root of
the tree.

The example in Figure 5 is a subgraph of the example in Figure 3. We want to show
how to pick up 6 vertices from the first positive pseudo edge e1 = (p(u), u) in Figure 3.
Before visiting e1 , the vehicle is assumed to already carry 2 vertices; since k = 8, the vehicle
should be able to leave p(u) with 8 vertices. We only consider the schedule among the edges
−
+ + −
from u to its children involved in generating e1 . Let e+
1 , e2 , e3 , e1 and e2 be the 5 edges
from u to its children as shown in Figure 5, respectively from left to right. In this example,
−
−
+
+
+
the vehicle visits these edges in the order of e−
1 , e1 , e1 , e2 , e2 , e3 . The 8 vertices leaving
+
+
p(u) with the vehicle are from e2 and e3 .
The route implied by the planning phase (a bottom-up approach) for TS assumes zero
initial vehicle load. We need to show that the tour is still feasible if the vehicle already has a
load. Recall that in the come-back-tree procedure, further picking up of items through a
positive pseudo edge e is allowed only if the load of e (i.e. g(e)) fits the remaining vehicle
capacity. Therefore, when the vehicle decides to pick up g(e) items, it is always guaranteed
that the vehicle can service all the items on TS and come back to p(u) without violating the
capacity constraint. This also shows the effectiveness of our planning phase.

4.6

Deliver procedure for the half-load algorithm on trees of arbitrary
heights

The deliver procedure is applied when the vehicle with α items tries to service a negative tree
edge e = (p(u), u). It needs an additional parameter L0+ which is a list of positive pseudo
edges not in Tu , from which g(e) items are delivered to the vertices of Tu . More specifically,
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L0+ contains the pseudo edges remaining when procedure deliver is invoked on e during a
previous execution of procedure come-back-tree.
If u is a leaf node, then we simply deliver one item in the vehicle to service u. If u is not
a leaf, we descend one level and calls procedure come-back-tree to service all the edges from
u to its children. Different from the case for trees of height 2, some special processing is
needed for trees with arbitrary heights.
First, before servicing the delivery vertices of Tu , the edges of L0+ are attached to the
end of list L+ which consists of the positive pseudo edges from u to its children. According
to the come-back-tree strategy, when the vehicle gathers the vertices from the last positive
pseudo edge of the original L+ , the deliver procedure requires the information of the next
positive pseudo edge of L0+ . This information will be used to decide whether the vehicle
should come back and pick up some more supplies from outside Tu , to guarantee that every
negative tree edge is traversed no more than twice the optimum.
Second, after the stitching of L0+ and L+ , the merge procedure is applied on the new
list before invoking procedure come-back-tree. Thus during the execution of the half-load
algorithm, L+ always contains at most one pseudo edge with load of no more than d k2 e.
Since the algorithm runs recursively, the positive pseudo edges at higher levels of the tree
are merged first. The merging, and also the way of merging in the algorithm are important
for the performance guarantee. A formal proof for the correctness of the strategy is shown in
Lemma 7.
I Lemma 7. For two consecutive visits to a negative tree edge e = (p(u), u) in the direction
of p(u) → u, the vehicle carries more than k vertices from outside Tu .
Proof. In the algorithm, after stitching together L0+ and L+ , the new list L+ includes all the
available positive pseudo edges (from outside Tu ) which can be used to service e. For trees
with arbitrary heights, the crossing of e from p(u) to u might be triggered by the come-back
rule when it tries to service a negative edge inside Tu . In this case the vehicle would come
back and cross e from u to p(u) to pick up more items from outside Tu . We claim that the
pickup vertices (not in Tu ) passing through e from p(u) to u, are picked up consecutively
from the edges of list L0+ starting from its head, and all except possibly one of the edges in
L0+ contain more than d k2 e vertices.
The first part of the claim holds, because in the deliver procedure, the edges of L0+ is
attached to the end of L+ . Therefore, after all the positive edges in the original L+ are
processed, the pickup items crossing e from p(u) to u, must be picked up consecutively from
the edges of list L0+ . The latter part of the claim holds, because the deliver procedure gives
merging priority to higher level pseudo edges of the tree. So no matter L0+ is obtained during
the planning phase, or during an earlier call of the pickup or deliver procedure, the merging
step has always been deployed on L0+ . This completes the proof.
J
While the proof follows naturally from the algorithm, in the following we further explain
why, during the delivery process, our way of merging is important for the performance
guarantee. Assume before servicing a negative edge e0 in Tu , the come-back rule is triggered
and the vehicle crosses e from u to p(u) to pick up more items, say from a pseudo edge e00
outside Tu . The vehicle collects the items from e00 and returns to Tu to service e0 . Since
the tree is of arbitrary height, the path P between e0 and e00 may contain multiple negative
edges. We need to guarantee that for all such visits (except possibly one) on an edge e, the
vehicle carries more than k2 distinct items.
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Consider the tree in Figure 6. Let the four negative children of u be v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4
respectively (from left to right). For edge e = (p(u), u), LBe = 2. Assume the pseudo edges
in Figure 6 are not merged. Before serving the negative edge in Tv1 , the vehicle has a load
of 8 and the first two pseudo edges in the list have loads 5 and 2 respectively. Before serving
each negative edge in Tv2 , Tv3 and Tv4 , the vehicle has a load of 7 and the first two positive
pseudo edges in the list have loads 5 and 2 respectively. It is easy to see that in this example,
edge e = (p(u), u) is traversed 2.5 times of LBe if the come-back rule is deployed but the
merging is not applied. If the priority of merging is not given to edges at higher levels of a
tree, e.g., if each positive pseudo edge with load 5 is merged with a positive edge with load 2,
then e will also be traversed 2.5 times LBe .
I Lemma 8. The half-load algorithm is a 2-approximation for the k-delivery TSP on trees.
Proof. First, it is not difficult to see that the tour is feasible, since in the tour all the vertices
are served and the capacity constraint is always obeyed. Given an edge e of the tree, we
prove that the number of traversals the half-load algorithm makes on e = (p(u), u) is no
more than 2LBe . We have the following two cases:
Case 1: Tu is positive. Let list L+ contain all the pseudo edges on e. Each pseudo edge
e0 in L+ is traversed only once in the algorithm, thus the number of traversals the algorithm
makes on e is just the number of pseudo edges in L+ . According to our merging rule in the
planning phase, all pseudo edges, except possibly one, must have loads more than k2 . Assume
the vehicle carries exactly b k2 c + 1 vertices each time during the first |L+ | − 1 visits on e.
This is the worst case our algorithm could have on e. Let the last edge in L+ be e0 . When k
is odd, the vehicle should carry at least b k2 c + 1 vertices during the last visit on e. In the
following we show that |L+ | ≤ 2LBe − 1 when k is even. The case when k is odd can be
argued similarly.
Subcase 1: |L+ | is odd. For the first |L+ | − 1 visits, the lower bound of the number of
traversals on e (part of LBe ) is |L+2|−1 , if excluding |L+ | − 1 vertices from these visits. There
must be one additional visit for these excluded vertices and the vertices in e0 . So in total
LBe ≥ |L+2|−1 + 1 = |L+2|+1 , which is equivalent to |L+ | ≤ 2LBe − 1.
Subcase 2: |L+ | is even. For the first |L+ | − 2 visits, if excluding |L+ | − 2 vertices,
the lower bound of the number of traversals on e (part of LBe ) is |L+2|−2 . The vehicle
must also carry more than k vertices during the last two visits, so there must also be two
additional visits in LBe . Thus in total LBe ≥ |L+2|−2 + 2 = |L+2|+2 , which is equivalent to
|L+ | ≤ 2LBe − 2.
Case 2: Tu is negative. In this case we may have two visits on e, where the vehicle
dumps less than k2 pickup vertices on e. However, according to Lemma 7, the total vehicle
load is more than k during every two consecutive traversals on e. The proof then follows
much in the same way as the proof of Lemma 5.
J

4.7

A 35 -approximation for the k-delivery TSP on trees of arbitrary
heights

In this section, we prove that the smallest cost tour from three tours, obtained by applying
the full-load algorithm in [7] on G (or G), and the half-load algorithm on G and G, is bounded
by 53 times of the optimum.
The full-load algorithm [7] has its advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that
after the vehicle gathers exactly k items, it traverses several subsequent edges optimally. The
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disadvantage is that, before the vehicle is full, and after delivering these k vertices begins,
some edges of the tree might have to be traversed twice of their optimum. It is not difficult
to see that the half-load algorithm exchanges its advantages and disadvantages with the
full-load algorithm. This explains intuitively why we balance three tours as our final solution.
We formally prove the approximation ratio 53 of our final solution in Theorem 9.
I Theorem 9. The final solution is a 53 -approximation for the k-delivery TSP on trees of
general heights.
Proof. Given an edge e = (p(u), u), let Sol1 be the solution after applying the full-load
algorithm on G (or G), and Sol2 and Sol3 be the solutions after applying the half-load
algorithm on G and G respectively. As shown in [7], e is only traversed at most LBe + 1
times in Sol1 . Note here that G is obtained from G by simply relabeling the pickup vertices
as delivery vertices and vice versa.
If e is positive, e is visited at most 2LBe − 1 times in Sol2 according to Lemma 8. Since
e is negative in G , e is crossed at most 2LBe times in Sol3 (established in the proof of
Lemma 5). Because of the symmetry, e is traversed at most 5LBe times in the three tours
for any e.
J

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we propose a rule called the come-back rule for a variant of the capacitated
vehicle routing problem with pickups and deliveries on trees. We illustrate this rule by
an optimal algorithm for the k-delivery TSP on paths. We show this rule can be utilized
to improve the approximation ratio for the k-delivery TSP on trees. Observing that the
Dial-a-Ride problem [3] is also symmetric as in Lemma 3, in the future we will further
investigate the Dial-a-Ride problem on trees and the k-delivery TSP on general graphs.
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Abstract
A rerouting sequence is a sequence of shortest st-paths such that consecutive paths differ in one
vertex. We study the Shortest Path Rerouting Problem, which asks, given two shortest st-paths
P and Q in a graph G, whether a rerouting sequence exists from P to Q. This problem is
PSPACE-hard in general, but we show that it can be solved in polynomial time if G is planar.
To this end, we introduce a dynamic programming method for reconfiguration problems.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we study the Shortest Path Rerouting (SPR) Problem, as introduced by
Kamiński et al. [14]. An instance of this problem consists of a graph G with unit edge
lengths, two vertices s, t ∈ V (G), and two shortest st-paths P and Q. Shortest st-paths
are adjacent if they differ in one vertex. The question is whether there exists a rerouting
sequence from P to Q, which is a sequence of shortest st-paths Q0 , . . . , Qk with Q0 = P ,
Qk = Q, such that consecutive paths are adjacent. This question may arise for instance
when a commodity is routed in a network along a shortest path, and a different shortest
path route is desired. However, changing the path can only be done by exchanging one node
at a time, and transfer should not be interrupted [14]. A different setting where this problem
may occur is if a shortest path changes randomly over time, and one wishes to know which
paths are reachable from a given starting path.
On the negative side, this problem is known to be PSPACE-complete [2]. Furthermore,
Kamiński et al. [14] describe instances where the minimum length of a rerouting sequence
is exponential in n = |V (G)|. In addition they show that it is strongly NP-hard to decide
whether a rerouting sequence of length at most k exists [14]. On the positive side, in [2]
it is shown that SPR can be solved in polynomial time in the case where G is claw-free
or chordal. In these cases, the related problem of deciding whether there is a rerouting
sequence between every pair of shortest st-paths is also shown to be solvable in polynomial
time, and in the chordal case, a shortest rerouting sequence can be found efficiently.
In this paper, we study the SPR Problem for planar graphs, and prove that this case
can also be solved in polynomial time. Questions related to (rerouting) shortest paths occur
often in networks, and these are often planar in practice, so this is a relevant graph class for
this problem.
Similar questions about the reachability of solutions can be asked for many different combinatorial problems. This only requires defining a (symmetric) adjacency relation between
feasible solutions. Ito et al. [12] called such problems reconfiguration problems, and initiated
a systematic study of them. To be precise, for a reconfiguration problem, it is necessary
© Paul Bonsma;
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that both adjacency between solutions and the property of being a solution can be tested
in polynomial time [12]. Such reconfiguration problems have been studied often in recent
literature, for instance based on vertex colorings [3, 5, 6, 7], independent sets [11, 12, 15],
satisfying assignments for boolean formulas [10], matchings [12], and more [9, 12, 13, 14].
Usually, the most natural adjacency relation between solutions is considered, e.g. two vertex
colorings are considered adjacent in [3, 5, 6, 7] if they differ in one vertex.
One of the motivations for researching reconfiguration problems is to study the structure of the solution space of well-studied combinatorial problems, which can explain the
performance of various heuristics [5, 10]. In addition, similar problems have also occurred in
practical applications such as stacking problems in storage spaces [17] and train switch-yards
(see [16] and references therein).
The main question that has been studied for reconfiguration problems is the complexity
of deciding whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence between a given pair of solutions.
For most of the aforementioned problems this problem turned out to be PSPACE-complete,
although Ito et al. [12] identified a few reconfiguration problems that can be solved in
polynomial time, such as matching reconfiguration. Alternatively, one may ask whether
there exist reconfiguration sequences between all solutions [5, 6, 10], or study the question
of how much the solution space needs to be increased such that a reconfiguration sequence
becomes possible [4, 12], e.g. allowing to use more colors in vertex colorings used in a
reconfiguration sequence [4]. In addition, one may study the problem of finding shortest
reconfiguration sequences, or give upper bounds on their length [7, 10, 14].
Various advanced negative results have been proved for reconfiguration problems, such
as the first two (independent) PSPACE-hardness results for such problems, on satisfiability
reconfiguration [10] and sliding block puzzles [11]. To our knowledge, the other known
PSPACE-hardness results on reconfiguration problems have been proved using reductions
from these two results. We remark that various PSPACE-complete problems of a similar
flavor have been described earlier, such as in the context of local search [18]. An essential
difference is however that these are based on asymmetric adjacency relations.
In contrast, it has turned out to be rather challenging to obtain nontrivial positive
results for (special cases) of reconfiguration problems. Only very few advanced polynomial
time algorithms are known for reconfiguration problems, such as the algorithm by Cereceda
et al. [7] on the reconfiguration of vertex colorings using three colors, and the result from
Ito et al. [12] on matching reconfiguration. A reason for this lack may be that no general
algorithmic techniques are known for reconfiguration problems. Introducing such techniques,
and further showing that advanced positive results are possible for reconfiguration problems,
are important motivations for the research presented in this paper.
We now give an outline of our results, an informal introduction to the new techniques
and ideas, and sketch some obstacles for SPR in planar graphs. Detailed definitions will
be given afterwards in Section 2. Firstly, in polynomial time we can delete all vertices
and edges of G that do not lie on any shortest st-path, without affecting the answer. So
we may assume that all vertices and edges of G lie on shortest st-paths. The problem is
then straightforward in the case where the given graph G is st-planar, i.e. has a (planar)
embedding where the end vertices s and t are incident with the same face, say the infinite
face. The symmetric difference C := E(P )∆E(Q) of the edge sets of the two given shortest
st-paths P and Q gives a set of cycles, with disjoint insides (an embedded cycle divides the
plane into two regions; the finite region is called the inside). One can easily verify that a
rerouting sequence from P to Q exists if and only if all faces inside these cycles C have length
4. See Figure 1(a) for an example. If G is not st-planar, there are still cases where such
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Figure 1 Three examples of planar graphs where a rerouting sequence from P to Q exists. In
our figures, half edges leaving the top of the figure continue on the bottom.

a topological viewpoint works well: Figure 1(b) shows an example where every rerouting
sequence Q0 , . . . , Qk has the property that for any pair of consecutive shortest paths Qi and
Qi+1 , the symmetric difference of the edge sets E(Qi )∆E(Qi+1 ) gives a facial 4-cycle. (For
readability, some edges are shown as pairs of half edges in our figures; edges leaving the top
of the figure continue on the bottom.) Sloppily speaking, rerouting sequences of this type
are called topological. Even though it is not clear in advance which region of the plane should
have only faces of length 4, using some topological intuition it can be verified that also in
this example a rerouting sequence from P to Q exists (the unique face of length greater
than 4 is shaded). However, not all rerouting sequences in planar graphs are topological.
Figure 1(c) shows an example where there exists no topological rerouting sequence from P
to Q (consider the shaded faces). The method given in Section 5 will show that nevertheless,
there exists a rerouting sequence from P to Q. The reason is that the two non-facial 4-cycles
shown in bold can also be used for ‘non-topological rerouting steps’. Cycles of this type will
be called switches.
In Section 4, we will first give an algorithm for the problem of finding topological rerouting sequences. Next, in Section 5, switches are addressed, and our main algorithm for the
SPR Problem is presented, which reduces the problem to a polynomial number of instances
of the topological version of the problem. This reduction actually requires answering a
slightly more general question: instead of asking for a topological rerouting sequence between two given shortest st-paths P and Q, we ask for a topological rerouting sequence from
P to some shortest st-path that contains a given set of vertices. This problem is called the
Topological SPR Problem.
The proofs in Section 5 demonstrate the following simple but powerful principle for reconfiguration problems: instead of searching for a direct reconfiguration sequence between
two solutions, it is often easier to identify ‘central solutions’, and search for two reconfiguration sequences to a common central solution. In our case, central solutions turn out to be
paths that contain many switch vertices.
To solve the Topological SPR Problem, we will not further pursue the topological ideas
sketched above, but instead solve a more general problem, and develop a dynamic programming method for reconfiguration problems. This is done in Section 3, where an algorithm
for the Restricted SPR Problem is given. In this generalization of SPR, auxiliary edges are
added (layer edges), to encode which rerouting steps are allowed. Our dynamic programming algorithm for Restricted SPR returns the correct answer for all instances, and does not
even require the graph G to be planar, but it may require exponential time in some cases.
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In Section 4, we show however that this algorithm can be used to solve the Topological SPR
Problem in polynomial time. This is not the only purpose of the algorithm however; in
Section 3 we also mention other nontrivial (and nonplanar) cases that it solves efficiently.
The new algorithmic techniques are discussed in a broader context in Section 6, and open
questions are presented. In Section 2, we first give detailed definitions. Because of space
constraints, most proofs or proof details are omitted from this extended abstract; they can
be found in the full version of the paper.

2

Preliminaries

For graph theoretical notions not defined here (in detail), and background on results mentioned in this section, we refer to [8]. By N (v) we denote the neighborhood of a vertex v.
A walk of length k from v0 to vk in a graph G is a vertex sequence v0 , . . . , vk , such that for
all i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, vi vi+1 ∈ E(G). It is a path if all vertices are distinct. It is a cycle
if k ≥ 3, v0 = vk , and v0 , . . . , vk−1 is a path. The corresponding subgraphs will also be
called paths and cycles, respectively. A plane graph is a graph together with an embedding
in the plane (without crossing edges). For planar graphs, an embedding can be found in
polynomial time, so it suffices to prove our results for plane graphs. If a plane graph is
2-connected, then the boundary of every face is a cycle, which is called a facial cycle. Cycles
in plane graphs correspond to simple closed curves, which divide the plane into two regions.
For a cycle C in a plane graph G and vertices s, t ∈ V (G), we say C separates s from t if
s and t lie in different regions of the curve given by C (and thus s, t 6∈ V (C)). Instead of
S ∪ {x} and S\{x}, we write S + x and S − x, respectively.
Throughout this paper, s and t denote two (distinct) vertices of an unweighted, undirected, simple, finite graph G, and we will consider shortest st-paths in G. Let d denote the
distance from s to t in G. For i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, we define Li ⊆ V (G) to be the set of vertices
that lie on a shortest st-path, at distance i from s. The vertex set Li is also called a layer.
Observe that a shortest st-path contains exactly one vertex of every layer, and that a
shortest path is uniquely determined by its vertex set. Therefore, we will denote shortest
st-paths simply by their vertex set. A vertex set Q ⊆ V (G) such that there exists a shortest
st-path P with Q ⊆ P is called a shortest st-subpath. Note that it is not required that Q is
actually a path; the vertices of Q are not necessarily from consecutive layers. Since we are
only concerned with shortest paths in G between two given terminals s and t, we will call
these S-paths for short. Shortest st-subpaths will be called S-subpaths. When considering
reduced instances, defined by the subgraph induced by all shortest paths between two vertices
x and y, these definitions refer to x and y. Given an S-path P , a rerouting step consists
of replacing a vertex a by another vertex b in the same layer, such that the resulting set is
again an S-path. To be precise, let x, a, y ∈ P such that x ∈ Li−1 , a ∈ Li and y ∈ Li+1 . For
any b ∈ Li − a with {x, y} ⊆ N (b), the rerouting step x, a, y → x, b, y may be applied, which
yields the S-path Q = P − a + b.
Let G be a graph and s, t ∈ V (G). The rerouting graph SP(G, s, t) has as set of vertices
all S-paths in G. Two paths are adjacent if they differ in exactly one vertex. To distinguish vertices of SP(G, s, t) from vertices of G, the former will be called nodes. Subsets of
V (SP(G, s, t)) will be called sets of S-paths or sets of nodes, depending on the context. In
order to prove our results, we need to consider two additional variants of the SPR problem, which are defined by considering different adjacency relations. Call a rerouting step
x, a, y → x, b, y a restricted rerouting step if ab ∈ E(G). In the restricted rerouting graph
SPR (G, s, t), two S-paths P and Q are adjacent if Q can be obtained from P using a restricted
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rerouting step. Edges ab ∈ E(G) with a, b ∈ Li for some i are called layer edges.
In the case that G is a plane graph, we can define a third type of rerouting graph. A
sequence of four vertices x, a, b, y is called a switch if x, a, y, b, x is a cycle that separates s
from t, and for some i, x ∈ Li and y ∈ Li+2 . (Recall that separating s from t means that
e.g. s lies ‘inside’ the cycle, and t ‘outside’.) The vertices x and y are called its (left and
right) switch vertices. Together, they are also called a switch-pair. (Note that in the switch
notation x, a, b, y, the vertices are ordered non-decreasingly by their layers, but this is not
the order on the cycle.) For instance, the graph G4 shown in Figure 3 contains exactly
one switch: 6, 7, 8, 9. (6, 8, 7, 9 is considered to be the same switch.) A rerouting step
x, a, y → x, b, y is called topological if x, a, b, y is not a switch. In the topological rerouting
graph SPT (G, s, t), two S-paths P and Q are adjacent if Q can be obtained from P by a
topological rerouting step.
Walks in SP(G, s, t), SPR (G, s, t) and SPT (G, s, t) are called rerouting sequences, restricted rerouting sequences, and topological rerouting sequences, respectively. Let P be an
S-path, and let Q be an S-subpath. We write P G Q to denote that in G, there exists a
rerouting sequence from P to an S-path Q0 with Q ⊆ Q0 . Similarly, the notations P R
G Q
and P TG Q are used for the restricted and topological case, respectively. If the graph G
in question is clear, the subscript is omitted. If P
Q, P R Q or P T Q, we also say
that Q is reachable from P . We write P 6 Q to denote that P
Q does not hold.
The Generalized Shortest Path Rerouting (GSPR) Problem asks, given a graph G with
s, t ∈ V (G), an S-path P and an S-subpath Q, whether P G Q. Similarly, for the Restricted
SPR (RSPR) Problem and Topological SPR (TSPR) Problem, it should be decided whether
T
P R
G Q, respectively.
G Q and P
Since Q may be an S-subpath (in all of these problems), GSPR is a generalization of the
SPR Problem (defined in Section 1). The RSPR Problem in turn generalizes the GSPR
Problem: a GSPR instance G, P, Q can be transformed to an equivalent RSPR instance by
adding edges between every pair of vertices in the same layer. (This may however destroy
planarity.)
All algorithmic results and reductions presented in this paper for deciding P
Q,
T
R
P
Q or P
Q are constructive, in the following sense: if P
Q for an S-subpath
Q, then in addition our algorithms construct an S-path Q0 with P
Q0 and Q ⊆ Q0 .
(Analogously for the topological and restricted case.) For brevity, this is not stated in every
lemma and theorem, but this fact is essential for the proofs in Section 5.
For ease of notation, we will assume throughout the paper that in the given graph G,
every vertex lies on an S-path. Since vertices that do not lie on an S-path are irrelevant
for all problems considered here, they may be deleted in advance, which can be done in
polynomial time.

3

A Dynamic Programming Algorithm for RSPR

Let P be an S-path in G of length d, and let Q be an S-subpath. We want to decide whether
R
P
G Q. For i = 0, . . . , d − 1, we define the graph Gi as follows: Gi is obtained from G
by first removing all vertices in layers Li+1 , . . . , Ld−1 , and then adding edges from t to all
vertices in Li . Using the assumption that every vertex of G lies on an S-path, in particular
those in Ld−1 , we see that Gd−1 = G. By P i and Qi we denote P ∩ V (Gi ) and Q ∩ V (Gi ),
which clearly are again an S-path and an S-subpath in Gi . Figure 2(a) shows an example of
G3 , P 3 and Q3 , for the G, P and Q that are shown in Figure 5(a), although in Figure 5(a),
we have omitted the layer edges.
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Figure 2 G3 , its restricted rerouting graph SPR (G3 , s, t), and a contraction H3 of it (with nodes
x, y, z), which is the encoding of (G3 , P, Q). In the nodes of SPR (G3 , s, t), the vertices of the
corresponding paths are shown, except s and t. In the nodes of H3 , the corresponding contracted
subgraph of SPR (G3 , s, t) is drawn.

The idea is now to compute SPR (Gi+1 , s, t) from SPR (Gi , s, t), for i = 0, . . . , d − 2. In
the end, this will yield SPR (Gd−1 , s, t) = SPR (G, s, t), and we can decide whether in this
graph a path from P to Q exists. The problem is of course that the graphs SPR (Gi , s, t) are
usually exponentially large compared to G. We solve this problem by instead considering
a graph Hi that is obtained from a component of SPR (Gi , s, t) by contracting connected
subgraphs into single nodes, and using node labels to keep track of essential information
about the corresponding path sets.
For two S-paths R and R0 in Gi , we define R ∼i R0 if and only if there exists a restricted
rerouting sequence from R to R0 that does not change the vertex in Li (so R ∩ Li = R0 ∩ Li ).
Clearly, ∼i is an equivalence relation. Furthermore, if S is an equivalence class of ∼i ,
then S induces a connected subgraph of SPR (Gi , s, t). These are exactly the subgraphs of
SPR (Gi , s, t) that we will contract to obtain Hi . The following definition is illustrated in
Figure 2(b) and (c).
I Definition 1 (Encoding). Let P be an S-path in G of length d, let Q be an S-subpath in
G, and let i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. The encoding Hi of (Gi , P, Q) is a node-labeled graph that is
obtained from H 0 = SPR (Gi , s, t) as follows:
1. Delete every component of H 0 that does not contain the node P i .
2. For every equivalence class S ⊆ V (H 0 ) of ∼i that has not been deleted, contract the
subgraph H 0 [S] into a single node x, and define Sx := S (this is a set of S-paths in
Gi ). Define l(x) to be the vertex in Li that is part of every path in Sx . Set p(x) = 1 if
P i ∈ Sx , and p(x) = 0 otherwise. Set q(x) = 1 if there exists an S-path Q0 ∈ Sx with
Qi ⊆ Q0 and q(x) = 0 otherwise.
Hi is now the resulting graph, together with the node labels l(x), p(x) and q(x) for every
node x ∈ V (Hi ).
Note that the encoding Hi defined this way is unique (ignoring node names). We remark
that the path sets Sx for every node x are not part of the encoding and do not count towards
the size; these sets are only used for the correctness proofs below. We first observe that this
definition indeed allows us to decide whether P R Q.
I Proposition 2. Let Hd−1 be the encoding of (Gd−1 , P, Q). Then P
Hd−1 contains a node x with q(x) = 1.

R

Q if and only if

Next, we study how the encoding Hi+1 of (Gi+1 , P, Q) is related to the encoding Hi of
(Gi , P, Q). The objective is that we wish to construct Hi+1 from Hi without considering
SPR (Gi+1 , s, t). An example of this construction is shown in Figure 3. For every v ∈ Li+1 ,
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Figure 3 Constructing the encoding H4 from H3 . In every node a of H4 , the corresponding
subgraph Ca of H3 is drawn. Numbers next to nodes a indicate their label l(a).

let Xv be the set of nodes of Hi that correspond to neighbors of v. Formally, Xv :=
{x ∈ V (Hi ) | l(x) ∈ N (v)}. By Hiv := Hi [Xv ] we denote the subgraph of Hi induced by
these nodes. This graph may have multiple components, even though Hi is connected. For
v ∈ Li+1 and x ∈ Xv , by Sx ⊕ v we denote the set obtained by adding v to every path in
Sx , so Sx ⊕ v = ∪R∈Sx (R + v). Since l(x) ∈ N (v), this is a set of S-paths in Gi+1 .
I Lemma 3. Let Hi and Hi+1 be the encodings of (Gi , P, Q) and (Gi+1 , P, Q), respectively.
For any v ∈ Li+1 and component C of Hiv , ∪x∈V (C) (Sx ⊕ v) is a set of S-paths in Gi+1 that
is an equivalence class of ∼i+1 . In addition, for every a ∈ V (Hi+1 ) with l(a) = v, there
exists a component Ca of Hiv such that Sa = ∪x∈V (Ca ) (Sx ⊕ v).
Lemma 3 shows that for every a ∈ V (Hi+1 ), there exists a corresponding component C
of Hiv , where v = l(a). We denote this component by Ca .
I Lemma 4. Let Hi+1 be the encoding of (Gi+1 , P, Q). Let a, b ∈ V (Hi+1 ).
(i) ab ∈ E(Hi+1 ) if and only if l(a)l(b) ∈ E(G) and V (Ca ) ∩ V (Cb ) 6= ∅.
(ii) p(a) = 1 if and only if l(a) ∈ P and there exists a node x ∈ V (Ca ) with p(x) = 1.
(iii) q(a) = 1 if and only if Q ∩ Li+1 ⊆ {l(a)} and there exists a node x ∈ V (Ca ) with
q(x) = 1.
The previous two lemmas give all the information that is necessary to compute Hi+1
from Hi , including the node labels l, p and q. The essential fact that will guarantee a good
complexity bound is that for this computation, knowledge of the path sets Sx for x ∈ V (Hi )
is unnecessary. Together with Proposition 2, this yields a dynamic programming algorithm
for deciding P R Q.
I Theorem 5. Let G be a graph on n vertices with two vertices s, t ∈ V (G) at distance d.
Let P be an S-path, and let Q be an S-subpath in G. In time polynomial in n and m, it can
be decided whether P R Q. Here m = maxi∈{1,...,d−1} |V (Hi )|, where Hi is the encoding
of (Gi , P, Q).
Theorem 5 shows that the RSPR problem can be solved in polynomial time if the size of
the encodings Hi remains polynomially bounded. However, since the problem is PSPACEhard [2], we should not expect this to be true for all graphs. Indeed, there exist examples
where the size of the encoding grows exponentially. The example shown in Figure 4 shows
that this is even true for the case of planar graphs of maximum degree 6 (or 4, when ignoring
layer edges). It can be verified that for i = 4k − 1, the encoding Hi is a star with 2k leaves.
However, there are many nontrivial instances for which this algorithm is polynomial.
For instance, we remark (without proof) that this holds for the class of instances described
by Kamiński et al. [14], where any rerouting sequence from P to Q has exponential length.
(Provided that we swap the choice of s and t in their examples, or in other words, start the
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Figure 4 A plane instance of RSPR where the encoding Hi becomes exponentially large. Colors
and numbers next to nodes x ∈ V (Hi ) indicate the labels l(x).

computation of encodings from the side of t instead.) In addition, for the following type of
low degree instances, the algorithm terminates in polynomial time. The example in Figure 4
shows that the ‘degree bounds’ in next result are best possible for our algorithm.
I Theorem 6. Let G, P, Q be an RSPR instance such that for every i and v ∈ Li , |N (v) ∩
Li−1 | ≤ 2 and |N (v) ∩ Li+1 | ≤ 2. Then in polynomial time, it can be decided whether
P R Q.
Next, we prove that Hi remains polynomially bounded for instances in a certain standard
form, which is closely related to planar graphs.

4

A Polynomial Complexity Bound for TSPR

In this section, we show that if G, P, Q is a (reduced) TSPR instance, then in polynomial
time it can be decided whether P T Q. To this end, we define a standard form for RSPR
instances, and show for these that the algorithm from Section 3 terminates in polynomial
time. Subsequently we show how TSPR instances can be transformed to equivalent RSPR
instances in standard form. Figure 5(b) illustrates the following definition.
I Definition 7. Consider a graph G and vertices s, t ∈ V (G) that are part of an RSPR
instance. Then G is in standard form if the following properties hold:
(i) For every i ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, G[Li ] has maximum degree 2.
(ii) For every i ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1} and v ∈ Li , G[Li−1 ∩ N (v)] is a path.
(iii) For every i and u, v ∈ Li , if uv ∈ E(G) then |N (u) ∩ N (v) ∩ Li−1 | ≤ 1.
If G is in standard form, then with some effort we can show that all encodings Hi are
paths, on at most i · |Li | nodes. Theorem 5 then shows that our dynamic programming
algorithm terminates in polynomial time. This gives:
I Theorem 8. Let G, P, Q be an RSPR instance in standard form. Then in polynomial time,
it can be decided whether P R Q.
The objective is to apply Theorem 8 for TSPR instances G, P, Q. To this end, we will
give a polynomial transformation to an equivalent instance G0 , P, Q of RSPR, and prove that
the latter instance is in standard form. In the case of TSPR and GSPR, it will be useful to
work with reduced instances. An instance G, P , Q of GSPR or TSPR is reduced if:
1. Every vertex and edge of G lies on an S-path,
2. G contains no cut vertices, and
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Figure 5 The transformation of a TSPR instance G, P, Q to an equivalent RSPR instance G0 , P, Q
in standard form.

3. G contains no neighborhood-dominated vertices, which are vertices z for which there exists
a vertex z 0 with N (z) ⊆ N (z 0 ).
We remark that, even though the above definition is useful for both GSPR and TSPR,
only in the case of GSPR we can give a polynomial time procedure that can transform every
instance to a set of equivalent reduced instances. This procedure is straightforward: we
may simply delete all vertices and edges not on S-paths. Next, as long as there exists a
neighborhood-dominated vertex z, we may delete z, and replace occurrences of z in P and
Q by the corresponding vertex z 0 . When a cut vertex v is present, the instance basically
consists of two independent instances: one induced by all shortest sv-paths, and one induced
by all shortest vt-paths.
I Theorem 9. Let G, P, Q be a GSPR instance. In polynomial time, a set of reduced GSPR
instances can be constructed such that P G Q if and only if every reduced instance is a
YES-instance. If G is plane, all of the reduced instances are plane. The sum of the number
of edges of the reduced instances is at most |E(G)|.
For v ∈ V (G), by dists (v) we denote the distance from s to v, so v ∈ Ldists (v) . We
assume that G, P, Q is reduced, so every vertex and edge of G lies on an S-path. It follows
that for every edge uv, it holds that |dists (u) − dists (v)| = 1. Furthermore, assuming G is
nontrivial, G is 2-connected. So in the case where G is plane, for every face f of G and
vertex v incident with f , v has exactly two incident edges uv and vw that are also incident
with f . We call v a local maximum for f if dists (v) > dists (u) = dists (w), and a local
minimum for f if dists (v) < dists (u) = dists (w).
I Proposition 10. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph in which every vertex and edge lies
on a shortest st-path. For every face f of G, there is exactly one local maximum and one
local minimum.
Now we can define the transformation from the TSPR instance G to the RSPR instance
G0 . This transformation is illustrated in Figure 5, and consists of the following two steps.
1. For every face f of G, we do the following. Let u and v be the local minimum and
maximum of f . Since G is simple, dists (u) ≤ dists (v)−2. Let ` = dists (v)−dists (u). Add
`−1 new vertices x1 , . . . , x`−1 , drawn in the face f , and ` edges such that u, x1 , . . . , x`−1 , v
is a path of length `, drawn in face f . Clearly, this preserves planarity. Call the vertices
and edges introduced this way new vertices and edges. The vertices and edges that were
already present in G are called original vertices and edges.
2. For every face f in the resulting graph, we do the following. Note that f still has
a unique local minimum u and local maximum v. Furthermore, for every edge xy,
|dists (x) − dists (y)| = 1. It follows that for every i ∈ {dists (u) + 1, . . . , dists (v) − 1},
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there are exactly two vertices a and b incident with f in layer Li . Between every such
pair of vertices a and b, we can add an edge ab, drawn in the face f , without destroying
planarity. (Hence the new edges are layer edges.)
Call the resulting plane graph G0 . It can be shown that G0 , P, Q is an RSPR instance in
standard form. Since G contains no neighborhood-dominated vertices, for any topological
rerouting step x, a, y → x, b, y, it holds that x, a, y, b, x is a facial cycle. So it can be replaced
by two restricted rerouting steps x, a, y → x, z, y → x, b, y for G0 , where z is a new vertex.
Therefore, P TG Q implies P R
G0 Q. For the converse, it can be shown that rerouting steps
in a restricted rerouting sequence for G0 can be grouped in pairs x, a, y → x, z, y → x, b, y
where only z is a new vertex. Hence x, a, y, b, x is a facial cycle of G, and x, a, y → x, b, y is
a topological rerouting step. We conclude that P TG Q if and only if P R
G0 Q. The above
transformation is polynomial, so applying Theorem 8 gives:
I Theorem 11. Let G, P, Q be a reduced TSPR instance. In polynomial time, it can be
decided whether P TG Q.

5

Reducing Switches, and an Algorithm for SPR

As shown in Figure 4, the presence of switches in a plane graph G may cause our dynamic
programming algorithm to take exponential time. However, in this section we show that
switches also give a lot of structural information, which can be used to obtain a polynomial
time algorithm. If x, a, b, y is a switch in G, then in many cases we can reduce the problem
to two smaller subproblems, defined as follows: Gsy is the subgraph of G induced by all
vertices that lie on a shortest sy-path, and Gxt is the subgraph of G induced by all vertices
that lie on a shortest xt-path. For an S-subpath Q, we denote Qxt = Q ∩ V (Gxt ), and
Qsy = Q ∩ V (Gsy ). We remark that the rerouting sequences that we consider in Gsy (Gxt ),
consist of shortest sy-paths (resp. xt-paths). We are now ready to state the key lemma for
reducing the GSPR problem, when switches are present.
I Lemma 12. Let G, P, Q be a plane reduced GSPR instance, such that x, y is a switch pair
with {x, y} ⊆ P , and Q is one of the following:
(i) an S-path that contains x and y,
(ii) Q = {x0 , y 0 } where x0 , y 0 is a switch pair, or
(iii) |Q| = 1.
Then P G Q if and only if both Psy Gsy Qsy and Pxt

Gxt

Qxt .

I Theorem 13. Let G, P, Q be a plane reduced GSPR instance, where Q is a set containing
a switch pair or a single vertex of G. Then in polynomial time it can be decided whether
P
Q.
T
Proof: First, compute whether P
Q, which can be done in polynomial time (Theorem 11). If yes, then clearly P
Q holds as well, and an S-path Q0 with P
Q0 and Q ⊆ Q0
can be computed. (Recall that, as discussed in Section 2, all of our algorithms are constructive.) If P 6 T Q, then for every switch pair x, y, we compute whether P T {x, y}, and if
so, compute the corresponding reachable S-path that contains x and y. Since the number of
switch pairs in G is polynomial (linear in fact), this can again be done in polynomial time
(Theorem 11). If no switch pair is reachable, then note that we may conclude that P 6 Q.
Now consider a switch pair x, y with P T {x, y}. Let P 0 be the S-path with P T P 0
and {x, y} ⊆ P 0 that has been computed. Clearly, P T P 0 implies P
P 0 and P 0
P.
Therefore, P
Q if and only if P 0
Q. By Lemma 12, P 0
Q if and only if both
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0
0
Pxt
Qxt and Psy
Qsy hold. We decide the latter two properties recursively. This way,
we can decide whether P
Q.
It remains to consider the complexity of this algorithm. We argued that the complexity
of the above procedure, not counting the recursive calls, can be bounded by a (monotone
increasing) polynomial poly(n), where n = |V (G)|. Recall that d denotes the distance
between the end vertices s and t. If there are no switch pairs (which is true in particular
when d ≤ 3), then the entire procedure terminates in time poly(n).
For d ≥ 3, we prove by induction over d that the complexity of the algorithm can be
bounded by (2d−5)·poly(n). We have just proved the induction basis (d = 3), so now assume
d ≥ 4. In that case, the algorithm may consider a switch pair x, y, and reduce the problem
to two instances Gsy and Gxt . The distance between the end vertices of these instances is d0
and d − d0 + 2, respectively, for some 3 ≤ d0 ≤ d − 1. Using the induction assumption and the
fact that both Gsy and Gxt contain at most n vertices, we can bound the total complexity
by (2d0 − 5) · poly(n) + (2(d − d0 + 2) − 5) · poly(n) + poly(n) = (2d − 5) · poly(n).


Finally, we are able to prove the main result of this paper.
I Theorem 14. Let G be a plane graph, and let P and Q be S-paths in G. In polynomial
time, it can be decided whether P
Q.
Proof sketch: By Theorem 9, we may assume that the instance is reduced. The proof
is similar to the proof of Theorem 13. The difference is that now, for every switch pair
x, y, we decide whether P
{x, y} and Q
{x, y}, which can be done in polynomial time
(Theorem 13). If the answer differs for P and Q, then we may conclude P 6 Q. If both
P
{x, y} and Q
{x, y}, then the problem can be reduced using Lemma 12(i), and
decided recursively. If P 6 {x, y} and Q 6 {x, y} for every switch pair x, y, then it suffices
to decide whether P T Q, which can be done in polynomial time (Theorem 11).


6

Discussion

In Section 3, we introduced a dynamic programming method for reconfiguration problems,
that can informally be summarized as follows: identify subgraphs Gi , that are separated from
the rest of the graph by small separators Li (in our case, the distance layers). For deciding the
reconfiguration problem, detailed information about all solutions is not necessary. So based
on how solutions intersect with Li , one can identify large connected subgraphs (equivalence
classes) in the solution graph of Gi , which may be contracted. This method can readily
be applied to all kinds of reconfiguration problems, and different sets of separators, in
particular small separators given by tree decompositions [1]. The challenge is however proving
that the resulting encodings stay polynomially bounded. In our case, exponentially large
star-like structures (Figure 4) could be avoided by restricting to the topological version
of the problem. There may however be different approaches, such as based on reduction
rules for the encodings. Exploring this method seems useful firstly for finding other graph
classes for which SPR can be solved efficiently, beyond planar graphs and low degree graphs
(Theorem 6).
More generally, this dynamic programming method seems useful for answering the following interesting open question: Are there reconfiguration problems that are PSPACE-hard
for graphs of bounded treewidth? Or are there PSPACE-hard reconfiguration problems that
can be solved in polynomial time for graphs of treewidth k, for every fixed k? In contrast to
the abundance of positive results on NP-complete problems for bounded treewidth [1], to our
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knowledge, not a single (nontrivial) positive or negative result is known for reconfiguration
problems on bounded treewidth graphs!
The results presented in this paper can easily be extended to show that if G is planar,
shortest (topological) rerouting sequences have polynomial length. Furthermore, a shortest
topological rerouting sequence can be found in polynomial time. Whether this also holds
for finding a shortest (non-topological) rerouting sequence remains an open question. Recall
that if G is not planar, this problem is strongly NP-hard [14].
In addition, the reader may verify that our dynamic programming algorithm can be
used to decide efficiently whether SPT (G, s, t) is connected. Whether this can also be done
efficiently for SP(G, s, t) is another open question.
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Abstract
Let G be an undirected weighted graph with n vertices and m edges, and k ≥ 1 be an integer. We
1
e
e · deg(v) + n1/k )
preprocess the graph in O(mn)
time, constructing a data structure of size O(k
words per vertex v ∈ V , which is then used by our routing scheme to ensure successful routing
of packets even in the presence of a single edge fault. The scheme adds only O(k) words of
information to the message. Moreover, the stretch of the routing scheme, i.e., the maximum
ratio of the cost of the path along which the packet is routed to the cost of the actual shortest
path that avoids the fault, is only O(k 2 ).
Our results match the best known results for routing schemes that do not consider failures,
with only the stretch being larger by a small constant factor of O(k). Moreover, a 1963 girth
conjecture of Erdős, known to hold for k = 1, 2, 3 and 5, implies that Ω(n1+1/k ) space is required
by any routing scheme that has a stretch less than 2k + 1. Hence our data structures are
essentially space efficient. The algorithms are extremely simple, easy to implement, and with
minor modifications, can be used under a centralized setting to efficiently answer distance queries
in the presence of faults.
An important component of our routing scheme that may be of independent interest is an
algorithm to compute the shortest cycle passing through each edge. As an intermediate result,
we show that computing this in a distributed model that stores at each vertex the shortest path
tree rooted at that node requires Θ(mn) message passings in the worst case.
1998 ACM Subject Classification E.1 Data Structures
Keywords and phrases Routing, Fault tolerant algorithms, Space efficiency, Distributed data
structures, Tight bounds
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.FSTTCS.2012.350

1

Introduction

Computer networks are increasingly becoming distributed in nature and consequently recent
years have seen extensive work in the areas of distributed algorithms and computing. In the
distributed model of computation, which is a more restricted version of the heavily researched
parallel model, the processors or vertices, are usually bereft of access to a common shared
memory, have only limited knowledge about the network topology and need to communicate
with each other through message passing. Evidently this makes the problem of efficiently
routing messages of core importance to distributed computing.
The process of routing a packet involves successively passing it through a series of vertices
until it reaches its destination. A routing scheme is the underlying algorithm that runs as
a background process on all the vertices and manages the routing process. When a vertex
receives a message, the routing scheme processes the information stored in the packet header
and determines what needs to be done with the message using the routing information

1

e
The notation O(h(n))
is short for O(h(n) logO(1) n)
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available locally at the vertex. While it is often desirable to route the packet along the
shortest path to its destination, its a well known fact that such an algorithm must use at
least Ω(n) space per vertex.
This has lead to extensive research pertaining to compact or sub-quadratic space routing
schemes. The two most important factors to consider while designing such schemes are the
space requirements per node and the stretch of the routing scheme, that is, the maximum
ratio between the length of the path along which the packet is routed to the length of the
actual shortest path that the scheme can have for any graph.
After a series of results (refer [2, 9] for a summary of compact routing schemes), Thorup
and Zwick[9] came up with some truly remarkable results. They presented near-optimal
e 1/k ) words of information at each vertex and
compact routing schemes that store only O(n
have a stretch of 2k − 1 when using a handshaking procedure by which the source and
destination agree on an o(log2 n) bit header that is attached to all packets, or an increased
stretch of 4k − 5 when not using handshaking.
Peleg and Upfal[8] give the corresponding lower bounds by proving that any routing
scheme for general graphs with a stretch k ≥ 1 must store at least Ω(n1+1/(2k+4) ) bits of
routing information in the network. Also a 1963 girth conjecture of Erdős[6], known to hold
for k = 1, 2, 3 and 5, implies that Ω(n1+1/k ) space is required by any routing scheme that has
a stretch less than 2k + 1. Hence the results of Thorup and Zwick are essentially optimal.
In this paper we study the problem of fault tolerant routing which is but a natural
extension of the problem of routing and rather practical given that real world networks are
quite prone to a variety of faults. Given a positive edge weighted graph G = (V, E) with
|V | = n and |E| = m, let a message traveling from a source vertex s to its destination t be
currently at vertex u and let the next vertex along the shortest path to t be v. In the event
of failure of the edge (u, v), a standard routing scheme would be unable to continue routing
until the fault has been rectified. Our objective therefore is to design routing schemes that
can ensure that the message can still be routed to t along some other path not containing
the faulty component, provided such a path exists. To this effect we store some additional
information at each vertex during the preprocessing stage of the routing scheme. Upon
encountering a failure, this information is added to the message header to facilitate continued
routing.
The first significant work that studies the problem of computing the exact paths in the
presence of single edge or vertex failures in weighted directed graphs was done by Demetrescu
et al. [5]. They present a data structure of O(n2 log n) size which can be computed in
O(mn2 ) time and reports the shortest path avoiding a faulty edge or vertex between any pair
of vertices. Bernstein and Karger[1] improved the preprocessing time to O(mn log n). But
neither of these algorithms is distributed in nature, and are therefore unsuitable for routing.
Courcelle and Twigg[11, 4] study the problem of exact routing avoiding a set of known
forbidden vertices in weighted graphs with bounded tree width. Given a graph with tree
e 2 ) bits to each vertex
width k and set F of forbidden vertices, they assign labels of size O(k
and use this information to aid in the routing process. This space requirement would be
e 1/2 ) and hence would
construed as rather large as even planar graphs have tree-widths of O(n
e
require routing tables of size O(n). Gavoille and Twigg[7] further improved these results to
e
give tables of size O(k)
for routing in planar graphs, thereby matching the corresponding
best known results for shortest path routing within logarithmic factors.
Given an undirected weighted graph with edge lengths in the range [1, W ], Chechik et
al.[3] give an O(kn1+1/k · log n · log(nW )) space data structure that can route a message
along a path that avoids a known set of faulty edges as long as there are no more than
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2 faults. This path along which the message is routed has a stretch of O(k). Chechik[2]
further improved these results to any arbitrary number of faulty edges F unknown to s,
e F 3 k) using routing tables of size at most
with the corresponding stretch factors being O(
1/k
O(kn · deg(v) · log n · log(nW )) at each vertex v. We note that there has been little work,
exact or otherwise, to deal with routing in presence of vertex failures in general graphs.

1.1

New results and core techniques

We present simple space efficient data structures that are used by our routing scheme to
route packets even in the presence of a single edge fault.
Model of computation . While the routing process utilizes only the routing information
stored locally at each node and in the packet’s header and hence is distributed in nature,
the computation of this information itself is performed during the preprocessing stage in a
sequential manner and using quadratic space.
For the routing stage, we use a standard asynchronous distributed model of computation
e
that restricts the size of message headers to O(1)
bits and has no access to a central shared
memory.
Basic ideas and techniques . Consider a circle on a plane with a diametral chord
intersecting it at points a and b and dividing it into two segments, say C1 and C2 . The core
idea behind our routing scheme is that the shortest path along the circle between any pair of
vertices selected from the same segment will not pass through either a or b.
Let vertices u, w lie in C1 with u closer to a, and likewise let vertices v, x lie in C2 with v
closer to a. Also assume that the shortest path from u to v along the circle passes through a
and that (w, x) is an edge. Now if the first edge on the path from u to v were to fail and a
message at u needs to be routed to v, we need only route it along the path u − w − x − v.
This is easily achieved by storing at each vertex, say u, its routing table as well as the edge
(w, x) corresponding to each edge (u, v) incident on it.
Our results . Given a network that uses the compact routing scheme of Thorup and
Zwick[9] constructed with an integer k, we give data structures that store O(k · deg(v))
additional information per vertex v ∈ V and the corresponding routing algorithm that routes
messages along a path of stretch O(k 2 ) in the presence of a single edge fault.
This routing scheme adds only O(k) words of data to the message header upon encountering a fault and performs only constant amount of computations per node that lies on
the path to its destination (except upon encountering the fault). In particular we prove the
following theorem.
I Theorem 1. Given a positive edge-weighted undirected graph G(V, E) with |V | = n,
e
|E| = m and a positive integer k, there is an O(mn)
time constructible routing scheme that
e · deg(v) + n1/k ) space per vertex v ∈ V and can route messages along a path no
stores O(k
longer than O(k 2 ) times the shortest path in the presence of a single edge fault. The packet
passed during the routing process has a header of size O(k + log n) words.

1.2

Comparison with existing works

Merits of our results . Compared to the other algorithms that deal with compact edge
fault tolerant routing, namely of Chechik et al.[3, 2], our compact routing scheme has lower
space requirements and comparable stretch, and hence is more applicable in networks which
only suffer from occasional failures.
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Table 1 Edge fault tolerant routing schemes

Graph type
Stretch
Distributed?
Space required

Demetrescu
et al. [5]
Digraph
1
No
e 2 ) overall
O(n

Chechik
et al. [3]
Undirected
O(k)
No
e 1+1/k ·
O(kn
log W ) overall

Faults handled

1

2

Chechik [2]

Our results

Undirected
e |3 · k)
O(|F
Yes
e 1/k log W
O(kn
deg(v)) per
vertex v
|F |

Undirected
O(k2 )
Yes
e · deg(v) +
O(k
n1/k )) per
vertex v
1

1

k is the arbitrary integer used by the underlying compact routing scheme

2

F is the set of faulty edges

3

W is the ratio of the weights of the heaviest edge to the lightest edge

Our routing schemes can easily be adapted to answer distance queries in presence of faults
in O(k) time by using the approximate distance oracles of Thorup and Zwick[10] instead of
their compact routing scheme to report distances within O(k 2 ) times the actual distances.
Demerits of our results . Approximate algorithms are generally considered to be
inferior to exact ones but our algorithms do give significant improvements in terms of space
requirement over the other results that handle exact failures, particularly the ones in [11, 4, 7].
For the preprocessing stages, we use sequential algorithms, not distributed ones. But as
is shown in Corollary 13, even with complete access to the routing tables at each node, the
number of messages required to be communicated through the network would still be rather
large and undesirable.
Table 1 gives a comprehensive summary of our results and the previous works related to
edge fault tolerant routing schemes.

1.3

Organization of the Paper

We describe the preliminary concepts and notations used throughout the paper in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present an algorithm for computing the shortest cycle passing through each
edge. We also provide a tight bound on the number of messages required to be communicated
between the nodes, if the problem were to be solved in a distributed model. In Section 4
we present an O(k 2 )-approximate routing scheme for handling single edge failures in graphs
that perform routing using the compact routing scheme of Thorup and Zwick.

2

Notations and Preliminaries

Without loss of generality we make the following assumptions throughout this paper.
The vertices in the network know each others’ addresses.
They communicate with each other using packets containing small headers used to store
the routing information.
All shortest paths are unique. We can always break ties by either ranking paths or adding
small fractional weights to the edges.
No more than a single edge failure occurs at any time.
Message sizes and space bounds are measured in memory words where a single word is
sufficient to store the edge or vertex labels and edge weights.
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Also we often simply refer to storing information at an edge, when in essence this implies
doing so at both of its end-vertices.
Let G(V, E) be the given undirected graph with |V | = n, |E| = m and a static weight
function W : E → R+ defined over its edges. Let s, t ∈ V be the source and destination
vertices, respectively and let R be the underlying routing algorithm. We then define the
following generic notations.
Tu : the shortest path tree rooted at u.
Tu (v) : the subtree of Tu , rooted at v.
P(u, v) : the original shortest path between u, v.
δ(u, v) : the length of the path P(u, v).
F (u, v) : the first edge along P(u, v).
L(u, v) : the last edge along P(u, v).
We also apply the subscript n to P(u, v) and δ(u, v) to refer to the shortest path in
the presence of a faulty edge, say e which may be provided as a third argument, unless
it is obvious from context. The following are some terminologies and properties that are
fundamental to the paper.
I Definition 2. Consider a packet being routed along a path, say P and let a component,
say e be faulty. Then the stretch of P is defined as the ratio |P| to δn (u, v). We say the
path is exact if it has a stretch of 1. The stretch of the routing scheme, say k is defined as
the maximum stretch that any path in any graph can have under that scheme and such a
scheme is said to be a k-approximate routing scheme.
Stretch and space requirement are indeed the most important factors to consider when
designing approximate routing schemes.
I Property 3 (Optimal subpath property). Any subpath of a shortest path is also a shortest
path.
I Definition 4. The mid-point of a path, say P(u, v) is defined as that virtual point on
P(u, v) that is equidistant from both u and v. This point may lie on some edge or may itself
be a vertex.
I Definition 5. The mid-edge of a path, say P(u, v) is defined as
1. that edge on P(u, v) on which its mid-point lies or
2. either of the edges on P(u, v) incident on the vertex on which its mid-point lies.
Given an edge (u, v) and the shortest cycle through it, say C, we denote the mid-edge
of the path C \ (u, v) using the notation M(u, v). Based on the discussion in the previous
section, one may notice that, given access to an exact shortest path oracle, the M(u, v)
values provide a compact means of storing the shortest cycle passing through each edge. An
exact routing scheme can then easily use M(u, v) to route from u to v in the event of failure
of (u, v). But the same may not be the case when using an approximate routing scheme.
Hence we define separating edges, which are essentially generalizations of mid-edges.
I Definition 6. Given a faulty component, say (u, v) and the shortest cycle through it, say C
consider a subset of the edges along the path C \e, given in cyclic order as (v1 , v2 ), (v3 , v4 ), . . . ,
(v2l−1 , v2l ). We say that these edges are separating edge(s) if the path to be taken from
v2i to v2i+1 by the underlying routing scheme does not contain (u, v), for all i ∈ [0, l], where
v0 is u and v2l+1 is v.
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Obviously the set of all the edges along the path C \ e is a valid set of separating edges,
but storing them would be rather costly. Consequently our objective once the cycles are
computed is to find a small set of edges that are valid separating edges. The routing scheme
then simply routes from edge ei to ei+1 until the packet reaches v.
Information stored in the packet header . Upon encountering a faulty edge, say e
we add its separating edges to the packet header in the form of a queue, say Qsep sorted
by the order that they lie on the shortest cycle of e. We assume that the standard queue
operations, namely enqueue, dequeue and a subroutine, say makeCopy to copy one queue to
another are available.
In addition to this, the header would also contain information stored by the underlying
routing scheme, which would naturally contain the field destination to store the destination
of the message. We also add a field rejoinVertex to store the vertex v at which we rejoin
the original path.

3

Computing and Storing Shortest Cycles

In this section, we describe an algorithm for solving the Compute Shortest Cycles
problem, that is, the problem of computing the shortest cycle passing through each edge in
the given graph. We only require that given access to an all pairs shortest paths (APSP)
oracle, any shortest path be reported optimally in time proportional to its length. To this
end, we formalize the idea of using mid-edges for efficiently storing the shortest cycles through
each edge and give algorithms for computing them. We start by proving the following simple
lemma.
I Lemma 7. As G is undirected, an edge (u, v) together with Pn (u, v) forms the shortest
cycle passing through (u, v).
Proof. Suppose that this is not the shortest cycle passing through (u, v). Then the required
shortest cycle must be formed by (u, v) and some path, say Px (u, v). So δx (u, v)+W(u, v) <
δn (u, v)+W(u, v) implying that δx (u, v) < δn (u, v). But this is a contradiction as Pn (u, v)
is the shortest path between u and v that does not pass through (u, v). Hence, proved. J
Following along similar lines of Lemma 7, it can easily be seen that the shortest path
between any two vertices on a given shortest cycle through an edge is fully contained within
the cycle. The following lemma utilizes this property to formalize the idea of using mid-edges
for computing the shortest cycle.
I Lemma 8. Given access to an all pairs shortest path oracle, the shortest cycle passing
through each edge can be computed by storing M(u, v) for each (u, v) ∈ E.
Proof. Suppose that the edge (u, v) is faulty. Let (w, x) be M(u, v). Consider the shortest
path from u to w. As noted above, this path must either be Pn (u, w) or C \ Pn (u, w). Now
δn (u, w) ≤ 12 δn (u, v) since (w, x) is M(u, v) and lies on Pn (u, v). Then |C| − |Pn (u, w)| ≥
|C| − 12 δn (u, v) ≥ W(u, v) + 12 δn (u, v) > 21 δn (u, v). Hence Pn (u, w) is the same as P(u, w).
Similarly we can prove that Pn (v, x) is the same as P(v, x), and we can report the shortest
cycle through (u, v) as P(u, w) ∪ (w, x) ∪ P(v, x). Hence, proved.
J
Data structure . As characterized by Lemma 8, we store M(u, v) for all (u, v) ∈ E.
We also store the corresponding δn (u, v) values for obtaining the length of the shortest cycles.
Only O(1) words per edge are required for storing these values.
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Algorithm . Algorithm shortestCycles (See Appendix A.1 for pseudo-code) first
computes the APSP oracle using Dijkstra’s algorithm and then invokes computeCycles()
on each edge. For the current edge, say (u, v) it checks for each vertex w ∈ V if F(u, w) 6=
F(v, w) and L(u, w) 6= L(v, w). If either of these checks fail, the optimal subpath property
implies that (u, v) does not form a cycle with the paths P(u, w), P(v, w). Upon finding a
new cycle, say C1 the algorithm checks if this cycle is shorter than the currently recorded
shortest cycle. As the mid-edge must lie on the longer path amongst P(u, w) and P(v, w),
The algorithm further checks if the mid-point of the path C1 \ (u, v) lies on either of the
edges adjacent to w, and updates δn (u, v) and M(u, v) if required.
Simply looping over all the vertices in this manner only considers edges in Tu and Tv to
be mid-edges. As is shown in Lemma 11, the mid-edge of P(u, v) need not be present in
either of these shortest path trees, and therefore computeCycles() cannot guarantee that
the shortest cycle is correctly determined. Hence, whenever a new cycle is computed by
computeCycles(), it invokes the updateCycles() procedure which further checks if edge
(u, v) can be the mid-edge of the two edges along the cycle that are adjacent to w. Lemma 12
shows that this addition is sufficient to ensure that the correct shortest cycles are computed
for each edge when the algorithm terminates. The complete pseudo-code for these procedures
is given in Appendix A.1.
I Remark. It is worth noting that we can easily loop over the edges in a distributed manner.
But before running the updateCycles() routine, we will then have to send messages to
inform vertex w of the existence of edge (u, v). This would need to be done every time a
new cycle is computed, leading to a rather large message complexity of O(mn).
Correctness . We are required to prove that the correct values of M(u, v) are computed
for each edge (u, v) ∈ E when the shortestCycles algorithm terminates. To this effect,
we need to ensure that the algorithm loops over every cycle that can be the shortest cycle of
some edge before it terminates. As the number of cycles that an edge is a part of can be
quite large, often going into the exponentials of n, we need to characterize those cycles which
can be a shortest cycle to make the search space tractable.
For simplicity, we say that a cycle is a candidate shortest cycle of the given edge if it can
be the shortest cycle passing through it, and that such a cycle is reported if the algorithm
checks to see whether it is shorter than the currently recorded shortest cycle. Naturally when
a candidate shortest cycle gets reported, any longer candidate shortest cycles that are not
yet reported, cease to be candidates. To reiterate, our objective is to report every candidate
shortest cycle. The following observation helps substantially reduce the search space.
I Observation 9. From the definition of mid-point, it follows that every path contains at
least one mid-edge (two, if the mid-point lies on a vertex). By Lemma 8, we can then express
the shortest cycle through each edge (u, v) ∈ E as an union of two shortest paths and their
connecting edges, as (v, u) ∪ P(u, w) ∪ (w, x) ∪ P(x, v), where (w, x) is M(u, v).
This observation reduces the set of candidate shortest cycles of (u, v) ∈ E to those cycles
C, with (w, x) ∈ E being the mid-edge of C \ (u, v), that are formed by the concatenation, at
both ends, of edge-disjoint shortest paths P(u, w) and P(v, x). Thus we need only iterate
over every pair of edges to determine the shortest cycles, which is still rather costly. Here we
make another crucial observation that given such a cycle C if the edge (w, x) were to belong
to the path P(u, x) (or to P(v, w)), then we can get sufficient information to determine C
by going over the vertex x (or w) instead of the edge (w, x). This intuitively leads us to
consider cycles formed by every edge-vertex pair and characterize those candidate shortest
cycles of (u, v) that cannot be determined by this approach.
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Figure 1 Cycle passing through an edge

For the remainder of this section, we will use the premise that we are given an edge
(u, v) ∈ E and a cycle, say C passing through it (C need not be the shortest cycle through it).
Without loss of generality, assume that the mid-point of the path C \ (u, v) lies on an edge
(w, x) ∈ E. By the definition of mid-edges, it then follows that P(u, w), (w, x), P(x, v) and
(v, u) together constitute C (refer fig. 1). Thus, by Observation 9, C is indeed a representative
of all possible candidate shortest cycles. Note that, in the computeCycles() procedure, only
cycles that are expressed in this manner are checked to see if they are shorter than the
currently recorded shortest cycle. Lemma 10 now characterizes the candidate shortest cycles
that will be reported by computeCycles().
I Lemma 10. If at least one of the paths P(u, x) and P(v, w) passes through (w, x), then
cycle C will get reported by computeCycles().
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that path P(u, x) passes through (w, x). Then by
the optimal subpath property, P(u, x) is the same as P(u, w) ∪ (w, x) and hence does not
intersect P(v, x), implying that cycle C will be reported by computeCycles(u,v) when it
loops over the vertex x. Hence, proved.
J
So cycle C is not reported only if neither P(u, x) nor P(v, w) contain (w, x). Lemma 11
further characterizes these candidate shortest cycles of (u, v) that are not reported.
I Lemma 11. If cycle C is not reported by computeCycles(u,v), then the following statements are equivalent.
1. C is a candidate shortest cycle of (u, v).
2. The paths P(u, x) and P(v, w) both pass through (u, v).
3. w and x belong to different subtrees in both Tu and Tv .
Proof. We prove the statements in a cyclic order.
1 ⇒ 2 : We prove the contrapositive of this statement which is stated below.
If C is not reported by computeCycles() and at least one of the paths P(u, x) and
P(v, w) does not pass through (u, v), then C is not a candidate shortest cycle of (u, v).
Suppose (u, v) ∈
/ P(u, x). As C is not reported, (w, x) ∈
/ P(u, x). Then P(u, x) intersects
path P(v, x) at some vertex, say y that lies on the path from v to x, both inclusive (refer
fig. 1). So δ(u, y) + δ(v, y) ≤ δ(u, x) + δ(v, x) < δ(u, w) + W(w, x) + δ(v, x). This shows
that P(u, y), P(v, y) and (u, v) together form a cycle shorter than C, implying that C is not
a candidate shortest cycle. Similarly we can prove for the case that (u, v) ∈
/ P(v, w).
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2 ⇒ 3 : As P(u, w), (w, x), P(x, v) and (v, u) together form C we have F(u, w) 6= (u, v).
Also from statement 2, F(u, x) = (u, v). So F(u, w) =
6 F(u, x) implying that w and x
belong to different subtrees in Tu . We can similarly prove for Tv .
3 ⇒ 1 : From statement 3 we get that edge (w, x) is not present in either Tu or Tv . This
means that computeCycles(u,v) never considers the edge (w, x) or consequently, the cycle
C. But C can be shorter than the shortest cycle of (u, v) recorded by it and hence needs to
be reported. This concludes the proof as any cycle that needs to be reported is a candidate
shortest cycle by definition.
Hence, proved.

J

Lemmas 10 and 11 thus analyze all the candidate shortest cycles of (u, v) and it turns
out that a cycle would still need to be reported for (u, v) if and only if both the path P(u, x)
and P(v, w) pass through it. All that remains now is to prove that these cycles will get
reported by the updateCycles() procedure before the algorithm terminates.
I Lemma 12. Every cycle which is a candidate shortest cycle is reported, and δn (u, v) and
M(u, v) computed for each edge (u, v) ∈ E by the algorithm.
Proof. Suppose that a candidate shortest cycle of (u, v) is not reported. From statement
3 of Lemma 11, we know that w and x belong to different subtrees of Tu , implying that
F(w, u) =
6 F(x, u) and L(w, u) 6= L(x, u). But this is the same condition check that is
performed when the algorithm loops over the vertex u while computing the shortest cycle
through (w, x). Hence the check will pass here, updateCycles() procedure will be called
with the arguments (u, w, x), and thus the cycle will get reported for (u, v).
The routines used for computing δn (u, v) and M(u, v) are standard, follow along the
same lines as a sequential algorithm for finding the minimum element in an array, and their
correctness is easy to see. Hence, proved.
J
Lemma 11 has an important implication on the efficiency of algorithms that compute
shortest cycles in a distributed model that stores at each node the shortest path tree rooted
at that node. As each node, say u is unaware of O(m) edges that are not present in Tu
and since the shortest cycle passing through it could be formed together with any of these
edges, each of these edges need to inform u of their existence. In the worst case, this would
result in Ω(mn) messages being generated. It is for this reason that we do not perform the
preprocessing step using a distributed algorithm. Moreover our algorithm will require O(mn)
message passings as described earlier and hence we have the following corollary.
I Corollary 13 (of Lemmas 11, 12). The Compute Shortest Cycles problem requires
Θ(mn) messages passings to compute the shortest cycle through each edge in a distributed
model of computing that stores at each node the shortest path tree rooted at that node.
Time and Space complexities . Computing the APSP oracle requires O(mn+n2 log n)
time, while the other computations take only O(mn) overall time. Hence the algorithm has
an overall time complexity of O(mn + n2 log n). We require O(n2 ) space for storing the
APSP oracle and O(m) space for the output.
Theorem 14 follows directly from the results given in this section.
I Theorem 14. Given a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n, |E| = m, there is an algorithm that
e
can compute δn (u, v) and M(u, v) for each (u, v) ∈ E in O(mn)
steps using O(n2 ) space.
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In this section we first use the data structure computed in the previous section to develop
an algorithm to compute the separating edges corresponding to each edge. We then give a
simple but space efficient routing scheme that uses this data structure to successfully route
packets even in the presence of a single edge fault. While normal routing will be performed
using the compact routing schemes of Thorup and Zwick[9], henceforth referred to as the
Rtz scheme, we will continue to use the APSP oracles for preprocessing. In particular we
prove Theorem 1 given in the Introduction section.
Given an integer k, the Rtz routing scheme computes tree covers of the given graph,
which are a family of induced trees such that, between any pair of vertices in the graph, a
path no longer than 4k − 5 times the shortest path exists in one of these trees. It then stores
e 1/k ) space per vertex and uses o(log n)
the tree cover in a distributed manner, using only O(n
size headers for routing. We particularly emphasize a feature of this scheme, namely that
during the routing process, the message passes through an edge no more than once.
Recall that separating edges of an edge, say (u, v) are edges lying on Pn (u, v) and given
in cyclic order as e1 , e2 , . . . , el , such that the path that Rtz takes from ei to ei+1 will not
contain (u, v), for all i ∈ [0, l + 1], where e0 = el+1 = (v, u). We need to compute small sets
of separating edges for each edge. The following lemma helps us with this.
I Lemma 15. Let Ce be the shortest cycle through an edge e ∈ E with |Ce | = x units. Let
u, v ∈ Ce be vertices satisfying the conditions e ∈
/ P(u, v) and 4(k − 1) · δ(u, v) < x. Then
the path from u to v reported by the Rtz scheme does not contain e either.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that the path reported by the Rtz scheme from u to v
contains e. As P(u, v) does not contain e, we get by the optimal subpath property that this
path and the reported path together contain a cycle no longer than δ(u, v)+(4k −5)δ(u, v) =
4(k − 1) · δ(u, v) that passes through e. But this implies that a cycle shorter than Ce exists
as 4(k − 1) · δ(u, v) < x, giving us a contradiction. Hence, proved.
J
This lemma essentially implies that we need to divide each shortest cycle into 4(k − 1)
subpaths separated by single edges that are stored as the separating edges.
Data Structure . We compute and store the separating edges, in cyclic order, as a
queue Q(u,v) for each (u, v) ∈ E. This requires O(k · deg(v)) space per vertex v, as shown
in Lemma 16. The information required by the Rtz scheme is also stored, leading to an
e · deg(v) + n1/k ) per vertex v.
overall space requirement of O(k
Preprocessing algorithm . Given a graph G = (V, E), algorithm separatingEdges
(See Appendix A.2 for pseudo-code) first computes the APSP oracle using Dijkstra’s algorithm
as before and then runs computeCycles() on the graph to compute M(u, v) and δn (u, v)
for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. It then invokes the compute-kSep() procedure for each edge to
compute separating edges along the shortest cycle passing through it.
Given an edge (u, v) and the corresponding δn (u, v), compute-kSep() successively comn (u, v)
putes the longest section shorter than δ4(k−1)
units and adds the next edge to Q(u,v) as a
separating edge. The complete pseudo-code for these procedures is given in Appendix A.2.
Correctness . The correctness of the shortest cycle computing routines have already
been proved in the previous section. Procedure compute-kSep() trivially ensures that the
subpath between two separating edges of (u, v), with indices i and i + 1 in Q, are shorter
n (u, v)
than δ4(k−1)
and thus satisfies the requirements implied by Lemma 15. Hence the edges
stored in Q are valid separating edges. Next we bound the size of the queue Q.
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I Lemma 16. Q contains only O(k) elements per edge e ∈ E.
Proof. Given an edge (u, v) ∈ E, each section computed by compute-kSep() together with
n (u, v)
its corresponding separating edge is longer than δ4(k−1)
. As the path is only δn (u, v) long,
there can be no more than 4(k − 1) separating edges. Hence, proved.
J
e
time for computing the APSP oracle
Time and Space complexities . It takes O(mn)
and the shortest cycles. For each edge (u, v), compute-kSep() traverses the path P(u, v)
performing O(1) computations per vertex along the path. As there can be no more than
n − 2 other vertices along the path, compute-kSep() performs O(mn) computations only.
e
Hence the algorithm has an overall time complexity of O(mn).
The algorithm requires O(n2 ) space for storing the APSP oracle, and δc and M require
O(1) space per edge. The queues require O(k · deg(v)) space per vertex v. Hence the overall
space complexity of separatingEdges is O(n2 ). We have the following theorem.

I Theorem 17. Given a graph G(V, E) with |V | = n, |E| = m, there is an algorithm that
e
can compute the queue of separating edges Q(u,v) for each edge (u, v) ∈ E in O(mn)
steps
2
using O(n ) space. The output, Q requires O(k · deg(v)) space per vertex v, where k is the
integer used for constructing the underlying Rtz routing scheme.

4.1

The Routing Scheme

The routing is performed normally using the Rtz routing scheme until the faulty edge, say
(u, v) is encountered. Q(u,v) is then copied to Qsep in the packet header. The routing is
then performed by dequeueing an edge, say (w, x) from Qsep and routing normally to the
dequeued edge. This is repeated until the vertex v is encountered. From here normal routing
resumes. The complete routing scheme, described in a step-by-step format follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Route normally until reaching the destination or a faulty component, say e.
Copy Q(e) to Qsep and set v as rejoinVertex in the packet header.
Dequeue from Qsep and route to the dequeued edge.
Repeat Step 3 until Qsep is empty.
Route to rejoinVertex.
Continue normal routing to destination.

The correctness of the routing scheme follows directly from the definition of separating
edges. Lemma 18 bounds the stretch of this routing scheme.
I Lemma 18. The path taken by the routing scheme has a worst-case stretch of O(k 2 ), where
k is the integer used to construct the Rtz routing scheme.
Proof. Consider a packet going from vertex s to t that encounters a faulty edge, say e while
traversing along a path no longer than (4k − 5) · δ(s, t). This path together with either the
original or the new shortest paths contains a cycle no longer than (4k − 5) · δ(s, t) + δn (s, t) ≤
4(k − 1) · δn (s, t). The subpaths between successive separating edges of e along this cycle are
further approximated by a factor no more than 4k − 5 as we again use the compact routing
scheme. Then the overall distance over which the packet is routed, say X is given as follows.
X < (4k − 5) · δ(s, t) + (No. of sections) ∗ [4(k − 1) · δ(s, t)]
≤ (4k − 5) · δ(s, t) + 4(k − 1) ∗ [4(k − 1) · δ(s, t)]
< 16k 2 δn (s, t)
implying that the stretch of the routing scheme is no more than O(k 2 ). Hence, proved.
Theorem 17 and Lemma 18 together conclude the proof of Theorem 1.

J
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Conclusions and Open Problems

The problem of routing in presence of failures has received considerable attention in recent
years. We employ an innovative and simple approach to the problem, and present new results
that are space-efficient, essentially optimal and match the best known results for compact
routing that do not handle failures within a small O(k) factor of stretch. There are several
research problems that merit further study.
1. The stretch factor of O(k 2 ) for our compact routing scheme, may be construed as rather
large and undesirable in practice. By properly integrating the routing scheme of Thorup
and Zwick rather than using it as a mere black-box, it may very well be possible to
significantly reduce the stretch.
2. While the results of Chechik et al.[3, 2] as well as ours give compact space routing schemes
for the case of edge failures, such results are not known for the case of vertex faults.
Designing compact vertex fault tolerant routing schemes would be quite significant.
3. It would be interesting to see if our techniques can be extended to the case of multiple
faults. This work would be in the same vein as that of the multiple fault tolerant scheme
of Chechik[2].
4. Extending the algorithms to a streaming/dynamic settings would greatly increase their
practicality.
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Abstract
Quantitative automata are nondeterministic finite automata with edge weights. They value a
run by some function from the sequence of visited weights to the reals, and value a word by its
minimal/maximal run. They generalize boolean automata, and have gained much attention in
recent years. Unfortunately, important automaton classes, such as sum, discounted-sum, and
limit-average automata, cannot be determinized. Yet, the quantitative setting provides the potential of approximate determinization. We define approximate determinization with respect to
a distance function, and investigate this potential.
We show that sum automata cannot be determinized approximately with respect to any
distance function. However, restricting to nonnegative weights allows for approximate determinization with respect to some distance functions.
Discounted-sum automata allow for approximate determinization, as the influence of a word’s
suffix is decaying. However, the naive approach, of unfolding the automaton computations up
to a sufficient level, is shown to be doubly exponential in the discount factor. We provide an
alternative construction that is singly exponential in the discount factor, in the precision, and
in the number of states. We prove matching lower bounds, showing exponential dependency on
each of these three parameters.
Average and limit-average automata are shown to prohibit approximate determinization with
respect to any distance function, and this is the case even for two weights, 0 and 1.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.1.1 Automata; D.2.4 Formal methods
Keywords and phrases Quantitative; Automata; Determinization; Approximation
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1

Introduction

Quantitative automata have gained much attention in recent years. In the scope of formal
verification, they allow a generalization of the traditionally boolean setting into a quantitative
one (e.g. [5, 10]). They are nondeterministic finite-state automata with edge weights, valuing
a run by a function from the sequence of visited weights into . Unlike weighted automata
that are based on a semi-ring [12] or lattice [14], quantitative automata do not limit the value
function to certain algebraic properties. A quantitative automaton A assigns to each word w
a real value A(w), which is the infimum or the supremum of all runs of the automaton on w.
Automata determinization is fundamental in formal methods, such as synthesis, which is
based on game solving, and verification, which is based on the comparison of automata. Game
solving requires automata that are essentially deterministic [13], and checking for automata
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equivalence and inclusion has good algorithms for deterministic automata, whereas it is
expensive for boolean nondeterministic automata and even undecidable for some quantitative
nondeterministic automata (such as limit-average automata [11]). Unfortunately, important
quantitative automaton classes, such as sum, average, discounted-sum, LimSup, and limitaverage automata, cannot be determinized [8].
The quantitative setting is directly related to approximation. Having real values for
words, naturally suggests to approximate one automaton by another, e.g. a nondeterministic
automaton by a deterministic one, requiring that the latter’s values on all words are close
enough to the former’s values. With such approximately determinized automata, one
may approximately compare between the original nondeterministic automata, as well as
approximately solve games.
How should one define “close enough”? A general choice is some distance function on .
We therefore define that an automaton A can be determinized approximately with respect to
a distance function d if for every real precision ε > 0, there is a deterministic automaton D
such that for every word w, d(A(w), D(w)) ≤ ε.
One may check whether some automaton type can be determinized approximately with
respect to a specific distance function, for example with respect to the absolute difference
function (|A(w) − D(w)|). In addition, seeking a thorough picture of approximate determinization, one may try to show that a certain automaton type cannot be determinized
approximately with respect to any distance function in a certain class. A central observation
is that quantitative automata relate to the natural order on , as they use non-determinism
for choosing the infimum or supremum of the run values. For that reason, an interesting and
general class of distance functions (called ordered distance functions) contains those that
respect the order on , meaning that for every x ≤ y ≤ z ∈ , it holds that d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z)
and d(y, z) ≤ d(x, z).
The importance of approximate determinization is well known (e.g. [4, 7]), yet central
questions are still open. In [4], they consider approximate determinization of sum automata
with respect to ratio, showing that it is possible in cases that the nondeterministic automaton
admits some property (called t-twins). In [7], they also consider sum automata, providing
an efficient determinization algorithm, which, however, is not guaranteed to be within a
certain distance from the nondeterministic automaton. In general, we are unaware of any
work on the approximation of automata over infinite words (such as limit-average and
discounted-sum automata), nor of any work on approximate determinization with respect to
arbitrary distance functions.
We investigate the potential of determinizing quantitative-automata approximately with
respect to the difference and ratio functions (which are most commonly mentioned in the
literature), as well as with respect to arbitrary ordered distance functions. We pay special
attention to discounted-sum automata, whose approximate determinization yields the most
promising results. We also study, in Section 2.4, the problem of approximate automata
comparison and approximate game solving, showing how they can be solved by approximate
automata determinization.
The, possibly, simplest quantitative automata value a run by the minimal/maximal
weight along it, and they can be determinized exactly [8]. The next level of quantitative
automata generalizes the Büchi and co-Büchi conditions, valuing a run by the maximal
(LimSup) or minimal (LimInf) value that occurs infinitely often. LimInf automata can be
determinized exactly, while LimSup cannot [8]. It turns out that LimSup automata cannot
even be determinized approximately with respect to any distance function. Yet, they allow
for exact determinization into a stronger automaton class, analogously to determinizing
Büchi automata into Rabin or parity automata.

R

R

R

R
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The more involved quantitative automata, which are inherently different from boolean
automata, value a run by accumulating the weights along it. The basic accumulation schemes
are either summation or averaging. Another aspect, on top of the accumulation, is the
influence of time. With sum and average automata, all weights along the run have the
same influence. In some cases, one favors close events over far away ones, thus introducing
discounting of the weights along time. Discounted-sum automata are the best-known
representatives of this class. On the other hand, there are cases in which one is only interested
in the long-run behavior, looking at the limit values. The well-known representatives of this
class are limit-average automata. Both discounted-summation and limit-average (also called
mean-payoff) get intensive attention (e.g. [1, 3, 15]), and are even argued to be the canonic
representatives of a major class of quantitative objectives [9].
We show that sum automata do not allow for an effective approximate determinization
with respect to any ordered distance function. Furthermore, using the undecidability proof of
their universality problem [2], we show that they cannot even be determinized approximately
into any automaton class whose universality problem is decidable. On the positive side,
restricting sum automata to nonnegative weights, while still not allowing for determinization,
allows for approximate determinization with respect to some distance functions. We prove
this by translating sum automata over nonnegative weights into product automata over
weights in [0, 1]. The latter are shown to allow for approximate determinization with respect
to the difference function.
Discounted-sum automata naturally allow for approximate determinization with respect
to the difference function by unfolding the automaton computations up to a sufficient level.
The smaller the required precision is, and the closer the discount-factor is to 1, the more
expensive it is to determinize the automaton approximately. We represent the precision
by ε = 2−p and the discount factor by λ = 1 + 2−k . We analyze the unfolding approach
to construct an automaton whose state space is exponential in the representation of the
precision (p) and doubly exponential in the representation of the discount factor (k). We
then provide an alternative construction that is singly exponential in k, in p, and in the
number of states of the automaton. The construction generalizes the subset construction,
keeping, for each state of the original automaton, its relative extra-cost (“gap”), within a
fixed resolution. We complete the picture for discounted-sum automata by proving matching
lower bounds, showing exponential dependency on each of these three parameters.
Average and limit-average automata use a more complicated accumulation scheme than
summation. This gets an evident in approximate determinization, as they cannot be
determinized approximately even if their weights are restricted to any pair of distinct values.
It is left open whether there is a stronger automaton class with decidable properties into
which average a limit-average automata can be determinized approximately.
Due to lack of space, the proofs are omitted in this version and can be found in the full
version, at https://repository.ist.ac.at/102.

2

The Setting

We start with standard definitions of quantitative automata and distance functions, continue
with our definition of approximate determinization, and conclude with describing how can
one take advantage deterministic automata that approximate nondeterministic ones.
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A quantitative automaton is a weighted automaton, over finite or infinite words, valuing a
run by a real number, and valuing a word by the infimum/supremum of the runs on it.
Formally, given an alphabet Σ, a word w over Σ is a finite or infinite sequence of letters in
Σ, where w[i] stands for the letter in position i, starting from 0. We denote the concatenation
of a finite word u and a word w by u·w, or simply by uw.
A weighted automaton is a tuple A = hΣ, Q, Qin , δ, γi over a finite alphabet Σ, with a
finite set of states Q, a subset of initial states Qin ⊆ Q, a transition function δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q,
and a weight function γ : δ → . For a state q of A, we denote by Aq the automaton that is
identical to A, except for having q as its initial state.
An automaton may have in general many possible transitions for each state and letter,
and hence we say that A is nondeterministic. In the case where |Qin | = 1 and for every
q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ, we have |{q 0 (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ δ}| ≤ 1, we say that A is deterministic. In the
case where for every q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ, we have |{q 0 (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ δ}| ≥ 1, we say that A is
complete. Intuitively, a complete automaton cannot get stuck at some state. In this paper,
we only consider complete automata.
A run of an automaton is a sequence of states and letters, q0 , σ1 , q1 , σ2 , q2 , . . ., such that
q0 ∈ Qin and for every i, (qi , σi+1 , qi+1 ) ∈ δ. The length of a run, denoted |r|, is n for a finite
run r = q0 , σ1 , q1 , . . . , σn−1 , qn−1 , and ∞ for an infinite run. A run r induces a sequence of
weights, γ0 , γ1 , . . ., where γi = γ(qi , σi+1 , qi+1 ).
The value of a run r, denoted γ(r), is a real number defined by a value function over its
sequence of weights, depending on the automaton type. For an automaton A, the value of a
word w, denoted A(w), is either the infimum or the supremum of {γ(r) r is a run of A on w},
depending on A’s type. A run r is optimal if γ(r) = A(w).
By the above definitions, an automaton A realizes a function from Σ∗ or Σω to . Two
automata, A and A0 , are equal if they realize the same function.
Next, we define some types of quantitative automata, differing by their value function.
We use below “inf of runs on w” as a shortcut for inf{γ(r) r is a run of A on w}, and an
analogous shortcut for the supremum.
P|r|−1
Sum automata.
Finite words;
γ(r) = i=0 γi ;
A(w) = inf of runs on w.
Q|r|−1
Product automata. Finite words;
γ(r) = i=0 γi ;
A(w) = sup of runs on w.
P|r|−1
1
Average automata. Finite words;
γ(r) = |r| i=0 γi ; A(w) = sup of runs on w.

Q

R

Discounted-sum automata. Operate over finite or infinite words, and are equipped with a
P|r|−1
rational discount factor λ > 1. 1 They value a run r by γ(r) = i=0 λγii ; and A(w) = inf
of runs on w. We write NDA and DDA to denote nondeterministic and deterministic
discounted-sum automata, respectively, as well as λ-NDA or λ-DDA to denote an NDA or
DDA with a discount factor λ, for example 25 -NDA.
LimSup Automata. Infinite words; γ(r) = lim sup{γi i ≥ n}; A(w) = sup of runs on w.
n→∞
Pi−1
Limit-average Automata. Infinite words; γ(r) = lim inf{ 1i j=0 γj i ≥ n}, 2 A(w) = sup
n→∞
of runs on w.
1

2

The discount factor λ is often used in the literature as a multiplying factor, rather than as a dividing
factor, thus taking the role of λ1 , compared to our definitions.
Pi−1
There is another version of limit-average automata, where γ(r) = lim sup{ 1i
γ i ≥ n}. All of
j=0 j
n→∞

our results equally apply to both versions.
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2.2

Distance Functions

R

We restrict our attention to distance functions over , yet the definitions equally apply to
every ordered space.
A function d : × → is a distance function if for every x, y, z ∈ , it holds that:

R R R

R

1. d(x, y) ≥ 0

(non-negative);

2. d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y

(identity of indiscernibles);

3. d(x, y) = d(y, x)

(symmetry); and

4. d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z) (triangle inequality) .
We use distance functions for measuring the distance between two quantitative automata.
Since these automata relate to the natural order on , using non-determinism for choosing
the infimum or supremum of the run values, the relevant distance functions should also
respect the order on . A distance function d is ordered if for every x ≤ y ≤ z ∈ , we have
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) and d(y, z) ≤ d(x, z).
When we speak of the difference function, we refer to d(x, y) = |x − y|. Another common
measure is ratio, however it is not a distance function, as it does not satisfy the triangle
inequality. For that reason, when we speak of the ratio distance function, we refer to
d(x, y) = | log x − log y|, which also measures the proportion between values.

R

R

2.3

R

Approximate Determinization

We define that an automaton can be determinized approximately if for every real precision
ε > 0, there is a deterministic automaton such that the distance between their values on all
words is less than or equal to ε. Formally,
I Definition 1 (Approximation). The definitions below stand for approximation with respect
to a distance function d.
A quantitative automaton A0 ε-approximates a quantitative automaton A, for a real
constant ε > 0, if for every word w, d(A(w), A0 (w)) ≤ ε.
A quantitative automaton A can be approximated by an automaton class C if for every
real constant ε > 0 there is an automaton A0 ∈ C that ε-approximates A.
A quantitative automaton A of a class C can be determinized approximately if it can be
approximated by the class of deterministic automata in C; the class C can be determinized
approximately if every automaton A ∈ C can.

2.4

Taking Advantage of Approximated Automata

Approximate determinization is useful for automata comparison, which is essential in formal
verification, as well as for game solving, which is essential in synthesis.
Approximate automata comparison. Consider two nondeterministic quantitative automata A and B. One can approximately solve the question of whether for all words w,
A(w) ≥ B(w), with respect to the difference function and a precision ε > 0, by generating
deterministic automata A0 and B 0 that 2ε -approximate A and B, respectively, and computing
m = supw {B 0 (w) − A0 (w)}. If m > ε, it follows that A(w) is not always bigger than B(w).
Otherwise, it follows that A(w) is always bigger than B(w), up to a possible mistake of 2ε.
Equivalence and universality can be approximated similarly, up to any desired precision.
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Note that one cannot solve the question of whether for all words w, (B(w) − A(w)) ≤ ε,
because it is as difficult as the question of whether A ≥ B. Yet, one can reduce the uncertainty
area to be arbitrarily small.
Approximate game solving. Consider a two-player game G whose winning condition is
given by means of a nondeterministic quantitative automaton A. For solving the game,
one determinizes A into an automaton D, takes the product of G and D, and finds optimal
strategies for the game G 0 = G × D. The value of the game is the value that A assigns to the
trace of the game, once the two players follow their optimal strategies. Now, in the case that
D is not equivalent to A, but 2ε -approximates it, the value of G 0 is guaranteed to be up to
ε-apart from the value of G.

3

Sum Automata

Sum automata are the basic form of weighted automata that value a run by accumulating
the weights along it. Having both positive and negative numbers allows for counting, which
makes sum automata close enough, in some aspects, to counter machines. For that reason,
their universality problem is undecidable [2]. Using this undecidability result, we show that
sum automata cannot be effectively determinized approximately into any automaton class
whose universality problem is decidable.
Restricting to nonnegative weights, the above undecidability result does not hold [2].
Indeed, we show that sum automata over nonnegative weights, while still not determinizable,
allows for approximate determinization with respect to some distance functions.
We start with a lemma on the relation between sum and product automata.
I Lemma 2. Consider a sum automaton A, and construct from it a product automaton B,
by changing every weight x to 2−x . Then for every word w, B(w) = 2−A(w) .

3.1

Unrestricted weights

We show that sum automata do not allow for an effective approximate determinization by
using the undecidability proof of their universality problem.
I Lemma 3 ([2]). For every two-counter machine M, there is a sum automaton A with
weights in {−1, 0, 1} such that M halts iff there is a word w such that A(w) > 0.
I Theorem 4. Sum automata cannot be effectively determinized approximately with respect to
any ordered distance function to any automaton class whose universality problem is decidable.
Proof sketch. The key observation is that in order to solve the halting problem of twocounter machines, a deterministic automaton need not approximate the automaton A of
Lemma 3 on all its possible values, but only on the values 0 and 1. Then, using the order
property of the distance function, a close enough approximation will allow to deduce whether
the accurate value is 0 or 1.
J
As a special case of the above theorem, sum automata cannot be determinized approximately into deterministic sum automata, as their universality problem is equivalent to their
emptiness problem, which is decidable (and polynomial).
By the relation between sum and product automata, we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 5. Product automata over nonnegative weights cannot be effectively determinized
approximately, with respect to any ordered distance function, to any automaton class whose
universality problem is decidable.
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3.2

Nonnegative Weights

We show that sum automata over nonnegative weights cannot be determinized approximately
with respect to difference, while they can be determinized approximately with respect to
the distance function d(x, y) = |2−x − 2−y |. The usefulness of the latter distance function is
arguable, yet it relates to two interesting observation. The first is the ability to determinize
product automata approximately with respect to the natural difference function. The second
is the conceptual difference between the sum and the average accumulation schemes, following
from the inability to determinize approximately average automata even when restricting
their weights (Section 5).
We start with the negative proof, using the standard sum automaton that computes the
minimum between the number of a’s and b’s.
I Theorem 6. Sum automata over nonnegative weights cannot be determinized approximately
with respect to difference (even by sum automata with unrestricted weights).
I Remark. Sum automata over positive weights cannot be determinized approximately with
respect to ratio, using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6.
I Corollary 7. Product automata over weights in (0, 1] cannot be determinized exactly nor
determinized approximately with respect to ratio.
We now turn to the positive results.
I Theorem 8. Product automata over weights in [0, 1] can be determinized approximately
with respect to difference.
I Remark. Product automata over weights in [−1, 1] can also be determinized approximately
with respect to difference. The proof of Theorem 8 does not hold, because it uses the
monotonicity of [0, 1]-multiplications. Yet, one can properly extend the construction of the
proof of Theorem 8 by keeping for each state both the maximal and the minimal accumulated
values.
Using the relation between sum and product automata (Lemma 2), we get the following.
I Theorem 9. Sum automata over nonnegative weights can be determinized approximately
with respect to the distance function d(x, y) = |2−x − 2−y |.

4

Discounted-Sum Automata

The naive approximation approach, of unfolding the automaton computations up to a
sufficient level, is analyzed below to be doubly exponential in the representation of the
discount factor. We then provide an alternative construction, based on keeping the relative
extra-costs (“gaps”) of the automaton states, and show that it is singly exponential in the
representations of the precision, discount factor, and number of states. We conclude with
proving matching lower bounds. In this section, when we speak of approximation, we mean
approximation with respect to the difference function.
We start with the relation between discounted-sum automata over finite words and over
infinite words, showing that approximation over finite words guarantees approximation over
infinite words, but not vice versa.
I Lemma 10. For every precision ε > 0 and discount factor λ > 1, if a λ-NDA εapproximates another λ-NDA over finite words then it also ε-approximates it over infinite
words. The converse need not hold.
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Following Lemma 10, it is enough to prove the correctness of the constructions with
respect to finite words, and the lower bounds with respect to infinite words.

4.1

Approximation by Unfolding

We formalize below the naive approach of unfolding the automaton computation up to a
sufficient level.

N

The Construction. Given an NDA A = hΣ, Q, Qin , δ, γ, λi and a parameter l ∈ , we
construct a DDA D that is the depth-l unfolding of A. We later fix the value of l to obtain a
DDA that approximates A with a desired precision ε.
0
The DDA is D = hΣ, Q0 , qin
, δ 0 , γ 0 , λi where:
0
l
Q = Σ ; the set of words of length l.
0
qin
= the empty word.
δ 0 = {(w, σ, w · σ) |w| ≤ l − 1 ∧ σ ∈ Σ} ∪ {(w, σ, w) |w| = l ∧ σ ∈ Σ}.
For all w ∈ Σ≤l−1 , and σ ∈ Σ, let γ 0 (w, σ, w · σ) = (A(w · σ) − A(w))/λ|w| ; for all w ∈ Σl ,
where v and V are the smallest and largest weights in
and σ ∈ Σ, let γ 0 (w, σ, w) = v+V
2
A, respectively.
J
The above construction yields an automaton whose state space might be doubly exponential in the representation of the discount factor.
I Theorem 11. Consider a precision ε = 2−p and an NDA A with a discount factor
λ = 1 + 2−k and maximal weight difference of m. Then applying the unfolding construction
k
on A, for a precision ε, generates a DDA D that ε-approximates A with up to 2Θ(2 (k+p+log m))
states.

4.2

Approximation by Gap Rounding

We start with defining the “cost” and the “gap” of a state, to be used in the determinization
construction. The cost of reaching a state q of an NDA A over a finite word u is cost(q, u) =
min{γ(r) r is a run of A on u ending in q}, where min ∅ = ∞. The gap of q over a finite
word u is gap(q, u) = λ|u| (cost(q, u) − A(u)). Note that when A operates over infinite words,
we interpret A(u), for a finite word u, as if A was operating over finite words.
Intuitively, the gap of a state q over a word u stands for the weight that a run starting in q
should save, compared to a run starting in u’s optimal ending state, in order to make q’s path
optimal. A gap of a state q over a finite word u is said to be recoverable if there is a suffix that
q
(w)
makes this path optimal; that is, if there is a word w, such that cost(q, u) + Aλ|u|
= A(uw).
The suffix w should be finite/infinite, depending on whether A operates over finite/infinite
words.
The main idea in the determinization procedure of [6] is to extend the subset construction
by keeping a recoverable-gap value to each element of the subset. It is shown [6] that for
every integral factor the procedure is guaranteed to terminate, while for every non-integral
rational factor it might not terminate. The problem with non-integral factors is that the
recoverable-gaps might be arbitrarily dense, implying infinitely many gaps within the maximal
bound of recoverable gaps.
Our approximation scheme generalizes the determinization procedure of [6], rounding
the stored gaps to a fixed resolution. Since there is a bound on the maximal value of a
recoverable gap, the fixed resolution guarantees the procedure’s termination.
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The question is, however, how an unbounded number of gap rounding allows for the
required precision. The key observation is that the rounding is also discounted along the
computation. For a λ-NDA, where λ = 1 + 2−k , and a precision ε = 2−p , we show that a
resolution of 2−(p+k−1) is sufficient. For an NDA whose maximal weight difference is m, the
maximal recoverable gap is below m2k+1 . Hence, for an NDA with n states, the resulting
DDA would have up to 2n(p+2k+log m) states.
The construction is formalized below, and illustrated with an example in Figure 1.)
The Construction. Consider a discount factor λ = 1 + 2−k , with k > 0, and an NDA
A = hΣ, Q = hq1 , . . . , qn i, Qin , δ, γ, λi, in which the maximal difference between the weights
is m. For simplicity, we extend γ with γ(hqi , σ, qj i) = ∞ for every hqi , σ, qj i 6∈ δ. Note that
our discounted-sum automata do not have infinite weights; it is only used as an internal
element of the construction.
0
For a precision ε = 2−p , with p > 0, we construct a DDA D = hΣ, Q0 , qin
, δ 0 , γ 0 , λi that
−(p+k−1)
p+2k+1
ε-approximates A. We first define the set G = {i2
i ∈ and i ≤ m2
} ∪ {∞}
of recoverable-gaps. The ∞ element denotes a non-recoverable gap, and behaves as the
standard infinity element in the arithmetic operations that we will be using.
A state of D extends the standard subset construction by assigning a recoverable gap to
each state of A. That is, Q0 = {hg1 , . . . , gn i for every 1 ≤ h ≤ n, gh ∈ G}.
0
The initial state of D is qin
= hg1 , . . . , gn i, where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, gi = 0 if qi ∈ Qin
and gi = ∞ otherwise.
For bounding the number of possible states, the gaps are rounded to a resolution of
2−(p+k−1) . Formally, for every number x ≥ 0, we define Round(x) = i2−(p+k−1) , such that
i ∈ and for every j ∈ , |x − i2−(p+k−1) | ≤ |x − j2−(p+k−1) |.
For every state q 0 = hg1 , . . . , gn i ∈ Q0 and letter σ ∈ Σ, we define the transition function
0
δ(q , σ) = q 00 = hx1 , . . . , xn i, and the weight function γ(hq 0 , σ, q 00 i) = c as follows.
For every 1 ≤ h ≤ n, we set ch := min{gj + γ(hqj , σ, qh i) 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
c := min (ch )

N

N

N

1≤h≤n

For every 1 ≤ l ≤ n, xl := Round(λ(ch − c)). if xl ≥ m2k+1 then xl := ∞
J
The correctness and the state complexity of the construction is formalized below.
I Theorem 12. Consider a discount factor λ = 1 + 2−k and a precision ε = 2−p , for some
positive numbers p and k. Then for every λ-NDA A with n states and weight difference
of up to m, there is a λ-DDA that ε-approximates A with up to 2n(p+k+log m) states. The
automata A and D may operate over finite words as well as over infinite words.
Proof sketch. We show the correctness for finite words, implying, by Lemma 10, also the
correctness for infinite words. We start by proving the claim with respect to an infinite-state
automaton that is constructed as above, except for not changing any gap to ∞, and argue
afterwards that changing all gaps that exceed m2k+1 to ∞ does not harm the correctness.
We use the following notations: upon reading a word w, the constructed automaton
yields the sequence c1 , c2 , . . . , c|w| of weights, and reaches a state hg1,w , . . . , gn,w i. We denote
P|w| ci
g
half the gap resolution, namely 2−(p+k) , by r. Intuitively, λh,w
|w| +
i=1 λi−1 stands for
the approximated cost of reaching the state qh upon reading the word w. We define for
every word w and 1 ≤ h ≤ n, the “mistake” in the approximated cost by M (h, w) =
P|w| ci
gh,w
+ i=1 λi−1
− cost(qh , w), and (delicately) show by induction on the length of w that
λ|w|
P|w| r
|M (h, w)| ≤ i=1 λi .
J
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A:

q1

Discount factor is 1 + 2−k = 1 12

a, b, −1

a, b, 0

1
2
−(p+k)
2

Required precision is 2−p =

a, 1 21

q2

Gap roundig resolution is

=

1
4

Maximal gap is 2k × (weight difference) = 5

D:

b, 0
h0, ∞i

a, 0

h0, 49 i

a, b, 0

h0, 2i

a, b, 0

a, b, −1
h∞, 0i

h0, 32 i
a, b, 0

a, b, −1

, 0i a, b, −1
h 11
4

h 43 , 0i

a, b,

1
2

h0, 12 i

For ‘a’:
c1 = min( 11
+ 0) = 11
4
4
c2 = min( 11
+ 32 , 0 − 1) = −1
4

For ‘a’:
c1 = min( 43 + 0) = 34
c2 = min( 43 + 32 , 0 − 1) = −1

, −1) = −1
c = min( 11
4

c = min( 34 , −1) = −1

Round( 32 ( 11
4

x1 =
x2 = 0

− (−1)) =

23
4

;∞

x1 = Round( 32 ( 34 − (−1)) =
x2 = 0

11
4

Figure 1 Determinizing the NDA A approximately into the DDA D. The gray bubbles detail
some of the intermediate calculations of the approximate-determinization construction.

4.3

Lower Bounds

The upper bound described in Section 4.2, for determinizing an NDA A approximately,
exponentially depends on three parameters: n, denoting the number of states in A; k,
representing the proximity of A’s discount factor to 1; and p, representing the precision. We
show below that exponential dependency on these three factors is unavoidable.
For showing dependency on the precision (p), as well as on the discount factor (k), one
can fix the other two parameters and show exponential dependency on the varying parameter.
This is formalized in Theorems 13 and 14.
As for the number of states (n), there is no absolute dependency – one may approximate the
non-deterministic automaton via the unfolding approach (Section 4.1), having no dependency
on n. Yet, the trade off is a double-exponential dependency on k. Thus, one may check
whether there is an exponential dependency on n, once p and k are fixed, and n remains
below O(2k ). This is indeed the case, as shown in Theorem 15.
I Theorem 13. There is an NDA A with two states, such that for every ε = 2−p > 0, every
p−2
DDA (with any discount factor) that ε-approximates A has at least 2b log 3 c states.
I Theorem 14. There is a family of NDAs, Ak , for k ≥ 2, with two states and discount
factor 1 + 2−k over an alphabet of two letters, such that every DDA (with any discount factor)
that 81 -approximates Ak has at least 2k−1 states.
I Theorem 15. For every k ≥ 3, there is a family of NDAs, An , for n ≤ 2k , with n + 1
states and discount factor 1 + 2−k over an alphabet of size 2n + 1, such that every DDA (with
1
any discount factor) that 12
-approximates An has at least 2n states.
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A:

a, x
b, x
qin

a, x
b, x

b, y
a, x
b, x

q0

a, x

q1

Figure 2 A limit-average automaton assigning y to words with finitely many a’s and x otherwise.

5

Average and Limit-Average Automata

There are two main differences between summation and averaging, leading to different results
and proofs regarding sum and average/limit-average automata. On the one hand, averaging
adds a computation layer on top of summation, for which reason average and limit-average
automata cannot be determinized approximately with respect to any distance function, even
if restricting their weights. On the other hand, average and limit-average automata yield
dense sets of values. Therefore, the undecidability of their universality problem does not
imply that they cannot be effectively determinized approximately into another automaton
class with decidable properties. The question of whether they can, or cannot, is left open.

5.1

Average Automata

Average automata are inherently different from sum automata by not falling into the class
of automata based on a semi-ring (the average function does not have an identity element).
Their universality problem is undecidable, directly following from the undecidability of the
universality problem of sum automata, as for every sequence π of numbers, Sum(π) ≤ 0 if
and only if Avg(π) ≤ 0. Yet, it does not imply that average automata cannot be determinized
approximately – the corresponding proof that relates to sum automata (Theorem 4) relies
on the fixed minimal distance between two values of a sum automaton, which is not the
case with average automata. Nevertheless, a different proof is used to show that average
automata cannot be determinized approximately.
I Theorem 16. Average automata over any set of weights (with at least two distinct weights)
cannot be determinized approximately with respect to any ordered distance function.

5.2

Limit-Average Automata

As average automata, limit-average automata cannot be determinized approximately with
respect to any distance function, and no weight restriction can overcome it. The proof is
different from the one for average automata, providing a slightly stronger result, namely
that limit-average automata cannot be determinized approximately even with respect to
unordered distance functions.
I Theorem 17. Limit-average automata over any set of weights (with at least two distinct
weights) cannot be determinized approximately with respect to any distance function.
Proof sketch. We use the automaton A, defined in Figure 2, with arbitrary weights x < y.
Considering a deterministic automaton that properly approximates it, we analyze the possible
average weights of its cycles along words with only a’s and only b’s. We then construct a
corresponding word in which the frequency of a’s decays exponentially, and show that the
deterministic automaton misvalues it.
J
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Conclusions

Automata comparison and game solving are critical tasks in formal verification and synthesis.
Both require, or are closely related to, automata determinization. Quantitative automata
play a key role in the emerging area of quantitative formal methods, but, unfortunately,
they usually cannot be determinized. For that reason, quantitative verification and synthesis
are generally undecidable. It is thus natural to ask for approximate solutions, based on
approximate automata determinization. Moreover, having automata with real values, rather
than boolean ones, brings a natural potential for such approximations.
With discounted-sum automata, we gave a construction fulfilling this potential. It can
be used for systems with inherent discounting, as well as for other systems, if willing to
introduce some discounting. With automata that are based on an accumulation such as
sum or product, weight restriction allows for approximate determinization with respect to
some distance functions. On the other hand, automata that are based on averaging or
limit-averaging cannot be determinized approximately with respect to any distance function,
and no weight restriction (with at least two different weights) can overcome this.
Acknowledgment. We thank Laurent Doyen for great ideas and valuable help in analyzing
discounted-sum automata.
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Abstract
Lossy channel systems are a classical model with applications ranging from the modeling of
communication protocols to programs running on weak memory models. All existing work assume
that messages traveling inside the channels are picked from a finite alphabet. In this paper, we
extend the model by assuming that each message is equipped with a clock representing the age
of the message, thus obtaining the model of Timed Lossy Channel Systems (TLCS). The main
contribution of the paper is to show that the control state reachability problem is decidable for
TLCS.
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1

Introduction

During the last two decades there has been a large amount of work devoted to the verification
of discrete program models that have infinite state spaces such as Petri nets, pushdown
systems, counter automata, and channel machines. In particular lossy channel systems
have been studied extensively as a model of communication protocols. Such protocols are
designed to work correctly even in the case where the underlying medium is unreliable in
the sense that it can lose messages [8]. Recently, lossy channel systems have been proposed
as a fundamental tool for describing programs running on weak memories [10, 6] since they
are able to capture the behaviors of classical models such as tso and pso. In parallel,
timed automata [9, 15, 14] are the most widely used model for the analysis of systems with
timed behaviors. Several works have augmented discrete infinite-state models with timed
behaviors. For instance, many different formalisms have been proposed for extending Petri
nets with clocks and timed constraints, leading to various definitions of Timed Petri Nets
(e.g., [12, 5]). Also, several works [4, 13, 11, 17, 18, 19, 22] consider timed pushdown
automata. In this paper, we consider (Dense-)Timed Lossy Channel Systems (or TLCS for
short). A TLCS combines the classical models of lossy channel systems and timed automata.
More precisely, a TLCS consists of finite number of processes. The processes operate on
finite set of real-valued clocks, together with a finite number of lossy channels each of which
behaves as an unbounded FIFO buffer. Each message traveling inside a channel is equipped
with a real-valued clock representing its “age”. Processes can send messages to the channels
in which case the message is appended to the end of the channel. A receive operation may
only take place if the message at the head of the channel is of the correct type and only if its
age lies in a pre-defined interval associated with the transition. In a similar manner to timed
automata, a transition may be conditioned by the values of the clocks. In a timed transition,
∗
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the clock values and the ages of all the messages inside the channels are increased uniformly
(by the same real number). Finally, any message inside a channel may non-deterministically
be lost (deleted from the channel). The TLCS model thus subsumes both the models of lossy
channel systems and timed automata. More precisely, we obtain the former if we prevent
the TLCS from using the timed information (all the timing constraints are trivially valid);
and obtain the latter if we prevent the TLCS from using the channels (no symbols are sent
or received from the channels). Notice that a TLCS induces a system that is infinite in two
dimensions, namely it has channels containing unbounded numbers of messages, and each
message is equipped with a real-valued clock.
In this paper, we show decidability of the control state reachability problem for TLCS.
We show the decidability result through a novel reduction formulated in two steps. First, we
introduce a new model called Dynamic Lossy Channel Systems (DLCS) which is a generalization of (untimed) LCS. More precisely, a DLCS contains, in addition to a (fixed) finite set
of lossy channels, a dynamic part that contains an a priori unbounded number of channels.
The dynamic part behaves as a second-order lossy channel, i.e., a “lossy channel of lossy
channels”. We show that each DLCS induces a transition system that is well quasi-ordered
in the sense of [7, 1], and thus the control state reachability problem is decidable for DLCS.
In the second step, we reduce the control state reachability problem for TLCS to the the
control state reachability problem for DLCS and thus prove the decidability of the former.
The complexity of the reachability problem for TLCS is not primitive recursive as it is
not primitive recursive already for untimed LCS [16].

2

Preliminaries

Notation
We use N and R≥0 to denote the sets of natural numbers resp. non-negative reals. For a
real number r ∈ R≥0 , we define Int(r) as the greatest n ∈ N such that n ≤ r, and Frac(r) as
r − Int(r). We call Int(r) the integer part and Frac(r) the fractional part of r respectively.
An open interval is written as (i, j) where i ∈ N and j ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Intervals can also be
closed in one or both directions, e.g. [i, j] is closed in both directions and [i, j) is closed
to the left and open to the right. We denote the set of all intervals by I. For n ∈ N, we
0
1
define the set [n] := {0, 1, . . . , n}, and define [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. For sets A and B, we
use h : A → B to denote that h is a total function from A to B, and use h[a 7→ b] to
denote the function h0 where h0 (a) = b and h0 (a0 ) = h(a0 ) if a0 6= a. We use (A → B) to
denote the set of total functions from A to B. We say that a function f : N → N is strictly
increasing if whenever i < j we also have f (i) < f (j). We use A∗ to denote the set of finite
words over A. For words w1 , w2 ∈ A∗ , we use w1 · w2 to denote the concatenation of w1
and w2 . We use  to denote the empty word. For a word w = a1 · · · an , we use w[i] to
denote the ith symbol ai in w, and we will write a ∈ w if a = w[i] for some i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We will use a similar notation for tuples. We recall the classical subword ordering v on
the set A∗ of words, where a1 . . . am v a01 · · · a0n if there is a strictly increasing injection
1
1
∗
g : [m] → [n] such that ai = a0g(i) . To simplify the notation, we write ω ∈ (A∗ ) as
∗
hw1 i · · · hwn i where w1 , · · · , wn are words in A∗ . We extend the ordering v to (A∗ ) in such
0
0
0
a way that ω = hw1 i · · · hwn i v hw1 i · · · hwn i = ω if there is a strictly increasing injection
1
1
0
h : [m] → [n] where wi v wh(i)
.
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Transition Systems
A transition system is a pair S = hΓ, −→i where Γ is the set of configurations, and −→⊆ Γ×Γ
is a binary relation on the set of configurations. As usual, we write γ1 −→ γ2 instead of
∗
hγ1 , γ2 i ∈−→. We use −→ to denote the reflexive transitive closure of −→. For a set Γ0 ⊆ Γ
of configurations, we define the set P re (Γ0 ) := {γ| ∃γ 0 ∈ Γ0 . γ −→ γ 0 }. Sometimes, we equip
the set Γ with an ordering E and write the transition system as a triple hΓ, −→, Ei. We
∗
say that S is monotone (wrt. E) if whenever γ1 −→ γ2 and γ1 E γ3 then γ2 −→ γ4 for
some γ4 with γ3 E γ4 . We say that E is a well quasi-ordering (wqo for short), if, for all
sequences γ0 , γ1 , γ2 , . . ., there are i < j with γi E γj . A set U ⊆ Γ is upward closed if
whenever γ1 ∈ U and γ1 E γ2 then γ2 ∈ U . The upward closure of a set Γ0 ⊆ Γ is defined
by Γ0 ↑:= {γ ∈ Γ| ∃d ∈ Γ0 . d E γ}. For sets Γ01 ⊆ Γ02 ⊆ Γ, we say that Γ01 is a minor of
Γ02 if (i) for each γ2 ∈ Γ02 there is a γ1 ∈ Γ01 such that γ1 E γ2 , and (ii) γ1 E γ2 implies
γ1 = γ2 for all γ1 , γ2 ∈ Γ01 . If E is a wqo, then each minor is finite. However, in general,
a set may have several different minors. In the applications of this paper, each set Γ0 has
a unique minor, denoted min(Γ0 ). An instance of the coverability problem consists of two
∗
configurations γ1 and γ2 . The task is to check whether γ1 −→ γ2 ↑. A transition system
hΓ, −→, Ei is said to be well quasi-ordered if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) E is
computable, i.e., for given configurations γ, γ 0 , we can check whether γ1 E γ 0 , (ii) E is a wqo,
(iii) −→ is monotone wrt. E, (iv) for a configuration γ, we can compute the (finite) set
min (P re ({γ}↑)). Notice that, since the transition relation is monotone with respect to E,
it follows that the set P re ({γ}↑) is upward closed. The classical framework of well quasiordered transition systems [7, 1] provides the following sufficient conditions for decidability
of the coverability problem.
I Theorem 1. The coverability problem is decidable for well quasi-ordered transition systems.

3

Timed Lossy Channel Systems

In this section, we introduce TLCS, define their operational semantics, and present the
reachability problem. Furthermore, we show that it is sufficient to consider a class of “normalized” TLCS where initial ages of messages and values assigned to clocks are always 0.
A TLCS has three parts, a control part, a finite set of clocks, and a finite set of channels.
The control part is a finite-state labeled transition system, where the labels are either clock
operations or channel operations. The control part can be used to model the total behavior
of a number of processes that communicate through the channels. The clocks assume real
values, while the channels are unbounded lossy FIFO buffers.

Model
A Timed Lossy Channel System (TLCS for short) is a tuple T = hS, sinit , C, M, X, ∆i, where
S is a finite set of (control) states, sinit ∈ S is the initial control state, C is a finite set of
channels, M is a finite set of messages, X is a finite set of clocks, and ∆ is a finite set of
transitions. A transition t ∈ ∆ is a triple hs1 , op, s2 i where s1 , s2 ∈ S are states and op is
an operation of one of the following forms:
1. nop is an empty operation that does not check or update the clock values or the channel
contents.
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2. c!(m ∈ I) appends a new message m ∈ M to the end of the channel c ∈ C. The initial
age of the new message is selected non-deterministically from I ∈ I.
3. c?(m ∈ I) removes (receives) the message at the head of the channel c ∈ C provided that
this message is m ∈ M and that its age lies in I ∈ I.
4. x ∈ I checks whether the value of x ∈ X belongs to the interval I ∈ I.
5. x ← I assigns non-deterministically a value to x ∈ X from I ∈ I.

Configurations

≥0
A configuration γ of T is a triple hs, X, νi, where s ∈ S is a control state,
 X∈ X→R 
∗
defines the clock values (assigns a real number to each clock), and ν ∈ C → (M × R≥0 )
defines the content of each channel (the content of a channel is represented by a word, where
each message is represented by a pair containing its name and its age).

Transition Relation
D

T

L

We define a transition relation on configurations −→T :=−→T ∪ −→T ∪ −→T as the union
D
T
of a discrete transition relation −→T , a timed transition relation −→T , and a lossy transition
L
relation −→T .
S
D
t
We define the discrete transition relation as the union −→T := t∈∆ −→T of the
transition relations induced by all transitions in ∆. For configurations γ1 = hs1 , X1 , ν1 i,
t
γ2 = hs2 , X2 , ν2 i, and a transition t = hs1 , op, s2 i ∈ ∆, we have γ1 −→ γ2 if one of the
following conditions holds:
1. op = nop, X2 = X1 , and ν2 = ν1 . The empty operation does not affect the clock values
or the channel contents.
2. op = c!(m ∈ I), X2 = X1 , ν2 = ν1 [c 7→ (m, δ) · ν1 (c)], and δ ∈ I. The transition appends
a new message to the end of the channel c with name m, and with an age that belongs
to the interval I.
3. op = c?(m ∈ I), X2 = X1 , ν1 = ν2 [c 7→ ν2 (c) · (m, δ)], and δ ∈ I. The transition removes
the message at the head of the channel c provided that its name is m, and that its age
is in the interval I.
4. op = x ∈ I, X1 (x) ∈ I, X2 = X1 , and ν2 = ν1 . The transition is enabled only if the value
of x belongs to I. The clock values and the channel contents are not affected.
5. op = x ← I, X2 = X1 [x 7→ δ], δ ∈ I, and ν2 = ν1 . The transition assigns a new value
(belonging to I) to the clock x.
Notice that in all five cases the control state changes from s1 to s2 .
The timed transition relation models the passage of time, in the sense that the values of all
clocks and the ages of all messages inside the channels are uniformly increased by (the same)
real number. For configurations γ1 = hs, X1 , ν1 i, γ2 = hs, X2 , ν2 i, and a real number δ ∈ R≥0 ,
δ

the relation γ1 −→T γ2 holds if the following two conditions hold: (i) X2 (x) = X1 (x) + δ for
all x ∈ X, and (ii) for every c ∈ C, if ν1 (c) is of the form (m1 , δ1 ) · · · (mn , δn ) then ν2 is of
T

δ

the form (m1 , δ1 + δ) · · · (mn , δn + δ). We write γ1 −→T γ2 to denote that γ1 −→T γ2 for
some δ ∈ R≥0 .
Finally the lossy transition relation allows messages to be lost from the channels at
L
any time. Formally, if γ1 = hs, X, ν1 i and γ2 = hs, X, ν2 i, the relation γ1 −→T γ2 holds if
ν2 (c) v ν1 (c) for all c ∈ C.
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Reachability
The initial configuration of a TLCS T is defined by γinit := hsinit , Xinit , νinit i where Xinit (x) =
0 for all x ∈ X, and νinit (c) =  for all c ∈ C. In other words, T is initiated from a
configuration where it is in its initial control state, where all the clocks have a value equal
to 0, and where all the channels are empty. A control state s ∈ S is said to be reachable if
∗
γinit −→T hs, X, νi for some X and ν. An instance of the reachability problem consists of an
TLCS T = hS, sinit , C, M, X, ∆i and a control state s ∈ S. The task is to check whether s
is reachable.

Normalization
A TLCS T = hS, sinit , C, M, X, ∆i such that I = [0, 0] for all hs1 , c!(m ∈ I), s2 i ∈ ∆ is said
to be message-normalized. We say that T is clock-normalized if whenever hs1 , x ← I, s2 i ∈ ∆
then I = [0, 0]. Finally, T is normalized if it is both clock- and message-normalized. The
following two lemmas show that the reachability problem for general TLCS can be reduced
to that for normalized TLCS. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we assume that all TLCS
are normalized.
I Lemma 2. The reachability problem for TLCS can be reduced to the reachability problem
for message-normalized TLCS.
I Lemma 3. The reachability problem for TLCS can be reduced to the reachability problem
for clock-normalized TLCS.

4

Dynamic Lossy Channel Systems

In this section, we introduce the model of Dynamic Lossy Channel Systems (DLCS for short).
The model is a generalization of lossy channel systems [8] in the sense that it contains a
second-order channel (a “channel of channels”). A DLCS consists of three parts: a control
part, a static part, and a dynamic part. The control part is a finite-state labeled transition
system. The static part consists of a finite set of (static) channels, each of which contains
a sequence of messages from a finite alphabet. The dynamic part contains a (possibly
unbounded) sequence of (dynamic) channels over the same alphabet. Each transition of
the control part may be labeled by an operation on the static or dynamic channels. In the
former case, the operation may remove a message from the head of a static channel or insert
a message at its end (as in the case of lossy channels). In the latter case, the operation
may copy the content of a static channel and append it (as a new channel) to the end of
the sequence of dynamic channels (thus creating a new channel at the leftmost position of
the dynamic part), or copy the content of the rightmost dynamic channel (the one at the
head of the sequence of channels) to a static channel and then delete this dynamic channel.
Furthermore, messages inside any channel can be lost (deleted) non-deterministically, and
also any (whole) dynamic channel may be lost non-deterministically. The static channels
are static (they can cannot be created, deleted, or lost). Notice that all the channels in the
system are unbounded and that there is no bound on the number of dynamic channels that
may be created during a run of the system.

Model
A DLCS is a tuple D = hS, sinit , C, Σ, ∆i where S is a finite set of (control) states, sinit ∈ S
is the initial control state, C is a finite set of channels names, Σ is the channel alphabet,
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and ∆ is a finite set of transitions. A transition t ∈ ∆ is a triple hs1 , op, s2 i where s1 , s2 ∈ S
are states and op is an operation of one of the following forms:
1.
2.
3.
4.

nop is an empty operation that does not check or update the channels,
c!m appends the message m ∈ Σ to the end of the static channel c ∈ C,
c?m removes the message m ∈ Σ from the head of the static channel c ∈ C,
send_channel(c) makes a copy of the content of the static channel c to a new dynamic
channel, and appends the new channel to the end of the sequence of dynamic channels.
5. receive_channel(c) copies the content of the rightmost dynamic channel to the static
channel c ∈ C and then removes this dynamic channel from the sequence of channels.

Configurations
A configuration d of D is a triple hs, ν, ωi, where s ∈ S is a control state, ν ∈ (C → Σ∗ ) is
∗
a function that represents the content of the set of static channels C, and ω ∈ (Σ∗ ) is the
content of the sequence of dynamic channels, also called the dynamic part of D.
For configurations d1 = hs1 , ν1 , ω1 i, d2 = hs2 , ν2 , ω2 i, we say that d1 v d2 if s1 = s2 ,
ν1 (c) v ν2 (c) for all c ∈ C, and ω1 v ω2 (recall the definition of v from Section 2).
Intuitively, we derive d1 from d2 by deleting messages from the channels (both static and
dynamic) and by removing dynamic channels.

Transition Relation
We define the transition relation as the set −→D :=

S

t∈∆


S
t
L
t
−→D ∪ −→D where t∈∆ −→D
L

is the union of transition relations induced by all transitions in ∆, and d1 −→D d2 whenL
ever d2 v d1 . The relation −→D models the loss of messages and dynamic channels. For
configurations d1 = hs1 , ν1 , ω1 i, d2 = hs2 , ν2 , ω2 i, and a transition t = hs1 , op, s2 i ∈ ∆, we
t
have d1 −→D d2 if one of the following conditions holds:
1. op = nop, ν1 = ν2 , and ω1 = ω2 .
2. c!m, ν2 = ν1 [c 7→ m · ν1 (c)], and ω2 = ω1 . The message m is appended to the end of the
channel c.
3. c?m, ν1 = ν2 [c 7→ ν2 (c) · m], and ω2 = ω1 . The message m is received (deleted) from the
head of the channel c.
4. send_channel(c), ν1 = ν2 , and ω2 = hν1 (c)i · ω1 . A copy of the content of the static
channel c is appended (as a new channel) to the end of the dynamic part of D.
5. receive_channel(c), ν2 = ν1 [c 7→ w], and ω1 = ω2 · hwi. The content of the right-most
dynamic channel is copied to the static channel c ∈ C. The right-most dynamic channel
is then removed.

Reachability
The initial configuration of an DLCS D is defined by dinit := hsinit , νinit , ωinit i where
νinit (c) =  for all c ∈ C, and ωinit = . In other words, D is initiated from a configuration where it is in its initial control state, all the static channels are empty, and the
sequence of dynamic channels is empty (no channel has yet been appended). We define the
control state reachability problem (or simply the reachability problem in the sequel) in a
similar manner to the case of TLCS (cf. Section 3). Notice that the checking of reachability
∗
of a control state s can translated to the coverability problem dinit −→D hs, νinit , ωinit i↑.
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I Lemma 4. Any transition system hΓ, −→, vi induced by a DLCS is well quasi-ordered.
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that each of the four conditions in the definition of
well quasi-ordered transition systems given in Section 2 holds.
1. The ordering defined is clearly computable.
2. Since any finite set is well quasi-ordered and also tuples and words over well quasiordered sets are well quasi-ordered [21], the ordering v as defined on configurations is a
well quasi-ordering.
L
3. Assume d1 −→ d2 and d1 v d3 . From the definition of −→, we get that d3 −→ d1 , and
∗
by transitivity we immediately get d3 −→ d2 . Thus, −→ is monotone wrt. v.
4. Assume a configuration d = hs, ν, ωi. We define min (P re ({d}↑)) :=

S
t
min t∈∆ min (Pre (t) ({d}↑)) ∪ {d} , where Pre (t) ({d}↑) = {d1 | ∃d2 ∈ {d}↑ . d1 −→D
d2 } is the predecessor relation wrt. the transition t ∈ ∆. Consider a transition t =
hs1 , op, s2 i ∈ ∆. We define min (Pre (t) ({d}↑)) as a set A with the following properties.
If s 6= s2 then A := ∅. Otherwise, we have:
If op = nop then A = {hs1 , ν, ωi}.
If op = c!m and ν(c) is of the form m · w then A := {hs1 , ν[c 7→ w], ωi}.
If op = c!m, ν(c) is of the form m0 · w, and m0 6= m, then A := {hs1 , ν, ωi}.
If op = c?m then A := {hs1 , ν[c 7→ w · m], ωi}.
If op = send_channel(c) and ω is of the form hwi · ω 0 then
A := min ({hs1 , ν[c 7→ w0 ], ωi| (ν(c) v w0 ) ∧ (w v w0 )} ∪ {hs1 , ν, ωi})
If op = send_channel(c) and ω =  then A := {hs1 , ν, ωi}.
If op = receive_channel(c) then A := {hs1 , ν[c 7→ ], ω · hν(c)ii}.
J
From this and Theorem 1 we get the following theorem.
I Theorem 5. The reachability problem is decidable for DLCS.

5

From TLCS to DLCS

In this section, we show how we can encode a TLCS by a DLCS such that we preserve
control state reachability. This enables us to extend decidability of the reachability problem
from DLCS to TLCS.
I Theorem 6. The reachability problem is decidable for TLCS.
Given an instance of the reachability problem, defined by a TLCS T = hS, sinit , C, M, X, ∆i
and a control state s ∈ S, we construct an equivalent instance of the reachability problem,
D
D
D
defined by a DLCS D = S D , sD
(that we derive from T ) and the (same)
init , C , Σ , ∆
control state s (as we shall see, all control states in S belong also to S D ). The idea of
the proof is inspired in parts by the region construction for timed automata [9]. A major
difficulty in our case is the fact that we have unboundedly many ages to keep track of, and
the fact that we also have to keep track of the ordering of an unbounded number of messages
inside the channels. We will describe the ingredients of the encoding (the derivation of D
from T ) step by step. First, we will introduce the set C D of channels and the alphabet ΣD for
such channels, then we will define the encoding into a configuration of D of a configuration
of T . We will then define a set of meta-transitions, to aid us in the final task of this section,
namely presenting how to simulate a run of T using our encoding D.
Below, let kmax be the largest integer that occurs in the definition of any interval in ∆.
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ΣD and C D
As in the case of timed automata, we conclude that it is not meaningful to keep track of
exact values of clocks and exact ages of messages beyond kmax . Each message in m with
age r traveling inside a channel c in T will be encoded by a pair hhc, mi , ji in D where
j = Int(r) if r ≤ kmax
 and j = ∞if r > kmax . The message m thus belongs to the set
0

Σm := (C × M ) × [kmax ] ∪ {∞} . We will use three types of channels in D to store
messages. First, we use a static channel c0 to store messages whose ages are ≤ kmax and
whose fractional parts are zero. Second, we use the dynamic part to store messages whose
values are ≤ kmax and whose fractional parts are strictly positive. Messages stored in the
same dynamic channels encode messages in T that have identical fractional parts. The
fractional parts of messages inside different dynamic channels have increasing fractional
parts as we move from left to right. Finally, we use a static channel c∞ to store messages
whose ages are > kmax .
We will also encode
the clocks of T as messages in the channels of D. To that end we

0
define Σx := X × [kmax ] ∪ {∞} . A clock x will then be represented by a pair hx, ji that
will be interpreted in a similar manner as above. Throughout the simulation, we will satisfy
the invariant that at most one copy of each clock x will be present inside the channels of D.
For messages from the set Σm ∪ Σx , we refer to the second component of the tuple as the
age of the message.
Finally, for technical reasons, we will use a special sentinel message # and a temporary
channel ctmp . In summary we define ΣD := Σm ∪ Σx ∪ {#}, and define C D := {c0 , c∞ , ctmp }.

Encoding of Configurations
We show how to abstract (encode) configurations of T by configurations of D. For each
configuration in T we will define a set α(γ) of configurations in D. In our simulation, all
these configurations will have equivalent behaviors and any one of them may be chosen to
represent γ. The abstraction relies crucially on a property satisfied by all configurations
that arise in a run of T . More precisely, since T is normalized (cf. Section 3), the ages
of messages inside any channel are sorted (if hm1 , r1 i is in on the left of hm2 , r2 i then
r1 ≤ r2 ). Furthermore, the ordering in which the messages occur inside the channel reflects
the ordering in which they were sent to the channel (in particular, this holds even if r1 = r2 ).
We present the encoding in several steps. First, we define some operations on words
∗
w ∈ ((C × M ) ∪ X) × R≥0 . Let r ∈ [0, 1) and u = hσ10 , a01 i · · · hσn0 , a0n i be the longest
subword of w such that Frac(a0i ) = r for all i. We define the fractional projection of w
with respect to r, written w|r , as the word hσ10 , Int(a01 )i · · · hσn0 , Int(a0n )i. In other words,
w|r is obtained by (i) constructing the subword of w that consists of only pairs where the
fractional part of the age is equal to r, and (ii) removing r from the age of each message in
the sequence.
Consider a configuration γ = hs, ν, ωi. We will partition the messages and the clocks
depending on whether their ages exceed kmax or not. For a channel c ∈ C such that
ν(c) = (m1 , a1 )(m2 , a2 ) · · · (mn , an ), let k be the greatest i such that ai ≤ kmax . For ease
of notation, we define the two words c≤kmax := hhc, m1 i , a1 i · · · hhc, mk i , ak i and c>kmax :=
hhc, mk+1 i , ∞i · · · hhc, mn i , ∞i. Similarly we let x≤kmax = hx1 , X(x1 )i · · · hxk , X(xk )i where
x1 · · · xk is an arbitrary enumeration of all x ∈ X such that X(x) ≤ kmax . In the same
manner, we define x>kmax as a word hxk+1 , ∞i · · · hxn , ∞i where xk+1 · · · xn is an arbitrary
enumeration of all x ∈ X such that X(x) > kmax . Let c1 , c2 , . . . , cl be an enumeration of
max
max
max
C. We define u := (c≤k
· c≤k
· · · c≤k
· x≤kmax ), i.e., u is the concatenation of the
1
2
l
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parts of all the channels that has not exceeded kmax , and clocks that has not exceeded kmax .
max
Finally, let r1 < r2 . . . < rj be all strictly positive fractional parts occurring in some c≤k
i
≤kmax
or in x
.
Now we can define the abstraction of γ, written α(γ), as the set of all d = hq, ν, ωi where
q=s
max
max
max
· · · c>k
· x>kmax and
· c>k
ν is the function such that ν(c0 ) = (u)|0 , ν(c∞ ) = c>k
2
1
l
ν(ctmp ) = .
ω = h(u)|r1 i · · · (u)|rj .
In other words: (i) the abstraction preserves the control state, (ii) all messages and clocks
that are ≤ kmax and have zero fractional parts, are put in c0 , where the relative order of
elements in the same channel is preserved, (iii) all messages and clocks that are > kmax
are put in c∞ , again with relative order preserved, and (iv) the dynamic channel vector is
constructed by building a word for each positive fractional part, and order them by these
fractional parts.
Intuitively, the abstraction preserves the following invariants:
Any message or clock with an age not greater than kmax is translated into a message
consisting of the same message or clock, and and its original age with the fractional part
stripped.
Any two messages, a message and a clock, or two clocks, with age less than or equal to
kmax will end up in the same channel in the abstracted system if and only if they have
the same fractional part of their age in T . For pairs of messages from the same channel
in T , their relative order in the channel in D will be the same as in T .
For any two messages, a message and a clock, or two clocks, with age less than or equal
to kmax , the one with the greater fractional part will end up to the right of one with the
smaller fractional part.
Any two messages with an age greater than kmax will end up in the c∞ , with their
relative order preserved.

Meta-Transitions
We start by defining some meta-transitions for the DLCS, allowing us to more compactly
describe the simulation. Due to space restrictions, we only provide an overview of the
construction here, for more details see [2]. Each meta-transition consists of a finite set
of ordinary DLCS transitions, possibly containing loops and passing through a number of
temporary states. Note that even though the meta transitions might cause an execution of
our system to block because of picking the wrong branch in some nondeterministic choice,
this is not a problem since we are only interested in the study of safety properties. The
meta-transitions are defined as follows:
empty(c): empties the channel c, by receiving all possible messages.
copy(c1 , c2 ): copies the content of channel c1 into channel c2 , overwriting any previous
content, while c1 remains unchanged.
filter(c, Σ): filters the channel c, such that only elements from Σ remain.
map(c, f ), acts on the channel c by replacing each message σ with f (σ).
HasElementsFrom(c, Σ): enforces that there is at least one element in the channel c from
the set Σ. If this is not the case, the simulation blocks. HasElementsFrom(ω, Σ) performs
the same operation on the set of dynamic channels rather than on a static channel c.
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HasNoElementsFrom(c, Σ), enforces that there no element in the channel c from the set
Σ. If this is not the case, the simulation blocks. HasNoElementsFrom(ω, Σ) is defined
analogously.
ReceiveFromSet(c, m, Σ) receives (deletes) the message m from c but only if the following
condition holds. Search for the first (rightmost) occurrence of a message m0 ∈ Σ in c. If
m0 = m then it is deleted. If m0 6= m or c does not contain any messages from Σ, the
simulation blocks. ReceiveFromSet(ω, m, Σ) is defined analogously for the dynamic part,
namely the search is carried out through all the channels from right to left. For a given
channel, we search from right to left.

Simulation of Discrete Transitions
Each transition t = hs1 , op, s2 i ∈ ∆ is simulated using a set of transitions in ∆D as follows:
If t = nop, we let hs1 , nop, s2 i ∈ ∆D .
If t = c!m, we let hs1 , c0 !hhc, mi , 0i, s2 i ∈ ∆D . In other words, we send the message m,
tagged with the identity of the channel, to c0 . This reflects the fact that initial ages of
messages are set to 0 (since T is normalized).
If t = c?m ∈ I. This is the most complicated case. We need to search the dynamic
channels and also the static channels c0 and c∞ in D in order to find the message
corresponding to the rightmost message in c. If this message is m then we delete it,
otherwise we block the simulation. This is carried out in two steps, namely (i) guessing:
we non-deterministically “guess” the age of the message, and (ii) checking: for the given
guess, we check that there are no other messages in channel c that are older than the
current one. Concretely, in the guessing step we assume that the message has an age
0
which is either (i) k ∈ [kmax ] for some integer k ∈ I, or (ii) in the interval (k, k + 1)
0
for some k ∈ [kmax − 1] where (k, k + 1) ⊆ I, or (iii) in the interval (kmax , ∞) if
(kmax , ∞) ⊆ I. Let Σ1 = (({c} × M ) × {∞}), Σ2 = (({c} × M ) × {` | k ≤ ` ≤ kmax }),
Σ3 = (({c} × M ) × {` | k < ` ≤ kmax }) and Σ4 = (({c} × M ) × {k}). The checking step
is carried out depending on the guessed age of the message as follows.
0
Guess k ∈ [kmax ] . We use the operations (i) HasNoElementsFrom(c∞ , Σ1 ), (ii)
HasNoElementsFrom(ω, Σ2 ), and (iii) HasNoElementsFrom(c0 , Σ3 ), to ensure that c
does not contain any message older than m. Then, use ReceiveFromSet(c0 , m, Σ4 )
to try to receive m.
0
Guess (k, k + 1) for some k ∈ [kmax − 1] . We use (i) HasNoElementsFrom(c∞ , Σ1 ),
(ii) HasNoElementsFrom(ω, Σ3 ), and (iii) HasNoElementsFrom(c0 , Σ3 ) to ensure that c
does not contain any message older than m. Then, use ReceiveFromSet(ω, m, Σ4 ) to
try to receive m.
Guess (kmax , ∞). Use ReceiveFromSet(c∞ , m, Σ1 ) to try to receive m.
If t = x ∈ I then we guess the value of x according to one of the three forms described in
the previous case. Since we satisfy the invariant that there is at most one message representing x in the channels of D, the simulation is simpler in this case. More precisely, if we
0
guess the age of x to be k for some k ∈ [kmax ] then we use HasElementsFrom(c0 , {hx, ki}).
0
If we guess (k, k + 1) for some k ∈ [kmax − 1] then we use HasElementsFrom(ω, {hx, ki}).
Finally, if we guess (kmax , ∞) then we use HasElementsFrom(c∞ , {hx, ∞i}).
If t = x ← 0, we simply remove the message representing x from the channels of
D, and then send it again with age 0 to c0 . Concretely, we non-deterministically use
0
0
ReceiveFromSet(c0 , hx, ii , ({x} × [kmax ] )), ReceiveFromSet(ω, (x, i), ({x} × [kmax ] )), or
0
ReceiveFromSet(c∞ , hx, ∞i , {hx, ∞i}) where i ∈ [kmax ] . After that, we know that we
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have no message representing x in the channels of D anymore, so we add an operation
c0 !hx, 0i to send hx, 0i to c0 . The clock has now been reset.

Simulating Timed Transitions
δ

We show how to simulate timed transitions of the form hs, X, νi −→T hs, X0 , ν 0 i for some
δ > 0. We distinguish between two cases, namely (i) there is at least one message or clock
with value (≤ kmax ) and a zero fractional part (i.e., c0 6= ), and (ii) that no such message
or clock exists (i.e., c0 = ):
In the first case, we can let time pass by a sufficiently small real number, such that
no clock with a positive fractional part before the transition reaches the next integer
value after the transition. The contents of c0 will be divided between messages that will
be transferred to c∞ (representing message ages and clocks values equal to kmax ); and
messages that will be placed in a new channel at the leftmost position in the dynamic
part (representing message ages and clock values < kmax ). Concretely, we perform
the following steps: (i) we use copy(c0 , ctmp ) to copy the contents of c0 to the temporary
channel ctmp . (ii) we use filter(ctmp , Σ1 ) where Σ1 = (X × {kmax })∪((C × M ) × {kmax })
to only keep messages with ages equal to kmax in ctmp . (iii) We send the messages of ctmp
one after one to c∞ , changing the second
 component from
 kmax to ∞ for each message.

0
0
(iv) We use filter(c0 , Σ2 ) where Σ2 = X × [kmax − 1] ∪ (C × M ) × [kmax − 1] to
only keep messages with ages < kmax in c0 . (v) We send the content of c0 to the dynamic
part using send_channel(c0 ). (vi) We use empty(c0 ) to empty c0 .
In the second case, we let time pass by exactly the amount needed to make the clock
values and the message ages in the rightmost dynamic channel equal to the next integer.
Let f ∈ ((Σm ∪ Σx ) → (Σm ∪ Σx )) be a function such that f (hhc, mi , ii) = hhc, mi , i + 1i
0
and f (hx, ii) = hx, i + 1i for any c ∈ C, m ∈ M , x ∈ X, and i ∈ [kmax − 1] . We use
receive_channel(c0 ) to move the contents of the rightmost dynamic channel to c0 . Then,
we use map(c0 , f ) to increase the integer parts of ages of clocks and messages by one.

Simulating Lossy Transitions
Since we have lossiness in D, the simulation is immediate.

6

Conclusions, Discussion, and Future Work

We have shown the decidability of the reachability problem for TLCS, a model that extends
both lossy channel systems and timed automata. To this end, we have introduced a new
model, namely DLCS that operates on second-order lossy channels. We believe that DLCS
are interesting in their own right. In fact, we can define higher-order LCS that contain
“nested channels of channels” of arbitrary depth, in a similar manner to higher-order pushdown automata [20]. It is straightforward to extend the method we present in this paper
to show that transition systems induced by higher-order LCS are also well quasi-ordered
and hence their reachability problem is decidable. To simplify the presentation (and since
it suffices for our purposes) we have chosen to present the proof only for the case where the
hierarchy is restricted to two levels (i.e., DLCS).
The proof techniques we provide in this paper are entirely different from the ones earlier
presented for other timed models. For instance, decidability of the reachability (coverability)
problem for timed Petri nets [5] is achieved by directly proving that the induced transition
system is well quasi-ordered. In particular, in contrast to our method, the proof does not
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rely on a translation to an untimed model. On the other hand, the proof for timed pushdown
systems [3] reduces the problem to the underlying untimed model, i.e., (untimed) pushdown
automata. Although, we here provide a reduction to an untimed model, the target model
is more powerful than the original one (DLCS vs. plain LCS). Indeed, we believe that a
translation from TLCS to plain LCS that preserves reachability properties is not possible.
As future work, we will consider probabilistic and game extensions of the current model.
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Abstract
We present a logspace algorithm that constructs a canonical intersection model for a given proper
circular-arc graph, where canonical means that isomorphic graphs receive identical models. This
implies that the recognition and the isomorphism problems for these graphs are solvable in
logspace. For the broader class of concave-round graphs, which still possess (not necessarily
proper) circular-arc models, we show that a canonical circular-arc model can also be constructed
in logspace. As a building block for these results, we design a logspace algorithm for computing
canonical circular-arc models of circular-arc hypergraphs; this important class of hypergraphs
corresponds to matrices with the circular ones property.
Furthermore, we consider the Star System Problem that consists in reconstructing a graph
from its closed neighborhood hypergraph. We show that this problem is solvable in logarithmic
space for the classes of proper circular-arc, concave-round, and co-convex graphs.
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Keywords and phrases Proper circular-arc graphs, graph isomorphism, canonization, circular
ones property, logspace complexity
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1

Introduction

With a family of sets H we associate the intersection graph I(H) on vertex set H where two
sets A, B ∈ H are adjacent if and only if they have a non-empty intersection. We call H
an intersection model of a graph G if G is isomorphic to I(H). Any isomorphism from G
to I(H) is called a representation of G by an intersection model. If H consists of intervals
(resp. arcs of a circle), it is also referred to as an interval model (resp. an arc model). An
intersection model H is proper if the sets in H are pairwise incomparable by inclusion. G is
called a (proper) interval graph if it has a (proper) interval model. The classes of circular-arc
and proper circular-arc graphs are defined similarly. Throughout the paper we will use the
shorthands CA and PCA, respectively.
We design a logspace algorithm that for a given PCA graph computes a canonical
representation by a proper arc model, where canonical means that isomorphic graphs receive
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identical models. Note that this algorithm provides a simultaneous solution in logspace of
both the recognition and the isomorphism problems for the class of PCA graphs.
In [18], along with Bastian Laubner we gave a logspace solution for the canonical
representation problem of proper interval graphs. Though PCA graphs may at first glance
appear close relatives of proper interval graphs, the extension of the result of [18] achieved
here is far from being straightforward. Differences between the two classes of graphs are well
known and have led to different algorithmic approaches also in the past; e.g. [11, 17, 22].
One difference, very important in our context, lies in the relationship of these graph classes
to interval and circular-arc hypergraphs that we will explain shortly.
An interval hypergraph is a hypergraph isomorphic to a system of intervals of integers.
A circular-arc (CA) hypergraph is defined similarly if, instead of integer intervals, we
consider arcs in a discrete cycle. With any graph G, we associate its closed neighborhood
hypergraph N [G] = {N [v]}v∈V (G) on the vertex set of G, where for each vertex v we have the
hyperedge N [v] consisting of v and all vertices adjacent to v. Roberts [27] discovered that
G is a proper interval graph if and only if N [G] is an interval hypergraph. The circular-arc
world is more complex. While N [G] is a CA hypergraph whenever G is a PCA graph, the
converse is not always true. PCA graphs are properly contained in the class of those graphs
whose neighborhood hypergraphs are CA. Graphs with this property are called concave-round
by Bang-Jensen, Huang, and Yeo [3] and Tucker graphs by Chen [8]. The latter name is
justified by Tucker’s result [29] saying that all these graphs are CA (although not necessarily
proper CA). Hence, it is natural to consider the problem of constructing arc representations
for concave-round graphs. We solve this problem in logspace and also in a canonical way.
Our working tool is a logspace algorithm for computing a canonical representation of CA
hypergraphs. This algorithm can also be used to test in logspace whether a given Boolean
matrix has the circular ones property, that is, whether the columns can be permuted so
that the 1-entries in each row form a segment up to a cyclic shift. Note that a matrix has
this property if and only if it is the incidence matrix of a CA hypergraph. The recognition
problem of the circular ones property arises in computational biology, namely in analysis of
circular genomes [13, 25].
Our techniques are also applicable to the Star System Problem where, for a given
hypergraph H, we have to find a graph G such that H = N [G], if such a graph exists. In the
restriction of the problem to a class of graphs C, we seek for G only in C. We give logspace
algorithms solving the Star System Problem for PCA and for concave-round graphs.
Comparison with previous work. The recognition problem for PCA graphs, along with
model construction, was solved in linear time by Deng, Hell, and Huang [11] and by Kaplan
and Nussbaum [17]; and in AC2 by Chen [7]. Note that linear-time and logspace results are
in general incomparable, while the existence of a logspace algorithm for a problem implies
that it is solvable in AC1 . The isomorphism problem for PCA graphs was solved in linear
time by Lin, Soulignac, and Szwarcfiter [22]. In a very recent paper [10], Curtis et al. extend
this result to concave-round graphs.
The isomorphism problem for concave-round graphs was solved in AC2 by Chen [8].
Circular-arc models for concave-round graphs were known to be constructible also in AC2
(Chen [6]).
Extending these complexity upper bounds to the class of all CA graphs remains a challenging problem. While this class can be recognized in linear time by McConnell’s algorithm [24]
(along with constructing an intersection model), no polynomial-time isomorphism test for
CA graphs is currently known (see the discussion in [10], where a counterexample to the
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correctness of Hsu’s algorithm [14] is given). This provides further evidence that CA graphs
are algorithmically harder than interval graphs. For the latter class we have linear-time
algorithms for both recognition and isomorphism due to the seminal work by Booth and
Lueker [4, 23], and a canonical representation algorithm taking logarithmic space is designed
in [18].
The aforementioned circular ones property and the related consecutive ones property were
studied in [4, 15, 16], where linear-time algorithms are given; parallel AC2 algorithms were
suggested in [9, 2].
The decision version of the Star System Problem is in general NP-complete (Lalonde [21]).
It stays NP-complete if restricted to non-co-bipartite graphs (Aigner and Triesch [1]) or to
H-free graphs for H being a cycle or a path on at least 5 vertices (Fomin et al. [12]). The
restriction to co-bipartite graphs has the same complexity as the general graph isomorphism
problem [1]. Polynomial-time algorithms are known for H-free graphs for H being a cycle or
a path on at most 4 vertices [12] and for bipartite graphs (Boros et al. [5]). An analysis of the
algorithms in [12] for C3 - and C4 -free graphs shows that the Star System Problem for these
classes is solvable even in logspace, and the same holds true for the class of bipartite graphs;
see [20]. Moreover, the problem is solvable in logspace for any logspace-recognizable class of
C4 -free graphs, in particular, for chordal, interval, and proper interval graphs; see [20].
Due to space limitations some proofs are only sketched; full details can be found in an
e-print [19].

2

Basic definitions

The vertex set of a graph G is denoted by V (G). The complement of a graph G is the
graph G with V (G) = V (G) such that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if they
are not adjacent in G. The set of all vertices at distance at most (resp. exactly) 1 from a
vertex v ∈ V (G) is called the closed (resp. open) neighborhood of v and denoted by N [v]
(resp. N (v)). Note that N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v}. We call vertices u and v twins if N [u] = N [v]
and fraternal vertices if N (u) = N (v). A vertex u is universal if N [u] = V (G).
The canonical labeling problem for a class of graphs C is, given a graph G ∈ C with
n vertices, to compute a map λG : V (G) → {1, . . . , n} so that the graph λG (G), the image
of G under λG on the vertex set {1, . . . , n}, is the same for isomorphic input graphs. We say
that λG is a canonical labeling and that λG (G) is a canonical form of G.
Recall that a hypergraph is a pair (X, H), where X is a set of vertices and H is a family
of subsets of X, called hyperedges. We will use the same notation H to denote a hypergraph
and its hyperedge set and, similarly to graphs, we will write V (H) referring to the vertex
set X of the hypergraph H. We will allow multiple hyperedges; in this case an isomorphism
has to respect multiplicities.
The complement of a hypergraph H is the hypergraph H = {H}H∈H on the same vertex
set, where H = V (H) \ H. Each hyperedge H of H inherits the multiplicity of H in H.
We associate with a graph G two hypergraphs defined on the vertex set V (G). The closed
(resp. open) neighborhood hypergraph of G is defined by N [G] = {N [v]}v∈V (G) (resp. by
N (G) = {N (v)}v∈V (G) ). Twins in a hypergraph are two vertices such that every hyperedge
contains either both or none of them. Note that two vertices are twins in N [G] if and only if
they are twins in G.
By Cn we denote the directed cycle on the vertex set {1, . . . , n} with arrows from i to i + 1
and from n to 1. An arc A is either empty (A = ∅), complete (A = {1, . . . , n}), or a segment
A = [a− , a+ ] with extreme points a− and a+ that consists of the points appearing in the
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directed path from a− to a+ in the cycle Cn . An arc system A is a hypergraph whose vertex
set is {1, . . . , n} and whose hyperedges are arcs of Cn . A is tight if any two arcs A = [a− , a+ ]
and B = [b− , b+ ] in A have the following property: if ∅ 6= A ⊆ B 6= Cn , then a− = b− or
a+ = b+ .
An arc representation of a hypergraph H is an isomorphism ρ from H to an arc system A.
The arc system A is referred to as an arc model of H. The notions of an interval representation
and an interval model of a hypergraph are introduced similarly, where interval means an
interval of integers. Hypergraphs having arc representations are called circular-arc (CA)
hypergraphs, and those having interval representations are called interval hypergraphs.
We call a CA hypergraph tight, if it admits a tight arc model. Recognition of tight CA
hypergraphs reduces to recognition of CA hypergraphs. To see this, given a hypergraph H,
define its tightened hypergraph Hb by Hb = H ∪ { A \ B : A, B ∈ H} . Then H is a tight
CA hypergraph if and only if Hb is a CA hypergraph (for if A, B ∈ H and ∅ =
6 B ( A, then
b
B cannot be an inner part of A in any arc model of H ).
A circular order on a finite set S = {s1 , . . . , sn } is described by a circular successor
relation ≺ on S (meaning that the digraph (S, ≺) is a cycle). Each arc representation ρ
of a CA hypergraph H induces a circular order ≺ on V (H) such that the hyperedges in H
are arcs w.r.t. ≺; a circular order on V (H) with this property is called a CA order of H.
Conversely, each CA order of H specifies an arc representation of H up to rotation. Where
rotations are not important, we will describe arc representations by CA orders. We call a
CA order of H tight, if it makes H a tight arc system. Similarly, we will use the notion of
(tight) interval orders in the case of interval hypergraphs.
Given a CA order ≺ of a hypergraph H, consider the set of all arcs A ⊂ V (H) w.r.t. ≺
excepting the empty arc ∅ and the complete arc V (H). The CA order ≺ induces a (lexicographic) circular order ≺∗ on this set, where A ≺∗ B if a− = b− and a+ ≺ b+ or if a− ≺ b− ,
|A| = n − 1, and |B| = 1. By “restricting” ≺∗ to the set H (assuming that ∅, V (H) ∈
/ H) we
obtain a circular order ≺H on H: For A, B ∈ H we define A ≺H B if either A ≺∗ B or there
exist arcs X1 , . . . , Xk ∈
/ H such that A ≺∗ X1 ≺∗ . . . ≺∗ Xk ≺∗ B. We say that the circular
order ≺H on H is lifted from the CA order ≺ on V (H).
An arc representation of a graph G is an isomorphism α : V (G) → A from G to the
intersection graph I(A) of an arbitrary arc system A. If ∅, V (A) ∈
/ A (this always holds
when G has neither an isolated nor a universal vertex), we use the lifted circular order ≺A
on A to define a circular order ≺α on V (G), where u ≺α v if and only if α(v) ≺A α(u). We
call ≺α the geometric order on V (G) associated with α.

Roadmap. In Section 3 we desribe a logspace algorithm for computing a canonical arc
representation of a given CA hypergraph. In Section 4 we show that for non-co-bipartite PCA
graphs G, the neighborhood hypergraph N [G] admits a unique CA order, which coincides
with the geometric order ≺α for any proper arc representation α of G. In Section 5, we
employ these facts to compute canonical representations of non-co-bipartite PCA graphs in
logspace. To achieve the same for co-bipartite PCA graphs G (and all concave-round graphs),
we use the fact that N (G) is in this case an interval hypergraph and show how to convert
an interval representation of N (G) into an arc representation of G. Finally, in Section 6 we
apply the techniques of Sections 3 and 4 to the Star System Problem.
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Canonical arc representations of hypergraphs

I Theorem 1. The canonical representation problem for CA hypergraphs is solvable in
logspace.
Proof sketch. We prove this result by a logspace reduction to the canonical representation
problem for edge-colored interval hypergraphs, which is already known to be in logspace [18].
Let H be an input CA hypergraph with n vertices. For each vertex x ∈ V (H) we construct
the hypergraph Hx = {Hx }H∈H on the same vertex set, where Hx = H if x ∈
/ H and
Hx = H otherwise. Observe that every Hx is an interval hypergraph; cf. [29, Theorem 1].
Canonizing each Hx using the algorithm from [18], we obtain n interval representations
ρx : V (H) → {1, . . . , n}; recall that V (Hx ) = V (H). Each ρx gives us an arc model ρx (H)
of H, which is obtained from the corresponding canonical interval model ρx (Hx ) of Hx
by complementing the intervals corresponding to complemented hyperedges. Among these
n candidates, we choose the lexicographically least arc model as canonical and output the
corresponding arc representation ρx .
There is a subtle point in this procedure: We need to distinguish between complemented
and non-complemented hyperedges when canonizing Hx ; otherwise reversing the complementation could lead to non-equal models for isomorphic CA hypergraphs. For
 this reason
we endow each interval hypergraph Hx with the edge-coloring cx : Hx → 0, 1 , where
cx (Hx ) = 1 if x ∈ H and cx (Hx ) = 0 otherwise. If both H and H are present in H, this
results in “multi-hyperedges” that have different colors.
J
The canonical labeling problem for a class of hypergraphs C is defined exactly as for graphs.
The canonical representation algorithm given by Theorem 1 also solves the canonical labeling
problem for CA hypergraphs in logarithmic space. We conclude this section with noting that
it can also be used to compute a canonical labeling for the duals of CA hypergraphs; this
will be needed in Section 6.
Given a hypergraph H and a vertex v ∈ V (H), let v ∗ = { H ∈ H : v ∈ H}. The hypergraph H∗ = { v ∗ : v ∈ V (H)} on the vertex set V (H∗ ) = H is called the dual hypergraph
of H (multiple hyperedges in H become twin vertices in H∗ ). The map ϕ : v 7→ v ∗ is an
isomorphism from H to (H∗ )∗ . If H∗ is a CA hypergraph, this map can be combined with a
canonical labeling λ of H∗ in order to obtain a canonical labeling λ̂ of H. More precisely, λ̂ is
obtained from the map λ0 (v) = { λ(H) : v ∈ H} by sorting and renaming the values of λ0 .
I Corollary 2. The canonical labeling problem for hypergraphs whose duals are CA can be
solved in logspace.

4

Linking PCA graphs and tight CA hypergraphs

In this section, we establish the connections between some classes of CA graphs and CA
hypergraphs that will be used in the design of our algorithms.
Bang-Jensen et al. [3] call a graph G concave-round (resp. convex-round) if N [G]
(resp. N (G)) is a CA hypergraph. Since N [G] = N (G), concave-round and convex-round
graphs are co-classes. Using this terminology, a result of Tucker [29] says that PCA graphs
are concave-round, and concave-round graphs are CA.
To connect the canonical representation problem for PCA and concave-round graphs
to that of CA hypergraphs, we use the fact that the graph classes under consideration can
be characterized in terms of neighborhood hypergraphs. For concave-round graphs, this
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directly follows from their definition, and we can find accompanying hypergraphs also for
PCA graphs.
I Theorem 3. A graph G is PCA if and only if N [G] is a tight CA hypergraph.
The forward direction of Theorem 3 follows from Lemma 4 below. To prove the other
direction, we distinguish two cases. If G is bipartite, then any tight arc model for N [G] can
be transformed into a proper arc model for G, as described in Section 5. If G is not bipartite,
then a result of Tucker [29] says that G is a PCA graph whenever N [G] is a CA hypergraph.
I Lemma 4. The geometric order ≺α on V (G) associated with a proper arc representation α
of a PCA graph G is a tight CA order for the hypergraph N [G].
Proof. Let G be a PCA graph and let α : V (G) → A be a proper arc representation of G. We
first show that the neighborhood N [u] of any vertex u ∈ V (G) is an arc w.r.t. to the order ≺α .
If u is universal, the claim is trivial. Otherwise, let α(u) = [a− , a+ ]. We split N (u) in
two parts, namely N − (u) = { v ∈ N (u) : a− ∈ α(v)} and N + (u) = { v ∈ N (u) : a+ ∈ α(v)}.
Indeed, no vertex v is contained in both N − (u) and N + (u). Otherwise, since A is proper,
the arcs α(v) and α(u) would cover the whole cycle, both intersecting any other arc α(w),
contradicting the assumption that u is non-universal.
Now let v ∈ N + (u) and assume that u ≺α v1 ≺α . . . ≺α vk ≺α v. We claim that
every vertex vi is in N + (u). Indeed, by the definition of ≺α , we have α(u) ≺A α(v1 ) ≺A
. . . ≺A α(vk ) ≺A α(v). If α(v) = [c− , c+ ] and α(vi ) = [b− , b+ ], we see that b− ∈ (a− , c− ),
b+ ∈ (a+ , c+ ) and, hence, a+ ∈ [b− , b+ ]. It follows that N + (u) ∪ {u} is an arc starting at u.
By a symmetric argument, N − (u) ∪ {u} is an arc ending at u. Hence, also N [u] is an arc,
implying that ≺α is a CA order for N [G].
It remains to show that the CA order ≺α is tight. Suppose that N [u] = [u− , u+ ] ⊆
N [v] = [v − , v + ] and v is non-universal with α(v) = [c− , c+ ]. Let’s first assume that
u ∈ N + (v) = (v, v + ]. Since u, v + ∈ N + (v), it follows that c+ ∈ α(u) ∩ α(v + ). Hence,
u and v + are adjacent or equal, which implies that u+ = v + . If u ∈ [v − , v), a symmetric
argument shows that u− = v − .
J
Theorem 3 suggests that, given a tight CA order of N [G], we can use it to construct a
proper arc model for G. For this we need the converse of Lemma 4. In the case that G is not
bipartite, the following lemma implies that indeed each CA order of N [G] is the geometric
order of some proper arc representation of G.
I Lemma 5. If G is a connected twin-free PCA graph and G is not bipartite, then N [G]
has a unique CA order up to reversing.
The proof of Lemma 5 is based on a result of Deng, Hell, and Huang [11, Corollary 2.9].
We need some special properties of CA orders ≺ of N [G] when G is a PCA graph with
non-bipartite complement. We keep using the notation N [u] = [u− , u+ ] w.r.t. ≺. Parts 3
and 4 of the next proposition will be needed for proving Lemma 11.
I Proposition 6. Let ≺ be any CA order of N [G], where G is a PCA graph with non-bipartite
complement, and let u, v ∈ V (G).
1. N [u] 6= V (G) and u divides N [u] = [u− , u+ ] into two cliques [u− , u] and [u, u+ ] of G.
2. v ∈ [u, u+ ] if and only if u ∈ [v − , v].
3. If v ∈ [u, u+ ], then v − ∈ [u− , u] and u+ ∈ [v, v + ].
4. If v ∈ [u, u+ ] and u ≺ v, then u− , v − , u, v, u+ , and v + occur under the order ≺ exactly
in this circular sequence, where some of the neighboring vertices except u− and v + may
coincide.
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Proof of Lemma 5. Call an orientation of a graph G round if there is a CA order ≺ of N [G],
such that each vertex v separates the arc N [v] = [v − , v + ] of (V (G), ≺) into two arcs [v − , v)
and (v, v + ] such that the former consists of the in-neighbors of v and the latter consists of
the out-neighbors of v. We also call such an orientation compatible with ≺.
As stated in [11, Corollary 2.9], any twin-free connected PCA graph with non-bipartite
complement has a unique round orientation (up to reversal). Therefore, in order to prove
that N [G] has a unique CA order (up to reversal), it suffices to show that any CA order
≺ of N [G] determines a compatible round orientations of G and that this correspondence
is injective. Indeed, orienting an edge {u, v} of G as (u, v) if u ∈ [v − , v) and as (v, u) if
u ∈ (v, v + ] is well-defined, since by Proposition 6, G has no universal vertex and v ∈ [u, u+ ]
if and only if u ∈ [v − , v]. Further, it is not hard to see that different CA orders produce
different orientations.
J
We close this section by giving a characterization of concave-round graphs G with
bipartite complement using properties of N (G). Given a bipartite graph H and a bipartition
V
 (H) = U ∪ W of its vertices into two independent sets, ∗by NU (H) we denote the hypergraph
N (w) w∈W on the vertex set U . Note that (NU (H)) ∼
= NW (H). A bipartite graph H is
called convex if its vertex set admits splitting into two independent sets U and W , such that
NU (H) is an interval hypergraph. If both NU (H) and NW (H) are interval hypergraphs, H is
called biconvex; see, e.g., [28]. As G is co-bipartite concave-round if and only if its complement
H = G is bipartite convex-round, the following fact gives the desired characterization.
I Proposition 7 (implicitly in Lemma 3 of [29]). A graph H is bipartite convex-round if and
only if it is biconvex and if and only if N (H) is an interval hypergraph.
CA
concave-round
PCA

co-convex

co-bipartite concave-round = co-biconvex

non-co-bipartite PCA
=non-co-bipartite concave-round

co-bipartite PCA concave-round \ PCA

Figure 1 Inclusion structure of the classes of graphs under consideration.

5

Canonical arc representations of concave-round and PCA graphs

We are now ready to present our canonical representation algorithm for concave-round and
PCA graphs.
I Theorem 8. There is a logspace algorithm that solves the canonical arc representation
problem for the class of concave-round graphs. Moreover, this algorithm outputs a proper arc
representation whenever the input graph is PCA.
For any class of intersection graphs, a canonical representation algorithm readily implies
a canonical labeling algorithm of the same complexity. Vice versa, a canonical representation
algorithm readily follows from a canonical labeling algorithm and a representation algorithm
(not necessarily a canonical one). Proving Theorem 8 according to this scheme, we split our
task in two parts: We first compute a canonical labeling λ of the input graph G and then we
compute an arc representation α of the canonical form λ(G). Then the composition α ◦ λ
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is a canonical arc representation of G. As twins can be easily re-inserted in a (proper) arc
representation, it suffices to compute α for the twin-free version of λ(G), where in each
twin-class we only keep one vertex.
We distinguish two cases depending on whether G is bipartite; see Fig. 1 for an overview
of the involved graph classes.
Non-co-bipartite concave-round graphs. As mentioned above, any concave-round graph G
whose complement is not bipartite is actually a PCA graph [29]. Hence, we have to compute
a proper arc representation in this case.
Canonical labeling. We first transform G into its twin-free version G0 , where we only keep
one vertex in each twin-class. Let n be the number of vertices in G0 . We use the algorithm
given by Theorem 1 to compute an arc representation ρ0 of N [G0 ]. By Lemma 5, N [G0 ]
has a CA order which is unique up to reversing. Hence, in order to determine a canonical
labeling of G, it suffices to consider the 2n arc representations ρ1 , . . . , ρ2n of N [G] that
can be obtained from ρ0 by cyclic shifts and reversing and by re-inserting all the removed
twins. As a canonical labeling ρi of G, we appoint one of these 2n variants that gives the
lexicographically least canonical form ρi (G) of G.
Proper arc representation. As mentioned above, it suffices to find such a representation for
the twin-free graph G0 . The arc representation ρ0 of N [G0 ] that we have already computed
provides us with a CA order ≺ for N [G0 ]. By Lemmas 4 and 5, there is a proper arc
representation α : V (G0 ) → A of G0 such that ≺ coincides with the associated geometric
+
order ≺α . In order to construct α from ≺, we can assume that no two arcs α(v) = [a−
v , av ]
− +
and α(u) = [au , au ] in A share an extreme point and that V (A) consists of exactly 2n points.
To determine a suitable circular order on V (A), order the start points a−
v according to ≺.
Then there is a unique way to place the end points a+
to
make
α
a
proper
arc representation
v
0
of G . A careful implementation shows that this computation can be done in logspace.
Co-bipartite concave-round graphs. By Proposition 7, co-bipartite concave-round graphs
are precisely the co-biconvex graphs. In fact, all co-convex graphs are circular-arc (this is
implicit in [29]) and we can actually compute a canonical arc representation for these graphs
in logspace.
Canonical labeling. A canonical labeling algorithm for convex graphs, and hence also for
co-convex graphs, is designed in [18].
(Proper) arc representation. We first recall Tucker’s argument [29] showing that, if the
complement of G is a convex graph, then G is CA. We can assume that G has no fraternal
vertices as those would correspond to twins in G.
Let V (G) = U ∪ W be a partition of G into independent sets such that NU (G) is an
interval hypergraph. Let u1 , . . . , uk be an interval order on U for NU (G). We construct
an arc representation α for G on the cycle Z2k+2 by setting α(ui ) = [i, i + k] for each
ui ∈ U and α(w) = [j + k + 1, i − 1] for each w ∈ W , where NG (w) = [ui , uj ] and the
subscript G means that the vertex neighborhood is considered in the complement of G. Note
S
that α(w) = Z2k+2 \ u∈N (w) α(u). In the case that NG (w) = ∅, we set α(w) = [0, k].
G
By construction, all arcs α(u) for u ∈ U share a point (even two, k and k + 1), the same
holds true for all α(w) for w ∈ W (they share the point 0), and any pair α(u) and α(w) is
intersecting if and only if u and w are adjacent in G. Thus, α is indeed an arc representation
for G.
In order to compute α in logspace, it suffices to compute a suitable bipartition {U, W }
of G and an interval order of the hypergraph NU (G) in logspace. Finding a bipartition
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{U, W } such that NU (G) is an interval hypergraph can be done by splitting G into connected
components H1 , . . . , Hk (using Reingold’s algorithm [26]) and finding such a bipartition
{Ui , Wi } for each component Hi . By using the logspace algorithm of [18] we can actually
compute interval orders of the hypergraphs NUi (Hi ) which can be easily pasted together to
give an interval order of NU (G). Together with the canonical labeling algorithm this implies
that the canonical arc representation problem for co-convex graphs and, in particular, for
co-bipartite concave-round graphs is solvable in logspace.
It remains to show that for co-bipartite PCA graphs we can actually compute a proper
arc representation in logspace. As above, we assume that G is twin-free. By Lemma 4, the
hypergraph N [G] has a tight CA order ≺. We can compute ≺ in logspace by running the
algorithm given by Theorem 1 on the tightened hypergraph (N [G])b . Any tight CA order
of N [G] is also a tight CA order of N (G). Let V (G) = U ∪ W be a bipartition of G into
two independent sets. Note that the restriction of a tight CA order of N (G) to NU (G) is a
tight interval order of the interval hypergraph NU (G). Retracing Tucker’s construction of an
arc representation α for a co-convex graph G in the case that the interval order of NU (G) is
tight, we see that α now gives us a tight arc model for G. Thus, we only have to convert
α into a proper arc representation α0 . Tucker [29] described such a transformation, and
Chen [7] showed that it can be implemented in AC1 . It is not hard to see that it can even be
done in logspace. This completes the proof of Theorem 8 and we have additionally proved
the following corollary.
I Corollary 9. The canonical arc representation problem for co-convex graphs is solvable in
logspace.

6

Solving the Star System Problem

In this section, we present logspace algorithms for the Star System Problem: Given a
hypergraph H, find a graph G in a specified class of graphs C such that N [G] = H (if such
a graph exists). The term star refers to the closed neighborhood of a vertex in G. In this
terminology, the problem is to identify the center of each star H in the star system H. To
denote this problem, we use the abbreviation SSP. Note that a logspace algorithm A solving
the SSP for a class C cannot be directly used for solving the SSP for a subclass C0 of C. For
example, if A on input H outputs a solution G in C \ C0 , then we don’t know whether there is
another solution G0 in C0 . However, if the SSP for C has unique solutions and if membership
in C0 is decidable in logspace, then it is easy to convert A into a logspace algorithm A0
solving the SSP for C0 .
I Theorem 10.
1. The SSP for PCA and for co-convex graphs is solvable in logspace.
2. If G is a co-convex graph, then N [G] ∼
= N [H] implies G ∼
= H.
The implication stated in Theorem 10.2 is known to be true also for concave-round graphs
(Chen [8]). As a consequence, since concave-round graphs form a logspace decidable subclass
of the union of PCA and co-convex graphs, we can also solve the SSP for concave-round
graphs in logspace.
The proof of Theorem 10 is outlined in the rest of this section. We design logspace
algorithms A1 and A2 solving the SSP for non-co-bipartite PCA graphs and for co-convex
graphs, respectively. Since by Theorem 10.2, the output of A2 is unique up to isomorphism,
we can easily combine the two algorithms to obtain a logspace algorithm A3 solving the SSP
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for all PCA graphs: On input H run A1 and A2 and check if one of the resulting graphs is
PCA (recall that co-bipartite PCA graphs are co-convex; see Fig. 1).
Clearly, it suffices to consider the case that the input hypergraph H is connected.
Non-co-bipartite PCA graphs. Let H be the given input hypergraph and assume that
H = N [G] for a PCA graph G. By Theorem 3, H has to be a tight CA hypergraph, a
condition that can be checked by testing if the tightened hypergraph Hb is CA. Since G is
concave-round, Proposition 7 implies that G is co-bipartite if and only if N (G) = H is an
interval hypergraph. It follows that the SSP on H can only have a non-co-bipartite PCA
graph as solution if Hb is CA and H is not interval. Both conditions can be checked in
logspace using the algorithms given by Theorem 1 and [18]. Further, it follows by Theorem 3
and Proposition 7 that in this case any SSP solution for H is a non-co-bipartite PCA graph
(which is also connected because H is assumed to be connected).
By considering the quotient hypergraph with respect to twin-classes, we can additionally
assume that H is twin-free.
In order to reconstruct G from H, we have to choose the center in each star H ∈ H. The
following lemma considerably restricts this choice.
I Lemma 11. Let G be a connected, non-co-bipartite and twin-free PCA graph and let ≺
be a circular order on V (G) that is a CA order of N [G]. Then u ≺ v holds exactly when
N [u] ≺N [G] N [v], where ≺N [G] is the circular order on N [G] lifted from ≺.
Proof. It suffices to show that u ≺ v implies N [u] = [u− , u+ ] ≺N [G] N [v] = [v − , v + ]. To this
end we show that there is no third vertex w such that the arcs N [u], N [w], and N [v] appear
in this sequence under the circular order ≺N [G] .
Suppose first that u and v are adjacent. Then it follows from Proposition 6.4, that the
vertices u− , v − , u, v, u+ , and, v + appear in this circular sequence; see Fig. 2(a). We split
our analysis into three cases, depending on the position of w on the cycle (V (G), ≺). If
w ∈ (v, v + ], then Proposition 6.3 implies that w− ∈ [v − , v] and v + ∈ [w, w+ ]. If w− =
6 v− ,
then N [u], N [v], and N [w] appear in this sequence under ≺N [G] . The same holds true if
w− = v − because then the arc [w− , w+ ] has to be longer than the arc [v − , v + ] (note that, if
also u− = v − , then [u− , u+ ] is shorter than [v − , v + ]). The case that w ∈ [u− , u) is similar.
If w ∈ (v + , u− ), then w− ∈ (v, u− ), and again N [w] cannot be intermediate.
(a)

v−

(b)
u

u−

v

u+
v+

u

v

u−
v+

Figure 2 The two cases in the proof of Lemma 11.

Suppose now that u and v are not adjacent. It follows that N [u] = [u− , u] and N [v] =
[v, v + ]; see Fig. 2(b). By Proposition 6.1, both N [u] and N [v] are cliques. Again we have
to show that for no third vertex w, the arcs N [u], N [w], and N [v] appear in this sequence
under ≺N [G] . This is clear if w− ∈ (v, u− ). This is also so if w− = v, because then the arc
[v, v + ], being a clique in G, must be shorter than the arc [w− , w+ ]. Finally we show that
the remaining case w− ∈ [u− , v) is not possible. Indeed, in this case v ∈
/ N [w], for else the
non-adjacent vertices u and v would belong to the clique [w, w+ ]. Hence, it would follow
that N [w] = [w− , w+ ] ( [u− , u+ ] = N [u], contradicting the fact that N [u] is a clique.
J
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Lemma 11 states that the mapping v 7→ N [v] is an isomorphism between the two directed
cycles (V (G), ≺) and (N [G], ≺N [G] ). Since there are exactly n such isomorphisms, we get
exactly n candidates f1 , . . . , fn for the mapping v 7→ N [v]. Hence, all we have to do is to
use the algorithm given by Theorem 1 to compute a CA order ≺ of H and the corresponding
lifted order ≺H in logspace. Now for each isomorphism f between (V (G), ≺) and (H, ≺H )
we have to check if selecting v as the center of the star f (v) results in a graph G, that is, if
for all v, u ∈ V (G) it holds that v ∈ f (v) and v ∈ f (u) ⇔ u ∈ f (v).
Co-convex graphs. Let H be the given hypergraph and assume that H = N [G] for a coconvex graph G. To facilitate the exposition, we also assume that the bipartite complement G
is connected, with vertex partition U, W . Then H = N (G) = NU (G) ∪ NW (G), where the
vertex-disjoint hypergraphs U = NU (G) and W = NW (G) are dual (i.e., U ∗ ∼
= W), both
connected, and at least one of them is interval, say, U. We need a simple auxiliary fact.
I Proposition 12. Let H be a graph without isolated vertices and let L be a connected
component of N (H). Denote U = V (L). Then either U is an independent set in H or U
spans a connected component of H. Moreover, if U is independent, then there is a connected
component of H that is a bipartite graph with U being one of its vertex classes.
Denote K = H and assume that K = N (H) for some graph H. Note that H cannot
have an isolated vertex. Proposition 12 implies that either H is a connected bipartite graph
with partition U, W or H has two connected components H1 and H2 with V (H1 ) = U and
V (H2 ) = W . However, the second possibility leads to a contradiction. Indeed, since the
hypergraph N (H1 ) = U is interval, Proposition 7 implies that H1 is bipartite, contradicting
the connectedness of U. Therefore, H must be connected and bipartite with vertex partition
U, W .
Recall that the incidence graph of a hypergraph X is the bipartite graph with vertex
classes V (X ) and X where x ∈ V (X ) and X ∈ X are adjacent if x ∈ X (if X has multiplicity k
in X , it contributes k fraternal vertices in the incidence graph). Since H is isomorphic to the
incidence graph of the hypergraph U (as well as W), H is logspace reconstructible from K
up to isomorphism and, in particular, H ∼
= G. Thus, the solution to the SSP on H is unique
up to isomorphism.
After these considerations we are ready to describe our logspace algorithm for solving the
SSP for the class of co-convex co-connected graphs. Given a hypergraph H, we first check
if H has exactly two connected components, say U and W. This can be done by running
Reingold’s algorithm for the connectivity problem [26] on the intersection graph I(H). If
this is not the case, there is no solution in the desired class. Otherwise, we construct the
incidence graph H of the hypergraph U (or of W, which should give the same result up to
isomorphism) and take its complement H. Note that this works well even if H has twins: the
twins in V (U) are explicitly present, while the twins in V (W) are represented by multiple
hyperedges in U.
As argued above, if the SSP on H has a co-convex co-connected solution, then the closed
neighborhood hypergraph H0 = N [H] of H is isomorphic to H. However, it may not be equal
to H. In this case we compute an isomorphism ϕ from H0 to H or, the same task, from H0
to H. This can be done by the algorithms of [18] and Corollary 2, because at least one of
the connected components of H0 ∼
= H is an interval hypergraph and the other component
is isomorphic to the dual of an interval hypergraph. Now, the isomorphic image G = ϕ(H)
of H is the desired solution to the SSP on H as N [ϕ(H)] = ϕ(N [H]) = H.
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Abstract
An oriented graph is a directed graph without directed 2-cycles. Poljak and Turzík (1986) proved
that every connected oriented graph G on n vertices and m arcs contains an acyclic subgraph
n−1
with at least m
2 + 4 arcs. Raman and Saurabh (2006) gave another proof of this result and left
it as an open question to establish the parameterized complexity of the following problem: does
n−1
G have an acyclic subgraph with least m
2 + 4 + k arcs, where k is the parameter? We answer
this question by showing that the problem can be solved by an algorithm of runtime (12k)!nO(1) .
Thus, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. We also prove that there is a polynomial time
algorithm that either establishes that the input instance of the problem is a Yes-instance or
reduces the input instance to an equivalent one of size O(k 2 ).
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1

Introduction

The problem of finding the maximum acyclic subgraph in a directed graph1 is well-studied
in the literature in graph theory, algorithms and their applications alongside its dual, the
feedback arc set problem, see, e.g., Chapter 15 in [2] and references therein. This is true, in
particular, in the area of parameterized algorithmics [3, 11, 12, 19].
Each directed graph D with m arcs has an acyclic subgraph with at least m/2 arcs.
To obtain such a subgraph, order the vertices x1 , . . . , xn of D arbitrarily and consider two
spanning subgraphs of D: D0 with arcs of the form xi xj , and D00 with arcs of the form xj xi ,
where i < j. One of D0 and D00 has at least m/2 arcs. Moreover, m/2 is the largest size
of an acyclic subgraph in every symmetric digraph S (in a symmetric digraph the existence
of an arc xy implies the existence of an arc yx). Thus, it makes sense to consider the
parameterization2 above the tight bound m/2: decide whether a digraph D contains an
acyclic subgraph with at least m/2 + k arcs, where k is the parameter. Mahajan et al. [14]
and Raman and Saurabh [19] asked what the complexity of this problem is. For the case
of oriented graphs (i.e., directed graphs with no directed cycles of length 2), Raman and
Saurabh [19] proved that the problem is fixed-paramter tractable. A generalization of this

1

2

We use standard terminology and notation on directed graphs which almost always follows [2]. Some
less standard and this-paper-specific digraph terminology and notation is provided in the end of this
section.
We use standard terminology on parameterized algorithmics, see, e.g., [7, 8, 17].
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problem to integer-arc-weighted digraphs (where m/2 is replaced by the half of the total
weight of D) was proved to be fixed-parameter tractable in [11].
For oriented graphs, m/2 is no longer a tight lower bound on the maximum size of an
acyclic subgraph. Poljak and Turzík [18] proved the following tight bound on the maxn−1
imum size of an acyclic subgraph of a connected oriented graph D: m
2 + 4 . To see
that the bound is indeed tight consider a directed path x1 x2 . . . x2t+1 and add to it arcs
x3 x1 , x5 x3 , . . . , x2t+1 x2t−1 . This oriented graph Ht consists of t directed 3-cycles and has
n−1
2t + 1 vertices and 3t arcs. Thus, m
2 + 4 = 2t and 2t is the maximum size of an acyclic subgraph of Ht : we have to delete an arc from every directed 3-cycle as the cycles are
arc-disjoint.
Raman and Saurabh [19] asked to determine the parameterized complexity of the following problem: decide whether a connected oriented graph D has an acyclic subgraph with at
n−1
least m
2 + 4 + k arcs, where k is the parameter. Answering this question, we will prove
that this problem is fixed-parameter tractable and admits a kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices and
O(k 2 ) arcs.
Observe that we may replace k by k4 to ensure that the parameter k is always integral.
Therefore, the complexity of the Raman-Saurabh problem above is equivalent to that of the
following parameterized problem.
Acyclic Subgraph above Poljak-Turzík Bound (ASAPT)
Instance: An oriented connected graph G with n vertices and m arcs.
Parameter: k.
n−1
Question: Does G contain an acyclic subgraph with at least m
2 + 4 +

k
4

arcs?

Just a few years ago, as recorded by Mahajan et al. [14], there were only very few
sporadic results on problems parameterized above or below nontrivial tight bounds. By
now the situation has changed quite dramatically: most of the open questions in [14] on
parameterized complexity of problems parameterized above or below tight bounds have
been solved. In the process of solving these problems, some methods and approaches have
been developed. One such method is the use of lower bounds on the maximum value of
a pseudo-boolean function. The lower bounds are obtained using either a combination of
probabilistic arguments and Fourier analysis inequalities [1, 9, 10, 11] or a combination of
linear algebraic, algorithmic and combinatorial results and approaches [4]. Unfortunately,
this method appears to be applicable mainly to constraint satisfaction problems rather than
those on graphs and, thus, development of other methods applicable to problems on graphs
parameterized above or below tight bounds, is of great interest. Recently, such a method
based on linear programming was investigated in [6, 16].
This paper continues development of another such method, which is a combination of
structural graph-theoretical and algorithmic approaches, recently introduced in [5]; in fact,
this paper demonstrates that the approach of [5] for designing a fixed-parameter algorithm
and producing a polynomial-size kernel for a problem on undirected graphs parameterized
above tight bound can be modified to achieve the same for a problem on directed graphs.
In a nutshell, the method uses both two-way reduction rules (i.e., rules reducing an
instance to an equivalent one) and one-way reduction rules (in such a rule if the reduced
instance is a Yes-instance, then the original instance is also a Yes-instance) to transform
the input instance to a trivial graph. If the reduction rules do not allow us to conclude
that the input instance is a Yes-instance, then the input instance has a relatively “regular”
structure that can be used to solve the problem by a fixed-parameter dynamic programming
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algorithm. To establish the reduction rules and to show their “completeness”, a structural
result on undirected graphs is used, such as Lemma 8 in this paper or Lemma 3 in [5].
While the underlying approach in both papers is the same, the proofs used are different
due to the specifics of each problem. In particular, a different set of reduction rules is used,
and the “regular” structure derived in our paper is rather different from that in [5]. The
dynamic programming algorithm and kernel proof are also completely different, other than
the fact that in both papers the proofs are based on the “regular” structure of the graph.
Finally, note that whilst the kernel obtained in [5] has O(k 5 ) vertices, we obtain a kernel
with just O(k 2 ) vertices and O(k 2 ) arcs.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,we obtain two basic results on
oriented graphs. Two-way and one-way reduction rules are introduced in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively. Fixed-parameter tractability of ASAPT is proved in Section 5. Section 6 is
devoted to proving the existence of a polynomial kernel. In Section 7, we briefly mention
another recent paper that showed that ASAPT is fixed-parameter tractable. We also discuss
two open questions.
Some Digraph Terminology and Notation. Let D be a directed graph on n vertices
and m arcs. For a vertex x in D, the out-degree d+ (x) is the number of arcs of D leaving x
and the in-degree d− (x) is the number of arcs of D entering x. For a subset S of vertices of
D, let d+ (S) denote the number of arcs of D leaving S and d− (S) the number of arcs of D
entering S. For subsets A and B of vertices of D, let E(A, B) denote the set of arcs with
exactly one endpoint in each of A and B (in both directions). For a set S of vertices, D[S] is
the subgraph of D induced by S. When S = {s1 , . . . , sp }, we will write D[s1 , . . . , sp ] instead
of D[{s1 , . . . , sp }]. The underlying graph UN(D) of D is the undirected graph obtained from
D by replacing all arcs by edges with the same end-vertices and getting rid of one edge in
each pair of parallel edges. The connected components of D are connected components of
UN(D); D is connected if UN(D) is connected. Vertices x and y of D are neighbors if there
is an arc between them. The maximum number of arcs in an acyclic subgraph of D will be
n−c
denoted by a(D). Let γ(D) = m
2 + 4 , where c is the number of connected components of
D. By the Poljak-Turzík bound, we have
a(G) ≥ γ(G)

(1)

for every oriented graph G. A tournament is an oriented graph obtained from a complete
graph by orienting its edges arbitrarily. A directed p-cycle is a directed cycle with p arcs.

2

Basic Results on Oriented Graphs

In our arguments we use the following simple correspondence between acyclic digraphs and
orderings of vertices in digraphs. Let H be an acyclic spanning subgraph of a digraph D. It
is well-known [2] and easy to see that there is an ordering x1 , . . . , xn of vertices of D such
that if xi xj is an arc of H then i < j. On the other hand, any ordering x1 , . . . , xn of vertices
of a digraph D = (V, A) leads to an acyclic spanning subgraph of D: consider the subgraph
induced by {xi xj : xi xj ∈ A, i < j}. As we study maximum-size acyclic subgraphs, we
may restrict ourselves to acyclic spanning subgraphs. Thus, we may use interchangeably the
notions of acyclic spanning subgraphs and vertex orderings.
There are some known lower bounds on a(T ) for tournaments T on n vertices, see, e.g.,
[20] and references therein. We show the following useful bound which we were unable to
find in the literature.
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I Lemma 1. For a tournament T on n vertices with m = n2 arcs, we can, in polynomial
3n
2n−3
time, find an acyclic subgraph with at least m
arcs, if n is even, or
2 + 4 − 1 = γ(T ) +
4
3(n−1)
m
2n−6
− 1 = γ(T ) + 4 arcs, if n is odd.
2 +
4
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction.
n = 2 and we may assume that n ≥ 3.
Consider first the case when n is even.
+
d (x) ≥ n2 + 1. Consider the tournament
n0 = n − 1 vertices. By induction, there
spanning subgraph H 0 of T 0 such that
a(H 0 ) ≥

The claim can easily be checked for n = 1 and
Suppose that there exists a vertex x such that
T 0 = T − x, with m0 = m − (n − 1) arcs and
is an ordering on T 0 that produces an acyclic

m0
3(n0 − 1)
m − (n − 1) 3(n − 2)
m 3n n
+
−1=
+
−1=
+
− − 2.
2
4
2
4
2
4
2

Now add x to the beginning of this ordering. This produces an acyclic spanning subgraph
3n
H of T such that a(H) ≥ a(H 0 ) + n2 + 1 ≥ m
2 + 4 − 1.
If there is a vertex x such that d− (x) ≥ n2 + 1, the same argument applies, but x is added
to the end of the ordering.
Otherwise, for every vertex x of T , d+ (x) ∈ { n2 − 1, n2 }. Moreover, by considering the
sum of out-degrees, exactly half the vertices have out-degree n2 . Hence, if n ≥ 4, there
are at least two vertices with out-degree n2 . Let x and y be two such vertices, and suppose,
without loss of generality, that there is an arc from x to y. Now consider T 0 = T −{x, y} with
m0 = m − (2n − 3) edges and n0 = n − 2 vertices. By induction, there is an ordering on the
0
0
m 3n
vertices of T 0 that produces an acyclic subgraph with at least m2 + 3n
4 −1 = 2 + 4 −n−1 arcs.
Place x and y at the beginning of this ordering, with x occurring before y. Then this will add
3n
m 3n
all the arcs from x and y to the acyclic subgraph. Thus, a(T ) ≥ m
2 + 4 −n−1+n = 2 + 4 −1.
0
Now suppose that n is odd. Let x be any vertex in T , and let T = T − x. By induction,
0
0
there is an ordering on T 0 that produces an acyclic subgraph with at least m2 + 3n
4 − 1 arcs,
where n0 = n − 1 is the number of vertices and m0 = m − (n − 1) is the number of arcs in T 0 .
By placing x either at the beginning or end of this ordering, we may add at least (n − 1)/2
3(n−1)
m
+ 3(n−1)
− 1 + n−1
− 1.
J
arcs. Thus, a(T ) ≥ m−(n−1)
2
4
2 = 2 +
4
I Lemma 2. Let S be a nonempty set of vertices of an oriented graph G such that both
0
00
G − S and G[S] are connected. If a(G − S) ≥ γ(G − S) + k4 and a(G[S]) ≥ γ(G[S]) + k4 ,
−

(S)|
then a(G) ≥ γ(G) + k +k4 −1 + |d (S)−d
. In particular, a(G) ≥ γ(G) + k +k4
2
k0 +k00 +1
|E(S, V (G) \ S)| is even and a(G) ≥ γ(G) +
, if |E(S, V (G) \ S)| is odd.
4
0

+

00

0

00

−1

if

Proof. Form an acyclic subgraph on G as follows. Assume without loss of generality that
d+ (S) ≥ d− (S). Pick the arcs leaving S together with the arcs of the acyclic subgraphs in
G − S and G[S]. This forms an acyclic subgraph H. Let m = m0 + m00 + m̄ and n = n0 + n00 ,
where G − S has m0 arcs and n0 vertices, G[S] has m00 arcs and n00 vertices and m̄ = d+ (S) +
0
00
d+ (S)−d− (S)
d− (S). The acyclic subgraph H has at least γ(G−S)+ k4 +γ(G[S])+ k4 + m̄
=
2 +
2
m0 +m00 +m̄
2

+

n0 −1
4

+

n00 −1
4

+

k0
4

+

k00
4

+

d+ (S)−d− (S)
2

required.

3

= γ(G) +

k0 +k00 −1
4

+

d+ (S)−d− (S)
2

arcs, as
J

Two-way Reduction Rules

In the rest of this paper, G stands for an arbitrary connected oriented graph with n vertices
and m arcs. We initially apply two ‘two-way’ reduction rules to (G, k) to form a new instance
(G0 , k) such that (G0 , k) is a Yes-instance of ASAPT if and only if (G, k) is a Yes-instance
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of ASAPT (i.e., the value of the parameter remains unchanged). We denote the number of
vertices and arcs in G0 by n0 and m0 , respectively.
I Reduction Rule 1. Let x be a vertex and S a set of two vertices such that G[S] is a
component of G − x and G[S ∪ {x}] is a directed 3-cycle. Then G0 := G − S.
I Lemma 3. If (G0 , k) is an instance obtained from (G, k) by an application of Rule 1,
then G0 is connected, and (G0 , k) is a Yes-instance of ASAPT if and only if (G, k) is a
Yes-instance of ASAPT.
Proof. Any two components of G0 − x will be connected by x and so G0 is connected. Since
n−1
k
a(G0 ) = a(G) − 2, m0 = m − 3 and n0 = n − 2, we have a(G) ≥ m
2 + 4 + 4 if and only if
0
0
J
a(G0 ) ≥ m2 + n 4−1 + k4 .
I Reduction Rule 2. Let a, b, c, d, e be five vertices in G such that G[a, b, c] and G[c, d, e]
are directed 3-cycles, G[a, b, c, d, e] = G[a, b, c] ∪ G[c, d, e] and a, e are the only vertices in
{a, b, c, d, e} that are adjacent to a vertex in G − {a, b, c, d, e}. To obtain G0 from G, delete
b, c and d, add a new vertex x and three arcs such that G[a, x, e] is a directed 3-cycle.
I Lemma 4. If (G0 , k) is an instance obtained from (G, k) by an application of Rule 2,
then G0 is connected, and (G0 , k) is a Yes-instance of ASAPT if and only if (G, k) is a
Yes-instance of ASAPT.
Proof. Clearly, G0 is connected. Note that a(G0 ) = a(G) − 2, m0 = m − 3 and n0 = n − 2.
n−1
k
m0
n0 −1
k
0
Thus, we have a(G) ≥ m
J
2 + 4 + 4 if and only if a(G ) ≥ 2 + 4 + 4 .

4

One-way Reduction Rules

Recall that G stands for an arbitrary connected oriented graph with n vertices and m arcs.
We will apply reduction rules transforming an instance (G, k) of ASAPT into a new instance
(G0 , k 0 ), where G0 is an oriented graph with n0 vertices and m0 arcs, and k 0 is the new value of
the parameter. We will see that for the reduction rules of this section the following property
will hold: if (G0 , k 0 ) is a Yes-instance then (G, k) is a Yes-instance, but not necessarily vice
versa. Thus, the rules of this section are called one-way reduction rules.
I Reduction Rule 3. Let x be a vertex such that G − x is connected, and d+ (x) 6= d− (x).
To obtain (G0 , k 0 ) remove x from G and reduce k by 2|d+ (x) − d− (x)| − 1.
I Lemma 5. If (G0 , k 0 ) is an instance reduced from (G, k) by an application of Rule 3, then
G0 is connected, and if (G0 , k 0 ) is a Yes-instance then (G, k) is a Yes-instance.
Proof. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a Yes-instance. Then by Lemma 2 with S = {x} and k 00 = 0,
+
−
0
(S)|
= γ(G) + k4 , as required.
J
a(G) ≥ γ(G) + k 4−1 + |d (S)−d
2
I Reduction Rule 4. Let S be a set of vertices such that G − S is connected, G[S] is a
tournament, and |S| ≥ 4. To obtain (G0 , k 0 ), remove S from G and reduce k by 2|S| − 4 if
S is even, or 2|S| − 7 if |S| is odd.
I Lemma 6. If (G0 , k 0 ) is an instance obtained from (G, k) by an application of Rule 4, then
G0 is connected, and if (G0 , k 0 ) is a Yes-instance then (G, k) is a Yes-instance.
Proof. Suppose |S| is even. By Lemma 1, a(G[S]) ≥ γ(G[S]) + 2|S|−3
. By Lemma 2, if
4
a(G0 ) ≥ γ(G0 ) + (k − 2|S| + 4)/4, then a(G) ≥ γ(G) + (k−2|S|+4)+(2|S|−3)−1
= γ(G) + k4 , as
4
required.
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A similar argument applies in the case when |S| is odd, except the bound from Lemma
1 is γ(G[S]) + 2|S|−6
, and so k 0 = k − (2|S| − 7) is applied.
J
4
I Reduction Rule 5. Let S be a set of three vertices such that the underlying graph of G[S]
is isomorphic to P3 , and G−S is connected. To obtain (G0 , k 0 ), remove S from G and reduce
k by 1.
I Lemma 7. If (G0 , k 0 ) is an instance obtained from (G, k) by an application of Rule 5, then
G0 is connected, and if (G0 , k 0 ) is a Yes-instance then (G, k) is a Yes-instance.
Proof. Observe that a(G[S]) = γ(G[S])+ 21 . Hence, by Lemma 2, if a(G0 ) ≥ γ(G0 )+(k−1)/4,
then a(G) ≥ γ(G) + k/4.
J

5

Fixed-Parameter Tractability of ASAPT

The next lemma follows immediately from a nontrivial structural result of Crowston et al.
(Lemma 3 in [5]).
I Lemma 8. Given any connected undirected graph H, at least one of the following properties
holds:
A There exist v ∈ V (H) and X ⊆ V (H) such that X is a connected component of H − v
and X is a clique;
B There exist a, b, c ∈ V (H) such that H[{a, b, c}] is isomorphic to P3 and H − {a, b, c} is
connected;
C There exist x, y ∈ V (H) such that {x, y} ∈
/ E(H), H − {x, y} is disconnected, and for all
connected components X of H − {x, y}, except possibly one, X ∪ {x} and X ∪ {y} are
cliques.
I Lemma 9. For any connected oriented graph G with at least one edge, one of Rules 1, 3,
4, 5 applies.
Proof. If there is a vertex x ∈ X such that G − x is connected and d+ (x) 6= d− (x) (we will
call such a case an unbalanced case), then Rule 3 applies. Thus, assume that for each x ∈ X
such that G − x is connected we have d+ (x) = d− (x).
Consider the case when property A holds. If |X| ≥ 4, Rule 4 applies on S = X. If
|X| = 3, there has to be exactly one arc between X and v and G[X] is a directed 3-cycle
as otherwise we have an unbalanced case. Let x ∈ X be the endpoint of this arc in X.
Then Rule 1 applies with S = X\{x}. If |X| = 2, then G[X ∪ {v}] is a directed 3-cycle (as
otherwise we have an unbalanced case) and so Rule 1 applies. We cannot have |X| = 1 as
this is an unbalanced case.
If property B holds, then Rule 5 can be applied to the path P3 formed by a, b, c in the
underlying graph of G.
Consider the case when property C holds. We may assume without loss of generality
that the non-tournament component is adjacent to y.
Consider the subcase when G − {x, y} has two connected components, X1 and X2 , that
are tournaments. Let x1 ∈ X1 , x2 ∈ X2 and observe that the subgraph induced by x1 , x, x2
forms a P3 in the underlying graph of G and G − {x1 , x, x2 } is connected, and so Rule 5
applies.
Now consider the subcase when G − {x, y} has only one connected component X that
is a tournament. If |X| ≥ 3, then X ∪ {x} is a tournament with least four vertices, and so
Rule 4 applies. If |X| = 2, then let X = {a, b}. Observe that a is adjacent to three vertices,
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b, x, y, and so we have an unbalanced case to which Rule 3 applies. Finally, X = {a} is a
singleton, then observe that x, a, y form a P3 in the underlying graph of G and G − {x, a, y}
is connected, and so Rule 5 applies.
J
In this paper, we consider the one-vertex undirected graph as 2-connected. A maximal
2-connected induced subgraph of an undirected graph is called a block. An undirected graph
H is called a forest of cliques if each block of H is a clique. A subgraph B of an oriented
graph G is a block if UN(B) is a block in UN(G). An oriented graph G is a forest of cliques
if UN(G) is a forest of cliques. A connected graph H that is a forest of cliques is known as
a tree of cliques.
I Lemma 10. Given a connected oriented graph G and integer k, we can either show that
(G, k) is a Yes-instance of ASAPT, or find a set U of at most 3k vertices such that G − U
is a forest of cliques with the following properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Every block in G − U contains at most three vertices;
Every block X in G − U with |X| = 3 induces a directed 3-cycle in G;
Every connected component in G − U has at most one block X with |X| = 2 vertices;
There is at most one block in G − U with one vertex (i.e., there is at most one isolated
vertex in G − U ).

Proof. Apply Rules 1, 3, 4, 5 exhaustively, and let U be the set of vertices removed by
Rules 3, 4, and 5 (but not Rule 1). If we reduce to an instance (G00 , k 00 ) with k 00 ≤ 0, then
by Lemmas 3, 5, 6 and 7, (G, k) is a Yes-instance and we may return Yes. Now assume
that, in the completely reduced instance (G00 , k 00 ), k 00 > 0. We will prove that |U | ≤ 3k and
G − U satisfies the four properties of the lemma.
Observe that each time k is decreased by a positive integer q, at most 3q vertices are
added to U . Thus, |U | ≤ 3k. The rest of our proof is by induction. Observe that, by
Lemma 9, for the completely reduced instance (G00 , k 00 ) either G00 = ∅ or G00 consists of a
single vertex. Thus, G00 − U satisfies the four properties of the lemma, which forms the basis
of our induction.
For the induction step, consider an instance (G00 , k 00 ) obtained from the previous instance
(G0 , k 0 ) by the application of a reduction rule. By the induction hypothesis, G00 − U satisfies
the four properties of the lemma. In the application of each of Rules 3, 4 and 5, the vertices
deleted are added to U . Hence G00 − U = G0 − U and we are done unless G00 is obtained from
G0 by an application of Rule 1. Recall that in Rule 1 we delete a set S such that G[S ∪ {x}]
forms a directed 3-cycle. We do not add S to U . If x ∈ G00 − U , then in G0 − U , S ∪ {x}
forms a block of size 3 that is a directed 3-cycle. If x ∈
/ G00 − U , then in G0 − U , S forms
a new connected component with one block S with |S| = 2 vertices. Thus, G0 − U satisfies
the four properties.
J
I Theorem 11. There is an algorithm for ASAPT of runtime O((3k)!nO(1) ).
Proof. We may assume that for a connected oriented graph G we have the second alternative
in the proof of Lemma 10, i.e., we are also given the set U of at most 3k vertices satisfying
the four properties of Lemma 10. Consider an algorithm which generates all orderings of
U , in time O((3k)!) as |U | ≤ 3k. An ordering u1 , u2 , ..., u|U | of U means that in the acyclic
subgraph of G we are constructing, we keep only arcs of G[U ] of the form ui uj , i < j. For
each ordering we perform the following polynomial-time dynamic programming procedure.
For each vertex x ∈ G − U , we define a vector (x0 , . . . , xt+1 ). Initially, set xi to be the
number of vertices uj ∈ U with an arc from uj to x if j ≤ i, or an arc from x to uj if
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i < j. Note that xi is the number of arcs between x and U in the acyclic subgraph under
the assumption that in the ordering of the vertices of G, x is between ui and ui+1 .
Given v, w ∈ V (G − U ) and an ordering of U ∪ {v, w}, an arc vw is satisfiable if there is
no up such that v is after up and w is before up , for some p ∈ [|U |]. Let T be a set of arcs
and let V (T ) be the set of end-vertices of T . For an ordering of U ∪ V (T ), T is satisfiable if
each arc is satisfiable, and the set T induces an acyclic subgraph.
If G−U contains a block S that is itself a connected component, consider S and arbitrarily
select a vertex x of S. Otherwise, find a block S in G − U with only one vertex x adjacent
to other vertices in G − U (such a block exists as every block including an end-vertex of a
longest path in UN(G) − U is such a block). Without loss of generality, assume that S has
three vertices x, y, z (the case |S| = 2 can be considered similarly).
For each i ∈ {0, . . . , t + 1}, we let αi be the maximum size of a set of satisfiable arcs
between S and U under the restriction that x lies between ui and ui+1 . Observe that
αi = maxj,h (xi + yj + zh + β(i, j, h)), where β(i, j, h) is the maximum size of a set of
satisfiable arcs in G[S] under the restriction that x lies between ui and ui+1 , y lies between
uj and uj+1 , and z lies between uh and uh+1 . Now delete S\{x} from G, and set xi = αi
for each i.
Continue until each component of G − U consists of a single vertex. Let x be such a
single vertex, let G∗ be the original graph G (i.e., given as input to our algorithm), and let
X be the component of G∗ − U containing x. By construction, xi is the maximum number
of satisfiable arcs from arcs in X and arcs between X and U in G∗ , under the assumption x
is between ui and ui+1 . Since each vertex x represents a separate component, the maximum
P
acyclic subgraph in G has Q + x∈V (G−U ) (maxi xi ) arcs, where Q is the number of arcs
ui uj in G[U ] such that i < j.
Since the dynamic programming algorithm runs in time polynomial in n, running the
algorithm for each permutation of U gives a runtime of O((3k)!nO(1) ).
J

6

Polynomial Kernel

I Lemma 12. Let T be a directed 3-cycle, with vertices labeled 0 or 1. Then there exists an
acyclic subgraph of T with two arcs, such that there is no arc from a vertex labeled 1 to a
vertex labeled 0.
Proof. Let V (T ) = {a, b, c} and assume that a, b are labeled 0. Since T is a cycle, either
the arc ac or bc exists. This arc, together with the arc between a and b, form the required
acyclic subgraph. A similar argument holds when two vertices in T are labeled 1.
J
Recall that U was introduced in Lemma 10 as the set of vertices removed by Rules 3, 4,
and 5. We say that a set {u, a, b} of vertices is a dangerous triangle if u ∈ U , G[a, b] is a
block in G − U , and G[u, a, b] is a directed 3-cycle.
I Lemma 13. For a vertex u ∈ U , let tu denote the number of neighbors of u in G−U which
do not appear in a dangerous triangle containing u. If tu ≥ 4k, then we have a Yes-instance.
Proof. Let S denote the subgraph of G − U consisting of all components C of G − U which
have a neighbor of u. For each component C of S, let tu (C) denote the number of neighbors
of u in C which do not appear in a dangerous triangle containing u.
For each vertex x ∈ G − U , label it 0 if there exists an arc from x to u, or 1 if there
is an arc from u to x. Recall from Lemma 10 each connected component in G − U has at
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most one block X = {x, y} with |X| = 2. If one vertex x is labeled, assign y the same label.
Finally, assign label 1 to any remaining unlabeled verticies in G − U .
We will now construct an acyclic subgraph H 0 of G − U such that there is no arc from
a vertex labeled 1 to a vertex labeled 0. We then extend this to an acyclic subgraph H
containing all the arcs between u and S.
Consider each block X in G − U . If |X| = 3, and X is a directed 3-cycle, then by Lemma
12 there is an acyclic subgraph of X with two arcs. Add this to H 0 . Now suppose |X| = 2,
and let a, b be the vertices of X with an arc from a to b. If G[X ∪ {u}] is a dangerous
triangle, then a is labeled 1 and b is labeled 0. In this case we do not include the arc ab in
H 0 . However, H will include the two arcs between X and u, which do not count towards
tu (C). If G[X ∪ {u}] is not a dangerous triangle, then we include the arc ab in the acyclic
subgraph H 0 . Finally, let H be the acyclic subgraph formed by adding all arcs between u
and S to H 0 .
Observe that for each component C of S, if G[C∪{u}] contains no dangerous triangle then
H contains at least γ(C) arcs in G[C] (by the construction of H 0 ) and tu (C) arcs between
C and u (since all arcs between S and u are in H), and γ(C ∪ {u}) := γ(G[C ∪ {u}]) =
+ 14 . So H contains at least γ(C ∪ {u}) + tu (C)
− 14 arcs. Since G[C ∪ {u}]
γ(C) + tu (C)
2
2
contains no dangerous triangle but C is adjacent to u, tu (C) ≥ 1, and so H contains at least
γ(C ∪ {u}) + tu (C)
arcs.
4
If G[C ∪ {u}] contains a dangerous triangle then H contains at least γ(C) − 43 arcs in
G[C] (this can be seen by contracting the arc in C appearing in the dangerous triangle, and
observing that in the resulting component C 0 , H has at least γ(C 0 ) arcs) and tu (C) + 2
arcs between C and u, and γ(C ∪ {u}) = γ(C) + tu (C)+2
+ 14 . Thus, H contains at least
2
tu (C)
γ(C ∪ {u}) + 2 arcs.
Pq
Let C1 , C2 , . . . , Cq be the components of S. Observe that γ(S ∪{u}) = i=1 γ(Ci ∪{u}).
Then by combining the acyclic subgraphs for each G[Ci ∪ {u}], we have that a(G[S ∪ {u}]) ≥
Pq
tu (Ci )
) = γ(S ∪ {u}) + t4u .
i=1 (γ(Ci ∪ {u}) +
4
Finally, observe G−S −u has at most 3k component, since each component must contain
a vertex of U . By repeated application of Lemma 2, this implies there is an acyclic subgraph
arcs. Hence, if tu ≥ 4k, we have a Yes-instance.
J
of G with at least γ(G) + tu −3k
4
Using the above lemma and the fact that |U | ≤ 3k (by Lemma 10), we have that unless
(G, k) is a Yes-instance, there are at most 12k 2 vertices in G − U that are adjacent to a
vertex in U and do not appear in a dangerous triangle with that vertex.
I Lemma 14. Let s be the number of components in G − U in which every neighbor x
of a vertex u ∈ U appears in a dangerous triangle together with u. If s ≥ k, we have a
Yes-instance.
Proof. By Lemma 10 such a component Ci contains at most one block of size 2. Since only
blocks of size 2 can have vertices in dangerous triangles, only the vertices from this block
in Ci may be adjacent to a vertex in U . But since G is reduced by Rule 1, component Ci
must consist of only this block. Moreover, this block must appear in at least two dangerous
triangles. Let ai , bi be the vertices of Ci , i = 1, . . . , s and let C = ∪si=1 {ai , bi }. Let ai bi be
an arc for each i = 1, . . . , s and note that every arc of G containing ai (bi , respectively) is
either ai bi or is from U to ai (from bi to U , respectively). Let δi be the number of dangerous
triangles containing ai and bi ; note that δi ≥ 2.
By (1), G − C has an acyclic subgraph H with at least γ(G − C) arcs. Observe that
we can add to H all arcs entering each ai and leaving each bi , i = 1, . . . , s, and obtain an
acyclic subgraph H ∗ of G. We will prove that H ∗ contains enough arcs to show that (G, k)
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is a Yes-instance. Observe that G − C has at most |U | ≤ 3k components and G[C] has 2s
Ps
vertices and 2 i=1 δi + s arcs, and recall that each δi ≥ 2. Thus, the number of arcs in H ∗
is at least
Ps
s
s
X
X
m − 2 i=1 δi − s n − 2s − 3k
γ(G − C) + 2
δi ≥
+
+2
δi
2
4
i=1
i=1
≥

γ(G) +

s
X
i=1

δi − s −

k
3k
≥ γ(G) + .
4
4
J

Let H be an undirected forest of cliques, where each block contains at most three vertices.
A block B of H is called a leaf-block if there is at most one vertex of B belonging to another
block of H. We denote the set of leaf-blocks of H by L(H). A block B of H is called a
path-block if there is another block B 0 of H such that B and B 0 have a common vertex c
which belongs only to these two blocks, at most one vertex of B belongs to a block other
than B 0 , and at most one vertex of B 0 belongs to a block other than B. We denote the set
of path-blocks which are not leaf-blocks by P(H).
I Lemma 15. For a forest of cliques H, with each block of size at most three, if l = |L(H)|
and p = |P(H)| then |V (H)| ≤ 8l + 2p.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the number of blocks in H. The case when H
has only one block is trivial. Thus, we may assume that H has at least two blocks and H
is connected. Let B be a leaf-block of H, and obtain subgraph H 0 by deleting the vertices
of B not belonging to another block. Note that |V (H)| ≤ |V (H 0 )| + 2.
Assume that H 0 has a leaf-block B 0 which is not a leaf-block in H. Observe that B 0 ∈
P(H) and by induction |V (H)| ≤ 2 + 8l + 2(p − 1) ≤ 8l + 2p.
Now assume that |L(H 0 )| = l − 1. Observe that removal of B from H may lead to
a neighbour of B, B 0 , becoming a path-block in H 0 , together with at most two blocks
neighbouring B 0 . Thus, at most three blocks may become path-blocks in H 0 . By the
induction hypothesis, |V (H 0 )| ≤ 8(l − 1) + 2(p + 3). Hence, |V (H)| ≤ 8(l − 1) + 2(p + 3) + 2 ≤
8l + 2p.
J
I Theorem 16. Acyclic Subgraph above Poljak-Turzík Bound (ASAPT) has a
kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices and O(k 2 ) arcs.
Proof. Consider an instance of (G∗ , k) of ASAPT. Apply Rules 1 and 2 to obtain an instance
(G, k) reduced by Rules 1 and 2.
Assume that (G, k) is reduced by Rules 1 and 2 and it is a No-instance.
Now we will apply all reduction rules but Rule 2. As a result, we will obtain the set U
of vertices deleted in Rules 3, 4, and 5. By Lemma 10, |U | ≤ 3k and, by Lemma 13, each
u ∈ U has at most 4k neighbors that do not appear in a dangerous triangle with u. By
Lemma 14, there are at most 2k vertices in G − U that appear in a dangerous triangle with
every neighbor in U (there are at most k components, and each component has two vertices).
Hence the number of neighbors in G − U of vertices of U is at most 4k|U | + 2k = 12k 2 + 2k.
Now we will adopt the terminology and notation of Lemma 15 (we extend it from UN(G−
U ) to G − U as we have done earlier). Consider a leaf-block B. Since G is reduced by Rules
1 and 3, B must contain a vertex v adjacent to U , and furthermore, v is not contained in
any other block. Hence, |L(G − U )| ≤ 12k 2 + 2k.
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Next, we observe that Rule 2 implies there do not exist two adjacent 3-vertex blocks
B = {a, b, c}, B 0 = {c, d, e} such that only a and e belong to other blocks, unless one of
b, c, d has a neighbor in U . Observe that each connected component of G − U contains
at most one 2-vertex block, so there are at most 12k 2 + 2k 2-vertex path blocks. Each
2-vertex path block is adjacent to at most two 3-vertex path blocks. Hence, |P(G − U )| ≤
6(12k 2 + 2k). So, by Lemma 15, |V (G − U )| ≤ 8(12k 2 + 2k) + 2 · 6(12k 2 + 2k) = O(k 2 ), and
so |V (G)| ≤ O(k 2 ) + 3k = O(k 2 ).
Finally, we show G has O(k 2 ) arcs. There are at most |U |2 arcs in U . Between G − U
and U there are at most (4k + 2k)|U | arcs. Finally, observe that G − U has at most
|V (G − U )| ≤ 20(12k 2 + 2k) blocks, and each block contains at most 3 arcs. Hence, |A(G)| ≤
|U |2 + 60(12k 2 + 2k) ≤ 9k 2 + 60(12k 2 + 2k) = O(k 2 ).
Thus, either (G, k) is a Yes-instance, or (G, k) forms a kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices and
O(k 2 ) arcs.
J

7

Discussion

After this paper was submitted to FSTTCS 2012, we learned that Mnich et al. [15] combined
modified approaches of [5] and [18] to prove that a number of graph problems parameterized
above tight lower bounds are fixed-parameter tractable. In particular, they proved that
ASAPT is fixed-parameter tractable. However, [15] did not obtain any results on polynomial
kernels.
The algorithm of Theorem 11 has runtime 2O(k log k) nO(1) . It would be interesting to
design an algorithm of runtime 2O(k) nO(1) or to prove that such an algorithm does not exist,
subject to a certain complexity hypothesis, as in [13]. It would also be interesting to see
whether ASAPT admits a kernel with O(k) vertices.
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Abstract
Poljak and Turzík (Discrete Math. 1986) introduced the notion of λ-extendible properties of
graphs as a generalization of the property of being bipartite. They showed that for any 0 < λ < 1
and λ-extendible property Π, any connected graph G on n vertices and m edges contains a
spanning subgraph H ∈ Π with at least λm+ 1−λ
2 (n−1) edges. The property of being bipartite is
λ-extendible for λ = 1/2, and thus the Poljak-Turzík bound generalizes the well-known EdwardsErdős bound for Max-Cut.
We define a variant, namely strong λ-extendibility, to which the Poljak-Turzík bound applies.
For a strongly λ-extendible graph property Π, we define the parameterized Above PoljakTurzík (Π) problem as follows: Given a connected graph G on n vertices and m edges and an
integer parameter k, does there exist a spanning subgraph H of G such that H ∈ Π and H has
at least λm + 1−λ
2 (n − 1) + k edges? The parameter is k, the surplus over the number of edges
guaranteed by the Poljak-Turzík bound.
We consider properties Π for which the Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) problem is fixedparameter tractable (FPT) on graphs which are O(k) vertices away from being a graph in which
each block is a clique. We show that for all such properties, Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) is FPT
for all 0 < λ < 1. Our results hold for properties of oriented graphs and graphs with edge labels.
Our results generalize the recent result of Crowston et al. (ICALP 2012) on Max-Cut
parameterized above the Edwards-Erdős bound, and yield FPT algorithms for several graph
problems parameterized above lower bounds. For instance, we get that the above-guarantee
Max q-Colorable Subgraph problem is FPT. Our results also imply that the parameterized
above-guarantee Oriented Max Acyclic Digraph problem is FPT, thus solving an open
question of Raman and Saurabh (Theor. Comput. Sci. 2006).
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Introduction

A number of interesting graph problems can be phrased as follows: Given a graph G as input,
find a subgraph H of G with the largest number of edges such that H satisfies a specified
property Π. Prominent among these is the Max-Cut problem, which asks for a bipartite
subgraph with the maximum number of edges. A cut of a graph G is a partition of the vertex
set of G into two parts, and the size of the cut is the number of edges which cross the cut;
that is, those which have their end points in distinct parts of the partition.
Max-Cut
Input:
Question:

A graph G and an integer k.
Does G have a cut of size at least k?

The Max-Cut problem is among Karp’s original list of 21 NP-complete problems [15],
and it has been extensively investigated from the point of view of various algorithmic
paradigms. Thus, for example, Goemans and Williamson showed [13] that the problem can
be approximated in polynomial-time within a multiplicative factor of roughly 0.878, and
Khot et al. showed that this is the best possible assuming the Unique Games Conjecture [16].
Our focus in this work is on the parameterized complexity of a generalization of the
Max-Cut problem. The central idea in the parameterized complexity analysis [8, 12] of
NP-hard problems is to associate a parameter k with each input instance of size n, and then
to ask whether the resulting parameterized problem can be solved in time f (k) · nc where c is
a constant and f is some computable function. Parameterized problems which can be solved
within such time bounds are said to be fixed-parameter tractable (FPT).
The standard parameterization of the Max-Cut problem sets the parameter to be the
size k of the cut being sought. This turns out to be not very interesting for the following
reason: Let m be the number of edges in the input graph G. By an early result of Erdős [11],
we know that every graph with m edges contains a cut of size at least m/2. Therefore, if
k ≤ m/2 then we can immediately answer YES. In the remaining case k > m/2, and there
are less than 2k edges in the input graph. It follows from this bound on the size of the input
that any algorithm—even a brute-force method—which solves the problem runs in FPT time
on this instance.
The best lower bound known on the size of a largest cut for connected loop-less graphs
n−1
on n vertices and m edges is m
2 + 4 , as proved by Edwards [9, 10]. This is called the
Edwards-Erdős bound, and it is the best possible in the sense that it is tight for an infinite
family of graphs, for example, the class of cliques of odd order n. A more interesting
parameterization of Max-Cut is, therefore, the following:
Max-Cut Above Tight Lower Bound (Max-Cut ATLB)
Input:
A connected graph G, and an integer k.
Parameter:
k
Question:
Does G have a cut of size at least m
+ n−1
+ k?
2
4

In the work which introduced the notion of “above-guarantee” parameterization, Mahajan
and Raman [17] showed that the problem of asking for a cut of size at least m
2 + k is FPT
parameterized by k, and stated the fixed-parameter tractability of Max-Cut ATLB as an
open problem. This question was resolved quite recently by Crowston et al. [6], who showed
that the problem is in fact FPT.
We generalize the result of Crowston et al. by extending it to apply to a special case of
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the so-called λ-extendible properties. Roughly stated1 , for a fixed 0 < λ < 1 a graph property
Π is said to be λ-extendible if: Given a graph G = (V, E) ∈ Π, an “extra” edge uv not in
G, and any set F of “extra” edges each of which has one end point in {u, v} and the other
in V , there exists a graph H ∈ Π which contains (i) all of G, (ii) the edge uv, and (iii) at
least a λ fraction of the edges in F . The notion was introduced by Poljak and Turzík who
showed [20] that for any λ-extendible property Π and edge-weighting function c : E → R+ ,
any connected graph G = (V, E) contains a spanning subgraph H = (V, F ) ∈ Π such that
c(F ) ≥ λ · c(E) + 1−λ
2 c(T ). Here c(X) denotes the total weight of all the edges in X, and T
is the set of edges in a minimum-weight spanning tree of G. It is not difficult to see that
the property of being bipartite is λ-extendible for λ = 1/2, and so—once we assign unit
weights to all edges—the Poljak and Turzík result implies the Edwards-Erdős bound. Other
examples of λ-extendible properties—with different values of λ—include q-colorability and
acyclicity in oriented graphs.
In this work we study the natural above-guarantee parameterized problem for λ-extendible
properties Π, which is: given a connected graph G = (V, E) and an integer k as input, does
G contain a spanning subgraph H = (V, F ) ∈ Π such that c(F ) = λ · c(E) + 1−λ
2 c(T ) + k?
To derive a generic FPT algorithm for this class of problems, we use the “reduction” rules of
Crowston et al. To make these rules work, however, we need to make a couple of concessions.
Firstly, we slightly modify the notion of lambda extendibility; we define a (potentially)
stronger notion which we name strong λ-extendibility. Every strongly λ-extendible property
is also λ-extendible by definition, and so the Poljak-Turzík bound applies to strongly λextendible properties as well. Observe that for each way of assigning edge-weights, the Poljak
and Turzík result yields a (potentially) different lower bound on the weight of the subgraph.
Following the spirit of the question posed by Mahajan and Raman and solved by Crowston
et al., we choose from among these the lower bound implied by the unit-edge-weighted case.
This is our second simplification, and for this “unweighted” case the Poljak and Turzík result
becomes: for any strongly λ-extendible property Π, any connected graph G = (V, E) contains
a spanning subgraph H = (V, F ) ∈ Π such that |F | = λ · |E| + 1−λ
2 (|V | − 1).
The central problem which we discuss in this work is thus the following; here 0 < λ < 1,
and Π is an arbitrary—but fixed—strongly λ-extendible property:
Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) (APT(Π))
Input:
A connected graph G = (V, E) and an integer k.
Parameter:
k
Question:
Is there a spanning subgraph H = (V, F ) ∈ Π of G such that
|F | ≥ λ|E| + 1−λ
(|V | − 1) + k?
2

1.1

Our Results and their Implications

We show that the Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) problem is FPT for every strongly λ-extendible
property Π for which APT(Π) is FPT on a class of “almost-forests of cliques”. Informally1 ,
this is a class of graphs which are a small number (O(k)) of vertices away from being a graph
in which each block is a clique. This requirement is satisfied by the properties underlying a
number of interesting problems, including Max-Cut, Max q-Colorable Subgraph, and
Oriented Max Acyclic Digraph. The main result of this paper is the following.

1

See subsection 1.2 and section 2 for the definitions of various terms used in this section.
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I Theorem 1. The Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) problem is fixed-parameter tractable for a
λ-extendible property Π of graphs if
Π is strongly λ-extendible and
Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) is FPT on almost-forests of cliques.
This also holds for such properties of oriented and/or labelled graphs.
We prove Theorem 1 using the classical “Win/Win” approach of parameterized complexity.
To wit: given an instance (G, k) of a strongly λ-extendible property Π, in polynomial time
we either (i) show that (G, k) is a yes instance, or (ii) find a vertex subset S of G of size
at most 6k/(1 − λ) such that deleting S from G leaves a “forest of cliques”. To do this
we use the “reduction” rules derived by Crowston et al. [6] to solve Max-Cut. Our main
technical contribution is a proof that these rules are sufficient to show that every NO instance
of APT(Π) is at a vertex-deletion distance of O(k) from a forest of cliques. This proof
requires several new ideas: a result which holds for all strongly λ-extendible properties Π is
a significant step forward from Max-Cut. Our main result unifies and generalizes several
known FPT results, and implies new ones. These include such algorithms for (i) Max-Cut,
(ii) finding a q-colorable subgraph of the maximum size, and (ii) finding a maximum-size
acyclic subdigraph in an oriented graph. We also obtain a linear vertex kernel for the latter
problem, complementing the quadratic arc kernel by Gutin et al. [14].
Related Work. The notion of parameterizing above (or below) some kind of “guaranteed”
values—lower and upper bounds, respectively—was introduced by Mahajan and Raman [17].
It has proven to be a fertile area of research, and Max-Cut is now just one of a host of
interesting problems for which we have FPT results for such questions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 18, 21].
Indeed, very recent work due to Crowston et al. [4], where they take up an above-guarantee
parameterization of the problem of finding a large acyclic digraph in an oriented graph,
appears as an article in these selfsame proceedings; see the discussion after Corollary 32.

1.2

Preliminaries

We use “graph” to denote simple graphs without self-loops, directions, or labels, and assume
the graph terminology of Diestel [7]. V (G) and E(G) denote, respectively, the vertex and
edge sets of a graph G. For S ⊆ V (G), we use (i) G[S] to denote the subgraph of G induced
by the set S, (ii) G \ S to denote G[V (G) \ S], (iii) δ(S) to denote the set of edges in G
which have exactly one end-point in S, and (iv) eG (S) to denote |E(G[S])|; we omit the
subscript G if it is clear from the context. A clique in a graph G is a set of vertices C such
that between any pair of vertices in C there is an edge in E(G). A block of graph G is a
maximal 2-connected subgraph of G, and a graph G is a forest of cliques if the vertex set of
every block forms a clique. A leaf clique of a forest of cliques is a block of the graph which
contains at most one cutvertex of the graph.
For F ⊆ E(G), (i) we use G \ F to denote the graph (V (G), E(G) \ F ), and (ii) for a
weight function c : E(G) → R+ , we use c(F ) to denote the sum of the weights of all the
edges in F . A graph property is a collection of graphs. For i, j ∈ N we use Ki to denote the
complete graph on i vertices, and Ki,j to denote the complete bipartite graph in which the
two parts of vertices are of sizes i, j.
Our results also apply to graphs with oriented edges, and those with edge labels. Subgraphs
of an oriented or labelled graph G inherit the orientation or labelling—as is the case—of G in
the natural manner: each surviving edge keeps the same orientation/labelling as it had in G.
For a graph G of any kind, we use GS to denote the simple graph obtained by removing
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all orientations and labels from G; we say that G is connected (or contains a clique, and so
forth) if GS is connected (or contains a clique, and so forth).

2

Definitions

The following notion is a variation on the concept of λ-extendibility [20].
I Definition 2 (Strong λ-extendibility). Let G be the class of (possibly oriented and/or
labelled) graphs, and let 0 < λ < 1. A property Π ⊆ G is strongly λ-extendible if it satisfies
the following:
Inclusiveness {G ∈ G | GS ∈ {K1 , K2 }} ⊆ Π
Block additivity G ∈ G belongs to Π if and only if each block of G belongs to Π.
Strong λ-subgraph extension Let G ∈ G and S ⊆ V (G) be such that G[S] ∈ Π and
G \ S ∈ Π. For any weight function c : E(G) → R+ there exists an F ⊆ δ(S) with
c(F ) ≥ λ · c(δ(S)), such that G \ (δ(S) \ F ) ∈ Π.
The strong λ-subgraph extension requirement can be rephrased as follows: Let V (G) =
X ] Y be a cut of graph G such that G[X], G[Y ] ∈ Π, and let F be the set of edges which
cross the cut. For any weight function c : F → R+ , there exists a subset F 0 ⊆ F such that
(i) c(F 0 ) ≤ (1 − λ) · c(F ), and (ii) (G \ F 0 ) ∈ Π. Informally, one can pick a λ-fraction of the
cut and delete the rest to obtain a graph which belongs to Π.
We recover Poljak and Turzík’s definition of λ-extendibility from the above definition by
replacing strong λ-subgraph extension with the following property:
λ-edge extension Let G ∈ G and S ⊆ V (G) be such that GS [S] is isomorphic to K2 and
G \ S ∈ Π. For any weight function c : E(G) → R+ there exists an F ⊆ δ(S) with
c(F ) ≥ λ · c(δ(S)), such that G \ (δ(S) \ F ) ∈ Π.
Observe from the definitions that any graph property which is strongly λ-extendible
is also λ-extendible. It follows that Poljak and Turzík’s result for λ-extendible properties
applies also to strongly λ-extendible properties.
I Theorem 3 (Poljak-Turzík bound). [20] Let G be a class of (possibly oriented and/or
labelled) graphs. Let 0 < λ < 1, and let Π ⊆ G be a strongly λ-extendible property. For any
connected graph G ∈ G and weight function c : E(G) → R+ , there exists a spanning subgraph
H ∈ Π of G such that c(E(H)) ≥ λ · c(E(G)) + 1−λ
2 c(T ), where T is the set of edges in a
minimum-weight spanning tree of GS .
When all edges are assigned weight 1, we get:
I Corollary 4. Let G, λ, Π be as in Theorem 3. Any connected graph G ∈ G on n vertices
and m edges has a spanning subgraph H ∈ Π with at least λm + 1−λ
2 (n − 1) edges.
Our results apply to properties which satisfy the additional requirement of being FPT on
almost-forests of cliques.
I Definition 5 (FPT on almost-forests of cliques). Let 0 < λ < 1, and let Π be a strongly
λ-extendible property (of graphs with or without orientations/labels). The Structured
Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) problem is a variant of the Above Poljak-Turzík (Π)
problem in which, along with the graph G and k ∈ N, the input contains a set S ⊆ V (G)
such that |S| = O(k) and G \ S is a forest of cliques. We say that the property Π is FPT on
almost-forests of cliques if the Structured Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) problem is FPT.
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In other words, a λ-extendible property Π is FPT on almost-forests of cliques, if for any
constant q there is an algorithm that, given a connected graph G, k and a set S ⊆ V (G) of
size at most q · k such that G \ S is a forest of cliques, correctly decides whether (G, k) is a
yes-instance of APT(Π) in O(f (k) · nO(1) ) time, for some computable function f .

3

Fixed-Parameter Algorithms for Above Poljak-Turzík (Π)

We now prove Theorem 1 using Crowston et al.’s line of attack for solving Max-Cut [6].
The crux of their strategy is a polynomial-time procedure which takes the input (G, k) of
Max-Cut and finds a subset S ⊆ V (G) such that (i) G \ S is a forest of cliques, and (ii) if
(G, k) is a NO instance, then |S| ≤ 3k. Thus if |S| > 3k, then one can immediately answer
YES; otherwise one solves the problem in FPT time using the fact that Max-Cut is FPT on
almost-forests of cliques (Definition 5).
The nontrivial part of our work consists of proving that the procedure for Max-Cut
applies also to the much more general family of strongly λ-extendible problems, where the
bound on the size of S depends on λ. To do this, we show that each of the four rules used
for Max-Cut is safe to apply for any strongly λ-extendible property. From this we get
I Lemma 6. Let 0 < λ < 1, and let Π be a strongly λ-extendible graph property. Given a
connected graph G with n vertices and m edges and an integer k, in polynomial time we can
do one of the following:
1. Decide that there is a spanning subgraph H ∈ Π of G with at least λm + 1−λ
2 (n − 1) + k
edges, or;
6
2. Find a set S of at most 1−λ
k vertices in G such that G \ S is a forest of cliques.
This also holds for strongly λ-extendible properties of oriented and/or labelled graphs.
We give an algorithmic proof of Lemma 6. Let (G, k) be an instance of Above PoljakTurzík (Π). The algorithm initially sets G̃ := G, S̃ := ∅, k̃ := k, and then applies a series of
rules to the tuple (G̃, S̃, k̃). Each application of a rule to (G̃, S̃, k̃) produces a tuple (G0 , S 0 , k 0 )
such that (i) if G̃ \ S̃ is connected then so is G0 \ S 0 , and (ii) if (G̃ \ S̃, k̃) is a NO instance
of APT(Π) then so is (G0 \ S 0 , k 0 ); the converse may not hold. The algorithm then sets
G̃ := G0 , S̃ := S 0 , k̃ := k 0 , and repeats the process, till none of the rules applies.
We now state the four rules—which, but for minor changes, are due to Crowston et
al. [6]—and show that they suffice to prove Lemma 6. We assume throughout that λ and
Π are as in Lemma 6. For brevity we assume that the empty graph is in Π, and we let
λ0 = 12 (1 − λ) so that λ + 2λ0 = 1.
I Rule 1. Let G̃ \ S̃ be connected. If v ∈ (V (G̃) \ S̃) and X ⊆ (V (G̃) \ (S̃ ∪ {v})) are such
that (i) G̃[X] is a connected component of G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {v}), and (ii) X ∪ {v} is a clique in G̃,
then delete X from G̃ to get G0 ; set S 0 = S̃, k 0 = k̃.
I Rule 2. Let G̃ \ S̃ be connected. Suppose Rule 1 does not apply, and let X1 , . . . , X` be
the connected components of G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {v}) for some v ∈ V (G̃) \ S̃. If at least one of the Xi s
is a clique, and at most one of them is not a clique, then
Delete all the Xi s which are cliques—let these be d in number—to get G0 , and
Set S 0 := S̃ ∪ {v} and k 0 := k̃ − dλ0 .
I Rule 3. Let G̃ \ S̃ be connected. If a, b, c ∈ V (G̃) \ S̃ are such that {a, b}, {b, c} ∈ E(G̃),
{a, c} ∈
/ E(G̃), and G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {a, b, c}) is connected, then
Set S 0 := S̃ ∪ {a, b, c} and k 0 := k̃ − λ0 .
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I Rule 4. Let G̃ \ S̃ be connected. Suppose Rule 3 does not apply, and let x, y ∈ V (G̃) \ S̃
be such that {x, y} ∈
/ E(G̃). Let C1 , . . . , C` be the connected components of G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {x, y}).
If there is at least one Ci such that (i) both V (Ci ) ∪ {x} and V (Ci ) ∪ {y} are cliques in
G̃ \ S̃, and (ii) there is at most one Ci for which (i) does not hold, then
Delete all the Ci s which satisfy condition (i) above to get G0 , and,
Set S 0 := S̃ ∪ {x, y}, k 0 := k̃ − λ0 .
Let (G? , S, k ? ) be the tuple which we get by applying these rules exhaustively to the
input tuple (G, ∅, k). To prove Lemma 6, it is sufficient to prove the following claims: (i) the
rules can be exhaustively applied in polynomial time; (ii) G \ S is a forest of cliques; (iii) the
rules transform NO-instances to NO-instances; and, (iv) if (G, k) is a NO instance, then
6
k. We now proceed to prove these over several lemmata. Our rules are identical to
|S| ≤ 1−λ
those of Crowston et al. in how the rules modify the graph; the only difference is in how we
change the parameter k. The first two claims thus follow directly from their work.
I Lemma 7. [?]2 Rules 1 to 4 can be exhaustively applied to an instance (G, k) of Above
Poljak-Turzík (Π) in polynomial time. The resulting tuple (G? , S, k ? ) has |V (G? ) \ S| ≤ 1.
I Lemma 8. [6, Lemma 8] Let (G? , S, k ? ) be the tuple obtained by applying Rules 1 to 4
exhaustively to an instance (G, k) of Above Poljak-Turzík (Π). Then G \ S is a forest
of cliques.
The correctness of the remaining two claims is a consequence of the λ-extendibility of
property Π, and we make critical use of this fact in building the rest of our proof. This is
the one place where this work is significantly different from the work of Crowston et al.;
they could take advantage of the special characteristics of one specific property, namely
bipartitedness, to prove the analogous claims for Max-Cut.
We say that a rule is safe if it preserves NO instances.
I Definition 9. Let (G̃, S̃, k̃) be an arbitrary tuple to which one of the rules 1, 2, 3, or 4
applies, and let (G0 , S 0 , k 0 ) be the resulting tuple. We say that the rule is safe if, whenever
(G0 \ S 0 , k 0 ) is a YES instance of Above Poljak-Turzík (Π), then so is (G̃ \ S̃, k̃).
We now prove that each of the four rules is safe. For a graph G we use val(G) to
denote the maximum number of edges in a subgraph H ∈ Π of G, and pt(G) to denote the
Poljak-Turzík bound for G. Thus if G is connected and has n vertices and m edges then
pt(G) = λm + λ0 (n − 1), and Corollary 4 can be written as val(G) ≥ pt(G). For each rule
we assume that G0 \ S 0 has a spanning subgraph H 0 ∈ Π with at least pt(G0 \ S 0 ) + k 0 edges,
and show that G̃ \ S̃ has a spanning subgraph H̃ ∈ Π with at least pt(G̃ \ S̃) + k̃ edges.
We first derive a couple of lemmas which describe how contributions from subgraphs of a
graph G add up to yield lower bounds on val(G).
I Lemma 10. [?] Let v be a cutvertex of a connected graph G, and let C = C1 , C2 , . . . Cr ; r ≥ 2
be sets of vertices of G such that (i) for every i =
6 j we have Ci ∩ Cj = {v}, (ii) there is no
S
edge between Ci \ {v} and Cj \ {v}, and (iii) 1≤i≤r Ci = V (G). For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Hi ∈ Π
Sr
be a subgraph of G[Ci ] with pt(G[Ci ]) + ki edges, and let H = (V (G), i=1 E(Hi )). Then H
Pr
is a subgraph of G, H ∈ Π, and |E(H)| ≥ pt(G) + i=1 ki .

2

Proofs of results marked with a ? have been deferred to the full version of the paper, a preprint of which
is available on arXiv [19].
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I Lemma 11. [?] Let G be a graph, and let S ⊆ V (G) be such that there exist (i) a subgraph
HS ∈ Π of G[S] with at least pt(G[S]) + λ0 + kS edges, and (ii) a subgraph H ∈ Π of G \ S
with at least pt(G \ S) + λ0 + k edges. Then there is a subgraph H ∈ Π of G with at least
pt(G) + λ0 + kS + k edges.
This lemma has a useful special case which we state as a corollary:
I Corollary 12. Let G be a graph, and let S ⊆ V (G) be such that (i) there exists a subgraph
HS ∈ Π of G[S] with at least pt(G[S]) + λ0 + kS edges, and (ii) the subgraph G \ S has a
perfect matching. Then there is a subgraph H ∈ Π of G with at least pt(G) + λ0 + kS edges.
Proof. Recall that the graph K2 is in Π by definition, and observe that pt(K2 ) = λ+λ0 . Thus
K2 has pt(K2 ) + λ0 edges. The corollary now follows by repeated application of Lemma 11,
each time considering a new edge of the matching as the graph H.
J
The safeness of Rule 1 is now a consequence of the block additivity property.
I Lemma 13. [?] Rule 1 is safe.
We now prove some useful facts about certain simple graphs, in the context of strongly
λ-extendible properties. Observe that every block of a forest is one of {K1 , K2 }, which are
both in Π. From this and the block additivity property of Π we get
I Observation 14. Every forest (with every orientation and labeling) is in Π.
The graph K2,1 is a useful special case.
I Observation 15. The graph K2,1 —also with any kind of orientation or labelling—is in Π,
and it has pt(K2,1 ) + λ0 + λ0 edges.
The graph obtained by removing one edge from K4 is another useful object, since it
always has more edges than its Poljak-Turzík bound.
I Lemma 16. [?] Let G be a graph formed from the graph K4 —also with any kind of
orientation or labelling—by removing one edge. Then (i) val(G) ≥ 3, (ii) val(G) ≥ 4 if
λ > 1/3, and (iii) val(G) = 5 if λ > 1/2. As a consequence,



(1 − 3λ) if λ ≤ 1/3,
0
val(G) ≥ pt(G) + λ + (2 − 3λ) if 1/3 < λ ≤ 1/2, and,
(1)


(3 − 3λ) if λ > 1/2.
The above lemmata help us prove that Rules 2 and 3 are safe.
I Lemma 17. [?] Rule 2 is safe.
Following the notation of Rule 3, observe that for the vertex subset T = {a, b, c} ⊆ V (G̃\ S̃)
we have—from Observation 15—that G̃[T ] ∈ Π and val(T ) ≥ pt(T ) + λ0 + λ0 . Since
G0 \ S 0 = (G̃ \ S̃) \ T , if val(G0 \ S 0 ) ≥ pt(G0 \ S 0 ) + k 0 then applying Lemma 11 we get that
val(G̃ \ S̃) ≥ pt(G̃ \ S̃) + λ0 + k 0 = pt(G̃ \ S̃) + k̃. Hence we get
I Lemma 18. Rule 3 is safe.
To show that Rule 4 is safe, we need a number of preliminary results. We first observe
that—while the rule is stated in a general form—the rule only ever applies when it can delete
exactly one component.
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I Observation 19. [?] Whenever Rule 4 applies, there is exactly one component to be
deleted, and this component has at least 2 vertices.
Our next few lemmas help us further restrict the structure of the subgraph to which
Rule 4 applies. We start with a result culled from Crowston et al.’s analysis of the four rules.
I Lemma 20. [6][?] If none of Rules 1, 2, and 3 applies to (G̃, S̃, k̃), and Rule 4 does
apply, then one can find
A vertex r ∈ V (G̃ \ S̃) and a set X ⊆ V (G̃ \ S̃) such that X is a connected component of
G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {r}), and the graph (G̃ \ S̃)[X ∪ {r}] is 2-connected;
Vertices x, y ∈ X such that {x, y} ∈
/ E(G̃) and
(G̃ \ S̃) \ {x, y} has exactly two components G0 , C,
r ∈ G0 ; C ∪ {x}, C ∪ {y} are cliques, and each of x, y is adjacent to some vertex in G0
From this we get the following.
I Lemma 21. [?] Suppose Rules 1, 2, and 3 do not apply, and Rule 4 applies. Then we can
apply Rule 4 in such a way that if x, y are the vertices to be added to S̃ and C the clique to
be deleted, then N (x) ∪ N (y) \ (C ∪ S̃) contains at most one vertex z such that G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {z})
is disconnected.
We now show that in such a case N (x) \ (C ∪ S̃) = N (y) \ (C ∪ S̃) = {r}, and so the
graph G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {r}) is not connected. First we need the following simple lemma.
I Lemma 22. [?] Whenever Rule 4 applies, with x, y the vertices to be added to S̃ and C
the clique to be deleted, every u in N (x) \ (C ∪ S̃) is a cutvertex in G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {x}) and every
u in N (y) \ (C ∪ S̃) is a cutvertex in G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {y}).
This allows us to enforce a very special way of applying Rule 4.
I Lemma 23. [?] Suppose Rules 1, 2, and 3 do not apply, and Rule 4 applies. Then we can
apply Rule 4 in such a way that if x, y are the vertices to be added to S̃ and C the clique to
be deleted, then N (x) \ (C ∪ S̃) = N (y) \ (C ∪ S̃) = {z}, and G̃ \ (S̃ ∪ {z}) is disconnected.
These lemmas help us prove that Rule 4 is safe.
I Lemma 24. [?] Rule 4 is safe.
The next lemma gives us a bound on the size of the set S which we compute.
I Lemma 25. [?] Let G̃ be a connected graph, S̃ ⊆ V (G̃), and k̃ ∈ N, and let one application
of Rule 1, 2, 3, or 4 to (G̃, S̃, k̃) result in the tuple (G0 , S 0 , k 0 ). Then |S 0 \ S̃| ≤ 3(k̃ − k 0 )/λ0 .
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 6, from which our main result (Theorem 1) easily
follows.
Proof (of Lemma 6). Let (G, k) be an input instance of Above Poljak-Turzík (Π), and
let (G? , S, k ? ) be the tuple which we get by applying the four rules exhaustively to the tuple
(G, ∅, k). From Lemma 7 we know that this can be done in polynomial time, and that the
resulting graph satisfies |V (G? ) \ S| ≤ 1.
Thus G? \ S is either K1 or the empty graph, and so G? \ S ∈ Π and pt(G? \ S) =
0, |E(G? \ S)| = 0. Hence if k ? ≤ 0 then (G? \ S, k ? ) is a YES instance of Above PoljakTurzík (Π). Since all the four rules are safe—Lemmas 13, 17, 18, and 24—we get that in
this case (G, k) is a YES instance, and we can return YES. On the other hand if k ? > 0
then we know—using Lemma 25—that |S| < 3k/λ0 = 6k/(1 − λ), and—from Lemma 8—that
G \ S is a forest of cliques. This completes the proof.
J
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Applications

In this section we use Theorem 1 to show that Above Poljak-Turzík (Π) is FPT for
almost all natural examples of λ-extendible properties listed by Poljak and Turzík [20]. For
want of space, we defer the definitions and all proofs to the full version of the paper.

4.1

Application to Partitioning Problems

First we focus on properties specified by a homomorphism to a vertex transitive graph. As a
graph is h-colorable if and only if it has a homomorphism to Kh , searching for a maximal
h-colorable subgraph is one of the problems resolved in this section. In particular, a maximum
cut equals a maximum bipartite subgraph and, hence, is also one of the properties studied in
this section. We use G to denote the class of graphs—oriented or edge-labelled—to which
the property in question belongs.
It is not difficult to see that every vertex-transitive graph G is a regular graph. In
particular, if G allows labels and/or orientations, then for every label l and every orientation
r each vertex of a vertex transitive graph G is incident to the same number of edges of label
l and orientation r. Let us denote this number dl,r (G). Let us also denote by dG (G) the
minimum of dl,r (G) over all labels and orientations allowed in G.
I Lemma 26. [?] Let G0 be a vertex-transitive graph with at least one edge of every label and
orientation allowed in G. Then the property “to have a homomorphism to G0 ” is strongly
d/n0 -extendible in G, where n0 is the number of vertices of G0 and d = dG (G0 ).
Note that while the above lemma poses no restrictions on the graphs considered, we can
prove the following only for simple graphs.
I Lemma 27. [?] If G0 is an unoriented unlabeled graph, then the problem APT(“to have a
homomorphism into G0 ”) is FPT on almost-forests of cliques.
Lemma 26 and Lemma 27 together with Theorem 1 imply the following corollary.
I Corollary 28. The problem APT(“to have a homomorphism into G0 ”) is fixed-parameter
tractable for every unoriented unlabeled vertex transitive graph G0 .
In particular, by setting G0 = Kq we get the following result.
I Corollary 29. Given a graph G with m edges and n vertices and an integer k, it is FPT
to decide whether G has an q-colorable subgraph with at least m · (q − 1)/q + (n − 1)/(2q) + k
edges.
This shows that the Max q-Colorable Subgraph problem is FPT when parameterized
above the Poljak and Turzík bound [20].

4.2

Finding Acyclic Subgraphs of Oriented Graphs

In this section we show how to apply our result to the problem of finding a maximum-size
directed acyclic subgraph of an oriented graph, where the size of the subgraph is defined as
the number of arcs in the subgraph. Recall that an oriented graph is a directed graph where
between any two vertices there is at most one arc. We show that Theorem 1 applies to this
problem. To this end we need the following two lemmata.
I Lemma 30. [?] The property “acyclic oriented graphs” is strongly 1/2-extendible in the
class of oriented graphs.
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I Lemma 31. [?] The problem APT(“acyclic oriented graphs”) is FPT on almost-forests of
cliques.
Combining Lemmata 30 and 31 with Theorem 1 we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 32. The problem APT(“acyclic oriented graphs”) is fixed-parameter tractable.
To put this result in some context, we recall a couple of open problems posed by Raman
and Saurabh [21]: Are the following questions FPT parameterized by k?
Given an oriented directed graph on n vertices and m arcs, does it have a subset of at
1
n−1
least m
2 + 2 (d 2 e) + k arcs that induces an acyclic subgraph?
Given a directed graph on n vertices and m arcs, does it have a subset of at least m/2 + k
arcs that induces an acyclic subgraph?
In the first question, a “more correct” lower bound is the one of Poljak and Turzík, i.e.,
+ 12 (n−1)
2 , and the lower bound is true only for connected graphs. Without the connectivity
requirement, the problem is NP-hard already for k = 0: The reduction is from the NP-hard
1 (n−1)
problem of finding if a connected oriented graph has an acyclic subgraph with m
+k
2 +2
2
arcs, and consists of adding 4k disjoint oriented 3-cycles. Corollary 32 answers the corrected
question. Crowston et al. take up this problem in their recent independent work [4], a version
of which appears as another article in these proceedings. In addition to showing that the
problem is FPT, they also derive an O(k 2 ) kernel for the problem.
For the second question, observe that each maximal acyclic subgraph contains exactly
one arc from every pair of opposite arcs. Hence we can remove these pairs from the digraph
without changing the relative solution size, as exactly half of the removed arcs can be added
to any solution to the modified instance. Thus, we can restrict ourselves to oriented graphs.
Now suppose that the oriented graph which we have as input is disconnected. It is easy to
check that picking two vertices from different connected components and identifying them does
not change the solution size, as this way we never create a cycle from an acyclic graph. After
applying this reduction rule exhaustively, the digraph becomes an oriented connected graph,
and the parameter is unchanged. But then if k ≤ (n − 1)/4 then m/2 + k ≤ m/2 + (n − 1)/4
and we can answer YES due to Corollary 4. Otherwise n ≤ 4k, we have a linear vertex kernel,
and we can solve the problem by the well known dynamic programming on the kernel [22].
The total running time of this algorithm is O(24k · k 2 + m). The smallest kernel previously
known for this problem is by Gutin et al., and has a quadratic number of arcs [14].
m
2

5

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper we studied a generalization of the graph property of being bipartite, from the
point of view of parameterized algorithms. We showed that for every strongly λ-extendible
property Π which satisfies an additional “solvability” constraint, the Above Poljak-Turzík
(Π) problem is FPT. As an illustration of the usefulness of this result, we obtained FPT
algorithms for the above-guarantee versions of three graph problems.
Note that for each of the three problems—Max-Cut, Max q-Colorable Subgraph,
and Oriented Max Acyclic Digraph—for which we used Theorem 1 to derive FPT
algorithms for the above-guarantee question, we needed to devise a separate FPT algorithm
which works for graphs that are at a vertex deletion distance of O(k) from forests of cliques.
We leave open the important question of finding a right logic that captures these examples,
and of showing that any problem expressible in this logic is FPT parameterized by deletion
distance to forests of cliques. We also leave open the kernelization complexity question for
λ-extendible properties.
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Abstract
In the Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT) problem we are given a graph G on n vertices and
an integer k, the objective is to determine whether there exists a vertex set O in G of size at
most k such that G \ O is bipartite. Reed, Smith and Vetta [Oper. Res. Lett., 2004] gave an
algorithm for OCT with running time 3k nO(1) . Assuming the exponential time hypothesis of
Impagliazzo, Paturi and Zane, the running time can not be improved√to 2o(k) nO(1) . We show
that OCT admits a randomized algorithm running in O(nO(1) + 2O( k log k) n) time when the
input graph is planar. As a byproduct we also obtain a linear time algorithm for OCT on planar
graphs with running time O(2O(k log k) n) time. This improves over an algorithm of Fiorini et
al. [Disc. Appl. Math., 2008].
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1

Introduction

We consider the Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT) problem where we are given as input a
graph G with n vertices and m edges, together with an integer k. The objective is to determine
whether there exists a vertex set O of size at most k such that G\O is bipartite. This classical
optimization problem was proven NP-complete already in 1978 by Yannakakis [28] and has
been studied extensively both within approximation algorithms [1, 16] and parameterized
algorithms [12, 17, 20, 22, 24, 26].
It was a long-standing open problem whether OCT is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT),
that is solvable in time f (k)nO(1) for some function f depending only on k. In 2004 Reed,
Smith and Vetta [26] resolved the question positively, and gave an O(4k kmn) time algorithm
for the problem. It was later observed by Hüffner [17] that the running time of the algorithm
of Reed et al. is actually O(3k kmn).
Improving over the algorithm of Reed et al. [26], both in terms of the dependence on k,
and in terms of the dependence on input size remain interesting research directions. For the
dependence on input size, Reed et al. [26] point out that using techniques from the Graph
Minors project of Robertson and Seymour one could improve the nm factor in the running
time of their algorithm to n2 , at the cost of worsening the dependence on k. They pose the
existence of a linear time algorithm for OCT for every fixed value of k as an open problem.
Fiorini et al [12] showed that if the input graph is required to be planar, then OCT has a
6
2O(k ) n time algorithm. Later Kawarabayashi and Reed [20] gave an “almost” linear time
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algorithm for OCT, that is an algorithm with running time f (k)nα(n) where α(n) is the
inverse ackermann function and f is some computable function of k.
When it comes to the dependence of the running time on k, the O(3k nm) algorithm of
Reed et al. [26] remained the best known until a recent manuscript of Lokshtanov et al. [24]
(see also Narayanaswamy et al. [25]) giving an algorithm with running time O(2.32k nO(1) )
using linear programming techniques. It is tempting to ask how far down one may push
the dependence of the running time on k. Should we settle for ck for a reasonably small
constant c, or does there exist a subexponential parameterized algorithm for OCT, that is
an algorithm with running time 2o(k) nO(1) ? It turns out that assuming the Exponential
Time Hypothesis of Impagliazzo, Paturi and Zane [18] there can not be a subexponential
parameterized algorithm for OCT. In this paper we show that restricting the √
input to planar
graphs circumvents this obstacle – in particular we give an O(nO(1) + 2O( k log k) n) time
algorithm for OCT on planar graphs (we will refer to OCT on planar graphs as Pl-OCT).
As a corollary of our main result we also obtain a simple O(k O(k) n) time algorithm for
Pl-OCT, improving over the dependence on k in the algorithm of Fiorini et al. [12] while
keeping the linear dependence on n.
Methods. There are many NP-complete graph problems that remain NP-complete even when
restricted to planar graphs [15] but admit much better approximation algorithms and faster
parameterized algorithms on planar graphs than on general graphs. The bidimensionality
theory of Demaine et al. [7, 10] aims to explain this phenomenon. Specifically, using
bidimensionality one can give fast parameterized algorithms [6], approximation schemes [8, 13]
and efficient polynomial time pre-processing algorithms [14], called kernelization algorithms,
for a host of problems on planar graphs, and more generally on classes excluding a forbidden
minor. The main driving force behind bidimensionality is that for many parameterized
problems on planar graphs one can bound the treewidth of the input graph as a sublinear
function of the parameter k. For some problems, including OCT, this approach seems not to
be amenable as there is no apparent connection between the parameter k and the treewidth
of the input graph. Nevertheless, a variant of this idea is still the engine of the subexponential
time parameterized algorithms of Dorn et al. [9] and Tazari [27], the linear time algorithm of
Fiorini et al. [12] and also of our algorithm.
Fiorini et al. show that after a linear time pre-processing step, the treewidth of the input
graph is bounded by O(k 2 ). Well-known algorithms for finding tree decompositions [3] and
an algorithm for OCT on graphs of bounded treewidth then do the job. To obtain our
O(k O(k) n) time algorithm for Pl-OCT, we give a linear time branching step inspired by
Baker’s layering approach [2] that produces O(k) instances, each of treewidth O(k), such
that the input instance is a “yes” instance if and only if at least one of the output instances is
a “yes” instance. We then show that one can make a trade-off between the number of output
instances of the branching process
√ and the treewidth of the output
√ graphs. In particular
we show that we can output k O( k) instances each of treewidth O( k), such that the input
instance is a “yes” instance if and only if at least one of the output instances is a “yes”
instance. The parameters involved in this trade-off are rather delicate, and to make the
trade-off go through we need to first pre-process the graph using the recent sophisticated
methods of Kratsch and Wahlström [22, 23]. This pre-processing step is the only part of
our algorithm which√ takes superlinear time, and so we obtain an algorithm with running
time O(nO(1) + 2O( k log k) n). It remains an interesting open problem whether there is a
subexponential parameterized algorithm for Pl-OCT with linear dependence on n.
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2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we use n to denote the size of the vertex set of the input graph
G. For a graph G we denote its vertex set by V (G) and the edge set by E(G). An edge
between vertices u and v is denoted by uv, and is identical to the edge vu. We use G[V 0 ]
to denote the subgraph of G induced by V 0 , i.e., the graph on vertex set V 0 and edge
set {uv ∈ E(G) | u, v ∈ V 0 }. We use G \ Z as an abbreviation for G[V (G) \ Z]. The open
neighborhood of a vertex v in graph G contains the vertices adjacent to v, and is written
S
as NG (v). The open neighborhood of a set S ⊆ V (G) is defined as v∈S NG (v) \ S. We omit
the subscript G when it is clear from the context. A graph G is bipartite if there exists a
partition of V (G) into two sets A and B such that every edge of G has one endpoint in A
and one in B. The sets A and B are called bipartitions of G. A set W of V (G) is called
an odd cycle transversal of G if G \ W is bipartite. A plane embedding of a graph G is an
embedding of G in the plane with no edge crossings. A graph G that has a plane embedding
is called planar. A plane graph is a graph G together with a plane embedding of it. For a
plane graph G, F (G) is the set of faces of G.

2.1

Tree-width

Let G be a graph. A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T, X = {Xt }t∈V (T ) ) (here T
is a tree) such that
S
1.
t∈V (T ) Xt = V (G),
2. for every edge {x, y} ∈ E(G) there is a t ∈ V (T ) such that {x, y} ⊆ Xt , and
3. for every vertex v ∈ V (G) the subgraph of T induced by the set {t | v ∈ Xt } is connected.

The width of a tree decomposition is maxt∈V (T ) |Xt | − 1 and the treewidth of G is the
minimum width over all tree decompositions of G. We use tw(G) to denote the treewidth of
the input graph G.
A tree decomposition (T, X ) is called a nice tree decomposition if T is a tree rooted at
some node r where Xr = ∅, each node of T has at most two children, and each node is of
one of the following kinds:
1. Introduce node: a node t that has only one child t0 where Xt ⊃ Xt0 and |Xt | = |Xt0 | + 1.
2. Forget node: a node t that has only one child t0 where Xt ⊂ Xt0 and |Xt | = |Xt0 | − 1.
3. Join node: a node t with two children t1 and t2 such that Xt = Xt1 = Xt2 .
4. Leaf node: a node t that is a leaf of t, is different than the root, and Xt = ∅.
Notice that, according to the above definition, the root r of T is either a forget node or a
join node. It is well-known that any tree decomposition of G can be transformed into a nice
tree decomposition in time O(|V (G)| + |E(G)|) maintaining the same width [21]. We use Gt
S
to denote the graph induced on the vertices t0 Xt0 , where t0 ranges over all descendants of t,
including t. We use Ht to denote Gt [V (Gt ) \ Xt ].

3

Subexponential Time FPT Algorithm for Pl-OCT

In this section we outline our algorithms for Pl-OCT – (a) an
√ algorithm running in time
O(k O(k) n) and (b) an algorithm running in time O(nO(1) + 2O( k log k) n). To do so we reduce
the problem to a “Steiner tree-like” problem on graphs of small treewidth and then use an
algorithm for this Steiner tree-like problem on graphs of bounded treewidth to obtain our
results.
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Reducting Pl-OCT to a “Steiner tree-like” problem

It is well-known that a plane graph is bipartite if and only if every face is even. Here we say
that a face is even if the cyclic walk enclosing the face has even length. This fact allows us
to interpret the OCT problem on a plane graph G as the “Steiner tree-like” L-Join problem
on the face-vertex incidence graph of G. The face-vertex incidence graph of a plane graph G
is the graph G+ with vertex set V (H) = V (G) ∪ F (G) and an edge between a face f ∈ F (G)
and vertex v ∈ V (G) if v is incident to f in the embedding of G. Clearly G+ is planar, and
also it is bipartite with bipartitions V (G) and F (G). For subsets L ⊆ F (G) and O ⊆ V (G)
we will say that O is an L-join in G+ if every connected component of G+ [F (G) ∪ O] contains
an even number of vertices from L. The following observation plays a crucial role in our
algorithm.
I Proposition 1 ([12]). A subset O of V (G) is an odd cycle transversal of G if and only if
every connected component of G+ [F (G) ∪ O] has an even number of vertices of L. Here, L
is the set of odd faces of G.
Observe that the notion of an L-join can be defined for any bipartite graph H with
bipartitions A and B. Specifically for subsets L ⊆ A and O ⊆ B we say that O is an L-join
in H if every connected component of H[A ∪ O] contains an even number of vertices from L.
In the L-Join problem we are given a bipartite graph H with bipartitions A and B, together
with a subset L ⊆ A and an integer k. The task is to determine whether there is an L-join
W ⊆ B in H of size at most k. The Pl-L-Join problem is just L-Join, but with the input
graph H required to be planar. Proposition 1 directly implies the following lemma.
I Lemma 2. If there is an algorithm for Pl-L-Join with running time O(f (k)nc ) for a
function f and constant c ≥ 1 then there is an algorithm for Pl-OCT with running time
O(f (k)nc ).
In Section 3.2 we will give an algorithm for Pl-L-Join with running time O(2O(k log k) n),
yielding an algorithm for Pl-OCT with the same running time. To get a subexponential
time algorithm for Pl-OCT we will reduce to a promise variant of Pl-L-Join where we
additionally are given a set S of size k O(1) with the promise that an optimal solution can
be found inside S. We now formally define the promise variant of Pl-L-Join that we will
reduce to.
Promise Planar-L-Join (PrPl-L-Join)
Input:
Parameter:
Question:
Promise:

A bipartite planar graph H with bipartitions A and B, a set of terminals
L ⊆ A, a set of annotated vertices S ⊆ B and an integer k
|S|, k
Is there an L-join O ⊆ B of size at most k?
If an L-join O ⊆ B of size at most k exists then there is an L-join
O0 ⊆ S of size at most |O|.

In order to be able to reduce Pl-OCT to PrPl-L-Join we show the following lemma.
I Lemma 3 (Small Relevant Set Lemma). Let (G, k) be a yes instance to Pl-OCT. Then in
polynomial time we can find a set S such that
|S| = k O(1) ; and
with probability (1 − 21n ), G has an oct of size k if and only if there is an oct contained in
S of size k.
Here n = |V (G)|.
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Proof. This follows from [22, 23], but for completeness we sketch the proof here. First,
we find in polynomial time an approximate solution of size at most 94 k by applying the
9
4 -approximation algorithm for Pl-OCT by Goemans and Williamson [16]. Let X be such
an approximate solution. Next, we create an auxiliary graph G0 from G and X as in the
algorithm of Reed, Smith, and Vetta [26]; the vertex set of G0 is (V \ X) ∪ X 0 , where X 0
is a set of 2|X| terminals corresponding to X. It is a consequence of [26], made explicit
in [22, Lemma 4.1], that a minimum oct can be found by taking the union of a subset of
X and a minimum S-T vertex cut in G0 \ R for S, T, R ⊆ X 0 (it may be assumed that all
minimum cuts are disjoint from X 0 , by modifying R). By [23, Corollary 1], there exists a
set Z ⊆ V (G0 ) with |Z| = O(|X|3 ) which includes such a min-cut for all choices of S, T, R,
and we can find it in polynomial time, with success probability as stated, using the tools of
representative sets from matroid theory; see [23].
J
Proposition 1 together with Lemma 3 directly imply the following lemma.
I Lemma 4. If there is an algorithm for PrPl-L-Join with running time O(f (k)nc ) for
a function f and constant c ≥ 1 then there is a randomized algorithm for Pl-OCT with
running time O(nO(1) + f (k)nc ) and success probability at least (1 − 21n ).
At this point we make a remark about results in [22, 23]. In [22, 23], Kratsch and
Wahlström obtain a polynomial kernel for OCT. That is, given an input (G, k) they output
an equivalent instance (G0 , k 0 ) such that G has an odd cycle transversal of size k if and only
if G0 has and k 0 ≤ k. It is very tempting to use this result directly at the place of Lemma 3.
However, for our subexponential algorithm for Pl-OCT we not only need that k 0 ≤ k, G0
has small size but also that G0 is a planar graph. However, it is not clear that the algorithms
described in [22, 23] could be easily modified to get both k 0 ≤ k and G0 is planar. Thus we
resort to Lemma 3 which is sufficient for our purpose.

3.2

Algorithms for Pl-L-Join, PrPl-L-Join and Pl-OCT

In this section we will give fast parameterized algorithms for Pl-L-Join and PrPl-L-Join.
The algorithms are based on the following decomposition lemma.
I Lemma 5. There is an algorithm that given a planar bipartite graph H with bipartitions
A and B and an integer t, runs in time O(n) and computes a partition of B into B =
B1 ∪ B2 . . . ∪ Bt such that tw(G \ Bi ) = O(t) for every i ≤ t. Furthermore, for every i ≤ t a
tree-decomposition of G \ Bi of width O(t) can be computed in time O(tn).
Proof. Select a vertex r ∈ A and do a breadth first search in H starting from r. We call {r}
the first BFS layer, N (r) the second BFS layer, N (N (r)) \ {r} the third BFS layer etc. Let
L1 , L2 , . . . , L` be the BFS layers of H. Since H is bipartite we have that for every odd i,
S
Li ⊆ A while for every even i we have Li ⊆ B. For every i from 1 to t set Bi = j≥0 L2i+2tj .
It is easy to see that B1 , . . . , Bt indeed form a partition of B. Furthermore, for every i, every
connected component C of H \ Bi is a subset of at most 2t consecutive BFS layers of H.
Contracting all of the BFS layers preceeding C in H into a single vertex shows that C is an
induced subgraph of a planar graph of diameter O(t). Thus it follows from [4, 11] that a
tree decomposition of C of width O(t) can be computed in time O(t|C|). Hence for every
i ≤ t a tree-decomposition of G \ Bi of width O(t) can be computed in time O(tn).
J
In Section 4 we will prove the following lemma.
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I Lemma 6. There is an algorithm that given an bipartite graph H with bipartitions A
and B, together with a set L ⊆ A, an integer k and a tree-decomposition of H of width w,
determines whether there is an L-join W ⊆ B of size at most k in time O(wO(w) n).
Lemmata 5 and 6 yield the O(2O(k log k) n) time algorithm for Pl-L-Join.
I Lemma 7. There is a O(2O(k log k) n) time algorithm for Pl-L-Join.
Proof. Given as input a planar bipartite graph H with bipartitions A and B, a set L ⊆ A
and an integer k the algorithm applies Lemma 5 with t = k + 1. Now, if H has an L-join
W of size at most k then there is an i ≤ t such that W ∩ Bi = ∅, and so W is an L-join in
H \ Bi . Furthermore, for any j an L-join in H \ Bj is also an L-join in H. We loop over
every i and return the smallest L-join of H \ Bi . By Lemma 5, for each i we can compute
a tree-decomposition of H \ Bi of width O(t) in O(tn) time. By Lemma 6 we can find a
smallest L-join of H \ Bi in time O(2O(k log k) n).
J
The algorithm for PrPl-L-Join goes along the same lines as the algorithm in Lemma 7,
but is slightly more involved.
√

I Lemma 8. There is an O(|S|

k

· 2O(

√

k log k)

· n) time algorithm for PrPl-L-Join.

Proof. Given as input a planar bipartite graph H with bipartitions A and B, a set L ⊆ A
of terminals and a set S ⊆√
B of annotated vertices together with an integer k the algorithm
applies Lemma 5 with t = k. For every i ≤ t define Wi = W ∩ Bi . Now, if H has an L-join
W of size at most√k then without loss of generality W ⊆ S. Furthermore there is an i ≤ t
such that |Wi | ≤ k. Observe that W is also an L-join in H \ (Bi \ Wi ). Furthermore, for
any subset B 0 of B, an L-join in H \ B 0 is also an L-join
loops over
√ in H. The algorithm
√
∗
∗
every i, and√ every choice of Wi ⊆ Bi ∩ S with |Wi | ≤ k. There are k choices for i and
at most |S| k choices for Wi∗ . For each choice of i and Wi∗ the algorithm finds the smallest
L-join of H \ (Bi \ Wi∗ ). Correctness follows from the fact that we will loop over the choice
Wi∗ = Wi .
In order to find the smallest L-join of H \ (Bi \ Wi∗ ) we will apply Lemma 6, but in
order to do that we need a tree decomposition of H \ (Bi \ Wi∗ ) of small
width. However,
√
by Lemma 5 we can find a tree decomposition of H \ Bi of width O( k) in linear time for
every i. Adding Wi∗ to every
√ bag of∗ this tree
√ decomposition yields a tree decomposition of
∗
H \ (Bi \ Wi ) of width O( k) + |Wi | =
√ O( k). Thus, by Lemma 6 we can find the smallest
O( k log k)
L-join √
of H \ (Bi \ Wi∗ ) in time
O(2
· n) for every choice of i and Wi∗ . Since there
√
k
are |S| choices for Wi and k choices for i this concludes the proof.
J
We are now ready to prove our main theorems. In particular, Lemmata 2 and 7 imply
our linear time parameterized algorithm for Pl-OCT.
I Theorem 9. There is a O(2O(k log k) n) time algorithm for Pl-OCT.
Similarly, Lemmata 4 and 8 imply our subexponential parameterized algorithm for Pl-OCT.
I Theorem 10. There is an O(nO(1) +2O(

4

√

k log k)

n) time randomized algorithm for Pl-OCT.

An algorithm for Minimum L-Join on graphs of bounded treewidth

In this section we give a dynamic programming algorithm on graphs of bounded treewidth
for the following problem.
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Minimum L-Join
Input:
Parameter:
Question:

A bipartite graph G with bipartitions C and D and a set L ⊆ C.
tw(G)
Find a minimum sized set W ⊆ D (if it exists) such that every connected
component of G[C ∪ W ] has an even number of vertices of L.

Observe that finding W is equivalent to finding a forest F of G such that L ⊆ V (F ) and
each tree of F contains an even number of vertices of L.

4.1

Description of the Algorithm

The idea of our algorithm is to do dynamic programming starting from leaf to root. We set
|Xt | = w

Lt = L ∩ V (Gt )

Ct = C ∩ V (Gt )

For a node t and any solution, say F , intersection with Gt and Xt (a partial solution)
could be described as follows:
A tree Fi of F is contained inside V (Gt ) \ Xt and in this case we have that |V (Fi ) ∩ L| is
even.
A tree Fi of F does not contain any vertex of V (Gt ).
A tree Fi of F contains vertices from both V (Gt ) and V (G) \ V (Gt ). In this case we
have that Fi contains vertices from Xt and either contains an even or an odd number of
vertices from L.
We would like to keep representatives for all partial solutions for the graph Gt . Towards
this we first introduce the following definition.
I Definition 11. A set P is a partition of X if, and only if, it does not contain the empty set
unless X = ∅ and: (a) the union of the elements of P is equal to X; and (b) the intersection
of any two elements of P is empty. (We say the elements of P are pairwise disjoint.) We call
an element of P as piece. A partition is called signed partition if for every piece A ∈ P , we
assign either 0 or 1. The sign of a piece A is denoted by sign(A). That is, sign is a function
from P to {0, 1}. A signed partition is denoted by (P, sign), that is, a pair consisting of the
partition P and a function sign : P → {0, 1}.
For each node i ∈ V (T ) we compute a table Ai , the rows of which are 3-tuples [S, (P, sign), val].
Table Ai contains one row for each combination of the first two components which denote
the following:
S is a subset of Xi .
(P, sign), where P is a partition of S into at most |S| labelled pieces.
We use P (v) to denote the piece of the partition P that contains the vertex v. We let |P |
denote the number of pieces in the partition P . The set S denotes the intersection of our
solution with the vertices in the bag Xi .
The last component val, also denoted as Ai [S, (P, sign)], is the size of a smallest forest
Fi (S, (P, sign)) of Gi which satisfies the following properties:
Ci ⊆ V (Fi (S, (P, sign))) – all the vertices of C lying in Gi are contained in the forest;
(Xi \ S) ∩ V (Fi (S, (P, sign))) = ∅ – only vertices in S from Xi are contained in the forest;
for every non-empty part A of P there exists a tree, say FA in Fi (S, (P, sign)), such that
A ⊆ V (FA ) and |Li ∩ V (FA )| mod 2 = sign(A) and for every A 6= B, FA 6= FB (that is,
trees associated with distinct parts are distinct); and
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if there exists a tree F 00 in Fi (S, (P, sign)) such that V (F 00 )∩Xi = ∅ then |Li ∩V (F 00 )| mod
2 = 0.
If there is no such forest Fi (S, (P, sign)), then the last component of the row is set to ∞.
Given a node i of the tree T and a pair (S, (P, sign)) of Xi , a forest F in Gi satisfying the
above properties is called consistent with (S, (P, sign)).
We compute the tables Ai starting from the leaf nodes of the tree decomposition and
going up to the root.
Leaf Nodes. Let i be a leaf node of the tree decomposition. We compute the table Ai as
follows. We set Ai [∅, (∅, 0)] = 0 and Ai [∅, (∅, 1)] = 0.
Introduce Nodes. Let i be an introduce node and j its unique child. Let x ∈ Xi \ Xj be
the introduced vertex. For each pair (S, (P, sign)), we compute the entry Ai [S, (P, sign)]
as follows.
Case 1. x ∈ S. Check whether N (x) ∩ S ⊆ P (x); if not, set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = ∞.
/ Li and sign(P (x)) = 1)
Subcase 1: P (x) = {x}. If (x ∈ Li and sign(P (x)) = 0) or (x ∈
then set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = ∞.
Else, we set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = Aj [S \ {x}, (P \ P (x), sign0 )] + 1. Here sign0 is the
restriction of sign to P \ P (x).
Subcase 2: |P (x)| ≥ 2 and N (x) ∩ P (x) = ∅. Set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = ∞, as no extension
of P (x) in Gi is connected.
Subcase 3: |P (x)| ≥ 2 and N (x) ∩ P (x) 6= ∅. Let A be the set of all rows [S 0 , (P 0 , sign0 )]
of the table Aj that satisfy the following conditions:
S 0 = S \ {x}.
P 0 = (P \ P (x)) ∪ Q, where Q is a partition of P (x) \ {x} such that each piece of Q
contains an element of N (x) ∩ P (x).
sign0 is such that it agrees with sign on P \ P (x) and if x ∈ Li then


X
1 +
sign0 (Q` ) mod 2 = sign(P (x),
Q` ∈Q

else



X



sign0 (Q` ) mod 2 = sign(P (x)).

Q` ∈Q

n
o
Set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = min[S 0 ,(P 0 ,sign0 )]∈A Aj [S 0 , (P 0 , sign0 )] + 1.
Case 2. x ∈
/ S. If x ∈ Ci then set Ai [S, (P, sign)] = ∞. Else set Ai [S, (P, sign)] =
Aj [S, (P, sign)].
Forget Nodes. Let i be a forget node and j its unique child node. Let x ∈ Xj \ Xi be the
forgotten vertex. For each pair (S, (P, sign)) in the table Ai , let A be the set of all rows
[S 0 , (P 0 , sign0 )] of the table Aj that satisfy the following conditions:
S 0 = S ∪ {x}, and
P 0 (x) = P (y) ∪ {x} for some y ∈ S and all other parts remain the same. Essentially,
P 0 has been obtained by adding x to some part of P .
sign0 is same as sign on all other parts of P 0 but P 0 (x) and sign(P 0 (x)) = sign(P (y)).
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Set
Ai [S, (P, sign)] =

min
0

[S 0 ,(P ,sign0 )]∈A

n
o
Aj [S 0 , (P 0 , sign0 )] .

Join Nodes. Let i be a join node and j and l its children. For each triple (S, (P, sign)) we
compute Ai [S, (P, sign)] as follows.
Let A denote the set of all pairs h(S, (P1 , sign1 )), (S, (P2 , sign2 ))i, where (S, (P1 , sign1 )) ∈
Aj and (S, (P2 , sign2 )) ∈ Al with the following property:
Starting with the partitions Qp = P1 and the sign function signp = sign1 and repeatedly
applying the following operation, we reach the stable partition that is identical to (P, sign).
The operation that we apply is:
If there exist vertices u, v ∈ S such that they are in different pieces of Qp but are
in the same piece of P2 , delete Qp (u) and Qp (v) from Qp and add Qp (u) ∪ Qp (v).
Furthermore make signp (Qp (u) ∪ Qp (v)) := (signp (P (u)) + signp (P (v))) mod 2.
Set
Ai [S, (P, sign)] =

min

h(S,(P1 ,sign1 )),(S,(P2 ,sign2 ))i∈A

n
o
Aj [S, (P1 , sign1 )]+Al [S, (P2 , sign2 )]−|S| .

The stated conditions ensure that u, v ∈ S are in the same piece of P if and only if for
each h(S, (P1 , sign1 )), (S, (P2 , sign2 ))i ∈ A, they are in the same piece of P1 or of P2 (or
both). Given this, it is easy to verify that the above computation correctly determines
Ai [S, (P, sign)].
Root Node. We obtain the size of a smallest L-join of G from any row of the table Ar for
the root node r. That is, if the size of the forest we have stored is η, then the size of the
smallest L-join of G is η − |C|.
Extracting the solution at the root node. We can compute the optimum solution, that
is the set W , by standard backtracking or by storing a set of vertices for each row and each
bag.

4.2

Correctness and the Time analysis of the algorithm

We are now ready to discuss the algorithm’s running time and prove that it correctly computes
an optimal solution.
Proof. (of Lemma 6) We first upper-bound the running time of the algorithm we described
earlier. The running time mainly depends on the size of the tables and the combination
of tables during the bottom-up traversal of the decomposition tree. Let ζ be the size of
the number of signed partitions of size at most w + 1. The number ζ is upper bounded
by (w + 1)w+1 × 2w+1 . Thus the size of the table at any node is upper bounded by
2w+1 × ζ = 4w+1 (w + 1)w+1 = wO(w) . Furthermore time taken to compute the value for
any row is upper bounded by wO(w) . Thus the total time taken by the algorithm is upper
bounded by wO(w) · n = 2O(w log w) · n.
The algorithm’s correctness can be shown by a standard inductive proof on the decomposition tree. This completes the proof. For an example see [5] for similar proof for the
Steiner tree problem parameterized by treewidth of the input graph.
J
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Open Problems and Conclusions

In this paper we gave the first subexponential time algorithm for Pl-OCT combining the
recent matroid based kernelization for OCT and a reformulation of Pl-OCT in terms of
T -joins. On the way we also obtained an algorithm for Pl-OCT running in time O(k O(k) n),
improving over the previous linear time FPT algorithm for Pl-OCT by Fiorini et al. [12].
Let us remark that Fiorini et al. [12] do not compute the dependence of the running time on
k of their algorithm, and the running time of their algorithm depends on how one implements
a particular step, where one needs to compute a tree-decomposition of width O(k 2 ) of a
6
particular planar graph. Naively using Bodlaender’s algorithm [3] gives an O(2O(k ) n) time
algorithm. By using more clever tricks, such as using Kammer and Tholey’s [19] recent linear
time constant factor approximation algorithm for treewidth of planar graphs, one may get an
2
O(2O(k ) n) time algorithm. This is still quite a bit slower than our O(k O(k) n) running time.
We conclude with two interesting problems that remain open. First, is there a subexponential parameterized algorithm for Pl-OCT with
√ linear dependence on n? Second, is there
an algorithm for Pl-OCT running in time 2O( k) nO(1) ?.
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Abstract
Deciding in an efficient way weak probabilistic bisimulation in the context of probabilistic automata is an open problem for about a decade. In this work we close this problem by proposing a
procedure that checks in polynomial time the existence of a weak combined transition satisfying
the step condition of the bisimulation. This enables us to arrive at a polynomial time algorithm
for deciding weak probabilistic bisimulation. We also present several extensions to interesting
related problems setting the ground for the development of more effective and compositional
analysis algorithms for probabilistic systems.
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1

Introduction

Probabilistic automata (PA) constitute a mathematical framework for the specification of
probabilistic concurrent systems [4,22]. Probabilistic automata extend classical concurrency
models in a simple yet conservative fashion. In probabilistic automata, there is no global
notion of time, and probabilistic experiments can be performed inside a transition. This
embodies a clear separation between probability and nondeterminism, and is represented
a
by transitions of the form s −→
µ, where s is a state, a is an action label, and µ is a
probability distribution on states. Labeled transition systems are instances of this model
family, obtained by restricting to Dirac distributions (assigning full probability to single
states). Thus, foundational concepts and results of standard concurrency theory are retained
in full and extend smoothly to the model of probabilistic automata. The PA model is akin
to Markov decision processes (MDP) [7], and its foundational beauty can be paired with
powerful model checking techniques, as implemented for instance in the PRISM tool [16].
Variations of this model are Labeled Concurrent Markov Chains (LCMC) and alternating
Models [11, 21, 27]. We refer the interested reader to [23] for a survey on PA and other
models.
If facing a concrete probabilistic system, we can conceive several different PA models to
reflect its behavior. For instance, we can use different state names, encode diverse information in the states, represent internal computations with different action labels, and so on.
Bisimulation relations constitute a powerful tool allowing us to check whether two models
describe essentially the same system. They are then called bisimilar. The bisimilarity of
two systems can be viewed in terms of a game played between a challenger and a defender.
In each step of the infinite bisimulation game, the challenger chooses one automaton, makes
a step, and the defender matches it with a step of the other automaton. Depending on how
we want to treat internal computations, this leads to strong and weak bisimulations: the
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former requires that each single step of the challenger automaton is matched by an equally
labeled single step of the defender automaton, the latter allows the matching up to internal computation steps. On the other hand, depending on how nondeterminism is resolved,
probabilistic bisimulation can be varied by allowing the defender to match the challenger’s
step by a convex combination of enabled probabilistic transitions. This results in a spectrum
of four bisimulations: strong [11, 22, 27], strong probabilistic [22], weak [21, 22], and weak
probabilistic [22] bisimulation.
Besides comparing automata, bisimulation relations allow us to reduce the size of an automaton without changing its properties (i.e., with respect to logic formulae satisfied by it).
This is particularly useful to alleviate the state explosion problem notoriously encountered
in model checking.
Polynomial decision algorithms for strong (probabilistic) bisimulation [3] and weak bisimulation [21] are known. However, PA weak bisimulation lacks in transitivity and this severely
limits its usefulness. On the other hand weak probabilistic bisimulation is indeed transitive,
while the only known algorithm for such bisimulation is exponential [3] in the size of the
probabilistic automaton.
In this context, it is worth to note that LCMC weak bisimulation [21] and PA weak
probabilistic bisimulation [22] coincide [24] when LCMC is seen as a PA with restrictions
on the structure of the automaton and that restricted versions of PA weak probabilistic
bisimulations, such as normed [1] and delay [25] bisimulation, can be decided in polynomial
time. Following [24], an LCMC is just a PA where each state with outgoing transitions
enables either labeled transitions each one leading to a single state, or a single transition
leading to a probability distribution over states and this constraint on the structure of the
automaton is enough to reduce the complexity of the decision procedure at the expense of
the loss of using combined transitions and nondeterminism to simplify the automaton.
Lately, the model of PA has been enhanced with memoryless continuous time, integrated
into the model of Markov automata [6, 8, 9]. This extension is also rooted in interactive
Markov chains (IMC) [13], another model with a well-understood compositional theory.
IMCs are applied in a large spectrum of practical applications, ranging from networked
hardware on chips [5] to water treatment facilities [12] and ultra-modern satellite designs [10].
The standard analysis trajectory for IMC revolves around compositional applications of
weak bisimulation minimization, a strategy that has been proven very effective [2, 5, 14],
and is based on a polynomial time weak bisimulation decision algorithm [13, 28]. Owed
to the unavailability of effective algorithms for PA weak probabilistic bisimulations, this
compositional minimization strategy has thus far not been applied in the PA (or MDP)
setting. We aim at making this possible, and furthermore, we intend to repeat and extend
the successful applications of IMC in the extended Markov automata setting. For this,
a polynomial time decision procedures for weak probabilistic bisimulation on PA is the
essential building block.
In this paper we show that PA weak probabilistic bisimulation can be decided in polynomial time, thus just as all other bisimulations on PA. To arrive there, we provide a
decision procedure that follows the standard partition refinement approach [3, 17, 19] and
that is based on a Linear Programming (LP) problem. The crucial step is that we manage
to generate and decide an LP problem that proves or disproves the existence of a weak step
in time polynomial in the size of an automaton which in turn encodes a weak transition
linear in its size. This enables us to decide in polynomial time whether the defender has a
matching weak transition step - opposed to the exponential time required thus far [3] for this.
Apart from this result, which closes successfully the open problem of [3], we show how our LP
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approach can be extended to hyper-transitions (weak transitions leaving a probability distribution instead of a single state) and to the novel concepts of allowed weak/hyper-transitions
(weak/hyper-transitions involving only a restricted set of transitions) and of equivalence
matching (given two states, check whether each one enables a weak transition matchable by
the other). Hyper-transitions naturally occur in weak probabilistic bisimulation on Markov
automata, and in the bisimulation formulation of probabilistic forward simulation [8, 22].
Organization of the paper. After the preliminaries in Section 2, we present in Section 3
the polynomial LP problem that models weak transitions together with several extensions
that can be computed in polynomial time as well. Then, in Section 4, we recast the algorithm proposed in [3] that decides whether two probabilistic automata are weak probabilistic
bisimilar and we show that the decision procedure is polynomial. We conclude the paper
in Section 5 with some remarks. Due to space limitations, we refer the reader interested in
detailed proofs to [15].

2

Mathematical Preliminaries

For a generic set X, denote by Disc(X) the set of discrete probability distributions over
X, and by SubDisc(X) the set of discrete sub-probability distributions over X. Given
ρ ∈ SubDisc(X), we denote by Supp(ρ) the set { x ∈ X | ρ(x) > 0 }, by ρ(⊥) the value
1 − ρ(X) where ⊥ ∈
/ X, and by δx the Dirac distribution such that ρ(x) = 1 for x ∈ X ∪ {⊥}.
For a sub-probability distribution ρ, we also write ρ = { px x | x ∈ X, px = ρ(x) }. The
lifting L(R) [18] of a relation R ⊆ X × Y is defined as follows: for ρX ∈ Disc(X) and
ρY ∈ Disc(Y ), ρX L(R) ρY holds if there exists a weighting function w : X × Y → [0, 1] such
P
P
that (1) w(x, y) > 0 implies x R y, (2) y∈Y w(x, y) = ρX (x), and (3) x∈X w(x, y) = ρY (y).
When R is an equivalence relation on a set X, ρ1 L(R) ρ2 holds if for each C ∈ X/R,
ρ1 (C) = ρ2 (C).
A Probabilistic Automaton (PA) A is a tuple (S, s̄, Σ, D), where S is a set of states, s̄ ∈ S
is the start state, Σ is the set of actions, and D ⊆ S × Σ × Disc(S) is a probabilistic transition
relation. The set Σ is parted in two sets H and E of internal (hidden) and external actions,
respectively; we let s,t,u,v, and their variants with indices range over S, a, b range over
actions, and τ range over hidden actions. In this work we consider only finite PAs, i.e.,
automata such that S and D are finite.
a
A transition tr = (s, a, µ) ∈ D, also denoted by s −→
µ, is said to leave from state s, to
be labeled by a, and to lead to µ, also denoted by µtr . We denote by src(tr) the source state
s, by act(tr) the action a, and by trg(tr) the target distribution µ. We also say that s enables
action a, that action a is enabled from s, and that (s, a, µ) is enabled from s. Finally, we
denote by D(s) the set of transitions enabled from s, i.e., D(s) = { tr ∈ D | src(tr) = s }, and
similarly by D(a) the set of transitions with action a, i.e., D(a) = { tr ∈ D | act(tr) = a }.
An execution fragment of a PA A is a finite or infinite sequence of alternating states
and actions α = s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 . . . starting from a state s0 , also denoted by first(α), and,
if the sequence is finite, ending with a state, also denoted by last(α), such that for each
i > 0 there exists a transition (si−1 , ai , µi ) ∈ D such that µi (si ) > 0. The length of
α, denoted by |α|, is the number of occurrences of actions in α. If α is infinite, then
|α| = ∞. Denote by frags(A) the set of execution fragments of A and by frags ∗ (A) the
set of finite execution fragments of A. An execution fragment α is a prefix of an execution
fragment α0 , denoted by α 6 α0 , if the sequence α is a prefix of the sequence α0 . The
trace of α, denoted by trace(α), is the sub-sequence of external actions of α. For instance,
for a ∈ E, trace(s0 as1 ) = trace(s0 τ s1 τ . . . τ sn−1 asn ) = a, also denoted by trace(a), and
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trace(s0 ) = trace(s0 τ s1 τ . . . τ sn ) = ε, the empty sequence, also denoted by trace(τ ).
A scheduler for a PA A is a function σ : frags ∗ (A) → SubDisc(D) such that for each
finite execution fragment α, σ(α) ∈ SubDisc(D(last(α))). A scheduler is determinate [3] if
for each pair of execution fragments α, α0 , if trace(α) = trace(α0 ) and last(α) = last(α0 ),
then σ(α) = σ(α0 ). Given a scheduler σ and a finite execution fragment α, the distribution
σ(α) describes how transitions are chosen to move on from last(α). A scheduler σ and a
state s induce a probability distribution µσ,s over execution fragments as follows. The basic
measurable events are the cones of finite execution fragments, where the cone of a finite
execution fragment α, denoted by Cα , is the set { α0 ∈ frags ∗ (A) | α 6 α0 }. The probability
µσ,s of a cone Cα is defined recursively as follows:


if α = t for a state t 6= s,

0
µσ,s (Cα ) =

1
if α = s,


µ (C 0 ) · P
0
0
σ,s
α
tr∈D(a) σ(α )(tr) · µtr (t) if α = α at.

Standard measure theoretical arguments ensure that µσ,s extends uniquely to the σ-field
generated by cones. We call the measure µσ,s a probabilistic execution fragment of A and we
say that it is generated by σ from s. Given a finite execution fragment α, we define µσ,s (α)
as µσ,s (α) = µσ,s (Cα ) · σ(α)(⊥), where σ(α)(⊥) is the probability of chosing no transitions,
i.e., of terminating the computation after α has occurred.
We say that there is a weak combined transition from s ∈ S to µ ∈ Disc(S) labeled by
a
a ∈ Σ that is induced by σ, denoted by s =⇒c µ, if there exists a scheduler σ such that the
following holds for the induced probabilistic execution fragment µσ,s : (1) µσ,s (frags ∗ (A)) = 1;
∗
(2) for each α ∈ frags (A), if µσ,s (α) > 0 then trace(α) = trace(a); (3) for each state t,
∗
µσ,s ({ α ∈ frags (A) | last(α) = t }) = µ(t). See [23] for more details on weak combined
transitions.
τ

t

a

1

I Example 1. Consider the automaton E depicted
τ
1/4
1
in Figure 1 and denote by tr the only transition en1/4
a
1
u
abled by s̄; E enables the weak combined transition s̄
a
1
5
1/2
s̄ =⇒c µ where µ = { 16
, 16
, 10
16 } via the scheda
1
v
uler σ defined as follows: σ(s̄) = σ(s̄τ tτ s̄) = δtr ,
τ
a
, σ(s̄τ u) = σ(s̄τ tτ s̄τ u) = δu−→
σ(s̄τ t) = δt−→
,
Figure 1 The PA E
δs̄
δ
a
a
σ(s̄τ v) = σ(s̄τ tτ s̄τ v) = δv−→
,
σ(s̄τ
tτ
s̄τ
t)
=
δ
,
and
σ(α) = δ⊥ for each other
δ
t−→δ

α ∈ frags ∗ (E). For instance, state
is reached with probability µσ,s̄ ({ α ∈ frags ∗ (E) |
5
last(α) = }) = µσ,s̄ ({s̄τ ua , s̄τ tτ s̄τ ua }) = 1·1· 41 ·1·1·1+1·1· 14 ·1·1·1· 14 ·1·1·1 = 16
= µ( ),
as required. As we will see in Sect. 3.4, the same weak combined transition is induced also
by a determinate scheduler.
We say that there is a hyper-transition from ρ ∈ Disc(S) to µ ∈ Disc(S) labeled
a
by a ∈ Σ, denoted by ρ =⇒c µ, if there exists a family of weak combined transitions
P
a
{s =⇒c µs }s∈Supp(ρ) such that µ =
s∈Supp(ρ) ρ(s) · µs , i.e., for each t ∈ S, µ(t) =
P
ρ(s)
·
µ
(t).
s
s∈Supp(ρ)
I Definition 1. Let A1 , A2 be two probabilistic automata. An equivalence relation R
on the disjoint union S1 ] S2 is a weak probabilistic bisimulation if, for each pair of states
a
s, t ∈ S1 ] S2 such that s R t, if s −→
µs for some probability distribution µs , then there
a
exists a probability distribution µt such that t =⇒c µt and µs L(R) µt .
Two probabilistic automata A1 and A2 are weakly probabilistic bisimilar if there exists
a weak probabilistic bisimulation R on S1 ] S2 such that s̄1 R s̄2 . We denote the coarsest
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weak probabilistic bisimulation by ≈, and call it weak probabilistic bisimilarity.
This is the central definition around which the paper revolves. Weak probabilistic bisimilarity is an equivalence relation preserved by standard process algebraic composition opera
ators on PA [20]. The complexity of deciding A1 ≈ A2 strictly depends on finding t =⇒c µt
for which determinate schedulers suffice (cf. [3, Prop. 1]): in Section 3 we will show how to
find them in polynomial time. The definition of bisimulation can be reformulated as follows,
by simple manipulation of quantifiers:
I Definition 2. Given two PAs A1 , A2 , an equivalence relation R on S1 ] S2 is a weak
probabilistic bisimulation if, for each transition (s, a, µs ) ∈ D1 ] D2 and each state t such
a
that s R t, there exists µt such that t =⇒c µt and µs L(R) µt .

3

Weak Transition Construction as a Linear Programming Problem

We now discuss key elements of a decision algorithm for weak probabilistic bisimilarity. As
we will see in Section 4, the core ingredient - and the source of the exponential complexity
of the decision algorithm of [3] - is the recurring need to verify the step condition, that is,
a
a
given a challenging transition s −→
µ and (s, t) ∈ R, to check whether there exists t =⇒c µt
such that µ L(R) µt .
With some inspiration from network flow problems, we will be able to see a transition
a
t =⇒c µt of the PA A as a flow where the initial probability mass δt flows and splits along
internal transitions (and exactly one transition with label a for each stream when a 6= τ )
accordingly to the transition target distributions and the resolution of the nondeterminism
performed by the scheduler.
This will allow us to arrive at a polynomial time algorithm to verify or refute the existence
a
of a weak combined transition t =⇒c µt such that µ L(R) µt .

3.1

Allowed Transitions

For the construction we are going to develop, we consider a more general case where we
parametrize the scheduler so as to choose only specific, allowed, transitions when resolving
the nondeterministic choices in a weak combined transition. This generalization will later
be exploited by enabling us to generate tailored and thereby smaller LP-problems. For
the intuition of this generalization, consider, for example, an automaton C that models a
communication channel: it receives the information to transmit from the sender through
an external action, then it performs an internal transition to represent the sending of the
message on the communication channel, and finally it sends the transmitted information to
the receiver. The communication channel is chosen nondeterministically between a reliable
channel and an acknowledged lossy channel. If we want to check whether C always ensures
the correct transmission of the received information, we can restrict the scheduler to choose
only the lossy channel, i.e., we allow only the transitions relative to the lossy channel; if we
impose this restriction and C is able to send eventually the transmitted information to the
receiver with probability 1, then we can say that C always ensures the correct transmission
of the received information.
I Definition 3 (Allowed weak combined transition). Given a PA A and a set of allowed
transitions A ⊆ D, we say that there is an allowed weak combined transition from s to µ
a
with label a respecting A, denoted by s =⇒A
c µ, if there exists a scheduler σ that induces
a
∗
s =⇒c µ such that for each α ∈ frags (A), Supp(σ(α)) ⊆ A.
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It is immediate to see that, when we consider every transition as allowed, i.e., A = D, the
a
a
allowed weak combined transition s =⇒D
c µ is just the usual transition s =⇒c µ.
I Proposition 4. Given a PA A, a state s, and action a, and a probability distribution
a
µ ∈ Disc(S), there exists a scheduler σD for A that induces s =⇒D
c µ if and only if there
a
exists a scheduler σ for A that induces s =⇒c µ.
Similarly, we say that there is an allowed hyper-transition from a distribution over states ρ
a
to a distribution over states µ labeled by a respecting A, denoted by ρ =⇒A
exists
c µ, if there
P
a A
a family of allowed weak combined transitions {s =⇒c µs }s∈Supp(ρ) such that µ = ρ(s)·µs .
a
An equivalent definition of allowed hyper-transition ρ =⇒A
c µ is the following: given a
PA A, we say that there is an allowed hyper-transition from a distribution over states ρ
to a distribution over states µ labeled by a respecting A if there exists an allowed weak
a
τ
h
combined transition h =⇒A
/S
c µ for the PA Ah = (S ∪ {h}, s̄, Σ, D ∪ {h −→ ρ}) where h ∈
τ
and Ah = A ∪ {h −→ ρ}.
I Proposition 5. Given a PA A, h ∈
/ S, a ∈ Σ, A ⊆ D, and ρ, µ ∈ Disc(S), let Ah be the
τ
τ
PA Ah = (S ∪ {h}, s̄, Σ, D ∪ {h −→
ρ}) and Ah be A ∪ {h −→
ρ}.
a A
a Ah
ρ =⇒c µ exists in A if and only if h =⇒c µ exists in Ah .
I Example 1 (cont.). If we consider again the automaton E in Figure 1 and the set
a
τ
of allowed transitions A = D \ {t −→
δs̄ }, it is immediate to see that s̄ =⇒c µ with µ =
5
1
, 16
, 10
{ 16
16 } is not an allowed weak combined transition respecting A and that the
a
only allowed weak combined transition with label a enabled by s̄ is s̄ =⇒A
c ρ having ρ =
{ 41 , 14 , 12 } as target distribution.

3.2

A Linear Programming Problem

We now assume we are given the PA A, the set of allowed transitions A ⊆ D, the state t,
the action a, the probability distribution µ, and the equivalence relation R on S. We intend
a
to verify or refute the existence of a weak combined transition t =⇒A
c µt of A satisfying
µ L(R) µt via the construction of a flow through the network graph G(t, a, µ, A, R) = (V, E)
defined as follows: for a 6= τ , the set of vertices is V = {M, H} ∪ S ∪ S tr ∪ Sa ∪ Satr ∪ (S/R)
b
where S tr = { v tr | tr = v −→
ρ ∈ A, b ∈ {a, τ } }, Sa = { va | v ∈ S } and Satr = { vatr |
tr
tr
v ∈ S } and the set of arcs is E = {(M, t)} ∪ { (va , C), (C, H) | C ∈ S/R, v ∈ C } ∪
τ
ρ ∈ A, v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ) } ∪ { (v, vatr ), (vatr , va0 ) |
{ (v, v tr ), (v tr , v 0 ), (va , vatr ), (vatr , va0 ) | tr = v −→
a
tr = v −→ ρ ∈ A, v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ) }. For a = τ the definition is similar: V = {M, H} ∪ S ∪
S tr ∪ (S/R) and E = {(M, t)} ∪ { (v, C), (C, H) | C ∈ S/R, v ∈ C } ∪ { (v, v tr ), (v tr , v 0 ) | tr =
τ
v −→
ρ ∈ A, v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ) }.
M and H are two vertices that represent the source and the sink of the network, respectively. The graph encodes possible sequences of internal transitions, keeping track of which
transition has happened by means of the vertices superscripted with tr, for this the set
S tr contains vertices that model the transitions of the automaton. The subsets of vertices
subscripted by a are used to record that action a has happened already. Notably, not every
b
vertex is used for defining arcs: the vertices v tr where tr = v −→
ρ ∈ A and b = a 6= τ are
tr
used only to define the corresponding vertices va that are actually involved in the definition
of the set E of arcs. We could have removed these vertices from S tr but this reduces the
readability of the definition of Satr without giving us a valuable effect on the computational
complexity of the proposed solution.
I Example 1 (cont.). Consider the automaton E in Figure 1 and suppose that we want to
a
check whether there exists an allowed weak combined transition s̄ =⇒D
c ρ such that ρ L(R) µ
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1
5
where µ = { 16
, 16
, 10
16 } and the classes induced by R are {{s̄, t, u, v}, { }, { }, { }}.
τ
a
a
a
1 1
Let tr 0 = s̄ −→ { 4 t, 4 u, 12 v}, tr 1 = t −→
δ , tr 2 = u −→
δ , tr 3 = v −→
δ , and tr 4 =
τ
t −→ δs̄ . The network G(s̄, a, µ, D, R) is as follows, where we omit vertices , , and
since they are not involved in any arc. Numbers attached to arcs indicate probabilities, and
are not part of the graph.

ttr 4

t
1/4

1

M

s̄

s̄tr 0

1/4

u

1
ttr
a

1

2
utr
a

1

a

ta

[ ]R

1/4

a

[ ]R

H

[s̄]R

1/2

ua

1/4

4
ttr
a
1
0
s̄tr
a

s̄a

1/2

vatr 3

v

1

a

[ ]R

va

Our intention is to use the network G(t, a, µ, A, R), in a maximum flow problem, since
solving the latter has polynomial complexity. Unfortunately, the resulting problem does not
model an allowed weak combined transition because probabilities are as such not necessarily
respected: in ordinary flow problems we can not enforce a proportional balancing between
the flows out of a given vertex. Instead, the entire incoming flow might be sent over a single
outgoing arc, provided that the arc capacity is respected, while zero flow is sent over other
arcs. In particular, we have no way to force the flow to split proportionally to the target
probability distribution of a transition when the flow is less than 1. Apart from that, there
is no obvious way to assign arc capacities since imposing capacity 1 to arcs is not always
correct even if this is the maximum value for a probability. This problem is specifically
τ
caused by cycles of internal transitions. For self loops like s −→
ρ with ρ(s) > 0, one might
after some reflection come up with a capacity 1/(1 − p) where p = ρ(s), but this does not
extend to arbitrary τ -connected components.
For these reasons, we have to proceed differently: since any maximum flow problem can
be expressed as a Linear Programming (LP) problem, we follow this path, but then refine the
LP problem further, in order to eventually define a maximization problem whose solution is
indeed equivalent to an allowed weak combined transition, as we will show in Section 3.4.
For this, we use the above transformation of the automaton into a network graph as the
starting point for generating an LP problem, which is afterwards enriched with additional
constraints: we adopt the same notation of the max flow problem so we use fu,v to denote
the “flow” through the arc from u to v. The balancing factor is a new concept we introduce
to model a probabilistic choice and to ensure a balancing between flows that leave a vertex
representing a probabilistic choice, i.e., leaving a vertex v ∈ S tr ∪ Satr .
a

· L(R) µ LP problem). For a 6= τ we define the LP problem
I Definition 6 (The t =⇒A
c 
a

·
L(R)
µ
associated
to
the network graph (V, E) = G(t, a, µ, A, R) as follows.
t =⇒A
c
P
max

(x,y)∈E

−fx,y

subject to
fu,v ≥ 0
fM,t = 1
fC,H = µ(C)

for each (u, v) ∈ E

P

for each C ∈ S/R
for each v ∈ V \ {M, H}

fvtr ,v0 − ρ(v 0 ) · fv,vtr = 0
fvatr ,va0 − ρ(v 0 ) · fva ,vatr = 0
fvatr ,va0 − ρ(v 0 ) · fv,vatr = 0

for each tr = v −→ ρ ∈ A and v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ)
τ
for each tr = v −→ ρ ∈ A and v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ)
a
for each tr = v −→ ρ ∈ A and v 0 ∈ Supp(ρ)

P

f −
u∈{ x|(x,v)∈E } u,v

f
=0
u∈{ y|(v,y)∈E } v,u
τ

τ

When a is τ , the LP problem t =⇒A
· L(R) µ associated to G(t, τ, µ, A, R) is defined
c 
a
as above without the last two groups of constraints. Note that t =⇒A
· L(R) µ constraints
c 
define a system of linear equations extended with the non-negativity of variables fu,v and
this rules out solutions where some variable fx,y has an infinite value. Moreover this may be
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used to improve the actual implementation of the solver. It is worthwhile to point out that
P
P
the objective function max (x,y)∈E −fx,y is actually equivalent to min (x,y)∈E fx,y , i.e., a
weak transition can also be seen as a minimum cost flow problem plus balancing constraints.
We can define the objective function in several ways but this does not affect the equivaa
lence of t =⇒A
· L(R) µ and allowed weak combined transitions: in fact, the equivalence is
c 
based on variables fva ,[v]R and fC,H (where v ∈ S and C ∈ S/R) that represent the probability to reach each state v (and then stopping) and each equivalence class C, respectively; by
P
a
definition of t =⇒A
· L(R) µ we have that v∈C fva ,C = fC,H and fC,H = µ(C), thus their
c 
value does not strictly depend on the objective function. When a = τ , we have the same
result, just replacing va with v.
The objective function we use allows us to rule out trivial self-loops: suppose that there
τ
exists a transition tr = x −→
δx ∈ A that we model by arcs (x, xtr ) and (xtr , x). The
balancing constraint for such arcs is fxtr ,x − 1 · fx,xtr = 0 that is satisfied for each value of
fxtr ,x = fx,xtr ; however, the maximum for the objective function can be reached only when
fx,xtr = 0, that is, the self-loop is not used. Similarly, we obtain that the value of the flow
involving vertices that can not be reached from the vertex t is null as well as when such
vertices may be reached from t but the solution of the problem requires that the flow from
the vertex t to them is null.
I Example 1 (cont.). Consider again the automaton E in Figure 1 and suppose that we
a
want to check whether there exists an allowed weak combined transition s̄ =⇒D
c ρ such that
5
10
1
ρ L(R) µ where µ = { 16 , 16 , 16 } and the only non-singleton class of R is {s̄, t, u, v}. Let
a
τ
a
a
τ
δ , tr 2 = u −→
tr 0 = s̄ −→
{ 14 t, 41 u, 12 v}, tr 1 = t −→
δ , tr 3 = v −→
δ , and tr 4 = t −→
δs̄ .
a D
Besides other constraints, the LP problem s̄ =⇒c · L(R) µ has the following constraints:
fM,s̄ = 1
f[ ]R ,H = 10/16
fs̄,s̄tr 0
fs̄tr 0 ,t − ft,ttra 1 − ft,ttr 4 = 0
ft,ttra 1 − fttra 1 , a = 0
ft,ttr 4 − fttr 4 ,s̄ = 0
fvatr 3 , a − f a ,[ ]R = 0
f a ,[ ]R − f[ ]R ,H = 0
fs̄tr 0 ,v − 1/2fs̄,s̄tr 0 = 0
fvatr 3 , a − 1fv,vatr 3 = 0

f[ ]R ,H = 1/16
− fs̄tr 0 ,t − fs̄tr 0 ,u − fs̄tr 0 ,v = 0
fs̄tr 0 ,u − fu,utra 2 = 0
fu,utra 2 − futra 2 , a = 0
fttra 1 , a − f a ,[ ]R = 0
f a ,[ ]R − f[ ]R ,H = 0
fs̄tr 0 ,t − 1/4fs̄,s̄tr 0 = 0
fttra 1 , a − 1ft,ttra 1 = 0
fttr 4 ,s̄ − 1ft,ttr 4 = 0

f[ ]R ,H = 5/16
fM,s̄ + fttr 4 ,s̄ − fs̄,s̄tr 0 = 0
fs̄tr 0 ,v − fv,vatr 3 = 0
fv,vatr 3 − fvatr 3 , a = 0
futra 2 , a − f a ,[ ]R = 0
f a ,[ ]R − f[ ]R ,H = 0
fs̄tr 0 ,u − 1/4fs̄,s̄tr 0 = 0
futra 2 , a − 1fu,utra 2 = 0

A solution that maximizes the objective function sets all variables to value 0 except for
fM,s̄
fs̄,s̄tr 0
ft,ttra 1
fttra 1 , a
f a ,[ ]R

= 16/16
= 20/16
= 1/16
= 1/16
= 1/16

f[ ]R ,H
fs̄tr 0 ,t
ft,ttr 4
fttr 4 ,s̄
f a ,[ ]R

= 1/16
= 5/16
= 4/16
= 4/16
= 5/16

f[ ]R ,H
fs̄tr 0 ,u
fu,utra 2
futra 2 , a
f a ,[ ]R

f[ ]R ,H
fs̄tr 0 ,v
fv,vatr 3
fvatr 3 , a

= 5/16
= 5/16
= 5/16
= 5/16
= 10/16

= 10/16
= 10/16
= 10/16
= 10/16

The variable fs̄,s̄tr 0 = 20/16 is part of a cycle and its value is greater than 1, confirming that
1, the maximum probability, in general is not a proper value for arc capacities.

3.3

Complexity of the LP Problem
a

τ

We analyze the complexity of t =⇒A
· L(R) µ for a 6= τ since t =⇒A
· L(R) µ is just a
c 
c 
a
special case of t =⇒A

·
L(R)
µ.
c
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Given the automaton A and the set A ⊆ D of allowed transitions, let NS = |S|,
NA = |A|, and N = max{NS , NA }. Suppose that a 6= τ and consider the network graph
G(t, a, µ, A, R) = (V, E). The cardinality of V is: |V | ≤ 2+NS +NA +NS +NA +NS ∈ O(N )
and the cardinality of E is: |E| ≤ 1 + 2NS + 2(NS + 1)NA + (NS + 1)NA ∈ O(N 2 ). Note that
this is also the cost of generating the G(t, a, µ, A, R) network graph from the automaton A.
a
Now, consider the t =⇒A
· L(R) µ LP problem: the number of variables is |{ fu,v |
c 
(u, v) ∈ E }| = |E| ∈ O(N 2 ) and the number of constraints is |E| + 1 + NS + NS NA +
a
NS NA + NS NA + |V | − 2 ∈ O(N 2 ), so generating t =⇒A
· L(R) µ is polynomial in N . Since
c 
a
there exist polynomial algorithms for solving LP problems [26], solving the t =⇒A
· L(R) µ
c 
a
problem is polynomial in N . The implementation of t =⇒A
· L(R) µ can be optimized in
c 
several ways (cf. [15, Sec. 3.4]) without changing the resulting complexity class.
I Theorem 7. Given a PA A, an equivalence relation R on S, an action a, a probability
distribution µ ∈ Disc(S), a set of allowed transitions A ⊆ D, and a state t ∈ S, consider the
a
problem t =⇒A
· L(R) µ as defined above. Let N = max{|S|, |A|}.
c 
a
Generating and checking the existence of a valid solution of the t =⇒A
· L(R) µ LP
c 
problem is polynomial in N .

3.4

Equivalence of LP Problems and Weak Transitions
a

In this section we present the main theorem that equates t =⇒A
· L(R) µ with an allowed
c 
a
weak combined transition, that is, t =⇒A
· L(R) µ has a solution if and only if there exists
c 
a
a scheduler σ for A that induces t =⇒A
c µt such that µ L(R) µt . This result easily extends
to ordinary weak combined transitions and hyper-transitions.
I Theorem 8. Given a PA A, an equivalence relation R on S, an action a, a probability
distribution µ ∈ Disc(S), a set of allowed transitions A ⊆ D, and a state t ∈ S, consider the
a
problem t =⇒A
· L(R) µ as defined above.
c 
a
∗
= µ(C) for each C ∈ S/R if and only
t =⇒A

·
L(R)
µ has a solution f ∗ such that fC,H
c
a A
if there exists a scheduler σ for A that induces t =⇒c µt such that µ L(R) µt .
Proof outline. The scheduler σ we define in the proof for the “only if” direction assigns to
each execution fragment α with last(α) = v the sub-probability distribution over transitions
defined, for each transition tr ∈ A such that src(tr) = v, as the ratio fv∗t ,vtr /f~v∗t , given that
t̄
f~∗ > 0, where f~∗ is the total flow incoming v, t = trace(α), and t̄ is the concatenation
vt

v

of trace(α) and of trace(act(tr)). The remaining probability of stopping in the state v is
exactly fv∗t ,[v]R /f~v∗t . The way we generate the network G(t, a, µ, A, R) ensures that fv∗t ,vtr = 0
t
when t ∈
/ {ε, trace(a)} and that fv∗t ,[v]R /f~v∗t = 0 when t 6= trace(a). The proof for the “if”
direction is the dual, that is, we define a feasible solution f ∗ as the sum of the probabilities of
P
the cones of execution fragments, i.e., f~v∗b = α∈{ φ∈frags∗ (A)|trace(φ)=b∧last(φ)=v } µσ,t (Cα );
then the existence of such feasible solution is enough to prove that there exists a (possibly
different) solution f o that maximizes the objective function while preserving the property
o
that for each C ∈ S/R, fC,H
= µ(C).
J
It is worth to observe that the resulting scheduler is a determinate scheduler and an
immediate corollary of this theorem confirming and improving Proposition 3 of [3] is that
a
each scheduler inducing t =⇒A
c µt can be replaced by a determinate scheduler inducing
a A
t =⇒c µt as well.
I Example 1 (cont.). We already know from the first part of this example that there
a
5
10
1
exists a non-determinate scheduler σ inducing s̄ =⇒D
c µ where µ = { 16 , 16 , 16 }. So,
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τ
a
a
a
let again tr 0 = s̄ −→
{ 14 t, 14 u, 12 v}, tr 1 = t −→
δ , tr 3 = v −→
δ , and
δ , tr 2 = u −→
τ
tr 4 = t −→
δs̄ . Theorem 8 ensures that there exists a scheduler σ 0 , possibly different from
a
0
σ, that induces s̄ =⇒D
c µ; in particular, σ is the determinate scheduler defined as follows.


δtr 0
if trace(α) = ε and last(α) = s̄;




4
1


{ 5 tr 1 , 5 tr 4 } if trace(α) = ε and last(α) = t;
0
σ (α) = δtr 2
if trace(α) = ε and last(α) = u;



δtr 3
if trace(α) = ε and last(α) = v;



δ
otherwise.
⊥

a

It is straightforward to check that σ 0 actually induces s̄ =⇒D
is
c µ. For instance, state
reached with probability µσ0 ,s̄ ({ α ∈ frags ∗ (E) | last(α) = }) = µσ0 ,s̄ ({ s̄τ t(τ s̄τ t)n a | n ∈
P
N }) = 1 · 14 · n∈N ( 45 · 1 · 1 · 14 )n · 15 · 1 · 1 = 41 · 15 · (1 − 15 )−1 = 14 · 51 · 54 = µ( ), as required.
I Corollary 9. Given a PA A, t ∈ S and h ∈
/ S, a ∈ Σ, ρ, µ, µt ∈ Disc(S), A ⊆ D, an
τ
τ
τ
equivalence relation R on S, a transition h −→
ρ, Ah = A ∪ {h −→
ρ}, Dh = D ∪ {h −→
ρ},
and the PA Ah = (S ∪ {h}, s̄, Σ, Dh ), the following holds:
a

∗
· L(R) µ has a solution f ∗ such that fC,H
= µ(C) for each C ∈ S/R if and only
1. t =⇒D
c 
a
if there exists a scheduler σ for A inducing t =⇒c µt such that µ L(R) µt ;
a
a
∗
h
h
2. h =⇒A
· L(R) µ (h =⇒D
· L(R) µ) relative to Ah has a solution f ∗ such that fC,H
=
c 
c
a A
µ(C) for each C ∈ S/R if and only if there exists a scheduler σ for A inducing ρ =⇒c µt
a
(ρ =⇒c µt , respectively) such that µt L(R) µ.
When R is the identity relation I, µ L(I) µt implies µt = µ.

Proof outline. The corollary follows directly from a combination of Theorem 8 for the equivalence between the LP problem and allowed weak combined transition, Proposition 4 for
weak combined transitions, and Proposition 5 for hyper-transitions.
J
a

It is worth to note also that, when we consider an MDP as a PA, the t =⇒A
· L(R) µ
c 
construction allows us to solve the multi-objective reachability problem on MDPs, that is,
given an MDP and a collection of disjoint target sets E1 , . . . , Ek and goal probabilities p1 ,
. . . , pk , check whether there exists a scheduler that reaches Ei with probability exactly pi .

3.5

Equivalence Matching

Theorem 8 and its corollary allow us to check in polynomial time whether it is possible to
reach a given probability distribution µ from a state t or a probability distribution ρ. We now
consider a more general case where, given a PA A, two distributions ρ1 , ρ2 ∈ Disc(S), two
actions a1 , a2 ∈ Σ, two sets A1 , A2 ⊆ D of allowed transitions, and an equivalence relation
R on S, we want to check in polynomial time whether there exist µ1 , µ2 ∈ Disc(S) such
a1 1
a2 A2
that ρ1 =⇒A
to find µ1 and µ2 , we can consider
c µ1 , ρ2 =⇒c µ2 , and µ1 L(R) µ2 . In order
P
a family {pC }C∈S/R of non-negative values such that
C∈S/R pC = 1 and a probability
a1 1
distribution µ̄ satisfying µ̄(C) = pC for each C ∈ S/R and then solve ρ1 =⇒A
· L(R) µ̄
c 
a2 A2
a
a
h
and ρ2 =⇒c · L(R) µ̄ where ρ =⇒A
· L(R) µ is the problem h =⇒A
· L(R) µ relative to
c 
c 
τ
τ
Ah = (S ∪{h}, s̄, Σ, D∪{h −→
ρ}) with h ∈
/ S and Ah = A∪{h −→
ρ}. The main problem of
this approach is to find a good family of values pC ; since we do not care about actual values,
P
we consider pC as variables satisfying pC ≥ 0 and C∈S/R pC = 1 and we define the LP
a1 1
a2 2
problem P1,2 derived from P1 = ρ1 =⇒A
· L(R) µ̄ and P2 = ρ2 =⇒A
· L(R) µ̄ as follows
c 
c 
(after renaming of P2 variables to avoid collisions): the objective function of P1,2 is the sum
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P
of the objective functions of P1 and P2 ; the set of constraints of P1,2 is C∈S/R pC = 1
together with pC ≥ 0 for C ∈ S/R and the union of the sets of constraints of P1 and P2
where each occurrence of µ̄(C) is replaced by pC .
It is quite easy to verify that P1,2 has a solution if and only if both P1 and P2 have
a solution (with respect to the same µ̄) and thus, by Corollary 9(2), if and only if ρ1 and
ρ2 enable an allowed hyper-transition to µ1 and µ2 , respectively, such that µ1 L(R) µ2 , as
required. It is immediate to see that P1,2 can still be solved in polynomial time, since it is
just the union of P1 and P2 extended with at most |S| variables and 2|S| constraints.
I Proposition 10. Given a PA A, ρ1 , ρ2 ∈ Disc(S), a1 , a2 ∈ Σ, two sets A1 , A2 ⊆ D of
allowed transitions, and an equivalence relation R on S, the existence of µ1 , µ2 ∈ Disc(S)
a1 1
a2 A2
such that ρ1 =⇒A
c µ1 , ρ2 =⇒c µ2 , and µ1 L(R) µ2 can be checked in polynomial time.
The above proposition easily extends, by Corollary 9, to each combination of weak combined transitions, allowed hyper-transitions, and allowed weak combined transitions as well
as to exact matching as induced by the identity relation I.

4

Decision Procedure

In this section, we recast the decision procedure of [3]
Quotient(A1 , A2 )
that decides whether two probabilistic automata A1 and
W = {S1 ] S2 };
A2 are bisimilar according to ≈, that is, whether A1 ≈
(C, a, µ) = FindSplit(W);
while C =
6 ∅ do
A2 , following the standard partition refinement approach [3,
W = Refine(W, (C, a, µ));
17, 19, 21]. More precisely, procedure Quotient iteratively
(C, a, µ) = FindSplit(W);
constructs the set S/≈, the set of equivalence classes of
return W
states S = S1 ] S2 under ≈, starting with the partitioning
W = {S} and refining it until W satisfies the definition of weak probabilistic bisimulation
and thus the resulting partitioning is the coarsest one, i.e., we compute the weak probabilistic
bisimilarity.
FindSplit(W)
Deciding whether two automata are bisimilar 1: for all (s, a, µ) ∈ D = D ] D do
1
2
then reduces to check whether their start states 2: for all t ∈ [s]W do
a
belong to the same class. In the following, we 3:
· L(W) µ has no solution
if t =⇒D
c 
return ([s]W , a, µ)
treat W both as a set of partitions and as an 4:
equivalence relation without further mentioning. 5: return (∅, τ, δs̄ )
The partitioning is refined by procedure Refine into a finer partitioning as long as
there is a partition containing two states that violate the bisimulation condition, which is
checked for in procedure FindSplit. Procedure Refine, that we do not provide explicitly as
in [3], splits partition C into two new partitions according to the discriminating information
(C, a, µ) identified by FindSplit before. So far, the procedure is as the DecideBisim(A1 , A2 )
procedure proposed in [3].
The difference arises inside the procedure FindSplit, where we check directly the step
a
a
condition by solving for each transition s −→
µ the LP problem t =⇒D
· L(W) µ that has a
c 
a
solution, according to Corollary 9(1), if and only if there exists t =⇒c µt such that µ L(W)
µt .

4.1

Complexity Analysis of the Procedure

Given two PAs A1 and A2 , let S = S1 ] S2 , D = D1 ] D2 , and N = max{|S|, |D|}.
In the worst case (that occurs when the current W satisfies the step condition), the
for at line 1 of procedure FindSplit is performed at most N times as well as the inner
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a

for, so t =⇒D
· L(W) µ is generated and solved at most N 2 times. Since by Theorem 7
c 
a
generating and checking the existence of a valid solution for t =⇒D
· L(W) µ is polynomial
c 
in N , this implies that also FindSplit is polynomial in N ; more precisely, denoted by p(N )
a
the complexity of t =⇒D
· L(W) µ, FindSplit ∈ O(N 2 p(N )). Note that we can improve
c 
a
the running time required to solve the t =⇒D
· L(W) µ LP problem by replacing D with
c 
D 0 at line 3 of FindSplit where D 0 contains only transitions with label τ or a enabled by
states reachable from t.
The while loop in the procedure Quotient can be performed at most N times; this
happens when in each loop the procedure FindSplit returns (C, a, µ) where C 6= ∅, that is,
not every pair of states in C satisfies the step condition. Since in each loop the procedure
Refine splits such class C in two classes C1 and C2 , after at most N loops every class contains
a
a single state and the procedure FindSplit returns (∅, τ, δs̄ ) since each transition s −→
µs
is obviously matched by s itself. Since Refine and FindSplit are polynomial in N , also
Quotient is polynomial in N , thus checking A1 ≈ A2 is polynomial in N .
I Theorem 11. Given two PAs A1 and A2 , let N = max{|S1 ] S2 |, |D1 ] D2 |}.
Checking A1 ≈ A2 is polynomial in N .
It is as yet open whether checking A1 ≈ A2 can be done in strong-polynomial time, while
this is known for strong bisimulation.

5

Concluding Remarks

This paper has established a polynomial time decision algorithm for PA weak probabilistic
bisimulation, closing the quest for an effective decision algorithm coined in [3]. The core innovation is a novel characterization of weak combined transitions as an LP problem, enabling
us to check the existence of a weak combined transition in polynomial time. The algorithm
can be exploited in an effective compositional minimization strategy for PA (or MDP) and
potentially also for Markov automata. Furthermore, the LP approach we developed is readily extensible to related problems requiring to find a specific weak transition. Another area
of immediate applicability concerns cost-related problems where transition costs may relate
to power or resource consumption in PA or MDP.
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Abstract
We study the bisimilarity problem for probabilistic pushdown automata (pPDA) and subclasses
thereof. Our definition of pPDA allows both probabilistic and non-deterministic branching,
generalising the classical notion of pushdown automata (without ε-transitions). Our first contribution is a general construction that reduces checking bisimilarity of probabilistic transition
systems to checking bisimilarity of non-deterministic transition systems. This construction directly yields decidability of bisimilarity for pPDA, as well as an elementary upper bound for
the bisimilarity problem on the subclass of probabilistic basic process algebras, i.e., single-state
pPDA. We further show that, with careful analysis, the general reduction can be used to prove
an EXPTIME upper bound for bisimilarity of probabilistic visibly pushdown automata. Here
we also provide a matching lower bound, establishing EXPTIME-completeness. Finally we prove
that deciding bisimilarity of probabilistic one-counter automata, another subclass of pPDA, is
PSPACE-complete. Here we use a more specialised argument to obtain optimal complexity
bounds.
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1

Introduction

Equivalence checking is the problem of determining whether two systems are semantically
identical. This is an important question in automated verification and represents a line of
research that can be traced back to the inception of theoretical computer science. A great
deal of work in this area has been devoted to the complexity of bisimilarity for various classes
of infinite-state systems related to grammars, such as one-counter automata, basic process
algebras, and pushdown automata, see [4] for an overview. We mention in particular the
landmark result showing the decidability of bisimilarity for pushdown automata [15].
In this paper we are concerned with probabilistic pushdown automata (pPDA), that is,
pushdown automata with both non-deterministic and probabilistic branching. In particular, our pPDA generalise classical pushdown automata without ε-transitions. We refer to
automata with only probabilistic branching as fully probabilistic.
We consider the complexity of checking bisimilarity for probabilistic pushdown automata
and various subclasses thereof. The subclasses we consider are probabilistic versions of models that have been extensively studied in previous works [4, 16]. In particular, we consider
probabilistic one-counter automata (pOCA), which are probabilistic pushdown automata
with singleton stack alphabet; probabilistic Basic Process Algebras (pBPA), which are singlestate probabilistic pushdown automata; probabilistic visibly pushdown automata (pvPDA),
which are automata in which the stack action, whether to push or pop, for each transition
is determined by the input letter. Probabilistic one-counter automata have been studied in
© V. Forejt, P. Jančar, S. Kiefer, and J. Worrell;
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the classical theory of stochastic processes as quasi-birth-death processes [6]. Probabilistic
BPA seems to have been introduced in [3].
While the complexity of bisimilarity for finite-state probabilistic automata is well understood [1, 5], there are relatively few works on equivalence of infinite-state probabilistic
systems. Bisimilarity of probabilistic BPA was shown decidable in [3], but without any
complexity bound. In [8] probabilistic simulation between probabilistic pushdown automata
and finite state systems was studied.

1.1

Contribution

The starting point of the paper is a construction that can be used to reduce the bisimilarity
problem for many classes of probabilistic systems to the bisimilarity problem for their nonprobabilistic counterparts. The reduction relies on the observation that in the bisimilarity
problem, the numbers that occur as probabilities in a probabilistic system can be “encoded”
as actions in the non-probabilistic system. This comes at the price of an exponential blowup in the branching size, but still allows us to establish several new results. It is perhaps
surprising that there is a relatively simple reduction of probabilistic bisimilarity to ordinary
bisimilarity. Hitherto it has been typical to establish decidability in the probabilistic case
using bespoke proofs, see, e.g., [3, 8]. Instead, using our reduction, we can leverage the rich
theory that has been developed in the non-probabilistic case.
The main results of the paper are as follows:
Using the above-mentioned reduction together with the result of [15], we show that
bisimilarity for probabilistic pushdown automata is decidable.
For the subclass of probabilistic BPA, i.e., automata with a single control state, the
same reduction yields a 3EXPTIME upper bound for checking bisimilarity via a doubly
exponential procedure for bisimilarity on BPA [4] (see also [11]). This improves the
result of [3], where only a decidability result was given without any complexity bound.
An EXPTIME lower bound for this problem follows from the recent work of [12] for
non-probabilistic systems.
For probabilistic visibly pushdown automata, the above reduction immediately yields a
2EXPTIME upper bound. However we show that with more careful analysis we can
extract an EXPTIME upper bound. In this case we also show EXPTIME-hardness, thus
obtaining matching lower and upper bounds.
For fully probabilistic one-counter automata we obtain matching lower and upper
PSPACE bounds for the bisimilarity problem. In both cases the bounds are obtained by
adapting constructions from the non-deterministic case [16, 2] rather than by using the
generic reduction described above.

2

Preliminaries

Given a countable set A, a probability distribution on A is a function d : A → [0, 1] ∩ Q (the
P
rationals) such that a∈A d(a) = 1. A probability distribution is Dirac if it assigns 1 to
one element and 0 to all the others. The support of a probability distribution d is the set
support(d) := {a ∈ A : d(a) > 0}. The set of all probability distributions on A is denoted
by D(A).
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2.1

Probabilistic Transition Systems.

A probabilistic labelled transition system (pLTS) is a tuple S = (S, Σ, →
− ), where S is a finite
or countable set of states, Σ is a finite input alphabet, and →
− ⊆ S × Σ × D(S) is a transition
a
relation. We write s −
→ d to say that (s, a, d) ∈ →
− . We also write s →
− s0 to say that
a
0
there exists s −
→ d with s ∈ support(d). We assume that S is finitely branching, i.e., each
a
state s has finitely many transitions s −
→ d. In general a pLTS combines probabilistic and
non-deterministic branching. A pLTS is said to be fully probabilistic if for each state s ∈ S
a
and action a ∈ Σ we have s −
→ d for at most one distribution d. Given a fully probabilistic
a,x
a
0
pLTS, we write s −−→ s to say that there is s −
→ d such that d(s0 ) = x.
Let S = (S, Σ, →
− ) be a pLTS and R an equivalence relation on S. We say that two
P
distributions d, d0 ∈ D(S) are R-equivalent if for all R-equivalence classes E, s∈E d(s) =
P
0
s∈E d (s). We furthermore say that R is a bisimulation relation if s R t implies that for
a
a
each action a ∈ Σ and each transition s −
→ d there is a transition t −
→ d0 such that d and d0
are R-equivalent. The union of all bisimulation relations of S is itself a bisimulation relation.
This relation is called bisimilarity and is denoted ∼ [14].
We also have the following inductive characterisation of bisimilarity. Define a decreasing
sequence of equivalence relations ∼0 ⊇ ∼1 ⊇ ∼2 ⊇ · · · by putting s ∼0 t for all s, t, and
P
a
a
s ∼
t if and only if for all a ∈ Σ and s −
→ d there is t −
→ d0 such that s∈E d(s) =
P n+1 0
classes E. It is then straightforward that the sequence
s∈E d (s) for all ∼n -equivalence
T
∼n converges to ∼, i.e., n∈N ∼n = ∼.

2.2

Probabilistic Pushdown Automata.

A probabilistic pushdown automaton (pPDA) is a tuple ∆ = (Q, Γ, Σ, ,−
→) where Q is a finite
set of states, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, Σ is a finite input alphabet, and ,−
→⊆Q×Γ×Σ×
D(Q × Γ≤2 ) (with Γ≤2 := {ε} ∪ Γ ∪ (Γ × Γ)) (where ε denotes the empty string).
When speaking of the size of ∆, we assume that the probabilities in the transition
relation are given as quotients of integers written in binary. A tuple (q, X) ∈ Q × Γ is called
a head. A pPDA is fully probabilistic if for each head (q, X) and action a ∈ Σ there is at
most one distribution d with (q, X, a, d) ∈ ,−
→. A configuration of a pPDA is an element
a
(q, β) ∈ Q × Γ∗ , and we sometimes write just qβ instead of (q, β). We write qX ,−
→ d to
denote (q, X, a, d) ∈ ,−
→, that is, in a control state q with X at the top of the stack the
pPDA makes an a-transition to the distribution d. In a fully probabilistic pPDA we also
a,x
a
write qX ,−−→ rβ if qX ,−
→ d and d(rβ) = x.
A probabilistic basic process algebra (pBPA) ∆ is a pPDA with only one control state.
In this case we sometimes omit the control state from the representation of a configuration.
A probabilistic one-counter automaton (pOCA) is a pPDA with a stack alphabet containing
only two symbols X and Z, where the transition function is restricted so that Z always and
only occurs at the bottom of the stack. A probabilistic visibly pushdown automaton (pvPDA)
a
is a pPDA with a partition of the actions Σ = Σr ∪ Σint ∪ Σc such that for all pX ,−
→ d we
have: if a ∈ Σr then support(d) ⊆ Q × {ε}; if a ∈ Σint then support(d) ⊆ Q × Γ; if a ∈ Σc
then support(d) ⊆ Q × (Γ × Γ).
A pPDA ∆ = (Q, Γ, Σ, ,−
→) generates a pLTS S(∆) = (Q × Γ∗ , Σ, →
− ) as follows. For each
a
a
β ∈ Γ∗ a rule qX ,−
→ d of ∆ induces a transition qXβ −
→ d0 in S(∆), where d0 ∈ D(Q × Γ∗ )
is defined by d0 (pαβ) = d(pα) for all p ∈ Q and α ∈ Γ∗ . Note that all configurations with
the empty stack define terminating states of S(∆).
The bisimilarity problem asks whether two configurations q1 α1 and q2 α2 of a given pPDA
∆ are bisimilar when regarded as states of the induced pLTS S(∆).
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Figure 1 A fragment of S(∆) from Example 1.

I Example 1. Consider the fully probabilistic pPDA ∆ = ({p, q, r}, {X, X 0 , Y, Z}, {a}, ,−
→)
with the following rules (omitting the unique action a):
0.5

0.5

pX ,−−→ qXX,

pX ,−−→ p,

0.3

rX ,−−→ rY X 0 ,

0.4

rX 0 ,−−→ rY X 0 ,

rX ,−−→ rY X,
rX 0 ,−−→ rY X,

0.2

0.1

0.5

rX ,−−→ r,

1

qX ,−
→ pXX,
1

rY ,−
→ rXX,

0.5

rX 0 ,−−→ r.

The restriction of ∆ to the control states p, q and to the stack symbols X, Z yields a pOCA.
The restriction of ∆ to the control state r and the stack symbols X, X 0 , Y yields a pBPA.
A fragment of the pLTS S(∆) is shown in Figure 1. The configurations pXZ and rX are
bisimilar, as there is a bisimulation relation with equivalence classes {pX k Z} ∪ {rw | w ∈
{X, X 0 }k } for all k ≥ 0 and {qX k+1 Z} ∪ {rY w | w ∈ {X, X 0 }k } for all k ≥ 1.

3

From Probabilistic to Nondeterministic Bisimilarity

A nondeterministic pushdown automaton (PDA) is a special case of a probabilistic pushdown
automaton in which the transition function assigns only Dirac distributions. We give a novel
reduction of the bisimilarity problem for pPDA to the bisimilarity problem for PDA. Because
the latter is known to be decidable [15], we get decidability of the bisimilarity problem for
pPDA.
As a first step we give the following characterisation of R-equivalence of two distributions
(defined earlier).
I Lemma 2. Let R be an equivalence relation on a set S. Two distributions d, d0 on S are
R-equivalent if and only if for all A ⊆ S we have d(A) ≤ d0 (R(A)), where R(A) denotes the
image of A under R.
Proof. For the if direction we reason as follows. For each equivalence class E we have
d(E) ≤ d0 (E). But since d and d0 have total mass 1 we must have d(E) = d0 (E) for all
equivalence classes E.
Conversely if d and d0 are R-equivalent. Then d(A) ≤ d(R(A)) = d0 (R(A)) for any set
A, since R(A) is a countable union of equivalence classes.
J
We now give our reduction. Let ∆ = (Q, Γ, Σ, ,−
→) be a pPDA and q1 γ1 , q2 γ2 two
configurations of ∆. We define a new PDA ∆0 = (Q, Γ0 , Σ0 , ◦−
→) that extends ∆ with extra
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stack symbols, input letters and transition rules. In particular, a configuration of ∆ can also
be regarded as a configuration of ∆0 . The definition of ∆0 is such that two ∆-configurations
q1 γ1 and q2 γ2 are bisimilar in ∆ if and only if the same two configurations are bisimilar in
∆0 .
Intuitively we eliminate probabilistic transitions by treating probabilities as part of the
input alphabet. To this end, let W ⊆ Q be the set of rational numbers of the form d(A) for
a
some rule pX ,−
→ d in ∆ and A ⊆ support(d). Think of W as the set of relevant transition
weights.
We define ∆0 as follows. Note that when defining rules of ∆0 we write just qγ instead of
the Dirac distribution assigning 1 to qγ.
a

The stack alphabet Γ0 contains all symbols from Γ. In addition, for every rule pX ,−
→d
in ∆ it contains a new symbol hdi and for every T ⊆ support(d) a symbol hT i.
The input alphabet Σ0 is equal to Σ ∪ W ∪ {#} where # is a distinguished action not in
Σ or W .
a
The transition function ◦−
→ is defined as follows. For every rule qX ,−
→ d, there is a rule
a
w
qX ◦−
→ qhdi. We also have a rule qhdi ◦−
→ qhT i if T ⊆ support(d) and d(T ) ≥ w ∈ W .
#

Finally, we have a rule qhT i ◦−
→ pα if pα ∈ T .
The PDA ∆0 can be constructed in time exponential in the size of ∆, and in polynomial
time if the branching degree of ∆ is bounded (i.e. if we fix a number N and consider only
pPDAs with branching degree at most N ). The analysis can be found in [7]. The correctness
of the construction is captured by the following lemma and proved in [7].
I Lemma 3. For any configurations q1 γ1 , q2 γ2 of ∆ we have q1 γ1 ∼ q2 γ2 in ∆ if and only
if q1 γ1 ∼ q2 γ2 in ∆0 .
Let us show intuitively why bisimilar configurations in ∆ remain bisimilar considered as
configurations of ∆0 . Every computation step of ∆ is simulated in three steps by ∆0 . Let
q1 X1 γ1 and q2 X2 γ2 be bisimilar configurations of ∆. Then in ∆0 a transition of q1 X1 γ1
to q1 hd1 iγ1 can be matched by a transition (under the same action) of q2 X2 γ2 to q2 hd2 iγ2
such that the distributions d1 and d2 are ∼-equivalent (and vice versa). In particular,
by Lemma 2, for any set of configurations T the set T 0 obtained by saturating T under
bisimilarity is such that d1 (T ) ≤ d2 (T 0 ). Let T̄ and T̄ 0 respectively contain the elements
of T and T 0 from which the suffixes γ1 and γ2 are removed. Then, as a second step of
simulation of ∆ by ∆0 , a transition of q1 hd1 iγ1 to a state q1 hT̄ iγ1 with label w ∈ W can be
matched by a transition of ∆0 to q2 hT̄ 0 iγ2 with the same label (similarly any transition of
q2 hd2 iγ2 can be matched by a transition of q1 hd1 iγ1 ). Finally, as T and T 0 contain elements
from the same bisimilarity equivalence classes, in the third step a #-transition from q1 hT̄ iγ1
to some q10 α1 γ1 can be matched by a #-transition of q2 hT̄ 0 iγ2 to q20 α2 γ2 such that q10 α1 γ1
and q20 α2 γ2 are again bisimilar in ∆ (and vice versa).
The three steps are illustrated in Figure 2, where the successors of the configurations
pXZ and rX in the system S(∆0 ) for the PDA ∆0 constructed from the pPDA ∆ from
Example 1 are drawn.
Lemma 3 gives rise to the following theorem.
I Theorem 4. For any pPDA ∆ there is a PDA ∆0 constructible in exponential time such
that for any configurations q1 γ1 , q2 γ2 of ∆ we have q1 γ1 ∼ q2 γ2 in ∆ if and only if q1 γ1 ∼
q2 γ2 in ∆0 . In addition, if ∆ is a pBPA, then ∆0 is a BPA.
Using Theorem 4 and [15, 4], we get the following corollary.
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Figure 2 An example of the construction for Lemma 3. Here, an arrow labelled W (x) is an
abbreviation for multiple transitions labelled by all multiples of 0.1 between 0.1 and x.

I Corollary 5. The bisimilarity problem for pPDA is decidable, and the bisimilarity problem
for pBPA is decidable in triply exponential time.

4
4.1

Upper Bounds
Bisimilarity of pOCA is in PSPACE

The bisimilarity problem for (non-probabilistic) one-counter automata is PSPACE-complete,
as shown in [2]. It turns out that for pOCA we get PSPACE-completeness as well. The
lower bound is shown in Section 5; here we show:
I Theorem 6. The bisimilarity problem for pOCA is in PSPACE, even if we present the
instance ∆ = (Q, {Z, X}, Σ, ,−
→), pX m Z, qX n Z (for which we ask if pX m Z ∼ qX n Z) by a
shorthand using m, n written in binary.
The reduction underlying Theorem 4 would only provide an exponential-space upper bound,
so we give a pOCA-specific polynomial-space algorithm. In fact, we adapt the algorithm
from [2]; the principles are the same but some ingredients have to be slightly modified. The
following text is meant to give the idea in a self-contained manner, though at a more abstract
level than in [2]. The main difference is in the notion of local consistency, discussed around
Proposition 11.
Similarly as [2], we use a geometrical presentation of relations on the set of configurations
(Fig. 3(a) reflects such a presentation). A relation can be identified with a 1/0 (or YES/NO)
colouring of the “grid” N × N × (Q × Q):
I Definition 7. For a relation R on Q × ({X}∗ Z), by the (characteristic) colouring χR we
mean the function χR : N × N × (Q × Q) → {1, 0} where χR (m, n, (p, q)) = 1 if and only if
(pX m Z, qX n Z) ∈ R. Given (a colouring) χ : N × N × (Q × Q) → {1, 0}, by Rχ we denote
the relation Rχ = {(pX m Z, qX n Z) | χ(m, n, (p, q)) = 1}.
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(a) Partition of a grid, and a moving vertical
window of width 3

(b) AND-gadget (top) and
OR-gadget (bottom)

Figure 3 Figures for Section 4.1 (left) and 5 (right)

The algorithm uses the fact that χ∼ is “regular”, i.e. {(m, n, (p, q)) | pX m Z ∼ qX n Z} is
a (special) semilinear set. More concretely, there are polynomials pol1 , pol2 : N → N (independent of the pOCA ∆) such that the following partition of the grid N × N × (Q × Q)
(sketched in Fig. 3(a)) has an important property specified later. If Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qk },
hence |Q| = k, then the grid is partitioned into three parts: the initial-space, i.e.
{(m, n, (p, q)) | m, n ≤ pol2 (k)}, the belt-space, which is given by at most k 4 linear belts,
with the slopes dc where c, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k 2 } and with the (vertical) thickness bounded by
pol1 (k), and the rest, called the background. Moreover, pol2 (k) is sufficiently large w.r.t.
pol1 (k), so that the belts are separated by the background outside the initial space.
The mentioned important property is that there is a period ψ, given by an exponential
function of k, such that if two points (m, n, (p, q)) and (m + iψ, n + jψ, (p, q)) (for i, j ∈ N)
are both in the background, for both m, n larger then a polynomial bound, then χ∼ has the
same value for both these points; in other words, χ∼ colours the background periodically.
Another important ingredient is the locality of the bisimulation conditions, resulting from
the fact that the counter value can change by at most 1 per step.
To explain the “grid-partition”, we start with considering the finite automaton F∆ underlying ∆; F∆ behaves like ∆ “pretending” that the counter is always positive.
I Definition 8. For a pOCA ∆ = (Q, {Z, X}, Σ, ,−
→), in the underlying finite pLTS F∆ =
a
a
(Q, Σ, →
− ) we have a transition p −
→ d0 if and only if there is a transition pX ,−
→ d such that
d0 (q) = d(q, ε) + d(q, X) + d(q, XX) (for all q ∈ Q).
Using standard partition-refinement arguments, we observe that ∼k−1 =∼k =∼ on F∆ when
k = |Q|. For configurations of ∆ we now define the distance dist to the set of configurations
which are “INCompatible” with F∆ .
I Definition 9. Assuming a pOCA ∆ = (Q, {Z, X}, Σ, ,−
→), where |Q| = k,
we define INC ⊆ Q × ({X}∗ Z) and dist : Q × ({X}∗ Z) → N ∪ {∞} as follows:
INC = {pX m Z | ∀q ∈ Q : pX m Z 6∼k q} (where q is a state in F∆ ),
dist(pX m Z) = min { ` | ∃qγ ∈ INC : pX m Z(,−
→)` qγ } ; we set min ∅ = ∞.
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Since pX m Z ∼m p (by induction on m), and thus pX m Z ∈ INC implies m < k, we can
surely construct INC for a given pOCA in polynomial space.
I Proposition 10.
1. If pX m Z ∼ qX n Z then dist(pX m Z) = dist(qX n Z).
2. If dist(pX m Z) = dist(qX n Z) = ∞ then pX m Z ∼ qX n Z iff pX m Z ∼k qX n Z.
The proof is the same as in the non-probabilistic case. (Point 1 is obvious. For Point
2 we verify that the set { (q1 X n1 Z, q2 X n2 Z) | q1 X n1 Z ∼k q2 X n2 Z and dist(q1 X n1 Z) =
dist(q2 X n2 Z) = ∞ is a bisimulation.)
Consider a shortest path from pX m Z to INC (for large m). It is not hard to prove (as
in [2, Lemma 10]) that such a path can be based on iterating a simple counter-decreasing
cycle (of length ≤ k), possibly preceded by a polynomial prefix and followed by a polynomial
suffix. So (finite) dist(pX m Z) can be always expressed by the use of linear functions e` m + b
where `, e ≤ k are the length and the decreasing effect of a simple cycle and b is bounded
by a polynomial in k. It follows that if we have dist(pX m Z) = dist(qX n Z) < ∞, then
n = e`11e`22 m + b0 , which shows that (m, n, (p, q)) lies in one of the above mentioned belts, or
in the initial space when m, n are small.
As a consequence, in the background points (m, n, (p, q)) we have either dist(pX m Z) =
dist(qX n Z) = ∞, and χ∼ (m, n, (p, q)) = 1 if and only if pX m Z ∼k qX n Z, or dist(pX m Z) 6=
dist(qX n Z) (and thus χ∼ (m, n, (p, q)) = 0). So we can easily compute χ∼ for any background
point in polynomial space.
The above mentioned shortest paths to INC also show that if we choose ψ = k! (so
ψ = O(2k log k )) then we have pX m Z →
− ∗ INC if and only if pX (m+ψ) Z →
− ∗ INC (for m larger
than some polynomial bound), since the counter-effect of each simple cycle divides ψ. Hence
ψ is a background period as mentioned above.
A nondeterministic algorithm, verifying that p0 X m0 Z ∼ q0 X n0 Z for (m0 , n0 , (p0 , q0 )) in
the initial or belt-space, is based on “moving a vertical window of width 3” (as depicted
in Fig. 3(a)); in each phase, the window is moved by 1 (to the right), its intersection with
the initial and belt space (containing polynomially many points) is computed, a colouring
on this intersection is guessed (χ∼ is intended) and its (local) consistency is checked (for
which also χ∼ on the neighbouring background points is computed). More precisely, in the
first, i.e. leftmost, window position a colouring in all three (vertical) slices is guessed and
the local consistency in the first two slices is checked; after any later shift of the window by
one to the right, a colouring in the new (the rightmost) slice is guessed (the guesses in the
previous two slices being remembered), and the consistency in the current middle slice is
checked. If this is successfully performed for exponentially many steps, after (m0 , n0 , (p0 , q0 ))
has been coloured with 1, then it is guaranteed that the algorithm could successfully run
forever; the pigeonhole principle induces that each belt could be periodically coloured, with
an exponential period compatible with the period of the background-border of the belt.
Such a successful run of the algorithm, exponential in time but obviously only polynomial
in the required space, is thus a witness of p0 X m0 Z ∼ q0 X n0 Z. Since PSPACE=NPSPACE,
we have thus sketched a proof of Theorem 6.
It remains to define precisely the consistency of a colouring, guaranteeing that a successful
run of the algorithm really witnesses p0 X m0 Z ∼ q0 X n0 Z. (As already mentioned, this is the
main change wrt [2].) We use the following particular variant of characterizing (probabilistic)
bisimilarity. Given a pLTS (S, Σ, →
− ), we say that (s, t) is consistent w.r.t. a relation R on
a
a
S (not necessarily an equivalence) if for each s −
→ d there is t −
→ d0 , and conversely for each
a
a
0
0
0
→ d, such that d, d are R -equivalent where R0 is the least equivalence
t−
→ d there is s −
containing the set {(s0 , t0 ) | s →
− s0 , t →
− t0 , (s0 , t0 ) ∈ R}. A relation R is consistent if each
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(s, t) ∈ R is consistent w.r.t. R. The following proposition can be verified along the standard
lines.
I Proposition 11. ∼ is consistent. If R is consistent then R ⊆ ∼.
Our algorithm can surely (locally) check the above defined consistency of the constructed χ
(i.e. of Rχ ).

4.2

Bisimilarity of pvPDA is in EXPTIME

It is shown in [16, Theorem 3.3] that the bisimilarity problem for (non-probabilistic) vPDA
is EXPTIME-complete. We will show that the same holds for pvPDA. First we show the
upper bound:
I Theorem 12. The bisimilarity problem for pvPDA is in EXPTIME.
In [16] the upper bound is proved using a reduction to the model-checking problem for (nonvisibly) PDA and the modal µ-calculus. The latter problem is in EXPTIME by [17]. This
reduction does not apply in the probabilistic case. The reduction from Section 3 cannot
be directly applied either, since it incurs an exponential blowup, yielding only a doubleexponential algorithm if combined with the result of [17]. Therefore we proceed as follows:
First we give a direct proof for (non-probabilistic) vPDA, i.e., we show via a new proof that
the bisimilarity problem for vPDA is in EXPTIME. Then we show that the reduction from
Section 3 yields a non-probabilistic vPDA that is exponential only in a way that the new
algorithm can be made run in single-exponential time: The crucial observation is that the
reduction replaces each step in the pvPDA by three steps in the (non-probabilistic) vPDA.
An exponential blowup occurs only in intermediate states of the new LTS. Our algorithm
allows to deal with those states in a special pre-processing phase. See [7] for details.

5

Lower Bounds

In this section we show hardness results for pOCA and pvPDA. We start by defining two
gadgets, adapted from [5], that will be used for both results. The gadgets are pLTS that
allow us to simulate AND and OR gates using probabilistic bisimilarity. We depict the
gadgets in Figure 3(b), where we assume that all edges have probability 1/2 and have the
a
same label. The gadgets satisfy the following propositions (here s −
→ t1 | t2 is a shorthand
a
for s −
→ d where d(t1 ) = d(t2 ) = 0.5).
I Proposition 13. (AND-gadget) Suppose s, s0 , t1 , t01 , t2 , t02 are states in a pLTS such that
a
a
→ t1 | t2 and s0 −
→ t01 | t02 . Then
t1 6∼ t02 and the only transitions outgoing from s, s0 are s −
0
0
0
s ∼ s if and only if t1 ∼ t1 ∧ t2 ∼ t2 .
I Proposition 14. (OR-gadget) Suppose s, s0 , t1 , t01 , t2 , t02 , and u12 , u10 2 , u120 , u10 20 are
states in a pLTS. Let the only transitions outgoing from s, s0 , u12 , u10 2 , u120 , u10 20 be
a

u12

a

s−
→ u12 | u10 20 , s0 −
→ u120 | u10 2 ,
a
a
a
−
→ t1 | t2 , u10 20 −
→ t01 | t02 , u120 −
→ t1 | t02 , u10 2 −
→ t01 | t2 .
a

Then s ∼ s0 if and only if t1 ∼ t01 ∨ t2 ∼ t02 .
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Bisimilarity of pOCA is PSPACE-hard

In this section we prove the following:
I Theorem 15. Bisimilarity for pOCA is PSPACE-hard, even for unary (i.e., with only
one action) and fully probabilistic pOCA, and for fixed initial configurations of the form
pXZ, qXZ.
In combination with Theorem 6 we obtain:
I Corollary 16. The bisimilarity problem for pOCA is PSPACE-complete.
Proof of Theorem 15. We use a reduction from the emptiness problem for alternating finite
automata with a one-letter alphabet, known to be PSPACE-complete [9, 10]; our reduction
resembles the reduction in [16] for (non-probabilistic) visibly one-counter automata.
A one-letter alphabet alternating finite automaton, 1L-AFA, is a tuple A = (Q, δ, q0 , F )
where Q is the (finite) set of states, q0 is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting
states, and the transition function δ assigns to each q ∈ Q either q1 ∧ q2 or q1 ∨ q2 , where
q1 , q2 ∈ Q.
We define the predicate Acc ⊆ Q × N by induction on the second component (i.e. the
length of a one-letter word); Acc(q, n) means “A starting in q accepts n”: Acc(q, 0) if and
only if q ∈ F ; Acc(q, n+1) if and only if either δ(q) = q1 ∧ q2 and we have both Acc(q1 , n)
and Acc(q2 , n), or δ(q) = q1 ∨ q2 and we have Acc(q1 , n) or Acc(q2 , n).
The emptiness problem for 1L-AFA asks, given a 1L-AFA A, if the set {n | Acc(q0 , n)}
is empty.
We reduce the emptiness of 1L-AFA to our problem. We thus assume a 1L-AFA
(Q, δ, q0 , F ), and we construct a pOCA ∆ as follows. ∆ has 2|Q| + 3 ‘basic’ states; the
set of basic states is {p, p0 , r} ∪ Q ∪ Q0 where Q0 = {q 0 | q ∈ Q} is a copy of Q and r
is a special dead state. Additional auxiliary states will be added to implement AND- and
OR-gadgets. ∆ will have only one input letter, denoted a, and will be fully probabilistic.
We aim to achieve pXZ ∼ p0 XZ if and only if {n | Acc(q0 , n)} is empty; another property
will be that
qX n Z ∼ q 0 X n Z if and only if ¬Acc(q, n).

(1)

a

For each q ∈ F we add a transition qZ ,−
→ d where d(r, Z) = 1, but qZ is dead (i.e., there is
a
0
no transition qZ ,−
→ ..) if q 6∈ F ; q Z is dead for any q 0 ∈ Q0 . Both rX and rZ are dead as
well. Hence (1) is satisfied for n = 0. Now we show (1) holds for n > 0.
For q with δ(q) = q1 ∨ q2 we implement an AND-gadget from Figure 3(b) (top) guaranteeing qX n+1 Z ∼ q 0 X n+1 Z if and only if q1 X n Z ∼ q10 X n Z and q2 X n Z ∼ q20 X n Z (since
¬Acc(q, n+1) if and only if ¬Acc(q1 , n) and ¬Acc(q2 , n)):
a
We add rules qX →
− r1 X | r2 X (this is a shorthand for qX ,−
→ [r1 X 7→ 0.5, r2 X 7→ 0.5])
and q 0 X →
− r10 X | r20 X,
− q10 | s1 X, r20 X →
− q20 | s2 X,
and also r1 X →
− q1 | s1 X, r2 X →
− q2 | s2 X, r10 X →
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.6
and s1 X −−→ s1 X, s1 X −−→ r, s2 X −−→ s2 X, s2 X −−→ r. The intermediate states
r1 , r2 , r10 , r20 , and s1 , s2 serve to implement the condition t1 6∼ t02 from Proposition 13.
For q with δ(q) = q1 ∧ q2 we (easily) implement an OR-gadget from Figure 3(b) (bottom)
guaranteeing qX n+1 Z ∼ q 0 X n+1 Z if and only if q1 X n Z ∼ q10 X n Z or q2 X n Z ∼ q20 X n Z (since
¬Acc(q, n+1) if and only if ¬Acc(q1 , n) or ¬Acc(q2 , n)).
a
To finish the construction, we add transitions pX ,−
→ d where d(p, X 2 ) = d(q0 , ε) =
a
→ d0 where d0 (p0 , X 2 ) = d(q00 , ε) = d(r, X) = 31 ; the transitions added
d(r, X) = 31 and p0 X ,−
before guarantee that pX n+2 Z 6∼ q00 X n Z and q0 X n Z 6∼ p0 X n+2 Z.
J
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5.2

Bisimilarity of pvPDA is EXPTIME-hard

In this section we prove the following:
I Theorem 17. Bisimilarity for pvPDA is EXPTIME-hard, even for fully probabilistic
pvPDA with |Σr | = |Σint | = |Σc | = 1.
In combination with Theorem 12 we obtain:
I Corollary 18. The bisimilarity problem for pvPDA is EXPTIME-complete.
It was shown in [16] that bisimilarity for (non-probabilistic) vPDA is EXPTIME-complete.
The hardness result there follows by observing that the proof given in [13] for general PDA
works in fact even for vPDA. Referring to the conference version of [13], it is commented
in [16]: “Though conceptually elegant, the technical details of the reduction are rather
tedious.” For those reasons we give a full reduction from the problem of determining the
winner in a reachability game on pushdown processes. This problem was shown EXPTIMEcomplete in [17]. Our reduction proves Theorem 17, i.e., for unary and fully probabilistic
pvPDA, and at the same time provides a concise proof for (non-probabilistic) vPDA.
Proof of Theorem 17. Let ∆ = (Q, Γ, {a}, ,−
→) be a unary non-probabilistic PDA with a
control state partition Q = Q0 ∪Q1 and an initial configuration p0 X0 . We call a configuration
pXα dead if it has no successor configuration, i.e., if ∆ does not have a rule with pX on the
left-hand side. Consider the following game between Player 0 and Player 1 on the LTS S(∆)
induced by ∆: The game starts in p0 X0 . Whenever the game is in a configuration pα with
p ∈ Qi (where i ∈ {0, 1}), Player i chooses a successor configuration of pα in S(∆). The
goal of Player 1 is to reach a dead configuration; the goal of Player 0 is to avoid that. It is
shown in [17, pp. 261–262] that determining the winner in that game is EXPTIME-hard.
W.l.o.g. we can assume that each configuration has at most two successor configurations,
and that no configuration with empty stack is reachable. We construct a fully probabilistic
¯ = (Q̄, Γ, {ar , aint , ac }, ◦−
¯ are
pvPDA ∆
→) such that the configurations p0 X0 and p00 X0 of ∆
bisimilar if and only if Player 0 can win the game. For each control state p ∈ Q the set Q̄
includes p and a copy p0 .
aint ,1
¯ and a rule
For each pX ∈ Q × Γ, if pX is dead in ∆, we add a rule pX ◦−−−→ pX in ∆,
aint ,1

p0 X ◦−−−→ zX where z ∈ Q̄ is a special control state not occurring on any left-hand side.
This ensures that if pX is dead in ∆ (and hence Player 1 wins), then we have pX 6∼ p0 X
¯
in ∆.
For each pX ∈ Q × Γ that has in ∆ a single successor configuration qα, we add rules
a,1

a,1

pX ◦−→ qα and p0 X ◦−→ q 0 α, where a = ar , aint , ac if |α| = 0, 1, 2, respectively.
For each pX ∈ Q×Γ that has in ∆ two successor configurations, let p1 α1 and p2 α2 denote
the successor configurations. W.l.o.g. we can assume that α1 = X1 ∈ Γ and α2 = X2 ∈ Γ.
If p
∈
Q0 we implement an OR-gadget from Figure 3(b):
let
(p1 X1 p2 X2 ), (p01 X1 p02 X2 ), (p1 X1 p02 X2 ), (p01 X1 p2 X2 ) ∈ Q̄ be fresh control states,
and add rules pX ◦−
→ (p1 X1 p2 X2 )X | (p01 X1 p02 X2 )X (this is a shortaint ,0.5

aint ,0.5

hand for pX ◦−−−−→ (p1 X1 p2 X2 )X and pX ◦−−−−→ (p01 X1 p02 X2 )X) and
→ p1 X1 | p2 X2
p0 X ◦−
→ (p1 X1 p02 X2 )X | (p01 X1 p2 X2 )X as well as (p1 X1 p2 X2 )X ◦−
0
0
0
0
0
and (p1 X1 p2 X2 )X ◦−
→ p1 X1 | p2 X2 and (p1 X1 p2 X2 )X ◦−
→ p1 X1 | p02 X2 and
0
0
(p1 X1 p2 X2 )X ◦−
→ p1 X1 | p2 X2 .
If p
∈
Q0 we implement an AND-gadget from Figure 3(b):
let
(p1 X1 ), (p01 X1 ), (p2 X2 ), (p02 X2 ) ∈ Q̄ be fresh control states, and add rules
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pX

◦−
→ (p1 X1 )X
aint ,1

| (p2 X2 )X and p0 X

◦−
→ (p01 X1 )X
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| (p02 X2 )X as well as

aint ,1

(p1 X1 )X ◦−−−→ p1 X1 and (p01 X1 )X ◦−−−→ p01 X1 and (p2 X2 )X ◦−
→ p2 X2 | zX
and (p02 X2 )X ◦−
→ p02 X2 | zX. Here, the transitions to zX serve to implement the
condition t1 6∼ t02 from Proposition 13.
¯ if and only if
An induction argument now easily establishes that p0 X0 ∼ p00 X0 holds in ∆
Player 0 can win the game in ∆.
We remark that exactly the same reduction works for non-probabilistic vPDA, if the
probabilistic branching is replaced by nondeterministic branching.
J
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Abstract
We consider Markov decision processes (MDPs) with specifications given as Büchi (liveness)
objectives. We consider the problem of computing the set of almost-sure winning vertices from
where the objective can be ensured with probability 1. We study for the first time the average
case complexity of the classical algorithm for computing the set of almost-sure winning vertices
for MDPs with Büchi objectives. Our contributions are as follows: First, we show that for
MDPs with constant out-degree the expected number of iterations is at most logarithmic and the
average case running time is linear (as compared to the worst case linear number of iterations
and quadratic time complexity). Second, for the average case analysis over all MDPs we show
that the expected number of iterations is constant and the average case running time is linear
(again as compared to the worst case linear number of iterations and quadratic time complexity).
Finally we also show that given that all MDPs are equally likely, the probability that the classical
algorithm requires more than constant number of iterations is exponentially small.
1998 ACM Subject Classification D.2.4 Formal methods
Keywords and phrases MDPs, Büchi objectives, Average case analysis
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1

Introduction

Markov decision processes. Markov decision processes (MDPs) are standard models for
probabilistic systems that exhibit both probabilistic and nondeterministic behavior [13], and
widely used in verification of probabilistic systems [1, 15]. MDPs have been used to model
and solve control problems for stochastic systems [12]: there, nondeterminism represents
the freedom of the controller to choose a control action, while the probabilistic component
of the behavior describes the system response to control actions. MDPs have also been
adopted as models for concurrent probabilistic systems [7], probabilistic systems operating
in open environments [18], under-specified probabilistic systems [2], and applied in diverse
domains [15]. A specification describes the set of desired behaviors of the system, which
in the verification and control of stochastic systems is typically an ω-regular set of paths.
The class of ω-regular languages extends classical regular languages to infinite strings, and
provides a robust specification language to express all commonly used specifications, such
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as safety, liveness, fairness, etc [20]. Parity objectives are a canonical way to define such ωregular specifications. Thus MDPs with parity objectives provide the theoretical framework
to study problems such as the verification and control of stochastic systems.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis. The analysis of MDPs with parity objectives
can be classified into qualitative and quantitative analysis. Given an MDP with parity objective, the qualitative analysis asks for the computation of the set of vertices from where the
parity objective can be ensured with probability 1 (almost-sure winning). The more general
quantitative analysis asks for the computation of the maximal (or minimal) probability at
each state with which the controller can satisfy the parity objective.
Importance of qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis of MDPs is an important
problem in verification that is of interest independent of the quantitative analysis problem.
There are many applications where we need to know whether the correct behavior arises
with probability 1. For instance, when analyzing a randomized embedded scheduler, we are
interested in whether every thread progresses with probability 1 [9]. Even in settings where
it suffices to satisfy certain specifications with probability p < 1, the correct choice of p is a
challenging problem, due to the simplifications introduced during modeling. For example, in
the analysis of randomized distributed algorithms it is quite common to require correctness
with probability 1 (see, e.g., [16, 14, 19]). Furthermore, in contrast to quantitative analysis,
qualitative analysis is robust to numerical perturbations and modeling errors in the transition
probabilities, and consequently the algorithms for qualitative analysis are combinatorial.
Finally, for MDPs with parity objectives, the best known algorithms and all algorithms used
in practice first perform the qualitative analysis, and then perform a quantitative analysis on
the result of the qualitative analysis [7, 8, 6]. Thus qualitative analysis for MDPs with parity
objectives is one of the most fundamental and core problems in verification of probabilistic
systems.
Previous results. The qualitative analysis for MDPs with parity objectives is achieved by
iteratively applying solutions of the qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives [7,
8, 6]. The qualitative analysis of an MDP with a parity objective with d priorities can
be achieved by O(d) calls to an algorithm for qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi
objectives, and hence we focus on MDPs with Büchi objectives. The qualitative analysis
problem for MDPs with Büchi objectives has been widely studied. The classical algorithm
for the problem was given in [7, 8], and the worst case running time of the classical algorithm
is O(n · m) time, where n is the number of vertices, and m is the number of edges of the
MDP. Many improved algorithms have also been given in literature, such as [5, 3, 4], and the
√
current best known worst case complexity of the problem is O(min{n2 , m· m}). Moreover,
there exists a family of MDPs where the running time of the improved algorithms match the
above bound. While the worst case complexity of the problem has been studied, to the best
of our knowledge the average case complexity of none of the algorithms has been studied in
literature.
Our contribution. In this work we study for the first time the average case complexity of
the qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives. Specifically we study the average
case complexity of the classical algorithm for the following two reasons: (1) the classical
algorithm is very simple and appealing as it iteratively uses solutions of the standard graph
reachability and alternating graph reachability algorithms, and can be implemented efficiently by symbolic algorithms; and (2) for the more involved improved algorithms it has
been established that there are simple variants of the improved algorithms that never require more than an additional linear time as compared to the classical algorithm, and hence
the average case complexity of these variants is no more than the average case complexity
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of the classical algorithm. We study the average case complexity of the classical algorithm
and establish that as compared to the quadratic worst case complexity, the average case
complexity is linear. Our main contributions are summarized below:
1. MDPs with constant out-degree. We first consider MDPs with constant out-degree. In
practice, MDPs often have constant out-degree: for example, see [10] for MDPs with
large state space but constant number of actions, or [12, 17] for examples from inventory
management where MDPs have constant number of actions (the number of actions correspond to the out-degree of MDPs). We consider MDPs where the out-degree of every
vertex is fixed and given. The out-degree of a vertex v is dv and there are constants dmin
and dmax such that for every v we have dmin ≤ dv ≤ dmax . Moreover, every subset of the
set of vertices of size dv is equally likely to be the neighbour set of v, independent of the
neighbour sets of other vertices. We show that the expected number of iterations of the
classical algorithm is at most logarithmic (O(log n)), and the average case running time
is linear (O(n)) (as compared to the worst case linear number of iterations and quadratic
√
O(n2 ) time complexity of the classical algorithm, and the current best known O(n · n)
worst case complexity). The average case complexity of this model implies the same
average case complexity for several related models of MDPs with constant out-degree.
For further discussion on this, see Remark 3.4 following Theorem 16.
2. MDPs in the Erdös-Rényi model. To consider the average case complexity over all MDPs,
we consider MDPs where the underlying graph is a random directed graph according to
the classical Erdös-Rényi random graph model [11]. We consider random graphs Gn,p ,
over n vertices where each edge exists with probability p (independently of other edges).
To analyze the average case complexity over all MDPs with all graphs equally likely we
need to consider the Gn,p model with p = 12 (i.e., each edge is present or absent with
equal probability, and thus all graphs are considered equally likely). We show a stronger
, for any constant c > 2, then the expected
result (than only p = 21 ) that if p ≥ c·log(n)
n
number of iterations of the classical algorithm is constant (O(1)), and the average case
running time is linear (again as compared to the worst case linear number of iterations
and quadratic time complexity). Note that we obtain that the average case (when p = 12 )
running time for the classical algorithm is linear over all MDPs (with all graphs equally
likely) as a special case of our results for p ≥ c·log(n)
, for any constant c > 2, since
n
3·log(n)
1
for n ≥ 17. Moreover we show that when p = 12 (i.e., all graphs are equally
2 ≥
n
likely), the probability that the classical algorithm will require more than constantly
n
many iterations is exponentially small (less than 43 ).
Implications of our results. We now discuss several implications of our results. First, since
we show that the classical algorithm has average case linear time complexity, it follows that
the average case complexity of qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives is linear
time. Second, since qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives is a more general
problem than reachability in graphs (graphs are a special case of MDPs and reachability
objectives are a special case of Büchi objectives), the best average case complexity that can
be achieved is linear. Hence our results for the average case complexity are tight. Finally,
since for the improved algorithms there are simple variants that never require more than
linear time as compared to the classical algorithm it follows that the improved algorithms
also have average case linear time complexity. Thus we complete the average case analysis
of the algorithms for the qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives. In summary
our results show that the classical algorithm (the most simple and appealing algorithm) has
excellent and optimal (linear-time) average case complexity as compared to the quadratic
worst case complexity.
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Technical contributions. The two key technical difficulties to establish our results are as
follows: (1) Though there are many results for random undirected graphs, for the average
case analysis of the classical algorithm we need to analyze random directed graphs; and (2) in
contrast to other results related to random undirected graphs that prove results for almost
all vertices, the classical algorithm stops when all vertices satisfy a certain reachability
property; and hence we need to prove results for all vertices (as compared to almost all
vertices). In this work we set up novel recurrence relations to estimate the expected number
of iterations, and the average case running time of the classical algorithm. Our key technical
results prove many interesting inequalities related to the recurrence relation for reachability
properties of random directed graphs to establish the desired result. Detailed proofs omitted
due to space restriction are available at: http://arxiv.org/abs/1202.4175.

2

Definitions

Markov decision processes (MDPs). A Markov decision process (MDP)
G = ((V, E), (V1 , VP ), δ) consists of a directed graph (V, E), a partition (V1 ,VP ) of the
finite set V of vertices, and a probabilistic transition function δ: VP → D(V ), where D(V )
denotes the set of probability distributions over the vertex set V . The vertices in V1 are
the player-1 vertices, where player 1 decides the successor vertex, and the vertices in VP
are the probabilistic (or random) vertices, where the successor vertex is chosen according
to the probabilistic transition function δ. We assume that for u ∈ VP and v ∈ V , we have
(u, v) ∈ E iff δ(u)(v) > 0, and we often write δ(u, v) for δ(u)(v). For a vertex v ∈ V , we
write E(v) to denote the set { u ∈ V | (v, u) ∈ E } of possible out-neighbours, and |E(v)|
is the out-degree of v. For technical convenience we assume that every vertex in the graph
(V, E) has at least one outgoing edge, i.e., E(v) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V .
Plays, strategies and probability measure. An infinite path, or a play, of the game
graph G is an infinite sequence ω = hv0 , v1 , v2 , . . .i of vertices such that (vk , vk+1 ) ∈ E for
all k ∈ N. We write Ω for the set of all plays, and for a vertex v ∈ V , we write Ωv ⊆ Ω
for the set of plays that start from the vertex v. A strategy for player 1 is a function σ:
V ∗ · V1 → D(V ) that chooses the probability distribution over the successor vertices for all
finite sequences w
~ ∈ V ∗ · V1 of vertices ending in a player-1 vertex (the sequence represents
a prefix of a play). A strategy must respect the edge relation: for all w
~ ∈ V ∗ and u ∈ V1 ,
if σ(w
~ · u)(v) > 0, then v ∈ E(u). Once a starting vertex v ∈ V and a strategy σ ∈ Σ is
fixed, the outcome of the MDP is a random walk ωvσ for which the probabilities of events
are uniquely defined, where an event A ⊆ Ω is a measurable set of plays. For a vertex v ∈ V
and an event A ⊆ Ω, we write Pσv (A) for the probability that a play belongs to A if the
game starts from the vertex v and player 1 follows the strategy σ.
Objectives. We specify objectives for the player 1 by providing a set of winning plays
Φ ⊆ Ω. We say that a play ω satisfies the objective Φ if ω ∈ Φ. We consider ω-regular
objectives [20], specified as parity conditions. We also consider the special case of Büchi
objectives.
Büchi objectives. Let B be a set of Büchi vertices. For a play ω = hv0 , v1 , . . .i ∈ Ω, we
define Inf(ω) = { v ∈ V | vk = v for infinitely many k } to be the set of vertices that
occur infinitely often in ω. The Büchi objectives require that some vertex of B be visited
infinitely often, and defines the set of winning plays Büchi(B) = {ω ∈ Ω | Inf(ω)∩B 6= ∅}.
Parity objectives. For c, d ∈ N, we write [c..d] = { c, c + 1, . . . , d }. Let p: V → [0..d] be
a function that assigns a priority p(v) to every vertex v ∈ V
 , where d ∈ N. The parity
objective is defined as Parity(p) = { ω ∈ Ω | min p(Inf(ω)) is even }. In other words,
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the parity objective requires that the minimum priority visited infinitely often is even.
In the sequel we will use Φ to denote parity objectives.
Qualitative analysis: almost-sure winning. Given a player-1 objective Φ, a strategy σ ∈ Σ is
almost-sure winning for player 1 from the vertex v if Pσv (Φ) = 1. The almost-sure winning
set hh1iialmost (Φ) for player 1 is the set of vertices from which player 1 has an almost-sure
winning strategy. The qualitative analysis of MDPs correspond to the computation of the
almost-sure winning set for a given objective Φ.
Algorithm for qualitative analysis. The almost-sure winning set for MDPs with parity
objectives can be computed using O(d) calls to compute the almost-sure winning set of
MDPs with Büchi objectives [6, 7, 8]. Hence we focus on the qualitative analysis of MDPs
with Büchi objectives. The algorithms for qualitative analysis for MDPs do not depend
on the transition function, but only on the graph G = ((V, E), (V1 , VP )). We now describe
the classical algorithm for the qualitative analysis of MDPs with Büchi objectives and the
algorithm requires the notion of random attractors.
Random attractor. Given an MDP G, let U ⊆ V be a subset of vertices. The random
attractor Attr P (U ) is defined inductively as follows: X0 = U , and for i ≥ 0, let Xi+1 =
Xi ∪ { v ∈ VP | E(v) ∩ Xi 6= ∅ } ∪ { v ∈ V1 | E(v) ⊆ Xi }. In other words, Xi+1
consists of (a) vertices in Xi , (b) probabilistic vertices that have at least one edge to Xi , and
S
(c) player-1 vertices whose all successors are in Xi . Then Attr P (U ) = i≥0 Xi . Observe
that the random attractor is equivalent to the alternating reachability problem (reachability
in AND-OR graphs).
Classical algorithm. The classical algorithm for MDPs with Büchi objectives is a simple
iterative algorithm, and every iteration uses graph reachability and alternating graph reachability (random attractors). Let us denote the MDP in iteration i by Gi with vertex set V i .
Then in iteration i the algorithm executes the following steps: (i) computes the set Z i of
vertices that can reach the set of Büchi vertices B ∩ V i in Gi ; (ii) let U i = V i \ Z i be the
set of remaining vertices; if U i is empty, then the algorithm stops and outputs Z i as the
set of almost-sure winning vertices, and otherwise removes Attr P (U i ) from the graph, and
continues to iteration i + 1. The classical algorithm requires at most O(n) iterations, where
n = |V |, and each iteration requires at most O(m) time, where m = |E|. Moreover the above
analysis is tight, i.e., there exists a family of MDPs where the classical algorithm requires
Ω(n) iterations, and total time Ω(n · m). Hence Θ(n · m) is the tight worst case complexity
of the classical algorithm for MDPs with Büchi objectives. In this work we consider the
average case analysis of the classical algorithm.

3

Average Case Analysis for MDPs with Constant Out-degree

In this section we consider the average case analysis of the number of iterations and the
running time of the classical algorithm for computing the almost-sure winning set for MDPs
with Büchi objectives on family of graphs with constant out-degree (out-degree of every
vertex fixed and bounded by two constants dmin and dmax ).
Family of graphs and results. We consider families of graphs where the vertex set V (|V | =
n), the target set of Büchi vertices B (|B| = t), and the out-degree dv of each vertex v is
fixed across the whole family. The only varying component is the edges of the graph; for
each vertex v, every set of vertices of size dv is equally likely to be the neighbour set of v,
independent of neighbours of other vertices. Finally, there exist constants dmin and dmax
such that dmin ≤ dv ≤ dmax for all vertices v. We will show the following for this family
of graphs: (a) if the target set B has size more than 30 · x · log(n), where x is the number
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of distinct degrees, (i.e., t ≥ 30 · x · log(n)), then the expected number of iterations is O(1)
and the average running time is O(n); and (b) if the target vertex set B has size at most
30 · x · log(n), then the expected number of iterations required is at most O(log(n)) and
average running time is O(n).
Notations. We use n and t for the total number of vertices and the size of the target set,
respectively. We will denote by x the number of distinct out-degree dv ’s, and let di , for
1 ≤ i ≤ x be the distinct out-degrees. Since for all vertices v we have dmin ≤ dv ≤ dmax , it
follows that we have x ≤ dmax − dmin + 1. Let ai be the number of vertices with degree di
and ti be the number of target (Büchi) vertices with degree di .
The event R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx ). The reverse reachable set of the target set B is the set of vertices
u such that there is a path in the graph from u to a vertex v ∈ B. Let S be any set comprising
of ki vertices of degree di , for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. We define R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx ) as the probability of the
event that all vertices of S can reach B via a path that lies entirely in S. Due to symmetry
between vertices, this probability only depends on ki , for 1 ≤ i ≤ x and is independent of
S itself. For ease of notation, we will sometimes denote the event itself by R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx ).
We will investigate the reverse reachable set of B, which contains B itself. Recall that ti
vertices in B have degree di , and hence we are interested in the case when ki ≥ ti for all
1 ≤ i ≤ x.
Consider a set S of vertices that is the reverse reachable set, and let S be composed of ki
Px
vertices of degree di and of size k, i.e., k = |S| = i=1 ki . Since S is the reverse reachable
set, it follows that for all vertices v in V \S, there is no edge from v to a vertex in S (otherwise
there would be a path from v to a target vertex and then v would belong to S). Thus there
are no incoming edges from V \ S to S. Thus for each vertex v of V \ S, all its neighbours
 n−k ai −ki
Q
( di )
, since in
must lie in V \ S itself. This happens with probability i∈[1,x],ai 6=ki
(dni )
V \ S there are ai − ki vertices with degree di and the size of V \ S is n − k (recall that
[1, x] = {1, 2, . . . , x}). Note that when ai 6= ki , there is at least one vertex of degree di in
V \ S that has all its neighbours in V \ S and hence n − k ≥ di . For simplicity of notation,
we skip mentioning ai 6= ki and substitute the term by 1 where ai = ki . The probability
that each vertex in S can reach a target vertex is R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx ). Hence the probability of
 n−k ai −ki
Qx
( di )
· R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx ). There
S being the reverse reachable set is given by: i=1
(dni )

Qx
ai −ti
are i=1 ki −ti possible ways of choosing ki ≥ ti vertices (since the target set is contained)
out of ai . Notice that the terms are 1 where ai = ki . The value k can range from t to
n and exactly one of these subsets of V will be the reverse reachable set. So the sum of
probabilities of this happening is 1. Hence we have:

 !ai −ki 

n−k
n
x 
X
X
Y
a
−
t
i
i
d
i

 · R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx )

(1)
1=
·
n
ki − ti
P
di
i=1
k=t

ki =k,ti ≤ki ≤ai

Let

ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx

=


x 
Y
ai − ti


i=1

αk

=
P

ki − ti
X

·

 !ai −ki 
 · R(k1 , k2 , ..., kx );

n−k
di

n
di

ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx .

ki =k,ti ≤ki ≤ai

Our goal is to show that for 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ n − 1, the value of αk is very small;
i.e., we want to get an upper bound on αk . Note that two important terms in αk are
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ai −ki
/ dni
and R(k1 , k2 , . . . , kx ). Below we get an upper bound for both of them.
Firstly note that when k is small, for any set S comprising of ki vertices of degree di for
1 ≤ i ≤ x and |S| = k, the event R(k1 , k2 , . . . , kx ) requires each non-target vertex of S to have
an edge inside S. Since k is small and all vertices have constant out-degree spread randomly
over the entire graph, this is highly improbable. We formalize this intuitive argument in the
following lemma.



n−k
di



I Lemma 1 (Upper bound on R(k1 , k2 , . . . , kx )). For k ≤ n − dmax
R(k1 , k2 , . . . , kx ) ≤

x
Y


1− 1−

i=1

k
n − di

di !ki −ti
≤

ki −ti
x 
Y
di · k
.
n − dmax
i=1


 n ai −ki
Now for n−k
, we give an upper bound. First notice that when ai 6= ki ,
di / di
there is at least one vertex of degree di outside the reverse reachable set and it has all its
edges outside the reverse reachable
set. Hence, the size of the reverse reachable set (i.e.

n−k
n − k) is at least di . Thus, di is well defined.

I Lemma 2. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ x such that ai 6= ki , we have

(n−k
di )
(dni )

ai −ki
≤ 1−


k di ·(ai −ki )
.
n

Next we simplify the expression of αk by taking care of the summation.
I Lemma 3. The probability that the reverse reachable set is of size exactly k is αk , and
αk ≤ nx · maxP ki =k,ti ≤ki ≤ai ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx .
Now we proceed to achieve an upper bound on ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx . First of all, intuitively if k is
small, then R(k1 , k2 , . . . , kx ) is very small (this can be derived easily from Lemma 1). On the
other hand, consider the case when k is very large. In this case there are very few vertices
that cannot reach the target set. Hence they must have all their edges within them, which
again has very low probability. Note that different factors that bind αk depend on whether
k is small or large. This suggests we should consider these cases separately. Our proof will
consist of the following case analysis of the size k of the reverse reachable set: (1) when
30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 · n is small (for some constant c1 > 0); (2) when c1 · n ≤ k ≤ c2 · n
is large (for all constants c2 ≥ c1 > 0); and (3) when c2 · n ≤ k ≤ n − dmin − 1 is very large.
The analysis of the constants will follow from the proofs. Note that since the target set B
(with |B| = t) is a subset of its reverse reachable set, we have k < t is infeasible. Hence in
all the three cases, we will only consider k ≥ t. We first consider the case when k is small.

3.1

Small k: 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 n

In this section we will consider the case when 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 · n for some constant
c1 > 0. Note that this case only occurs when t ≤ c1 · n (since k ≥ t). We will assume this
throughout this section. We will prove that there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for all
30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 · n the probability (αk ) that the size of the reverse reachable set is k is
bounded by n12 . Note that we already have a bound on αk in terms of ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx (Lemma 3).
We use continuous upper bounds of the discrete functions in ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx to convert it into a
form that is easy to analyze. Let
bk1 ,k2 ,...,kx =

k −t
x 
Y
e · (ai − ti ) i i
i=1

ki − ti

k

· e− n ·di ·(ai −ki ) ·



di · k
n − dmax

ki −ti
.
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I Lemma 4. We have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ bk1 ,k2 ,...,kx .
Next we show that bk1 ,k2 ,...,kx drops exponentially as a function of k. This is the key and
non-trivial result of this subsection and requires many involved mathematical inequalities.
Note that this is the reason for the logarithmic lower bound on k in this section.
I Lemma 5 (Upper bound on bk1 ,k2 ,...,kx ). There exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for

9 k
.
sufficiently large n and t ≤ k ≤ c1 · n, we have bk1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ 10
Taking appropriate bounds on the value of k, we get an upper bound on ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx .
Recall that x is the number of distinct degrees and hence x ≤ dmax − dmin + 1.
I Lemma 6 (Upper bound on ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ). There exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for
sufficiently large n with t ≤ c1 · n and for all 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 · n, we have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx <
1
n3·x .
I Lemma 7 (Main lemma for small k). There exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for sufficiently
large n with t ≤ c1 · n and for all 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k ≤ c1 · n, the probability that the size of
the reverse reachable set S is k is at most n12 .
Proof. The probability that the reverse reachable set is of size k is given by αk . By Lemma 3
and Lemma 6 we have αk is at most nx · n−3·x = n−2·x ≤ n12 .

3.2

Large k: c1 · n ≤ k ≤ c2 · n

In this section we will show that for all constants c1 and c2 , with 0 < c1 ≤ c2 , when t ≤ c2 · n
the probability αk is at most n12 for all c1 · n ≤ k ≤ c2 · n. We start with a few notations.
Let ai = pi · n, ti = yi · n, ki = si · n for 1 ≤ i ≤ x and k = s · n for c1 ≤ s < c2 . We first
present a bound on ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx in Lemma 8. In the following two lemmas we obtain an upper
bound for the bound in Lemma 8. All the lemmas require to prove non-trivial mathematical
inequalities to achieve the result.
I Lemma 8. For all constants c1 and c2 with 0 < c1 ≤ c2 and for all c1 · n ≤ k ≤ c2 · n, we
have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ (n + 1)x · Term1 · Term2 , where
Term1 =

s −y 
p −s
x 
Y
pi − yi i i pi − yi i i
i=1

si − yi

pi − si

!n
di (pi −si )

(1 − s)

di si −yi

(1 − (1 − s) )

, and


di n(si −yi )
s
1
−
1
−
1−di /n


Term2 =
.


di
1
−
(1
−
s)
i=1
x
Y



On simplification, the base of the exponent in Term2 can be shown to be upper bounded
by 1 + c∗ /n for some constant c∗ > 0. Since si − yi ≤ 1 and x is a constant, we have the
following.
I Lemma 9. Term2 of Lemma 8 is upper bounded by a constant.
For Term1 , we maximize the base of the exponent with respect to every di . When all di ’s
take their optimal values, the value of the base becomes 1. But using the fact that di ≥ 2
for all i, we show that not all the di ’s can take their optimal values simultaneously and we
prove the following.
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I Lemma 10. There exists a constant 0 < η < 1 such that Term1 of Lemma 8 is at most
ηn .
I Lemma 11 (Main lemma for large k). For all constants c1 and c2 with 0 < c1 ≤ c2 , when
n is sufficiently large and t ≤ c2 · n, for all c1 · n ≤ k ≤ c2 · n, the probability that the size of
the reverse reachable set S is k is at most n12 .
Proof. By Lemma 8 we have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ (n + 1)x · Term1 · Term2 , and by Lemma 9
and Lemma 10 we have Term2 is constant and Term1 is exponentially small in n, where
x ≤ (dmax − dmin + 1). The exponentially small Term1 overrides the polynomial factor
(n + 1)x and the constant Term2 , and ensures that ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ n−3x . By Lemma 3 it
follows that αk ≤ n−2x ≤ n12 .

3.3

Very large k: (1 − 1/e2 )n to n − dmin − 1

In this subsection we consider the case when the size k of the reverse reachable set is
between (1 − e12 ) · n and n − dmin − 1. Note that if the reverse reachable set has size at
least n − dmin , then the reverse reachable set must be the set of all vertices, as otherwise
the remaining vertices cannot have enough edges among themselves. Take ` = n − k. Hence
dmin + 1 ≤ ` ≤ n/e2 . As stated earlier, in this case ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx becomes small since we
require that the ` vertices outside the reverse reachable set must have all their edges within

 n ai −ki
. Since ` is very small, this
themselves; this corresponds to the factor of n−k
di / di
has a very low probability. With this intuition, we proceed to show the following bound on
ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx .
`
I Lemma 12. We have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx ≤ x · e · n` .
`
We see that x · e · n` is a convex function in ` and its maximum is attained at one
of the endpoints. For ` = n/e2 , the bound is exponentially decreasing with n where as for
constant `, the bound is polynomially decreasing in n. Hence, the maximum is attained
at left endpoint of the interval (constant value of `). However, the bound we get is not
sufficient to apply Lemma 3 directly. An important observation is that as ` becomes smaller
P
and smaller, the number of combinations
ki = k, where ti ≤ ki ≤ ai in the expression of
αk also decrease. Thus, we break this case into two sub-cases.
I Lemma 13. For dmax + 1 < ` ≤ n/e2 , we have ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx < n−(2+x) and αk ≤ 1/n2 .
I Lemma 14. There exists a constant h > 0 such that for dmin + 1 ≤ ` ≤ dmax + 1, we have
ak1 ,k2 ,...,kx < h · n−` and αk ≤ nh2 .
I Lemma 15 (Main lemma for very large k). For all t, for all (1 − e12 ) · n ≤ k ≤ n − 1, the
probability that the size of the reverse reachable set S is k is at most O( n12 ).
Proof. By Lemma 13 and Lemma 14 we obtain the result for all (1− e12 )·n ≤ k ≤ n−dmin −1.
Since the reverse reachable set must contain all vertices if it has size at least n − dmin , the
result follows.

3.4

Expected Number of Iterations and Running Time

From Lemma 7, Lemma 11, and Lemma 15, we obtain that there exists a constant h such
that (i) αk ≤ n12 , for 30 · x · log(n) ≤ k < n − dmax − 1; (ii) αk ≤ nh2 , for n − dmax − 1 ≤ k ≤
n − dmin − 1; and (iii) αk = 0, for n − dmin ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Hence using the union bound we
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get the following result P(|S| < 30 · x · log(n) or |S| = n) ≥ 1 − nh , where S is the reverse
reachable set of target set (i.e., with probability at least 1 − nh either at most 30 · x · log(n)
vertices reach the target set or all the vertices reach the target set). Let I(n) and T (n)
denote the expected number of iterations and the expected running time of the classical
algorithm for MDPs on random
 graphs with n vertices and constant out-degree. Then from
above we have: I(n) ≤ 1 − nh · 30 · x · log(n) + nh · n. It follows that I(n) = O(log(n)). For
the expected running time we have: T (n) ≤ 1 − nh · (30 · x · log(n))2 + nh · n2 . It follows
that T (n) = O(n). Hence we have the following theorem.
I Theorem 16. The expected number of iterations and the expected running time of the
classical algorithm for MDPs with Büchi objectives over graphs with constant out-degree are
at most O(log(n)) and O(n), respectively.
I Remark. For Theorem 16, we considered the model where the out-degree of each vertex
v is fixed as dv and there exist constants dmin and dmax such that dmin ≤ dv ≤ dmax for
every vertex v. We discuss the implication of Theorem 16 for related models. First, when
the out-degrees of all vertices are same and constant (say d∗ ), Theorem 16 can be applied
with the special case of dmin = dmax = d∗ . A second possible alternative model is when
the outdegree of every vertex is a distribution over the range [dmin , dmax ]. Since we proved
that the average case is linear for every possible value of the outdegree dv in [dmin , dmax ] for
every vertex v (i.e., for all possible combinations), it implies that the average case is also
linear when the outdegree is a distribution over [dmin , dmax ].

4

Average Case Analysis in Erdös-Rényi Model

In this section we consider the classical Erdös-Rényi model of random graphs Gn,p , with n
vertices, where each edge is chosen to be in the graph independently with probability p [11]
(we consider directed graphs and then Gn,p isalso referred
as Dn,p in literature). First, in

Section 4.1 we consider the case when p is Ω

log(n)
n

, and then we consider the case when

1
2

p = (that generates the uniform distribution over all graphs). We will show two results:
(1) if p ≥ c·log(n)
, for any constant c > 2, then the expected number of iterations is constant
n
and the expected running time is linear; and (2) if p = 21 (with p = 21 we consider all graphs
to be equally likely), then the probability that the number of iterations is more than one
falls exponentially in n (in other words, graphs where the running time is more than linear
are exponentially rare).

4.1

Gn,p with p = Ω

log(n)
n



In this subsection we will show that given p ≥ c·log(n)
, for any constant c > 2, the probability
n
that not all vertices can reach the given target set is at most O(1/n). Hence the expected
number of iterations of the classical algorithm for MDPs with Büchi objectives is constant
and hence the algorithm works in average time linear in the size of the graph. Observe that
to show the result the worst possible case is when the size of the target set is 1, as otherwise
the chance that all vertices reach the target set is higher. Thus from here onwards, we
assume that the target set has exactly 1 vertex.
The probability R(n, p). For a random graph in Gn,p and a given target vertex, we denote
by R(n, p) the probability that each vertex in the graph has a path along the directed edges
to the target vertex. Our goal is to obtain a lower bound on R(n, p).
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The key recurrence. Consider a random graph G with n vertices, with a given target vertex,
and edge probability p. For a set K of vertices with size k (i.e., |K| = k), which contains
the target vertex, R(k, p) is the probability that each vertex in the set K, has a path to
the target vertex, that lies within the set K (i.e., the path only visits vertices in K). The
probability R(k, p) depends only on k and p, due to the symmetry among vertices.
Consider the subset S of all vertices in V , which have a path to the target vertex. In
that case, for all vertices v in V \ S, there is no edge going from v to a vertex in S (otherwise
there would have been a path from v to the target vertex). Thus there are no incoming
edges from V \ S to S. Let |S| = i. Then the i · (n − i) edges from V \ S to S should be
absent, and each edge is absent with probability (1 − p). The probability that each vertex
in S can reach the target is R(i, p). So the probability of S being the reverse reachable set
is given by:
(1 − p)i·(n−i) · R(i, p).

(2)


There are n−1
i−1 possible subsets of i vertices that include the given target vertex, and i
can range from 1 to n. Exactly one subset S of V will be the reverse reachable set. So
the sum of probabilities
of the events that S is reverse reachable set is 1. Hence we have:
Pn n−1
i·(n−i)
1 = i=1 i−1 · (1 − p)
· R(i, p). Moving all but the last term (with i = n) to the
other side, we get the following recurrence relation:
R(n, p) = 1 −

n−1
X
i=1


n−1
· (1 − p)i·(n−i) · R(i, p).
i−1

(3)

Bound on p for lower bound on R(n, p). We will prove a lower bound on p in terms of n such
that the probability that not all n vertices can reach the target vertex is less than O(1/n).
In other words, we require R(n, p) ≥ 1 − O n1 . Since R(i, p) is a probability value, it is at
most 1. Hence from Equation 3 it follows that it suffices to show that
n−1
X
i=1


 
n−1
X n − 1 
n−1
1
i·(n−i)
i·(n−i)
· (1 − p)
· R(i, p) ≤
· (1 − p)
≤O
i−1
i
−
1
n
i=1

(4)


1
to show that R(n, p) ≥ 1−O
n . We will prove a lower bound on p for achieving Equation 4.

i·(n−i)
Let us denote by ti = n−1
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. The following lemma establishes
i−1 ·(1−p)
a relation of ti and tn−i .
I Lemma 17. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we have tn−i =

n−i
i

· ti .

Define gi = ti + tn−i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ bn/2c. From the previous lemma we have


 
n
n
n−1
n
gi = tn−i + ti =
· ti = ·
· (1 − p)i·(n−i) =
· (1 − p)i·(n−i) .
i
i
i−1
i
We observe that in the range of [2, b n2 c], gi attains its maximum value at one of the two
endpoints. Then observing that g2 ≤ t1 and gbn/2c ≤ t1 , we conclude the following.
I Lemma 18. For sufficiently large n, if p ≥
2 ≤ i ≤ b n2 c.

c·log(n)
n

with c > 2, then gi ≤ t1 for all

Now we simplify the expression of t1 and prove the following using standard inequalities.
I Lemma 19. For sufficiently large n, if p ≥

c·log(n)
n

with c > 2, then t1 ≤

1
n2 .
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We are now ready to establish the main lemma that proves the upper bound on R(n, p)
and then the main result of the section.
I Lemma 20. For sufficiently large n, for all p ≥
1 − 1.5
n .

c·log(n)
n

with c > 2, we have R(n, p) ≥

I Theorem 21. The expected number of iterations of the classical algorithm for MDPs with
, where c > 2, is O(1), and the
Büchi objectives for random graphs Gn,p , with p ≥ c·log(n)
n
average case running time is linear.
Proof. By Lemma 20 it follows that R(n, p) ≥ 1− 1.5
n , and if all vertices reach the target set,
then the classical algorithm ends in one iteration. In the worst case the number of iterations
of the classical
algorithm is n. Hence the expected number of iterations is bounded by:

+
n
· 1.5
1 · 1 − 1.5
n
n = O(1). Since the expected number of iterations is O(1) and every
iteration takes linear time, it follows that the average case running time is linear.

4.2

Average-case analysis over all graphs

In this section, we consider uniform distribution over all graphs, i.e., all possible different
graphs are equally likely. This is equivalent to considering the Erdös-Rényi model such that
each edge has probability 21 . Using 12 ≥ 3 · log(n)/n (for n ≥ 17) and the results from
Section 4.1, we already know that the average case running time for Gn,1/2 is linear. In this
section we show that in Gn, 21 , the probability that not all vertices reach the target is in fact
exponentially small in n. It will follow that MDPs where the classical algorithm takes more
than constant iterations are exponentially rare. We consider the same recurrence R(n, p) as
in the previous subsection and consider tk and gk as defined before. The following theorem
shows the desired result.
I Theorem 22. In Gn, 21 with sufficiently large n the probability that the classical algorithm
n
takes more than one iteration is less than 43 .
Proof. We first observe that Equation 3 and Equation 4 holds for all probabilities. Next
we observe that Lemma 18 holds for p ≥ c·log(n)
n Pwith any constant c > 2, and hence
n−1
1
also for p = 21 for sufficiently large n. We have i=1 ti ≤ 3·n
2 · t1 . For p = 2 we have


n
n
n−1
1
1.5
t1 = n−1
· 1 − 21
= 2n−1
. Hence we have R(n, p) ≥ 1 − 2·23·n
= 1 − 34 .
n−1 > 1 − 2n
0
The second inequality holds for sufficiently large n. It follows that the probability that
the classical algorithm takes more than one iteration is less than ( 43 )n . The desired result
follows.

5

Conclusion

In this work both for the general case and the important special case of MDPs with constant out-degree we establish that the average case running time of the classical algorithm is
linear, as compared to the quadratic worst case complexity. Moreover, as for the improved
algorithms it is known that they require at most linear time more than the classical algorithm, it also follows that the average case running time of all the improved algorithms is
also linear. We considered models where all MDPs in the relevant class are equally likely. We
are not aware of any work that characterizes more appropriate probability distributions over
graphs to represent MDPs that arise in practice. Characterizing distributions over MDPs
that arise in practice and studying the average case complexity under such distributions is
beyond the scope of this work, and is a subject for future work.
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Abstract
Interactive Markov chains (IMC) are compositional behavioral models extending both labeled
transition systems and continuous-time Markov chains. IMC pair modeling convenience - owed
to compositionality properties - with effective verification algorithms and tools - owed to Markov
properties. Thus far however, IMC verification did not consider compositionality properties, but
considered closed systems. This paper discusses the evaluation of IMC in an open and thus
compositional interpretation. For this we embed the IMC into a game that is played with the
environment. We devise algorithms that enable us to derive bounds on reachability probabilities
that are assured to hold in any composition context.
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1

Introduction

With the increasing complexity of systems and software reuse, component based development concepts gain more and more attention. In this setting developers are often facing the
need to develop a component with only partial information about the surrounding components at hand, especially when relying on third-party components to be inter-operated with.
This motivates verification approaches that ensure the functionality of a component in an
environment whose behavior is unknown or only partially known. Compositional verification
approaches aim at methods to prove guarantees on isolated components in such a way that
when put together, the entire system’s behavior has the desired properties based on the
individual guarantees.
The assurance of reliable functioning of a system relates not only to its correctness, but
also to its performance and dependability. This is a major concern especially in embedded system design. A natural instantiation of the general component-based approach in the
continuous-time setting are interactive Markov chains [24]. Interactive Markov chains (IMC)
are equipped with a sound compositional theory. IMC arise from classical labeled transition
systems by incorporating the possibility to change state according to a random delay governed by some negative exponential distribution. This twists the model to one that is running
in continuous real time. State transitions may be triggered by delay expirations, or may be
triggered by the execution of actions. By dropping the new type of transitions, labeled transition systems are regained in their entirety. By dropping action-labeled transitions instead,
one arrives at one of the simplest but also most widespread class of performance and de© Tomáš Brázdil, Holger Hermanns, Jan Krčál, Jan Křetínský, and Vojtěch Řehák;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
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pendability models, continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC). IMC have a well-understood
compositional theory, rooted in process algebra [3], and are in use as semantic backbones
for dynamic fault trees [6], architectural description languages [5, 8], generalized stochastic
Petri nets [25] and Statemate [4] extensions, and are applied in a large spectrum of practical
applications, ranging from networked hardware on chips [15] to water treatment facilities [21]
and ultra-modern satellite designs [16].
In recent years, various analysis techniques have been proposed [18, 27, 23, 26, 34, 19]
for IMC. The pivotal verification problem considered is that of time-bounded reachability. It
is the problem to calculate or approximate the probability that a given state (set) is reached
within a given deadline. However, despite the fact that IMC support compositional model
generation and minimization very well, the analysis techniques considered thus far are not
compositional. They are all bound to the assumption that the analyzed IMC is closed,
i.e. does not depend on interaction with the environment. Technically, this is related to
the maximal-progress assumption governing the interplay of delay and action execution of
an IMC component: Internal actions are assumed to happen instantaneously and therefore
take precedence over delay transitions while external actions do not. External actions are
the process algebraic means for interaction with other components. Remarkably, in all the
published IMC verification approaches, all occurring actions are assumed to be internal
(respectively internalized by means of a hiding operator prior to analysis).
In this paper, we instead consider open IMC, where the control over external actions is
in the hands of and possibly delayed by an environment. The environment can be thought
of as summarizing the behavior of one or several interacting components. As a consequence,
we find ourselves in the setting of a timed game, where the environment has the (timed)
control over external actions, while the IMC itself controls choices over internal actions. The
resulting game turns out to be remarkably difficult, owed to the interplay of timed moves
with external and internal moves of both players.
Concretely, assume we are given an IMC C which contains some internal non-deterministic transitions and also offers some external actions for synchronization to an unknown
environment. Our goal is to synthesize a scheduler controlling the internal transitions which
maximizes the probability of reaching a set G of goal states, in time T no matter what and
when the environment E decides to synchronize with the external actions. The environment
E ranges over all possible IMC able to synchronize with the external actions of C.
To get a principal understanding of the complications faced, we need to consider a
restricted setting, where C does not enable internal and external transitions at the same
state. We provide an algorithm which approximates the probability in question up to a
given precision ε > 0 and also computes an ε-optimal scheduler. The algorithm consists of
two steps. First, we reduce the problem to a game where the environment is not an IMC
but can decide to execute external actions at non-deterministically chosen time instances.
In a second step, we solve the resulting game on C using discretization. Our discretization is
based on the same approach as the algorithm of [34]. However, the algorithm as well as its
proof of correctness is considerably more complicated due to presence of non-deterministic
choices of the player controlling the environment. We finally discuss what happens if we
allow internal and external transitions to be enabled at the same time.
Example. To illustrate the concepts by an example
application, we can consider a variant of the fault-tolerant
workstation cluster [22] depicted on the right. The overall system consists of two sub-clusters connected via a
backbone; each of them contains N workstations. Any

1

1
2
..
.
N

left backbone right
switch

switch

2
..
.
N
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component can fail and then needs to be repaired to become operational again. There is a
single repair unit (not depicted) which must take decisions what to repair next when multiple components are failed. The entire system can be modelled using the IMC composition
operators [22], but we are now also in the position to study a partial model, where some
components, such as one of the switches, are left unspecified. We seek for the optimal repair
schedule regardless of how the unknown components are implemented. We can answer questions such as: “What is the worst case probability to hit a state in which premium service is
not guaranteed within T time units?” with premium service only being guaranteed if there
are at least N operational workstations connected to each other via operational switches.
Our contribution. We investigate the problem of compositionally verifying open IMC.
In particular, we introduce the problem of synthesizing optimal control for time-bounded
reachability in an IMC interacting in an unknown environment, provided no state enables
internal and external transition. Thereafter, we solve the problem of finding ε-optimal
schedulers using the established method of discretization, give bounds on the size of the
game to be solved for a given ε and thus establish upper complexity bound for the problem.
Complete proofs and further relevant details can be found in the full version [10].
Related work. Model checking of open systems has been proposed in [28]. The synthesis
problem is often stated as a game where the first player controls a component and the
second player simulates an environment [31]. There is a large body of literature on games
in verification, including recent surveys [1, 13]. Stochastic games have been applied to
e.g. concurrent program synthesis [33] and for collaboration strategies among compositional
stochastic systems [14]. Although most papers deal with discrete time games, lately games
with stochastic continuous-time have gained attention [7, 30, 9, 11]. Some of the games
we consider in the present paper exploit special cases of the games considered in [7, 11].
However, both papers prove decidability only for qualitative reachability problems and do
not discuss compositionality issues. Further, while systems of [30, 9] are very similar to ours,
the structure of the environment is fixed there and the verification is thus not compositional.
The same holds for [32, 20], where time is under the control of the components.
The time-bounded reachability problem for closed IMC has been studied in [23, 34] and
compositional abstraction techniques to compute it are developed in [26]. In the closed
interpretation, IMC have some similarities with continuous-time Markov decision processes,
CTMDP. Algorithms for time-bounded reachability in CTMDP and corresponding games
are developed in [2, 9, 30]. A numerically stable algorithm for time-bounded properties for
CTMDP is developed in [12].

2

Interactive Markov Chains

In this section, we introduce the formalism of interactive Markov chains together with the
standard way to compose them. After giving the operational interpretation for closed systems, we define the fundamental problem of our interest, namely we define the value of
time-bounded reachability and introduce the studied problems.
We denote by N, N0 , R>0 , and R≥0 the sets of natural numbers, natural numbers with
zero, positive real numbers and non-negative real numbers, respectively.
I Definition 1 (IMC). An interactive Markov chain (IMC) is a tuple C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 )
where S is a finite set of states, Actτ is a finite set of actions containing a designated internal
action τ , s0 ∈ S is an initial state,
,→ ⊆ S × Actτ × S is an interactive transition relation, and
⊆ S × R>0 × S is a Markovian transition relation.
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a

Elements of Act := Actτ \ {τ } are called external actions. We write s ,→ t whenever
a
(s, a, t) ∈ ,→, and further succe (s) = {t ∈ S | ∃a ∈ Act : s ,→ t} and succτ (s) = {t ∈ S |
τ
λ
s ,→ t}. Similarly, we write s t whenever (s, λ, t) ∈
where λ is called a rate of the
λ
transition, and succM (s) = {t ∈ S | ∃λ : s t}. We assume w.l.o.g. that for each pair
of states s and t, there is at most one Markovian transition from s to t. We say that an
external, or internal, or Markovian transition is available in s if succe (s) 6= ∅, or succτ (s) 6= ∅,
or succM (s) 6= ∅, respectively.
We also define a total exit rate function E : S → R≥0 which assigns to each state the
P
sum of rates of all outgoing Markovian transitions, i.e. E(s) =
λ λ where the sum is
s t
zero if succM (s) is empty. Furthermore, we define a probability matrix P(s, t) = λ/E(s) if
λ
s t; and P(s, t) = 0, otherwise.
IMC are well suited for compositional modeling, where systems are built out of smaller
ones using composition operators. Parallel composition and hiding operators are central to
the modeling style, where parallel components synchronize using shared action, and further
synchronization can be prohibited by hiding (i.e. internalizing) some actions. IMC employ
the maximal progress assumption: Internal actions take precedence over the advance of
time [24].
I Definition 2 (Parallel composition). For IMC C1 = (S1 , Actτ1 , ,→1 , 1 , s01 ) and C2 =
(S2 , Actτ2 , ,→2 , 2 , s02 ) and a synchronization alphabet A ⊆ Act1 ∩ Act2 , the parallel composition C1 kA C2 is the IMC C1 = (S1 × S2 , Actτ1 ∪ Actτ2 , ,→, , (s01 , s02 )) where ,→ and
are defined as the smallest relations satisfying
a
a
a
s1 ,→ s01 and s2 ,→ s02 and a ∈ A implies (s1 , s2 ) ,→ (s01 , s02 ),
a 0
a
0
s1 ,→ s1 and a 6∈ A implies (s1 , s2 ) ,→ (s1 , s2 ) for each s2 ∈ S2 ,
a
a
s2 ,→ s02 and a 6∈ A implies (s1 , s2 ) ,→ (s1 , s02 ) for each s1 ∈ S1 ,
λ 0
λ
s1 s1 implies (s1 , s2 ) (s01 , s2 ) for each s2 ∈ S2 , and
λ
λ
s2 s02 implies (s1 , s2 ) (s1 , s02 ) for each s1 ∈ S1 .
I Definition 3 (Hiding). For an IMC C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ) and a hidden alphabet A ⊆
Act, the hiding CA is the IMC (S, Actτ \ A, ,→0 , , s0 ) where ,→0 is the smallest relation
a
τ
a
satisfying for each s ,→ s0 that a ∈ A implies s ,→ 0 s0 , and a 6∈ A implies s ,→ 0 s0 .
The analysis of IMC has thus far been restricted to closed IMC [18, 27, 23, 26, 34,
19]. In a closed IMC, external actions do not appear as transition labels (i.e. ,→ ⊆ S ×
{τ } × S). In practice, this is achieved by an outermost hiding operator Act closing the
composed system. Non-determinism among internal τ transitions is resolved using a (historydependent) scheduler σ [34].
Let us fix a closed IMC C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ). The IMC C under a scheduler σ moves
from state to state, and in every state may wait for a random time. This produces a run
which is an infinite sequence of the form s0 t0 s1 t1 · · · where sn is the n-th visited state and
tn is the time spent there. After n steps, the scheduler resolves the non-determinism based
on the history h = s0 t0 · · · sn−1 tn−1 sn as follows.
I Definition 4 (Scheduler). A scheduler1 for an IMC C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ) is a measurable2 function σ : (S × R≥0 )∗ × S → S such that for each history h = s0 t0 s1 · · · sn with
succτ (sn ) 6= ∅ we have σ(h) ∈ succτ (sn ). The set of all schedulers for C is denoted by S(C).
1
2

For the sake of simplicity, we only consider deterministic schedulers in this paper.
More precisely, σ −1 (s) is measurable in the product topology of the discrete topology on S and the
Borel topology on R≥0 .
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The decision of the scheduler σ(h) determines tn and sn+1 as follows. If succτ (sn ) 6= ∅,
then the run proceeds immediately, i.e. in time tn := 0, to the state sn+1 := σ(h). Otherwise,
if succτ (sn ) = ∅, then only Markovian transitions are available in sn . In such a case, the
run moves to a randomly chosen next state sn+1 with probability P(sn , sn+1 ) after waiting
for a random time tn chosen according to the exponential distribution with the rate E(sn ).
One of the fundamental problems in verification and performance analysis of continuous-time stochastic systems is the time-bounded reachability. Given a set of goal states
G ⊆ S and a time bound
T ∈ R≥0 , the

 value of time-bounded reachability is defined as
supσ∈S(C) PCσ ♦≤T G where PCσ ♦≤T G denotes the probability that a run of C under the
scheduler σ visits a state of G before time T . The pivotal problem in the algorithmic analysis
of IMC is to compute this value together with a scheduler that achieves the supremum. As
the value is not rational in most cases, the aim is to provide an efficient approximation
algorithm and compute an ε-optimal scheduler. The value of time-bounded reachability can
be approximated up to a given error tolerance ε > 0 in time O(|S|2 ·(λT )2 /ε) [29], where λ is
the maximal rate of C, and the procedure also yields an ε-optimal scheduler. We generalize
both the notion of the value as well as approximation algorithms to the setting of open IMC,
i.e. those that are not closed, and motivate this extension in the next section.

3

Compositional Verification

In this section we turn our attention to the central questions studied in this paper. How
can we decide how well an IMC component C performs (w.r.t. time-bounded reachability)
when acting in parallel with an unknown environment? And how to control the component
to establish a guarantee as high as possible?
Speaking thus far in vague terms, this amounts to finding a scheduler σ for C which
maximizes the probability of reaching a target set G before T no matter what environment
E is composed with C. As we are interested in compositional modeling using IMC, the
environments are supposed to be IMC with the same external actions as C (thus resolving
the external non-determinism of C). We also need to consider all resolutions of the internal
non-determinism of E as well as the non-determinism arising from synchronization of C and
E using another scheduler π. So we are interested in the following value:
sup inf P[G is reached in composition of C and E before T using σ and π].
σ

E,π

Now, let us be more formal and fix an IMC C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ). For a given environment IMC E with the same action alphabet Actτ , we introduce a composition
C(E) = (C kAct E)Act
where all open actions are hidden, yielding a closed system. Note that the states of C(E)
are pairs (c, e) where c is a state of C and e is a state of E. We consider a scheduler σ of
C and a scheduler π of C(E) respecting σ on internal actions of C. We say that π respects
σ, denoted by π ∈ S(C(E), σ), if for every history h = (c0 , e0 ) t0 · · · tn−1 (cn , en ) of C(E) the
scheduler π satisfies one of the following conditions:
a
a
π(h) = (c, e) where cn ,→ c and en ,→ e (π resolves synchronization)
τ
π(h) = (cn , e) where en ,→ e (π chooses a move in the environment)
π(h) = (σ(hC ), en ) where hC = c0 t0 · · · tn−1 cn (π chooses a move in C according to σ).
Given a set of goal states G ⊆ S and a time bound T ∈ R≥0 , the value of compositional
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time-bounded reachability is defined as
sup
σ∈S(C)

inf

E∈ENV
π∈S(C(E),σ)

 ≤T

π
PC(E)
♦ GE

(∗)

where ENV denotes the set of all IMC with the action alphabet Actτ and GE = G×SE where
SE is the set of states of E. As for the closed IMC, our goal is to efficiently approximate this
value together with a maximizing scheduler. Before we present an approximation algorithm
based on discretization, we illustrate some of the effects of the open system perspective.
Example. The figure on the right depicts
1
1
done
do’
fix
an IMC on which we approximate the value (∗)
1
τ
for T = 2 and G = {done}. From the initial
do
?
10
state do, the system may go randomly either
τ
20
1
fail
fast
to the target done or to fail. Concurrently, the
interrupt
external action interrupt may switch the run to
the state ?, where the scheduler σ chooses between two successors (1) the state fast allowing
fast but risky run to the target and (2) the state fix that guarantees reaching the target but
takes longer time. The value (∗) is approximately 0.47 and an optimal scheduler goes to fix
only if there are more than 1.2 minutes left. Note that the probability of reaching the target
in time depends on when the external action interrupt is taken. The most “adversarial”
environment executes interrupt after 0.8 minutes from the start.
Results. We now formulate our main result concerning efficient approximation of the
value of compositional time-bounded reachability. In fact, we provide an approximation
algorithm for a restricted subclass of IMC defined by the following two assumptions:
I Assumption 1. Each cycle contains a Markovian transition.
This assumption is standard over all analysis techniques published for IMC [18, 27, 23, 26,
34, 19]. It implies that the probability of taking infinitely many transitions in finite time,
i.e. of Zeno behavior, is zero. This is a rather natural assumption and does not restrict the
modeling power much, since no real system will be able to take infinitely many transitions
in finite time anyway. Furthermore, the assumed property is a compositional one, i.e. it is
preserved by parallel composition and hiding.
I Assumption 2. Internal and external actions are not enabled at the same time, i.e. for
each state s, either succe (s) = ∅ or succτ (s) = ∅.
Note that both assumptions are met by the above mentioned example. However, Assumption 2 is not compositional; specifically, it is not preserved by applications of the hiding
operator. A stronger assumption would require the environment not to trigger external
actions in zero time after a state change. This is indeed implied by Assumption 2 which
basically asks internal transitions of the component to be executed before any external actions are taken into account.3 In fact, the reverse precedence cannot be implemented in real
systems, if internal actions are assumed to be executed without delay. Any procedure implemented in C for checking the availability of external actions will involve some non-zero delay
(unless one resorts to quantum effects). From a technical point of view, lifting Assumption 2
makes the studied problems considerably more involved; see Section 6 for further discussion.

3

To see this one can construct a weak simulation relation between a system violating Assumption 2 and
one satisfying it, where any state with both internal and external transitions is split into two: the first
one enabling the internal transitions and a new τ to the second one only enabling the external ones.
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I Theorem 5. Let ε > 0 be an approximation bound and C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ) be an
IMC satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2. Then one can approximate the value of compositional
time-bounded reachability of C up to ε and compute an ε-optimal scheduler in time O(|S|2 ·
(λT )2 /ε), where λ is the maximal rate of C and T is the reachability time-bound.
In the remainder of the paper, we prove this theorem and discuss its restrictions. First, we
introduce a new kind of real-time games, called CE games, that are played on open IMC.
Then we reduce the compositional time-bounded reachability of C to time-bounded reachability objective in the CE game played just on the component C (see Proposition 6). In
Section 5, we show how to reduce, using discretization, the time-bounded reachability in CE
games to step-bounded reachability in discrete-time stochastic games (see Proposition 8),
that in turn can be solved using simple backward propagation. Finally, we show, in Proposition 9, how to transform optimal strategies in the discretized stochastic games to ε-optimal
schedulers for C.

4

Game of Controller and Environment

In order to approximate (∗), the value of compositional time-bounded reachability, we turn
the IMC C into a two-player controller–environment game (CE game) G. The CE game
naturally combines two approaches to real-time systems, namely the stochastic flow of time
as present in CTMC with the non-deterministic flow of time as present in timed automata.
The game G is played on the graph of an IMC C played by two players: con (controlling the
component C) and env (controlling/simulating the environment). In essence, con chooses
in each state with internal transitions one of them, and env chooses in each state with
external (and hence synchronizing) transitions either which of them should be taken, or a
delay te ∈ R>0 . Note that, due to Assumption 2, the players control the game in disjoint
sets of states, hence G is a turn-based game. The internal and external transitions take zero
time to be executed once chosen. If no zero time transition is chosen, the delay te determined
by env competes with the Markovian transitions, i.e. with a random time sampled from
the exponential distribution with the rate E(s). We consider time-bounded reachability
objective, so the goal of con is to reach a given subset of states G before a given time T ,
and env opposes it.
Formally, let us fix an IMC C = (S, Actτ , ,→, , s0 ) and thus a CE game G. A run of G is
again an infinite sequence s0 t0 s1 t1 · · · where sn ∈ S is the n-th visited state and tn ∈ R≥0
is the time spent there. Based on the history s0 t0 · · · tn−1 sn went through so far, the players
choose their moves as follows.
If succτ (sn ) 6= ∅, the player con chooses a state sτ ∈ succτ (sn ).
Otherwise, the player env chooses either a state se ∈ succe (sn ), or a delay te ∈ R>0 .
(Note that if succe (sn ) = ∅ only a delay can be chosen.)
Subsequently, Markovian transitions (if available) are resolved by randomly choosing a target
state sM according to the distribution P(sn , ·) and randomly sampling a time tM according
to the exponential distribution with rate E(sn ). The next waiting time tn and state sn+1
are given by the following rules in the order displayed.
If succτ (sn ) 6= ∅ and sτ was chosen, then tn = 0 and sn+1 = sτ .
If se was chosen, then tn = 0 and sn+1 = se .
If te was chosen then:
if succM (sn ) = ∅, then tn = te and sn+1 = sn ;
if te ≤ tM , then tn = te and sn+1 = sn ;
if tM < te , then tn = tM and sn+1 = sM .
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According to the definition of schedulers in IMC, we formalize the choice of con as a
strategy σ : (S × R≥0 )∗ × S → S and the choice of env as a strategy π : (S × R≥0 )∗ × S →
S ∪ R>0 . We denote by Σ and Π the sets of all strategies of the players con and env,
respectively. In order to keep CE games out of Zeno behavior, we consider in Π only those
strategies of the player env for which the induced Zeno runs have zero measure, i.e. the sum
of the chosen delays diverges almost surely no matter what con is doing.
Given goal states G ⊆ S and a time bound T ∈ R≥0 , the value of G is defined as


sup inf PGσ,π ♦≤T G
(∗∗)
σ∈Σ π∈Π


where PGσ,π ♦≤T G is the probability of all runs of G induced by σ and π and reaching
a state of G before time T . We now show that the value of the CE game coincides with the
value of compositional time-bounded reachability. This result is interesting and important
as it allows us to replace unknown probabilistic behaviour with non-deterministic choices.
I Proposition 6. (∗) = (∗∗), i.e.
sup
σ∈S(C)

inf

E∈ENV
π∈S(C(E),σ)

 ≤T



π
PC(E)
♦ GE = sup inf PGσ,π ♦≤T G
σ∈Σ π∈Π

Proof Idea. We start with the inequality (∗) ≥ (∗∗). Let σ ∈ Σ (= S(C)) and let us fix an
environment E together with a scheduler π ∈ S(C(E), σ). The crucial observation is that
the purpose of the environment E (controlled by π) is to choose delays of external actions
(the delay is determined by a sequence of internal and Markovian actions of E executed
before the external action), which is in fact similar to the role of the player env in the CE
game. The only difference is that the environment E “chooses” the delays randomly as
opposed to deterministic strategies of env. However, using a technically involved argument,
we show how to
get rid of this randomization
and obtain a strategy π 0 in the CE game

σ,π 0  ≤T 
π
satisfying PG
♦ G ≤ PC(E)
♦≤T GE .
Concerning the second inequality (∗) ≤ (∗∗), we show that every strategy of env can
be (approximately) implemented using a suitable environment together with a scheduler
π. The idea is to simulate every deterministic delay, say t, chosen by env using a random
delay tightly concentrated around t (roughly corresponding to an Erlang distribution) that
is implemented as an IMC. We show that the imprecision of delays introduced by this
randomization induces only negligible alteration to the value.
J

5

Discretization

In this section we show how to approximate the value (∗∗) of the CE game up to an arbitrarily
small error ε > 0 by reduction to a discrete-time (turn-based) stochastic game ∆.
A stochastic game ∆ is played on a graph (V, 7→) partitioned into V ] V♦ ] V . A play
starts in the initial vertex v0 and forms a run v0 v1 · · · as follows. For a history v0 · · · vi , the
next vertex vi+1 satisfying vi 7→ vi+1 is determined by a strategy σ ∈ Σ∆ of player  if
vi ∈ V and by a strategy π ∈ Π∆ of player ♦ if vi ∈ V♦ . Moreover, vi+1 is chosen randomly
according to a fixed distribution P rob(vi ) if vi ∈ V . For a formal definition, see, e.g., [17].
Let us fix a CE game G and a discretization step δ > 0 that divides the time bound T into
N ∈ N intervals of equal length (here δ = T /N ). We construct a discrete-time stochastic
game ∆ by substituting each state of G by a gadget of one or two vertices (as illustrated in
Figure 1).4 Intuitively, the game ∆ models passing of time as follows. Each discrete step

4

We assume w.l.o.g. that (1) states with internal transitions have no Markovian transitions available and
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Figure 1 Four gadgets for transforming a CE game into a discrete game. The upper part
shows types of states in the original CE game, the lower part shows corresponding gadgets in
the transformed discrete game. In the lower part, the square-shaped, diamond-shaped and circleshaped vertices belong to V , V♦ and V , respectively. Binary branching is displayed only in order
to simplify the figure.

“takes” either time δ or time 0. Each step from a vertex of V takes time δ whereas each step
from vertex of V ∪ V♦ takes zero time. The first gadget transforms internal transitions into
edges of player  taking zero time. The second gadget transforms Markovian transitions
into edges of player
taking time δ where the probability p is the probability that any
Markovian transition is taken in G before time δ. The third gadget deals with states with
both external and Markovian transitions available where the player ♦ decides in vertex s in
zero time whether an external transition is taken or whether the Markovian transitions are
awaited in s for time δ. The fourth gadget is similar, but no Markovian transition can occur
and from s the play returns into s with probability 1.
Similarly to (∗) and (∗∗), we define the value of the discrete-time game ∆ as
sup

σ,π  #b ≤N 
inf P∆
♦
G

σ∈Σ∆ π∈Π∆

(∗ ∗ ∗)

σ,π  #b ≤N 
where P∆
♦
G is the probability of all runs of ∆ induced by σ and π that reach
G before taking more than N steps from vertices in V . According to the intuition above,
such a step bound corresponds to a time bound N · δ = T .
We say that a strategy is counting if it only considers the last vertex and the current count
#b of steps taken from vertices in V . We may represent it as a function V ×{0, . . . , N } → V
since it is irrelevant what it does after more than N steps.

I Lemma 7. There are counting strategies optimal in (∗∗∗). Moreover, they can be computed
together with (∗ ∗ ∗) in time O(N |V |2 ).
We now show that the value (∗ ∗ ∗) of the discretized game ∆ approximates the value
(∗∗) of the CE game G and give the corresponding error bound.

(2) every state has at least one outgoing transition.This is no restriction since (1) Markovian transitions
are never taken in such states and (2) any state without transitions can be endowed with a Markovian
self-loop transition without changing the time-bounded reachability.
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I Proposition 8 (Error bound). For every approximation bound ε > 0 and discretization
step δ ≤ ε/(λ2 T ) where λ = maxs∈S E(s), the value (∗ ∗ ∗) induced by δ satisfies
(∗ ∗ ∗) ≤ (∗∗) ≤ (∗ ∗ ∗) + ε.
Proof Idea. The proof is inspired by the techniques for closed IMC [29]. Yet, there are
several new issues to overcome, caused mainly by the fact that the player env in the CE
game may choose an arbitrary real delay te > 0 (so env has uncountably many choices).
The discretized game ∆ is supposed to simulate the original CE game but restricts possible
behaviors as follows: (1) Only one Markovian transition is allowed in any interval of length
δ. (2) The delay te chosen by player ♦ (which simulates the player env from the CE game)
must be divisible by δ. We show that none of these restrictions affects the value.
ad (1) As pointed out in [29], the probability of two or more Markovian transitions occurring in
an interval [0, δ] is bounded by (λδ)2 /2 where λ = maxs∈S E(s). Hence, the probability
of multiple Markovian transitions occurring in any of the discrete steps of ∆ is ≤ ε.
ad (2) Assuming that at most one Markovian transition is taken in [0, δ] in the CE game,
we reduce the decision when to take external transitions to minimization of a linear
function on [0, δ], which in turn is minimized either in 0, or δ. Hence, the optimal choice
for the player env in the CE game is either to take the transitions immediately at the
beginning of the interval (before the potential Markovian transition) or to wait for time
δ (after the potential Markovian transition).
J
Finally, we show how to transform an optimal counting strategy σ : V × {0, . . . , N } → V
in the discretized game ∆ into an ε-optimal scheduler σ in the IMC C. For every p =
s0 t0 · · · sn−1 tn−1 sn we put σ(p) = σ(sn , d(t0 + . . . + tn−1 )/δe).
I Proposition 9 (ε-optimal scheduler). Let ε > 0, ∆ be a corresponding discrete game, and
σ be induced by an optimal counting strategy in ∆, hthen
i
π
PC(E)
♦≤T GE + ε
(∗) ≤
inf
E∈ENV
π∈S(C(E),σ)

This together with the complexity result of Lemma 7 finishes the proof of Theorem 5.

6

Summary, Discussion and Future Work

We discussed the computation of maximal timed bounded reachability for IMC operating in
an unknown IMC environment to synchronize with. All prior analysis approaches considered
closed systems, implicitly assuming that external actions do happen in zero time. Our
analysis for open IMC works essentially with the opposite assumption, which is arguably
more realistic. We have shown that the resulting stochastic two-player game has the same
extremal values as a CE-game, where the player controlling the environment can choose
exact times. The latter is approximated up to a given precision by discretization and the
resulting control strategy translated back to a scheduler of the IMC achieving the bound.
a
Finally, we argue that lifting Assumption 2 makes
yes
win
τ
analysis considerably more involved as the studied game
λ
i
?
τ
may contain imperfect information and concurrent deτ
no
cisions. Let us illustrate the problems on an example.
fail
a
Consider an IMC depicted on the right. This IMC violates Assumption 2 in its state no. Let us fix an arbitrary environment E (controlled by
π) and a scheduler σ. Since internal transitions of E take zero time, the environment must
spend almost all the time in states without internal transitions. Hence, E is almost surely
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in such a state when ? is entered. Assume E is in a state with the (external) action a
being available. The scheduler σ wins if he chooses the internal transition to yes since the
synchronizing transition a is then taken immediately, and fails if he chooses to proceed to
no, as a (reasonable) scheduler π will now force synchronization on action a. If, otherwise,
on entering state ?, E is in a state without the action a being available, the scheduler σ
fails if he chooses yes because a (reasonable) environment never synchronizes, and wins if he
chooses no since the environment E cannot immediately synchronize and the τ transition
is taken. Note that the scheduler σ cannot observe whether a is available in the current
state of E. As this is crucial for the further evolution of the game from state ?, the game is
intrinsically of imperfect information.
We conjecture that solving even this special case of imperfect information games is
PSPACE-hard. Yet, the complexity might only increase in the number of internal transitions
that can be taken in a row. For systems, where a bound on the length of internal transition
sequences can be assumed, this problem would then still be feasible.
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1

Introduction

In this article, we study shape fitting problem, coresets, and in particular, total sensitivity.
A shape fitting problem is specified by a triple (Rd , F, dist), where Rd is the d-dimensional
Euclidean space, F is a family of subsets of Rd , and dist : Rd × Rd → R+ is a continuous
function that we will refer to as a distance function. We also assume that (a) dist(p, q) = 0 if
and only if p = q, and (b) dist(p, q) = dist(q, p). We refer to each F ∈ F as a shape, and we
require each shape F to be a non-empty, closed, subset of Rd . We define the distance of a
point p ∈ Rd to a shape F ∈ F to be dist(p, F ) = minq∈F dist(p, q). An instance of a shape
fitting problem is specified by a finite point set P ⊂ Rd . We slightly abuse notation and use
P
dist(P, F ) to denote p∈P dist(p, F ) when P is a set of points in Rd . The goal is to find a
P
shape which best fits P , that is, a shape minimizing p∈P dist(p, F ) over all shapes F ∈ F.
This is referred to as the L1 fitting problem, which is the main focus of this paper. In the
L∞ fitting problem, we seek to find a shape F ∈ F minimizing maxp∈P dist(p, F ).
In this paper, we focus on the (j, k)-projective clustering problem. Given non-negative
integers j and k, the family of shapes is the set of k-tuples of affine j-subspaces (that is,
j-flats) in Rd . More precisely, each shape is the union of some k j-flats. The underlying
distance function is usually the z th power of the Euclidean distance, for a positive real number
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z. When j = 0, F is the set of all k-point sets of Rd , so the (0, k)-projective clustering
problem is the k-median clustering problem when the distance function is the Euclidean
distance, and it is the k-means clustering problem when the distance function is the square of
the Euclidean distance; when j = 1, the family of shapes is the set of k-tuples of lines in Rd ;
when k = 1, (j, 1)-projective clustering is the subspace approximation problem, where the
family of shapes is the set of j-flats. Other than these projective clustering problems where
j or k is set to specific values, another variant of the (j, k)-projective clustering problem
is the integer (j, k)-projective clustering problem, where we assume that the input points
have integer coordinates (but there is no restriction on j and k), and the magnitude of these
coordinates is at most nc , where n is the number of input points and c > 0 is some constant.
That is, the points are in a polynomially large integer grid.
An -coreset for an instance P of a shape fitting problem is a weighted set S, such that for
any shape F ∈ F, the summation of distances from points in P approximates the weighted
summation of the distances from points in S up to a multiplicative factor of (1 ± ). A
more precise definition (Definition 1) follows later. Coresets can be considered as a succinct
representation of the point set; in particular, in order to obtain a (1 + )-approximation
solution fitting P , it is sufficient to find a (1 + )-approximation solution for the coreset
S. One usually seeks a small coreset, whose size |S| is independent of the cardinality of P .
Coresets of size o(n) for the (j, k)-projective clustering problem for general j and k are not
known to exist. However, the k-median/k-means clustering, k-line clustering, j-subspace
approximation, and integer (j, k)-projective clustering problems admit small coresets.
Langberg and Schulman [10] introduced a general approach to coresets via the notion
of sensitivity of points in a point set, which provides a natural way to set up a probability
distribution Pr · on P . Roughly speaking, the sensitivity of a point with respect to a
point set measures the importance of the point, in terms of fitting shapes in the given
family of shapes F. Formally, the sensitivity of point p in a point set P is defined by
σP (p) := supF ∈F dist(p, F )/dist(P, F ). (In the degenerate case where the denominator in
the ratio is 0, the numerator is also 0, and we take the ratio to be 0; the reader should
feel free to ignore this technicality.) The total sensitivity of a point set P is defined by
P
SP := p∈P σP (p). The nice property of quantifying the “importance” of a point in a point
set is that for any F ∈ F, dist(p, F )/dist(P, F ) ≤ σP (p). Setting the probability of selecting
p to be σP (p)/SP , and the weight of p to be SP /σP (p), ∀p ∈ P , one can show that the
variance of the sampling scheme is O((SP )2 ). When SP is o(n), (for example, a constant or
logarithmic in terms of n = |P |), one can obtain an -coreset by sampling a small number
of points. Langberg and Schulman [10] show that the total sensitivity of any (arbitrarily
large) point set P ⊂ Rd for k-median/k-means clustering problem is a constant, depending
only on k, independent of the cardinality of P and the dimension of the Euclidean space
where P and F are from. Using this, they derived a coreset for these problems with size
depending polynomially on d and k and independent of n. Their work can be seen as evolving
from earlier work on coresets for the k-median/k-means and related problems via other low
variance sampling schemes [3, 4, 7, 5].
Feldman and Langberg [6] relate the notion of an -coreset with the well-studied notion
of an -approximation of range spaces. They use a “functional representation” of points:
consider a family of functions P = {fp (·)|p ∈ P }, where each point p is associated with a
function fp : X → R. The target here is to pick a small subset S ⊆ P of points, and assign
P
P
weights appropriately, so that p∈S wp fp (x) approximates p∈P fp (x) at every x ∈ X.
When X is F and fp (F ) = dist(p, F ), this is just the original -coreset for P . However, fp (·)
can be any other function defined over F, for example, fp (·) can be the “residue distance”
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of p, i.e., fp (F ) = |dist(p, F ) − dist(p0 , F )|, where p0 is the projection of p on the optimum
shape F ∗ fitting P . The definitions of sensitivities and total sensitivity easily carry over
P
in this setting: σP (fp ) = supx∈X fp (x)/ fq ∈P fq (x) (which coincides with σP (p) when
P
fp (·) is dist(p, ·)), and SP = fp ∈P σP (fp ) (which coincides with SP similarly). One of
the results in [6] is that an approximating subset S ⊆ P can be computed with the size
|S| upper bounded by the product of two quantities: (SP )2 , and another parameter, the
“dimension” (see Definition 3) of a certain range space induced by P, denoted dim (P). We
remark that dim (P) depends on d, which is the dimension of Euclidean space where P is
from, and some other parameters related to X; when X is the family of shapes for the
(j, k)-projective clustering problem, dim (P) also depends on j and k. This connection allows
them to use many results from the well-studied area of -approximation of range spaces (such
as deterministic construction of small -approximation of range spaces), thus constructing
smaller coreset deterministically, and removes some routine analysis in the traditional way of
obtaining coresets via random sampling.

1.1

Our Results

In this article, we prove upper bounds of total sensitivities for the (j, k)-projective clustering
problems. In particular, we show a careful analysis of computing total sensitivities for shape
fitting problems in high dimension. Total sensitivity SP for a point set P ⊂ Rd may depend
on d: consider the shape fitting problem where the family of shapes is the set of hyperplanes,
and P is a point set of size d in general position. Then clearly σP (p) = 1 (since there always
exists a hyperplane containing all d − 1 points other than p), so SP = d.
One question that arises naturally is that whether the dependence of the total sensitivity
on the dimension d is essential. To answer this question, we show that if the distance
function is Euclidean distance, or the z th power of Euclidean distance for z ∈ [1, ∞), then
the total sensitivity function of a shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist) in the high dimensional
0
space Rd is roughly the same as that of the low-dimensional variant (Rd , F 0 , dist), where
d0 is the “intrinsic” dimension of the shapes in F, and F 0 consists of shapes contained in
0
the low dimensional space Rd . A reification of this statement is that the total sensitivity
function of the (j, k)-projective clustering is independent of d. For the (j, k)-projective
clustering problems, the shapes are intrinsically low dimensional: each k-tuple of j-flats is
contained in a subspace of dimension at most k(j + 1). As we will see, the total sensitivity function for (Rd , F, dist), where F is the family of k-tuples of j-flats in Rd , is of the
same magnitude as the total sensitivity function of (Rf (j,k) , F 0 , dist), where f (j, k) is a function of j and k (which is independent of d), and F 0 is the family of k-tuples of j-flats in Rf (j,k) .
We sketch our approach to upper bound the total sensitivity of the (j, k)-projective
clustering. We first make the observation (Theorem 7 below) that the total sensitivity of
a point set P is upper bounded by a constant multiple of the total sensitivity of P 0 =
proj (P, F ∗ ), which is the projection of P on the optimum shape F ∗ fitting P in F. The
computation of total sensitivity of P 0 is very simple in certain cases; for example, for k-median
clustering, P 0 is a multi-set which contains k distinct points, whose total sensitivity can be
directly bounded by k. Therefore, we are able to greatly simplify the proofs in [10]. Another
more important use of this observation is that it allows us to get a dimension-reduction
type result for the (j, k)-projective clustering problems: note that although the point set
and the shapes might be in a high dimension space Rd , the projected point set P 0 lies in a
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subspace of dimension (j + 1)k (since each k-tuple of j-flats is contained in a subspace of
dimension at most (j + 1)k), which is small under the assumption that both j and k are
constant. Therefore, SP , which usually depends on d if one directly computes it in a high
dimensional space, depends only on j and k, since SP is O(SP 0 ).
Our method for bounding the total sensitivity directly translates into a template for
computing -coresets:
1. Compute F ∗ , the optimal shape fitting P . (It suffices to use an approximately optimal
shape.) Compute P 0 , the projection of P onto F ∗ .
2. Compute a bound on the sensitivity of each point in P 0 with respect to P 0 . Since the
ambient dimension is O(jk), we may use a method that yields bounds on SP 0 with
dependence on the ambient dimension. Use Theorem 7 to translate this into a bound for
σP (p) for each p ∈ P .
3. Sample points from P with probabilities proportional to σP (p) to obtain a coreset, as
described in [10, 6].
We now point out the difference between our usage of total sensitivity in the construction
of coresets and the method in [6]. The construction of coresets in [6] may also be considered
as based on total sensitivity, however in a very different way:
1. First obtain a small weighted point set S ⊆ P , such that dist(P, F ) − dist(P 0 , F ) is
approximately the same as dist(S, F ) − dist(S 0 , F ) (S 0 is proj (S, F ∗ )) for every F ∈ F.
2. Then compute an -coreset Q0 ⊆ P 0 for the projected point set P 0 , that is, dist(Q0 , F )
approximates dist(P 0 , F ) for every F ∈ F. (Since P 0 is from a low-dimensional subspace,
the ambient dimension is small, and the computation can exploit this.)
Therefore, for each F ∈ F, dist(P, F ) = (dist(P, F ) − dist(P 0 , F )) + dist(P 0 , F ) ≈
(dist(S, F ) − dist(S 0 , F )) + dist(Q0 , F ).
Thus the weighted set Q0 ∪ S ∪ S 0 is a coreset for P , but notice that the points in S 0
have negative weights. In contrast, the weights of points in the coreset in our construction
are positive. The advantage of getting coresets with positive weights is that in order to get
an approximate solution to the shape fitting problem, we may run algorithms or heuristics
developed for the shape fitting problem on the coreset, such as [1]. When points have negative
weights, on the other hand, some of these heuristics do not work or need to be modified
appropriately.
Another useful feature of the coresets obtained via our results is that the coreset is a
subset of the original point set. When each point stands for a data item, the coreset inherits
a natural interpretation. See [11] for a discussion of this issue in a broader context.
The sizes of the coresets in this paper are somewhat larger than the size of coresets in [6].
Roughly speaking, the size of the coreset in [6] is f1 (d) + f2 (j, k), where f1 (d) (respectively
f2 (j, k)) is a function depending only on d (respectively j and k) for the (j, k)-projective
clustering problem, while the coreset size in our paper is f1 (d) · f2 (j, k).
Organization of this paper: In this article, we focus on the construction that establishes
small total sensitivity for various shape fitting problems, and the size of the resulting coreset.
For clarity, we omit the description of algorithms for computing such bounds on sensitivity.
Efficient algorithms result from the construction using a methodology that is now wellunderstood. Also because the weights for points in the coreset are nonnegative, the coreset
lend itself to streaming settings, where points arrive one by one as p1 , p2 , · · · [9][6]. In Section
2, we present necessary definitions used through this article, and summarize related results
from [6] and [12]. In Section 3, we prove the upper bound of total sensitivity of an instance of
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a shape fitting problem in high dimension by its low dimensional projection. In Sections 4, 5,
6, and 7, we apply the upper bound from Section 3 to k-median/k-means, clustering, k-line
clustering, j-subspace approximation, and the integer (j, k)-projective clustering problem,
respectively, to obtain upper bounds for their total sensitivities, and the size of the resulting
-coresets.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we formally define some of the concepts studied in this article, and state
crucial results from previous work. We begin by defining an -coreset.
I Definition 1 (-coreset of a shape fitting problem). Given an instance P ⊂ Rd of a
shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist), and  ∈ [0, 1], an -coreset of P is a (weighted) set
S ⊆ P , together with a weight function w : S → R+ , such that for any shape F in F,
it holds that |dist(P, F ) − dist(S, F )| ≤  · dist(P, F ), where by definition, dist(P, F ) =
P
P
p∈P dist(p, F ), and dist(S, F ) =
p∈S w(p)dist(p, F ). The size of the weighted coreset S
is defined to be |S|.
We note that in the literature, the requirement that the weights be non-negative, as well
as the requirement that the coreset S be a subset of the original instance P , are sometimes
relaxed. We include these requirements in the definition to emphasize that the coresets
constructed here do satisfy them. We now define the sensitivities of points in a shape fitting
instance, and the total sensitivity of the instance.
I Definition 2 (Sensitivity of a shape fitting instance [10]). Given an instance P ⊂ Rd of
a shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist), the sensitivity of a point p in P is σP (p) := inf{β ≥
0|dist(p, F ) ≤ βdist(P, F ), ∀F ∈ F}.
Note that an equivalent definition is to let σP (p) = supF ∈F dist(p, F )/dist(P, F ), with
the understanding that when the denominator in the ratio is 0, the ratio itself is 0.
P
The total sensitivity of the instance P , is defined by SP := p∈P σP (p). The total
sensitivity function of the shape fitting problem is Sn := sup|P |=n SP .
We now need a somewhat technical definition in order to be able to state an important
earlier result from [6]. On a first reading, the reader is welcome to skip the detailed definition.
I Definition 3 (The dimension of a shape fitting instance [6]). Let P ⊂ Rd be an instance of
a shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist). For a weight function w : P → R+ , consider the set
system (P, R), where R is a family of subsets of P defined as follows: each element in R is a
set of the form RF,r for some F ∈ F and r ≥ 0, and RF,r = {p ∈ P | wp · dist(p, F ) ≤ r}.
That is, RF,r is the set of those points in P whose weighted distance to the shape F is at
most r. The dimension of the instance P of the shape fitting problem, denoted by dim (P ),
is the smallest integer m, such that for any weight function w and A ⊆ P of size |A| = a ≥ 2,
we have: |{A ∩ RF,r |F ∈ F, r ≥ 0}| ≤ am .
For instance, in the (j, k)-projective clustering problem with the underlying distance
function dist being the z th power of the Euclidean distance, the dimension dim (P ) of any
instance P is O(jdk), independent of |P | [6]. This is shown by methods similar to the ones
used to bound the VC-dimension of geometric set systems. In fact, this bound is the only
fact that we will need about the dimension of a shape fitting instance.
The following theorem recalls the connection established in [6] between coresets and
sensitivity via the above notion of dimension.
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I Theorem 4 (Connection between total sensitivity and -coreset [6]). Given any n-point
d
instance P ⊂ Rd of a shape
problem
 fitting
 (R , F, dist), and any  ∈ (0, 1], there exists an

2
-coreset for P of size O Sn dim (P ) .
Finally, we will need known bounds on the total sensitivity of (j, k)-projective clustering
problem. These earlier bounds involve the dimension d corresponding to shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist).
I Theorem 5 (Total sensitivity of (j, k)-projective clustering problem in fixed dimension [12]).
We have the following upper bounds of total sensitivities for the (j, k)-projective clustering
problem (Rd , F, dist), where dist is the z-th power of the Eucldiean distance for z ∈ (0, ∞).
j = 1 (k-line center): Sn is O(k f (k,d) log n), where f (d, k) is a function depending only
on d and k.
integer (j, k)-projective clustering problem: For any n-point instance P , with each coordinate being an integer of magnitude at most nc for any constant c > 0, SP is
O((log n)f (d,j,k) ), where f (d, j, k) is a function depending only on d, j, and k.

3

Bounding the Total Sensitivity via Dimension Reduction

In this section, we show that the total sensitivity of a point set P is of the same order as
that of proj (P, F ∗ ), which is the projection of P onto an optimum shape F ∗ from F fitting
P . This result captures the fact that total sensitivity of a shape fitting problem quantifies
the complexity of shapes, in the sense that total sensitivity depends on the dimension of
smallest subspace containing each shape, regardless of the dimension of the ambient space
where P is from.
I Definition 6 (projection of points on a shape). For a shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist),
define proj : Rd × F → Rd , where proj (p, F ) is the projection of p on a shape F , that
is, proj (p, F ) is a point in F which is nearest to p, with ties broken arbitrarily. That
is, dist(p, proj (p, F )) = minq∈F dist(p, q). We abuse the notation to denote the multi-set
{proj (p, F ) |p ∈ P } by proj (P, F ) for P ⊂ Rd .
We first show that SP is O(Sproj(P,F ∗ ) ), where F ∗ is an optimum shape fitting P from F.
In particular, this implies that when F ∗ is a low-dimensional object, the total sensitivity
of P ⊂ Rd can be upper bounded by the total sensitivity of a point set contained in a low
dimension subspace.
I Theorem 7 (Dimension reduction, computing the total sensitivity of a point set in high
dimensional space with the projected lower dimensional point set). Given an instance P of a
shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist), let F ∗ denote a shape that minimizes dist(P, F ) over all
F ∈ F. Let p0 denote proj (p, F ∗ ) and let P 0 denote proj (P, F ∗ ). Assume that the distance
function satisfies the relaxed triangle inequality: dist(p, q) ≤ α(dist(p, r) + dist(r, q)) for any
p, q, r ∈ Rd for some constant α ≥ 1. Then
1. the following inequality holds: SP ≤ 2α2 SP 0 + α.
2. if dist(P,F ∗ ) = 0, then σP (p) = σP 0 (p0 ) for each p ∈ P . If dist(P, F ∗ ) > 0, then
dist(p,p0 ) + 2α2 σ 0 (p0 ) .
σP (p) ≤ α dist
P
(P,F ∗ )
Proof. If dist(P, F ∗ ) = 0, then P = P 0 , and clearly both parts of the theorem hold.
Let us consider the case where dist(P, F ∗ ) > 0. By definition,
σP (p) = inf{β ≥ 0 | dist(p, F ) ≤ βdist(P, F ), ∀F ∈ F},
σP 0 (p0 ) = inf{β 0 ≥ 0 | dist(p0 , F ) ≤ β 0 dist(P 0 , F ), ∀F ∈ F}.
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Let F be an arbitrary shape in F. Then we have
dist(p, F ) ≤ αdist(p, p0 ) + αdist(p0 , F )
≤ αdist(p, p0 ) + ασP 0 (p0 )dist(P 0 , F )
≤ αdist(p, p0 ) + 2α2 σP 0 (p0 )dist(P, F )
dist(p, p0 )
· dist(P, F ) + 2α2 σP 0 (p0 )dist(P, F )
dist(P, F )
dist(p, p0 )
· dist(P, F ) + 2α2 σP 0 (p0 )dist(P, F )
≤α
dist(P, F ∗ )


dist(p, p0 )
2
0
0
+ 2α σP (p ) dist(P, F ).
= α
dist(P, F ∗ )
=α

The first inequality follows from the relaxed triangle inequality, the second inequality follows
from the definition of sensitivity of p0 in P 0 , and third inequality follows from the fact
P
P
that dist(P 0 , F ) = p0 ∈P 0 dist(p0 , F ) ≤ p∈P α (dist(p, F ) + dist(p, p0 )) = α(dist(P, F ) +
dist(P, F ∗ )) ≤ 2αdist(P, F ), since dist(P, F ∗ ) ≤ dist(P, F ).
Thus the second part of the theorem holds. Now,
X
SP =
σP (p)
p∈P

≤

X
p∈P

=

α


dist(p, p0 )
2
0
0
+
2α
σ
(p
)
P
dist(P, F ∗ )

α + 2α2 SP 0 .
J

We make a remark regarding the value of α in Theorem 7 when the distance function is
z power of Euclidean distance. It is used in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 when we derive upper
bounds of total sensitivities for various shape fitting problems.
th

I Remark (Value of α when dist(·, ·) = (k · k2 )z ). Let z ∈ (0, ∞). Suppose dist(p, q) =
(k p − q k2 )z . When z ∈ (0, 1), the weak triangle inequality holds with α = 1; when z ≥ 1,
the weak triangle inequality holds with α = 2z−1 . For a proof, see, for example, [8].
Theorem 7 bounds the total sensitivity of an instance P of a shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist)
in terms of the total sensitivity of P 0 . Suppose that there is an m2  d so that each shape
F ∈ F is in some subspace of dimension m2 . In the (j, k)-projective clustering problem, for
example, m2 = k(j + 1). Then note that P 0 is contained in a subspace of dimension m2 .
Furthermore, when dist is the z th power of the Euclidean distance, it turns out that for many
shape fitting problems the sensitivity of P 0 can be bounded as if the shape fitting problem
was housed in R2m2 instead of Rd . To see why this is the case for the (j, k)-projective
clustering problem, fix an arbitrary subspace G of dimension min{d, 2m2 } that contains P 0 .
Then for for any F ∈ F, there is an F 0 ∈ F such that (a) F 0 is contained in G, and (b)
dist(p0 , F 0 ) = dist(p0 , F ) for all p0 ∈ P 0 .
The following theorem summarizes this phenomenon. For simplicity, it is stated for the
(j, k)-projective clustering problem, even though the phenomenon itself is somewhat more
general.
I Theorem 8 (Sensitivity of a lower dimensional point set in a high dimensional space). Let
P 0 be an n-point instance of the (j, k)-projective clustering problem (Rd , F, dist), where
dist is the z th power of the Euclidean distance, for some z ∈ (0, ∞). Assume that P 0 is
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contained in a subspace of dimension m1 . (Note that for each shape F ∈ F, there is a
subspace of dimension m2 = k(j + 1) containing it.) Let G be any subspace of dimension
m = min{m1 + m2 , d} containing P 0 ; fix an orthonormal basis for G, and for each p0 ∈ P 0 ,
let p00 ∈ Rm be the coordinates of p0 in terms of this basis. Let P 00 = {p00 | p0 ∈ P 0 }, and
view P 00 as an instance of the (j, k)-projective clustering problem (Rm , F 0 , dist), where F 0
is the set of all k-tuples of j-subspaces in Rm , and dist is the z th power of the Eucldiean
distance. Then, σP 0 (p0 ) = σP 00 (p00 ) for each p0 ∈ P 0 , and SP 0 = SP 00 .

4

k-median/k-means Clustering Problem

In this section, we derive upper bounds for the total sensitivity function for the k-median/kmeans problems, and its generalizations, where the distance function is z th power of Euclidean
distance, using the approach in Section 4. These bounds are similar to the ones derived by
Langberg and Schulman [10], but the proof is much simplified. For the rest of the article,
dist is assumed to be the z th power of the Euclidean distance.
I Theorem 9 (Total sensitivity of (0, k)-projective clustering). Consider the shape fitting
problem (Rd , F, dist), where F is the set of all k-point subsets of Rd . We have the following
upper bound on the total sensitivity:
Sn ≤ 22z−1 k + 2z−1 ,
Sn ≤ 2k + 1,

z ≥ 1,
z ∈ (0, 1).

In particular, the total sensitivity of the k-median problem (which corresponds to the case
when z = 1) is at most 2k + 1, and the total sensitivity of the k-means problem (which
corresponds to the case when z = 2) is 8k + 2.
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary n-point set. Apply Theorem 7, and note that proj (P, C ∗ ),
where C ∗ is an optimum set of k centers, contains at most k distinct points. Assume
that C ∗ = {c∗1 , c∗2 , · · · , c∗k }. Let Pi be the set of points in P whose projection is c∗i , that is,
Pi = {p ∈ P |proj (p, C ∗ ) = c∗i }. It is easy to see that the summation of sensitivities of the |Pi |
dist(c∗ ,C)
|P |dist(c∗
i ,C)
copies of c∗i is at most 1: for any k-point set C in Rd , |Pi |· dist(Ci∗ ,C) = Pk i
≤ 1.
|Pj |dist(c∗
,C)
j
j=1
∗
Therefore, the total sensitivity of proj (P, C ) is at most k. Substituting α from the
remark after Theorem 7, we get the above result.
J
I Theorem 10 (-coreset for (0, k)-projective clustering). Consider the shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist), where F is the set of all k-point subsets of Rd . For any n-point instance P ,
there is an -coreset of size O(k 3 d−2 ).
Proof. Observe that the dim (P ) is O(kd). Using Theorem 4, and Theorem 9, we obtain the
above result.
J

5

k-line Clustering Problem

In this section, we derive upper bounds on the total sensitivity function for the k-line
clustering problem, that is, the (1, k)-projective clustering problem.
I Theorem 11 (Total sensitivity for k-line clustering problem). Consider the shape fitting
problem (Rd , F, dist), where F is the set of k-tuple of lines. The total sensitivity function,
Sn , is O(k f (k) log n), where f (k) is a function the depends only on k.
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Proof. Let P be an arbitrary n-point set. Let K ∗ denote an optimum set of k lines fitting P .
Using Theorems 7 and 8, it suffices to bound the sensitivity of an n-point instance of a k-line
clustering problem housed in R4k . By Theorem 5, the total sensitivity of this latter shape
fitting problem is O(k f (k) log n), where f (k) is a function depending only on k. Therefore,
Sn is O(k f (k) log n).
(Alternatively, one could use a recent result in [8]. Let P 0 denote the projection of P into
∗
K . Since K ∗ is a union of k lines, we can upper bound the sensitivity of P 0 by k times
the sensitivity of an n-point set that lies on a single line. The sensitivity of an n-point set
that lies on a single line can be upper bounded by the sensitivity of an n-point set for the
weighted (0, k)-projective clustering problem, for which the sensitivity bound is O(k f (k) log n)
as shown in [8].)
J
Notice that for k-line clustering problem, the bound on the total sensitivity depends logarithmically on n. We give below a construction of a point set that shows that this is necessary,
even for d = 2.
I Theorem 12 (The upper bound of total sensitivity for k-line clustering problem is tight). For
every n ≥ 2, there exists an n-point instance of the k-line clustering problem (R2 , F, dist),
where dist is the Euclidean distance, such that the total sensitivity of P is Ω(log n).
Proof. We construct a point set P of size n, together with n shapes Fi ∈ F, i = 1, · · · , n,
Pn
such that i=1 dist(pi , Fi )/dist(P, Fi ) is Ω(log n). Note that this implies that SP is at least
Ω(log n). Let P be the following point set in R2 : pi = (1/2i−1 , 0), for i = 1, · · · , n. Let Fi be
a pair of lines: one vertical line and one horizontal line, where the vertical line is the y-axis,
and the horizontal line is {(x, 1/2i )|x ∈ R}.
Consider the point pi , where i = 1, · · · , n. We show that dist(pi , Fi )/dist(P, Fi ) is at
least 1/(2 + i), for i = 1, · · · , n. For j ≤ i, note that dist(pj , Fi ) = 1/2i : since the distance
from pj to the horizontal line in Fi is 1/2i and the distance to the vertical line is 1/2j−1 ,
dist(pj , Fi ) = min{1/2j−1 , 1/2i } = 1/2i . For i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, on the other hand, dist(pj , Fi ) =
Pn
Pn
1/2j−1 . Therefore, j=i+1 dist(pj , Fi ) = j=i+1 1/2j−1 = (1/2i−1 ) · (1 − (1/2)n−i ). Thus,
we have
σP (pi ) = sup
F ∈F

Therefore, SP ≥

1
dist(pi , F )
dist(pi , Fi )
1/2i
≥
=
>
i−1
dist(P, F )
dist(P, Fi )
(1/2
− 1/2n−1 ) + i · (1/2i )
2+i
Pn

i=1

σP (pi ) >

Pn

1
i=1 2+i ,

which is Ω(log n).

J

I Theorem 13 (-coreset for k-line clustering problem). Consider the shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist), where F is the set of all k-tuples of lines in Rd . For any n-point instance P ,
there is an -coreset with size O(k f (k) d(log n)2 /2 ).
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 11, Theorem 4, and the fact that dim (P ) in this
case is O(kd).
J

6

Subspace approximation

In this section, we derive upper bounds on the sensitivity of the subspace approximation
problem, that is, the (j, 1)-projective clustering problem. For the applications of Theorems 7
and 8 in the other sections, we use existing bounds on the sensitivity that have a dependence
on the dimension d. For the subspace approximation problem, however, we derive here the
dimension-dependent bounds on sensitivity by generalizing an argument from [10] for the
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case j = d − 1 and z = 2. This derivation is somewhat technical. With these bounds in hand,
the derivation of the dimension-independent bounds is readily accomplished in a manner
similar to the other sections.

6.1

Dimension-dependent bounds on Sensitivity

We first recall the notion of an (α, β, z)-conditioned basis from [5], and state one of its
properties (Lemma 15). We will use standard matrix terminilogy: mij denotes the entry in
the i-th row and j-th column of M , and Mi· is the i-th row of M .
I Definition 14. Let M be an n × m matrix of rank ρ. Let z ∈ [1, ∞), and α, β ≥ 1. An
n × ρ matrix A is an (α, β, z)-conditioned basis for M if the column vectors of A span the
P
z
column space of M , and additionally A satisfies that: (1) i,j |aij | ≤ αz , (2) for all u ∈ Rρ ,
k u kz0 ≤ βk Au kz , where k · kz0 is the dual norm for k · kz (i.e. 1/z + 1/z 0 = 1).
I Lemma 15. Let M be an n × m matrix of rank ρ. Let z ∈ [1, ∞). Let A be an (α, β, z)z
conditioned basis for M . For every vector u ∈ Rm , the following inequality holds: |Mi· u| ≤
z
z
z
(k Ai· kz · β ) k M u kz .
Proof. We have M = Aτ for some ρ × m matrix τ . Then,
z

z

|Mi· u| = |Ai· τ u| ≤ k Ai· kzz · k τ u kzz0 ≤ k Ai· kzz · β z k Aτ u kzz = k Ai· kzz · β z k M u kzz .
The second step is Holder’s inequality, and the third uses the fact that A is (α, β, z)conditioned.
J
Using Lemma 15, we derive an upper bound on the total sensitivity when each shape is a
hyperplane.
I Lemma 16 (total sensitivity for fitting a hyperplane). Consider the shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist) where F is the set of all (d − 1)-flats, that is, hyperplanes. The total sensitivity
of any n-point set is O(d1+z/2 ) for 1 ≤ z < 2, O(d) for z = 2, and O(dz ) for z > 2.

T
Proof. We can parameterize a hyperplane with a vector in Rd+1 , u = u1 · · · ud+1 : the
Pd
hyperplane determined by u is hu = {x ∈ Rd | i=1 ui xi +ud+1 = 0}, where xi denotes the ith
Pd
entry of the vector x. Without loss of generality, we may assume that i=1 u2i q
= 1. The EuP
Pd
d
2
clidean distance to hu from a point q ∈ Rd is dist(q, hu ) = | i=1 ui qi + ud+1 |/
i=1 ui =
Pd
Pd
| i=1 ui qi + ud+1 |. (the second equality follows from the assumption that i=1 u2i = 1.)
d
Let p˜i denote the row vector
 T Let P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } ⊆ R be any set of n points.
pi 1 , and let M be the n × (d + 1) matrix whose ith row is p˜i . Then, dist(pi , hu ) =
Pn
z
z
z
|Mi· u| , and dist(P, hu ) =
i=1 |Mi· u| = k M u kz . Then using Lemma 15, we have
z
i· u|
z
z
σP (pi ) = supu k|M
M u kz ≤ k Ai· kz · β , where A is an (α, β, z)-conditioned basis for M . Thus,
z

SP =

n
X
i=1

σP (pi ) ≤ β z

n
X
i=1

k Ai· kzz = β z

X

z

|aij | = (αβ)z .

i,j

For 1 ≤ z < 2, M has ((d+1)1/z+1/2 , 1, z)-conditioned basis; for z = 2, M has ((d+1)1/2 , 1, z)0
conditioned basis; for z > 2, M has ((d + 1)1/z+1/2 , (d + 1)1/z −1/2 , z)-conditioned basis
[5]. Thus the total sensitivity for the three cases are (d + 1)1+z/2 , d + 1, and (d + 1)z ,
respectively.
J
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It is now easy to derive dimension-dependent bounds on the sensitivity when each shape
is a j-subspace.
I Corollary 17 (Total sensitivity for fitting a j-subspace). Consider the shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist) where F is the set of all j-flats. The total sensitivity of any n-point set is
O(d1+z/2 ) for 1 ≤ z < 2, O(d) for z = 2, and O(dz ) for z > 2.
Proof. Denote by F 0 the set of hyperplanes in Rd . Let P ⊆ Rd be an arbitrary n-point set.
We first show that σP,F (p) ≤ σP,F 0 (p), where the additional subscript is being used to indicate
which shape fitting problem we are talking about (hyperplanes or j-flats). Let p be an arbitrary
point in P . Let Fp ∈ F denote the j-subspace such that σP,F (p) = dist(p, Fp )/dist(P, Fp ).
Let proj (p, Fp ) denote the projection of p on Fp . Consider the hyperplane F 0 containing
Fp and orthogonal to the vector p − proj (p, Fp ). We have dist(p, F 0 ) = dist(p, Fp ), whereas
dist(q, F 0 ) ≤ dist(q, Fp ) for each q ∈ P . Therefore, σP,F 0 (p) ≥ dist(p, F 0 )/dist(P, F 0 ) ≥
dist(p, Fp )/dist(P, Fp ) = σP,F (p). It follows that SP,F ≤ SP,F 0 . The statement in the
corollary now follows from Lemma 16.
J

6.2

Dimension-independent Bounds on the Sensitivity

We now derive dimension-independent upper bounds for the total sensitivity for the j-subspace
fitting problem.
I Theorem 18 (Total sensitivity for j-subspace fitting problem). Consider the shape fitting
problem (Rd , F, dist) where F is the set of all j-flats. The total sensitivity of any n-point set
is O(j 1+z/2 ) for 1 ≤ z < 2, O(j) for z = 2, and O(j z ) for z > 2.
Proof. Use Theorem 7, note that the projected point set P 0 is contained in a j-subspace.
Further, each shape is a j-subspace. So, applying Theorem 8 and Corollary 17, the total
sensitivity is O(j 2+z/2 ) or z ∈ [1, 2), O(j) for z = 2 and O(j z ) for z > 2.
J
Using Theorem 18 and the fact that dim (P ) for the j-subspace fitting problem is O(jd),
we obtain small -coresets:
I Theorem 19 (-coreset for j-subspace fitting problem). Consider the shape fitting problem
(Rd , F, dist) where F is the set of all j-flats. For any n-point set, there exists an -coreset
whose size is O(j 3+z d−2 ) for z ∈ [1, 2), O(j 3 d−2 ) for z = 2 and O(j 2z+1 d−2 ) for z ≥ 2.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 18, and Theorem 4.

J

We note that for the case j = d − 1 and z = 2, a linear algebraic result from [2] yields a
coreset whose size is an improved O(d−2 ).

7

The (j, k) integer projective clustering

I Theorem 20. Consider the shape fitting problem (Rd , F, dist), where F is the set of ktuples of j-flats. Let P ⊂ Rd be any n-point instance with integer coordinates, the magnitude
of each coordinate being at most nc , for some constant c. The total sensitivity SP of P is
O((log n)f (k,j) ), where f (k, j) is a function of only k and j. There exists an -coreset for P
of size O((log n)2f (k,j) kjd−2 ).
Proof. Observe that the projected point set P 0 = proj (P, {J1∗ , · · · , Jk∗ }), where {J1∗ , · · · , Jk∗ }
is an optimum k-tuple of j-flats fitting P , is contained in a subspace of dimension O(jk).
Using Theorem 5, Theorem 8, and Theorem 7, the total sensitivity SP is upper bouned by
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O((log n)f (k,j) ), where f (k, j) is a function of k and j. (A technical complication is that
the coordinates of P 0 , in the appropriate orthonormal basis, may not be integers. This can
be addressed by rounding them to integers, at the expense of increasing the constant c. A
similar procedure is adopted in [12], and we omit the details here.)
Using Theorem 4 and the fact that dim (P ) is O(djk), we obtain the bound on the
coreset.
J

8
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Abstract
We present an algorithm to compute an approximate overlap of two convex polytopes P1 and P2
in R3 under rigid motion. Given any ε ∈ (0, 1/2], our algorithm runs in O(ε−3 n log3.5 n) time
with probability 1 − n−O(1) and returns a (1 − ε)-approximate maximum overlap, provided that
the maximum overlap is at least λ · max{|P1 |, |P2 |} for some given constant λ ∈ (0, 1].
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1

Introduction

Shape matching is a common task in many object recognition applications. The particular
problem of matching convex shapes has been used in tracking regions in an image sequence [8]
and measuring symmetry of a convex body [6]. A translation or rigid motion of one shape is
sought to maximize some similarity measure with another shape. The overlap of the two
convex shapes—the volume of their intersection—is a robust similarity measure [12]. In
this paper, we consider the problem of approximating the maximum overlap of two convex
polytopes in R3 under rigid motion.
Efficient algorithms have been developed for two convex polygons of n vertices in the plane.
De Berg et al. [5] developed an algorithm to find the maximum overlap of two convex polygons
under translation in O(n log n) time. Ahn et al. [3] presented two algorithms to find a (1 − ε)approximate maximum overlap, one for the translation case and another for the rigid motion
case. They assume that the polygon vertices are stored in arrays in clockwise order around
the polygon boundaries. Ahn et al.’s algorithms run in O(ε−1 log n + ε−1 log(1/ε)) time for
the translation case and O(ε−1 log n + ε−2 log(1/ε)) time for the rigid motion case. Finding
the exact maximum overlap under rigid motion seems difficult. A brute force approach is to
subdivide the space of rigid motion [−π, π] × R2 into cells so that the intersecting pairs of
polygon edges do not change within a cell. The hope is to obtain a formula for maximum
overlap within a cell as the intersection does not change combinatorially. Unfortunately, the
subdivision of [−π, π] × R2 has curved edges and facets, which makes it a challenge to obtain
formulae for maximum overlap in the cells.
Fewer algorithmic results are known concerning the maximum overlap of two convex
polytopes in Rd for d > 3. Let n be the number of hyperplanes defining the convex polytopes.
∗
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Ahn et al. [4] developed an algorithm to find the maximum overlap of two convex polytopes
2
under translation in O(n(d +d−3)/2 logd+1 n) expected time. Recently, Ahn, Cheng and
Reinbacher [2] have obtained substantially faster algorithms to align two convex polytopes
under translation in R3 and Rd for d > 4. In both cases, the overlap computed is no less than
the optimum minus ε, where ε is an arbitrarily small constant fixed in advanced. The running
times are O(n log3.5 n) for R3 and O(nbd/2c+1 logd n) for d > 4, and these time bounds hold
with probability 1 − n−O(1) . There is no specific prior result concerning the maximum overlap
of convex polytopes under rigid motion. Vigneron [13] studied the optimization of algebraic
functions and one of the applications is the alignment of two possibly non-convex polytopes
under rigid motion. For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and for any two convex polytopes with n defining
2
2
3
hyperplanes, Vigneron’s method can return in O ε−Θ(d ) nΘ(d ) (log nε )Θ(d ) time an overlap
under rigid motion that is at least 1 − ε times the optimum. Finding the exact overlap is
even more challenging in R3 .
In this paper, we present a new algorithm to approximate the maximum overlap of two
convex polytopes P1 and P2 in R3 under rigid motion. For the purpose of shape matching, it
often suffices to know that two input shapes are very dissimilar if this is the case. Therefore,
we are only interested in matching P1 and P2 when their maximum overlap under rigid
motion is at least λ · max{|P1 |, |P2 |} for some given constant λ ∈ (0, 1], where |Pi | denotes
the volume of Pi . Under this assumption, given any ε ∈ (0, 1/2], our algorithm runs in
O(ε−3 n log3.5 n) time with probability 1 − n−O(1) and returns a rigid motion that achieves
a (1 − ε)-approximate maximum overlap. The assumption can be verified as follows. Run
our algorithm using λ/2 instead of λ. Check if the overlap output by our algorithm is at
least (1 − ε)λ · max{|P1 |, |P2 |}. If not, we know that the assumption is not satisfied. If
yes, the maximum overlap is at least (λ/2) · max{|P1 |, |P2 |} and our algorithm’s output is a
(1 − ε)-approximation because we used λ/2 in running the algorithm.
Our high-level strategy has two steps. First, sample a set of rotations. Second, for each
sampled rotation, apply it and then apply the almost optimal translation computed by
Ahn et al.’s algorithm [2]. Finally, return the best answer among all rigid motions tried.
If one uses a very fine uniform discretization of the rotation space, it is conceptually not
difficult to sample rotations so that the resulting approximation is good. The problem is
that such a discretization inevitably leads to a running time that depends on some geometric
parameters of P1 and P2 . In order to obtain a running time that depends on n and ε only,
we cannot use a uniform discretization of the entire rotation space. Indeed, our contribution
lies in establishing some structural properties that allow us to discretize a small subset of
the rotation space, and exploiting this discretization in the analysis to prove the desired
approximation. This approach is also taken in the 2D case in [3], but our analysis is not an
extension of that in [3] as the three-dimensional situation is different and more complicated.

2

Similar Polytopes

In this section, we show that P1 and P2 are “similar” under the assumption that their
maximum overlap is at least λ · max{|P1 |, |P2 |}. We use the Löwner-John ellipsoid [11] to
identify the three axes of P1 and P2 . For every convex body P in Rd , it is proven by Löwner
that there is a unique ellipsoid E containing P with minimum volume. Then John proved
that d1 E is contained in P . There are various algorithms for finding an ellipsoid of this flavor.
I Lemma 1 ([11]). Let P be a convex body with m vertices in R3 . For every η > 0, an
1
ellipsoid E(P ) can be computed in O(m/η) time such that 3(1+η)
E(P ) ⊂ P ⊂ E(P ).
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For i ∈ {1, 2}, we use E(Pi ) to denote the ellipsoid guaranteed by Lemma 1 for Pi . There
are three mutually orthogonal directed lines αi , βi and γi through the center of E(Pi ) such
that |αi ∩ E(Pi )| and |γi ∩ E(Pi )| are the shortest and longest, respectively, among all possible
directed lines through the center of E(Pi ). After fixing αi and γi , there are two choices for
βi and any one will do. We call these lines the αi -, βi -, and γi -axes of Pi . The lengths
ai = |αi ∩ E(Pi )|, bi = |βi ∩ E(Pi )|, and ci = |γi ∩ E(Pi )| are the three principal diameters
of E(Pi ). Notice that ai 6 bi 6 ci . Define amin = min{a1 , a2 }, amax = max{a1 , a2 },
bmin = min{b1 , b2 }, bmax = max{b1 , b2 }, cmin = min{c1 , c2 }, and cmax = max{c1 , c2 }. The
following technical result will be needed.
I Lemma 2. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Ri be a box with side√lengths ai , bi , and ci . The maximum
overlap of R1 and R2 under rigid motion is at most 3amin bmin cmin .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that a1 is amin , that is, a1 ≤ a2 . If bmin = b1
and cmin = c1 , then the maximum overlap of R1 and R2 are automatically amin bmin cmin or
less. There are three cases left: (i) bmin = b2 and cmin = c2 , (ii) bmin = b1 and cmin = c2 , and
(iii) bmin = b2 and cmin = c1 .
Let the ab-, bc-, and ca-planes of Ri be the plane through the center of Ri and parallel
to the facets of side length ai and bi , bi and ci , and ci and ai respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2}.
Place R1 and R2 such that their overlap is maximum.
Case 1: bmin = b2 and cmin = c2 . Let θ be the nonobtuse angle between the normal lines
of bc-plane of R1 and the ab-plane of R2 .
Suppose that θ 6 π/4. Refer to Figure 1(a). Consider the two facets of R1 that are
parallel to its bc-plane. The supporting planes of these two facets bound an infinite slab with
width a1 . Consider the facets of R2 that are parallel to its ab-plane. Sweeping these two
facets along the normal line of the ab-plane of R2 produces an infinite rectangular cylinder.
The intersection of the slab and the cylinder is a parallelepiped that contains R1 ∩ R2 , We
can assume that b2 is parallel to the bc-plane of R1 because the volume of the parallelepiped
does not change while we rotate the cylinder around the normal√line of ab-plane of R2 . Then,
the parallelepiped’s volume is a1 a2 b2 / cos θ 6 a1 b2 c2 / cos θ 6 2amin bmin cmin .
Suppose that θ > π/4. Refer to Figure 1(b). The angle between the normal lines of the
bc-plane of R1 and the bc-plane of R2 is π/2 − θ. We construct the infinite slab as in the
above. We sweep the two facets of R2 that are parallel to its bc-plane to obtain an infinite
rectangular cylinder instead. The volume of the parallelepiped
at the intersection of the slab
√
and this new cylinder is a1 b2 c2 / cos(π/2 − θ) 6 2amin bmin cmin .
Case 2: bmin = b1 and cmin = c2 . Let θ be the nonobtuse angle between the normal lines
of the ab-planes of R1 and R2 .
√
Suppose that θ 6 arccos(1/ 3). Refer to Figure 1(c). Consider the two facets of R2 that
are parallel to its ab-plane. The supporting planes of these two facets bound an infinite slab
with width c2 . Consider the facets of R1 that are parallel to its ab-plane. Sweeping these two
facets along the normal line of the ab-plane of R1 produces an infinite rectangular cylinder.
As in case 1, we can assume that b1 is parallel to the ab-plane of R2 . The intersection of
the slab and the cylinder is
√ a parallelepiped that contains R1 ∩ R2 , and the parallelepiped’s
volume is a1 b1 c2 / cos θ 6 3amin bmin cmin .
√
Suppose that θ > arccos(1/ 3). Refer to Figure 1(d). Let ϕ be the nonobtuse angle
between the normal lines of the ab-plane of R1 and the bc-plane of R2 . Let ψ be the
nonobtuse angle between the normal lines of the ab-plane of R1 and the ac-plane of R2 . Since
cos2 θ + cos2 ϕ + cos2 ψ = 1, the sum cos2 ϕ + cos2 ψ is at least 2/3, which implies that cos ϕ
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b2
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Figure 1 Illustrations for the proof of Lemma 2.
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√
or cos ψ is at least 1/ 3.√We construct the infinite rectangular cylinder as in the previous
paragraph. If cos ϕ > 1/ 3, we take the slab bounded by √
the supporting planes of the two
facets of R2 that are parallel to its bc-plane. If cos ψ > 1/ 3, we take the slab bounded by
the supporting planes of the two facets of R2 that are parallel to its ac-plane. R1 ∩ R2 is
contained in the parallelepiped at the√intersection of the slab and the cylinder,
whose volume
√
is at most a1 a2 b1 / cos
ϕ
if
cos
ϕ
>
1/
3,
or
a
b
b
/
cos
ϕ
if
cos
ϕ
>
1/
3.
In
either
case, the
1
1
2
√
√
volume is at most 3a1 b1 c2 = 3amin bmin cmin .
Case 3: bmin = b2 and cmin = c1 . Let θ be the nonobtuse angle between the normal lines
of the ab-plane of R1 and the ac-plane of R2 .
Suppose that θ 6 π/4. Refer to Figure 1(e). Consider the two facets of R2 that are
parallel to its ac-plane. The supporting planes of these two facets bound an infinite slab with
width b2 . Consider the facets of R1 that are parallel to its ab-plane. Sweeping these two
facets along the normal line of the ab-plane of R1 produces an infinite rectangular cylinder.
As in case 1, we can assume that a1 is parallel to the ac-plane of R2 . The intersection of
the slab and the cylinder is a parallelepiped
√ that contains R1 ∩ R2 , and the parallelepiped’s
volume is a1 b1 b2 / cos θ 6 a1 c1 b2 / cos θ 6 2amin bmin cmin .
Suppose that θ > π/4. Refer to Figure 1(f). We keep the same slab in the previous
paragraph. Sweep the two facets of R1 that are parallel to its ac-plane to obtain an infinite
rectangular cylinder. R1 ∩ R2 is contained in the parallelepiped at the intersection
of the slab
√
and the cylinder. This parallelepiped has volume a1 c1 b2 / cos(π/2 − θ) 6 2amin bmin cmin . J
We are ready to show that P1 and P2 are similar in the sense that the respective principal
diameters are within a constant factor of each other.
I Lemma 3. If the maximum overlap of P1 and P2 under rigid motion
1 |, |P2 |}
√ is λ · max{|P
√
or more, then the ratios a1 /a2 , b1 /b2 , and c1 /c2 are between λ/(27 3) and 27 3/λ.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that |Pi | ≥ 43 π · 2−3 3−3 (1 + η)−3 · ai bi ci for i ∈ {1, 2}. By
setting η such that 3(1 + η) < 4, we obtain: for i ∈ {1, 2}, |Pi√
| ≥ 43 π · 2−3 4−3 · ai bi ci . The
maximum overlap of √
P1 and P2 under rigid motion is at most 3amin bmin cmin by Lemma 2.
Thus, for i ∈ {1, 2}, 3amin bmin cmin ≥ λ|Pi | ≥ (3/π) · λ|Pi | > λai bi ci /27 . It follows that
√
√
a1 /a2 6 (27 3/λ) · (bmin /b1 ) · (cmin /c1 ) 6 27 3/λ
(1)
√
√
7
7
a1 /a2 > (λ/(2 3)) · (b1 /bmin ) · (c1 /cmin ) > λ/(2 3)
(2)
√
√
J
We can similarly show that b1 /b2 and c1 /c2 are between λ/(27 3) and 27 3/λ.

3

Sampling Rigid Motions

A rigid motion can be viewed as a rotation of P1 and P2 followed by a translation of P2 .
A rotation is a relative motion between P1 and P2 , and indeed, it is more convenient to
rotate both P1 and P2 for our purposes. We set the initial positions of P1 and P2 so that the
centers of E(P1 ) and E(P2 ) coincide and the α1 - and α2 -axes, β1 - and β2 -axes, and the γ1 and γ2 -axes are aligned, respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that the α1 β1 -plane
is horizontal initially. (So is the α2 β2 -plane as it coincides with the α1 β1 -plane initially.)
A rotation R∗ acts on the pair (P1 , P2 ) and produces a new pair R∗ (P1 , P2 ). R∗ is
decomposed into three simpler rotations Rβ , Rα , and Rγ parametrized by three angles
θβ , θα , θγ ∈ [−π, π], respectively, such that Rγ (Rβ (P1 )) is the rotated P1 by R∗ and Rα (P2 )
is the rotated P2 by R∗ . Let ∠(u, v) be the angle between two oriented axes u and v. So
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β1 , β2
α1 , α 2

α1 , α 2
b1

γ1 , γ 2
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a1

b2

γ1 , γ 2
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a2
β1 , β2

(a)

(b)

γ1

α1 , α 2

α2


ϕ
π
2

− θ̊β



a1
β1 , β2
c1

θ̊α

(c)

γ1 , γ 2

a2

(d)

Figure 2 Illustrations for the proof of Lemma 4.

∠(u, v) ∈ [0, π]. The idea is to first rotate P1 and P2 to fix the angle between γ1 and the
α2 β2 -plane, and then rotate P1 around γ1 . The detailed specification of R∗ is as follows.
1. Rotate P1 around the β1 -axis in the clockwise direction as viewed from infinity in β1 ’s
direction by the angle θβ . This is the rotation Rβ which fixes the angle ∠(γ1 , α2 ).
2. Rotate P2 around the α2 -axis in the clockwise direction as viewed from infinity in α2 ’s
direction by the angle θα . This is the rotation Rα which fixes the angle ∠(γ1 , β2 ). Notice
that the angle ∠(γ1 , α2 ) is not affected by Rα .
3. Rotate P1 around the γ1 -axis in the clockwise direction as viewed from infinity in γ1 ’s
direction by the angle θγ . This is the rotation Rγ . Notice that the angles ∠(γ1 , α2 ) and
∠(γ1 , β2 ) are unaffected by Rγ .
The order of the applications of Rβ , Rα and Rγ matters—the result of applying Rβ , Rα and
Rγ in this order can differ from the result of applying the same three rotations in another
order. Every rotation in R3 is specified by a triple (θβ , θα , θγ ) ∈ [−π, π] × [−π, π] × [−π, π].
I Lemma 4. Let P1 and P2 be convex polytopes in R3 . Let R̊∗ be the rotation part of an
optimal rigid motion M̊ that maximizes the intersection volume of P1 and P2√. Let θ̊β , θ̊α
and θ̊γ be the three angles in the representation of R̊∗ . If 213 35 amin 6 λ2 cmin / 2, then
| sin θ̊β | ≤

213 35 amin
,
λ2 cmin

214 35 bmin
| sin θ̊α | ≤ √
,
2λ2 cmin

| sin θ̊γ | ≤

213 35 amin
.
λ2 bmin

Proof. By Lemma 1, if we position P1 and P2 such that the centers of E(P1 ) and E(P2 )
coincide and the respective axes of P1 and P2 are aligned, the overlap of P1 and P2 contains an
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ellipsoid with principal diameters amin /3, bmin /3, and cmin /3. Let T̊ be the translation part
of the optimal rigid motion. Thus, |R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| ≥ 43 πamin bmin cmin /(23 33 ).
Enclose E(P1 ) in an elliptic cylinder C such that the base of C has principal diameters
a1 and b1 , and the axis of C is aligned with the γ1 -axis of P1 . Enclose E(P2 ) with a
infinite slab S that has thickness a2 and is parallel to the β2 γ2 -plane. Refer to Figure 2(a).
When we apply R̊∗ , we get |R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (P2 )| 6 |R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)|. Only R̊β
has an effect on the volume of |R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)| because R̊α does not change the
shape of the intersection, and R̊γ does not change the volume of the intersection as long
as θ̊β ∈
/ {0, π, −π}. R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S) has base area πa1 b1 /(22 | sin θ̊β |) and height a2 , so
|R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)| = πa1 a2 b1 /(22 | sin θ̊β |). Obviously, applying the translation part T̊
of the optimal rigid motion to R̊α (S) has no impact on the intersection volume. Therefore,
|R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)| > |R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| > 43 πamin bmin cmin /(23 33 ). We conclude
that
π
4π
amin bmin cmin 6
a1 a2 b1
2
23 34
2 | sin θ̊β |

⇒

| sin θ̊β | 6

34 a1 a2 b1
213 35 amin
6
.
2amin bmin cmin
λ2 cmin

The last inequality follows from Lemma 3.
√
The assumption of 213 35 amin √
6 λ2 cmin / 2 is needed in bounding | sin θ̊α | and | sin θ̊γ |.
By this assumption, | sin θ˚β | 6 1/ 2 and θ˚β ∈ [0, π/4] ∪ (−π, −3π/4]. To bound sin θ̊α , we
similarly enclose E(P1 ) with an elliptic cylinder C and E(P2 ) with a slab S, except that we
swap the positions of αi and βi . The height of the slab S enclosing E(P2 ) is thus b2 . Refer to
Figure 2(b). Rα makes C tilt at an acute angle ϕ to S, while Rγ has no effect on the volume
of the intersection of C and S as long as θ̊α ∈
/ {0, π, −π}. The maximum value of sin ϕ is
| sin θ̊α | when θ̊β = 0 or π or −π; and sin ϕ is minimized when θ̊β = π/4 or −3π/4.√Refer
to Figure 2(c); by elementary trigonometry, the minimum value of sin ϕ is | sin θ̊√α |/ 2. As
in the last paragraph, |R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)| = πa1 b1 b2 /(22 sin ϕ) 6 πa1 b1 b2 /(2 2| sin θ̊α |).
Therefore,
4π
π
a1 b1 b2
amin bmin cmin 6 √
3
4
2 3
2 2| sin θ̊α |

⇒

| sin θ̊α | 6 √

34 a1 b1 b2
214 35 bmin
6√
.
2amin bmin cmin
2λ2 cmin

The analysis for sin θ̊γ is similar. We enclose E(P1 ) with an elliptic cylinder C and E(P2 )
with a slab S as shown in Figure 2(d). Notice that the height of S is a2 . Rβ has no effect
on the volume of the intersection of C and S as long as θ̊γ ∈
/ {0, π, −π}, and Rα does not
change the shape of intersection of C and S. Rγ makes C tilt at an acute angle θ̊γ to S.
Therefore, |R̊γ (R̊β (C)) ∩ R̊α (S)| = πa1 a2 c1 /(22 | sin θ̊γ |). Therefore,
4π
π
amin bmin cmin 6
a1 a2 c1
3
4
2
2 3
2 | sin θ̊γ |

⇒

| sin θ̊γ | 6

34 a1 a2 c1
213 35 amin
6
.
2amin bmin cmin
λ2 bmin
J

√
Lemma 4 tells us that if 213 35 amin 6 λ2 cmin / 2, the angles θβ , θα and θγ can only vary in
some appropriate subsets of [−π, π]. This allows us to discretize only a small subrange of
[−π, π] in designing our
√ approximation algorithm, which helps to reduce the running time.
13 5
2
If 2 3 amin > λ cmin / 2, the lengths ai , bi and ci are within constant factors of each other,
and it suffices to discretize the range [−π, π] uniformly in this case. In the following, we first
define the angular ranges Iβ , Iα and Iγ for θβ , θα and θγ respectively, and then discuss the
discretization of these three ranges.
√
If 213 35 amin > λ2 cmin / 2, then Iβ = Iα = Iγ = [−π, π].
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√
If 213 35 amin 6 λ2 cmin / 2, then for ξ ∈ {β, α, γ},
Iξ = [0, fξ ] ∪ [π − fξ , π] ∪ [−fξ , 0] ∪ [−π, −π + fξ ],
where:
fβ = arcsin(213 35 amin /(λ2 cmin )).
√
√
fα = arcsin(214 35 bmin /( 2λ2 cmin )) if 214 35 bmin 6 2λ2 cmin ; otherwise, fα = π.
fγ = arcsin(213 35 amin /(λ2 bmin )) if 213 35 amin 6 λ2 bmin ; otherwise, fγ = π.
The rotation part R̊∗ of the optimal rigid motion belongs to Iβ × Iα × Iγ according
to Lemma 4. We sample angle triples from Iβ × Iα × Iγ at intervals of ∆β ε, ∆α ε, ∆γ ε
respectively:
∆β =

amin bmin cmin
,
24 35 b1 c21

∆α =

1 amin bmin cmin
,
·
2
35 a2 c22

∆γ =

1 amin bmin cmin
·
.
2
35 b21 c1

Let Sξ denote the set of angles sampled from Iξ for ξ ∈ {β, α, γ}. Our strategy is to try
all rotations in Sβ × Sα × Sγ and for each such rotation, find the best translation to maximize
the overlap. It remains to show that the best rigid motion obtained by this strategy gives a
(1 − ε)-approximation.
In the lemma below, the rotation center p can be outside of C unlike in Lemma 4 from
[1]. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4 in [1].
I Lemma 5. Let C be a convex set in R2 , and let C 0 be a copy of C, rotated by an angle
δ around a point p that is at distance l or less from any point in C. Then |C\C 0 | ≤
(πδl/2) · diam(C) + πδ 2 l2 /8.
Proof. We denote by D the symmetric difference between C and C 0 . Note that |D| =
|C| − |C ∩ C 0 | + |C 0 | − |C ∩ C 0 | = 2(|C| − |C ∩ C 0 |) ≥ 2|C\C 0 |. Let Cr be the rotated copy of C
by an angle δ/2 around p. Let Tr be the set of points that are at distance at most δl/2 from
the boundary of Cr . Note that any point q in D is obtained from a point on the boundary
of Cr by a rotation around p by an angle at most δ/2. Since the distance d(p, q) is at most l,
q is an element of Tr . Thus D ⊂ Tr . Because the Minkowski sum of the boundary of C and
a disk of radius r has area less than or equal to 2rperi(C) + πr2 , the area of Tr is at most
δlperi(C) + πδ 2 l2 /4. Since peri(Cr ) = peri(C) and peri(C) ≤ πdiam(C), we obtain that
|Tr | ≤ πδldiam(C) + πδ 2 l2 /4. Since D ⊂ Tr , it implies that |D| ≤ πδldiam(C) + πδ 2 l2 /4.
Therefore |C\C 0 | ≤ 12 |D| ≤ (πδl/2)diam(C) + πδ 2 l2 /8.
J
The following lemma is another extension of Lemma 4 in [1]. It shows that two copies of
a convex polyhedron have small symmetric difference if there is a bound on the Hausdorff
distance between them.
I Lemma 6. Let C be a convex polyhedron in R3 , and let C 0 be a copy of C such that the
Hausdorff distance between C and C 0 is at most l. Let c and b be the first and second largest
principal diameters of E(C). Then |C\C 0 | ≤ 43 πl3 + 2πbcl + 2π 2 cl2 .
Proof. Note that any point q in C\C 0 is in distance at most l from a point on the boundary
of C 0 . Therefore |C\C 0 | has volume less than or equal to the volume of the Minkowski sum
of the boundary of C 0 and a ball of radius l. Let V be the set of vertices, E be the set of
edges, and F be the set of facets of C 0 . For every j ∈ [0, 3] and every j-face f of C 0 , define
the interior angle ϕ(f ) to be the fraction of an arbitrarily small sphere centered at an interior
point of f , that lies inside C 0 . For example, ϕ(f ) = 1 if f = C 0 , ϕ(f ) = 1/2 if f is a facet,
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ϕ(f ) is the ratio of the internal directed angle at f to 2π if f is an edge, and ϕ(f ) is the
solid angle at f if f is a vertex. The exterior angle θ(f ) is defined to be 1/2 − ϕ(f ). The
Minkowski sum of the boundary of C 0 and a ball of radius l has volume less than
X
X
4 3
πl + 2l ·
area(f ) +
πl2 · length(e) · 2πθ(e)
3
f ∈F

e∈E

where area(f ) is the area of a facet f and length(e) is the length of an edge e. Since C 0 is
a convex polyhedron, the total surface area of C 0 does not exceed the surface area of the
ellipsoid E(C 0 ) containing C 0 which surface area is less than πbc [7] because E(C 0 ) and E(C)
are identical. So we obtain the volume bound as below.
X
4 3
πl + 2πbcl +
πl2 · length(e) · 2πθ(e)
3
e∈E

The last term can be bounded as follow. By the Gram-Euler theorem [9, 10], we know that
X
X
(−1)j ϕ(f ) = 0.
j∈[0,3] j-face f of C 0

Therefore,
X
X
X
ϕ(v) −
ϕ(e) +
1/2 = 1.
v∈V

P

f ∈F

e∈E

P

P
P
Since v∈V θ(v) = 1, v∈V ϕ(v) = |V |/2− v∈V θ(v) = |V |/2−1, and e∈E θ(e) = |E|/2−
P
ϕ(E) = 2−(|V |−|E|+|F |)/2. By the Euler’s formula, |V |−|E|+|F | is 2. It follows that
Pe∈E
P
= 1. Therefore, |C\C 0 | ≤ 43 πl3 + 2πbcl + e∈E πl2 · length(e) · 2πθ(e) ≤ 34 πl3 +
e∈E θ(e)
P
P
2πbcl + e∈E πcl2 · 2πθ(e) = 43 πl3 + 2πbcl + 2π 2 cl2 e∈E θ(e) = 43 πl3 + 2πbcl + 2π 2 cl2 . J
The next result proves the correctness of our strategy to find a (1−ε)-approximately maximum
overlap of P1 and P2 under rigid motion.
I Lemma 7. Let P1 and P2 be convex polytopes in R3 . Let ε be a constant from the range
(0, 1/2). Suppose that the maximum overlap of P1 and P2 under rigid motion is at least
λ·max{|P1 |, |P2 |} for some constant λ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, there exists a rotation R̃∗ ∈ Sβ ×Sα ×Sγ
and a translation T̃ such that |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))| is at least 1 − ε times the maximum
overlap of P1 and P2 under rigid motion.
Proof. The rotation part R̊∗ of the optimal rigid motion is represented by a triple of angles
(θ̊β , θ̊α , θ̊γ ) ∈ Iβ × Iα × Iγ . For ξ ∈ {β, α, γ}, let θ̃ξ be the closest interval endpoint in Sξ to
θ̊ξ . Then, (θ̃β , θ̃α , θ̃γ ) defines a rotation R̃∗ . Let R̃α , R̃β , and R̃γ denote the three simple
rotations that comprise R̃∗ .
Let T̃ denote the translation that maximizes the overlap of R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) and R̃α (P2 ). Let
T̊ denote the translation that maximizes the overlap of R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) and R̊α (P2 ). Therefore,
|R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))| ≥ |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̃α (P2 ))|. We analyze the difference between
the maximum overlap and the approximate overlap as follows.
|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))|
6

|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̃α (P2 ))|

=

|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))|

=

|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| +

(3)

|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))| +

(4)

|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))|.

(5)
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If a point p lies in R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 )) but not in R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 )), then
p ∈ R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) but p 6∈ R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )). The common rotation R̊β can be ignored. Thus,
|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| 6 |R̊γ (P1 ) \ R̃γ (P1 )|.
Similar reasoning shows that
|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̊α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))| 6 |R̊α (P2 ) \ R̃α (P2 )|,
|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ R̃α (T̊ (P2 ))| 6 |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) \ R̃γ (R̃β (P1 ))|.
Let H be a plane perpendicular to the γ1 -axis of P1 that intersects R̊γ (P1 ) and R̃γ (P1 ). The
convex polygon H ∩ R̊γ (P1 ) is rotated from the convex polygon H ∩ R̃γ (P1 ) by an angle at
most ε∆γ around a point in H ∩ R̃γ (P1 ). The diameter of H ∩ R̃γ (P1 ) is at most b1 . Since
the rotation center in H ∩ R̃γ (P1 ) is at distance at most b1 /2 from any point in H ∩ R̊γ (P1 ),
Lemma 5 can be applied. Thus |(H ∩ R̊γ (P1 )) \ (H ∩ R̃γ (P1 ))| 6 (π/2)εb21 ∆γ , which implies
that
 
Z c1  
1
π
π
2
2
· εb1 ∆γ dx = πεb1 c1 ∆γ 6
εamin bmin cmin .
|R̊γ (P1 ) \ R̃γ (P1 )| 6
·
2
3
2
·
34
−c1
Similar reasoning shows that
 
Z a2  
π
π
1
|R̊α (P2 ) \ R̃α (P2 )| 6
·
εamin bmin cmin .
· εc22 ∆α dx = πεa2 c22 ∆α 6
3
2 · 34
−a2 2
Substitute these results into (3)–(5) gives

6

|R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))|
 
2
π
|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) \ R̃γ (R̃β (P1 ))| +
εamin bmin cmin .
·
3
2 · 34

We bound |R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) \ R̃γ (R̃β (P1 ))| as follows. This set difference may be non-empty
because the γ1 -axis of R̊β (P1 ) can make an angle up to ε∆β with the γ1 -axis of R̃β (P1 ).
This slight misalignment causes the results to be different after rotating R̊β (P1 ) and R̃β (P1 )
around their respective γ1 -axes by the same angle. Let x be a point of P1 . To apply the
Lemma 6, we want to bound the distance between R̃γ (R̊β (x)) and R̃γ (R̃β (x)).
Let x̊ be R̊β (x) and let x̃ be R̃β (x). Then kx̊ − x̃k 6 εc1 ∆β /2. When R̃γ is applied,
the point x̊ and x̃ are rotated in the planes orthogonal to the γ-axes of R̊β (P1 ) and R̃β (P1 )
respectively. We denote these planes H̊ and H̃, which contain x̊ and x̃ respectively and
are orthogonal to the γ-axes of R̊β (P1 ) and R̃β (P1 ) respectively. Let c̊ be the intersection
between H̊ and the γ-axis of R̊β (P1 ). Let c̃ be the intersection of H̃ and the γ-axis of
R̃β (P1 ). Note that kc̊ − c̃k 6 εc1 ∆β /2, kc̊ − x̊k 6 b1 /2, and kc̃ − x̃k 6 b1 /2. Another
fact is that kc̊ − x̊k = kc̃ − x̃k. Therefore, we can imagine that R̃γ rotates x̊ on the
boundary of a disk D̊ on H̊ with center c̊ and radius r 6 b1 /2. Similarly, R̃γ rotates x̃
on the boundary of a disk D̃ on H̃ with center c̃ and radius r. The distance kx̊ − x̃k is
at most εc1 ∆β /2. Move D̊ to align the points c̊ and c̃ and also the points x̊ and x̃. Let
D denote the moved D̊. Let y be the point on the boundary of D that correspoinds to
R̃γ (x̊). Let z be the point R̃γ (x̃). By the triangle inequality, the distance between R̃γ (R̊β (x))
and R̃γ (R̃β (x)) is at most kc̊ − c̃k + kx̊ − x̃k + ky − zk 6 εc1 ∆β + ky − zk. Using the
spherical sine law, one can show that ky − zk 6 (πb1 /2)ε∆β because R̃γ rotates by an
angle of magnitude π or less. So the distance been R̃γ (R̊β (x)) and R̃γ (R̃β (x)) is at most
((π/2) · b1 + c1 )ε∆β < (2b1 + c1 )ε∆β . The above relation holds for every point x ∈ P1 ,
which means that the Hausdorff distance between R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) and R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) is at most
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l 6 (2b1 +c1 )ε∆β . We apply the Lemma 6 with C = R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) and C 0 = R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )). Note
that (2b1 + c)ε∆β 6 3εamin bmin cmin /(24 35 b1 c1 ) 6 3εamin cmin /(24 35 c1 ) 6 3εamin /(24 35 ).
Lemma 6 gives
4 3
πl + 2πb1 c1 l + 2π 2 c1 l2
3
< επ(0.1ε2 a3min + 3amin bmin cmin + 0.1εa2min cmin )/(23 35 )

|R̃γ (R̊β (P1 )) \ R̃γ (R̃β (P1 ))| 6

<

επamin bmin cmin /(2 · 35 ).

Hence, |R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))| < επamin bmin cmin /(2 · 34 ).
Notice that 13 E(P1 ) ∩ 13 E(P2 ) lies inside P1 ∩ P2 and has volume πamin bmin cmin /(2 · 34 ). It
follows that |R̊γ (R̊β (P1 )) ∩ T̊ (R̊α (P2 ))| − |R̃γ (R̃β (P1 )) ∩ T̃ (R̃α (P2 ))| is at most ε times
the maximum overlap of P1 and P2 under rigid motion.
J

4

Main Algorithm

We use last section’s result to sample a set of rotations Sβ × Sα × Sγ from Iβ × Iα × Iγ .
For each rotation R∗ ∈ Sβ × Sα × Sγ , we want to compute the best translation to align
Rγ (Rβ (P1 )) and Rα (P2 ), and then keep track of the rigid motion M = (T, R∗ ) encountered
so far that gives the largest overlap. For efficiency purpose, we compute the “almost best”
translation using Theorem 8 below. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of our algorithm.
I Theorem 8 ([2]). Let P1 and P2 be two convex polytopes in R3 specified by n bounding
planes. For any µ > 0, we can compute an overlap of P1 and P2 under translation that is at
most µ less than the optimum. The running time is O(n log3.5 n) with probability 1 − n−O(1) .

Algorithm 1 Maximum overlap approximation algorithm
1: procedure MaxOverlap(P1 , P2 , ε)
. return (1 − ε)-optimal rigid motion
2:
Compute E(P1 ) and E(P2 ) and align their centers and the respective axes.
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Compute three sets of sampled angles Sβ , Sα , and Sγ .
ans := 0
M := null
for all rotation R∗ ∈ Sβ × Sα × Sγ do
Compute the translation T to align Rγ (Rβ (P1 )) and Rα (P2 ) using Theorem 8
if |Rγ (Rβ (P1 )) ∩ T (Rα (P2 ))| > ans then
ans := |Rγ (Rβ (P1 )) ∩ T (Rα (P2 ))|
M := (R∗ , T )
end if
end for
return M
end procedure

I Theorem 9. Let P1 and P2 be convex polytopes in R3 . Suppose that the maximum overlap
of P1 and P2 under rigid motion is at least λ · max{|P1 |, |P2 |} for some given constant
λ ∈ (0, 1]. Given any ε ∈ (0, 1/2), Algorithm 1 runs in O(ε−3 λ−6 n log3.5 n) time with
probability at least 1 − n−O(1) and returns a (1 − ε)-approximate maximum overlap of P1 and
P2 under rigid motion.
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Proof. The solution quality of algorithm 1 is guaranteed by Lemma 7. We analyze its running
time as follows. First, it takes O(n/ε) time to compute the ellipsoids E(P1 ) and E(P2 ). The
remaining time spent by Algorithm 1 is |Sβ | · |Sα | · |Sγ | · n log3.5 n with high probability.

Thus, it suffices to bound |Sβ | · |Sα | · |Sγ√
|, which is O ε−3 · |Iβ ||Iα ||Iγ | · (∆β ∆α ∆γ )−1 ) .
Suppose that 213 35 amin > λ2 c√min / 2. Then Iξ = [−π, π] for ξ ∈ {β, α, γ}. The
assumption of 213 35 amin > λ2 cmin / 2 implies that amin , bmin , and cmin are within constant
factors of each other. Therefore, ∆β ∆α ∆γ = Θ(1), which implies that |Sβ |·|Sα |·|Sγ | = O(ε−3 ).
Thus, the remaining time spent by Algorithm
1 is O(ε−3 n log3.5 n).
√
Suppose that 213 35 amin 6 λ2 cmin / 2. Then |Iβ | = O(amin /(λ2 cmin )) and ∆β =
Θ(amin /cmin ), so |Iβ |/∆β = O(λ−2 ). By definition, |Iα | = O(bmin /(λ2 cmin )) and ∆α =
Θ(bmin /cmin ), so |Iα |/∆α = O(λ−2 ). Similarly, |Iγ | = O(amin /(λ2 bmin )) and
∆γ = Θ(amin /bmin ) by definition, which implies that |Iγ |/∆γ = O(λ−2 ).
J
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Abstract
Asano et al. [JoCG 2011] proposed an open problem of computing the minimum enclosing circle
of a set of n points in R2 given in a read-only array in sub-quadratic time. We show that
Megiddo’s prune and search algorithm for computing the minimum radius circle enclosing the
given points can be tailored to work in a read-only environment in O(n1+ ) time using O(log n)
extra space, where  is a positive constant less than 1. As a warm-up, we first solve the same
problem in an in-place setup in linear time with O(1) extra space.
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1

Introduction

The minimum enclosing circle (MEC) for a set of points P is defined to be a circle of minimum
radius that encloses all the points in P . The problem of finding the minimum enclosing circle
has several vital applications. One such example is in planning the location of placing a
shared facility like a hospital, gas station, or sensor devices etc. The center of the minimum
enclosing circle will be the desired location for placing the facility. In the location theory
community, this type of problem is known as the 1-center problem. It is first proposed by
Sylvester in the year 1857 [15], and it asks for the location of a single facility that minimizes
the distance (in some chosen metric) of the farthest demand point from the facility. Thus
the problem we are considering is the Euclidean version of the 1-center problem. Elzinga
et al. with their work [8] paved the way for solving minimax problems with elementary
geometry, and proposed an O(n2 ) time algorithm for the Euclidean 1-center problem for
a point set P , where |P | = n. Note that, (i) the MEC for the point set P is the same as
the MEC for the convex hull of P (denoted by CH(P )), (ii) the center of the MEC of P is
either on the mid-point of the diameter of CH(P ) or one of the vertices of the farthest point
Voronoi diagram of P (denoted by F V D(P )), and (iii) F V D(P ) = F V D(CH(P )). Since
both computing CH(P ) and F V D(P ) need O(n log n) time [14], we have an O(n log n) time
algorithm for computing the MEC of the point set P . The best known result for computing
the MEC is an O(n) time algorithm proposed by Megiddo [10]. Later Welzl [16] proposed
an easy to implement randomized algorithm for computing the MEC that runs in expected
O(n) time. For the weighted version of the MEC problem, the best-known result is also by
Megiddo [11] that runs in O(n(log n)3 (log log n)2 ) time using the parametric search [9]. Later,
© M. De, S. C. Nandy, and S. Roy;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
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Megiddo and Zemel [12] proposed an O(n log n) time randomized algorithm for this problem
that does not use parametric search. All of these algorithms use O(n) extra work-space.
Recently, Asano et al. [2] proposed an O(n2 ) time and O(1) extra-space algorithm for
computing the vertices of the farthest point Voronoi diagram of P , where the points in the
set P are given in a read-only array. Needless to say, the same time complexity holds for
computing the minimum enclosing circle. In the same paper they mentioned the possibility of
finding the minimum enclosing circle in sub-quadratic time in read-only setup with sub-linear
work-space as an open problem. We answer this question affirmatively as stated below.
Our results: In this paper, we propose an algorithm for computing the minimum enclosing
circle of a given set of n points in a read-only array. The time and
q extra space required

log log n
for this algorithm are O(n1+ ) and O(log n) respectively, where
<  < 1. As a
log n
warm-up, we first propose an algorithm for the same problem in an in-place model where
swapping elements in the array is permissible. This needs O(n) time and O(1) extra-space.
This algorithm is invoked in our proposed algorithm in the read-only setup.

Related works: If a set of n real values are given in an array, then the problem of computing
the median in an in-place environment can be solved using at most 3n comparisons with
O(1) extra space [6]. If the array is read-only (i.e., swapping two values in the input array is
prohibited) then the problem can be solved in O(n1+ ) time with O( 1 ) space, where  is a
small (< 1) positive number to be fixed prior to the execution [13]. Chan [7] has shown that
if S extra-bits are given in addition to the input array, then a lower bound on the expected
time complexity of finding the median is Ω(n log logS n). A lower bound on the deterministic
time complexity for the same problem is Ω(n log∗ Sn + n logS n), where S extra-words are
given as work space [7]. An important work in a different direction is the in-place algorithm
for the linear programming problem with two variables, which can be solved in O(n) time
with O(1) extra space, where n is the number of constraints [5]. This can be used to design
a prune-and-search algorithm for finding the center of the minimum enclosing circle of the
point set P where the center is constrained to lie on a given straight line [10].
Low-memory algorithms have many advantages compared to traditional algorithms [5, 6]. As
they use only a very small amount of extra-space during their execution, a larger part of the
data can be kept in the faster memory. As a result, the algorithm becomes faster. Readers
are referred to [3, 4] for the in-place algorithms of several other geometric optimization
problems. For the geometric algorithms in the read-only setup, see [1, 2].

2

Overview of Megiddo’s algorithm

Let P [0, . . . , n − 1] be an array containing n points. We now describe Megiddo’s linear time
algorithm for the MEC problem for the points in P . Let π ∗ be the center of desired MEC.
At each iteration, it identifies a pair of mutually perpendicular lines such that the quadrant
in which π ∗ lies can be identified, and a constant fraction of points in P can be deleted.
Algorithm 1: MEC(P )
Input: An array P [1, . . . , n] of points in R2 .
Output: The center m∗ of the minimum enclosing circle of the points in P .
while |P | ≥ 16 do
P = PRUNE(P )
(* Finally, when |P | < 16 *) compute the minimum enclosing circle in brute force manner.
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Algorithm 2: PRUNE(P )
Input: An array P [1, . . . , n] of points in R2 .
Output: The set of points P after pruning.
Step 1: Arbitrarily pair up the points in P . Let (P [2i], P [2i + 1]), i = 0, 1, . . . , b n2 c) be the
aforesaid pairs;
Step 2: Let Li denote the bisector of the pair of points (P [2i], P [2i + 1]), and α(Li ) denote
the angle of Li with the x-axis. Compute the median µ of {α(Li ), i = 0, 1, . . . , b n2 c};
Step 3: Arbitrarily pair up (Li , Lj ) where α(Li ) ≤ µ and α(Lj ) ≥ µ. Let M be the set of
these b n4 c pairs of lines;
We split M into two subsets MP and MI , where MP = {(Li , Lj )|α(Li ) = α(Lj ) = µ} (*
parallel line-pairs *) and MI = {(Li , Lj )|α(Li ) 6= α(Lj )} (* intersecting line-pairs *);
for each pair (Li , Lj ) ∈ MP do
d +d
compute yij = i 2 j , where di = distance of Li from the line y = µx
for each pair (Li , Lj ) ∈ MI do
Let aij = point of intersection of Li & Lj , and bij = projection of aij on y = µx. Compute
yij = signed distance of the pair of points (aij , bij ), and
xij = signed distance of bij from the origin;
Next, compute the median ym of the yij values corresponding to all the pairs in M ;

p

Step 4: Consider the line LH : y = µx + ym µ2 + 1, which is parallel to y = µx and at a
distance ym from y = µx;
Compute the center π of the constrained minimum enclosing circle whose center lies on LH
using Algorithm Constrained_MEC(P, LH ) ;
Step 5: (* Decide in which side of LH the center π ∗ of the unconstrained MEC lies *);
Let Q be the set of points in P that are farthest from π;
if |Q| = 1 then π ∗ and the only point pi ∈ Q lie in the same side of LH ;
if |Q| ≥ 2 then
if all the members of Q lie in the same side of LH , then π ∗ will also lie in that side of LH ;
otherwise (* we need to check whether the convex polygon formed by the points in Q
contain π or not as follows *)
Let Q1 and Q2 be two subsets of Q that lie in two different sides of LH respectively;
Q1 ∪ Q2 = Q. Find two points pi , pj ∈ Q1 that make maximum and minimum angles with
LH with center at π in anticlockwise direction. Now consider each point q ∈ Q2 and test
whether π ∈ ∆pi qpj .
Similarly, find pk , p` ∈ Q2 that make maximum and minimum angles with LH with center
at π in clockwise direction. Consider each point q 0 ∈ Q1 and test whether π ∈ ∆pk q 0 p` ;
If any one of these triangles contain π, then the convex polygon Q contains π. Here the
algorithm stops reporting π ∗ = π.
Otherwise, either (pi , pk ) or (pj , p` ) define the diagonal (farthest pair of points) in Q. Let
q be the mid-point of the diagonal. Here, π ∗ and q will lie in the same side of LH ;
Step 6: Let MI0 = {(Li , Lj ) ∈ MI | aij and π ∗ lie in the different sides of the line LH } ;
Compute the median xm of xij -values for the line-pairs in MI0 . Define a line LV perpendicular
to y = µx and passing through a point on y = µx at a distance xm from the origin;
Execute Algorithm Constrained_MEC(P, LV ) and decide in which side of LV the point π ∗ lies
as in Step 5;
From now onwards, we will denote LH and LV as horizontal and vertical lines respectively;
Without loss of generality, assume that π ∗ lies in the top-left quadrant;
Step 7: (* Pruning step *)
for all the members (Li , Lj ) ∈ MI whose points of intersection (aij ) lie in the bottom-right
quadrant do
Let α(Li ) ≤ µ and Li be defined by the pair of points (P [2i], P [2i + 1]);
Discard one of P [2i] and P [2i + 1] which is top-left to other one from P ;
for all the members (Li , Lj ) ∈ MP whose yij ≤ ym do
Let Li be below LH , and Li be defined by a pair of points [P [2i], P [2i + 1]);
Discard either P [2i] or P [2i + 1] depending on which one lies above Li ;
Step 9: return P (* Now P denotes the set of points after pruning *).
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Algorithm 3: Constrained_MEC(P, L)
Input: An array P [1, . . . , n] of points in R2 , and a line L (* assumed to be vertical *).
Output: The center m∗ of the minimum enclosing circle of the points in P on the line L.
Step 1:
while |P | ≥ 3 do
Step 1.1: Arbitrarily pair up the points in P . Let (P [2i], P [2i + 1]), i = 0, 1, . . . , b n2 c be
the aforesaid pairs;
Step 1.2: Let `i denote the perpendicular bisector of the pair of points (P [2i], P [2i + 1]),
i = 0, 1, . . . b n2 c. Let `i intersect L at a point qi . and Q = {qi , i = 0, 1, . . . , b n2 c};
Step 1.3: Compute the median m of the y-coordinate of the members of Q;
Step 1.4: (* Test on which side (above or below) of m the center m∗ of the constrained
MEC lies (i.e., whether m∗ < m or m∗ > m) as follows: *)
Identify the point(s) F ⊂ P that is/are farthest from m;
if the projection of all the members in F on L are in different sides of m then
return m∗ = m (* center of the constrained minimum enclosing circle on the line L *)
else
(* i.e., the projection of all the members in F on L are in the same side (above or
below) of m *) m∗ lies in that side of m on the line L
Step 1.5: Without loss of generality, assume, that m∗ > m. Then for each bisector line
`p,q (defined by the point-pair p, q ∈ P ) that cuts the line L below the point m, we can
delete one point among p and q from P such that the said point and the point m lie in the
same side of `p,q ;
Step 2: (* the case when |P|=2, *)
if the perpendicular bisector of the members of P intersects L then
return the point of intersection as m∗ ;
else
(* the perpendicular bisector of the members of P is parallel with L *)
return m∗ = projection of the farthest point of P on L.

The correctness of the algorithm is given in [10]. An iteration of the procedure PRUNE with
|
the set of points P needs O(|P |) time, and it deletes at least b |P
16 c points from P . Thus,
Megiddo’s algorithm for the MEC problem executes the procedure PRUNE at most O(log n)
times, and its total running time is O(n) time using O(n) extra space.

3

In-place implementation of MEC

In this section, we will show that Megiddo’s algorithm (stated in the Section 2) can be made
in-place with the same time complexity. It is to be noted that we may succeed in making all
the steps in-place separately but there may be problems while integrating them together. For
an example, one can easily be able to make the Constrained_MEC (Step 4 of the procedure
PRUNE) in-place (as 2D linear programming can be solved in an in-place manner in linear
time [5]), but one will have to assure that after this, one will be able to figure out the chosen
pair of bisectors satisfying the condition mentioned in Step 3 of the procedure PRUNE, as
this will be required in the Step 6 of the same procedure. We will ensure this integration.
We will extensively use the fact that the median of a set of n numbers stored in an array of
size n can be computed in an in-place manner in O(n) time using O(1) extra-space [6].
In Step 2 of the procedure PRUNE we can compute the median angle µ in an in-place manner.
Note that we do not have to store the {Li , i = 0, 1, . . . b n2 c} as one can compute them on
demand with the knowledge of (P [2i], P [2i + 1]).
Step 3 of the procedure PRUNE can be made in-place in O(n) time and O(1) extra space as
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follows: identify b n4 c pairs (Li , Lj ) (α(Li ) ≤ µ and α(Lj ) ≥ µ), and for each pair accumulate
the tuple of four points (P [2i], P [2i + 1], P [2j], P [2j + 1]) in consecutive locations of the
array. Note that this consecutive arrangement will help in computing xij and yij for Li and
Lj (see Step 3 of Procedure PRUNE) on the fly. So, we maintain the following invariant
I Invariant 1. (i) During the execution of Steps 3-6 of the procedure PRUNE, the pair of
points (p, q) of P defining Li (their perpendicular bisector), for each i = 0, 1, . . . b n2 c will
remain in consecutive locations of the input array P .
(ii) During the execution of Steps 4-6 of the procedure PRUNE, the tuple of points (p, q, r, s)
of P , defining the yij -value for two bisectors (Li , Lj ) ((p, q) defining Li and (r, s) defining
Lj ) that satisfy α(Li ) ≤ µ and α(Lj ) ≥ µ, will remain in consecutive locations of the
input array P .
We store the number of input points in a variable n, and use a variable ν to denote the
current size of the array P . In each iteration of the Algorithm MEC, after the (pruning)
Step 7 of the procedure PRUNE, the deleted points are moved at the end of the array, and ν
is updated to the number of non-deleted points. We have already shown that Steps 1-3 can
be made in-place. In the next subsection, we show that Steps 4-6 can also be made in-place
satisfying invariant 1 (see Lemma 3). Thus, we have the following result.
I Theorem 1. Minimum enclosing circle of a set of n points in R2 can be computed in an
in-place manner in O(n) time with O(1) extra work-space.

3.1

In-place implementation of Constrained_MEC

In a particular iteration of the algorithm MEC, we have all non-deleted points stored in
consecutive locations of the array P starting from its leftmost cell. In Step 4 of the procedure
PRUNE, we use the procedure Constrained_MEC to compute the center m∗ of the minimum
enclosing circle for these points where m∗ is constrained to lie on the given line L. Without
loss of generality, let us assume that L is a vertical line. A straight forward way to implement
this procedure in an in-place manner without maintaining Invariant 1 is as follows.
Find the median point m on the line L among the points of intersection of the lines `i and
L for i = 1, 2, . . . , n2 in an in-place manner using the algorithm given in [6], where the
points of intersection are computed on the fly. This needs O(n) time. Next, inspect all
the points to decide whether m∗ is above or below m as follows. Let F denote the set of
points in P which are farthest from m.
• If the projection of the members in F on the line L lie in both the sides of m, then
m∗ = m.
• If the projection of all the members in F on the line L lie in the same side (above or
below) of m, then m∗ lies in that side of m on the line L.
If m∗ = m then the iteration in Constrained_MEC stops; otherwise the following pruning
step is executed for the next iteration. Without loss of generality, let m∗ be above m. We
again scan each `i = (P [2i], P [2i + 1]) and compute its intersection with L. If it is below
m, then we delete the one which is on the same side of m with respect to the bisector line
`i . As we have n4 intersection points below m, we can delete (i.e., move at the end of the
array) n4 points from P . The case where m∗ is below m can be handled similarly. The
entire procedure Constrained_MEC needs O(n) time and O(1) extra space, but after an
iteration Invariant 1 will not remain valid.
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Figure 1 Block Partition of the Array P

To resolve this problem, we do the following. During the execution of Constrained_MEC, if a
point is deleted from a tuple (p, q, r, s) in an iteration, it is considered to be invalid from next
iteration onwards. We partition the array P containing all the points into five blocks namely
A, B, C, D and E and use four index variables i1 , i2 , i3 and i4 to mark the ending of the
first four blocks (see Figure 1). Block A consists of those tuple (p, q, r, s) whose four points
are invalid. The block B signifies all those tuples containing three invalid points. Similarly,
block C, D contain tuples with two and one invalid point(s) respectively. Block E contains
all tuples with no invalid point. We further partition the block C into two sub-blocks C1
and C2 respectively. The tuples with first two invalid points are kept in C1 and the tuples
with first and third invalid points are stored in C2 . If a tuple has invalid points in second
(resp. fourth) position, then these are swapped to first (resp. third) position. We use an
index variable ic to mark the partition between C1 and C2 . All the invalid points in a tuple
belonging to block B and D are kept at the beginning of that tuple. In other words, during
the entire execution of Constrained_MEC, we maintain the following invariant along with
the Invariant 1.
I Invariant 2. The tuples with zero, one, two, three and four valid point(s) will be in the
block A, B, C, D and E, respectively as mentioned above.
Now, we need (i) to form the bisector lines {`i , i = 1, 2, . . . b n2 c}, and then (ii) to find the
median m of the points of intersection of these bisector lines with L in an in-place manner
using the algorithm given in [6]. If we form these bisector lines with two consecutive valid
points in the array P , then the Invariant 1 may not be maintained since (i) during the median
finding `i ’s need to be swapped, and (ii) the points in a tuple may contribute to different `i ’s.
Here three important things need to be mentioned:
Formation of `i : Each tuple in block B contains only one valid point. Thus, we pair up two
tuples to form one bisector line `i in Step 1 of the algorithm Constrained_MEC. Thus,
1
we will have b 12 ( i2 −i
4 )c bisectors. Let’s denote these set of bisectors by L1 .
2
c
Similarly, C1 and C2 will produce ic −i
and i3 −i
bisector lines respectively, and these
4
4
are denoted as L2 and L3 respectively.
In block D, each tuple (p, q, r, s) contains three valid points and the invalid point is p. In
each of these tuples, we consider the pair of points (r, s) to form a bisector line. Let us
3
denote this set of bisectors by L4 , and the number of bisectors in this set is i4 −i
4 .
0 0 0 0
Next we consider each pair of consecutive tuples (p, q, r, s) and (p , q , r , s ) in block D,
3
and define a bisector line with the valid point-pair (q, q 0 ). Thus we get b 12 ( i4 −i
4 )c such
bisectors, and name this set L5 .
From each tuple (p, q, r, s) in block E, we get two bisectors. Here we form two sets of
bisectors, namely L6 and L7 . L6 is formed with (p, q) of each tuple in block E, and L7 is
4
formed with (r, s) of each tuple in block E. Each of these sets contains b n−i
4 c bisectors.
Thus, we have seven sets of bisectors, namely Li , i = 1, 2, . . . , 7.
Computing median: We compute the median of the points of intersection of the lines in
each set of bisector lines Li with L separately. We use mi to denote the median for i-th
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set. During the execution of in-place median finding algorithm of [6], if a pair of lines
`i , `j ∈ Lk are swapped then the corresponding entire tuple(s) are swapped. Thus, the
tuples are not broken for computing the median and both the Invariants 1 and 2 are
maintained.
Pruning step: We take two variables m0 and m00 to store two points on the line L such that
the desired center m∗ of the minimum enclosing circle of P on L satisfies m0 ≤ m∗ ≤ m00 .
We initialize m0 = −∞ and m00 = ∞. Now, we consider each mi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 7 separately;
if m∗ is above mi and m0 < mi , then m0 is set to mi . If m∗ is below mi and m00 > mi
then m00 is set to mi .
We now prune points by considering the intersection of the bisector lines in ∪7i=1 Li with
L. If a bisector line ` = (p, q) ∈ ∪7i=1 Li intersects L in the interval [m0 , m00 ] then none of
p, q becomes invalid; otherwise one of the points p or q becomes invalid as mentioned in
Step 4 of the Procedure Constrained_MEC.
While considering the bisector lines in L1 , a tuple in the block B may be moved to block
A by swapping that tuple with the first tuple of block B and incrementing i1 by 4.
While considering a bisector line ` ∈ L2 ∪ L3 , if any one of its participating points is
deleted then the corresponding tuple is moved to block B by executing one or two swap
of tuple and incrementing i2 by 4.
Note that, the bisector lines in L4 and L5 are to be considered simultaneously. For a
pair of tuple (p, q, r, s), (p0 , q 0 , r0 , s0 ) ∈ D, we test the bisector lines ` = (q, q 0 ) ∈ L4 and
`0 = (r, s) ∈ L4 and `00 = (r0 , s0 ) ∈ L5 with [m0 , m00 ]. This may cause deletion of one or
two points from (p, q, r, s) (resp. (p0 , q 0 , r0 , s0 )). If for the tuple (p, q, r, s),
none of the points becomes invalid, it will remain in the set D;
if only q becomes invalid, it is moved to C1 by two swaps of tuples; necessary adjustments of ic and i3 need to be done;
if r or s only becomes invalid, it is moved to C2 (with a swap of r and s if necessary),
and adjustment of i3 is done;
if q and r both become invalid, it is moved to B with necessary adjustment of i2 , i3 ;
if q and s both become invalid, then it is moved to B (with swap among r and s) and
necessary adjustment of i2 , i3 need to be done.
The same set of actions may be necessary for the tuple (p0 , q 0 , r0 , s0 ) also.
Similarly, the bisector lines in L6 and L7 are considered simultaneously. For a tuple
(p, q, r, s) ∈ E, ` = (p, q) ∈ L6 and `0 = (r, s) ∈ L7 . Here none or one or two points from
the tuple (p, q, r, s) may be deleted. Depending on that, it may reside in the same block
or may be moved to block D or C2 . The necessary intra-block movement can be done
with one or two tuple-swap operation. Surely at most two swap operation inside the tuple
may be required to satisfy Invariant 2.

3.1.0.1

Correctness and complexity results

I Lemma 2. The above pruning steps ensure Invariants 1 and 2 and at least n4 points become
invalid after each iteration, where n is the number of valid points in P at the beginning of
the iteration.
Proof. The description of the pruning step justifies the first part of the lemma. For the
second part, note that mi (the median of the intersection points of the members in Li with
L) satisfies either mi ≤ m0 or mi ≥ m00 . In both the cases, at least half of the lines in Li
intersect L outside the interval [m0 , m00 ]. Thus, the result follows.
J
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The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that after an iteration of the Constrained_MEC, the valid points can be easily identified using our proposed scheme of
maintaining the points in five different blocks as mentioned in Invariant 2. It also helps in
forming the bisector lines, and pruning of points maintaining Invariant 1. The second part
of Lemma 2 justifies the following result.
I Lemma 3. The Constrained_MEC can be computed in an in-place manner in O(n) time
with constant amount of extra space.

4

When the memory is read-only

In this section, we show how one can compute the minimum enclosing circle efficiently for
a set of points in R2 with O(log n) extra variables, when the input points are given in a
read-only array P . Here again we will use the basic algorithm MEC of Megiddo as described
in Section 2. As we are not allowed to move the deleted elements to one end, the main
challenge in read-only memory for implementing Megiddo’s algorithm is in detecting the
valid points after pruning.
Long ago Munro and Raman [13] gave a space-time trade-off for median finding algorithms
in read-only memory. Though we can not use their algorithm directly for median finding
in our setup, we will use a similar idea. For ease of understanding, we will briefly describe
the median finding algorithm of [13]. Next we will describe our approach for computing the
minimum enclosing circle for the points in the array P .

4.1

Munro and Raman’s median finding algorithm

Given a set of n points in R in a read-only array P , the algorithm of [13] is designed by using
a set of procedures A0 , A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak , where procedure Ai finds the median by evoking the
procedure Ai−1 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. The procedures A0 , A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak are stated below.
Procedure A0 : In the first iteration, after checking all the elements in P , it finds the largest
element p(1) in linear time. In the second iteration it finds the second largest p(2) by checking
only the elements which are less than p(1) . Proceeding in this way, in the j-th iteration it
finds the j-th largest element p(j) considering all the elements in P that are less than p(j−1) .
In order to get the median we need to proceed up to j = b n2 c. Thus, this simple median
finding algorithm takes O(n2 ) time and O(1) extra-space.
√
Procedure A1 : It divides the array P into blocks of size n and in each block it finds
the median using Procedure A0 . After computing the median m of a block, it counts
the number of elements in P that are smaller than m, denoted by ρ(m), by checking all
the elements in the array P . It maintains two best block medians m1 and m2 , where
ρ(m1 ) = max{ρ(m)|ρ(m) ≤ n2 }, and ρ(m2 ) = min{ρ(m)|ρ(m) ≥ n2 }. Thus, this iteration
√
needs O(n n) time.
After this iteration, all the elements P [i] satisfying P [i] < m1 or P [i] > m2 are marked as
invalid. This does not need any mark bit; only one needs to remember m1 and m2 . In the
next iteration we again consider same set of blocks, and compute the median ignoring the
invalid elements.
Since, in each iteration 14 fraction of the existing valid elements are marked invalid, we need
at most O(log n) iterations to find the median µ. Thus the time complexity of this procedure
√
is O(n n log n).
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Procedure A2 : It divides the whole array into n1/3 blocks each of size n2/3 , and computes
the block median using the procedure A1 . Thus, the overall time complexity of this procedure
1
for computing the median is n1+ 3 log2 n.
1

Proceeding in this way, the time complexity of the procedure Ak will be O(n(1+ k+1 ) logk n).
As it needs a stack of depth k for the recursive evoking of Ak−1 , Ak−2 , . . ., A0 , the space
complexity of this algorithm is O(k).
1+

1


1

1
Setting  = k+1
, gives the running time as O( n loglogn n ). If we choose n = log  n, then 
q
1+2
will be logloglogn n , and this will give the running time O( nlog n ), which is of O(n1+2 ). So, the
general result is as follows:

I Result 1. For a set of n points in R given in a read-only
memory, the median can be found
q
log log n
1
1+
in O(n ) time with O(  ) extra-space, where 2
log n ≤  < 1.

4.2

Algorithm MEC in read-only setup

Given a set of n points in R2 in a read-only array P of size n, our objective is to compute
the minimum enclosing circle of the points in P using O(log n) extra space. We first show
how one can compute Constrained_MEC when the input array is read-only using O(log n)
extra variables. Next, we use this algorithm along with another O(log n) space to compute
the center of the unconstrained minimum enclosing circle.

4.2.1

Constrained_MEC in read-only setup

We first note that at each iteration of the procedure Constrained_MEC at least 14 |P | points
in P are pruned (marked invalid). Thus, the number of iterations executed in the procedure
Constrained_MEC is at most O(log |P |).
We use an array M each element of which can store a real number, and an array D each
element of which is a bit. Both the arrays are of size O(log |P |). After each iteration of the
read-only algorithm, it needs to remember the median m among the points of intersection of
the bisector lines on the line L, and the direction in which we need to proceed from m to
reach the constrained center m∗ . So, after executing the i-th iteration, we store m at M [i];
D[i] will contain 0 or 1 depending on whether m∗ > m or m∗ < m.
We now explain the i-th iteration assuming that (i − 1) iterations are over. Here we need to
pair-up points in P in such a way that all the invalid elements up to the (i − 1)-th iteration
can be ignored correctly. We use one more array IndexP of size log |P |. At the beginning of
this iteration all the elements in this array are initialized with −1.
Note that, we have no space to store the mark bit for the invalid points in the array P . Thus,
we use the compute in lieu of store paradigm, or in other words, we check whether a point is
valid at the i-th iteration, by testing its validity in all the t = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1 levels (previous
iterations).
We start scanning the input array P from the left, and identify the points that are tested
as valid in the t-th level for all t = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1. As in the in-place version of the
Constrained_MEC algorithm, here also we pair up these valid points for computing the
bisector lines. Here we notice the following fact:
Suppose in the (i − 1)-th iteration (p, q) form a pair, and p is observed as invalid. While
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executing the i-th iteration, we again need to check whether p was valid in the i − 1-th
iteration since it was not marked. Now, during this checking if we use a different point q 0
(6= q) to form a pair with p, it may be observed valid. So, during the checking in the i-th
iteration, (p, q) should be paired at the (i − 1)-th level.
Thus, our pairing scheme for points should be such that it must satisfy the following invariant.
I Invariant 3. If (i) two points p, q ∈ P form a point-pair at the t-th level in the j-th iteration,
and (ii) both of them remain valid up to k-th iteration where k > j, then p, q will also form
a point-pair at the t-th level of the the k-th iteration.
Pairing scheme: We consider the point-pairs (P [2α], P [2α + 1]), α = 0, 1, . . . , b n2 c in order.
For each pair, we compute their bisector `α , and perform the level 1 test using M [1] and D[1]
to see whether both of them remains valid at iteration 1. In other words, we observe where
the line `α intersects the vertical line x = M [1], and then use D[1] to check whether any one
of the points P [2α] and P [2α + 1] becomes invalid or both of them remain valid. If the test
succeeds, we perform level 2 test for `α by using M [2] and D[2]. We proceed similarly until
(i) we reach up to i-th level and both the points remain valid at all the levels, or (ii) one
of these points is marked invalid at some level, say j (< i − 1). In Case (i), the point pair
(P [2α], P [2α + 1]) participates in computing the median value mi . In case (ii), suppose P [2α]
remains valid and P [2α + 1] becomes invalid. Here two situations need to be considered
depending on the value of IndexP [j]. If IndexP [j] = −1 (no point is stored in IndexP [j]),
we store 2α or 2α + 1 in IndexP [j] depending on whether P [2α] or P [2α + 1] remains valid
at level j. If IndexP [j] = β(6= −1) (index of a valid point), we form a pair (P [2α], P [β])
and proceed to check starting from j + 1-th level (i.e., using M [j + 1] and D[j + 1]) onwards
until it reaches the i-th level or one of them is marked invalid in some level between j and i.
Both the situations are handled in a manner similar to Cases (i) and (ii) as stated above.
I Lemma 4. Invariant 3 is maintained throughout the execution.
Proof. Follows from the fact that the tests for the points in P at different levels t =
1, 2, . . . , i − 2 at both the (i − 1)-th and i-th iterations are the same. At the (i − 1)-th level of
the (i − 1)-th iteration, we compute mi−1 and Di−1 with the valid points. At the (i − 1)-th
level of the i-th iteration, we prune points that were tested valid at the (i − 1)-th iteration
using Mi−1 and Di−1 .
J
I Observation 1. At the end of the i-th iteration,
(i) Some cells of the IndexP array may contain valid indices (6= −1).
(ii) In particular, IndexP [i − 1] will either contain −1 or it will contain the index of some
point β in P that has participated in computing mi−1 (i.e., remained valid up to level
i − 1).
(iii) If in this iteration IndexP [i − 1] = β (where β may be a valid index or −1), then at the
end of all subsequent iterations j (> i) it will be observed that IndexP [i − 1] = β.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the pairing scheme. Parts (ii) & (iii) follow from Lemma 4.

J

I Lemma 5. In the i-th iteration, the amortized time complexity for finding all valid pairs
is O(ni).
Proof. Follows from the fact that each valid point in the i-th iteration has to qualify as a
valid point in the tests of all the i − 1 levels. For any other point the number of tests is at
most i − 2.
J
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The main task in the i-th iteration is to find the median of the points of intersection of
all the valid pairs in that iteration with the given line L. We essentially use the median
finding algorithm in [13] for this purpose. Notice that, in order to get each intersection
point, we need to get a valid pair of points, which takes O(i) time (see Lemma 5). Assuming
L to be horizontal, the time required for finding the leftmost intersection point on L is
O(ni). Similarly, computing the second left-most intersection point needs another O(ni) time.
Proceeding similarly, the time complexity of the procedure A0 of [13] is O(n2 i2 ). Similarly,
1
1
A1 takes O(i2 n1+ 2 logq
n) time, and so on. Finally, Ak takes O(i2 n(1+ k+1 ) logk n) time. Since
log n
we have chosen k =
log log n < log n for the median finding algorithm of [13], we need
O(log n) space in total. Thus, we have the following result:

I Lemma 6. The time complexity ofqthe i-th iteration of Constrained_MEC is
1
O(i2 n(1+ k+1 ) logk n), where 1 ≤ k ≤ logloglogn n . The extra space required is O(log n).
At the end of the O(log n) iterations, we could discard all the points except at most
|IndexP | + 3 points, where |IndexP | is the number of cells in the array IndexP that contain
valid indices of P (6= −1). This can be at most O(log n). We can further prune the points in
the IndexP array using the in-place algorithm for Constrained_MEC proposed in Section
3.1. Thus, we have the following result:
1

(1+ k+1 )
I Lemma 7. The
logk+3 n), where
q time complexity of Constrained_MEC is O(n
where 1 ≤ k ≤ logloglogn n . Apart from the input array, it requires O(log n) extra space.
1

Proof. By Lemma 6, the time complexity of the i-th iteration is O(i2 n(1+ k+1 ) logk n),
where i = 1, 2, . . . , log n. Thus, the total time complexity of all the O(log n) iterations is
1
O(n(1+ k+1 ) logk+3 n). The extra time required by the in-place algorithm for considering all
the entries in the array IndexP is O(log n) (see Lemma 3), and it is subsumed by the time
complexity of the iterative algorithm executed earlier.
The space complexity follows from the fact that the same set of arrays M , D, IndexP and
the stack for finding the median can be used for all the log n iterations, and each one is of
size at most O(log n).
J

4.2.2

Unconstrained MEC in a read-only setup

As earlier, we use the read-only variation of the Constrained_MEC algorithm (described in
Subsection 4.2.1) for solving the unconstrained minimum enclosing circle problem. Here we
need to maintain three more arrays M, D and I, each of size O(log n). M[i] contains the
point of intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines used for pruning points at level i of
the algorithm MEC; D[i] (a two bit space) indicates the quadrant in which the center of the
MEC lies. The array I plays the role of the array IndexP used for Constrained_MEC. It is
shared by all the iterations of the algorithm.
While checking a point to be valid in any iteration of the procedure Constrained_MEC at
the i-th iteration of the MEC algorithm, we first need to check whether it is pruned in any
previous iteration of the algorithm MEC.
2
I Theorem 8. The minimum enclosing circle of a set of n points
qin R given in a read-only
array can be found in O(n1+ ) time and O(log n) space, where logloglogn n <  < 1.
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Proof. In the i-th iteration of the algorithm M EC, the time required for Steps 1-3 of the
1
procedure PRUNE is O(i2 n(1+ k+1 ) logk n) (see the justifications of Lemma 6). In Step 4,
1
the procedure constrained_MEC needs O(n(1+ k+1 ) logk+3 n) time (see Lemma 7). Since the
algorithm MEC consists of at most O(log n) iterations of the procedure PRUNE, the overall
1
1
time complexity of the algorithm is O(n(1+ k+1 ) logk+4 n). Substituting 2 = k+1
and then
q
1

log
log
n
4+
1+

n 2 ≥ log
n, we have time complexity O(n ), where  satisfies
J
log n <  < 1.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a general prune-and-search technique in read-only memory which
can be applied in other problems as well. Our in-place MEC as well as read-only MEC
algorithm significantly improve the previously known best results. It will be worthy to study
whether one can further improve the time-space complexity of MEC in a read-only setting.
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Abstract
Large software systems are developed by composing multiple programs. If the programs manipulate and exchange complex data, such as network packets or files, it is essential to establish
that they follow compatible data formats. Most of the complexity of data formats is associated
with the headers. In this paper, we address compatibility of programs operating over headers
of network packets, files, images, etc. As format specifications are rarely available, we infer the
format associated with headers by a program as a set of guarded layouts. In terms of these
formats, we define and check compatibility of (a) producer-consumer programs and (b) different
versions of producer (or consumer) programs. A compatible producer-consumer pair is free of
type mismatches and logical incompatibilities such as the consumer rejecting valid outputs generated by the producer. A backward compatible producer (resp. consumer) is guaranteed to be
compatible with consumers (resp. producers) that were compatible with its older version. With
our prototype tool, we identified 5 known bugs and 1 potential bug in (a) sender-receiver modules
of Linux network drivers of 3 vendors and (b) different versions of a TIFF image library.
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1

Introduction

Large software systems are developed by composing multiple programs. For the composed
system to work as desired, it is essential that the component programs are compatible with
each other. Compatibility being a fundamental requirement in system integration, various
techniques for analyzing compatibility have been proposed. Finite state machines have been
used for checking compatibility of programs with respect to temporal aspects of method
calls or action sequences [14], message sequences [18, 33], and typed accesses to sequential
data [15]. When a component program evolves, the two versions can be compared to extend
compatibility guarantees of the older version to the newer version. Incompatibilities in
component upgrades have been identified by checking implication between logical summaries
of observed behaviors of the two versions [26]. Automata learning and model checking have
been combined for determining substitutability of programs [32, 11].
In many software systems, the component programs manipulate and exchange complex
data like network packets or files. Checking compatibility of such programs involves comparing
the data formats followed by them. A data format describes types and constraints on values
of the data elements. To be type-compatible, the programs must use compatible types while
accessing the same data elements. Type incompatibility between programs is observed
frequently in practice. As an example, consider the bug report [1] which describes a type
incompatibility between Atheros sender-receiver pair. For MAC frames that carry payload,
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Figure 1 Mis-interpretation of a MAC ACK frame by an Atheros receiver: (a) Layout of the
incoming ACK frame and (b) The type-incompatible layout computed by the receiver

the data following the control data is 4-byte aligned. ACK frames do not carry payload and
their control data is followed immediately by a CRC checksum. Figure 1(a) shows an ACK
frame received by the receiver. The receiver incorrectly computes the starting index of CRC
for the ACK frame as 12 by computing the next 4-byte aligned index after 10 (end-index of
the control data). As shown in Figure 1(b), it reads bytes 12 − 15 as an integer containing
the CRC. This access overlaps with the last two bytes of the integer stored at offsets 10 − 13
and offsets 14 − 15 of the remaining data of the incoming frame.
Another reason for incompatibilities is the complexity of constraints over data values.
The formats of network packets, files, and images support a number of variants. For example,
an image can be an RGB or a grayscale image. A MAC frame can be a data, control, or
management frame. To distinguish between the variants, the format prescribes that the
producer program should constrain specific elements of the data to pre-determined values.
For example, a MAC frame is marked as a control frame by setting bits 2 − 3 of the frame
control field to binary 10. A consumer program should check the same elements for equivalent
constraints to identify the variants. Thus, in addition to types, the compatibility between
a producer-consumer pair also depends on whether the consumer accepts all variants or
only some variants of the data generated by the producer. The latter case can give rise to
compatibility errors. As described in the bug report [2], an Intel receiver treats frames of
length < 30 as undersized (corrupt) and drops them. However, the minimum frame length
depends on the variant the frame belongs to. The check against the hard-coded value of 30
results in frames belonging to a variant being dropped. As a result, repeated attempts at
communication with a sender, that produces them, end in timeout of an ssh session.
The constraints required to identify variants of data are typically encoded in a pre-defined
region of data, called the meta-data or header, e.g., packet and file headers. We call the rest of
the data as the contents. A header determines interpretation of the contents. The mismatch
in processing of headers is therefore a key reason for data format incompatibilities (e.g., see
bug reports [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]). As the bug reports indicate, if incompatibilities are not detected
during system integration, they can cause a variety of runtime errors like incorrect output [4],
rejection of input [5], data corruption [1, 3], and non-termination [2]. In this paper, we
analyze compatibility of programs operating over headers of network packets, files, images,
etc. The headers are usually of fixed-length whereas the contents can be unbounded. We
consider headers of fixed-length. Variable-length headers are also common but their lengths
commonly vary over a finite set and are thus a simple extension of fixed-length headers.
As the data format specifications are not available to us, we design a static analysis of
sequential C programs to infer them. The approach presented in this paper applies to any
fixed-length data (including but not limited to headers) that programs may exchange, e.g.,
serialized data structures. We shall simply refer to these as (fixed-length) data and their
formats as data formats. A data format is formalized as a finite set of pairs of the form
(g, `), called guarded layouts, where g is a symbolic constraint over data elements, called the
guard, and the layout map ` maps types to sets of offsets into the fixed-length data. The
guard represents a set of data values and the layout map gives their type. We formalize
compatibility relations in terms of guarded layouts for (a) producer-consumer programs
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(b) two versions of producer (or consumer) programs. A compatible producer-consumer
pair is free of type incompatibilities and mismatch in processing of variants of data. The
version-related programs are executed individually without any direct data exchange between
them. Nevertheless, they are expected to work with the same programs. A backward
compatible producer (resp. consumer) is guaranteed to be compatible with consumers (resp.
producers) that were compatible with its older version.
We are not aware of any approach for compatibility checking that models both types
and constraints in data format specifications. The approaches [18, 33, 15] model types of
data elements but not constraints over them. As noted earlier, constraints are essential for
accurate description of formats and to find subtle compatibility bugs. The data description
languages PacketTypes [27], DataScript [8], and PADS [17] do permit modeling of both
types and constraints. LearnPADS++ [35] even generates data descriptions automatically
from the example data. However, their goal is to generate parsers, type checkers, etc. for
data formats. In contrast, our goal is to infer the formats from C programs and use them to
check program compatibility. Further, the above compatibility checking approaches consider
programs which access data sequentially from FIFO channels [18, 33] or as data streams [15].
In our case, a program accesses the data as an in-memory data structure. These accesses
are not necessarily sequential. Unlike the other approaches, we formalize compatibility of
version-related producer/consumer programs as well.
We have applied our prototype tool to check data format compatibility of several programs.
The producer-consumer case studies include sender-receiver modules for IEEE 802.11 MAC
frame headers of Linux network drivers of 3 vendors, namely, Atheros, Intel, and Intersil
obtained from the Linux distributions. The version-related case study involves 48 functions
operating over meta-data of TIFF files from 2 pairs of different versions of libtiff [6], a popular
image processing library. We identify 5 known bug and 1 potential bug in these programs.
In two cases, bug fixes are available for known bugs. Our static analysis confirms that the
fixes resolve the compatibility issues. In summary,
The paper defines data formats as guarded layouts for fixed-length data like packet and
file headers. The formats are inferred by static analysis of C programs (Section 3).
Compatibility relations over data formats and runtime guarantees provided by them are
formalized for producer-consumer and version-related programs (Section 4).
The approach is implemented and used for finding bugs and proving compatibility of
real-world programs (Section 5). Finally, the work is compared with related approaches
(Section 6) and future work is discussed (Section 7).

2

Overview

In this section, we present an overview of our approach with examples. Consider the programs
producer and consumer given in Figure 2. These are inspired by sender and receiver modules
that prepare and interpret network packet headers. We shall consider a modified version of
producer to illustrate compatibility of version-related programs.
The program producer prepends a header to the frame received through buf. The user
designates buf as its output variable. It can encode three variants of headers declared as
struct hdr, qhdr, and lhdr. It accesses buf by overlaying buf with all of them. The program
consumer reads the header from the (user-designated) input variable buf. For each of the
designated variables, the user provides the starting offset and length of the sequential
data that can be accessed through it. In the case of pointer variables, the accesses are by
dereferencing the pointers. In this example, buf points to offset 0 in each program. The
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int devmode, qosmode; // global variables configured by other components
struct hdr { short tods,fromds,type; char restofhdr[14]; int len; };
struct qhdr { short tods,fromds,type,qos; char restofhdr[14]; int len; };
struct lhdr { short tods,fromds,type; char restofhdr[20]; int len; };
int producer(char*
struct hdr* hd =
struct qhdr* qhd
struct lhdr* lhd

buf, short qos, int blen) {
(struct hdr*) buf;
= (struct qhdr*) buf;
= (struct lhdr*) buf;

9

28

if(devmode == 0) {
hd->tods = 0; hd->fromds = 1;
if(qosmode == 1) {
qhd->type = 1;
qhd->qos = qos;
qhd->len = blen + 26;
} else {
hd->type = 0;
hd->len = blen + 24;
}
} else if(devmode == 1) {
lhd->tods = lhd->fromds = 1;
lhd->type = 0;
lhd->len = blen + 30;
} else return ERR; // error return

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

29
30

int consumer(char* buf) {
int len = 0;
struct hdr* hd = (struct hdr*) buf;

31

if(hd->len < sizeof(struct ldr))
return ERR; // error return

32
33
34

if(hd->tods == 1 && hd->fromds == 1)
return ERR; // error return

35
36
37

if(hd->tods == 0 && hd->fromds == 1)
len = hd->len;

38
39
40

return len; // normal return

41
42

}

25

return 0; // normal return

26
27

}

Figure 2 Example of a producer-consumer pair of programs

other interface variables and global variables of producer are initialized by its environment
and are not part of the data being exchanged. The length of the data is given to be 30. It
can accommodate any of the three variants of the header. The user classifies the return
statements into error and normal return as annotated in Figure 2.
The two programs do not run on the same machine. The actual transportation of data
between them is handled by I/O routines which are not part of the analysis. Since the data
exchange may happen across platforms, compatibility issues like differences in endian-ness
may arise at lower-levels of abstraction. These issues are outside the scope of this paper.
Static inference of data formats. The two programs being checked for compatibility can
use different type declarations and variable names, e.g., programs developed by different
vendors. Using structure declarations as data formats to check compatibility is not sufficient
as they do not capture the constraints over data elements. Moreover, since data is often
manipulated using pointers and type casts, structure declarations do not always indicate the
layout map used to access the data. Hence, we infer data formats using static analysis. We
represent data formats in a program-independent manner so that they can be compared. We
consider the primitive types like characters and integers instead of user-defined types like hdr
and qhdr. Thus, our layout maps are at a lower-level of abstraction than the types appearing
in the programs. Further, we follow a uniform naming convention of data elements based
on their offsets into the data and sizes. The guards are defined over these uniformly-named
data elements. Since we want guarded layouts of output of a producer, we perform a forward
analysis. Analogously, we perform a backward analysis of consumers.
In Figure 2, lines 6-8 type-cast and create aliases to buf. There are 3 paths in producer
that reach the normal return at line 26. The return at line 24 is an error return and the
output produced when this return is reached is not considered to be a valid output. Consider
the path P through the first 2 if-branches (lines 10 and 12) and ending at the normal return.
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The data format (set of guarded layouts) of producer is {(g1 , `1 ), (g2 , `2 ), (g3 , `3 )} where
g1 : d[0 : 1] = 0 ∧ d[2 : 3] = 1 ∧ d[4 : 5] = 1
`1 : [short 7→ {0, 2, 4, 6}, int 7→ {22}, x 7→ {8, . . . , 21, 26, . . . , 29}]
g2 : d[0 : 1] = 0 ∧ d[2 : 3] = 1 ∧ d[4 : 5] = 0
`2 : [short 7→ {0, 2, 4}, int 7→ {20}, x 7→ {6, . . . , 19, 24, . . . , 29}]
g3 : d[0 : 1] = 1 ∧ d[2 : 3] = 1 ∧ d[4 : 5] = 0
`3 : [short 7→ {0, 2, 4}, int 7→ {26}, x 7→ {6, . . . , 25}]
The data format of consumer is {(g4 , `4 )} where
g4 : d[0 : 1] = 0 ∧ d[2 : 3] = 1 ∧ d[20 : 23] ≥ 30
`4 : [short 7→ {0, 2}, int 7→ {20}, x 7→ {4, . . . , 19, 24, . . . , 29}]
Figure 4 Data formats inferred from producer and consumer programs of Figure 2

The set of typed-accesses to the data through the pointers along this path (see Figure 3)
determine the layout map. The layout map according to these accesses is given as `1 in
Figure 4. The type x is a special type, called don’t care, which indicates that there was no
access to the byte. It allows us to detect if two programs make non-identical accesses.
Now, consider the symbolic path condition and program state at the end of the path. As
the variables devmode, qosmode, qos, and blen are not among the designated variables, we forget
constraints over them. This is because these variables are not visible to the consumer and its
processing of the data cannot depend on
qhd->
them. In order to compare guards across
hd->
hd->
qhd-> qhd->
buf
tods fromds type
len
qos
programs, we uniformly name the fields achd
...
...
int
short short short short
cessed through hd, qhd, and lhd as d[i : j]
qhd
0
2
4
6
22
lhd
where i is the starting offset of the field and
j = i + k − 1 with k equal to size of the field.
Figure 3 Pictorial view of the typed-accesses
The guard g1 corresponding to the layout
along path P to the data prepared by producer
map `1 is shown in Figure 4. As the values
of arguments qos and blen are unconstrained,
the values of data elements d[6 : 7] and d[22 : 25] assigned from them also remain unconstrained and are not shown in g1 . For consumer, there is only one path that leads to a normal
return (line 41). The data formats of the programs are given in Figure 4.
Producer-consumer compatibility. The compatibility of a pair of programs can be
checked using the inferred data formats. One of the program acts as a producer and another
as a consumer. The same program may act as a producer or a consumer depending on
the context. Programs like network protocol implementations exchange data interactively
and the complete analysis of compatibility between them additionally requires analysis of
temporal ordering of data exchanges. Our computation of data formats yields the set of
guarded layouts exchanged from all possible protocol-states (if any) of such a program. This
suffices to identify data format incompatibilities.
As a compatibility question, we can ask (1) whether the consumer accesses data elements
with types compatible with those of the producer? The answer for our example is no, as
g1 ∧ g4 is satisfiable but `4 (int) 6⊆ `1 (int). As the conjunction of guards is satisfiable, there is
some datum generated by producer that consumer accepts. However, consumer accesses offsets
20-23 of the datum as an int unlike producer. We can also ask (2) whether consumer accepts
every output of producer (in a type-compatible manner)? The answer is no, as g2 6→ g4 , since
d[20 : 23] (denoting hd−>len) is unconstrained in g2 . We shall formalize the above questions
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respectively as weak and strong compatibility requirements.
Compatibility of version-related programs. Let us now consider a newer version of
producer by removing lines 20-23. Can we substitute the newer version in place of the older
version? The answer in this case is affirmative. The data format of the newer version is
{(g1 , `1 ), (g2 , `2 )}. Thus, the newer version produces a subset of the outputs produced by the
older version and associates the same layout maps to the common outputs. We call the newer
version of the producer backward compatible in this case. If a consumer is type-safe (weakly
compatible) with the older version of producer, then it will be type-safe with the newer version
also. We shall similarly infer how strong compatibility is preserved by a backward compatible
producer. Backward compatibility is also defined for consumers.
False positives and negatives. The guards inferred by a sound static analysis can be overapproximations of conditional accesses to the data by the programs. The over-approximations
in points-to information can also cause imprecision. A compatibility result with imprecise
formats can be a false positive or negative (discussed in Section 4). Similar limitations apply
to related approaches [26, 15]. In the case of [26], the limitation stems from implication
checks between dynamically inferred constraints which can be unsound (under-approximate)
or imprecise (over-approximate). The automata computed in [15] are over-approximate.
Therefore, the language containment between such automata may result in a false positive or
negative. We control the false positives and negatives for our case studies by designing a
sufficiently precise analysis with a suitable choice of abstract domain.

3

Static Inference of Data Formats

Since C programs routinely use pointers, we perform a points-to analysis to identify (abstract)
memory locations that a pointer may point to. The precision of points-to information is
important to us to avoid coarse over-approximations of the analysis results. We therefore
perform a flow-sensitive may points-to analysis based on [16]. Points-to analysis and the
memory model used are discussed further in the extended version [7]. We first formalize the
notion of data formats for fixed-length data.
I Definition 1. A data format is a finite non-empty set of pairs of the form (g, `), called
guarded layouts, where g is a symbolic constraint over data elements, called the guard, and
the layout map ` maps primitive types to subsets of the set OL of offset-based locations.
Intuitively, every guarded layout represents a variant supported by the data format and
encoded in the program. For a layout map ` and a type t, if k ∈ `(t) then it indicates that a
data element of type t resides at offset k and it occupies offsets {k, . . . , k + sizeof (t) − 1}.
Every offset-based location in OL must belong to the set of offsets occupied by exactly
one data element. The type of an offset is inferred only if it is accessed in the program.
Unaccessed bytes are assigned the don’t care type x. As discussed in Section 2, if an element
of type t resides at offset i then it is named as d[i : j] where j = i + sizeof (t) − 1. The
guards are symbolic constraints over these uniformly-named data elements.
In order to compute a sound over-approximation of the set of guarded layouts, we perform
abstract interpretation [13]. Our analysis computes layout maps and the corresponding sets
of reachable states at every control location in the program. The reachable state-sets are
represented using an abstract domain. The abstract domain is defined over uniformly-named
data elements as well as program variables which do not refer to the offset-based locations.
This is essential to capture all possible dependences between program variables. We call these
as extended guards. The data format (the set of guarded layouts) is obtained by restricting
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the extended guards to the data elements, at appropriate control locations. For a producer,
the format is obtained at program exits whereas for a consumer it is obtained at the program
entry. Due to space constraints, we discuss analysis of producers only.
Abstract domains. Let G = (G, vG , tG , uG , ⊥G , >G ) be an abstract lattice to represent
extended guards, with vG as the partial order, tG as join, uG as meet, and ⊥G , >G resp. as
bottom and top elements. Since the values of data elements can range over infinite domains,
we require G to be equipped with a widening operator. Let L = (L, vL , tL , uL , ⊥L , >L ) be
the finite lattice of layout maps of a fixed length. We have ` vL `0 if `(x) ⊇ `0 (x) and for
each primitive type t 6= x, `(t) ⊆ `0 (t). Let D = G × L be the domain of layout maps with
extended guards. We denote an extended guard with ĝ and a guard restricted to only data
elements by g.
Transfer functions. Let (ĝ, `) ∈ D be the abstract element before the current control
location. If the statement contains a pointer r that may point to multiple memory locations
then, for each of the memory locations, we create a separate transformed guarded layout.
Thus, (ĝ, `) may map to a set of guarded layouts. This is to keep the guarded layouts
precise individually at the cost of increase in the number of guarded layouts. The guarded
layout (ĝ, `) is updated by considering the same memory location simultaneously in transfer
functions of both ĝ and `. Within a loop, we consider all memory locations simultaneously.
The transfer functions for extended guards are defined by the chosen abstract interpretation
over the domain G. The choice of G is an implementation issue.
The transfer functions for layout maps are now presented. The types of offset-based
locations are inferred based on accesses to them. For a producer, we infer the layout maps
by considering both read and write accesses to offset-based locations. The offset-based
locations can be accessed through any valid C expression involving a user-designated variable
or pointer (and aliases to it). The space of syntactic expressions is large and we consider
only some representative cases. Let us denote a pointer by r, a structure (or union) by s, a
structure field by f , a type by t, and a scalar variable by v. Let us denote the points-to map
at a control location by P M and the compiler assigned type of an expression e by typeof(e).
Consider the commonly used expressions v, ∗r, s.f , and r->f . Let E be an expression
occurring at the current control location and subexp(E) be the set of subexpressions of E
which fall into the above expression classes. An incoming layout map ` is potentially updated
by each subexpression e ∈ subexp(E). Operators in E do not play any role in updating of
layout maps. In the case of v and s.f , an incoming layout map is updated only if v and s
are user-designated variables. In the case of ∗r and r->f , we check whether P M (r) ∩ OL is
empty or not. If it is empty then the expression is ignored.
For a suitable expression e, the offset-based location k accessed by it is computed. For
v, it is the user-designated offset. For ∗r, it is an offset-based location in P M (r). For s.f
and r->f , let b be the user-given offset of (the first field of) s or an offset-based location in
P M (r). Suppose the type of s is struct T and of r is pointer to struct T. The offset-based
location k corresponding to s.f or r->f is obtained by incrementing b by the cumulative sum
of sizes of fields preceding the field f in struct T. The type of k in the layout map ` is changed
to t = typeof(e) as follows: `0 := `[t 7→ `(t) ∪ {k}, x 7→ `(x) \ {k, . . . , k + sizeof (t) − 1}]. If
an offset ends up getting assigned to multiple data elements in a layout map, then we have
found a potential type error and the analysis stops.
For example, the incoming set of guarded layouts at Line 11 of Figure 2 consists of a
single guarded layout (ĝ, `) where ĝ is devmode = 0 (corresponding to the predicate of the
conditional at Line 10) and ` is ⊥L . Note that ĝ is an extended guard and hence is not
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restricted to constraints over data elements only. ` is ⊥L as no access to data is made
yet in the program. At Line 11, (ĝ, `) is transformed into (ĝ 0 , `0 ), where ĝ 0 is devmode = 0
∧ d[0 : 1] = 0 ∧ d[2 : 3] = 1 and `0 is [short 7→ {0, 2}, int 7→ {}, x 7→ {4, . . . , 29}], to capture
the effect of the assignment statements and the accesses to data at offsets 0 and 2 (through
hd−>tods and hd−>fromds).
The overall analysis. Based on our experience with the case studies, we realize that
maintaining branch-correlations is useful. We therefore perform a forward path-sensitive
analysis by taking union of sets of guarded layouts at join points (outside loops). For a loop,
the incoming set of guarded layouts is treated as an ordered set. The termination of the
analysis is ensured by avoiding (potentially unbounded) growth in the number of guarded
layouts and using the widening operator of domain G. For statements within a loop, the
transfer functions map a guarded layout to a single transformed guarded layout and at join
points, we take element-wise join of the ordered sets of guarded layouts.
We compute procedure summaries bottom-up and use them at procedure call sites. Let
(ĝ, `) be an extended guarded layout at a call site. The constraints over variables or memory
locations in the calling context that are written into by the callee are forgotten from ĝ. If
a formal parameter is not written into by the callee then its constraints in the procedure
summary are transferred to the corresponding actual. The guard ĝ is combined with every
guard gˆ0 in the procedure summary as ĝ uG gˆ0 . The matching layout map is obtained by
` tL `0 . Finally, the assignment of the return value to the LHS of the call (if any) is processed.
The guard is then restricted to variables in the calling context.

4

Compatibility Relations

We assume that precise data format specifications, in the form of sets of guarded layouts,
are available. We define the compatibility relations over them and discuss the effect of
imprecision in the format specifications, obtained by static analysis, subsequently.
Consider two layout maps ` and `0 defined over the same set of offset-based locations.
The layout map ` is compatible with `0 , denoted by `  `0 , if `(x) ⊇ `0 (x) and for every
t 6= x, `(t) ⊆ `0 (t). Equality of layout maps (=) is obtained by replacing ⊆ and ⊇ with =
in the above definition. If `  `0 , then every datum produced with layout map `0 can be
consumed at runtime with layout map ` without type incompatibilities. Given a set G of
guarded layouts of a program, the program is locally compatible if the guards in G with
different layout maps are pairwise disjoint. If a datum can be produced with different layout
maps, consumers cannot know which layout map to use for it. In the following discussion,
we assume that the programs are locally compatible.
Producer-consumer programs. We define two compatibility relations between producerconsumer programs. Weak compatibility guarantees that if a consumer consumes a datum
produced by a producer, it accesses it using a compatible layout map. Strong compatibility
ensures, in addition, that every datum produced by a producer is consumed by the consumer.
Strong compatibility implies weak compatibility.
I Definition 2. Let G and G0 be sets of guarded layouts representing the data formats of a
producer program P and a consumer program C respectively. P is weakly compatible with
C, denoted by W C (P, C), if for every (g, `) ∈ G and (g 0 , `0 ) ∈ G0 , if g ∧ g 0 is satisfiable, then
`0  `. P is strongly compatible with C, denoted by SC (P, C), if for every (g, `) ∈ G, there
exists a (g 0 , `0 ) ∈ G0 such that g ⇒ g 0 and `0  `.
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Stricter variants of the above definitions, W C= (P, C) and SC= (P, C), are obtained by
replacing layout compatibility () with layout equality (=) in them. These are useful to
identify whether the two programs access the same set of offsets or not.
Version-related programs. Our definition of backward compatibility allows a newer
version of a producer to initialize more offsets of the data, but restricts it to produce a
subset of values taken by the data elements. If the producer initializes less offsets then they
remain unconstrained and the set of data values produced is more. For a newer version of a
consumer, consuming more data values is allowed, but reading from more offsets of the data
is disallowed.
I Definition 3. Let G and G0 be sets of guarded layouts representing the data formats of
two versions P and P 0 of a producer or two versions C and C 0 of a consumer.
1. The producer P 0 is backward compatible with P , denoted by BC (P 0 , P ), if for every
(g 0 , `0 ) ∈ G0 , there exists (g, `) ∈ G such that g 0 ⇒ g and `  `0 .
2. The consumer C 0 is backward compatible with C, denoted by BC (C 0 , C), if for every
(g, `) ∈ G, there exists (g 0 , `0 ) ∈ G0 such that g ⇒ g 0 and `0  `.
Stricter versions of backward compatibility can be obtained by using layout equality (=)
in place of layout compatibility (). A backward compatible producer can be substituted for
its older version while preserving the compatibility relations of the older version. A backward
compatible consumer preserves strong compatibility but does not necessarily preserve weak
compatibility. The precise formulation of compatibility relations preserved by backward
compatible programs and their proofs are discussed in the extended version [7].
Analysis of false positives and negatives. The guards obtained by static analysis can
be over-approximations of the precise constraints associated with a layout map. Both local
and weak compatibility definitions require checking satisfiability of g ∧ g 0 . Since the check is
done using the over-approximated guards, the satisfiability can be spuriously true. Thus,
compatibility of layout maps of disjoint guards may have to be checked and it can fail. Hence,
local and weak compatibility checks are sound with respect to guards, but can result in
false positives. The layout maps can also over-approximate the sets of typed-accesses. Thus,
compatibility check over them may result in a false positive or negative, due to set inclusion
over offset-sets used in layout map compatibility. The strong and backward compatibility
require checking implication between guards. Because of over-approximation, this check can
result in either a false positive or negative.

5

Experimental Evaluation

This section summarizes the experimental results. We have prototyped our approach in
OCaml using CIL [29] and the octagon library [28]. The complexity of most of the operations
over octagons is cubic in the size of the octagon.
Producer-consumer programs. We analyze sender-receiver modules of Linux (version
2.6.33.3) wireless LAN drivers of three vendors, namely, Atheros, Intel, and Intersil. They
operate over IEEE 802.11 MAC frame headers. We bit-blast some fields of the headers. In
addition, we consider a pair of programs from libtiff [6]: set/get routines that allow clients
to get and set TIFF directory attributes. In all, 9 programs – 3 producers and 6 consumers
– were analyzed. Of these, two consumers were with fixed versions of programs. These
programs are a few hundreds of lines in size and the number of guarded layouts range from a
few tens to over 100. All programs were analyzed in about 75 seconds. All variants of weak
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Programs

Bug Description

1.
2.
3.
4.

Atheros-Atheros
Intersil-Intel
TIFF set -get
tiffwrite (7 programs)

5.
6.

tiffread (14 programs)
tiffcp

Consumer reads offsets not written by the producer [1]
Valid packets are discarded by the consumer [2]
An offset is written as a short and read as an int [3]
New version of the producers start producing images with
field_planarconfig = 0 [4]
New version of the consumers access more offsets
New version of the consumer accesses more offsets [5]

Failed
Check
W C
SC
W C
BC
BC
BC

Figure 5 Description of data format compatibility bugs found by our tool

and strong compatibility were checked for 6 producer-consumer pairs. Figure 5 describes the
bugs found by our tool. Both Atheros and Intersil-Intel bugs were discussed in the Section 1.
The TIFF set-get routines fail the weak compatibility check as they access an offset with
different types. All compatibility checks were evaluated in about 26 seconds.
Version-related programs. We analyze the TIFF directory manipulation routines of two
versions, 3.7.4 and 3.9.4, of libtiff [6] and two versions, 3.5 and 3.6, of the TIFF copy tool
tiffcp. In all, 42 libtiff routines (26 producers from tiffwrite module and 16 consumers from
tiffread module) and 6 tiffcp routines (both as producers and consumers) were analyzed in
about 7 minutes. These versions are several hundreds of lines of code in size and generate
tens to over 150 guarded layouts. The newer versions of the producer routines of tiffwrite
module produce images with field_planarconfig = 0, which the older version did not produce.
Some of the tiffread routines of the newer version access more offsets of the data than the
older version. This bug was not reported earlier. Similarly, one tiffcp consumer accesses more
offsets than its older version. All compatibility checks were evaluated in about 21 seconds.
False positives and false negatives. The backward compatibility checks for tiffread and
tiffcp fail due to two reasons: (1) For some guard g of the older version of a consumer, there
is no guard g 0 in the newer version such that g =⇒ g 0 . (2) The newer consumer reads more
offsets. The second reason is a true positive (bug). The first reason is a false positive for
these examples. The newer consumers have case splits on a particular value. The associated
layout maps are equal and if we take union of the guards then g implies the union. However,
as union in octagonal domain is not precise, we do not perform it by default. There were no
false negatives in the case studies.

6

Related Work

Compatibility checking. In Section 1, we have compared our work with related work on
compatibility of producer-consumer programs [18, 33, 15]. Our intuition that a backwardcompatible producer should produce less and a backward-compatible consumer should
consume more is similar to behavioral subtyping [24] over class hierarchies. The refinement
of interface automata [14] and implications between pre/post conditions in [26] model similar
constraints for version-related programs. Substitutability analysis [32, 11] allows the newer
version to exhibit more behaviors provided it preserves system-level safety properties.
Representation dependence testing [20] evaluates forward compatibility of consumers by
simulating a large class of producers by sequentially composing a specification program and
its algorithmically derived inverse. Compatibility tests have been generated from behavioral
models of components which include sequences of actions and constraints over data being
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exchanged [25]. However, the models are synthesized from observed behaviors of programs
and do not identify type incompatibilities. Fingerprint generation [9] generates inputs that
take two implementations of a protocol to different states. They symbolically execute binaries
and use decision procedures to generate inputs.
Data format specification and inference. Data description languages [27, 8, 17] permit
more expressive specifications than our guarded layouts, e.g., they provide type constructors
for unbounded data. However, their goal is to generate supporting tools like parsers and type
checkers for analysis of data according to the specifications. Polyglot [10] extracts protocol
message formats by dynamic analysis of binaries. Static analysis has been used to extract
output formats from stripped executables [23] and data models from programs [21].
Type inference. Physical type checking [12] computes the in-memory layout of C structures
to prove type safety of field accesses in presence of pointer type-casts. Our layout maps are
defined over an ordered set of offset-based memory locations and are associated with guards.
Type inferencing approaches [30, 22] have been used for extracting data abstractions from
Cobol programs. Our idea of inferring concrete types based on accesses rather than on type
declarations is similar to the use of access patterns in a specific program for identification of
aggregate structures [30]. Our offset-based uniform naming is similar to their atomization
notion. Our analysis is however aimed at C programs and we associate guards with layout
maps. There are several other type systems, like dependent types for imperative languages [34],
liquid types [31], and predicated type hierarchy [19], which associate guards with types.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach to check data format compatibility of C programs. Our approach
infers data formats by static analysis of programs and checks various notions of compatibility
of producer-consumer and version-related programs. It was shown to be effective in finding
bugs in real programs. We plan to extend the approach to unbounded-length data and
explore its use in improving regression testing on data formats. The integration of guarded
layouts with finite state machine specifications of protocols can help in checking richer notions
of compatibility of communicating programs.
Acknowledgments. We thank Satish Chandra and Nishant Sinha for their valuable feedback
on the earlier versions of this paper.
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Abstract
Information-theoretic measures based upon mutual information can be employed to quantify the
information that an execution of a program reveals about its secret inputs. The information
leakage bounding problem asks whether the information leaked by a program does not exceed
a given threshold. We consider this problem for two scenarios: a) the outputs of the program
are revealed, and b) the timing (measured in the number of execution steps) of the program
is revealed. For both scenarios, we establish complexity results in the context of deterministic
boolean programs, both for programs with and without recursion. In particular, we prove that
for recursive programs the information leakage bounding problem is no harder than checking
reachability.
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1

Introduction

Ensuring that a program preserves confidentiality of its secret inputs is a fundamental
problem in security. Typically, one desires that the execution of the program reveals
absolutely no information about its secret inputs. This desired property is often modeled as
non-interference [18, 29] — the low-security observations of the execution of a program should
be independent of the high-security inputs. These observations could be explicit outputs of
the program (e.g., the results of an election or whether a password is correct or not), or they
could be implicitly extracted from its execution (such as timing information, cache size or
power consumption).
In practice, however, non-interference is hard to achieve as it often clashes with functionality. An unanimous election, for example, reveals the votes of each voter. Consequently,
alternative approaches that aim to quantify the amount of information leakage have been
proposed in the literature [15, 19, 25, 31]. In these information-theoretic approaches, programs are viewed as transformers of random variables — they transform a random variable
taking values from the set of inputs into a random variable taking values from the set of
observations. Intuitively, the amount of information leaked by the program is the difference
between the initial uncertainty and the uncertainty remaining in the high-security inputs
given the observations from running the program; the formal definition relies on the notion
of mutual information, which is based on the seminal work of Shannon [30].
© Rohit Chadha and Michael Ummels;
licensed under Creative Commons License NC-ND
32nd Int’l Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science (FSTTCS 2012).
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Given the importance of this problem, several automated approaches have been proposed
to compute the information leaked by the program. The techniques employed by these
approaches range from model-checking [3, 24, 10, 11] and static analysis [12, 13, 14, 3] to
statistical analysis [24, 9]. From a more theoretical viewpoint, the complexity of computing
the amount of leakage was only considered recently [34, 33, 35, 7]. More precisely, [33, 35, 7]
consider the complexity of the information leakage bounding problem: given a program P ,
a distribution µ on the set of inputs, and a rational number q, check if the information leaked
by the program (denoted by SEµ (P )) does not exceed q.
In [33, 35], the program P is described in a simple non-recursive deterministic imperative
language with boolean variables, assignments, conditionals and loops, and the inputs are
assumed to be uniformly distributed. They show that the information leakage bounding
problem is PP-hard for the loop-free fragment.1 For the whole language with loops, the
problem is shown to be PSPACE-hard. However, no upper bounds are given in [33, 35].
An EXPSPACE upper bound can be derived from the work of Černý et al. [7], where the
information leakage bounding problem is shown to be PSPACE-complete under the assumption
that the program is represented explicitly as a nondeterministic transition system and the
input distribution is given explicitly. In our setting, an exponential blow-up occurs because
the translation from a boolean program to a nondeterministic transition system is exponential.
Contributions. Our first contribution is an upper bound for loop-free boolean programs
when the number of output variables is logarithmic in the size of the program.2 We show
that in this case the information leakage bounding problem for uniformly distributed inputs
lies in the fourth level of the counting hierarchy (more precisely in PCH3 ). The whole counting
hierarchy is contained in PSPACE. The main challenge in establishing the upper bound is
that we have to solve inequations that involve logarithms (because of the definition of mutual
information). In order to overcome this challenge, we resort to recent breakthroughs in
arithmetic circuit complexity [2]. We then employ similar techniques to establish PSPACEcompleteness for boolean programs with loops (but no recursion) under the same assumption
that the number of output variables is logarithmic in the size of program. Hence, our upper
bound is a substantial improvement over the previous EXPSPACE upper bound.
We subsequently turn our attention to boolean programs with recursion. We show that
both the problem of checking non-interference as well as the information leakage bounding
problem is EXPTIME-complete. For the upper bound, we observe that a recursive boolean
program can be represented as an exponential-size deterministic pushdown system [26, 28]
(the pushdown system is of size linear in the length of the program but exponential in the
number of variables). We can then use the fact that control state reachability in pushdown
systems is polynomial-time decidable [5] and thus compute the outputs of the program on
any given input. A careful analysis of the expression computing information leakage then
gives us the desired upper bound. We make no assumptions on the number of variables
in this case, and hence this also gives an EXPTIME upper bound for general non-recursive
programs, which is better than the EXPSPACE upper bound that can be derived from [7].
In the second part of this paper, we consider the case when the attacker can observe
the timing behavior of an execution of a program. We abstract the timing behavior of
the program by the “length” of the computation of the pushdown system corresponding
to the program. One could alternatively use the number of procedure calls or the number
1
2

Recall that PP is the class of decision problems decidable by a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing
machine with acceptance probability ≥ 1/2.
If one also allows low-level security input variables, their number must also be bounded.
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of loop executions as an abstraction of timing, but our results would not change in that
case. For non-recursive terminating programs, the execution time can easily be measured
“inside the program” by a binary counter, so bounding the information leaked by timing is
no harder than the problem of bounding the information leaked by observing the outputs.
The same idea does not work for recursive programs because the running time of a recursive
program could be doubly exponential. Nevertheless, we show that the problem of bounding
the information leaked by the timing behavior of a recursive boolean program on uniformly
distributed inputs is also EXPTIME-complete by showing that the execution time for recursive
terminating programs can still be computed in exponential time.
Related work. The complexity of quantitative information flow security for boolean programs
was first tackled by Yasuoka and Terauchi [34], where the complexity of the information
leakage comparison problem is studied: this problem asks which of two programs leaks more
information. They also show that the problem of checking non-interference for loop-free
programs is coNP-complete. The complexity of bounding information leakage was first
studied by the same authors in [33], where the problem was shown to be PP-hard for loop-free
non-recursive programs. In [35], the same authors prove that deciding non-interference
for non-recursive programs with loops is PSPACE-complete. However, none of these papers
contains an upper bound for the problem of bounding Shannon-entropy based information
leakage, not even for restricted programs. Thus, our results obtained by restricting the
number of output variables are novel. Only for the related notions of min-entropy and guessing
entropy, a PSPACE upper and lower bound for non-recursive programs was established in [35].
A more general setting has been considered by van der Meyden and Zhang [32] as well as
Černý et al. [7], where programs are represented abstractly as nondeterministic transition
systems. In this setting, van der Meyden and Zhang established PSPACE-completeness for
noninterference, and Černý et al. extended this result to the information-leakage bounding
problem (wrt. Shannon entropy). However, as they assume an explicit-state description and
the translation of a boolean program into an equivalent explicit-state description causes an
exponential blowup, their results only give an EXPSPACE-upper bound for boolean programs
(without recursion). None of these works consider recursive programs or the problem of
bounding the information leakage caused by timing information. We establish EXPTIMEcompleteness for both problems, and also obtain better bounds for non-recursive programs.
Several timing attacks are known in literature. For example, [6] shows a practical timing
attack against OpenSSL, which allows extraction of a private RSA key. The attack exploits
the fact that the multiplication in OpenSSL is carried out by the Karatsuba routine [21],
which is a recursive algorithm. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to
counteract timing leaks. Type systems, for example, are used to detect information leakage
from timing [20], while [1, 23, 27, 4] provide countermeasures to combat information leakage
from timing. None of these works have considered complexity questions, though.
Note. Due to space constraints, most proofs are only sketched or omitted entirely. For details,
see the full version of this paper [8].

2

Preliminaries

All logarithms are to the base 2. As is standard, we define 0 log 0 = 0. We assume that the
reader is familiar with probability distributions and (discrete) random variables. Given a
function f : A → B and b ∈ B, the set {a ∈ A | f (a) = b} is denoted by f −1 (b). Finally, we
denote by 2A the set of all (total) functions from A to the set {>, ⊥}.
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Straight-line programs and the counting hierarchy. A (division-free) straight-line program
is a finite list of instructions of the form x ← c or x ← y z, where c ∈ {0, 1}, ∈ {+, −, ·}
and x, y, z are taken from a countable set of variables. Such a program is closed if all variables
that appear on the right-hand side of an instruction also appear on the left-hand side of a
preceding instruction. Hence, a closed straight-line program represents an integer, namely
the value of the last variable that is assigned to. The problem PosSLP is to decide, given a
closed straight-line program, whether the corresponding integer is > 0.
The counting hierarchy consists of the classes CHi where CH0 = P and CHi+1 = PPCHi
for all i ∈ N. Allender et al. [2] recently showed that the Problem PosSLP belongs to the
complexity class PCH3 and thus to the fourth-level of the counting hierarchy. Since the
counting hierarchy is contained in PSPACE, we know in particular that PosSLP is decidable
in polynomial space.
Pushdown Systems. The operational semantics of recursive programs are given by pushdown
systems. Formally a pushdown system (PDS) P is a tuple (Q, Γ, δ) where Q is a finite set of
control states, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, and δ = δint ∪ δcll ∪ δrtn is a finite set of transitions
s.t. δint ⊆ Q × Q, δcll ⊆ Q × Q × Γ, and δrtn ⊆ Q × Γ × Q.
A labeled transition system (Labels, Conf P , →P ) defines the semantics of a PDS P. The
set Labels of labels is {int, cll, rtn}. The set Conf P of configurations is Q × Γ∗ . The word
w ∈ Γ∗ in a configuration (q, w) models the contents of the stack; the empty word ε denotes
int
the empty stack. The transition relation →P is defined as follows: (q, w) −−→P (q 0 , w) if
cll
rtn
(q, q 0 ) ∈ δint ; (q, w) −→P (q 0 , wa) if (q, q 0 , a) ∈ δcll and (q, wa) −−→P (q 0 , w) if (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ δrtn .
We omit the subscript P if it is clear from the context. Since we consider only deterministic
programs, we are mainly interested in deterministic PDS: P is deterministic if for each s in
λ
Conf P there is at most one λ ∈ Labels and at most one s0 ∈ Conf P with s −
→P s0 .
Given a configuration c = (q, w) of a PDS P, we say that state(c) = q, stack(c) = w
λ

λ

1
and height(c) = |w|, the length of w. A computation of P is a sequence c0 −→
· · · −−m
→ cm .
cll
A transition ci −→ ci+1 is a procedure call. Similarly, we define procedure returns and internal
rtn
cll
actions. We say that a procedure return cj −−→ cj+1 matches a procedure call ci −→ ci+1
iff i < j, height(ci+1 ) = height(cj ) and height(ci+1 ) ≤ height(ck ) for all i < k < j. Finally,

m

λ

λ

1
we say that c =
⇒P c0 if there exists a computation c0 −→
· · · −−m
→ cm of P with c0 = c and
m
0
0
0
cm = c , and we write c ⇒P c if c =
⇒P c for some m ∈ N. The following is proved in [5].

I Theorem 1. There are polynomial-time algorithms that, given a PDS P, output the set
{(q, q 0 ) | (q, ε) ⇒P (q 0 , ε)} and the set {(q, q 0 ) | ∃w ∈ Γ∗ (q, ε) ⇒P (q 0 , w)}, respectively.
Programs. Due to space constraints, we cannot present the syntax of recursive boolean
programs in detail. Here we just highlight the main features. The inputs of our programs
are partitioned into two sets, one containing high-security variables and one containing
low-security variables. Additionally, our programs may have some local variables as well as
outputs. The outputs are assumed to be of low security. Note that high-security outputs,
i.e., outputs that are not visible to an observer, can easily be modeled using local variables.
We only give an informal description of the semantics of programs, which is call-by-value.
A recursive boolean program can be represented as a deterministic pushdown system [26, 28]
of exponential size (linear in the length of the program, but exponential in the number of
variables). The states of the pushdown system keep track of the current statement and the
values of all variables in the “current scope”; the pushdown stack keeps track of the procedure
calls. Whenever a procedure is called, the pushdown system pushes the position of the call
and the values of the variables onto the stack, transitions into the called procedure, and sets
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all variables that are local to this procedure to ⊥. Upon returning from the procedure call,
the contents from the stack is popped and the variables are reset properly, i.e., the outputs
of the returning procedure are set, and the variables that were local to the procedure are
reset to their original values using the information from the stack. Since P is deterministic,
the corresponding pushdown system is also deterministic.
The computation of the program P on high inputs h̄0 and low inputs ¯l0 can now be
defined as the computation of the pushdown system corresponding to P starting from the
configuration with the empty stack and with the control state corresponding to the first
statement of P , the input variables set to h̄0 , ¯l0 , and the local and output variables set to ⊥.
The program P terminates on inputs h̄0 , ¯l0 if this computation reaches the configuration with
the control state corresponding to the last statement of the program (in that case, the stack
will be empty). If P terminates, we define the output of P to be the values of the output
variables upon termination. Hence, P can be seen as a partial function FP : 2h̄ × 2l̄ → 2ō .
Henceforth, the program P is always assumed to be terminating. One could possibly
model non-termination as an explicit observation; and our complexity results will not change
in that case. This is because nontermination on an input can be decided for while programs
in PSPACE and for recursive boolean programs in EXPTIME.
Quantifying information leakage. Let X be a discrete random variable with values taken
from a finite set X. If µ is the probability distribution of X , the Shannon entropy of µ,
written Hµ (X ), is defined as
Hµ (X ) = −

X

µ(X = x) · log µ(X = x).

x∈X

If X and Y are discrete random variables taking values from finite sets X and Y with
joint probability distribution µ, the conditional entropy of X given Y, written Hµ (X | Y), is
defined as
X
Hµ (X | Y) =
µ(Y = y) · Hµ (X | Y = y),
y∈Y

where
Hµ (X | Y = y) = −

X

µ(X = x | Y = y) · log µ(X = x | Y = y).

x∈X

If X , Y and Z are discrete random variables taking values from finite sets X, Y and Z
with joint probability distribution µ, then the joint conditional entropy of X , Y given Z,
written Hµ (X , Y | Z) is the entropy of the random variable (X , Y) given Z. Similarly, the
conditional entropy of X given Y and Z is the entropy of X given (Y, Z).
If X , Y and Z are discrete random variables taking values from finite sets X, Y and Z
respectively with joint probability distribution µ, then the conditional mutual information of
X and Y given Z, written Iµ (X ; Y | Z), is defined as
Iµ (X ; Y | Z) = Hµ (X | Z) − Hµ (X | Y, Z).
We are interested in measuring the information leaked by a program. Following [15, 19, 25],
we use conditional mutual information to quantify this information. As described above,
we can view programs as functions that take two kinds of inputs: a high-security (high)
input from a finite set H and a low-security (low) input from a finite set L. Let H and L
be random variables taking values from H and L, respectively, with joint distribution µ.
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Moreover, let O be a finite set and F : H × L → O be a function. We extend µ to a joint
probability distribution on H, L and O such that
(
1 if F (h, l) = o
µ(O = o | H = h, L = l) =
0 otherwise
The information leaked by the function F is then
SEµ (F ) := Iµ (H; O | L).
We are mainly interested in the case where µ is the uniform distribution on H × L, and we
define SEU (F ) := SEµ (F ) in this case.
A function F : H × L → O is non-interferent if F (h, l) = F (h0 , l) for all h, h0 ∈ H and
l ∈ L, and interferent otherwise. Note that a function F : H × L → O is non-interferent iff
SEU (F ) = 0 for all distributions µ.
Sometimes, we have only high inputs, i.e., F is a function from H to O. In that case,
the information leaked by the function F is just SEµ (F ) = Iµ (H; O). The following lemma
allows us to trade low inputs for high inputs and outputs.
I Lemma 2. Let H, L, O be finite sets, F : H × L → O, and let H and L be random
variables taking values in H and L with joint probability distribution µ. Consider the function
G : (H × L) → (O × L) defined by G(h, l) = (F (h, l), l). Then SEµ (G) = SEµ (F ) + Hµ (L).
The following theorem is proved in [3, 22].
I Theorem 3. Let H and O be finite sets, and let F : H → O be a function. Then
1 X −1
SEU (F ) = log |H| −
|F (o)| log |F −1 (o)|.
|H|
o∈O

The information leakage bounding problem. As discussed above, a program P with high
input variables h̄, low input variables ¯l and output variables ō can be seen as a function
FP : 2h̄ × 2l̄ → 2ō . Now, the information leakage bounding problem asks, given a program P
and a rational number q ≥ 0, whether the information leaked by FP does not exceed q, i.e.
whether SEU (FP ) ≤ q. In the rest of the paper, we will identify P with the function FP .

3

Complexity of information leakage

Loop-free programs. We start by discussing our results for loop-free programs. Given
Pk
numbers a1 , . . . , ak ∈ N, we define σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) = i=1 ai log ai . Note that if F : H → O
is a function, and a1 , . . . , ak is a permutation of {|F −1 (o)| | o ∈ O}, then SEU (F ) =
log|H| − σ(a1 , . . . , ak )/|H|, according to Theorem 3.
I Lemma 4. Given a1 , . . . , ak ∈ N and q ∈ Q, deciding whether σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) < q reduces
to PosSLP in polynomial time.
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, we show that, given a1 , . . . , ak , q, one can construct
a (division-free) straight-line program S in polynomial time such that σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) < q iff
S ∈ PosSLP. Since σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) is always nonnegative, we can assume that q > 0. Let
q = r/s, where both r, s ∈ N \ {0}. Hence, σ(a1 . . . , ak ) < q iff s · σ(a1 . . . , ak ) < r. Using
the fact that log a + log b = log ab and a log b = log ba , we have
s · σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) = log

k
Y

aai i s .

i=1
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Applying an exponentiation on both sides, we get that
σ(a1 . . . , ak ) < q ⇐⇒

k
Y

aai i s < 2r ⇐⇒ 0 < 2r −

i=1

k
Y

aai i s .

i=1

Now, using repeated squaring, we can write a straight-line program of size O(log r + log s +
Pk
i=1 log ai ) representing the number on the right-hand side, establishing our reduction. J
We can now show that the information leakage bounding problem for loop-free programs
lies inside the counting hierarchy, provided the number of possible low inputs and outputs is
only logarithmic in the number of high inputs.
I Theorem 5. Given a loop-free program P with |ō|+|¯l| = O(log |h̄|) and a rational number q,
deciding whether SEU (P ) ≤ q can be done in PCH3 .
Proof. First, observe that if P has k low input variables and L is the distribution induced
by U on low inputs, then HU (L) = k. Using this observation and Lemma 2, it suffices
to consider the case when P has only high inputs. Moreover, since PCH3 is closed under
complementation, it suffices to show that we can decide whether SEU (P ) > q in PCH3 .
Let |h̄| = m and denote by H and O the set of possible inputs and outputs, respectively.
Note that |H| = 2m and |O| = O(md ) for some d ∈ N (since |ō| = O(log m)). Let
O = {ō1 , . . . , ōk } and for each i = 1, . . . , k set ai = |P −1 (ōi )|. Now, by Theorem 3, we have
SEU (P ) = m − 2−m · σ(a1 , . . . , ak )
and therefore
SEU (P ) > q ⇐⇒ σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) < 2m (m − q)
Note that all the numbers ai as well as 2m (m − q) are of size polynomial in the size of P and
the size of q. Hence, given a1 , . . . , ak , we can apply Lemma 4 and compute (in polynomial
time) a straight-line program S such that S ∈ PosSLP iff SEU (P ) > q.
Since PosSLP is in PCH3 [2], we are done if we can show that the numbers a1 , . . . , ak can
be computed by a polynomial-time algorithm with an oracle for CH3 . In fact, we show that
these numbers can be computed in #P; since #P ⊆ PPP , this will conclude the proof. Given
an output ōi ∈ O, the weakest precondition semantics gives us a Boolean formula ϕi (h̄),
which can be computed in polynomial time [17], such that an assignment α ∈ 2h̄ satisfies ϕi
iff P (α) = ōi . Hence, ai = |{α | α |= ϕi }|. Since the problem of computing the number of
satisfying assignments for a given Boolean formula is in #P, we are done.
J
While programs. Non-interference for while programs is shown to be PSPACE-complete
in [35]. Indeed, it can be shown to be PSPACE-hard even for programs that have only one
high input variable, no low input variables, and one output variable. We show that the
upper bound extends to the information leakage bounding problem, provided the number of
possible low inputs and outputs is only logarithmic in the number of high inputs.
I Theorem 6. Given a while program P with |ō| + |¯l| = O(log |h̄|) and a rational number q,
deciding whether SEU (P ) ≤ q is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. We prove PSPACE hardness for the special case of one high input, no low inputs, and
one output in [8]. The proof for containment in PSPACE is almost identical to the proof
of Theorem 5. The only difference is that we cannot transform a while program into an
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equivalent Boolean formula in polynomial time (or reachability for Boolean programs would
be in NP). Instead, we just “run” the given program P on every possible input in order to
compute the numbers ai = |P −1 (ōi )|, which can be done in polynomial space. Since the
counting hierarchy is contained in PSPACE, this gives a polynomial-space algorithm.
J
Recursive Programs. Deciding non-interference becomes EXPTIME-hard if we allow procedure calls, i.e., at least as hard as deciding reachability for recursive programs.
I Theorem 7. Deciding non-interference for recursive programs with one high input, no low
inputs, and one output is EXPTIME-hard.
As a corollary, we get that the information leakage bounding problem for recursive
programs is also EXPTIME-hard, even when the number of inputs and outputs is restricted.
We now show that the information leakage bounding problem is indeed no harder than the
reachability problem, i.e. is in EXPTIME. As opposed to our PSPACE upper bound for while
programs, we will have no restriction on the number of inputs or on the number of outputs.
In particular, the EXPTIME upper bound also applies to arbitrary while programs.
I Theorem 8. The information leakage bounding problem is EXPTIME-complete for recursive
programs.
Proof. EXPTIME-hardness follows from Theorem 7. For the upper bound, as in the proof of
Theorem 5, we can assume that P has m high inputs, no low inputs and n outputs, and that
0 ≤ q < m. Let H be the set of possible inputs to P and O = {ō1 , . . . , ōk } the set of possible
outputs. Hence, |H| = 2m and k = |O| ≤ 2n . As shown in the proof of Theorem 5, we have
SEU (P ) ≤ q iff σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) ≥ 2m (m − q), where ai := |P −1 (ōi )|. Let 2m (m − q) = r/s,
where r, s ∈ N (such numbers can be computed easily from P and q). Now, as in the proof
of Lemma 4, we have
SEU (P ) ≤ q ⇐⇒ log

k
Y

aai i s ≥ r.

i=1

Note that we have no restriction on the number of outputs. Hence, unlike in the proof of
Pk
Theorem 5, we cannot appeal to Lemma 4. However, observe that i=1 ai = 2m . Hence, by
Qk
replacing the powers by products, we can write p := i=1 aai i s as a product of 2m · s natural
numbers each of (binary) size at most m. The product of 2m · s natural numbers each of
size at most m can be computed in 2O(m log s) time and is of size 2O(m log s) . Now note that
log p ≥ r iff the integral part of the left-hand side is ≥ r (since the right-hand side is an
integer), but the integral part of log p is just the length of the binary representation of p,
which we have just computed.
To establish the EXPTIME upper bound, it remains to be shown that the numbers
ai = |P −1 (ōi )| can be computed in exponential time. This can be done by first computing
the pushdown system corresponding to P , which is of size exponential in the size of P , and
then invoking Theorem 1 to compute the set {(h̄0 , F (h̄0 )) | h̄0 is a high input}.
J
I Remark. The algorithm in the proof of Theorem 8 runs in time polynomial in the length
of the program and exponential in the number of variables.

4

Information leakage from timing behavior

Let us now consider the question of estimating the information leaked by a program by its
“timing behavior”. We shall use the “number of steps” taken by a program as an abstraction of
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its timing behavior. Given a program P , with high input variables h̄ and low input variables
¯l, let Steps : 2h̄ × 2l̄ → N be the function such that Steps (h̄0 , ¯l0 ) is the number of steps
P
P
in the computation of P (h̄0 , ¯l0 ). More precisely, this number is the number of steps in the
corresponding computation of the pushdown system realizing the program P .
I Definition 9. A program P is timing non-interferent if the function StepsP is noninterferent. Furthermore, if µ is the distribution on inputs to P , then SEµ (StepsP ) is the
information leaked by the timing behavior of P .
While programs. A terminating while program takes at most ` · 2n steps, where ` is the
number of statements in the program and n is the total number of variables of the program
(input, output and local). Hence, the running time of the program can be represented as a
natural number whose (binary) size is polynomial in the size of program. Thus, we can easily
modify the upper bound proof for deciding non-interference in while programs to the case
of deciding timing non-interference in while programs. The lower bound proof for deciding
non-interference in while programs can also be easily modified to give a lower bound on
timing non-interference of while programs.
I Lemma 10. Deciding timing non-interference for while programs with one high input,
no low inputs and no outputs is PSPACE-hard. Deciding whether a while program is timing
non-interferent can be done in PSPACE.
Recursive programs. As in the case of while programs, the lower bound for deciding timing
non-interference for recursive programs is a modification of the proof for Theorem 7.
I Lemma 11. Deciding timing non-interference for recursive programs with one high input,
no low inputs and no outputs is EXPTIME-hard.
The upper bound proofs for bounding information leakage are more involved. The
presence of recursion (i.e., the stack) implies that the length of the computation is no longer
bounded by ` · 2n as in the case of while programs. Indeed, the length of a computation
can be as high as doubly exponential, and the upper bound proof will depend on the ability
to compute the length of a computation in exponential time. (Note that the length of a
computation can be represented as an exponential-size number). In order to demonstrate
this fact, we will establish some facts about deterministic pushdown systems.
λ1
λ
Given a deterministic PDS P, we say that a computation c0 −→
c1 · · · −−m
→ cm of P is
terminating if there is no transition out of cm . A state q ∈ Q is a good state if there exists a
λ1
λ
terminating computation c0 −→
c1 · · · −−m
→ cm with c0 = (q, ε). We first establish that that
the length of a computation from a good state is of at most exponential length.
I Lemma 12. Let P = (Q, Γ, δ) be a deterministic PDS and q ∈ Q a good state. If there
m
exists a configuration c with (q, ε) =
⇒P c, then m ≤ |Q| · |Γ||Q|+1 .
We now show that, even though the length of a computation of a deterministic pushdown
system can be exponential, the length of the computation from a configuration (q, ε) to
(q 0 , ε) can be computed in polynomial time. This is proved by modifying the “summaries
construction” algorithm used to decide reachability in pushdown systems [5]. We recall
salient points of this algorithm before we prove the desired theorem.
The “summaries construction” algorithm proceeds iteratively, building an edge-labeled
graph on the states of a pushdown system P. At each step of the algorithm, edges are added
and the algorithm terminates when a fixed point is reached. The set of labels on the edges is
a 0
Γ ∪ {ε}. Intuitively, the edge q
q means that there is a valid computation (q, ε) =
⇒ (q 0 , a)
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of P. The initial graph is constructed from the internal actions and the stack push transitions.
New edges are constructed by taking the “transitive closure” of these edges with the stack
a
pop transitions. For example, if q
q 0 is an edge in the graph and (q 0 , a, q 00 ) ∈ δrtn then
ε
00
a new edge q
q is added to the graph. We modify this algorithm by maintaining the
execution time on the labels as well.
I Theorem 13. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a PDS P = (Q, Γ, δ) and
m
a set Q0 ⊆ Q of good states, outputs the set {(q, q 0 , m) | q ∈ Q0 and (q, ε) =
⇒P (q 0 , ε)}.
Proof. The algorithm constructs an edge-labeled directed graph G iteratively. The set of
nodes of G is Reach(Q0 ) = {q | ∃q0 ∈ Q0 ∃w ∈ Γ∗ (q0 , ε) ⇒ (q, w)}. Note that this set can be
constructed in polynomial time thanks to Theorem 1. The set of labels on the edges of G is
N × (Γ ∪ {ε}). The graph G is constructed by computing a sequence of graphs G0 , G1 , . . . such
that the set of edges of Gi is a subset of the set of edges of Gi+1 . The iteration terminates
when Gi = Gi+1 , in which case G = Gi . Initially, the set of edges in G0 is
(1,ε)

(1,a)

{(q −−−→ q1 ) | (q, q1 ) ∈ δint } ∪ {(q −−−→ q1 | (q, q1 , a) ∈ δcll }.
Assume now that Gi has been constructed. Then Gi+1 is constructed as follows:
(m1 ,ε)

(m2 ,a)

(m1 +m2 ,a)

for each pair of edges q −−−−→q1 and q1 −−−−→q2 in Gi , we add the edge q −−−−−−−→q2 ;
(m1 ,a)

(m2 ,ε)

(m1 +m2 ,a)

for each pair of edges q −−−−→q1 and q1 −−−−→q2 and in Gi , we add the edge q −−−−−−−→q2 ;
(m,a)

for each a ∈ Γ, each edge q −−−→q1 in Gi , and each transition (q1 , a, q2 ) ∈ δrtn , we add
(m+1,ε)

the edge q −−−−−→q2 .
Once G has been constructed, the algorithm outputs the set
(m,ε)

{(q, q, 0) | q ∈ Q0 } ∪ {(q, q 0 , m) | q ∈ Q0 and q −−−→ q 0 is an edge of G}.
We claim that:
1. The algorithm terminates in polynomial time.
m
2. The output equals {(q, q 0 , m) | q ∈ Q0 and (q, ε) =
⇒ (q 0 , ε)}.

J

I Theorem 14. The problem of deciding whether the information leaked by the timing
behavior of a recursive program P does not exceed q is in EXPTIME.
Proof. As in the case of the proof of Theorem 8, we can assume that P has no low inputs.
We can construct the pushdown system corresponding to P and, using Theorem 13, compute
the set R = {(h̄0 , StepsP (h̄0 )) | h̄0 is a high input}. Now we can partition the set of inputs
according to the equivalence relation ≡ defined by h̄1 ≡ h̄2 iff StepsP (h̄1 ) = StepsP (h̄2 ). Let
a1 , . . . , ak be the partition sizes of ≡. Note that these partition sizes can be computed in
time polynomial in the size of the set R, i.e. exponential in the size of P . If m is the number
Pk
of input variables, then 1 ai = 2m and SEU (StepsP ) ≤ q iff σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) ≥ 2m (m − q).
Pk
(Recall that σ(a1 , . . . , ak ) = i=1 ai log ai .) The latter can now be decided in exponential
time as in the proof of Theorem 8.
J

5

Conclusions and future work

We have considered the problems of checking non-interference and of bounding information
leakage in (deterministic) recursive boolean programs with uniformly distributed inputs,
proving both problems to be EXPTIME-complete. This implies an EXPTIME upper bound for
non-recursive programs, which improves the previously known upper bounds. For the special
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case when the number of outputs and low inputs is logarithmic in the size of the program,
we have established a tight PSPACE upper bound for non-recursive programs.
We have also considered the problem of checking non-interference and of bounding
information leakage in recursive boolean programs when the attacker observes the number of
execution steps of the program (and not the explicit outputs). Once again, our problems turn
out to be EXPTIME-complete in this setting. The proof of the upper bound is interesting from
a practical standpoint as we have shown that existing algorithms used for analyzing safety
properties in recursive programs can be used for computing information leakage. In fact,
we are currently working on a BDD-based symbolic algorithm for computing information
leakage in recursive programs.
We have used measures based on Shannon’s entropy and mutual information. Nevertheless,
our techniques are useful for computing information leakage with respect to other measures.
For example, if we use min-entropy to define mutual information [31, 16], the problem of
bounding information leakage (from explicit outputs or from timing behavior) for programs
with uniformly distributed high inputs is again EXPTIME-complete for recursive programs.
We believe that the techniques used in this paper will also be useful for other scenarios, such
as the case when we are interested in only the amount of information leaked about certain
selected bits of the input.
In addition to extending the results to other scenarios as described above, one particular
open problem is to close the gap between the lower bound (PSPACE) and the upper bound
(EXPTIME) for non-recursive programs with no restrictions on the number of inputs and
outputs. Another interesting direction for future research is to extend our results to programs
with probabilistic choices.
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Abstract
We show that the recent technique of computationally complete symbolic attackers proposed
by Bana and Comon-Lundh [7] for computationally sound verification of security protocols is
powerful enough to verify actual protocols. In their work, Bana and Comon-Lundh presented
only the general framework, but they did not introduce sufficiently many axioms to actually
prove protocols.
We present a set of axioms—some generic axioms that are computationally sound for all PPT
algorithms, and two specific axioms that are sound for CCA2 secure encryptions—and illustrate
the power of this technique by giving the first computationally sound verification (secrecy and
authentication) via symbolic attackers of the NSL Protocol that does not need any further restrictive assumptions about the computational implementation. The axioms are entirely modular,
not particular to the NSL protocol.
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Introduction

Research into computational soundness of symbolic verification of security protocols started
with Abadi and Rogaway [1], followed by many others for passive [12, 10, 2] and active
adversaries. The aim is always that symbolic proofs imply computational security. Works
concerning active adversaries can be divided into two groups. Works in one [3, 16, 4, 14]
define symbolic adversaries, and soundness theorems state that under certain circumstances,
if there is no successful symbolic attack, then there is no successful computational attack
either. The other group aims to work directly in the computational model [18, 8, 13, 11].
This paper focuses on the first.
The first group, where symbolic attacker is defined, gives hope that already existing
automated tools may be used for computationally sound verification, but these soundness
theorems require large sets of restrictive assumptions on computational implementations.
Typically they assume that no key cycles can ever be created, that bit strings can be unambiguously parsed into terms, that there is no dynamic corruption, that keys are certified
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(badly generated keys cannot be used), etc. These assumptions as well as reasons why they
are not realistic are discussed in [15].
Recently, Bana and Comon-Lundh presented in [7] (and improved in [6]) a new technique
to define symbolic attackers. They called this new symbolic adversary computationally
complete symbolic adversary, as it is capable of doing everything that a computational
adversary is capable of without any restrictions. Instead of listing every kind of move a
symbolic adversary is allowed to do as usual with Dolev-Yao adversaries, a few rules (axioms)
are listed that the symbolic adversary is not allowed to violate. That is, the symbolic
adversary is allowed to do everything that is consistent with these axioms. The axioms are
first-order formulas expressing properties that hold computationally for PPT adversaries
and for the computational implementations of cryptographic primitives. Their main result
is that once it is shown that no successful symbolic adversary can exist complying some set
of axioms, then for any computational implementation satisfying that set of axioms (that is,
implementations for which the axioms are computationally sound), successful computational
attacks are impossible as long as the number of sessions is bounded in the security parameter.
In their original work however, they did not show that their technique could actually be
used for practical protocol verification as they only presented the general framework and a
few computationally sound axioms as a proof of concept. To actually prove protocols, more
axioms have to be introduced in order to weaken the symbolic adversary sufficiently close
to the computational adversary (with unrealistically strong symbolic attackers, no protocol
can be verified).
In this paper, we show the technique of Bana and Comon-Lundh can indeed be used for
protocol verification. We introduce some modular, computationally sound axioms, and then
illustrate that the technique with the axioms we introduced can be used to verify secrecy
and authentication of an actual protocol, namely, the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol.
More precisely, we show that there is no symbolic adversary for which the violation of either
secrecy or authentication (or both) of the NSL protocol is consistent with the set of general
axioms we give together with an additional minimal parsing property that the computational
implementation of pairing must satisfy (otherwise there is an attack). Applying the main
theorem of [7], this means that there is no computational adversary of the NSL protocol (in
an implementation satisfying the axioms) that can violate secrecy or authentication with
non-negligible probability.
The set of axioms we give is divided into four groups. One has a number of general
axioms sound for any computational implementation. Then, there is a group consisting of
the equations required for function symbols, such as the decryption of a cipher gives the
plaintext back. Then, there is a group of two axioms sound for CCA2 encryptions, one
expressing the secrecy of a CCA2 encrypted item, and one expressing the non-malleability
property of CCA2 encryptions. Furthermore, to prove security of the NSL protocol, one more
property is needed expressing a certain parsing unambiguity, which needs to be assumed as
otherwise an attack exists.
The axioms are not particular to NSL protocols. They are modular. Introducing further
primitives will not destroy the soundness of these axioms, they do not have to be proven
again.
The technique of [7] allows to avoid all restrictions mentioned before on the computational world. Once a protocol is proven secure in our symbolic model with respect to a
set of axioms, then all properties that the computational implementation has to satisfy for
computational security are included in the axioms. Any number of bad keys are allowed
to be generated by the adversary; any number of corrupted, uncorrupted, or dynamically
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corrupted parties can be present. As for parsing of bit strings into terms, previous soundness results relied on unambiguous parsing. Within this framework, we do not need such an
assumption. If unambiguous parsing is needed for the security of a protocol, then it is necessary to list it as a property that secure implementations need to satisfy. The only needed
assumption for proving NSL is that an honestly generated nonce N cannot be non-negligibly
parsed into a pair, such that the second part of the pair is some (dishonest) agent name,
i.e., looks like hn, Qi for some n. This is a necessary assumption, as the failure of it results
in an attack, presented in [9]. This can easily be achieved in an implementation by, for
example, checking the length of bit strings that should correspond to nonces. Other than
this, no parsing hypothesis is assumed. For example, honestly generated nonces may collide
with other kinds of pairs, encryptions could a priori collide with other kinds of expressions,
etc. That is, tagging of pairs, encryption etc is not necessary for the security of the NSL
protocol.
In fact, the security proof is long exactly because of parsing ambiguities as any term
that was created by an honest agent or the adversary may a priori be wrongly parsed by
another honest agent. The fact that they are not wrongly parsed had to be derived in the
protocol proof from our axioms, that is, from reasons other than tagging. Had we assumed
tagging and completely unambiguous parsing (which, in fact, has always been assumed by
earlier NSL proofs, even in Cryptoverif), the proof would have been quite short.
In [20] the author provides a direct computational proof that the NSL protocol is secure
if the encryption scheme used is IND-CCA. His proof also uses bounded number of sessions,
but implicitly assumes some level of unambiguous parsing (hence did not find the attack
presented here). However, it allows agents to run both roles (but not against themselves).
We would like to emphasize that our aim here is to demonstrate that the technique works,
and not to provide the most general possible verification for the NSL protocol. Further
generalizations are possible at the cost of much longer proofs. For example, in the current
proof, we assume that each honest agent only executes either the initiator or the responder
role as this makes the proof much shorter and clearer. We have however been able to
complete the proof for the case when they are allowed to run both sessions, even against
themselves at the cost of an additional parsing axiom. A further assumption is that triples
are created from pairs. It is possible to do the proofs without this assumption, and have a
separate function symbol for triples (and introduce further necessary requirements to avoid
attacks), but again, it would make the proofs far longer.
The contributions of this paper include (i) the set of general axioms that are computationally sound for any PPT implementation, (ii) the non-malleability axiom that is computationally sound for CCA2 security, (iii) the additional parsing axiom needed to avoid an
attack to the NSL, and (iv) the security proof itself. Again, the axioms are all modular,
independent of the protocol, and they do not have to be proved again if further primitives
are included.
This paper is organized as follows: we start by recalling the framework of [7] (Section 2).
In Section 3, we show how the NSL protocol and its execution can be formulated in the
proposed framework. In Section 4, we present the first contribution of this paper introducing the set of computational sound axioms that are sufficient to show both secrecy and
authentication of the NSL protocol. In Section 5, we show our new computational attack to
the NSL. In Section 6, we show a few simple examples of how inconsistency of formulas can
be proven in the framework. In Section 7, we prove that no symbolic adversary compliant
with the presented axioms can violate secrecy or authentication of the NSL protocol. In
Section 8, we summarize our results and present directions for future work.
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Symbolic Execution and Properties

2.1

Terms, Frames, and Formulas

Terms are built from a set of function symbols F containing a countable set of names N ,
a countable set of handles H, which are of 0-arity, and a finite number of higher arity
symbols. Names denote items honestly generated by agents, while handles denote inputs
of the adversary. Let X be an infinite set of variables. A ground term is a term without
variables. Frames are sequences of terms together with name binders: a frame φ can be
written (νn).p1 7→ t1 , . . . , pn 7→ tn where p1 , . . . pn are place holders that do not occur in
t1 , . . . , tn and n is a sequence of names. fn(φ), the free names of φ are names occurring in
some ti and not in n. The variables of φ are the variables of t1 , . . . , tn .
Let P be a set of predicate symbols over terms. P contains the binary predicate = used
as t1 = t2 , and a family of n + 1-arity predicates `n used as t1 , ..., tn ` t, intended to model
the adversary’s capability to derive something. We drop the index n for readability. We
allow any FOL interpretation of the predicates that does not contradict our axioms, which
we will introduce later.
Let M be any first-order structure that interprets the function and predicate symbols.
We only require that M interprets terms and predicates such that = is interpreted as the
equality in the underlying domain DM . Given an assignment σ of elements in DM to the
free variables of term t, we write [[t]]σM for the interpretation of tσ in M ([[_]]σM is the unique
extension of σ into a homomorphism of F-algebras). For any first order structure M over F
and P, and any assignment σ of the free variables of θ in the domain of M, the satisfaction
relation M, σ |= θ, is defined as usual in FOL.

2.2

Symbolic Execution of a Protocol

I Definition 2.1. A symbolic state of the network consists of:
a control state q ∈ Q together with a sequence of names n1 , . . . , nk (so far generated)
a sequence constants called handles h1 , . . . , hn (recording the attacker’s inputs)
a ground frame φ (the agents’ outputs)
a set of formulas Θ (the conditions that have to be satisfied in order to reach the state).
A symbolic transition sequence of a protocol Π is a sequence
(q0 (n0 ), ∅, φ0 , ∅) → . . . → (qm (nm ), hh1 , . . . , hm i , φm , Θm )
where, for every m − 1 ≥ i ≥ 0, there is a transition rule
(qi (αi ), qi+1 (αi+1 ), hx1 , . . . , xi i , x, ψ, s) such that n = αi+1 \ αi , φi+1 = (νn).(φi · p 7→
sρi σi+1 ), ni+1 = ni ]n, Θi+1 = Θi ∪{φi ` hi+1 , ψρi σi+1 } where σi+1 = {x1 7→ h1 , . . . , xi+1 7→
hi+1 } and ρi is a renaming of the sequence αi into the sequence ni . We assume a renaming
that ensures the freshness of the names n: n ∩ ni = ∅.
I Definition 2.2. Given an interpretation M, a transition sequence of protocol Π
(q0 (n0 ), ∅, φ0 , ∅) → . . . → (qm (nm ), hh1 , . . . , hm i , φm , Θm )
is valid w.r.t. M if, for every m − 1 ≥ i ≥ 0, M |= Θi+1 .
Initialization. For technical purposes, we assume that all honestly generated items (nonces,
random inputs of encryptions, etc) are generated upfront. This is possible as we assumed
bounded number of sessions. We always set φ0 = νn(), where n are the honestly generated
items. φ1 contains the output of the initialization, that is, the names and the public keys.
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2.3

Predicates, Constraints and FOL Formulas in Executions

M modeled, among others, the predicate t1 , ..., tn ` t. In executions however, instead of this
predicate, we consider a predicate that we write as φ̂, t1 , ..., tn ` t. This is also an n + 1-arity
predicate. φ̂ is just a symbol, not an argument, and it represents the frame containing the
messages that protocol agents sent out, that is, the information available from the protocol
to the adversary. Computational semantics of the predicates x = y and φ̂, x1 , ..., xm ` x was
defined in [7] and improved in [6]. Here we just briefly mention that = refers to equality
up to negligible probability, and ` means that the adversary is able to compute (with a
PT algorithm) the right side from the left. We also use another predicate, W (x), which
just tells if x is the name of an agent. We also use various constraints: Handle(h) means
h is a handle; RandGen(x) means that x was honestly, randomly generated (i.e. appearing
under ν in the frame); x v φ̂ means that x was part of a message sent out by an agent (i.e.
listed in the frame φ); x v ~x means x is part of ~x. dK v6d φ̂ means dK occurs other than
in a decryption position dec( , dK) in φ, and dK v6d ~x is analogous. Let us introduce the
following abbreviations:
x v φ̂, ~x ≡ x v φ̂ ∨ x v ~x
x v6d φ̂, ~x ≡ x v6d φ̂ ∨ x v6d ~x
fresh(x; φ̂, ~x) ≡ RandGen(x) ∧ x 6v φ̂, ~x
~x 4 φ̂ ≡ h v ~x ∧ Handle(h) → φ̂ ` h
Given a first-order model M as before, satisfaction of predicates and constraints in a symbolic
execution is defined as:
Interpretation of predicates by M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ), where σ is a substitution
as above, t1 , ..., tm are closed terms, and n1 , ..., nk are names: (note the interpretation
depends on M) is defined as follows
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= t = t0 if M, σ |= t = t0
M,σ,ht1 , . . . , tm i,n |= φ̂, s1 , . . . , sn ` t if M, σ |= s1 , . . . , sn , t1 , . . . , tm ` t.
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , n |= W (x) if M, σ |= W (x)
Interpretations of constraints by M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ), where σ is a substitution
as above, t1 , ..., tm are closed terms, and n1 , ..., nk are names: (do not depend on the
model M):
Handle(h) for h closed term:
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= Handle(h) if h ∈ H.
RandGen(s) for s closed term:
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= RandGen(s) if s ∈ N and M,σ |= s = n1 ∨. . .∨s = nk .
t v φ̂, where t is closed term:
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , n |= t v φ̂ if t is a subterm of some ti
t v s1 , ..., sn , where s1 , ..., sn and t are closed terms:
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , n |= t v s1 , ..., sn if t is a subterm of some si
Interpretation of any FOL formula in which there are no free variables under constraints
by M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tm i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) where σ is a substitution as above, is defined recursively as:
Interpretations of θ1 ∧ θ2 , θ1 ∨ θ2 , and ¬θ are defined as usual in FOL
If x is not under a constraint in θ, interpretations of ∀xθ and ∃xθ are defined as usual
in FOL.
If x occurs under a constraint in θ, then
∗ M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tn i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= ∀xθ iff for every ground term t,
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tn i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= θ{x 7→ t}
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∗ M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tn i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= ∃xθ iff there is a ground term t,
M, σ, ht1 , . . . , tn i , (n1 , . . . , nk ) |= θ{x 7→ t}
Satisfaction at step m: M, (q, hh1 , . . . , hm i , n, φm , Θ) |= θ
iff
M, φm , n |= θ.

3

The NSL Protocol and Its Symbolic Execution

We now formulate the NSL protocol and its execution in the above framework. The steps
of the protocol, as usual are
1. A → B : {N1 , A}eKB

2. B → A : {N1 , N2 , B}eKA

3. A → B : {N2 }eKB

We use a randomized public-key encryption symbol: {m}reKQ is intended to represent the
encryption of the plaintext m with the public-key of the principal Q, with a random seed
r. So, consider the set of constructors Fc = {{_ }_
_ , h_ , _ i, e_ , d_ , K_ }, and the set of
destructors Fd = {dec(_ , _ ), π1 (_ ) , π2 (_ )}, with the following equations:
Decryption of an encryption returns the plaintext: dec({x}R
eK , dK) = x
First projection of pairing: π1 (hx, yi) = x, second projection of pairing: π2 (hx, yi) = y
We will use pairs to construct triples: hx, y, zi ≡ hx, hy, zii. From now on, constant symbols
as hi and Ri will be used as meta-symbols, they are not the actual elements of N or H.
We define the roles of principals as follows: the initiator, communicating with intended
party Q, does the following sequence of steps in session i (denoted by
Init A
N SL [A, i, Q, N1 , h1 , h3 , R1 , R3 ]):
1. Receives handle h1 that triggers the start of the session with intended party Q;
2. A generates nonce N1 ;
1
3. A sends {N1 , A}R
eKQ ;
4. A receives h3 , and checks: a. π1 (dec(h3 , dKA )) = N1 b. π2 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA ))) = Q;
3
5. A sends {π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA )))}R
eKQ ;

6. A sends ci A, Q, N1 , π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA ))) .
For verification purposes, let ci be a special function symbol, that takes as arguments
A, B, N1 , N2 , respectively who commits for whom and the corresponding nonces.
ci (A, B, N1 , N2 ) is sent along with {N1 , N2 , B}A . For the responder, there is a similar commitment: at the end of the protocol, B emits (as a last message) cr (A, B, N1 , N2 ).
The responder does the following sequence of steps in session i0 which we denote inform0
ally by RespB
N SL [B, i , N2 , h2 , h4 , R2 ]:
1. B receives some h2 from the adversary and checks:
W (π2 (dec(h2 , dKB ))) (Checks that it is a name of someone);
2. B generates nonce N2 ;
2
;
3. B sends {π1 (dec(h2 , dKB )) , N2 , B}R
eK
π2 (dec(h2 ,dKB ))

4. B receives h4 , and checks if dec(h4 , dKB ) = N2 ;
5. B sends cr (π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )) , B, π1 (dec(h2 , dKB )) , N2 ).
I Example 3.1. We show the beginning of a possible branch in the symbolic execution of a
single session of the NSL protocol.
(q0 , ∅, φ0 , ∅)
•

(q1 , H1 , φ1 , Θ1 ) (q2 , H2 , φ2 , Θ2 ) (q3 , H3 , φ3 , Θ3 ) (q4 , H4 , φ4 , Θ4 )
-•
-•
-•
-•

where n = N1 , N2 , R1 , R2 , R3 and, with qjA , qjB counting the states of the A and B, q0 =
(q0A , q0B )(n), q1 = (q1A , q0B )(n), q2 = (q1A , q1B )(n), q3 = (q2A , q1B )(n) and q4 = (q2A , q2B )(n). In
other words, we interleave the actions of A and B, as in an expected execution and assume
that the two processes were first activated.
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φ0 = νKA KB AB (),
Θ0 = ∅
H1 = ∅,
φ1 = νKA KB AB (p1 7→ (A, B, eKA , eKB )),
Θ1 = ∅
1
H2 = hh1 i,
φ2 extends φ1 with p1 7→ {hN1 , Ai}R
Θ2 = {φ1 ` h1 }
eKB ,
2
H3 = hh1 , h2 i,
φ3 extends φ2 with p2 7→ {hπ1 (dec(h2 , dKB )) , hN2 , Bii}R
eK

π2 (dec(h2 ,dKB ))

,

Θ3 = Θ2 ∪ {φ2 ` h2 , W (π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )))}
3
H4 = hh1 , h2 , h3 i,
φ4 extends φ3 with p3 7→ {π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA )))}R
eKB ,
Θ4 = Θ3 ∪ {φ3 ` h3 , π1 (dec(h3 , dKh )) = N1 , π2 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA ))) =
B},
H5 = hh1 , h2 , h3 , h4 i,
φ5 = φ4 ,
Θ5 = Θ4 ∪ {φ4 ` h4 , dec(h4 , dKB ) = N2 },

Let M be a model such that π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )) = A,
1
h2 =M {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB ,

2
h3 =M {hN1 , hN2 , Bii}R
eKA ,

3
h4 =M {N }R
eKB ,

and `M is simply the classical Dolev-Yao deduction relation. Then the execution sequence
above is valid w.r.t. M, and this corresponds to the correct execution of the NSL protocol
between A and B.
I Example 3.2. Consider again Example 3.1, and a model M in which
r
2
N0 , {N1 , N2 , B}R
eKA `M {N1 , N0 , B}eKA for an honestly generated nonce N0 that can be
chosen by the attacker; the transition sequence of the previous example is also valid w.r.t.
this model. This however yields an attack, using a malleability property of the encryption
scheme. Discarding such attacks requires some properties of the encryption scheme (for
instance IND-CCA). It can be ruled out by the non-malleability axiom that we will introduce.
From this example, we see that unexpected attacks can be found when some assumption is
not explicitly stated as an axiom to limit adversarial capabilities.

4

The Axioms

This section contains the core results of this paper: a set of computationally sound axioms
that are sufficient to prove security of actual protocols that use CCA2 secure encryptions.
The axioms are not at all special to the NSL protocol and can be used in other protocol
proofs too. They are entirely modular, so introducing further primitives will not invalidate
their soundness, they do not have to be verified again. As usual, unquantified variables are
universally quantified.
Equality is a Congruence. The first axiom says that the equality is a congruence
relation:
x = x, and the substitutability (congruence) property of equal terms holds for predicates (but not necessarily constraints).
This axiom is computationally sound simply as we limit ourself to consider computational
interpretations of predicates that are invariant if we change the arguments on sets with
negligible probability. The computational interpretations of =, ` and W are all such.
Axioms for the Derivability Predicate. The following axioms are trivially computationally sound for what the PPT adversary can compute. The last is sound as we
assume that all function symbols are interpreted as PT computable functions.
Self derivability: φ̂, ~x, x ` x
Increasing capabilities: φ̂, ~x ` y −→ φ̂, ~x, x ` y
Commutativity: If ~x0 is a permutation of ~x, then φ̂, ~x ` y −→ φ̂, ~x0 ` y
Transitivity of derivability: φ̂, ~x ` ~y ∧ φ̂, ~x, ~y ` ~z −→ φ̂, ~x ` ~z
Functions are derivable: φ̂, ~x ` f (~x)
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Axioms for Randomly Generated Items. These are relations involving RandGen()
and the v constraints that are not purely symbolic (for example, as v is a constraint,
x v φ̂, x holds purely symbolically, so it does not have to be listed as an axiom). No
telepathy expresses that randomly generated items not yet sent out are not guessable.
It is sound as we assumed that random generation happens in a large enough space such
that guessing is only possible with negligible probability. The second axiom is sound
because random generation is independent of everything else, so a randomly generated
item x given to the adversary cannot help to compute y from which it is independent,
before x was sent out (that is, appear in φ). Once x appears in the frame (as e.g. {y}R
x ),
giving x to the adversary may help to compute y. The condition ~x, y 4 φ̂ ensures that
~x, y do not contain future knowledge of the adversary in the form of handles computed
later.
No telepathy: fresh(x; φ̂) −→ φ̂ 6` x
Fresh items are independent and hence contain no information about other items:
fresh(x; φ̂, ~x, y) ∧ ~x 4 φ̂ ∧ y 4 φ̂ ∧ φ̂, ~x, x ` y −→ φ̂, ~x ` y
Equations for the fixed function symbols discussed earlier:
dec({x}R
π1 (hx, yi) = x; π2 (hx, yi) = y
eK , dK) = x;
Special to IND-CCA2 Encryption Let x1 , ..., xn 4 φ̂ ≡ x1 4 φ̂ ∧ ... ∧ xn 4 φ̂. We
present two axioms here. Both follow if the encryption is CCA2 secure and if random
generation is only guessable with negligible probability. The first expresses secrecy, the
second non-malleability. None of them implies the other. As they are not trivial, we
state them in the form of theorems.
I Theorem 4.1 (Secrecy of CCA2 Encryption). If the encryption scheme is IND-CCA2,
then the following formula is computationally sound.
RandGen(K) ∧ eK v φ̂ ∧ fresh(R; φ̂, ~x, x, y) ∧ ~x, x, y 4 φ̂ ∧ φ̂, ~x, {x}R
eK ` y
−→ dK v6d φ̂, ~x, x ∨ φ̂, ~x ` y
This axiom is a stronger version of the one proved in [7] and its proof is available in the
full version of our paper [5]. It says that if K was correctly generated, R is fresh, and y
R
can be derived with the help of {x}R
eK , then it can be derived without {x}eK , or dK has
been sent out or it is in ~x or x. The condition dK 6v6d φ̂, ~x, x (if moved to the premise)
ensures dK has not been revealed, and it is also an easy way to avoid key-cycles, sufficient
for the NSL protocol. A tighter axiom is left for future work. Again, ~x, x, y 4 φ̂ ensures
that ~x, x, y do not contain future information in the form of handles not computable from
φ. Note, that this axiom may look like it would work for CPA security, but it does not
in general, as in general honest agents can be used as decryption oracles. For proving
this axiom we need the decryption oracle in the CCA2 game before the ciphertext was
created by the encryption oracle, but not after.
Let us now consider the case of non-malleability and suppose that we have pairing as
before. Let f1 , ..., fn be the rest of the non-0-arity function symbols not in Fc ∪ Fd
from Section 3. Let maycorruptCCA2 (u; φ̂, ~x) be a constraint meaning that u is a term
that is paired-together all terms which occur in φ, ~x not guarded by an honest encryption, immediately under one of the functions f1 , . . . , fn or immediately under an honest
decryption, not in the key position.
I Theorem 4.2 (Non-Malleability of CCA2 Encryption). If the encryption scheme is INDCCA2, then the following formula is computationally sound.
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∃u(maycorruptCCA2 (u; φ̂, ~x) ∧ φ̂, ~x, u 6` N ) ∧ RandGen(N ) ∧ RandGen(K)
∧ eK v φ̂ ∧ ~x 4 φ̂ ∧ N v φ̂, ~x ∧ φ̂, ~x ` y ∧ φ̂, ~x, dec(y, dK) ` N
R
→ ∃K 0 (RandGen(K 0 ) ∧ dK 0 v6d φ̂, ~x) ∨ φ̂, ~x ` N ∨ ∃xR(y = {x}R
x)
eK ∧ {x}eK v φ̂, ~

This means that if N and K were correctly generated, y can be decrypted and from the
plaintext, N can be derived, but no honest agent ever produced y as an encryption, then
either N can be derived without the plaintext of y, or some dK 0 has been sent out. For
this, we need the full power of the CCA2 security, decryption oracle calls both before
and after encryption oracle calls. The first conjunct is necessary for making sure that
function symbols other than the ones related to pairing or encryption do not interfere
with our CCA2 encryption. In principle it is possible to have another encryption for
example that may allow to fake encryptions of our CCA2 encryption. Also, there is no
guarantee for a CCA2 encryption that, for example, dec(N, dK) does not decrypt to N .
In the NSL case, maycorruptCCA2 only refers to decryptions as we do not have other
function symbols. The proof is in [5].
Special to ci , cr . These axioms are trivial as ci , cr are just ideal functions introduced for
convenience to represent the agents’ view of a session. (Let c be either of them):
c does not help the adversary: RandGen(N ) ∧ φ̂, ~x, c(x, y, z, w) ` N → φ̂, ~x ` N
c cannot be forged and cannot be subpart of a term:
φ̂, ~x ` c(x, y, z, w) −→ c(x, y, z, w) v φ̂ ∨ x1 = c(x, y, z, w) ∨ . . . ∨ xl = c(x, y, z, w)
c cannot be equal to anything else: If the outermost function symbol of a term T is
something different from c, then c(x, y, z, w) 6= T .
One Extra Axiom For the NSL protocol, we need an additional axiom, namely,
RandGen(N ) → ¬W (π2 (N )).
That is, the second projection of a nonce can never be a name (by overwhelming probability on a non-negligible set). We assume that the implementation of the pairing is such
that this condition is satisfied. If this does not hold, there is an attack which we include
in Section 5. It is very easy to ensure that an implementation satisfies this property. If
the length of nonces is fixed for a given security parameter, and agents check the length
of bit strings that are supposed to be nonces, in this case π1 (N ), then we can prevent
W (π2 (N )) as it is easy to show that W (π2 (N )) is only possible if the length of π1 (N )
differs from the length of N with non-negligible probability. This means that security of
the NSL protocol does not require tagging of nonces, pairs, encryptions. This axiom is
used in step in 2.2.2 of the full proof of the NSL protocol presented in [5].

5

An Attack on NSL

If we assume that RandGen(N ) ∧ W (π2 (N )) is computationally satisfiable, then we have the
following computational attack on the NSL protocol. RandGen(N ) ∧ W (π2 (N )) is the same
as saying that with non-negligible probability, it is possible to choose a name (bit string)
Q for an agent such that for the output N of some honest nonce generation, there is a bit
string n such that hn, Qi = N . To show that this is not at all unrealistic, suppose that the
pairing h·, ·i is concatenation, and the length of agent names does not depend on the security
parameter, say always 8 bits. Then for any name Q, n can be chosen with hn, Qi = N as
long as the last four digits of N equals Q, which, if N is evenly generated, is of just 1/28 , i.e.
non-negligible probability. So this situation is realistic. Now, the attack is the following, it
needs two sessions:
1. The adversary choses a name Q as above.
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2. The adversary catches the last message {N2 }B in a session between A and B, two honest
agents.
3. The adversary, acting as agent Q initiates a new session with B, sending {N2 }B to him.
4. Since B believes this is a new session with Q, it will parse {N2 }B according to its role,
namely as {N10 , Q}B . This will succeed as long as there is an n with hn, Qi = N2 , that
is, it will succeed with non-negligible probability 1/28 .
5. B then generates a new nonce, N20 , and sends {n, N20 , B}Q to Q.
6. The adversary Q decrypts {n, N20 , B}Q , reads n, and computes N2 = hn, Qi. The secrecy
of N2 is hence broken.
So, we can conclude that if hn, Qi = N is possible computationally with non-negligible
probability, then the protocol fails. In such case, trace-lifting soundness proofs fail as a bit
string can be understood both as hn, Qi and as N .
Clearly, if the implementation of the protocol is such that B always checks the length of n,
then this attack is not possible. It just has to be made sure somehow that the implementation
satisfies the RandGen(N ) → ¬W (π2 (N )) property.
Notice, that this attack is not a usual type-flaw attack, because even if type-flaw attacks
are allowed, honestly generated nonces are normally considered atomic. For example, the
reader may suggest that this attack is in fact very similar to the one shown in [19] (as we
both wrote it as N = hn, Qi ). However, there is a very fundamental difference. The attack
in [19] is based on the fact that an honest agent sends a pair with a nonce and an agent
name, and the receiving honest agent understands this as a single nonce. In other words, in
[19] the honest receiver reads the pair of a nonce and a name into an input variable meant
for a nonce. There, n is the honest nonce and N is the input variable. In our attack, it
is an actual nonce that is understood by the receiver as a pair of a nonce and a name. In
our case, an actual nonce is read into the pair of two input variables: one for a nonce and
another for a name. Here N is the honest nonce and n corresponds to the input variable.
This is a fundamental difference as in our case there are no atomic objects at all. Even an
honest nonce is allowed to be split. To our knowledge, this is the first such attack on the
NSL protocol.

6

Examples for Proving Inconsistency

Here we look at three small example proofs so that the reader can become familiar with how
the axioms work. Note that these derivations are not pure first-order deductions. Not only
we use the axioms and first order deduction rules, but we also use how a symbolic execution
is defined.
I Example 6.1. We start with a very trivial example. It is rather obvious that in the
execution of the NSL protocol in Example 3.1, φ2 6` A should be inconsistent with the
axioms as A is included in φ2 . We can derive it the following way: observe that
R1
1
φ2 ≡ A, B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB ≡ φ0 , A, B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}eKB .

(1)

1
From the self-derivability axiom at step 0, φ0 , B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB , A ` A. By comR1
mutativity, φ0 , A, B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}eKB ` A, so its negation is inconsistent with the
1
axioms. Hence, M, σ 6|= A, B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB 6` A for any model M, which implies
by (1) that φ2 6` A is inconsistent with the axioms.

I Example 6.2. We can also derive, as expected, that φ2 ` N1 is inconsistent with the
axioms in our NSL example. This should be the case, as N1 has only been sent out under
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R1
1
a single good encryption. As φ2 ≡ A, B, eKA , eKB , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB ≡ φ1 , {hN1 , Ai}eKB , it
R1
is enough to show that φ1 , {hN1 , Ai}eKB ` N1 is inconsistent with the axioms. Suppose,
1
in order to get a contradiction, that this is not the case, i.e., φ1 , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB ` N1 . To
apply the secrecy axiom consider that ~x = hi, x = hN1 , Ai, and y = N1 . Since KB was
correctly generated (appeared as a name), RandGen(KB ) holds. By Example 3.1 we have
eKB v φ1 . fresh(R1 ; φ1 , ~x, x, y) also holds because RandGen(R1 ) ∧ R1 6v φ1 , hi, hN1 , Ai, N1 .
1
Finally, since ~x 4 φ1 , x 4 φ1 and y 4 φ1 because none has handles, φ1 , {hN1 , Ai}R
eKB ` N1
was supposed, and dKB 6v φ1 , ~x, x, one may apply the secrecy axiom and get φ1 ` N1 . At
Step 1 we have fresh(N1 ; φ1 ) as RandGen(N1 ) ∧ N1 6v φ1 , so fresh(N1 ; φ1 ) ∧ φ1 ` N1 holds,
which contradicts the no telepathy axiom.

I Example 6.3. From the axioms, we can also derive the increasing knowledge of an adversary, i.e., for any m and x, if φm ` x is derivable from the axioms and agent checks,
then φm+1 ` x is also derivable from the axioms and agent checks. Assume that φm ` x
is derivable from the axioms and agent checks. Let t be the message sent in the m + 1’th
step i.e., φm+1 ≡ φm , t. The increasing capabilities axiom applied to step m means φm ` x
implies φm , t ` x. But that is the same as φm+1 ` x. Note that from the above and from
Example 6.1 it also follows that for any m, the axioms imply that φm ` A: it is clear from
Example 6.1, that φ2 ` A is implied, then from the above, by induction, φm ` A is also
implied. Note that the induction is not within FOL, we used the induction on the number
of execution steps.

7

Correctness Proof of NSL

We present now the correctness of the NSL protocol for any (bounded) number of sessions.
We show that in the symbolic execution defined above, violation of secrecy or authentication
is inconsistent with the axioms. As we mentioned, we assume that agent A only executes
the initiator role, and agent B only executes the responder role. But, we allow both A and
B to have other sessions running with possibly corrupted agents. We start by showing that
nonces that were generated by honest initiator A and sent to honest responder B, or viceversa, remain secret. We do this by picking any step m of the execution tree, and listing all
possible messages sent by A and B, show that φm 6` N together with the axioms and agent
checks imply φm+1 6` N for each possible sent message. Hence, φm 6` N , the axioms and the
agent checks, and φm+1 ` N are inconsistent. Since φ0 6` N initially holds by no-telepathy,
by induction we have φm 6` N after any finite number of steps m. The reader can see below
that the induction hypothesis is a little more complex, but essentially this is what we do.
Once secrecy is proven, authentication and agreement are shown. We pick the point
on the execution tree when the responder finished his task, and using that nonces remain
secret, together with non-malleability, we show that the initiator also finished his task and
the corresponding values seen by the two parties have to match. In other words, B finished,
A not finished or values don’t match, and the axioms and the agent checks are inconsistent.

7.1

Secrecy

The aim of the secrecy proof is to show that nonces N sent between A and B remain
secret. The fact that
as
 N is a nonce sent by A to B in the NSL protocol can be expressed

R
R
∃R {N, A}eKB v φ̂ . If B sent it to A, that means ∃hR {π1 (dec(h, dKB )) , N, B}eKA v φ̂ .
So, such nonces can be characterized by the condition

R
C[N ] ≡ RandGen(N ) ∧ ∃R.{N, A}R
eKB v φ̂ ∨ ∃hR.{π1 (dec(h, dKB )) , N, B}eKA v φ̂ .
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Then the secrecy property we want to show is that ∀N C[N ] −→ φ̂ 6` N , meaning that
such nonces cannot be computed by the adversary. It is equivalent to show that its negation,
∃N C[N ] ∧ φ̂ ` N , is inconsistent with the axioms and the agent checks on every possible
symbolic trace.
Suppose the total length of the symbolic trace in question is n. At the end of the trace
the frame φ contains n terms. Let us denote the frames at each node of this trace by φ0 , φ1 ,
φ2 , etc. Each frame contains one more term than the previous one. Satisfaction of C[N ] by
R
this trace means that one of the terms {N, A}R
eKB or {π1 (dec(h, dKB )) , N, B}eKA appears
in frame φn for some h, R. Let us fix such N . If ~x is a list of a finite number of nonces
~x ≡ N1 , ..., Nl that were all generated by either A or B (possibly intended to each other,
possibly intended for other possibly malicious agents), and they are all different from N ,
then we say condition C 0 [~x, N ] is satisfied:
!
l
^
RandGen(Ni ) ∧ N 6= Ni ∧ ∃QR.{Ni , A}R
v φ̂ ∨
eK
0
Q

C [N1 , ..., Nl , N ] ≡
∃QhR.{π1 (dec(h, dKB )) , Ni , B}R
eKQ v φ̂
i=1
We will carry out an inductive proof on the length
 of φn . As it turns out, in order to avoid
loops in the proof, instead of ∃N C[N ] ∧ φ̂ ` N , it is better to prove that
∃N ∃~x C[N ] ∧ C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φ̂, ~x ` N



(2)

is inconsistent with the axioms and agent checks. On the symbolic trace, this means that

for all n,
∃N ∃~x C[N ] ∧ C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φn , ~x ` N
is inconsistent with the axioms and agent checks. We do this by fixing an arbitrary N
satisfying C[N ], and by showing that if for some m < n, ∃~x C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φm , ~x ` N is
inconsistent with the axioms and agent checks, then ∃~x C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φm+1 , ~x ` N is also
inconsistent with the axioms and agent checks. As at m = 0 the statement follows from
no telepathy, we are done. To be completely precise, we would have to take into account
maycorruptCCA2 as well, but this is trivial for NSL as only those things are decrypted that
came from the clear (only handles are decrypted). Again, note that within C and C 0 , φ̂ is
always φn and not φm .
I Proposition 7.1. In the above execution of NSL protocol, let N be such that C[N ] is
satisfied, and let m < n. If for all ~x such that C 0 [~x, N ] holds, the axioms and agent checks
imply (by FOL deduction rules) that φm , ~x 6` N , then for all ~x such that C 0 [~x, N ] holds, the
axioms and agent checks imply (by FOL deduction rules) that φm+1 , ~x 6` N holds.
The proof is in [5]. Once this is shown, we still
 have to prove that the property initially holds,
that is, ∃N ∃~x C[N ] ∧ C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φ0 , ~x ` N is inconsistent with the axioms. Let C[N ] and
C 0 [~x, N ] hold for N and ~x ≡ N1 , ..., Nl . At step 0, N , N1 , ..., Nl are still fresh (remember,
we assumed for simplicity that everything was generated upfront, and clearly, these nonces
have not been sent), so by the no telepathy axiom, φ0 6` N , and then by the independence
of fresh items, φ0 , N1 6` N . Then again by the independence of fresh items, φ0 , N1 , N2 6` N ,
etc. So φ0 , N1 , ..., Nl 6` N holds, meaning that ∃N ∃~x C[N ] ∧ C 0 [~x, N ] ∧ φ0 , ~x ` N is indeed
inconsistent with the axioms. Therefore, together with the induction step of Proposition 7.1,
we have:
I Theorem 7.2 (Secrecy). Consider a symbolic execution of the NSL protocol, with an
arbitrary number of possible dishonest participants and two honest participants A, B that
follow the initiator and responder roles correspondingly, and that only execute these roles
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in each of
hx, hy, zii.
imply that
B, or vice

their bounded number of sessions. Further, consider the convention hx, y, zi ≡
Our axioms together with the agent checks and RandGen(N ) → ¬W (π2 (N ))
for any n ∈ N and for any nonce N that was either generated by A and sent to
versa, φn 6` N .

The above Theorem states that secrecy of nonces satisfying C[N ] is never broken. That is,
nonces that were generated by A or B and intended to be sent between each other,
 remain
secret. In particular, asking ~x to be the empty list, the formula ∃N C[N ] ∧ φ̂ ` N , together
with the axioms and the agent checks, and RandGen(N ) → ¬W (π2 (N )) are inconsistent on
any symbolic trace.

7.2

Agreement and Authentication

We now prove agreement from the responder’s viewpoint. That is, we will show that
0
RespB
N SL [B, i , N2 , h2 , h4 , R2 ]

π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )) = A

AND

=⇒

EXIST i, N1 , h1 , h3 , R1 , R3 SUCH THAT
Init A
N SL [A, i, B, N1 , h1 , h3 , R1 , R3 ] AND
dec(h2 , dKB ) = hN1 , Ai AND
dec(h3 , dKA ) = hN1 , N2 , Bi AND
dec(h4 , dKB ) = N2

where by the implication sign we mean that the agent checks and the axioms imply this.
We can also write this within our syntax:


A = π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )) ∧
ci (A, B, N1 , N2 ) v φ̂ ∧
N1 = π1 (dec(h2 , dKB )) ∧ −→ ∃h3 .
N2 = π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA )))
cr (A, B, N1 , N2 ) v φ̂ ∧
What we have to prove is that the negation of this is inconsistent with the axioms and
agent checks. But for that it is sufficient to show that the agent checks and axioms, and the
premise of the formula imply the conclusion of this formula, as the following theorem states
with the proof available in [5].
I Theorem 7.3 (Agreement and Authentication). Consider a symbolic execution of the NSL
protocol, with an arbitrary number of possible dishonest participants and two honest participants A, B that follow the initiator and responder roles correspondingly, and that only
execute these roles in each of their bounded number of sessions. Further, consider the convention hx, y, zi ≡ hx, hy, zii.
Our axioms together with the agent checks and RandGen(N ) → ¬W (π2 (N )) are inconsistent with the negation of the formula
cr (π2 (dec(h2 , dKB )), B, π1 (dec(h2 , dKB )), N2 ) v φ̂ ∧ A = π2 (dec(h2 , dKB ))


ci (A, B, N1 , π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA )))) v φ̂ ∧
−→ ∃N1 h3 .
N2 = π1 (π2 (dec(h3 , dKA ))) ∧ N1 = π1 (dec(h2 , dKB ))

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we illustrated that the framework proposed by Bana and Comon-Lundh [7],
where one does not define explicitly the Dolev-Yao adversarial capabilities but rather the
limitations (axioms) on these capabilities, is suitable and powerful enough to prove correctness of security protocols. The proofs with this technique are computationally sound
without the need of any further assumptions such as no bad keys, etc that are otherwise
usually assumed in other literature.
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We presented a modular set of axioms that are computationally sound for implementations using CCA2 secure encryption. Using the axioms together with a minimal parsing
assumption, we were able to perform an inductive proof to show both secrecy and agreement
of the NSL protocol. Applying the main theorem of [7] we obtain that for any implementation
satisfying CCA2 security and the parsing assumption, there is no computational adversary
that can violate secrecy or authentication except with negligible probability. We also believe the axioms of secrecy and non-malleability constitute a sufficient abstraction of CCA2
security to prove correctness of protocols other than NSL.
As other current techniques have problems incorporating dynamic corruption, it is worth
noting, that our technique works even if the protocol allows the release of a decryption key
of A or B at some time. Secrecy can still be proven until that point, and authentication
that was carried out earlier can be verified even if the decryption key is later released.
The proof we presented in this paper was done by hand but we believe that automation
is possible and is left for future work.
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